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Preface

The 22nd European Physical Society Conference on Controlled Fusion
and Plasma Physics, under the auspices of the Plasma Physics Division
of the European Physical Society, was hosted by and local arrangements
were made by the JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, UK. Following
the guidelines of the Board of the EPS Plasma Physics Division, the
1995 Conference included topics from the areas of: Tokamaks;
Stellarators; Alternative Magnetic Confinement Schemes; Magnetic
Confinement Theory and Modelling; Plasma Edge Physics; Plasma
Heating; Current Drive and Profile Control; Diagnostics; and Basic
Collisionless Plasma Physics.

The scientific programme and paper selection was the responsibility
of the International Programme Committee appointed by the Board of
the EPS Plasma Physics Division. The Programme Committee selected
492 contributed papers (out of 600 submitted abstracts) for presentation
as posters in four sessions at the meeting. In order to maintain
participants interest throughout all four poster sessions, the sessions
were not divided into topic groups, but a mixture of posters from all
topic groups was arranged at each session. As a consequence, the
Proceedings of the Conference are published in four volumes, which
correspond to the four poster sessions (Sessions P, Q, R and S) rather
than to the Topic Groups.

In 1994, for the 21st EPS Conference, the Board of the EPS Plasma
Division agreed to an important change in the arrangements for
contributed papers. The Proceedings were printed after the meeting,
allowing a later submission date for abstracts and giving authors the
opportunity to present latest results in the four-page papers. This
arrangement was continued for the 22nd EPS Conference, in 1995.
Consequently, authors of contributed papers handed in their four-page
papers to the Scientific Secretary during the conference and these are
reproduced in these volumes.
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According to EPS Plasma Physics Division regulations, the Conference
Proceedings contain the four-page papers of all those contributions for
which at least one author was a registered participant at the Conference.
There are 462 papers which satisfy this condition. The four volumes of
the proceedings will be mailed to all registered participants of the
Conference.

The papers of the nine Review Lectures and 18 Topical Lectures will
be published in a Special Issue of the journal “Plasma Physics and
Controlled Fusion”, which will also be mailed to all registered
participants.

B E Keen, P E Stott and J Winter

July 1995
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Experiments with TF Ripple in JET

B.J.D. Tubbing, and JET Team
JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, OXON. 0X14 313A, UK.

1, Introduction
JET is equipped with 32 toroidal field (TF) coils, configured as two interleaved sets of 16. In
the 1991/92 experimental campaign, JET carried out a first TF ripple experiment (ripple- l) [l],
in which only one set of coils was energised. This raised the toroidal field ripple amplitude 5 at
the plasma outer edge from about 1% with 32 coils to about 10% with 16 coils. The main
results from ripple-1 can be summarised as follows: 1. The loss of plasma energy in L—mode
plasmas with NBI injection exceeded the predicted classical losses: 2. A severe degradation of
H—mode quality was observed, but the H—mode threshold was not changed significantly: 3.
Losses of ICRH minority particles in the MeV energy range confirmed the existence of
stochastic diffusion, and were within a factor 2 of the predictions made by a simple model: 4.
Plasma rotation was reduced to zero, within the errors of the measurement.

In the JET pumped divertor configuration the outer plasma boundary is moved inward
by some 0.3m w.r.t. the old configuration. The TF ripple at the plasma outer edge with 32 coils
is now of order 0. 1 ‘70, and with 16 coils about 4%. A second ripple experiment was performed,
in which the two sets of 16 coils were run at different currents This generates a ripple field with
N = 16 and N = 32 components. At zero difference current, the ripple is 5 = 832 (32 coil
ripple). For non-zero difference currents, the 532 component is practically negligible, and the
ripple is a fraction of the ripple that would be obtained in pure 16 coil operation, 6 = f516. The
fraction fis varied between 0 and 0.5.

2. Experimental results
2.] Single particle losses and rotation

In figure 1 the profile data is shown on electron density, electron and ion temperature and
toroidal rotation velocity for three identical L~modc shots with 2.8MW NBI heating (D
injection, at 125keV). Two of these have 5 = 532 and one of which has 5 = 0-3516- For this
configuration, there is no direct injection of NBI ions into the ripple well loss region. All these
data has been averaged over 75 to eliminate sawtooth effects. The two shots at 532 demonstrate
the high degree of diagnostic reproducibility. In the shot with 03516, at approximately the same
density, we observe in the central plasma region a lower TO by 3%, a lower T, by 10% at , and a
lower by about 30%. The total D-D reaction rate was reduced by 4%. The differences between
the profiles build up throughout the confinement zone, contrary to the common expectation that
ripple would lead primarily to a clamping of edge values.

The predicted loss of NBI power, by the Bounce Average Monte Carlo code [2], due to
ripple effects is 1.3%. Clearly the observed losses exceed the classical prediction.

Using the TRANSP transport analysis code (without ripple loss effects), it was found
that the reduction of the D—D reaction rate, as well as the reduction of the triton burn-up, is
consistent with the Change in kinetic parameters. This indicates that the loss of lMeV tritons is
very small (of order a few percent) and that the loss of NBI ions at high energy is small. I.e. if
NBI ions are lost, they are lost at lower energies, where the DD crossesection is significantly
smaller than at the injection energy.

In order to establish if there are any anomalous losses of the thermal plasma, an
experiment was carried out with Lower Hybrid heating. Electrons, accelerated by the LH
waves, are insensitive to ripple because of their small Larrnor radius, The LH experiment was
done with a factor 2.5 higher ripple because of the close proximity to the LH launcher required
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for coupling. No reduction of plasma pressure as a result of ripple could be found. These
experiments show that there is no significant ripple loss channel for the thermal plasma, or
xmp << Xi‘amnmmufi. in agreement with theoretical predictions. The unexpected loss with NBI
heating must then be due to NBI ions being lost in the intermediate energy range. between
thermal and a few tens of keV.

Independent confirmation of loss in this intermediate range is provided by the
measurement of the D slowing down distribution by a neutral particle analyser. For the same
NBI injected discharges as shown in figure 1, a reduction by about 40% 0f the tail distribution
in the intermediate energy range (l0 to SOkeV) was observed. At thermal energy and near the
injection energy no such reduction of the tail distribution was observed.

2.2 The effect on the H-mode
The effects of ripple on the H-mode appear complicated. An illustration is given in figure 2,
where traces are shown for a discharge at toroidal field 2T and plasma current 2.5MA. in which
the ripple is varied from 533 to 0.5 5'6 and back with a triangular waveform. The NBI power is
constant at a leveljust below the normal (533) H-mode power threshold. The third trace in the
figure is a product of a density and temperature measurement, and hence represents a plasma
pressure (note that all magnetic measurement are potentially corrupted by the TF imbalance
current). Up to 12.25, the discharge remains in clear L—mode. Then, when the ripple reaches
about 0.25m (or about 0.8% at the plasma edge), a transition to elmy H-mode is observed, and
plasma pressure is increased. Between about 14 and 165. while the ripple exceeds 0.3516, the
plasma pressure is reduced somewhat. The elm frequency is also reduced, but the brief phase
without elms between 14.8 and 15.55 is not a genuine elm—free phase. In particular, it is not
associated with a density rise. The reverse pattern ofevents is observed while the ripple is being
ramped down.

In discharges with NBI power well above the H‘mode power threshold, it was found
that ripple at a level 010.3516 (about 1.2% at the plasma edge) can improve the performance of
the H—mode. Simultaneously, a reduction of elm frequency from 230Hz without ripple to SOHZ
with 5 = 0.3516. in otherwise constant conditions, was observed.

In discharges with NBI power well above the H—mode power threshold and ripple at a
level of 0.5616 (about 2% at the plasma edge) a slight degradation of the H-mode was
observed. A discharge without ripple showed a series of short elm—free phases, while in the
identical discharge with this level of ripple these were absent.

2.3 The sensitivity to error field locket] modes
Error field can be generated in JET with the aid of the in-vessel saddle coils [3]. Locked MHD
modes can be generated with these coils. and the critical error field level for locked mode
formation can be established. In figure 3 locked mode formation is compared for two ohmic
discharges without ripple and with 5 = 05516 respectively. The saddle coil current is ramped
up and at a critical level a locked mode is generated, as indicated by the dashed markers (note
that in the ‘no ripple‘ shot the mode subsequently decays due to a trip in the saddle coil system).
We observe that for ohmic discharges the ripple increases the critical level of error field.

A similar experiment was carries out in discharges with NBI rotation drive. Here, it was
found that ripple reduces the critical level of error field. The results on the ohmic and NBI
injected plasmas are in qualitative agreement with the understanding of locked mode generation
as a result of the decreasing rotation velocity of the ’magnetic perturbation’ reference frame.

3. Conclusions and ITER relevance
In ripple-2, as in ripple—L we have found that the energy loss of NBI injected plasmas exceeds
the expectations based on classical effects. Both the kinetic analysis and the neutral particle data
show that the unexpected losses occur in the intermediate energy range between a few keV and
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a few tens of keV. Both the loss of high energy particles (lMeV tritons and NBI injected D
particles with energies over say lOOkeVl and of the thermal plasma. are very small. Ripple has
a relatively strong effect on plasma rotation.

Ripple can slightly lower the H-mode threshold. At ripple levels of 1% at the plasma
edge. ripple can improve slightly the H-mode performance. probably due to a reduction of elm
frequency. At higher ripple levels. lei-mode performance is degraded.

The sensitivity of the plasma to error field induced locked modes is modified by ripple.
qualitatively in accordance with the theoretical understanding.

Ripple effects depend on three main dimensionless parameters: the ripple 5 , the
normalised Larmor radius p / a. and the collisionality. In first instance one expects that in [TER
all ripple effects will be significantly smaller than in JET for the same ripple level. because of
the much smaller p / a. Taking this into consideration, it would appear that none of the effects
studied in this experiment could pose a significant problem for ITER. Hence, the critical ripple
issue for ITER is likely to remain the localised heat loads to first wall components due to CL
particle losses, These stochastic diffusion and ripple well trapping losses are relatively
straightforward to calculate using Guiding Centre Following codes,
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MULTI-MODE FEATURE OF TOKAMAK
SMALL SCALE DENSITY FLUCTUATIONS

VA Vershkov

RRC "Kurchatov Institute",123182, Moscow, Russia,

This paper summaraze the results of turbulence investigations on T-lO with
Correlation Reflectometry, which were publised in [1],[2],[3], The bulk plasma and the edge
were investigated with the new three—wave heterodyne reflectometer, which is able to

measure the radial and poloidal correlation length [l],[2], The principle scheme of
reflectometer is presented on Fig. l The typical results of frequency discriminator signals
processing for three discharges are presented on Fig 2 for one discharge before and afier Ne

puff. Two poloidally separated channels were used, thus enabling poloidal correlation
analysis, The processing procedure includes the following operations The chosen for
analysis time sequence of the data for two signals is divided into a number of smaller
realizations, Fast Fourier Transform is applied for each realization of both signals. The cross
phase shift between the two corresponding frequency harmonics of two signals is calculated,
and the unity vector with that phase is formed. The amplitude of Fourier spectrum and unity
vectors for each frequency are averaged over dilTerent time realizations The averaged

amplitude of Fourier spectrum of the first signal is presented on the first trace of each
figure. The resulting cross-phase of the the averaged unity vectors is ploted on the second
trace and the normalized amplitude of the resulting vector on the third coherence trace. It is

clearly seen from Fig. 2 the presence in both cases of the "narrow band"maxima,
superimposed on "broad band" pedestal, which is typical feature for the reflection from the
central plasma regions. It is also seen, that those maxima may significantly shift in frequency,
while the "broad band" pedestal doesn't change. The coherence significantly deviates from
zero only for the spectral regions in vicinity of"narrow band" maxima, Taking into account
the sensitivity dependance on frequency the resulting spectrum of the "broad band” will be
constant over the frequency range from 10 to 500 kHz, which resemble the "white noise".
As the frequency Doppler shifts is the derivative of the phase of the reflected wave, it means,
that the phase spectrum must be inversly proportional to the frequency (l/F) which may
result either from stochastic multiple reflections from one turbulence typeThe other possibility
is the presence of two types ofdilTerent turbulence: "narrow band" with the long poloidal
correlation length and ”broad band" with short correlation lengths, The results of time
behaviour ofthe turbulence amplitude together with some discharge parameters after strong
Ne puffing are presented on Fig. 4. The amplitude of "broad band" was taken as the rms
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value of fluctuations in the frequencies 40—70 and 250—500 kHz, where no coherent modes

was detected. The amplitudes of "narrow band" modes were taken to be equal to the

production of the rms value of fluctuations in frequency region of corresponding coherent

mode and the value of maximum of the poloidal cross-correlation function. This

procedure was developed in order to evaluate the coherent part offluctuations from
the iron coherent "broad band". It is clearly seen, that at 280 ms. and 400 ms. of discharge

there are two significant decrease of Da line intensity. The first one corresponds to

beginning of Ne putting and the second to spontaneous "event". It must be pointed out

abrupt decrease of"narrow band" amplitudes in all presented frequency range in both cases.
This effect is especially strong at 400 ms. of discharge. One can see. that ”narrow band"

amplitude decrease in several times, while the "broad band“ doesn’t change significantly
at that time. It means, that just after the ”event“ correlated mode disappear due to the change

in discharge and "broad band" turbulence didn't change significantly. This is seen from

disappiranee of cross-correlation alter the “event" . presented on Fig. 5. Thus both
turbulence types dit’r‘erently depends on discharge conditions and one mode may exist
without annother This result reject the hypotesis, that "broad band'l is the stochactic part,

produced by coherent mode and support the conclusion, that both phenomena have absolutely
difTerent physical nature. Fig. 3 presents the result of radial correlation analysis in the case

ofreflection from Rcritical=18 cm, Cross—correlation analysis between fluctuations of two

sidebands signals are presented for four sucsessive discharges. The radial separation changes
from 0.03 to 0.0 cm by means of variation frequency of amplitude

modulation.correspondingly. The radial correlation analysis gives exactly the same coherence

spccrlun as poloidal at maximal radial separation 0.62 cm. As the radial separation decreases

the coherency spectrum became not so peaked, It means, that the radial correlation length

is short for the spectral intervals, where only "broad band“ exists. The "narrow band"

mode near 100 kHz has much longer radial correlation length, The quantatively this

result rs presented on Fig, 8 for two radial positions of reflected layer. The dashed line show

the radial dependance of the Hbroad band” cross—correlation. The thick solid line show the

radial dependance of "narrow band" mode cross—correlation The radial correlation length of
the "narrow band'l mode is about 0.5 cm, while for coherent mode is about l.5 cm.Tlte radial
distribution of the amplitudes of coherent "narrow band" and "broad band” modes, are

shown on Fig. 7 for discharges with two rail limiter positions. The amplitude of the hii
frequency coherent mode is shown with the thick solid line and the "broad band“ with the thin
solid line. It is clear seen, that the 'narrow band" modes are associated with the central
hot parts of the plasma and decreases to the periphery, wlrilethe ”broad band" have the
maximum at the rail limiter. This observation support the conclusion, that "broad band" is

peripheral instability, typical for colder plasma with higher toroidisity. The comparison
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with the probes at the periphery show similarity between both diagnostics. As for the
"narrow band” modes, the all existing data suggest, that they are typical for gradient zone
inside q=2 surface.

The poloidal correlation analysis for the case of reflection from the central parts of

plasma column presented on Fig. 2 show the presence of several maxima on the coherence

spectra. There are two niaxinia before the Ne putT( thick solid curve) and one after. It is seen,
that the maximum atter Ne pufi‘ is shifted in high frequency direction by 100 kHz The time
evolution ot‘the coherent part of turbulence for the three frequency range is shown on Fig,

4. One can see the burst ofthe turbulence in frequency range 180 — 300 kHz at 325 msec,
45 msec. after the beginning of Ne pufl‘. It corresponds to the appearence of the high

frequency maximum The shift in frequency is not caused by Doppler shifi, but the poloidal
wavelength become twice shorter. Secondly the peaks doesn‘t dissappear absolutely In fact
the most typical. when they coexist. The fact of connection ofthe coherent rnaxima with

the impurities was also proved the experiment with the Ar pufl‘. It is possible to interpret the
coherence peaks on Fig. 2 before the Ne puff as ”Deuterium" and "Carbon" modes and
maximum on Fig. 2 after pufi” as "Neon" mode. The result of analysis ofthe experimental
data in terms of a number of"ion modes” gives the value of k-pi equal 0.2-0.3 for center
and it decreases to 0.1—0.04 at the periphery. The typical wavelengths in the central parts from
4 to 0.8 cm, while at periphery from 2 to 20 cm.

Concluding it is possible to say, that reflectometry data show the existence ofthe two
physically ditTerent turbulence. The first “narrow" band is closly connected with ion mass. It
has radial and poloidal correlation length about several cm. and typical for hot plasma regions
inside q=2 radius, The important feature ofthis turbulence the strong dependance on peripfery
conditions, which means. that it may be responsible for "non-local" phenomena. It is very
sensitive to the working gas variation. The regimes with high particles confinement
corresponds to high frequency impurity modes appearence, while deterioration of confinement
acoinpanied by increase oflow frequency modes. The second "broad" band have maximum at
the limiter radius and decreases to the center. It has low poloidal and radial correlation lengths
and doesn‘t strongly react on the change of peripfery conditions,

This work was carried out under support of Russian Fond oi'Fundumental Research,
Grant # 94-02-06521—a and Grant # 67 for Young Scintists of RRC "Kurchatov Institute".
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Disruption and VDE Characterization for ITER

S. Ortolani, P. Barabaschi, N. Fujisawa, M. Rosenbluth, J. Wesley

ITER JCT, San Diego Joint Work Site, 11025 N.Torrey Pines Rd, La Jolla, CA 92037, USA.

D. Campbell, M. Garribba, M. Johnson. P. Noll, A. Tanga

JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxon, OX14 3EA, UK.

In this paper we discuss some features of tokamak disruptions and vertical displacement

episodes (VDE) with reference to JET data and ITER design. In a disruption. first the plasma

loses the thermal energy over a short time scale and then the current decays; for elongated

plasmas this phase is often accompanied by a VDE due to loss of plasma position control. The

sequence of events can also start with a VDE caused by the onset of a vertical instability with

consequent plasma disruption. The main causes of major disruptions during current flat—top are

either excessive density, radiation, beta and/or error fields, or too low q. The main causes of

vertical instabilities are excessive elongation or position control failures due, for example, to

repetitive ELMs or minor disruptions.

In JET, the overall disruption frequency over >17000 shots is 23%. Approximately the same

percentage (26%) also applies to more recent operations (~7000 shots over the period 1991-95)

where ~20% of the disruptions are caused by loss of vertical stability and 250% of the

disruptions are accompanied by a significant vertical displacement (210 cm) occurring during

the first 60% of the current quench phase. In the recent divertor operation (1994—95) nearly

80% of the disruptions are accompanied by a subsequent VDE. However, the figures given

above are global, including operation close to the limits and disruption studies, The results of

an analysis of the disruption frequency during flat-top as a function of plasma current are

shown in Fig.1, clearly indicating how the plasma dismptivity can be contained below ~10%

for high performance operations.
0.5 W Pulse No: 27964

2 5 0.4
l}; 0.3
(I)

2 0 0.2

1 5 °-‘
o\° 0:
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1 0 E
0 5 1 0 E

0-52 . . . EI(M A) 15.00 15.02 15.04 15.05 15.115 15.10 15.12
'I'Ime(s)

Fig. 1: Percentage ofJET dirruptimzr v.rflar-mp current Fig. 2: SXR and plasma current signal: vs time
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Typical time scales in JET are ~l ms and ~100 ms for thermal quench and current quench.
respectively.
In ITER, the overall disruption frequency is anticipated to be ~3()% for operation in the 0.1
MWa/m2 Basic Performance Phase (~10,000 pulses over a 10—year period) which will include
exploratory regimes. However, it is anticipated that only ~ 500 disruptions will correspond to
the full energy operation. The subsequent l MWa/rn2 Enhanced Performance Phase will
employ only well—established operating conditions. Under these circumstances, the disruption
frequency is assumed to go down to ~3%. The time scale for the thermal quench in ITER is

predicted to be of the order of HO ms. The energy deposited onto the divertor can be as high
as ~100 MJ/m2 and the heat load on the first wall can reach ~60 MJ/m2 in the worst case of a
vertical instability followed by a disruption [1].
In general, at the end of the thermal quench, 'when dissipation has become high enough,
magnetic reconnection leads to a major current profile change: the current density profile

flattens while the total current increases before starting to decay. This phenomenon is clearly

shown in Fig.2 where the energy quench takes place in two quite distinct steps, but only at the
end of the final drop does the current increase, However, the assumption usually made of a

full profile relaxation at the end of the thermal quench, corresponding to a flat current density

profile over the entire plasma volume, is not consistent with experimental measurements and

boundary conditions. Furthermore, it would correspond either to too large (~30%) an increase

of the plasma current which is not generally observed (in JET the current increase is typically

~10% of the pro-disruption value with maximum amplitudes as high as ~20%) or to large

variations in magnetic energy, helicity and flux which are difficult to explain over such a short

time scale. In fact, recent detailed measurements from DIll-D [2] show that, although there is a

significant flattening of the current density in the center, the profile smoothly decreases in the

outer region (normalized radius 2.7) towards the separatrix, Therefore, a more realistic

description is that of a partial profile relaxation, as used and experimentally verified in RFP

configurations [3,4], where the current density smoothly descends to zero at the plasma

boundary although it flattens in the plasma core. This concept is used here to describe realistic

profile changes by solving the force—free equation V x B = #8 with a simple description of the

parallel current density profile given as p = (2a / Rq0)(l — ra ). For a given aspect ratio,

the two parameters (10 and a completely determine the field profiles. Thus, variations in

energy, flux, helicity, etc. can be analyzed. For example, with JET/ITER geometry, in Fig.3

are shown four constant magnetic helicity curves in the ((10, 0:) plane. Along the trajectories

of constant helicity (from left to right) the profile flattens, the plasma current increases and the

energy varies little (~l%). In fact, for tokamak profiles the relaxation is such that the variation

in plasma internal inductance and the associated current hump also amount to relatively small

variations of the total magnetic energy. In Fig.3, the plasma current increment relative to the
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value at a = 2, assumed as representative of the initial preedisruption state, is also shown.

The current increment curve is very similar for any of the various constant helicity curves and it

shows that, in general, for reasonable flattening of the current density profile (from or = 2 to
05:4 to 8 ), the current increase is between 10—20% in agreement with experimental results.

Characterizing the current density profile with only two parameters is a crude approximation

but allows to solve simply for constant helicity trajectories in the (110,05) plane. More

generally, given any initial profile corresponding to the preAdisruption state, we can find the

final profiles which conserve some volume integral invariant such as energy or helicity. For
example, with an lTER—like q:3 initial profile, the current density and q profiles before and

after relaxation which are shown in Figs. 4a and b correspond to global magnetic helicity

conservation and to a current increase of ~15% with little magnetic energy variation. This is

consistent with the present design specifications [1]. A similar description can also be obtained

by a Grad-Shafranov free boundary equilibrium model where the internal inductance is varied

while imposing magnetic helicity conservation. In Fig.5 is shown an example with ITER

parameters where the current increase is ~ 10% and correspondingly the on—axis q jumps from
~.8 to ~l.5. The profiles are then kept constant during the subsequent decay.

1.4

1.2

QC 1
0.8

lp/l pi
0,6 +|pllpi

+q1
0.4 +q2

0.2 +q3

+q0K4
O

O 2 4 6 8 10

0t

Fig.3: Constant helicity trajectories and current increment in the (q0 , a)plane.

In summary, a statistical analysis of JET disruptions supports the present ITER design

specifications. The profile changes occurring at the end of the thermal quench can be explained
as a partial profile relaxation under conservation of magnetic helicity. During this phase there is

no major loss of magnetic energy although dissipation has to be high enough for relaxation to
occur via magnetic reconnection phenomena.
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X-Ray Spectrum Evolution in Startup Phase and
During Major Disruption in the TVD Tokamak

V.A. Shurygin
RRC "Kurchatov Institute”, Moscow, Russia

1. Introduction
The effect of neutrals and runaway electrons on the radiation processes can be

investigated experimentally in detail using the temporal evolution of the plasma x-ray
spectrum in a wide energy range. Earlier theoretical studies [1-3] have brought the
interpretation of the most important effects: though the densities of neutrals and
runaways are low compared to the plasma electron density, the associated ionization and
recombination rate coefficients are quite large. The generation and loss of runaway
electrons as well as the large variation of density and energy distribution of neutral
hydrogen can be observed in a tokamak at startup phase and during a major disruption.

The sharp rise (~10 us) ofa large emission of fast neutrals occurs during the energy
quench phase ofa major disruption [4,5]. It was observed [5] that the average energy of
transverse component of ion energy distribution function increases during 10 us of about
1.5-2.0 times. The associated influx of fast neutrals has in fact the anomalous transport
characteristics. Moreover, this is an injection process resulting from charge exchange of
accelerated ions near the edge plasma and strongly affecting impurity radiation in the
plasma core as well as at the edge. Thus. the large increase in radiation during disruption
can be identified as being primarily due to the charge exchange recombination of the
impurities on the fast (and most likely excited) neutrals. The associated cross-sections can
be as large as 10'13-l0'12 cm2 [6]. This paper deals with the experiments and their
computational analysis assuming these effects in the x—ray spectrum evolution.

2. X-ray spectrum model
Let us consider the plasma x-ray spectrum in the region 57> 100 eV. It can be

expressed (in cm-3 5-1 keV-l) by the formula
_ 5 2 12‘— II-/1y(5,)= 3-101 .119 '2—12 1 .[z/[wyncp], (t)

Z I11, 12/0 ”2
where [15, is the plasma electron density, 11,- is the impurity densities for ions in charge
state 1’, I1} 2 2/1, is the impurity density limited by the states with 2'21"” , which provide
the x-ray emission in the region £y> 100 eV, qL(Ey) and qC(E./) are the line and the
continuum radiation for given species respectively. For the energy range of 0.1—1.0 keV
only three higher charge states of carbon and oxygen ions were taken into account. The
presence of runaway electrons, in particular, in the startup phase may result in an
enhancement of ionization and respectively recombination rate coefficients. Then, the
relaxation time for highly ionized states with ionization potentials I, / TE>>1 appears to
be much shorter than the respective time scales of the n,- and/or temperature variations
and the quasi-stationarity conditions for coupled balance equations are fulfilled for most
abundant charge states

1 dn' 1 (1,. .
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where f} =II,//1'Z. if,- and A7, are ionization and recombination rates (in s-')
respectively. The conditions (2) can be fulfilled throughout a time, while the average
charge of most abundant impurity ions keeps enough slowly varying function of time. It
was assumed that 5',- oc e=lzf //1€ - relative population of runaways and

R, o: 5,, = II” /IIE - relative population of neutrals. While the additional ionization by
runaway electrons shifts the ionization equilibrium towards the higher charge states [1],
charge exchange recombination between impurity ions and neutrals leads to the opposite
equilibrium shifting [2]. The resulting balance can be even close to corona equilibrium at
some effective temperature 7:17 that differ from real plasma electron temperature Te, but

with increased ionization and recombination rates which leads to decreasing in time
constants of the processes with variations in the charge state distribution. The ionization
balance equation modified by the effect of runaway electrons and neutrals on the rate
coefficients may be written as

11'—’ = P ‘ afflilflgy), (3)
”1'+l

where function gasoflfifgfir) coincides with similar relation of recombination and

ionization rate coefficients for a corona equilibrium, p is a parameter to describe the

balance shifting by the variations in populations of runaways 8 and/or neutrals 5”. For

any charge states of interest we have that got/re. The temperature 725' presents an

average energy of that part of energy distribution function which determines the
ionization and excitation rate coefficients. The line emission excitation with 7;, = 71,177

from the ground states can be expressed as
me.) : s~ flap), . (4)

j,

where summation over j includes all transitions for given charge state enough close to
Er. The line intensities were taken from [7]. Thus, the calculation using expressions (1)-

(4) includes the parameters 7;. Tap. p, e and 112 / lie. The conversion of the plasma x-

ray spectrum (lines and continuum) to the photoelectron one by the target of the
photoelectron spectrometer was considered in detail elsewhere [8].

3. Experiments and modelling
The experiments were carried out in the TVD tokamak (major radius R=36 cm.

minor radius a=7.5 cm, BT=L0 T, lp=20-45 kA, ”8:15-10” cm'3, A=250 eV, 71:1 10

eV, the duration 15-20 ms). The measurements were performed with photoelectron

spectrometer (PBS-D) [8] and with charge exchange analyzer [4]. The photoelectron
spectra were built up from data accumulated shot-to-shot for about 20 discharges
with the temporal resolution of about 10 us. The target of PBS-D was made of carbon
since the K-shell of carbon atoms gives the main part of photoelectron emission and
provides rather simple interpretation: the form of the photoelectron spectrum could be
roughly interpreted as the x-ray one shifted by the binding energy 288 eV.

The temporal evolution of the photoelectron spectra and the results of its modelling
are shown in Fig. l. The analysis shows that the prominent features ofthe x-ray spectra in
startup phase are the oxygen lines (0 Vlll ls - 2p. OVII ls2 lS - 152p 1P are the most
intense) occurring close to [9:300 eV and the recombination continuum cutoff around
of 600 eV produced by ionization states O7+ , O’8+ , CV”+ . In addition, the fit to the data in
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Fig.1 assumes temporal variation of the model parameters. The temporal evolutions of
the parameters a and p-s cc [1,, /n‘, and of the fractional abundances of oxygen
ionization states extracted by the spectra fitting are shown in the Fig.2 and Fig.3. It
follows that the dominant contribution of runaways to ionization and excitation
processes is substituted by the contribution due to thermal electrons after the first three
milliseconds 0f the startup phase. The time dependent behaviour of To and TM in

startup are shown in Fig.4,
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The charge exchange signal variations observed for the transverse and parallel to
toroidal magnetic field directions during a major disruptions reveal the significant
differences as shown in the Fig.5. While the flux of neutrals with velocities alBr
presents the instability development during the predisruption phase, it is transverse
accelerated neutrals affect charge state distributions of impurity ions lowering their
Charge states due to charge exchange recombination before and during energy quench. It
supports by the modelling of measured photoelectron spectra as shown in the Fig.6 and
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in the Table. The photoelectron spectra measured in 30 us just after energy quench are
similar to the spectra from the initial stage in the startup phase.

60] I (v J_ ‘ 'l-stua‘dystat‘eil

ex n 131 3. JI/'\ 2—]ust before
i i] j .. a
l 1 1/ ‘ 1015 v‘ . . , Sijust after
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tdig , m s E e , K e V

Fig.5. Time traces of Charge exchange fluxes Fig.6. Spectrum transformation during a
with energy 700 61/ during a disruption. major disruption and its modelling.

Table. Model parameters fitting the s ectra measured during a major disruption.

1d,.” 7; eV T317, eV 1) F, ~ [If /I1£, p-e ~ 11,, / 11;,

steady state 230 250 1.0 8 ~ 10-3 8 . [0'5

just before 200 350 4.0 0.015 0.06

just after 100 500 8.0 0.4 3.2

4. Conclusions
An x—ray spectrum model was developed to interpret the measurements of the

photoelectron spectrum evolution in startup phase and dttring major disruption taking
into account the effect of neutrals and runaway electrons on the impurity radiation. The
temporal evolution of the relation between line and continuum emissivities reveals the
behaviour of neutral and runaway population densities. During a major disruption. the
observed fast neutral influx strongly affects the impurity radiation through charge
exchange recombination in a wide energy range from VUV up to the x-ray energies and
looks like an anomalous impurity transport (or injection). However, the sudden drop of
I, is a consequence of the total energy losses from the bulk electrons due to electron

impact excitation and ionization of impurity ions recombined in lower charge states
through charge exchange, but not a consequence of a rapid impurity transport.
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MHD-ACTIVITY SUPPRESSION BY PELLET INJECTION INTO
PLASMA PERIPHERY IN T—10 TOKAMAK

Ivanov N.V., Kakurin A,M., Kanaev BI, Kovrov P.E., Maksimov Yu.S., Martynov D,Ai,

Novikov A.Yu., Prut V.V,, Safonova MiB., Shybaev S.A,, Volkov VIV,, Yevdokimov D.V.

RRC "Kurchatov Institute", Nuclear Fusion Institute,

Ploschad Kurchatova, 1, Moscow, 123182, Russia

1. Introduction
One of the known tokamak regimes with an improved plasma confinement, the Pellet

Enhanced Performance (PEP—regime), is usually produced by a pellet—injection into the plasma

core [1], The possibility of the PEP—regime utilization in a reactor-size tokamak is however

restrained by technical limitations on the velocity and penetration depth of the injected pellets

In this respect it seems to be useful to investigate pellet-injection effects on plasma behaviour

in case of the pellet evaporation zone located at the plasma periphery. In case of periphery

pellet—injection the plasma density profile with an increased density at the plasma periphery and

with an enhanced density gradient at the plasma edge, i.e. a density profile characteristic for the

H-mode, can be presumably produced. The possibility of plasma stability improvement in case

ofthc pellet—injection into the plasma periphery was investigated on T-10 tokamak.

2. Experimental arrangement
The experiments were performed in tokamak regimes with the toroidal magnetic field,

BT22,5T, plasma current, Ip:280c, minor plasma radius, a :30cm. The second-

harmonic ECR heating of the core plasma with the ECRH power in the range from 300 to 500

kW was used, Deuterium pellets were injected into deuterium plasma by pellet injector [2].

The range of the pellet velocities was from 1.1 to 1.4 kin/s. The depths of the pellet
penetration into plasma were limited by values from 7 cm to 14 cm, The initial line-average
electron density before the pellet-injection was he = 1-10130m_3.

In the experiment, the main attention was paid to effects of the injected pellets on large-
scale MHD-modes at frequencies up to 10 kHz and on the poloidal magnetic field turbulence
in the frequency range from 20 to 100 kHz (HF—turbulence). The large—scale MED-modes
were measured with a set of 24 magnetic probes uniformly distributed along the poloidal
direction at the tokamak chamber wall. A separate probe was used to measure the HF—
turbulence without an analysis ofits spatial structure.
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3. Experimental results
Typical traces of the line-average plasma density, fic, signals of the 111:2 and m=3

modes, dBQ/dt, amplitude of the HF-turbulence, AHF» and soft X-ray emission from plasma,

X, are given in Fig.1 for two cases differing by the injected pellet size and by the corresponding

rise of the line-average plasma density, Afie : 0.4‘10'7’cm—3 (lefi) and one : 1.44- [Oncm—3

(right). The time moments of the pellet-injection are shown with vertical dashed lines.
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Fig.1
A short spike of the MHD-activity, about 1 ms long, is seen in Fig. l(right) in a few

milliseconds after the pellet—injection. In some cases this spike was several times higher than

the average level of the MHD«activity before pellet-injection. In other cases the spike turned
to be negligible as it is seen in Fig1(let‘t). After the spike ofthe MHD-activity, the amplitudes
of the m=2 and m:3 modes, as well as of the HIT-turbulence, changed for a longer period of

time not less than ten milliseconds. To distinguish this stage ofthe pellet-injection effect on the
MED-activity from the spike, we call it quasi-stationary stage. In cases, when the pellet—

injection was accompanied by a high spike of MHD-activity, an abrupt drop of the sofi X—ray
emission took place. In other cases, when the MED-activity spike was insignificant and an
MI-ID-activity suppression occurred at the quasi-stationary stage, a marked rise of the soft X-
ray emission was observed afier the pellet-injection.
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The results of the experiments with

various sizes of the injected pellets are
presented in Fig. In this figure the
dependencies of the amplitudes of m=2
(A2), m=3 (A3) modes and of the HF-
turbulence amplitude (Al—IF) on the rise of

the line—average plasma density after the

pellet—injection are given. The amplitudes
of the MED-activity at the short spike
stage (spike) and at the quasi-stationary
stage (QS) are shown in Fig.2 separately.
All the amplitudes given in Fig.2 are
averaged over a time period between the
5111 and the 10th milliseconds after the
pellet-injection and normalized to the
corresponding amplitude values before the
pellet-injection.

In Fig.2 one can see that there is a
range of the AnC values, approximately

between 0..7.-1013cmT3 and 0.6-1013cm_3,
where two conditions are satisfied

the short MHD—activity
spike is practically absent and there is a
simultaneously:

considerable reduction of the A2, A3 and
AI-IF amplitudes at the quasi-stationary

stage. The most significant reduction, ten
times and more, was observed for the A3
and Aw; amplitudes. In our previous

experiments the AHF amplitude under ECRI—l usually exceeded the AH]? value for the OH-
regime [3]. In the case of pellet—injection, the AHF(QS) amplitude turned to become lower

than the AHF value at the Ohmic stage of the discharge.
In the range of the Afie values where the MHD-activity suppression is observed, it is

natural to expect an improvement of the plasma energy confinement. Though in our
experiment the complete set of the diagnostics necessary for the accurate measurement of the
plasma energy confinement time was not available, some observations can probably confirm
the expectation. The relative changes of the soft X-ray emission, AX/X. and of the power of
radiation losses from plasma, APmd /Pmd , after pellet-injection vs. Afic are given in Fig 3.
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05 t . .70 in this figure one can see a rise of

< 'u .' . the soft X—ray emission which takes place
. . . . 4

1 0-0 ‘ ' “““““. r T """ in the MI’D-fiCtltY-SUDPI‘BSS]0n range of
' i . Afic along with the increase of plasma

, r i_,, ,,,,,, ”r 'l . .
t 0‘? l ' density, A small decrease of the radiation

f: "j i losses is probably determined by a
‘\ . I

E: 0.0 t. , , , , , , - , , or}! ,,,,,,,, reduction of the plasma—wall interaction
L ' ,, . .4, 7 , , _
<1 i . i . ' due to the MHD—acttvtty suppressron and

._ 19-5 1' "# fg‘w—QQ“ ’ by a corresponding variation ofimpurities

>1 3:20. ,i‘ l.“ content in plasma, In Fig.3 one can also
6 E "u see a dependence on Am of the ratio
\ :1 .
.5- TA 10 ' ' ‘ - Hi-icfi _,_7_7 between the changes due to the pellet-
E it ()~ . ‘. _ ———' injection of the [3p time derivative
6] , -O .0 0.2' l .0 .t: t . .

_ J . 1‘! 4 1 ) (calculated from the plasma diamagnetism

“Di" J O C 111 data) and of the plasma density,
Fig.3 A(d[3p‘cdt)/Anc. As it follows from the

energy balance equation, if the energy

confinement time is proportional to the plasma density - that is usually observed at moderate
fie values - and iftlie heating power does not change. the ratio A(dp“dt)/Afic should remain

constant. Therefore the observed rise of the A(dBpg‘dt)/Afic value at Afic 2 03101301173

can probably display an improvement ofthe energy confinement.

4. Conclusion
In the investigated discharge regime, the efi'ect of the deuterium-pellet-injection into

plasma periphery on plasma stability depends on the size of the injected pellet. For the found
range of the pellet sizes. the pellet-injection resulted in an MILD—activity suppression and.
probably, in an improvement of the plasma energy confinement, On the analogy of the PEP-
regime. it seems to be relevant to call the found regime Periphery Pellet Enhanced Performance
(PPEP).
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Potential Safe Termination
by Injection of Polypropylene Pellets in JET
GL Schmidt(*), S Ali-Arshad, D Bartlett, A Chankin, S Clement,

M Gadeberg, P Kupschus, D O‘Brien, R Reichle, G Sadler, A Tanga
JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxfordshire, OX14 313A, UK

W” Plasma Physics Laboratory Princeton Universitv, Princeton NJ. USA
1,0 Introduction: Thermal energy and the magnetic field energy associated with the plasma

current must be dissipated safely when a tokamak discharge is terminated in a disruption(l)(2).
Magnetic energy can be dissipated by impurity radiation if position control is maintained(3).

Prior to the dissipation of magnetic energy, thermal energy is usually conducted to the plasma
contact points on a lrns time scale in a thermal quench (1). A resistive, highly radiating plasma
formed prior to the thermal quench, might dissipate both the thermal and magnetic energy by
radiation minimizing damage due to local deposition. High speed injection of a low Z material
can produce a resistive, highly radiating plasma on a lms time scale. Neon has recently been
used in such an application on JT60-U (4). A large carbon pellet producing dilution
temperatures <1keV is a possible alternative. This paper summarizes the results of an initial
experiment performed in JET using carbon injected at high speed, as a 6mm polypropylene
pellet, to investigate this potential approach to a safe plasma termination.
2.0 Scenario: A ZMA, x—point plasma with toroidal field of 2.7T, b/a=1.6 and q95~4

formed the pellet target. The discharge was heated by NBI (4.3MW), ICRF (4.4MW) and
Lower Hybrid (1.5MW) producing a thermal energy content of
2.6M], a m0) = 3.8keV at ne(0) ~39 x 1019 m-3 and Ne
(Total) = 3 x 1021. Pellet size and carbon content were
matched to this target plasma within the constraints of the JET

[iiifl‘lfiigi two stage high speed injector (5). A 3mm long x 6mm

1P

iv \

diameter, 70milli-gram polypropylene pellet was used with
carbon and hydrogen fractions of 86% and 14%, total carbon
Nc~4 x 1021, and total electrons Ne~ 3 x 1022. Tire pellet
was injected during heating at 13.426s, speed 1200m/s,,
reaching the plasma center in 700psec. Figures 1 — 3 present
the time evolution of discharge parameters during the

_______ subsequent ~25ms current decay. Four phases are identified.
2.1 Phase 1: Carbon plasma formed. If the pellet were
deposited uniformly the average electron deposition would be

u. 3.8 x 1020 m'3. Since the pellet reaches the plasma center it is
not certain that its entire mass is ablated. Deposition is

42
Time (sec)

figure 1: Plasma current (1p), d/dt .
ofbaimdryflitx (dip/dc), Verliml estimated from the change in electron temperature at injection
(Z). “"d Radial [JO-Villa” (Rl- neglecting radiation losses during ablation. However, because
Perlilrbaion ofPaidal Field at . - 90 _ . - -Wall and of RadiaIFi'cid ("wide the cutoff denstty for ECE rs ~1 x 10- in ~ iii this experiment
the Wall. Four phases: (I) Pellet and radiation is neglected, the analysis must be treated with
ENVY (1'1)LBS-V0f7’19"7mlE"‘-”8y caution. The measured temperature itntnediately following the(III) Initial Current Decay (IV)Completion afCurreniDecay collapse of the core is taken to be the dilution temperature
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assuming the ablated mass toroidal transit time is sufficient to separate the temperature and
density perturbation at the location of the measurement. The insert to figure 2a displays the
measured core temperature at high time resolution. A dilution temperature of 0.5keV is
obtained, then some 200psec later the high density plasma deposited by the pellet is assumed to
reach the detector, some 120 degrees in toroidal angle from the injector, and the ECE is cutoff
causing the apparent additional temperature drop. Taking the temperature immediately
following the central collapse at each radius as a local dilution temperature we infer a final
electron density on axis of <3 x 1020 m‘3 and a total electron deposition of <1.1 x 1022.
Assuming carbon to have lost 4 electrons consistent with coronal equilibrium at this final
temperature (6) gives a carbon deposition of <28 x 1021 roughly 70% of the pellet.
2.2 Phase 11: Loss of thermal energy occurs accompanied by slight current decay. The
thermal loss is indicated by loss of plasma B in the EFIT equilibrium analysis and the resulting
radial shift of the plasma. Radial position moves some 25cm. Ion energy loss on this same
time scale is consistent with the observed drop in plasma neutron rate (insert 2c). Vertical
position is unchanged. A perturbation in poloidal and radial field appears and grows but only
to moderate amplitude. A strong non-thermal ECE burst is observed perhaps associated with
the use of LH heating in the pre-pellet target. Such a burst can be detected even in the presence
of a cutoff layer due to wall reflections and is often seen in low density disruptions. A negative

duJ/dt spike is observed of lms duration. Current
3 my} (a) decreases by ~lOOkA.
?: 2.3 Phase III: Current decay rate increases; vertical
”:- position is maintained. Growth of the perturbed

- magnetic field is essentially complete and amplitude
1 remains modest. Decay rate of ~200 kA/ms corresponds

l R: 3.72m (b) to a Spitzer resistance temperature of ~156V. At the
1‘0 L's-i boundary dlll/dt becomes positive. A steady increase in
3. hard x-ray and neutron rates is observed indicating a

0 I did)?” .5 1] 'HI 1‘ i It i“ gradual buildup of non-thermal electrons during the initial
7 - current decay. The rapid initial increase in xiray and

1‘:- IVHI u III “‘5 neutron emission rate immediately following the loss of
12/; 4"“ thermal energy (fig 2c,d insert) is the start of this

-- buildup. Plasma equilibria obtained up to ~ 6tns after
0-; pellet entry using the EFIT equilibrium reconstruction

100" 1 code (7) are similar through the loss of thermal energy
au . and little changed during the initial current decay from

"diiiifii 2MA to 1.3MA. The x-point configuration is maintained
0 P iii/Hg.» __VV_|__fi_:’. with the separatrix contact points shifting only later in
”“425 ”ugh“ [503'435 13'“ phase III. Elongation has decreased to 1.46 at the end of

Figure 2311, from ECE (1,315,” phase III. The q95 has increased. The plasma does not
(center)and3.72 (edgc)-(a)and(b). appear to contact the inner wall in either post pellet
Insert a! 3.03. 3.09. 3.16, 3.25171. Neutron
rate-fission chamber (a). Hard x-ruy -Na/
scintillator (d). the end of phase III.

equilibrium. Vertical position control switches off near
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Figure 3: Plasma equilibrium ((1) prior to the pellet event at 13.4265,
([7) during phase II at 13.4283 and (c) at the end ofphase III at 13.432

2.4 Phase IV: Current
termination. Current first
increases by some 400kA
above a simple extension
of resistive decay and is
accompanied by negative
d \u /dt. the
maximum in vertical
displacement a loss of
non»thermal particles

i occurs (hard x»ray and
photowneutron burst).
The current decay rate

Near

.h
ut

m
ttt

t.

then returns to «ZOOkA/ms, the plasma Z position returns to near the vessel center, and the

discharge terminates on the inner wall. Vessel force is modest and displacement small and

symmetric (~1mm).

3.0 Energy Deposition: Figures 4 and 5 examine energy loss locally to divertor tiles and

by radiation. The total energy available can be estimated from the sum of the internal and

external magnetic energy, ~4.5MJ + ~5.6MJ, assuming all of the internal and 70% of external

energy is coupled to the plasma, combined with the thermal energy ~2.6MJ. The thermal
energy represents 20% of this total and 30% of the energy available during the first bolometer
frame, W1 discussed in section 3.2.
3.1 Divertor Heat Deposition is inferred from
divertor tile temperature (8). Localized power flow

near the separatrix is observed in the two frames prior
to the current decay. In the current decay frame a
strong bremssttahlung component is present but the
separatrix signatures are still distinct. The peak
temperatures are not strongly increased by any thermal
quench, Integrated power flow to the tiles during the
short period of the thermal energy loss can be estimated
from a simple 1-D model by converting peak
temperatures in the current decay frame to a total
photon count. Temperatures in the preceding frame
serve as an initial condition and separatrix geometry is
presumed unchanged during the 2ms period. The
measured temperatures indicate that less than 20% of
the 2.6M] thermal energy was deposited on the tiles
assuming this was the only energy source.
3.2 Energy Dissipated by Radiation is measured
using a multichord bolometer system from which the
spacial distribution of radiation can be reconstructed

13.499 5

(b) -

3601 . ..... . ....:
2.6 3.02-2 R (m)

Figure 4: Diver/or tile temperature. 100m:
integration. Frames 13.299s and 13.3993
before pellet injection. Frame 13.499r
pallet event and subsequent current decay.
Frames 13.59% and 13.69% show cooling
of the tile: and detector background levels
following termination of the discharge.
Noise equivalent temperature 360 C.
Shailed region indicates partial obstruction
of detector line of sight.
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using the ADMT method (9). Reconstruction of frame W1 uses detectors located at, and 2m
from, the point of pellet injection. A few detectors view a portion of the pellet trajectory.

Local radiation associated with the pellet ablation event has been removed by comparison with
other detectors. This local radiation is large and tnay play a role in dissipation of the thermal
energy. The reconstruction should be taken to reflect only the general character of the
symmetric radiation. Radiation from throughout the plasma volume during frame W1 is clear
and in marked contrast to the concentration of the radiation in the divertor region for the pre

disruption frame. The pattern suggests only modest power flow to the divertor near the inner
strike zone Assuming toroidal symmetry, energy dissipated by radiation during the current
termination is estimated to be ~5.6MJ in period W1 and ~2.4MJ in period W2.
4.0 Discussion: The pellet initiated resistive quench of the JET plasma current produced
only moderate MHD activity. Growth of a non~thermal current was observed and experiments

using additional pellets to suppress this current should be attempted. Simple coronal
equilibrium estimates of carbon radiation immediately following pellet injection are in the range
of 100MW to SOOMW, suggesting additional effects play a role in dissipation of the thermal
energy on a 21115 time scale. Simple extension to ITER of the experiment would call for use of

a pellet containing perhaps 30X the electron content of the plasma to produce a dilution
temperature of 500eV and with a speed > 3km/s to reach the plasma center in <1ms. In order
to reduce these pellet requirements, to test the assumptions made in this analysis and to
understand the radiation process more completely, experiments incorporating detailed
measurement of radiated and conducted power at high time resolution should be carried out
with pellets of similar and decreasing carbon content
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The Issue of Internal Modes in Ignition Experiments; Prototype
Construction and Perspectives for Ignitor

B. Coppi,t P. Detragiache,t S. Migliuolo,T and the Ignitor
Project Group*

7 Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA, 02139
3 ENEA, Rome, Italy

1'. The Issue of Internal Modes in Ignition Experiments
Not all the conditions that are needed to achieve ignition regimes in

magnetically confined plasmas are well known. Among these there is the
macroscopic stability of the plasma column against internal modes with
toroidal mode number n = 1 and prevalent poloidal harmonic m = 1. For
ideal MHD modes [1] the amplitude of the first harmonic remains finite from
the magnetic axis to the q(¢v) = 1 surface and that of the second harmonic
up to the q[1/1) = 2 surface, q(1/)) being the field unwinding parameter.
Thus, if an experiment with tight aspect ratio such as Ignitor and Iter is
operated with such high plasma currents, relative to the adopted toroidal
magnetic field and geometry, that the radius of the q = 1 surface is about
(1/2, where a is the minor radius, and the q = 2 surface is about Eta/4, then
there is the possibility that most of the plasma column will be involved in
the excited inst ability [2]. The driving factor for these modes is the pressure
gradient within the q = 1 surface. Consequently they could be avoided if
the pressure profile could be kept fiat over this entire region.

Even if this was a realistic possibility there remains to be considered
modes which involve magnetic reconnection and can be excited near the
marginal stability condition for ideal MHD modes. Therefore, the least
risky course at the present state of knowledge is to adopt the “Ignitor
prescription” [2], that is to operate with low values of the safety factor
[e.g. q(t/J,,) z 3.2 ,1,b,, being the outer magnetic surface], only if fl-poloidal
is sufficiently low such as 0.25. Under these conditions, for reasonable
pressure profiles, n = 1 ideal MHD modes can be stable or have such weak
features that the linearized theory, on the basis of which they are found,
breaks down for very small mode amplitudes (i.e. radial displacements).
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The reference parameters for the Ignitor experiment (17.0 m 10mm"3 ,TD z
12keV) at the center of the plasma column correspond to pressures z 38.4
atm and those projected for Iter (no u 1.5 X 102°m“3,To z 25keV) to
z 12 atm. In the former case the maximum toroidal plasma current
Ip as 12MA, for q(¢a) z 3.2, while in the latter case Ip z 21MA, for
(10,110) x 3 and the maximum magnetic field at the toroidal superconducting
coils is x 12.5T. The corresponding mean poloidal field E = Ip/(Safi),
in the former case is z 3.75T(a z 0.47m,rc z 1.85) and in the latter is
z 1.18T reflecting the limitations that the adoption of superconducting
magnets, even when pushed to their limits, impose. We have carried out
an extensive numerical analysis of the ideal MHD modes that can be ex-
cited in the reference Ignitor and Iter configurations mostly for a pressure
profile of the form p z p0(1—1,[1)3/2 including the effect of a conducting shell
in order to simulate the actual conditions of the plasma column and supress
the higher harmonics. In the case of Iter, the analyzed configuration has
two mil-points, rather than a single nul as in the machine design. Thus,
the effects of the triangularity are overestimated. The numerical analysis
indicates that for the Iter reference parameters the instability growth rate
is of such magnitude that the stabilizing efl'ects of the (Jr-particle population
[3] should not be significant. When the pressure is decreased adequately so
that fl-poloidal reaches values close to those of Ignitor, depending on the
assumed q(1l;) profile, either a stability condition is reached or the values
of the radial plasma displacements for which the perturbed pressure gradi-
ent dp/dr is of the order of the unperturbed one become quite small and
the validity of the adopted linearized approximation breaks down. This
suggests a re-evaluation of the plasma parameters for which Iter can be
operated with currents Ip z 21MA. Another possibility is to increase the
value of q(1/),,) to 4.5, where the q : 1 surface radius is reduced and stable
plasma operation has been verified by an extensive series of the Alcator C-
Mod discharges with [3p m 0.3. This corresponds to a current Ip z 14MA.
What remains to be identified is the corresponding highest value of flip for
which good confinement can be obtained. In particular, if we take a profile
factor 120/ < p >z 3.5 for (311 = 87r < p > /Fp2, we obtain fip z 0.5
with a pressure reduction factor of about 2.74 relative to the Iter reference
parameters.

An important aspect to take into account when modes involving mag-



netic reconnection are considered is that ignition requires the electron col—

lision frequency to exceed the w.-frequencies, related to the ion and the

electron pressure gradients, that give the shortest time scale of evolution of

these modes. Therefore, collisional reconnecting modes that are quite weak

cannot be considered as relevant.

2. Perspectives for the High Field Approach to Fusion
The contributions both to the technology (e.g. the air-core poloidal field

system) of experiments on magnetically confined plasmas and to the physics
of these by the line of high field devices that started with the Alcator project
are well known. Yet, given the alternative that exists of constructing, for
non-igniting plasmas, “low field” machines of large dimensions the question
is frequently asked what is more relevant to the development of a power
producing fusion reactor. In fact, recent reactor studies, as well as stability
considerations, indicate that the field at the coil should be around 20 T or
exceed it: the reference design value for this field in Ignitor is about 21 T.
In addition, it is deemed important that ignition or near ignition conditions
with large gain factors be reached. The high field approach provides the
most direct route to investigate these conditions and in the end it may be
the only possible one.

The completion of the construction phase of the key prototype com-
ponents [4] of the Ignitor machine has motivated a new round of updated
structural analyses that takes into account important factors, derived from
the construction effort, such as the actual distribution of copper and insu-
lators in the toroidal magnet. Thus it has been confirmed that the toroidal
field level of 13 T can be reached and maintained for 4 sec on the major ra-
dius R ’2 1.32 m of the plasma column. The air-core poloidal field system
of which the innermost element has been constructed is estimated to be
capable of delivering up to 34 volt-sec as is necssary to produce a. toroidal
plasma current up to 12 MA. The completed module of the toroidal mag—
net is 1/24‘“ of the total magnet, and is composed of 10 copper plates
designed to carry up to 357.5 kA. A steel C-clamp that is the largest struc—
tural element of the machine and contains the toroidal magnet module has
been built. To prove the feasibility of the thick plasma chamber and of the
relevant welding procedure two adjacent sectors corresponding to 60° and
including one of the 12 large access ports have been built, joined and tested
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at cryogenic temperatures. A full scale section of the tensioning system that
is designed to brace the C-clamps has been successfully operated.

An important component of the Ignitor experiment is the pellet injection
system that is needed to control the density profile given the importance
that this has in determining the source of a-particles under fusion burn con—
ditions in addition to having a significant influence on the plasma collective
modes that can be excited. A system capable of injecting pellets with the
velocities required to reach the central region of the plasma column with
the high plasma densities expected in Ignitor has been developed by a joint
Frascati - Oak Ridge effort.

Another important element is the successful demonstration of Ion Cyl-
clotron Heating of high density plasmas by the Alcator C-Mod machine,
given that a system of the same kind capable of delivering up to 18 MW
was adopted in the Ignitor design.

Finally we note that Ignitor can arrive at ignition, defined as the con-
dition where a—particle heating compensates for all the losses, while ohmic
heating is still considerable. Because of this and because of the similarities

that a-particle heating bears with ohmic heating it maybe too pessimistic
to guess the relevant energy confinement time, T); from scalings derived
from experiments in the so called L regime where ohmic heating is not
significant. Nevertheless the values for TE that can be inferred from these
scalings, given the favorable dependences on In, B, and n that they ex-
hibit, are consistent with those needed to obtain low temperature ignition
(To 3 12 keV) and relatively low levels of a-particle heating power.

‘ Sponsored in part by the US. Department of Energy and by E.N.E.A. of
Italy
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1. Introduction.
MID—instabilities and related disruptions limit the parameter range for operation of a tokamak.

The borders of the HugilI-diagram are the high-current and density limit. However, sometimes,

other reasons may lead to MHD-activity. Ways to control this in order to prevent a disruption

have to be found. An experimental investigation of mode coupling and wall-locking 0n the

stability of MHD~tearing modes, or magnetic islands, has been performed in the TEXTOR

tokamak (R,a = 1.75, 0.46 m; BT: 2.25 T; Ip:345 kA). Tangential neutral beam injection

(NBI) has been used to study the influence of additional momentum on the behaviour of MHD-

modes.

2. Experimental results.
By means of a heterodyne ECE radiometer system local oscillations in the electron temperature,

related to MHD»activity have been analysed. Magnetic perturbations in the vicinity of the q=1

and q=2 surface rotate with the plasma fluid. Hence frequency analysis of m/n=1/1 and 2/1

MED-oscillations provided information on the toroidal plasma rotation. Poloidal rotation has

been assumed to be negligible in this paper.
2.1 Wall locking in ohmic discharges.
Ohmically heated plasmas with large MED-activity are characterized by a low confinement and
the absence of sawteeth, although m/n=1/1 oscillations are present. This mode is coupled to a
large m/n=2/1 mode, i.e. they rotate with the same frequency in counter current direction,
which is the natural electron diamagnetic drift rotation direction of the plasma.

In these ohmic discharges a specific slowing-down process of the rotation frequency has
been identified. Two phases have been distinguished. First, a slow decrease in frequency with
increasing mode amplitude has been observed, deviating the plasma rotation from its natural
frequency (= 3.5 kHz). This phase is reversible, which is shown by the increase in frequency

if the mode amplitude decreases (Fig. 1). In the second, iITeversible phase the frequency drops
below a threshold of 1.5 kHz which leads to a short transient increase in frequency followed
by an exponential decay towards zero. The mode locks to the wall and this normally results in
a disruption. The characteristic decay time is approximately 100 ms.
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The vertical bar separates the two phases oft/re slowing-down process,

2.2 Mode stabilization and tangential NBI.
A conducting wall stabilizes a tearing mode perturbation because it acts like an ideal last closed

flux surface. But due to finite resistivity of the wall, the magnetic field perturbation may
penetrate the wall on a time scale I (z 3 ms), and the mode is able to grow. However, the mode

rotation influences this boundary condition [1-2]. If the mode rotates faster than the inverse

wall time constant, the wall behaves conducting. Therefore, a decrease in mode rotation or

frequency, as shown in section 2, may lead to a mode destabilization and a disruption occurs

when it locks. Hence it is important to stop the loclo'ng process in order to prevent a disruption.

This is possible by using tangential neutral beam injection. TEXTOR is equiped with two
tangential NB injectors in ad and counter current direction ( P = 2 x 1.7 MW). The power of

the beams can be adjusted by reducing the equivalent particle injection current. By changing the

power of the beams a different additional momentum adjusts the toroidal plasma rotation

In Fig, 2 an example of low power (200 kW) injection into a plasma with MiiD-activity is

shown. The ohmic heating power was 385 kW. After two minor disruptions, due to mode

locking, the rotation frequency (250 Hz) and mode amplitude have been stabilized by N81.

The modes remain coupled during NBI. Because of the low power input, the pressure

profile did not change more than 5%. Therefore, no or little changes are expected in the current

density profile. This shows that it is possible to stabilize a tearing mode by inducing plasma

rotation. After NBl is switched off, however, the modes lock to the wall again and a major

disruption ends the discharge in Fig. 2 at 4.5 s.
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2.3 Experimental investigation of mode-coupling.

MED—activity has been observed using the two NB injectors in low density discharges (RC =

10.1019 m-3)_ Under special conditions large m/n=1/1 and 2/1 modes are observed, however,

in contrast to the ohmic case mostly uncoupled, i.e. rotating with different constant frequencies

(Fig. 3a). After the appearance of the MED-activity, at the start of the balanced NBI, the

sawtooth activity decreased. The time scale in which

this transition takes place is of the order of the

current diffusion time (> 100 ms). This may be

due to a redistribution of the current profile.

By a proper balancing of the additional

momentum of both beams, keeping the total

injected power constant (= 1.7 MW) the difference

between the two MED-frequencies has been

reduced. A decrease of the central m/n=1/1 and an

Fig. 3 : The MHD-frequency development of three

dtfierent shots: a) The m=1 and m=2 mode are not

coupled and rotate with difi‘ererztfrequencies. b)

The coupled modes lock to the wall, yielding a

minor disruption at 2.3 s. c) First the modes are

coupled as in Fig. b). By switching ofi‘ the co
injector the modes decouple, and the locking
process is stopped. The vertical bar indicates the
c0~injector switch-015‘ time in Fig. 3 a) and c) .
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increase of the outer m/n:2/1 mode frequency has been observed with a decreasing of the

beam power difference. Finally mode coupling has been forced. In the case of coupled modes,
the frequency started to decrease rapidly, locking the modes to the wall and leading to a minor
or major disruption (see Fig 3b). By switching—off one of the beams before wall locking
occurs, a decoupling of the modes has been found. This stabilized again the MflDvactivity,
keeping the modes rotating with different frequencies (Fig. So). This observation is in
agreement with the numerical results in Ref. [3]. Here a stabilization has been found, when a

differential rotation between the two mode surfaces was present.

3. Discussion and conclusions.
The slowly developing MHD—activity described here, provides a good opportunity to study

experimentally the coupling and locking effects of MHD-modes.
Two phases in the process of frequency decrease of coupled MHD-modes have been

observed in ohmic TEXTOR plasmas. This is in agreement with the description of mode
interaction with eddy currents in the wall [1]. A bifurcation of steady state solutions of the

force balance, including the mode-wall interaction, has been predicted. This is due to the non-
monotonic variation of the mode~wall force with the rotation frequency. The frequency
decreases with increasing amplitude, however, at a critical value a transition to a lower branch
of solutions occurs, which describes the transition between the two phases. The characteristic
transition time is of the order of the momentum confinement time [1], which is approximately

the observed characteristic decay time in the second phase of the process.
It has been observed that both the coupling of the m/n: 1/1 and 2/1 modes and their locking

to the wall plays an important role towards a development of the disruption. A frequency

decrease is only observed with coupled modes, leading to wall locking and maybe a loss of
wall stabilization of the outer m/n=2/1 mode. No rotation frequency decrease and wall locking
is observed with uncoupled modes.

Prevention of a disruption has been obtained by injection of a small amount of additional

toroidal momentum, stopping the locking process, but keeping the modes coupled. This can be

explained by the stabilizing effect of a flow with respect to a resistive wall, near the tearing
mode [2]. Using full power NBI a total disappearance of the coupled MHD-modes has been

observed, and sawtooth activity appeared again. Furthermore a stabilization has been observed

by decoupling of the two MHD-modes, by increasing the central toroidal velocity. Neutral

beam injection has been shown to be a useful tool to prevent locked-mode disruptions.
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1. Introduction
High—JP operation is required for a steady state tokamak reactor. in which avoida

ance of pressure-driven instabilities is crucially important to achieve a high performance

plasma. We have observed pressure-driven instabilities limiting the attainable if value in
JT-60L' [1]. COntrol of the pressure profile is an essential issue to improve the ,3 limit.

In this paper. we study pressure—driVED magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) activities in the

high—Hp mode; (1) the lip-collapse which terminates the improved confinement abruptly
[2.4] and (‘2) the mini-collapse which does not result in the degradation of the improved
confinement. “’6 refer to the miniscollapse as the "barrier localized mode (BLMY‘. since it

is associated with a significant pressure gradient generated around the internal transport
barrier (1TB) [5]. Experimental observations and the stability analysis of the BLM are

described in the following sections.

2. MHD Characteristics of Barrier localized Mode
Time evolution of typical high dr discharges with the Sp-collapse and the BLM are

shown in figure 1. The two discharges have almost the same experimental conditions as
a plasma current [p of 2 MA. a toroidal field Bf of 4.4 T and a neutral beam injection

power PNBI of about ‘28 MW. One of the obvious dillerences between the flp-collapse and

the BLM is the eilect on the stored energy l'l'm. Reduction of llfluu by the BLM is quite

smaller than that by the ‘Bp-collapse. The line-averaged electron density 176 and the edge

ion temperature T; increase alter the. BLM and the highwip mode was changed to the
highs}p H-mode [6].

Figure 2 shows the effect on the radial profile of relative change of the electron
temperature TE by the collapse. In case of the tip~collapse (dotted line). the change of T.
is observed in the whole plasma region. On the other hand. the BLM (solid line) does
not changes T6 at the central region. The inversion radius of the change of T6 is near the
lTB. The BLM releases energy from inside the lTB to the outer region. Figure 3 shows
the (Jeff (effective safety factor) dependence of the inversion radius ol‘ the BLM and the
radial position of the 1TB. it is found that. the BL.“ occurs at the same radial region with
the 1TB (and the radial position of BLM moves with the position of 1TB). Figures 2 and
3 imply that the BLM is a. localized mode occurring near the 1TB.

Typical magnetic fluctuations during the BLM is shown with the electron cyclotron
emission (ECE) signal in figure 4. No clear precursor of the BLNI was observed. The
amplitude of ECE changed in a time duration of about lOOiIS. which is a time scale of the
ideal MHD. The magnetic fluctuations were excited at the same. time when the amplitude
of the ECE near the lTB changes rapidly. The toroidal mode number n of the magnetic
fluctuations were measured by a saddle coil array which is available in the range of n S 3.
Low 17 modes (n f 3) were observed during the BLM. Just after the BLM. the postcursor
of the BLNI was sometimes observed. of which poloidal mode number m was 3 S m S :3.
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We searched for the parameter region occurring the sir—collapse and the BLM.
Figure 5 shows j}. — (71,_V]}) region where we obseryed the .jp»<:ollapse and the BLXl in
the same discharge parameters (1,122 MA. By-ztt '1’. internal inductance I] ~ 1.0 and
11;” : 1.7) [lihe parameter [fiEVTIil indicates the local pressure gradient near the 1TB.
The BL.\I occurs in the lower d5, region (:17. 3 lil] than the dpecollapse (JP 2 1.2) with
the same local pressure gradient near the lTB. Time trajectorys to the .3I.-collapse and
the BLM suggest that the BLM occurs when (IIIVTII grows relatively faster than the
growth of the sin. and (nFVTi) reaches to certain boundary of instabilities related to the
local pressure gradient.

3. Stability Analysis of Barrier Localized l\tIode
ldeal MHD stability analysis was done to study the elfects of the local pressure

gradient at [‘18. We used BE'l'A code and ERA’l'Oerl code for the stability analysis of
infinite n ballooning modes and low it ltinleballooning modes. respectively. Generation of
the equilibria and procedure of the stability analysis were almost the same with that in
reference [-1] In the present analysis. we introduced the following function for the pressure
profile.

(1" — )1):'/ ~ ,, r(J, x (l — 19”“) + 0 exp( —).
'30t1 1;"

Here. 1) is the pressure. l,‘ is the poloidal flux function and in is the poloidal flux function
normalized such that ti : t) at the magnetic axis and t5“ : 1 at the plasma surface. The
first term of rip/(lie is obtained from the experimental pressure profile in the higha}p mode.
The second term is added to simulate the 1TB. The parameter )1 and or express the radial
position and the width of the [TR respectively [/1 : 0.65 and U : 0.03 are used in this
analysis). We fixed the global plasma parameters to be identical to the experimental
conditions that the I) : |.tt. q, : 42 (the detinition of ()5 is described in reference [1]).
The safety factor at the magnetic axis (In is assumed to be 1.3. which implies that the
most unstable low it mode should be it : 33 [t]. Figure ti shows an example of pressure
profiles with the monotonic q~profile used in this stability analysis

We studied the effects ofthe large local pressure gradient by changing the parameter
0 and 5],. Figure 7 shows a stability boundary on 5,. — VPUTB) plane for the n :
3 kink—ballooning mode and the infinite n ballooning mode. where the VpEH-H] is the
pressure gradient at the lTB. We found that the stability boundary against the low It
kinleballooning modes is .31] z 1.3 and is a weak function of TI’IITEii- while the stability
of the infinite u ballooning modes is depend on Vpuy-H}. Here. the infinite II ballooning
mode is unstable near the ltlt'flt ion of 1TB. the typical value of measured pressure gradient.
near the lTB is about ~l.l X it)3 l’a with 331,211. and this pressure gradient is far from the
boundary for the infinite n ballooning modes. The estimate of the local pressure gradient
near the 1TB depends on the estimate of the [TB width and n; profile. (\Ve assumed
Tcm of the lTB width and a llat n,’ profile in the above estimate.) it the 1TB width is as
small as ~ 3 cm and the Vii) is significantly large [T]. the Vl‘tlTH) reaches to the stability
boundary of infinite n ballooning modes. Thus. infinite u ballooning modes seem to be a
plausible candidate for the instability since the BLM is a localized mode

When the BLM eyent occurred low 1; modes are ()l)s(—‘I‘\'(“(l. il‘o investigate low It
kink mode. it is important to consider the etfect of the current profile in addition to the
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(“m-e profile. Further analyses of the died of the local current near the BLM may bepr .w
requiretl

4, Summary and Conclusions
This paper studied [)I‘Csstire-driven instabilities in the higher, mode in ‘lT—GOL'. A

localized mode (BLM) is destabilized at the lTll in the high-,3], mode. The BLM results

in a nOIHlisrnptire collaP-‘P (mini-collapse) To induce the high-15,, H-mode. 'lihe BLM

has the growth time of the ideal time scale \vhii‘h suggests an ideal pressure-driven mode.
Ideal )[HD stability analysis showed that infinite n ballooning modes may be destabilized

by the local pressure gradient at the 1TB. Magnetic fluctuation measurement. however.

silggCSIS that low 1? modes are destabilized concomitant with the BLM. By taking account

ofthe effects of the current profile. stability analysis of the localized low It kinkballooning

modes is in progress,
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Characteristics of Disruptions on ASDEX Upgrade
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1. Introduction
Plasma disruptions limit the operational regime and pose severe requirements to
the engineering design of future fusion reactors. Development of detailed physical
understanding of the operational boundary and development of diagnostic meth-
ods and models, which are able to indicate the proximity of the plasma to these
boundaries, are required to finalise the layout of the reactor control system. More-
over. understanding of the factors which determine the magnitude of mechanical
and thermal loads on the machine, following the plasma quench, can be used to set
up procedures to mitigate the impact of disruptions on the machine.
For these purposes, we assemble a disruption database containing informations on
operational regimes which lead to disruptions and on the magnitude of power fluxes
and forces during the plasma quench. The database covers a wide range of op-
erational scenarios: discharges with and without auxiliary power, impurity puff,
pellets, etc. The analysis of the data is focused both on operational aspects and
on the underlying physics of disruptions. We describe the general characteristics of
disruptions in ASDEX Upgrade, discuss the scaling of mechanical and thermal loads
in terms of plasma parameters and discuss the use of impurity pellets as a disruption
mitigation procedure. Our recent and well documented impurity injection experi-
ments show not only the reduction of the thermal load onto the divertor plates but
also a significant reduction of the mechanical loads on the vessel components.
2. The ASDEX Upgrade Disruption Database.
The ASDEX Upgrade Disruption Database is constantly in expansion and at the
present time contains the disruptions which occurred over the last six months of
operation (pulse range 5300 , 6300). Disruptions have occurred with a frequen-
cy of ‘24 %; this rather high frequency is due the high disruption risk implied by
the experimental programs carried out; attempts of avoiding disruptions were only
sporadic.
The database contains all shots which disrupted at 113 > 150 kA. The plasma current,
reconstructed from magnetic measurements sampled with 1 ms time resolution, was
used to identify a disruption. A fast decay of the plasma current is recognized as a
disruption if
1) at t1 |[Ip(t1 + At) e 1p(t1)]/At| > 20 MA/s,
2) at f2, with t1 < t2 < 131 + 30 ms, 1,,(t2) < 1,,(751) * 0.8.
The experimental regimes, during which disruptions are more frequently observed,
are the following:
1) density limit in ohmic discharges, intentionally performed to test the machine
conditioning;
2) beta limit experiments (see [1]);
3) radiation collapse following excessive impurity puff in edge radiation experiments
(CDH mode);
4) following H—L mode back-transition, because of attainment of density limit or
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radiation collapse:
:3) low (.1 operation;
ti) injection of impurity pellets (see further];
7) during current ramp-up and current. ramp—down,
3. Dynamics of disruptions
The decay rate of plasma current is mainly correlated with the plasma elongation
and its vertical stability. which determine the entity ol plasma—wall interaction‘ and
with the impurity content of the plasma before disruptions.
The statistical distribution of rate of current decay. shown in Fig. 1. has a maximum
around (Np/(dt 1p) ~ 8t 5—1. which correspond to a time constant of 1.3 ms. The
L/R plasma time constant of this order of magnitude correspond to an average
plasma temperature of the order of 5 eV.
The average velocity of current decay. represented by (Ip # 0.5I'IJJ/ttdisr — ms), is
observed to be higher in plasmas which become vertically unstable after thermal
quench and with a large impurity content (impurity pellets or impurity gas puff)
and reaches Ht) MA/s. The slowest velocity of current decay is seen in disruptions
during the ramp«down phase. where the plasma, due to a reduced elongation and
to the stabilizing ellect of mirror currents induced in the vessel, remain about the
midplane during the first phase of the current quench.

The disruptions occurring in t'lattop cause typically the vertical shift of the plasma,
towards the voint of 60-80 cm. with a velocity of the current center as large as
£100 ni/s (Fig.2). The direction of the plasma movement of plasmas which disrupt
during ramp-up and ramp-down is more unpredictable.

The measurements of the vertical force at the vessel hanging rods are well correlated
with the [actor [3.3.2, which is proportional to the destabilizing vertical force from
the quadrupole moment of the poloidal magnetic field .

The machine is ecpiipped with several shunts and Rogowski coils for the measure—
ments of the halo currents. In the tollmving we refer to the poloidal current. measured
at the connection between divertor plate (there are 16) and vessel. at three toroidal
locations. separated by 41:3 and 135 degree.
The above measurements Show toroidal (see Fig. 3) and poloidal asymmetries with
a Gaussiandike distribution, whose standard deviation is typically ‘20 (70. The maxi-
mum ot the halo current is about 20730 % of the prcedisruption plasma current; the
maximum halo current it is about 30-50 {70 of the actual toroidal plasma current.

In disruptions without injection of impurity pellets or gas putt. we observe that up to
100 [Xi of the plasma thermal energy is deposited onto the divertor plates Within 12
ms; over the whole disruption this energy can amount to 330 % of the. total plasma
energy. Strong neon putting can reduce the amount of energy deposited during the
thermal quench to 50 % and the total energy deposited onto the divertor plates to
l0 (‘0 of the total plasma energy.
4. Use of impurity pellets for disruption mitigation
The injection of impurity pellets into a plasma, which is irreversibly going to disrupt,
pertains to the mitigation strategies and it is a possible solution to reduce the high
power load onto divertor plates during thermal quench. The idea of radiating most
of the thermal energy of the plasma before it: is naturally conducted from plasma core
through the SOL onto a. limited divertor plates area is being gathering increasing
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ttention because of its simplicity and its preliminary success on JT-(SO [‘2].
a
The experiment on ASDEX Upgrade consisted in injecting a neon (Ne) pellet-with
a velocity of 560 ni/s inOH and NBI plasmas. Cubic pellets of 1.6 min- 0t Side

nd containing 2.2 1020 he atoms were used. Large pellets and large veloc1ties were

:liosen here 011 the basis of preliminary simple calculations to succeed in cooling down

the plasma rapidly. These pellets crossed the whole plasma 0n the midplane; they
immediately (< 1 His) cooled down the plasma and triggered the current quench.

In all discharges terminated by the injection of a Ne pellet3 the maximal vertical force
on vessel and components. measured at the yessel suspension rods, were considerably
less (.50 ‘70 smaller in average) than during Similar flattop disruptions. The reduction
of the vertical force has to be attributed to the promptdecay of the plasma current
and to the reduction of the induced halo currents (see Figure 4) and currents in the
passive stabilizilng loop.

After the injection of the Ne pellet in OH plasmas with a typical thermal energy
of 55 kJ we observe the suppression of all of the energy flux onto the divertor (see
Figure 4). During the following current quench only 6 % of the total magnetic
energy reached the plates.

The injection of a Ne pellet in a plasma heated by NBI (with thermal energy E“.
of 500 kJ) also led to a considerable reduction of the thermal load on the divertor

plates. While the loop voltage measurement in the OH case did not show any
rapid variation, in the higher beta case a loop voltage spike. comparable to the loop
voltage spikes in normal disruptions, was recorded. The power distribution onto the
divertor plates also show the typical two peaks time history of a normal disruption.
But differently from a disruption without injection of impurities, only 1‘2 % of the
plasma prodisruption thermal energy content was deposited on the divertor plates
during this thermal quench.
The absent (OH case) or reduced (NBI case) thermal load on the target plates during
the thermal quench is not the result of the radiation of the thermal energy by the
ablated neon, but the consequence of the plasma cooled by ablation and ionization
of the neon pellet. In this case our observations (bolometer) and simple calculations
differ from the interpretation of Ref. [‘2], which attributes the loss of thermal energy
to ’enhanced radiation, ofa few GW'.
5. Conclusions
The injection of Ne pellets successfully reduced both the mechanical and the thermal
loads in typical ASDEX Upgrade disruptions. We must nevertheless point out that
the employment of such a shutdown procedure in ITER will have other character-
istics since an impurity pellet would be probably deposited at the plasma periphery.
This suggests to investigate the cooling efficiency of impurities deposited at the
plasma periphery and impurities with higher radiation properties (Kr, Xe) .
Acknowledgment - The authors want to thank Dr. 0. Kardaun and W. Sandmann
for their help with SAS.
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1, Introduction

Future next step devices such as ITER will preferably operate in a high [3 mode. Therefore

good knowledge about instabilities occuring in this regime is necessary. One instability driven

unstable by fast particles is the so-calied fishbone instability [i]. This instability on the other

side directly influences itself the behaviour of the fast particles, thus causing their ejection of

a fusion plasma. It therefore decreases the efficiency of the auxiliary heating, or in a burning

plasma of the cr-particle heating. Understanding this instability is therefore a very important

topic in nuclear fusion research.

2. Results

Recent investigations demonstrate the appearance of the fishbone instability in the tokamak

ASDEX Upgrade. Under several discharge conditions fishbones are observed on the neutron

signal (indicating loss of fast particles), but also on MHD signals such as the magnetic probes

and soft x-ray signals. The conditions are in general as follows: Ip : 0.6 - 1 MA, Br 2 — 2.5

up to + 2.5 T, (495 = 3 — 5.11. : 4 . 8-10lg m-3, a, :1. 2, PNBI : 2.5 ~ 7.5 MW (1)” —: W),
with and without ICRH (PICRH = 1.5 MW, 30 MHz). It has been found, that fishbones exist

preferentially in discharges with strong auxiliary heating and high fip.

2.1 Characteristic features of the fishbones

The typical duration of a single fishbone burst lies within a time range of 2 » 4 ms (Fig. 1). The

repetition period varies between 2 and 10 ms and is found to be proportional to the fishbone
mode amplitude, as predicted by theory. Sometimes each burst is preceded by a much shorter
high frequency burst shortly before it (Fig. 1), which might be due to a Toroidal Alfvén Eigen-
mode (TAB). If a sawtooth crash occurs during lishbone activity, the fishbones are immediately
suppressed, but reappear again after a few ms. Very often a temporal transition of the fishboue
activity into a. continuous oscillation is also observed. This is a hint, that: in this case two modes
are destabilized.
In a single fishbone burst not only the amplitude of the magnetic probes, but also the frequency
of this signal is modulated. Whereas a normal m=l~mode oscillates with a sharp fixed frequency,
a single fishbone burst. shows a. frequency distribution varying in time (Fig. l). The temporal
behaviour of the frequency was calculated with the help ofa wavelet analysis (differential Fourier
analysis). These calculations demonstrate, that a fishbone burst starts with a higher frequency
(ion diamagnetic drift frequency tum), which slows down within one half or one third of the
duration length of a burst to a much lower frequency and remains there. This is due. to a local
flattening of the fast particle gradient, as w,“ wdp/dr.
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A mode analysis of the fishbone instability shows, that. this mode has a toroidal structure of an
11:1 and a poloidal mode number of 111:] mainly. However higher poloidal mode numbers are
also observed during a single burst. The rotation direction of this mode is in accordance with
the ion diamagnetic drift direction. The decrease of the amplitude of magnetic coils located at
different poloidal positions shows, that the. fishbone activity is enhanced at the low field side
of the midplane plasma, but not very close to the plasma edge, because there has been no
interaction between the fishbones and the ELMs observed so far. However. the latter point
needs further investigation to be confirmed at last.

2.2 Effect on the fast particle content

Neutron flux measurements with high time resolution (100 #5) demonstrate the influence of
the fishbone bursts upon the fast particle content of a plasma in a very clear way. At each
single burst the neutron rate is decreased by about. 20%. as displayed in Fig. 2. Afterwards it is
increasing again till the next. burst. This is due to a reduction of the fast particles of the plasma,
because most of the neutrons origin from so-ralled beam-target reactions. Measurements of the
charge exchange flux confirm this fact directly in showing, that fast particles are expelled from
the plasma.

Lb mu: 5! ml

mug. Exchang- Flux

1.907 Tlmals] 1.95
Fig. 2: Influence of the fishbone on the fast particles
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2 3 Operational regime of the fishbone instability

Fm. understanding and avoiding the fishbone instability fully, it is necessary to know the opera.—

1ionai regime in which they do exist. in ASDEX Upgrade there is a distinct tip threshold. With

NBI heating and negative toroidal magnetic field (ion VB drift towards Xepoint) the threshold

is found to be tip 2 1.4, independently of density and current, as seen in Fig. 3. It is lowered

only by using ICRH or positive toroidal magnetic field. An upper on value, where fishbones

alwvays are disappearing seems to be 16;, : 2. But this might be also due to the fact, that the

p]asrna reaches its tip-limit there. As [3p ~ mot/HE, one important conclusion is, that fishbones

not only exist in low plasma density and low plasma current regimes. They can also appear in

high density discharges, if only [3,) is above the threshold.

Furthermore fishbones appear only with strong auxiliary heating. More exactly spoken at least

two beams (each delivering 2.5 MW, D0 —+ DJ“) are necessary for producing fishbones in ASDEX

Upgrade (Fig. 3). As ASDEX Upgrade has four beams, where two of them inject in a. more

perpendicular (20°) and the other two in a more tangential (35°) direction, it is an important fact,

that fishbones never could be observed with applying the latter ones alone. This is an indication,

that there is some kind of interaction between the fishhone mode and the trapped last particles

in a plasma, because the amount of trapped fast particles is higher for “perpendicular“ injection.

Additionally, a characteristic time delay after beam switch-on (or switch—oil") is observed before

fishbones appear or disappear (both to be seen in Fig. 3). This time delay (z 90 ms) may be

due to a inner time scale of this instability and needs further investigation.

0
1.8 1.9 2.0 2.1 2.3 2.4 2.5 2.62.2

Tima[s]

Fig. 3: Time evolution of [3p and MHD activity during an AS'DEX Upgrade discharge, showing
the dependence of the fishbone instability upon /3,, and the fast particle content

3. Theory and Modelling

The theory of the fishbones and the mechanism (mode-particle pumping) causing the ejection
of the fast particles of the plasma is quite well understood and explained elsewhere [2,3]. The
inherent mechanism of a fishbone cycle is described in good accordance with the experimental
data, if the mode amplitude and the fast particles are considered as predator and prey [4]. With
this relationship it is possible to model the fishbone instability.
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The fishbone mode can only grow, if there are enough trapped fast particles within the plasma7
i.e. n > no, where no is a critical normalized density (see Fig. -'l ). If the normalized amplitude is
greater than 1, the number of trapped fast particles saturates and begins to decrease, whereas
the mode amplitude is still increasing. If n falls below no, the mode is not driven any longer by
the trapped fast particles and can not grow further. Its amplitude reduces until n reaches in,
again and the cycle begins anew. An increase of the period length between fishbone bursts with
increasing maximum mode amplitude predicted by this model is confirmed by the experiment.

4. Summary and Conclusions

Recent investigations Show the appearance of the fishbone instability in ASDEX Upgrade. 'l‘heir
characteristic features, general behaviour and influence on the fast particle content of the plasma
have been examined. Furthermore the operational regime in which fishbones preferably exist
was analysed. A lip threshold of 1.4 has been found for discharges with NBI heating and
negative toroidal magnetic field, independently of plasma density and current. In ASDEX
Upgrade fishbones also exist at rather high density and current. This threshold is lower only for
lCRl-l heated pplasinas and for discharges with positive toroidal magnetic field. Additionally, a
characteristic time delay of z 90 [US after beam switcbeon and switcheoil' was detected. which
needs further investigations to clear its meaning for the inherent mechanism of the fishbone
instability.
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1 The current termination phenomenon

The Rotamak project. remains a challenging and enticing one. It is an attempt to use
a radio-frequency rotating magnetic field (RMF) to do all of the following tasks: (1)

rrenerate and maintain a plasma, (2) drive plasma current and (3) produce a compact
:qagnetic configuration which is capable of confining the plasma The investigation of
Compact magnetic configurations is of current interest and the Rotamak was amongst the

first experiments in this field [1]. A description of both the RMF current drive technique

and the various components of a. typical Rotamak device can be found in [2].
The characteristics of the plasma/ field configuration which is produced in a spherical

Rotamak device of given radius are determined by the following pre—set parameters: the
filling pressure of hydrogen, pf; the amplitude of the equilibrium field, By; and the

maximum power‘ Pm“, deliverable by the RF generators which are used to produce
the applied RMF. In the standard experimental procedure which has been adopted in

Rotamak research, the values of p; and P,7mm are fixed and a sequence of discharges
is generated in which the value of By is gradually increased It is a noteworthy and
characteristic feature of many such sequences of discharges that Ly, varies linearly with
By, independent of the values of pf and PW”. Another very important observation is
the following: it is not possible to increase 14, without limit by merely increasing the
pre-determined value of B\/. it is experimentally observed that if, during a Rotamak
discharge, By exceeds some critical value, 133'”, then the discharge extinguishes and the
driven plasma current terminates. This occurrence has been given the name “current
termination’.

Current termination is a vexatious problem which has plagued Rotamak research for
a number of years and its cause has been unknown until recently. Why is it of such
importance? Essentially, the Rotamak is a toroidal 7.—pinch in which the plasma current
is driven continuously The Rotamak relies on the plasma current to ohmically heat the
plasma and also generate the magnetic field which confines it. Currents of the order of
30—110 kA need to be generated in the present generation of Rotamak devices it plasmas of
fusion interest (Tc > 100cV) are to be produced. At best, Rotamak research has achieved
driven currents which are about 25% of that required; current termination has prevented
the attainment of higher current levels.

A recently acquired explanation for current termination is given in [3]. In order to
understand it, it is necessary to consider the behaviour of the circuit which is used to
couple the RF generators to the two orthogonal coils which produce the RMF. Each coil
is coupled to an RF generator via a simple series-tuned RLC circuit. After any mutual
coupling between the two coils has been eliminated and the inductive reactance of the
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RMl coil has been caneell ed bv that 01a vai iable capacitor the equivalent circuit for Each
R1 channel is as shown in Fig.1 Here 1”,, and RC; me the open cilcuit peak voltage and
impedance of the RF genenitoi, rmespectixelv “C is the resistance of the couplin1r circuit
Hp represents the resistance reflected into the ciicuit due to the presence of plasma'In
the discharge vessel. 1'. is the load currenttand l is the 11011111111 (11 was the purel1- resistive
load.

RP
Pp

Fig.1 o1

Fig.2

The maximum RF output power available 11-0111 one RF channel is 13,31: 1/02/8110.
Since two RF channels are used to generate a rotamak discharge, the maximum RF
power that can, in principle, be transferred to the load presented by the rotamak device
15 PHUlI :213111111;'

Simple CilCtlit theory yields the following equations for the reflected resistance, Rp,
and the total 11.17 power dissipated by both. RF channels in the plasma, Pp:

f/ n . .
RP 7 7f 7 (RC ’1’ 11(1) 3 Pp : 1-11"; —’112(R(; + RC)-

1.
The amplitude of the applied EMF, B,“ is related to i by: B“, r kNiI, where k is a
geometrical constant and N is the number of turns in one of the orthogonal RMF coils

Fig. 2 shows schematicall11,the 1elationships between Hp, Pp and B. Note that Pp
is a parabolic function of B”,

The understanding of the current termination phenomenon came from:
o the empirical observation that the value 01' RP increases with By during a sequence

of Rotamak discharges. Thus, as B11 increases (and 1,, increases correspondingly)
the amplitude of the applied RMF decreases by virtue of the decrease in the load
current. brought about by the increasing Hp,

o the realization that the Rotamah discharge is indeed an in(ll1(1tively—coupltxl RF dis-
charge working in the H—mode of operation (sec [1] and [5] for discussions of the 11-
and E~modes of operation of such discharges), As such, the amplitude of the applied
RMF, BM has two critical values, Bfli’m and 8311(2). In order that an H~mode dis—
charge be established in the first instance, 13,, must be greater than 35"““1. Once the
H—mode discharge is established, Bu, must 011111 be greater than BS'iLiQ) in order that
it. is maintained 133"” 'l is always greater than B;"l’(gl and both quantities depend on
the radius of the discharge vessel and the filling pressure; the larger the values of the
radius and the filling pressure, the lower is the value of 13’3““). To our knowledge,
no theory exists which can predict these two critical values 01 B“, for given values of
the discharge vessel radius and the filling pressure of the working gas.
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iite simplv, current, termination occurs when the value of Rp (which increases with

B Slims increased to that which results in B“) having an amplitude sri‘ialler than 35““).
when this happens, the high density (H-mode) Rotamak discharge can no longer be

y the RMl‘ and both the plasma and the driven plasma current vanish Theajutained b . _ , , , _. .
m to recognize that current termination is governed by 33””), not B3“.
essential point is

2 The influence of N
' ' i' n v y I i). 7- ' ‘ ' ‘ ”711‘ '011 face value, a posmble €111p111(.dl strateg) to 111C1LdbC'Id, is to mciease BM ‘ 'to as high

a value as possible in the hope that, as B“, decreases With increasmg By, a higher value
of B9“! (and 1,1,) is achieved before current termination occurs. From circuit theory:i

,. \if/
Bgiux‘ : 1‘] 0 .

BC + RC
3310? can be increased by increasing the value of N. This option, which has not previ-
ously been examined, is presently being investigated; the results obtained so far are now
described.

A 50-litre Rotamak device is described in [3] Each of the orthogonal EMF coil in this
original device had 18 turns. The apparatus has been modified so that RMl“ coils with
either 18 01' 24 turns can be used during experimentation.

Standard sequences of Rotamak discharges with 1)] ; 1 inTorr were made using both
sets of RMF coils. Fig 3 shows Lt. plotted versus By. From previous work [3], it is known
that the linear relationship between these two quantities which is observed [or By < 214
G signifies the generation of the desired compact torus magnetic configurations For By >
21.4 G, the amount of driven toroidal decreases markedly, with the magnetic configuration
tending towards that of a magnetic mirror (i.e the driven current becomes insufficient to
reverse the applied By).

2000

l 500

1000i¢
(A)

I4,
1A)

500 o mlums
I 241mm

0 l8 mm:
c 24 turns

10 20 30 40
Ev (G) BW (G)

Fig.3 Fig.4

It is instructive to plot Li, versus 13“,; this is done in Fig 4. The maximum value of Id,
occurs when B“, = 22 G. Current termination does not happen until Bu, decreases to z
18 G, at which point the driven plasma current is nearly half its maximum value. From
the work described in [3], the downturn in I,, which occurs before current termination is
encountered can be ascribed to an insufficient input ol‘ RF power into the plasma. This
is illustrated in Fig 5 where Pp is plotted versus Buy“ The value of Ba, corresponding to
1.32"” is indicated on the graph. It is seen that, for the N : 18 data, the rate of increase
of Pp diminishes at this point whilst, for the N : 2&1 data, Pp actually starts to fall.
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Finally, if we consider the toroidal plasma ring to constitute a single—turn secondary
of a transformer which has the N-turn RMF coil as the primary then it is reasonable to
suppose that the secondary resistance, r,“ is proportional to lip/NZ, Fig 6 shows that
this is the case and that, for given values ol’ 1.)) and I’m“. 1'], is only a function of By.

3 Discussion

The two sequences of Rotaniak discharges studied to date indicate that no meaningful
increase in the maximum value 01‘ 1%,, is to be achieved by varying Ni One has to search
further {or a strategy which will allow significantly larger driven plasma currents to be
generated,

From an electrical engineering viewpointthe root cause of our problem lies in the way
r], (or HP (or a fixed N) varies with By. if it is possible to reduce the rate of increase
of Hp with By. the rate of decrease of Bw with By will also be diminished and the
downturn in 1,), due to insufficient Ill“ power or the cessation of driven current due to
current termination will be delayed to larger values of By and, correspondingly, larger
values of [at

The value of Hp reflects the (‘()ll'1l)ll’1C(l strengths of the various energy loss channels
in the Hotamak discharge. if we wish to lower the value of Hp, then we must lower
the effects of the energy loss incclu'inisnis, Calculations [6] indicate that. for the plasma
conditions produced in the present generation of Retain-ah devices, the dominant energy
loss mechanism is line radiaticm From impurities in the plasma. No doubt, the customary
use of pyrex discharge vessels in Rotalnak research enhances this particular loss channel.
A proposal to construct a stainless-steel Rotamak vessel with the aim of undertaking
Rotamak research with as clean a plasma as possible is presently under consideration.
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Tokamak discharges are frequently ended by disruptions [1—5], an instability leading to a

very sudden termination of the plasma. Although numerous studies of disruptions have been

made critical data is still needed to develop theoretical models for fundamental aspects of the

disruption.

temperature, and density during the disruptive phase of a beam heated single-null divertor

discharge in the DIII—D tokamak. The stored energy is lost early in the first phase of the

disruption (thermal quench) after which the central temperature is a few hundred eV. and

following the start of the current decay (current quench) the temperature has fallen to 100 eV.

The current profile measured using the Motional Stark Effect (MSE) diagnostic is observed to

flatten rapidly (<1 ms) at the final stage of the 10 ms thermal quench and just prior to the start

of the current quench in radiative collapse disruptions. The density profile peaks at the edge

during the disruption.

In DIII—D, radiative collapse disruption experiments were carried out by forcing a disrup—
tion with the injection of an impurity gas (argon). The disruptions were timed to occur with

diagnostics optimized at the time of the disruption. The deuterium discharges were lower
single—null divertors with plasma current 113 = 1.5 MA, toroidal field B : 2.1 T, major radius

R = 1.7 in, minor radius a = 0.61 m, and an elongation of 1.8. Neutral deuterium beam heat-
ing was used with a power of 12 MW and the plasma was in H—modc at the time of the gas

This paper describes simultaneous profile measurements of the current,

injection.
An argon gas puff of 40 ms duration, with a total of ~2 T-é of gas, caused a disruption

approximately 60 ms after the start of the gas injection. As the gas is injected and the radi-
ated power increases, a rotating n=1 mode becomes stationary (locked). The locked mode is
evidenced here by the poloidal magnetic field perturbations which start to grow ~2 ms before
the thermal quench starts. The thermal quench begins (Fig. 1, 2.035 s) with the start of the
stored thermal energy loss as seen in both the calculated stored energy decline and the crash
of the central soft x—ray. Most of the stored energy is lost in the first 5 ms of the thermal
quench. In these discharges, some reheating of the central plasma occurs which peaks the
current profile (note increase of internal inductance If i at 2039—2044 s). This is followed by
the final and more rapid thermal quench at 2.044 s and the start of the current quench at
2.045 s. The locked mode is large during the energy loss from 2035—2039 s, then decreases

*Work supported by the USA Department of Energy, under contract Nos. DE-AC03-89ER51 1 l4. W-7405—
ENG-48. and DEiACO4794AL85000.

iLawrence Livermore National Laboratory.
ASandia National Laboratory.
1+‘Ccntrc Canadicn de Fusion Magnétiquc.
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allowing the reheating to occur

and has a rapid growth during
the final thermal quench leading
into the start of the current
quench.

At the thermal quench the
temperature inside the last
closed flux surface drops and a
cold edge region, which may
have been developing due to the
high radiation, is evident
(Fig. 2, 2.0364 s). The central
temperature 2 ms later has drop-
ped from the original 4 keV to
600 eV and at 2.039 s the center
starts to reheat with the central
temperature reaching almost
1 keV at 2.0424 5.
middle of the final thermal
quench, 2.0444 s, the tempera-

ture has collapsed to approxi—
mately 300 eV and at 2.0464 s.
after the start of the current

In the

quench, the temperature is less
than 100 eV.

During the thermal quench
the density profile develops a
peak at the edge. The central
density falls by almost 50%
while the edge density remains
high until after the start of the
current quench. Note that the
peak in density remains at the
plasma edge and although the
data is plotted versus the nor—
malized radius, the plasma edge
(separatrix boundary at r/a = 1)
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Fig. 1. Discharge 81167 time evolution showing plasma
current, the poloidal magnetic field fluctuation deviation
from the average at 3 toroidal angles (322°:solid, 3°:
dotted, 157°:dashed), central and edge solt x-ray,
plasma stored energy, internal inductance ti, and the q on
the magnetic axis. The cross symbols are results of the
equilibrium fit averaged over 0.2 ms and use magnetic
probe arrays at 2 toroidal locations except for the
triangle and square results which use only one of the
magnetic probe arrays. The start of the thermal and
current quenches are marked with the dashed lines and
the Thomson scattering profile times of Fig. 2 are marked
by the dotted lines.

has moved from z = 0.92 m at 2.010 s to z = 0.82 m at 2.0444 5 due to the plasma moving ra-
dially inward and to z = 0.66 m at 2.0464 3 due to the plasma moving vertically downward.
The current density profile is determined from the measurements and equilibrium recon—
struction using the code EFITD [8] which fits a solution of the Grad-Shafranov equation to
several measured quantities including the poloidal field and flux on the vacuum vessel wall,
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nal coil currents, and the

pitch angle of the internal

magnetic field measured at. 16

radial points near the vertical

midplane using the Motional

Stark Effect (MSE) diagnostic

[6—7]. Examples of the MSE

measured vertical field in the

plasma, the resulting equilibrium

fit from the MHD calculation,

and current profile are shown in

Fig. 3. The current profile

flattens suddenly after the final

thermal quench as seen in the

rapid decrease of the internal

inductance prior to the current

quench (Fig. l). The increase in

total plasma current after the cur-

rent quench starts is driven by

this rapid decrease in the internal

inductance and calculations indi-

cate that conservation of mag-

netic energy accounts for the

measured current increase better
than conservation of flux.

The EFITD reconstructions

which give the inductance, stored

energy, and q (Fig. I) assume the

plasma is axisymmetric and the

exter " (1019m'3l t=2.0100 sT keV _5.0 l l t-2.01oos, 8.0. .l‘ E higiiiigml .. : .
[#:5“. L an

r \L " I |
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1.0 . .14 -- 0.0 . '0.15 t = 2.04645 3.0 i = 2.04545

1“ 131;; 5‘ as. I!
II R

0.00 .. . 5.2 0.0 1 '
0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5

rla rla
Fig. 2. Electron temperature and density profiles for
discharge 81167 versus the normalized radius. The
horizontal lines on the density plots are the line average
density measured by a radial interferometer chord at the
midplane. The plasma edge (separatrix boundary) is
shown by the vertical dotted line.

analysis uses data from magnetic probe arrays at two toroidal locations separated by 105° and

MSE data from an intermediate toroidal location. The lack of data in Fig. 1 around 2.038 s

and 2.045 s is due to poor MHD equilibrium fits at these times and may be indicative that the
plasma axisymmetry is poor or that the plasma is stochastic. The lack of axisymmetry is seen

in both the n=l locked mode amplitude which is large at these times and in the differences in

the poloidal magnetic field measurements from two arrays at different toroidal locations, up

to 9% at 2.038 s and up to 14% at 2.045 s. The variations near 2.038 s in the temperature

profile and in the MSE measured vertical field profile tends to indicate the plasma is stochas-

tic. A unique discharge feature occurs around 2.038 s; the position of the magnetic axis of
the plasma (from MSE measurements) has moved out—ward by 10 cm at the same time that

external coils show the geometric centroid and the current centroid have moved inward

by 2—5 cm. A smaller, but similar effect is seen at ~2.045 s. The EFITD equilibrium
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reconstructions at 2.045 s J(kA/m2)

(Fig. 1) with reasonable 0.5 '32”) nagggg s iatz= 0.061 m)
accuracy for the fits could

. .I 2000
only be obtained by using 0 0_

just one of the magnetic 1000
probe arrays with the MSE —O 6 l I I I I I I 0 I I I I I I
data and were done to 013— 0 6 l: 23338 5 (a‘[ z = ‘0-135 m)
tain an intermediate point
on the [I curve. Although 0 0 _ 2000 _

from equilibrium consid— W 1000 '
erations it would be ex- _0_5 I I . I I. I I 0 I I I I I I I
pected that the plasma 1-0 1-4 Ft (1t) 2-2 1-0 1-4 R (1mg) 2-2
would shift inward follow-

Fig. 3. Vertical field 82 measured by the MSE central array
(dots). outer array (crosses). and a probe on the vessel wall

large outward movement (star) along with the equilibrium fit (curve) and the current
profile J from the equilibrium fit. The vertical position of the
magnetic axis where the current profile is calculated is noted.

ing the energy loss. the

of the magnetic axis indi-

cates either a kink instabil
ity or outwardly shifted island stmcture at the plasma center.

These initial DIII—D experiments performed for radiative collapse disruptions provide
simultaneous measurements on the temperature, density, and current profile to better describe

the disruption process. An 11:] locked mode is a pre-cursor to the disruption, then a two
phase thermal quench Occurs followed by the current quench. During the initial phase of the
thermal quench. there is a slow (~5 ms) loss of most of the energy with little change in the
configuration; the central q decreases slightly as it drops below one and the current profile is
relatively unchanged. In the second phase of the thermal quench there is a slow reheating of
the center followed by a rapid loss of the remaining energy (£1 ms) with a rapid flattening of
the current profile (~l ms). After the stored energy is lost early in the thermal quench the
central temperature is a few hundred eV. and after the start of the current quench the
temperature has fallen to the 100 eV level. The lack of runaway electrons seen in DllI—D
disruptions may be due to the peak in the density profile which is maintained at the edge until
after the start of the current quench. This data addresses the requirements needed to develop

and test theoretical models of the disruption process.
[1] J. A. Wesson et a1., Nucl. Fusion 29 641 (1992)

[2] DJ. Ward and J.A. Wesson, Nucl. Fusion 32 1117 (1992)

[3] TFR Group, Nucl. Fusion 25 919 (1985)

[4] R.G. Kleva and J.F. Drake. Phys. Fluids B 2 372 (1991)

[5] R. Yoshino Ct al., Nucl. Fusion 33,1599 (1993)

[6] D. Wroblewski and LL. Lao, Rev. Sci. Instrum. 63 5140 (1992)

[7] B.W. Rice et a1., Rev. Sci. Instrum. 66 373 (1995)

[8] L. L. Lao ct £11.. Nucl. Fusion 30 1035 (1990)
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USE OF AN m:2, n=1 STATIC ERROR FIELD CORRECTION COIL,
"THE C—COIL," ON DllleD TO AVOID DISRUPTIVE LOCKED MODES*

R.J. La Haye and J.T. Seoville

General Atornics, PO. Box 85608‘ San Diego. California 921869784

tilinimizing resonant, static n, : 1 error field with a phase steerable correction
coil “the C-coil." in DIH *D allows avoidance of disruptive locked modes. Alternately,
inmveasing n : 1 error field in rapidly rotatingr plasmas can induce magnetic braking of

rotation Without locking for the study of the role of rotation on stability.

Small toroidally asymmetric m = 2, 77 : 1 static field errors are of concern for the
design of next-generation devices and for the operation of existing tokamaks. in low
density ohmic plasmas for example, the torque of a small resonant error at the. q = 2

surface can overcome the plasma inertial and/or viscous forces, stop the rotation and

luce a large island which can cause disruption [l].
A toroidal torque arises at the q = m/n rational surface of minor radius rs due to

an externally imposed resonant radial helical field Bum.

pr0(

R 2 2 a ' Bi. 2To z 7 (2) 471.2 0771 ( I’ll > WOT it 2 (7‘ ..l(t(‘> Y (1)
m no [AU/5| 1+ (“’0 Tree) 172,

where wé is the slip frequency between the plasma and the static perturbation, 7,.“

is the reconnection time and lAgl is the tearing stability parameter [2,3]. The helical
magnetic field from the induced helical current which opposes reconnection and produces
the torque T¢ can greatly reduce the island width such that

n 1 Li/ 161; 120s1,.“ 1/“ 2m 1/2 1 /
”3 = W ——'~ ’fi ‘ (2)s 1 075 1+(w07‘1—pc)

where the first parenthesis is the vacuum island width, the second parenthesis is the.
enhancement (for small A0 73) for locking, i.e., w[, E O, and the bracket is the usually
very large reduction due to the skin effect at the rational surface for (of) 73.“, >> 1.

Mode. locking or penetration occurs when the static error field torque overcomes
the plasma inertial (niJiL- wg R3) and viscous torques (nii‘lL l/y (do/LE) where m is the
ion density, l/i is the viscosity and Lr is the radial scale length of the velocity gradient
at q = m/n, In low density ohmic plasmas a critical condition (neglecting viscosity) for
mode locking for the most dangerous mm = 2.1 mode is predicted to occur either as
the line—averaged density is lowered or the error field is raised [1,4,5].

2 , 1/2 3/2Mt) ( 57 > (BS) - <3)LL10 —AO‘I'5 BT

Note that the unperturbed rotation (do and the tearing stability parameter A6 7;; may
be explicit functions of n which along with viscosity may alter this scaling, particularly
in larger toltamaks [4].

* Work was supported by the U.S. Department of Energy under Contract No, DE—ACOB—BQERSIIM.
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Provided that mg Trer remains large. the application of resonant crror fields can be
used to apply drag at selected rational surfaces to slow the rotation without significant
islands or locking (“magnetic braking") to study the role of rotation shear on turbulence
in VHiniode [6] or the role of resistive wall stabilization of high beta discharges [7]

C-COIL FOR m : 2.71.:1 ERROR FIELD MINIMIZATION

The new C-Coil shown in Fig. 1 on D111 D has six sections that span the outboard
midplane which with proper currents produce a nearly monochromatic n = 1 correcting
field with both m : 1 and m = 2 components. The total 771. : 2. ‘n, : 1 error field to be
minimized comes from the toroidal field coil (B~(:oil)‘ induction coil (Eecoil) and poloidal
field coil (F—coil) n = 1 toroidal asymmetries. Ohmic double-null (livertor discharges
at [p = 1.6 MA and either RT = —2.1 T (fly, 2 4.6) or ~1.5 T (qgg. = 3.3) were run in
which the density 7‘1 was allowed to drop until a. locked mode, i.e., penetration of the
2.1 error field} abruptly occurred (Fig. 2). By varying, the shot~tovshot amplitude and
phase of the Cecil applied 2.1 error field, a database was acquired of critical density 7‘;
for locked modes as a function of the 2.1 Fourier component 01' the C—coil and the BY
F, and E currents. A nonlinear multivariate fit was made to empirically determine the
2.1 sine and cosine components of the intrinsic error field sources assuming fiLM ~ B?
such that

(1/2rim = cnnJ (SC + 55 + Sp + SE)2 + (CL. + Cg + CF + CM] . (4)
with SC and CC the sine and cosine components of BS from the C—coil, Where BS is the
m. = 2, n. = 1 helical error field, the constant com] = 60711 for ~21 T (1295 = 4.6) and c0n2
for —1.5 T ((195 = 3.3) to account for the change with ET in the relative error field, the
unperturbed rotation, the tearing stability parameter. etc. A fit to flu” ~ Bf} with a :
3/2 was poor while a = 1/2 gave an excellent. fit. with it“, ~ (qgg)“1/2 (BS/BT)V2. The
major sources of error field were the B and F coils with the E—coil error much smaller.
A plot of fiLM versus C—coil 'n : 1 phase for near optimum C-coil 71 : l amplitude

C-coil sections
Fig. 1. Cross-section of DIII—D showing the C and 71 : 1 coils.
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. hown in Fig. 3(a) while that versus C—Coil am-
lSI'Stude is shown in Fig. 3(b). The Coefficients
P1 mined from the best fit to Eq. (4) are used

9829:.“ time DIlIe-D plasma to Vary the. C-Coil
111 .(

urrents for optimum correction.
c

PLASMA ROTATION CONTROL WITH THE C-COIL

A. IVIagnetic Braking With

Different Spectra

The C-coil allows a. number of new possibili-
ties in applying magnetic braking to the VH—mode.
III conjunction with the fixed phase 11 = l coil
[8]. the C-coil n : 1 phase variation allows ap-
plying a nearly monochromatic 1,1 drag at q = 1
orla nearly monochromatic 2,1 drag at q = 2 or a
combination. Best fits in the ELM—free VH‘mode
are shown in Fig. 4 for no braking, the n : 1 coil

alone (mix of 1,1 and 2,1 modes) and the same

2 84407 84249
_lP I

‘2‘ 1- La
D I I I I I I I I I

E 5-.Density
x Z

0 f r IiI I I I I I
20
10

°IIIIIIIIII0.0: R2 11 M . , m0.02 _ sx
0.01 —
0-00 I I I I I I I I I

0 1000 2000 3000 4000
Tlme (ms)

Fig. 2. Traces ofdischarges without (#84407,
solid) and with (#84249, dashed) C—coil cor-
rection. Plasma current. lineaveraged den—
sity, n = 1 locked mode amplitude. near cen—
tral soft xrray chord. No. 84407 has a locked
mode beginning at 3280 ms and disrupts.

+B-radial (Gauss) n =1

n : l coil current as the mix but with the C-Coil added either to the null the applied 1,1
field (2.1 braking) or the 2.1 field (1,1 braking). There is little difference in the rotation
profiles between the mode mix and the 2.1 mode braking (with same 2,1 amplitude) While
the monochromatic 1.1 mode has much less drag on the rotation in part as a. result of
the small q : 1 surface area, confirming that delta function drag can be applied at
selected surfaces for tailoring the rotation profile.

(a) 4 Lett Hand (b)

‘ET. ___________
x No C—coil x ,

3 - \ —2.1T /
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EE u

go 2’ 2a
V: 5
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Fig. 3. (a) Critical density for locking versus C-coil phase for —1.5 T (x) and ~2.1 T (Q) at near
optimum amplitude. (b) Same versus amplitude for off optimum phase.
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B. hiagnetic Braking to Study Resistive Wall Stabilization
of High Beta Resistive IVIoclcs

The low inductance of the C—(‘Dll allows rapid turn on (and off) of the full current
in time as short as 20 ms for impulsive magnetic braking 01' transient high beta (.BN > 3
discharges [T] which have (1 > 1 everywhere. It is found that although the central rotatn
in these discharges remains high. the rotation at 2 < q < 3 is greatly reduced by the
localized drag. (See Fig. 5.) When the rotation frequency near the q : 2 and 3 surfac
is reduced below approximately 1 kllz, an unstable resistive wall mode is observed to
grow and limit beta. Maintaining the plasma rotation at high beta. is predicted to
provide stability with a resistive Wall and dissipation [9.10].

[1] La llaye R.J. et al., Phys. Fluids B 4 2098 (1992)
[2] Fitzpatrick R. Nncl. Fusmn 33 1049 (1993)
[3] Jensen, TH. el. al., Phys. Fluids B 5 1239 (1993)
[4] Fitzpatrick R. and TC. Hender Phys. Fluids B 3 644 (1991)
[:3] Fishpool GM. and PS. Haynes Nurl. Fusion. 34 109 (1994)
[6] La Haye R.J. et a1. “Core Flow Shear as the Cause of Very High Confinement. in

the DllliD Tokamalt.” to be published in Nuel. Fusion
[7] Taylor T.S. 01 al., “\Vall Stabilization of High Beta Plasmas in DlII—D.” to be

published in Phys. Plasmas.
[8] Scoville J.T. ct. 111.. N'ucl. 13115101131 879 (1991)
[9] Bondeson A. and DJ. Ward Phys. Rev. Lett. 72 2709 (1993)
[11)] Chu MS. et al. Phys. Plasmas 1 1214 (1994)
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Fig. 4. Angular rotation profiles from CER during Fig. 5. Plasma rotation profiles of /3N > 3
ELM—free VH—mode with either no braking or brak- discharges with either weak or strong C-coil
ing with a 1,1 mode, a 2.1 mode or a mix of modes. braking.
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Experimental Studies of the T—10 Plasma Quench Using
High-Z Impurity Pellet Injection

V.Yu. Sergeev, B.V. Kuteev, S.G. Kalmykov+, ANA Chudnovskij*. DA. Martynov*,
GE. Notkjn*. YuD. Pavlov*

State Technical University, St. Petersburg. Russia
+Ioffe Physical—Technical Institute, St. Petersburg, Russia

*National Research Centre "Kurcliatov Institute", Moscow, Russia

1_ Introduction. . . ‘ > ‘ _
There is a problem of either to control an expected disruption or to aVOid it in the

contemporary large tokamaks and in the ITER, because local dissipation of the thermal and

magnetic energy may be crucial for tokamak reliable operation [1], On the other hand,
understanding of complex phenomena which cause disruptions is still incomplete [2]. in paper

[3] a possibility to radiate the plasma energy by means ofinjection ofa high Z (from noble Kr)
impurity pellet before the major disruption has been proposed and analysed using a simple
approach. Here, the first results of T—lO plasma quench by KCl pellet injection are reported.

2. Experimental results.
The main idea of these experiments was to increase the efliciency ot'plasma cooling due to

high-Z impurity radiation. The radiation source was created by KCl pellets of 02—06 mm sizes
and 150 m/sec velocities, which were injected into ohmically heated plasmas during both the
steady-state and ramp—down stages of the discharge current, The plasma parameters before the

injection were as follows: plasma current I = 250 kA, toroidal field Bt : 2.5 T. limiter radius
aL=O.3 in, central electron temperature Pram): 1150 eV. The pellet size dp, penetration

Shot # dp. um fig. b, ANc/Nc, —ATe(0)/Te(0), —ATe(aL/2)/Tc(aL/2), At.

1013cm3 cm aiui :1.u. a.u. ms
steady-state stage
6181] 270 2.55 11.5 0.05 0.2 0.25 -
61812 370 2.6 12 0.13 0.25 0.45 35
61905 380 2.45 10.5 0.15 0.45 0,55 13
61904 520 2.45 11 0.37 0.55 017 6
61818“ 460 3.05 12 0.21 0.5 0.55 7
61819 550 3.05 11 0.36 0.5 0.6 6
61817 610 3.05 6 0.5 0.85 0.9 2
61898 350 4.1 8 0.25 0.2 0.3 15
61900 430 4.1 10.5 0.07 0.5 017 7
61897 450 4.1 8 0.15 0.5 0,7 4
61895 490 4.55 10.5 0.17 0.6 0.75 2
ramp—down stage
62920 300 2.45 16 0,07 0.25 0.25 -
62919 400 2.45 8 0,17 0.3 0.45 22

radius 'b' and a line—averaged electron density fie ofthe plasma prior to the injection are shown
in the table for some shots. The pellets normally reached a half of the minor radius aL and
created there a maximum impurity deposition. Sometimes, pellets were destroyed during the
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injection so their penetration length decreased. The minor radius 'b’ was measured with a
camera The elTective pellet diameter dp was calculated usmg signals tIonI a multichanel
microwave intetlyeiomctei and evaluatingl the ionisation level of injected impuiities (ZK ~ 13
20 ~ 10) according to [4] lhis allowed us to estimate the poiturbation ot the total electmn
number ANe/Ne which is presented in the table.

The plasma behaviour varied with the size of injected pellets and the plasma density
injection ot a small pellet with d <_3OO tun (ex in shot #6181 1) caused slight perturbations of
ANe/Ne ~ 005. ATC/ e ~ 02. Such plasma parameters as Tetra). loop voltage U|(t) relaxed
for 20—:‘30 ms to new steady—state levels which were close to those prior to the injection, No
changes in 'nIhdZ' signal (In = 2 MHD plasma activity) or in ‘hxr’ signal (HXR emisston with
energy more than 3.5 MeV) were observed.

The plasma behaviour after the injection ot‘a large pellet with d j 2 400 um may be divided
into two stages as shown by vertical lines In fig. 1 for shot #61904, The first stage lasted since
the injection time t1 until the moment tgi which we associate with a minor disruption. The
duration At—— t3 — t1 of this stage varied within 2-35 ms time range and decreased when the
pellet size (1 or the plasma density weie increased We noted-” -3 ms times required for the
ionisation oi injected impurities and toroidal poloitlal symmetrization ot the election density

1 ,_ #cwo— that can be estimated iIII the Iise and saturation
:M ‘ ‘ times of the inteiteiometei signals 11C (see figl)

During this stage, significant temperature
! Y} j I peiturbation ofthe ambient plasma ~ATE/Te ~ 0.5

m m | a + 0,9(ANe/Ne~0.15+0.5) due to the mixing
with cold pellet electrons and increased radiation
(signal ‘bol' in figl) was Observed, Maximal
perturbations of the electron temperature ATe(r)/
Te(r) for two positions of the minor radius
r ~ 0 cm and r ~ aL/l, are presented in the table
and the volume-averaged (for comparison with
simulation results) electron temperature <Te> is
shown in ligl After the drop, the following
saturation or even the restoration of the electron
temperature, owing to the increased ohmic
heating power, were observed The loop voltage
monotonically rose during this stage up to 5-10 V
(13 V for shot #61904 in fig. 1). We observed a
significant drop of the electron energy content
AWe/We whose 0. 85 maximum value was
measured In shot #61817 wheie the largest pellet
with the effective diameter d =610 um was
injected The first stage finished with a minor

n F l ,_, r ' , ‘n disruption.
“0 “‘1 j _ ‘3” “1 It is seen from 1115221 (for shot #61818) that

him”) before the moment of disruption the large
Flg- 1 growth of mode amplitudes m=2 ((1:2) and,

later, [I] : 3 (q : 3/2) were measured by means ofa MHD analyser [5]. The second sharp dIop
ofthe electron temperature Te. a burst ofthe 'lIXI" signal and a funher increase oftlIe U1 loop
voltage signal were measured during the disruption (see tigl). The electron temperature
reached its minimal values of 1-? ms afier the disruption event. The electron temperature was
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tored within 425—40) ms due to the increased ohmic heating power.es . . . . .
r AS a result of plasma cooling the small variation 01 the last closed magnetic surface

I] t, position (signal ‘del’ in figl) was observed from the
50'; {—ifT—fi l,‘ a) -1 cm value which was measured in the equilibrium.

: Him; r l ’ During the disruption. these deviations increased but
40:¥,\\ __ “m: f i did not exceed -2 cm, The plasma current did not

change much during the evolution ofthis stage.
The KCI pellet injection at the current ramp—

down stage was accompanied by similar
phenomena. A small pellet weakly perturbed the
discharge behaviour and the current decay had a

m
hd

l,
mh

d3
(a

u)
A ,\1 r, Ia > _ . .
g f” “ N2 MAL _ T given rate 0.85 MA/s (shot #61920). The increase in
“a” \ 3‘“ L e 2 “3, the 'mhd2' activity, the Te drop and the 'Iixr' burst
EV“? A __ _ :‘f‘e--ea\ 9 were observed 22 ms after the injection of a fairlyA f, — i y .

large pellet into shot #62919. It is important that the
-7 electron temperature and the electron energyxii“

: /
\ (l

”5 m mu oil; can“ content We did not restore after the disruption at the
“WW9 current ramp—down stage. This is illustrated by fig.

Fig 2 321b, where the evolution of Te(r.t) is shown for
two cases: in shot # 62919 (a) and in shot #61904

(b). Although the control system tried to provide a 0.85 MA/sec rate for the current ramp-

down process, the current completely decayed N 60 ms in shot #62919, as compared with

~300 ms in shot #62920.

3. Discussion.
We can note three main phenomena accompanying the T—10 plasma quench by KCI

pellets: a possible decrease of the amount of electron energy (by 85%); the development of a
minor disruption and runaway generation during the disruption.

The electron temperature drop for shot #61904 was simulated by the code described in
[3], The results shown in figl demonstrate a fairly good correlation between the saturated
levels of the volume-averaged electron temperatures. The discrepancy in the plasma currents
shown in fig] can be understood, because the model [3] did not take into account the
additional power produced by the external electric circuit in the experiments. We should note
that the electron energy We was significantly less than the magnetic energy Wmagn in our

'1‘; c #62919 “W kt" #61904

Fig. 3
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experiments (We/agn ~ 0d) _ ' . . .
We simulated the evolution ofthe current densuy profile _](r.t) alter the pellet IIUBCIIOD by

means of the diffusion equation for a poloidal magnetic field. The neoclassical plasm'a
conductivity was calculated usmg experimental profiles Te(r.t). ne(r,t). The effective plasma
charge Zefilt) was varied so that to lit the calculated U](t) to the experimental one. The
simulated j(r.t) profiles served as the input data for the code to calculate stability and
parameters of magnetic islands within the theory of MHD instabilities (see [6]). The results of
this simulations have shown that all modes with the poloidal number m>4 are to be Stable any

.,
time while the in:2,a.4 modes still develop. The time behaviour ofthe external border position

.je/xzt“) island and the internal border position of the m2? (q=2) 1.2m“)
island are shown in fig.2b for shot #61904 together with the electron temperature. Fig.2a
shows the time behaviour of the iti>2,3 mode activity for shot #61818 which is similar to shot
#61904. It is seen that the disruption occurred at the moment when the q:2 and the q=3/2
islands were intercepted, A similar coincidence between these two time moments was alsa
observed for shot #61905, where At:15 ms was measured. This implies an appreciable
influence ofthe j(r,t) evolution on the distuption development.

Simulations using the Pal'flll'POntSE approach [7] and the ‘avalanching etl‘ect' [8] have
shown that the runaway generation should start just after the minor disruption, when the large
drop of Te has occurred. This is seen from figl giving the time correlation between the
increases in both the 'hxr' signal and the calculated iunaway current lrun evaluated from the
expression for the runaway source [7] neglecting runaway losses.

of the m:3 ((1:3/2) I

4. Conclusions.
1. Injection of KC] pellets with 0.4—0.6 mm sizes and 150 m/sec velocities into the ohmic

heated T-IO plasma has demonstrated a possibility of fast (2—10 ms) plasma cooling and about
85% losses ofthe electron energy content before the minor disruption occurred

2, The time interval between the injection and disruption events increased with decreasing
pellet size and plasma density. A possible reason for the disiuption is the unfavourable
evolution of the current density profile_j(r,t) that leads to the growth of the m=2 ((1:3) and
m=3 ((1:3/2) magnetic islands due to MHD instabilities.

3. The runaway generation during the minor disruption occurred due to the large Dreicer
parameter E/ED~O.002 before the pellet injection, It has been simulated using the Parail-
Pogutse approach and the avalanehing effect.

4 Further experiments on T-IO should be made with Kr pellets (1 mm size, | km/s
velocity) injected into the ECR current drive regime, This could help to verify the Kr ablation
model. to model the discharge quench at close We, Wmagn and low E/ED values.

The work is supported by grant N9 JG4100 from the International Science Foundation and
Russian Government.
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gear-Vi
the high performance hot-ion discharges in JET three classes of MHD phenomena occur, whichIn ar to limit the fusion performance: - giant ELMs at the plasma edge; — MHD instabilities at outer

”g: - central sawtooth/fishbone events.
$11615; phenomena occur typically between 0.7 to 2.5 sec after the start ofthe main heating and depend
on various parameters like: the plasma geometry, the gasfeed programme and the recycling properties
of the target plates and the vacuum vessel,
In the early, low beta, phase of the discharge,

Pulse Nggseae EMA / 3.4Tevents such as: ELM, sawtooth and outer 5.0 —.
MHD activity do not have the same limiting fi\¥r

' ‘ ' 2.5
character as later on in the discharge. During E! Hm

I ll l ‘

Roolm‘G)

s R.
the later higher beta phase, the three . / l l
phenomena are no longer completely 0 En \

, 03—
independent: sawteeth may provoke ELMs, 0.2 MWVH/
ELMs may stop MHD related roll-overs in the 0.1—
plasma energy and neutron emission. 1 . ,
Statistically these 3 types ofM'HD phenomena
occur roughly in equal proportions [1]. Fig.1
gives an example of such performance limiting
behaviour for a 3MA 3.4T X-point discharge
with 18 MW NBI heating
The behaviour of the giant ELM during the
main heating phase and its possible relation to 0 13’0
the edge stability is discussed in an Timem

accompanying paper [1] Usually the ELM Fig.1. murmance limitations. The limes marked in the
free periOd can be emended sumCIently by first sectionfl‘mn above arefarasawtooth (market/S),
increasing shaping and by minimising recycling occurring at 52.87sec,for (ItVHD made ,‘elgledrg/Lgve)’
[2], (marked R 1) andfor an ELM (marked E1) stopping the

roll-over. The time point, marked R3, shows the second
roll-ovel‘followed again by an Ebb! marked E2 stopping

SEW . again the MHD activity. The time point(E3) isthal of
At OWBI' beta saWteeth are “Qt a serious lOSS anothergimtrElaW after [he NB] healing slapped.
and limitation to plasma performance.
However at higher beta [3] sawteeth heat pulse like perturbation become faster and extend over most of
the plasma cross-section, often triggering large ELMs. Usually the sawtooth free period is long during
the high performance phase ofthese mainly NBI heated plasmas and hence sawteeth do not appear to
be the most severe limitation during the performance phase. Stabilisation of sawteeth in hot-ion H—

Jur
a

:cm
:L
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modes has been achieved with LHCD by raising (1(0) above unity and this also leads to longer ELM-fr
periods [4]. e!

Roll-over related M HD activity.
As has been described above the ELM and sawtooth can usually be postponed sufficiently to “we“
third class ofperformance limiting MIED activity, This phenomenon is called the slow roll-over becaUSQ
ot‘the characteristic soft effect on the plasma energy and neutron yield.

This phenomenon was observed in the old JET, eg. in the PTE series [3]. However it was USUalt
accompanied by a strong carbon influx and was difiicult to distinguish From the carbon bloom. In the
past roll—overs ofthe neutron yield and plasma energy have also been seen to be correlated with internal
(1,1) and (2,1) modes [3]. In the new JET the slow roll—over still occurs but the loss of confinemem
causes an increase of only a few 100°C ofthe target plates to temperatures below 800°C and theteis
no significant carbon or beryllium influx
It is now clear that this phenomenon is driven by MHD activity (probably an external kink mode) flndis
not primarily caused by impurity influxes, and in the old data the carbon influx must have beEna
consequence of the tile overheating (to temperatures 2 1800°C ) following on From the loss of
confinement,

The outer mode causing the roll-over can persist for several hundred msec and the roll—over itself can
occur at various degrees: the stored energy and neutron emission sometimes rise less vigorously, mhef
times saturate or decrease slowly.
The roll-over presents itself as a diffusive cold wave (timescale ~20msec) into the plasma core that is
preceded by electron temperature and density and magnetic perturbations close to the plasma edge.

Pulse ND: 33429
7 Amwmv‘MMNWi The relaxation starts somewhere close to the Edge
JW-WW‘ and reaches the plasma central region in about 20
B‘WMW[ msec, lowering the core electron and ion
5’W[ temperature and neutron emission The initial

increase of the temperature at the edge and the
subsequential cold wave propagating inwards are
not yet understood.
The roll—over always causes an increase in the
observed edge recycling light and in some cases it ‘
is followed by a giant ELM,
Analysis of the Roll-over MllD (ROM) modes.

l l
(n.

u.)
m

um
s”

)

Timets)

Fig.2, Penetration of cold wave front edge to plasma centre
as seen by the ECE diagnostic. Positions of (4:3 and (1:2

A detailed analysis ofthe Mill) phenomena is now
possible using a new soft X-ray diagnostic, which

are indicated. The mode itselfoccurs at or outside q=3. lIlClUdCS 6 cameras With 315 channels in one l
The initial increase at the edge of the temperature and the toroidal position and a titne resolution of lOttseC. '
subscqucntial cold wave are not fully understood but are The mlpover mode 3150 shows up on magnetic
bCllC\'€(l to be influence ofthe outer mode on the pedestal pick-up coils, the Dot , ECE Signals. Preliminary ‘

lasma cncr Iv. . .
p E' analysts shows a likely m:5 and a n:1 structure

on the SXR signals near the plasma outer surfaces r .

This is in good agreement with the usual mode structure analysed with the poloidal and toroidal pick-up ‘
coils which give m:4-6 and n2]. ‘
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{mode has a very limited extent in radius, Fig. 2 shows the contours of equal brightness ofthe
The Rolf: x_ray Cords mapped on the midplane major radius at the high field side. The location in the
outer 501'OSS section Where the ROM mode is observed by the SXR cameras is seen to occur close to,c -plasma
orjust outside, the q=3 surface.

S eral conclusion can already be drawn from
ev

this :
it The a
2.5m over‘d .d

the high fie] 51 e. ~ ait There is no change of phase across the SXR E
hannelS shown, suggesting the presence of a F

c

mplitude of the displacement is about

he outer region of 2iO£R<2t15 m

.- mode, _ _
KEEIySis of a similar discharge With the high
resolullon ECE . and the reflectometer

diagnostics shows displacements of ~ 0.3 to <

1 cm at the plasma edge at the low field Side.
11 is not clear whether this difference in
amplitude is due todift‘erent polotdal plasma
position 0f the 1WD diagnostics. Fig.3 Contour plot of SXR fluxes. showing the location of
Computational analysts by the CASTOR COde and the displacements due to the rollover mode. Indicated
[5] of these type of discharges show that the are the ci=3 and q=3 positions as calculated by the

external kink is marginal unstable at the time of equilibrium.
ilie onset of the MHD modest With a
dominant in=5 mode and smaller m=4 and m=3 components. In reasonable agreement with the above
experimental observations of the soft X-rays. The calculations however show a stronger amplitude at
the low field side as compared to the high field side, which does not seem to match the experimental
observations
Power scan.

»w
:.~

w‘
rv

,.w
.~

‘«
,-,

L~
.-.

~,
‘w

-:-
i,

t
-

In order to understand why high values of
normalised beta [3N are readily obtained at 5‘ , 7
lower values of the toroidal field, a series of l 3:337“
power scans at 2.5 and 1.6T have been carried ‘ r: nan ‘

out. In general the thermal (and overall)
normalised [3N depends on the edge safety
factor (see fig.4), The top lcfi limit is set by
MHD events and the top right-hand limit is set M"
by power insufficiency [6} However there are 2*
plenty of discharges that do not reach the top l
beta true or apparent limit because of the roll- 1e 0
overs and ELMs discussed in this paper and L
others. The discharges that reach the beta limit ,7 , t t t
(at low B field B<I7T and plasma current 0 i 2 3 c: 5 G 7 a
Ip<1.6 MA) are close to ballooning marginal
Siflblllty over a Fig.4 The thermal bclai as function ofq at ii/=().9S for

various magnetic fields.
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substantial part of the profile Wher
the discharges at higher field and (Dune

Ease No: 349910,7 / that are limited well below the Tr0
t: 12553. //“ lilnit and are typically a factor of3 [04

0'6 . 1333:: // / below the ballooning limit in the pigs
13.3050 f : /8 centre, In these latter discharges at "it

0.5 A ,7” / time of the limitation only the edge OfIht
batlinatljfiliiiztfii'jnil /, plasma seems to be either at the margin}

04* ’ ballooning stability or at the one fur tilt
external kink at the time of the relaxmi0n
(Fig.5).
It seems then that for the high field

0.2— discharges there is an unfavomablE
pressure distribution across the profile. All

0.1 — EXP . the moment the precise causes for this a“
W not fully understood, Possibk

’ contributors are : changes in NB]
.1, deposition at different currents and henu

density profiles, differences in beam driven
Fig.5 Experimental and calculated marginal ballooning stable currents, higher polmclal betas 3‘ IOWH
pressure gradients for #34991 at various times. plasma currents, which increases the Edge

VP 2/
l‘ b
1505

mm

o o N .0 4; o m o m

q value and triangularity substantially.

Conclusions.

The high performance discharges are limited well below their calculated overall ballooning limit dueto
MHD activity.

The increase of shear and triangularity leads to longer ELM-free periods in which case the plasma
performance becomes limited by other MHD phenomena causing a slow roll-over in the fusion
production.

The MUD activity that leads to a slow roll—over in the fusion performance in the JET discharges seems
to be related to an external n=l kink lnode with poloidal harmonics of m around 5.

The external kink stability depends largely on the edge current density and pressure gradient. It is the
stability of this mode and the ballooning modes that are believed to be the key pieces in the control of ‘
the performance limitation. ‘

[l] T.C.Hendei' et al, this conference
[2] K.D.Lawson et al, this conference
[3] FMNave et al, Nuclear Fusion,35,4(1995)409.
[4] F.Soeldner et al, this conference,
[5] G.Huysmans et al. this conference
[6] CChallis et al, this conference.
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A mechanism for the sawtooth instability in
shearless and shear reversal equilibrium with q>1

D.Edery, J.P.Morera, X.Litaudon, J.C.Vallet, G.T.Hoang,
D.Moreau, R.Arslanbekov, Y.Peysson

Assocation Euraiom-CEA sur la fusion
Centre d’Etudes de Cadarache

13108 StPaul les-Durance,France

I-Introduction . _ .
In Tokamaks a sawtooth actrvrty rs generally observed when the magnetic surface

q=l lies inside the plasma. In this case the toroidal internal kink mode [1] and the
resistive ldnk mode [2] with helicity m/N=l/l are basic in the triggering of the instability.
However in Enhanced confinement regimes (PEP, Monsters, LHEP) although the
poloidal beta exceeds the kink-tearing limit (Bp=0.3—0.4) no violent instability occurs.
Improved regimes with small shear or with shear reversal profiles and q on axis values of
about 2-3 have been achieved on Tore Supra with adjusted Lower Hybrid power
deposition [3]. In these experiments fast MHD events (sawtooth-like) are often observed
at the plasma center for flat q profiles and in an annular region around the inversion
radius for reversal q-profiles at q=l [4], and q=2 generally followed by a decrease of
confinement.

A theoretical model which attempts to explain the mechanism of these sawteeth is
presented and experimental results are given as a support of the model.

II-Model for the sawtooth instability
Lower Hybrid enhanced regimes on T.S. are characterized by nearly flat or

nonmonotonic q profiles with relatively large pressure gradients within the shearless
domain. In presence of a sufficiently large q=2 magnetic island (6cm - 10cm width), the
magnetic Surfaces are distorted in the vicinity of the separatrix ( fig.l ), and because of
the low shear, they become more sensitive to the bending forces due to the pressure
gradient increase during LH current drive. In finite shear case, the equilibrium sustained
by each magnetic surface is destabilized by the ballooning mode when the local pressure
gradient on this surface exceeds a threshold value which depends on the island width [8].
In low or zero shear situations we find that the ballooning criterion for the threshold limit
is not equivalent to that given in [8].

To be more precise consider the initially unstable helical m/N magnetic island
with positive A

A‘ =[ri] (I)
‘V 1

Then assuming the 'fil'=const. approximation in the tearing layer for m2 2 islands, one
gets the total helical flux ‘I’(r, 9) :

_ Tm‘I’(r,6)=la2B—S—“i(r—)2 +ocos(me) (2)
2 qm a

'a‘ is the small radius, 'B' the toroidal magnetic field, sm=rq'/q the magnetic shear of the
resonant surface q( rm):m/N, III the flux perturbation (1-3r = mfi! / e), and
9 = 80 —tp/qm the helical poloidal angle. The evolution of the magnetic island is
assumed to follow the Rutherford's algebraic regime which corresponds to the time
evolution of the perturbed flux ( ft! cc t2; woct) observed on Tore Supra .
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Now the unperturbed equilibrium (no island) is constituted approximately by displaced
circles with radial coordinate

rozconst. for all 9's (3)
In the presence of an island, the radial position of each magnetic surface is deduced from
formula (2):

r—rI11 =ail2(‘P—\ircosm6) (4)
‘1’ and ti! are the helical flux and its perturbation now normalized to the quantity

(aZBSm ) / qm. Defining the island separatrix by ‘Y(r, 8): ‘P( rm. 6:0):t1i, one gets the
normalized island's half-width

w = «MW (5)
Let us now study the stability of the ballooning mode around this non-linear

equilibrium outside the islands. In toroidal geometry the ballooning instability condition
is fulfilled if there exists a magnetic surface on which the potential energy of the
ballooning mode 8WB is < 0

dp2 a _— -awB : “and de-( 3:2 )Jzuogeg-xde (6)
0

[2,: (1—3 /\ 6(1)) / B2 is the ballooning displacement, (i) the perturbed electric potential,

1? = V,,(l§ / Hz) the field lines curvature and dp/d ID the local pressure gradient in the
unperturbed topology. The important quantity <drO /dr> gives the average local
deformation of each magnetic surface in the presence of the island. Obviously
<drO /dr> = l with no island . Making use of the magnetic flux conservation in the
perturbed and unperturbed states, one gets

<d_rg>_ wl2(tV—t'|/cosm6) _ 1 (7)
dr dm K(k)\/1— k2

where 'K' is the complete elliptic integral of the first kind , k = (1+ d?“ / W2)_1
and clm is the minimum distance between a magnetic surface and the X point of the
island, < 0 > is averaging on each magnetic surface.

In circular plasmas with a large aspect ratio, minimization of the energy integral
(6) neglecting the shear leads to the explicit instability condition :

5 <iif>-1-il3+<‘i—r:>lr
— < ———-—— (8)
a 2+2(1+<di>]a2

2 dr
where on = .’Ztt0Rq2(—dp/dr0)/B2 is the local pressure gradient in the unperturbed

equilibrium and 6 = L“ {I — 1
R q2(ro)

For fixed island width the domain of instability lies inside the marginal curve given by the
right hand side of (8).
Two different classes of equilibrium profiles produced on Tore Supra during LH current
drive can be distinguished:

] is the magnetic well.
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1) The first one consists of hollow profiles either with qmin above 2 or with two

sonances at (1:2 far from each other (fig 2a-2b). These profiles are generally stable

{fecause the island widths are too small .
2 The second class consists of flat (shearless) q profiles with q on axis just

below 2 or of hollow profiles with two resonances at q=2 close to each other (fig 4).
These profiles develop large islands With highly distorted magnetic surfaces leading to

large values Of < dr" /dr >‘ thus making the 6XPfiii'mental trajectory (5 / 00”,, to fall

within the domain of instability _

III-Comparison between Theory and Experiment
During LHCD experiments in Tore-Supra, hollow profiles with q=5 on the

135m; boundary are generated at low toroidal magnetic field (2T) and lower current (0.4

MA) in fully non-inductive regime with a poloidal beta up to 0.8. When the LH power is

mmed on the safety factor cit-axis increases up to 2 (fig.2b shot it“ 14409) and above 2
(fig.2a shot n° 14386) With a minimum q around the resonance q=2. An MHD activity
a pears at 17.21 sec for shot 14386 With confinement degradation, and no MHD activity
exists for shot 14409 . Shot 13996 (4 Tesla) exhibits a sawtooth activity (fig 6).
A plication of the axisymmemcal ballooning criterion[5-6] shows that the above shots

are all stable since the corresponding poloidal beta's are far from the Troyon limit.
Moreover the double-tearing mode for these shots is linearly unstable with growth rates
as large as those of the 'infernal modes‘l7] leading to large islands of 6-10cm of width in
Rutherford regime. Now applying the stability criterion based on the model described in

section II we find that shot 14386 is stable at 15.1 sec and unstable at 17.21 see (fig 5),
whereas shot 14409 is always stable (fig 3). Sawtooth of shot 13996 has a period of 30

ms and a crash time of lOO—ZOOtts [9]. At the bottom of the sawtooth (14.56 s) the
ballooning mode is stable. At the top of the sawtooth (14.58 3) this mode is destabilized

(fig 7) by the relatively high increase of the pressure gradient (~—::E:::§:3 z 2). Then this

mode appears as a possible candidate for the triggering of the crash. In fact the
equilibrium oscillates between two states :

* a hollow stable configuration with either two separate resonances at q=2 or no
resonance at all with q>2.

* a flat or reversal unstable configuration with qmin=2.
These results are in agreement with the experimental observations.

IV-Conclusion
A theoretical model based on the ballooning mode destabilization in the presence

of sufficiently large islands has been presented which can explain the fast MHD activity
which develops in shearless and shear reversal regimes with safety factor of the order or
above 2 obtained on Tore~Supra during LH current drive. The model is supported by
T.S. experimental data and may apply as well to other Tokamaks with nonmonotonic
equilibrium profiles. This sawtoothdike MHD activity driven by an m=2 N=1 mode
during the LH regime or by an m=l N=1 mode in PEP's [4] , could also be explained by
the model of overlapping of neighbouring magnetic islands ( i.e. double—tearing) leading
to magnetic surfaces breaking and temperature drop. This alternative model is under
investigation.
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PLASMA SCRAM IN ITER L-MODE IGNITED PLASMAS

J. VILLAR COLOME, J.JOI—INER,J.1\'I. ANE

Association EURATOM—CEA sur la fusion
(LE, CADARACHE. 13108 Saint—Paul—leZ—Durance (FRANCE)

ABSTRACT

The security of ITER will‘depend on the capability of the system in lastly extinguishing

the 1.5 GW of nominal fusron power Without disruption. The local RLW transport model
is used to simulate such a Plasma Scram. The conditions for a passively secure operation
point in steady—state are discussed in terms of particle exhaust. The time scales of the

process should determine the power supplies of both equilibrium coils and central solenoid,

INTRODUCTION
A key aspect for the ITER security studies is the system capability of managing the 1.5
GW of nominal fusion power coming out from the ignited plasma. Heat overloadings due
to loss of burn control 01' to LOCA/LOFA accidents in the cooling system, might provoke
severe damage on the plasma facing components and iii—vessel shield surfaces, implying
potential safety problems related to tritium inventory and metal activation [1].

In those conditions the beat received by the insufficiently cooled first line elements must
be minimized by a so called plasma scram. A plasma scram (PS) is a fast and controlled
reduction of the power emitted by the thermonuclear plasma, implemented in such a. way
as to avoid major disruptions. Its objective is not the termination of the plasma discharge
as in the case of a plasma shutdownj but the extinction of the thermonuclear burn towards
a low—Q final state.

Differences between plasma scram and plasma shutdown are much more evident from
the point of View of time scales. A plasma shutdown, imposed by the reaching of the
flux—swing limitation in a tokamak—type reactor, implies a current rampdown that has to
be slow enough to prevent vertical dcsplacement events [2]. In ITER it should last for
200300 seconds. This is unacceptable for a plasma scram which should be able to switch
off the fusion power in a few tens of seconds in order to avoid material damage.
As a first approach to the. problem we consider a highly passive PS scenario by Cut—oil 0f
the DT fuel while maintaining constant the particle exhaust efficiency as well as the plasma
current to their nominal values. Simulations Were made using the 1,57D PRETOR code
[3], which implements the local Rebut-Lallia—VVatlcins transport model [4] We consider
the Version of the model in which no Bolim correction is introduced for the ion heat
transport, so that ignition is reached in L-mode for the ITER—EDA [5] parameters.
PLASMA SCRAM BY FUEL CUT-OFF

Several strategies can be envisaged for PS: impurity and pellet injection, ash accumulation
or soft disruption. However, only DT fuel cut-off offers the essential passivity criteria for
a security system like PS.
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Starting from the nominal l'l‘lTJR—EDA ignited operation point in steady—state at (To):12'7
l(e\7. (no):ltlw in
would provoke a last decrease of the o—power. as simulated in l“irt_‘.1. This is not directlv

5" whose parameters are given in Table l. a sudden cut—oil. ol' the fuel

caused by the fuel running out but mainly b_\= the last plasma. cooling.

However; this same cooling ell'ect leads to a density limit disruption [6] after 12 Scndg
due to the formation of a much too dense cold plasma in the edge regions. this event Can
be avoided by reducing the plasma density. operating at higher particle exhaust ellicienries
than the nominal one l‘tAIT:3%l'

THE CRITICAL SCRAIVI EXHAUST EFFICIENCY

We assume that the ‘efi during the P3 is the same as in steady—state. as it is not techno.

logically possible to enhance it in 21 PS time scale.

The evolution in time of the ratio between the plasma edge density (115) and the edge
density limit (ng) was calculated for the simulation of PS at different values of Eefl-_
Fig
density limit is no longer reached during the scram. For the lTERrEDA parameters this

shows that a critical scram exhaust. efficiency (fig) exists. above which the disruptive

tg is found to be of the. order of 5%.

A NEW NOMINAL OPERATION POINT FOR ITER?

The POPCON traced in Fig.3 shows that for a given steady—state fusion power of 1.5
GW" the, lTER operation point moves to higher temperatures and lower densities than

the, nominal ones for increasing values of tcfl. Actually. in order to guarantee the streams

of a. potential PS. the. required eg 25% leads to a new operation point. at (Te)=lh' keV,
(nc)=tl.7t<1020 m‘3. with a new set at parameters sunnuarized in Table 3.

Starting from the latter conditions. l’S simulations show (Fig.4) that the emitted power
reduces to the hall in less than 8 seconds and by more than 00% about 15 seconds after

the fuel cut—oil. These durations decrease for increasing exhaust efficencies.

PLASIVIA CONTROL DURING SCRAM

A three coil model of the ITER poloidal field system is used to simulate the plasma
control during scram. The reduction of the equilibrium field required by the poloidal beta
rampedown (fly, : (1.77 —> 0.08 in 15s.) tends to further decrease the current. in the central

solenoid (CS). If the scram is triggered alter typically the first half of the burn duration
is reached, the current in the. CS is found to exceed the maximum allowable value,

Power requirements during scram [or the (IS power supplies amount to 600 MW if the
plasma current is held constant at ‘34 MA. to the same conditions, power requirements
during scram for the equilibrium coils power supplies amount to ~ltltl MW, which could
be reduced by using dump resistors. These poivers are to be compared to the 300 MW

and 200 MW respectively needed for the nominal l‘TER current rampeup.

CONCLUSIONS

Although in the case of an Leiiiode ignited operation point the clliciencvol' a. plasma scram
by fuel cutoll is shown. However, a minimum particle exhaust has to be guaranteed in

order to avoid a. disruptive. density limit.

For the lTER,’El7)fI‘\ parameters. this critical scrmn exhaust. ellicencv is found to he 6;. '1
576‘ which would lead to an operation point in steady—state in a region ol‘high temperature
and low density.
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1 1 lat‘I' Conditions a. sudden fuel cutoff would permit to divide by two the emitted

1” l u 'n 1955 than 8 seconds. even faster if the. particle exhaust is still increased, '1‘hese
er 1 es are more determinant for the design of the equilibrium field coils and the

lenoid than the current ramp—Lip phase or the heating,y phase itself.

pow

time seal
(entffll so

before the quantitative results could he applied to design and securit),r studies.
However . . . . . .

alidation of the transpcn't. model is to he made. h‘10ClCllSfl1-1011 ol particle exhaust is
further V
also a key , . ,
1‘ mm” should he studied by coupling plasma transport codes to thermohvdraulres codes.
[1‘5 ~ ‘

aspect to he treated. and the influence of impurities coming from the overheated
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W m'“) 1.0 (He) (1020111’5) 0.7
(To) (keV) 12.7 (Tc) (kPV) 16

Power Sources(MW) Power Sources(1\/IW)
Ohmic 1.5 Ohmic 1
Alpha 310 Alpha 310

Power Losses(MW) Power Losses(1\/IW)
Radiated 123 Radiated 118
Convected 188.5 Conveeted 193

Z4] 1.43 Zcff 1.32

T}; (s) 6.51 s 75‘ (s) 6.16 s

g Troyon 2.18 g Troyon 2.26
Bootstrap current (MA) 359 Boot—strap current (MA) 3.69
ll.- U.9418 IL; 0.938

Table 1: Characteristic parameters for the Table 2: Characteristie parameters for the

nominal steady-state ITEH—EDA opera- crilmalscram steady-stale ITER»EDA 0p-

linn pain! (E51! : 2%) as calculated si eratian pumt (CH-f : F} : 5%) as calcu-

PRETOH 23.] laled rail/1 PHETOR 2.1
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m = 2, n = 1 SAWTOOTH-LIKE ACTIVITY ON TORE SUPRA

S. Turlur, E. Joffrin, M. Zabiego", G. T. Hoang, X. Litaudon.

Association Euratom—CEA, Département de Recherches sur la Fusion Controlée,
Centre d'Etudes de Cadarache, 13108 Saint Paul Lez Durance, France

it Present address : Center for Plasma Theory and Computation,
1500 Engineering Drive, Madison, WI 53706-1687, USA.

1-Introduction ‘ . ~ . .
On Tore Supra (R=2.36 m, a=0.8 m), a perSistent sawtooth—like activny localized

near the q=2 surface is observed in Lower Hybrid Current Drive (LHCD) heated discharges at
low plasma current (I? = 0.6 MA, q3 = 9) [1]. This MHD actiVity is assoc1ated With the

rowth of a m/n = 2 1 mode and leads to a Significantdegradation of central energy
confinement (about 25 % With respect tosawtootli—l'ikefree discharges).

Understanding this MHD actiVity is a major issue to achieve and control advanced

steady state scenarios, particularly with high non—inductive current fraction [2]. Analysis of
Mirnov magnetic fluctuations is used to Characterize MHD actiVity along a sawtooth—like
c cle. Evolution of current denSity and temperature profiles is also investigated and a tearing
mode stability analysis is undertaken to study this persistent sawtooth—like phenomenon and
' nset.
“s o In this paper, experimental conditions during sawtooth—like activity are described
together with the diagnostics used for this study. In alsecond part, characteristics of MHD

‘ty are analysed. Finally, the discussion section briefly reviews some possibleactiVl , . . .
interpretations for the sawtooth-like mechanism and its trigger.

2 - Experimental conditions and diagnostics
Sawtooth—like activity is generally

observed in discharges heated by LHCD with Shot 13996
positive antenna phasing and zero—loop
voltage. For the non-inductive current
experiments reported here, the operating
conditions are : Ip = 0.6 MA, BT = 4 T, [3p =
0.3 - 0.5 and PLH = 2 , 4 MW in helium
plasmas with low electron averaged-density
(<ne>= 1.5 — 25)t19 ni'3). MHD appears
after a collapse of the central electron 0 1 1 II I I i i 0
temperature Te(0) (from 6 to 4.5 keV) and o 2 5 g 10 12 14 15 18 20
induces a significant degradation of energy
confinement. It may occur at the beginning of
the LHCD plateau (Fig. 1) or sometimes, 4 l '
during a Lower Hybrid Enhanced
Performance (LHEP) [3] [4]. In both cases, a
once triggered this persistent disruptive E

E
0..

lm
w

l
”7d

phenomenon continues until additional
heating is switched off. Its investigation is
made using magnetic captors in conjunction Tc(0)
with the Soft X-Ray camera (SXR), the I I l I l I l l | 4
polarimeter and temperature measurements 4.5 4.6 4_7 43 439 5 5_1 5,2 5.3 5,4 55
provided by either the Electron Cyclotron
Emission (ECE) diagnostic or Thomson
scattering.

[A9
31]

(0)
91

.

time [s]

Fig, l : Characteristics ofsawtooth-like discharges.
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On Tore Supra, the fluctuations of poloidal magnetic field 6B9 are recorded by an
array of 12 Mirnov probes poloidally and an other of 4 toroidally. A saddle coil of 32a
poloidal and 20° toroidal extension is also used to detect radial magnetic field perturbatiom
SBr. Mirnov oscillations are Fotu-ier—analysed to identify the poloidal (m) and toroidal (n)
components of the mode associated with the perturbation. The analysis takes into account the
poloidal asymmetry introduced by the displacement of magnetic flux surfaces [5]. SXR
emission is detected by a high spatial (3 cm) and time (l us) resolution diagnostic consisting
of two pinhole cameras : vertical and horizontal with 44 and 53 detectors respectively.

In addition, five central chords (R = 1.97, 2.135, 2.3, 2.46, 2.63 m) of the infrared
polarimeter measure the Faraday rotation angles to infer by Abel—inversion the safety factorq
and current density J profiles with a i 15 % absolute error. The latter profiles can be also
identified from the Faraday rotation angles and magnetic diagnostics introduced as an input to
the equilibrium code [DENT-D which solves the Grad—Shafranov equation [6]. Finally,
electron temperature Te fluctuations are measured by the six channel Fabry—Perm
interferometer. Owing to the suprathcrmal electron contribution induced by LHCD on the
ECE spectrum, Fabiy-Perot interferometers do not measure the actual thermal Te. However,
for the sawtooth-like evolution analysis, they are the best minimal time acquisition diagnostic
(2 us) comparatively with the twelve channel Thomson scattering diagnostic (38 ms).

3 - MHD activity and profile evolution
Sawtooth—like events consist of a Te(0) build—up phase (25-35 ms) and a disruptivC

event (150 us). A m/n=2/l oscillation is identified by the Fourier—analysis of magnetic
fluctuation signals. Both ECE (Fig. 2) and SXR diagnostics are also sensitive to this mode,
The amplitude of the BBQ 2/1—component is modulated by the sawtooth-like cycle. Toroidal
rotation of the 2/1 mode is constant at about 150 to 500 Hz, compared to the few kiloHertz of
standard ohmic discharges. Similar low frequency n=l MHD activity has been observed in
other RF heated experiments [7]. However, no spectroscopic measurement of plasma rotation
is available to confirm this low frequency for the present discharges.

In the first half of the build—up phase, Fourier analysis also reveals the presence of a
3/1 mode rotating at about the same frequency as the 2/1 mode. This mode is not detectable
before the crash, but it might actually be driven unstable by toroidal coupling to the 2/l mode.

Shot 13996 Shot 13996
| I 1 I I I l V L5

0 W 3:
7 _ — 5.66 s 3

~ T O a.u. :1
-O.l ¢( ) [ l ‘5 .... 5.67 s - a

‘ g 6 - l ('3'

70.2 11 5 E.g ' a
513 t. . a s E

-0.3 BM] 4 4.5;,
3

WV 3‘ a
-0.4 K 2 _______ //’I

. E‘Br[1.u.] I l l | I l 1 1 O

5.64 5.65 5.66 5.67 5.68 5.69 5.7 0 02 0‘4 0-6 0.8 1

time [S] normalized radius

Fig. 2 : Sawtoothelike activitv on both ECE and Fig. 3 5 Current density and safety factor PrOfilCS before
and after a sawtooth-like crash. The corresponding times

magnetic probes. ‘ , , _
are indicated by dashed lines on figure 2.
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These observations are consistent with a tearing mode analysis with a cylindrical A‘

d using BBQ and 53f as initial conditions. At the crash, the current redistribution tends to

co e e the positive A'2,I- thus attenuating the amplitude of the 2/1 mode. Just prior to the
reduC 0th-]ike crash, the island width is estimated at about 3.5 i 0.7 cm. On the other hand,

sawuiii—rent redistribution after the crash drives 53,1 positive. The destabilization of the 3/1

med: could play an important role in the observed disruptive event.
m0 In addition, current density and temperature profile analysis have been carried out

before and after the crash (Fig. 3 and 4). The safety factor profile shape is monotonically

increasing, With q(0).slight1y less than 2 and exhibits a shear close to zero in the center of the

discharge. The location‘of the q=2 surface determined With IDENT—D (25.5 cm) prior to the
crash is in agreement With that of the inverSion radius calculated by SXR (27.2 cm) Within an

error but less than the SXR spatial resolution. During the bUild—up phase, the J. profile

becomes more peaked. At the crash, the 9:2 surface is found to shrink by a few centimeters,

whereas the location of the q=3 surface is essentially unchanged. In the same time, the q on

axis increases and the central electron temperature exhibits a weak perturbation (ETC/'1“.c : 15
[70), The Te profile evolution (Fig. 4) indicates that the Te relaxation occurs inSide an
inversion radius located near the q=2 surface, but does not leadto a complete flattening :

there is a residual peaking 1n the centre at the end of the crash (time t4). This suggests that
ergodization of field lines may occur in between these tworational surfaces (03 < r/a < 0.6)
where modes develop and leads to the observed sawtooth—like crash. Although no turbulence

measurement is available to support this assertion, it seems qiiite consistent with the

weakness and the localization oi the observed disruptive event.

Shot 16337

4 - ..

E -
i i
s 3 ' 2 '
3 . ~ i t t .E ‘~o.\ 1 2 3 ‘4
32 ‘~~~ -

E Ii =‘4g . _
S .
8 l O q=2 N“ '

o _ N. -a x q-3
0

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0,6 0,7 0.8 0.9 l

normalized radius

Fig, 4 : Electron temperature profiles from Thomson scattering along a sawtooth-like cycle.

4 - Discussion and conclusion
Sawtooth—like events on q=2 have already been observed in other tokamaks. Bursts

of sawtooth—like events have been reported on Textor [8] and FTU [9] during the start-up
phase of the discharge and isolated sawtooth—like events have been observed on TFTR [10]
with low I (Ip=0.8 MA) and Neutral Beam Injection (PNBFlD MW). However, unlike Tore
Supra resu ts, they are unfrequent and irregular and generally correspond to hollow TC and .1
profiles with double resonant surfaces.

On Tore Supra, various instabilities have been considered to explain the observed
sawtooth—like events. Ballooning modes are not likely to lay a role in this disruptive event.
They are indeed expected to be destabilized at higher [3p ( p>0.7) than those observed and the
present sawtooth—like discharges describe a stable route in the ballooning stability domain.
However, a ballooning mode excitation scenario has been proposed, based on the idea that
destabilization may be enhanced by the presence of a large 2/] mode in the vicinity of the
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associated magnetic island [11]. According to the experimental analysis, the 2/1 mode 556mg
to play a major role in the observed disruptive events. The tearing mode analysis confirms
that the 2/1 mode is destabilized and the island growth (linearly with time) is in agreemenl
with the Rutherford theory for current driven tearing modes [12]. However, since it does nm
undergo any significant change neither prior to nor during the crash. other modes may
participate to the disruptive phase. Observation of a 2/1 and 3/1 coupling in the initial stage of
the build-up phase may support this assumption. A possible scenario could be that the 3/1
mode actually appears just prior to the crash (but with a relatively low island width ly'm
down the sensitivity of Mirnov coils) and plays a role in the ergodization of a region roughly
intermediate between the q=2 and (1:3 surfaces.

Preliminary magnetic and profile analysis also suggests that this mechanism may
also be responsible for the initial TetO) collapse. However, this collapse is not yet sufficiently
documented to draw conclusions about its underlying cause.
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1. Introduction

One of the principal aims of the TCV tokamak [1,2] is to produce plasmas with very high
elongation (163). These plasmas are highly unstable with respect to axisymmetric (n=0)

5 and require both active and passive stabilization. The maximum vertical growth

:fjihat can be stabilized is of the order of the inverse of the response time of the power

supplies which are used for the active stabilization [2].

When a new discharge scenario is prepared, it is of crucial importance to have some

theoretical knowledge of the time evolution of the vertical growth rate and thus of the

feasibility of the scenario. Vertical growth rate calculations have been performed for TCV

[3,4] using the NOVA-W code [5]. In order to validate our theoretical model, we have

measured the open-loop vertical growth rate for a variety of TCV plasmas and we compare

the, results with the model predictions. Single—parameter scans were used to measure the

dependence of the growth rate on plasma elongation, triangularity and initial vertical

position.
Growth rates were measured by opening the vertical (and radial) feedback control loops

with fixed coil currents and observing the exponential growth of the vertical displacement

via the magnetic and soft X—ray diagnostics.

2. Machine
The design of the TCV tokamak is a compromise between maximum shape flexibility and
good passive vertical stability. The poloidal field system consists of an Ohmic transformer
and 16 independently driven shaping coils located between the vacuum vessel and the

toroidal field coils. The shaping coils are driven by thyristor~controlled power supplies with

a response time of the order of lms. The TCV Plasma Control System used to feedback
control the plasma position and shape is based on analogdigital hybrid matrix multipliers.
The feedback cut was achieved in hardware by a pro—programmed switch to a new set of
control matrices, in which the vertical and radial feedback gains are set to zero.
Poloidal arrays of 38 magnetic pickup coils (inside the vacuum vessel) and 38 flux loops
(outside the vacuum vessel) are used as inputs to the feedback control loop.
The vacuum vessel is a 15-20mm thick continuously welded smrcture with a low toroidal
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resistance (SSHQ) and a nearly rectangular cross—section (height to width ratio of 3)‘ The

m=1 shell time ,Ys'l, is 8.2ms.
A set of internal coils driven by a fast power supply (response time ~ 0.1ms) has recently

been installed inside the vacuum vessel. Calculations made using NOVA-W [3] Show

that using these fast coils in combination with the slower shaping coils should allow the
stabilization of growth rates of the order of 2500 5'1

3. Experimental Growth Rates
The growth rate of the vertical instability has been experimentally measured in TCV in a
variety of low—current (250kA) discharges. Low current discharges were used in order to
minimize the harmful effects of repetitive disruptions. Vertically centred plasmas were

employed to maximize the growth rates by minimizing the wall-stabilizing effects (see Fig
3c). Fig. 1 shows an example of a vertical feedback cut during the current flat-top
020.475) and the subsequent vertical displacement of the plasma.

(O) (b) (d) (e) (9)

Fig. 1 Loss of vertical position controlfollowlng feedback cu! (control matrix switch) at 0.47s.(S}zat #7617)

We limit the growth rate analysis to small displacements (Azs4cm), where the plasma
current and cross-section are constant. During this time 030.4773 in Fig. l), the plasma
motion is purely vertical and essentially rigid.

The series of limiter configurations under study (Fig. 2) cover a range of elongation

(1.4SKedgeSlJS), triangularity (UlsfiedgeSOfiS) and vertical position (03230.29m).

,5 7453 l] 1453 y 7457 41 7:66 54 762I
I=0.5Hs1:051Ist205nst:u.5IIsI:047o:
|p= 258 M Ip: 259 VA Ip: 255 M Ip: 2m m |p= 259 RA

Fig. 2 Plasma configurations: extremes Ofelongation, Iriangularity and initial verticalposilion.

Fig. 3 shows experimental and modelled growth rates as a function of the global plasma
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all the discharges included in this study.

TCV: Vertical Growth Rate vs Elongation

s K, 5 and 1. Experimental growth rates are calculated from the realtime Ip*z

ed for feedback control of the vertical position, and a full equilibrium

Ll‘UQE [6]. Also shown is the growth rate estimated from the centroid

ographically reconstructed soft X~ray emissivity. The soft X-ray

gnostic consists of a poloidal array of 10 cameras with a total of 200 viewing chords. An

1 comparison of experimental and theoretical growth rates is presented in Fig. 4, for
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Fig. 3 Comparison ofexperimental and theoretical vertical growth rates in TCV as a function of
n) elongation, b) lriangularity and C) inilial vertical position.

4. Modelling of Growth Rates
Vertical growth rates are modelled in TCV using NOVA—W, which is a non-variational
Ml-lD stability code that includes the effects of a resistive wall and active feedback
circuits, as well as plasma deformability.
The equilibrium reconstruction code LIUQE is used to routinely determine the plasma

parameters on a two-dimensional rectangular grid, (r,z), after each discharge. An
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intermediate equilibrium code, CHEASE [7], maps the 2-D quantities produced by LIUQE
from a sesian grid to flux coordinates, in a form which is suitable for NOVA-W.

5 Discussion

Experimental and theoretical openvloop vertical growth rates have been compared in TCV
and generally agree to within 20%. The largest differences (230%) occurred for the "Mt
highly unstable plasmas. Growth rates calculated by NOVA—W are systematically lower
than those measured in the experiments. This may be due to slight profile errors in the,
equilibrium reconstruction, or the presence of a large number of diagnostic ports Which are
not treated by NOVA—W. Single—parameter scans of plasma elongation and trianguhmy
show that the vertical growth rate increases strongly with elongation, highlighting the
importance of active vertical position conIIol, whilst positive triangularity has a stabilizing
effect in these discharges. A series of similar discharges in which the plasma is
progressively shifted towards the top of the vacuum vessel (Fig. 3c) clearly demonstrates
the stabilizing influence of the conducting vessel wall. Growth rates up to 1000 5’1 him:
been stabilized in TCV using only the_ _ Modelled (NOVA-W) vs Experimental Growth Rateshaping cotls outside the vacuum vessel.

. . . M.m =' Model (vs LIUQE, lp‘z)i :Incorporation of the fast-acting internal 1000 ~~~~~~~ f ------- g------- f------ g -------
coils into the vertical position control 3‘ . 7 . {0.91
loop should permit stabilization of the E 800—~-~ 3 """"" 5rrrrrrr : ----- ‘‘‘‘/-,’-

‘4 . - ~ 3 /highest elongation configurations 6;“ : ; ; "21M _M“
envisaged in lCV. E 600 - ; :M'ry ’ : -

9 ' ' i / .
<3 * : 1 "WM:
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Intmdudion: . . . .
We describe the operational limits of ohmic plasmas in the elongated TCV

tekamak (1K3, Ip=1MA, R=O.88m, a:0.25m, Btp<1.5T). The latter is a flexible

machine in which a wide variety of plasma configurations may be produced and

in which plasmas with K<2.l, -0.7<5<0.9, 1p < 0.81MA have already been

achieved. The vessel interior has 64% coverage of carbon protection tiles and is

regularly boronised. The data include plasmas produced both before and after

boronisation in limiter and diverted configurations and in both L- and H-mode

confinement regimes. A database dedicated to the study of the plasma operational

range and disruption probability statistics has been created, covering one and half

years of operation. The experimental campaigns in TCV are exploratory by design,

leading inevitably to a large variety of disruptions. This paper presents a first

attempt to describe disruptions and the operational range in TCV. The essential
diagnostics presently available and used for this study are: the equilibrium
reconstruction code LIUQE [1] based on magnetic measurements, a 5 channel
interferometer, mhd probes, soft-X rays, and some spectroscopic lines. The quality

of plasma performance so far achieved in these ohmic discharges is BN<2.0,

HlTER789P<2-4-

Disruption Description and Categorisation:
Initial attempts to classify the "causes” of disruptions in the five usual

categories - density limit, q-limit, locked modes, vertical disruption events,
impurity injection - have shown that this is a gross oversimplification. We have
found it necessary to add additional ”environmental", non-numerical

information such as: stationary plasma, change in the configuration, H— or L-
mode, presence of ELMs, H to L—transition just before disruption, vertically

unstable position or shape control experiment (type of experiment), or deliberate
VDE, locked mode (or mode frequency decreasing to zero), technical problems,
beginning or end of pulse, etc... In addition, it is necessary to provide information
on the disruption ”evolution”: for example, motion towards/away from the X-
point and rapidity of the current quench.

These environmental Variables appear particularly necessary since
disruptions do not always originate from a single cause, but often reflect the
simultaneous occurrence of (coupled) events. They may also reflect the difficulty
of characterising certain disruptions.
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Fig. 1 illustrates an example of an upper SN ELMy H—mode leading to
disruption. At first glance, the ELMs may appear to be the cause. In fact, the EMS
seem to be triggered by repetitive upward motion resulting from non-optimal
vertical position control, pressing the X-point onto the central column.
Experiments in TCV have shown that these slight equilibrium modifications can
influence ELM activity [2]. In this example ELMs, the vertical motion and
ultimately also the sawteeth are coupled. Whilst some discharges continue With
an H-L transition, revealed by the instantaneous increase of Da and n=1 MHD
activity, this example demonstrates a disruption which, in addition to q95 Close to
2, is preceded by the simultaneous presence of non—optimal vertical control, ELMS
and sawteeth.

Disruption Statistics:
A period of 1701 machine cycles has been selected for statistical study. Of

this number, 1195 were full plasma attempts of which 342 failed to achieve the
minimal condition of I;““=501<A, or figm=3x1018nr3 and are therefore not
retained. Data with K<1.2 are included, but the reconstruction of internal
parameters such as 11 is not attempted. This leaves 853 successful, elongated shots
retained, of which 456 disrupted (53%). Among these disruptions, 130 were
deliberately produced in vertical control experiments, leaving 38% "unforeseen”
disruptions. For each shot, the variables of interest are stored in the database at
regular intervals (501115) together with 3 time slices just before the disruptiori
event at Sms intervals. In order to be able to compute a "disruptivity" (disruptiori
rate normalised to the population density in a given range of the operational
space), both disrupted and non-disrupted shots are included, especially since this
study includes all TCV experimental campaigns, without dedicated shots to
explore different disruption ranges.

Various Operational Diagrams:
The highest densities have been obtained at the highest currents possible

with the higher elongations, generally in H-mode, with line-average densities
reaching 2.2x1020 m'3 and corresponding to the Greenwald limit
fiezo=0.27XIP[MAi/a2[m2] m"3 at constant current [3], Fig. 2. This limit can be largely
exceeded (X1.6) in the current decrease phase. At constant current, the density
limit corresponds to a Murakami value of M19 = fiexR/Btp = 13x1019Wb'1
following the first boronisation, compared with 5.5><1019Wb'1 before. The first
boronisation more than doubled the maximum density and permitted access to
the ohmic H—mode, in which the density limit rose from M19 q95 =15 to 32
(constant current).

The low density range limit - due to locked modes - is subject to important
variations, depending on wall conditioning, in particular on the ageing of the
boronised layer. Fresh boronisation helps to improve operation below
fie:4X1019H1_3. Locked~mode disruptions may be separated into two groups. A low
density group peaking at M19 =2 found at any q<5, with a distinct grouping at q=3
and a high density group between q=2 and 3, Fig. 3a. Studying the effect of
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. on the presence of low density locked modes shows a very clear
Sha 131-31 effect, with low density locked modes being strongly reduced for
betICll 5>0,3 and K>1.6, Fig 3b: shaping reduces the low density locked modes
typical tll) a small zone around q:3.
reglonThese two populations of high and low density locked-mode disruptions

0 be clearly distinguished in the li-q diagram. The low density cases,

entially associated with ramp—up and establishment of the magnetic

955 fi uration, are typically spread over the li-q space below q=5 with again an
conuiulation at q=3. The high density locked modes concentrate in the region
3:26 at low 11(1)<0.8, our normal ohmic H—mocle operating range.

may als

In li-K space, the different disruption ”environments” can appear in very
different locations, see Fig. 4. Whilst control experiments and plasma
configuration changes tend to produce disruptions in the upper half of the
operational 1i values, H—modes disrupt in the lower third portion of the
operational li values, with ELM-free disruptions located at the very lower
boundary limit. The low H—mode 11 values suggest an advantage of using H—mode
confinement for high elongation experiments, making use of the associated
naturally broader current profiles.

The normalised beta, BN = 130%) (a B/Ip), computed from equilibrium
code reconstructions in stationary ohmic conditions, is typically <2 in stationary
ohmic conditions. The highest [3N values so far obtained have been produced at
high density and with 5>0.45, where ohmic H—mode is attained, suggesting a
globally positive effect of triangularity on performance limits. In transient
conditions, higher values are obtained: values of B=3% can be obtained by
ramping down the toroidal field at constant plasma current in an ELM—free H
mode discharge, yielding BNSZ2. Such high values of BN can also be obtained in
the current ramp-down.

This first attempt to construct an operational and disruption statistics
database for TCV has therefore shown the merit of plasma shaping for the
achievement of high densities and high {3N in ohmic plasmas. Shaping also
appears to have a very beneficial effect in strongly reducing the occurrence of low
density locked-mode disruptions. This is of interest both for the improvement of
the TCV operating range and for the set up of an adequate ECCD target plasma.
This work was partly supported by the Fonds National Suisse de la Recherche
Scientifique.
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1, Introduction

Global Alfvén eigenmodes like the Toroidicity induced Alfvén Eigenmode (TAE) and the

Ellipticity induced Alfve’n Eigenmode (EAE) are being studied at the moment because of their

possible excitation by fast particles in future tokamak reactors. They may cause degeneration of

the confinement of fusion born alpha particles. Experiments at JET [1], DIH-D [2], and TFTR

[3] have shown their existence and the possibility of their excitation in the linear and the none

Iincfll' regime by external antennas or fast particles. In particular, the excitation of waves in the

linear regime lends itself very well for numerical modelling in realistic geometries. The TAE and

EAE in a tokamak plasma are part of the spectrum of magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) waves,

which also includes the Alfvén continuum. This spectrum depends sensitively on plasma

parameters, in particular on the density and the safety factor profiles. Therefore, a new

diagnostic tool becomes available: by comparing experimentally observed data with numerical

calculations we can obtain information on internal plasma parameters. We have analysed several
JET discharges where waves are excited in the Alfvén frequency domain by the saddle coils.
These experiments, which aim at studying the stability of global Alfvén eigenmodes, enable a

direct measurement of the frequency and damping of TAE and EAE modes [1], but they also
give full response curves of excitation in the Alfvén frequency range. In this paper we describe
some of the results from the analysis of these experiments. The numerical calculations we done
with the stationary state version of the resistive MHD code CASTOR [4]. This version of
CASTOR models the response of a plasma in toroidal geometry with arbitrary poloidal cross
section to excitation with an antenna placed in the vacuum region surrounding the plasma.
2. Influence of the equilibrium on gap modes

In cylindrical geometry the ideal MHD equations allow singular solutions to exist. These
waves are localised around a particular magnetic surface, and the frequency of these solutions
varies continuously from the plasma centre to the edge:

(DA = BZ/(Rxlp) (n+m/q). (1)
Here, In is the poloidal mode number, n the toroidal mode number, R the major radius, BZ the
magnetic field, and p is the plasma density. At surfaces where the safety factor q has a rational
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value q = -(m+m')/2n, two of the continuum branches cross. When coupling of poloidal mOdes

is possible caused by toroidicity, for example, crossing of continuum branches is prohibited [5]
and gaps appear in the spectrum that become wider as the coupling increases, for example by
increasing the plasma beta. The frequency of a toroidicity induced gap is approximately given
by (ogap = BZ/(ZqRVp). In the frequency range of this gap TAE's can exist. When all the gaps
in the plasma are aligned, the TAE's are undamped and they may be excited. However, When a
continuum branch crosses the TAB gap the TAE‘s will couple to this branch and deVelOP
singular behaviour in that region of the plasma. In the presence of some kind of dissipation the
singular behaviour causes the mode to become (continuum) damped [6]. The continuum branch
near the edge, which will cross the gap when the density at the edge is small enough, is a good
candidate to cause the strong damping measured in many of the JET AE excitation experiments.
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For the JET discharge #31638 we have studied the effect of changes in plasma profiles on
the n : -2 TAE mode. In this discharge a TAE is measured at f = 144.2 kHz with a damping of
0.6 %. We started the simulations using an equilibrium reconstruction by means of the EFIT
code [7] with external magnetic measurements and the LIDAR pressure profile as an input. The
reconstructed equilibrium showed that the gaps were aligned in this case when the density at the
edge was non zero. In figure 1 the behaviour of the TAB mode is shown when the density at the
edge is lowered from 5% to 0% of the central value. The TAE frequency is pushed upward by
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vén continuum branch near the edge. While the continuum frequencies start to overlap
the TAB frequency’ the TAB becomes strongly damped and eventually disappears altogether.
theIn figure 2 the dependence of the TAB mode on the q profile is shown. The edge density is

D

[ at a value of 5% of the central density. The frequency of the mode changes nou-
k6?
monomnjcau . . , . .

be localised in the outer region of the plasma. At that pomt the damping lS nunimal. Also note
to
that the mode becomes stronger damped when the central q value approaches 5/4, causing the m

= 2‘3 gap to close in the plasma centre. It is indicated by these results that global Alfve’n modes

depend sensitively on details of the equilibrium in a complex way.
#33273 1:55.23 « 56.23 b_4 / smoothing

y with q and has a maximum when q at the edge is around 17/4, allowing the mode
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Fig 3 Magnetic response in one of the pick up coils of JET discharge #33273.

3. Continuum response

The Alfvén continuum itself can also be excited by an external antenna and usually shows up

in the response curves as broad humps. The frequencies of the maxima of the humps

correspond to extrema of the continua, as obtained from the numerical simulations. Since the

extrema in the continuum occur at fixed values of the safety factor, and their frequencies are

determined mainly by the density on the magnetic surface, they give reliable information on

these parameters. The problem is to know with which magnetic surface a particular hump is

associated and here measurements of the internal plasma response would be necessary to

discriminate between all the possible candidates. In the JET discharge #33273 the frequency has

been scanned from the TAB gap up to the EAE gap. From the response curve (fig. 3) the

mentioned broad structures, as well as a peak are observed. The peak presumably belongs to a

TAE mode and is found to have a damping of 0.16%. The EFIT reconstruction gives a very

low central q of 0.755. This causes the m = 1,2 gap to be located near the magnetic axis, and

almost to be closed. The observation of sawteeth confirms that the central q is below unity. But

the very low q predicted by EFIT causes the m=1 continuum branch to overlap the other gaps,

which makes it impossible for an almost undamped TAE to exist. Making the q profile flat
inside the q = 1 surface opens the TAB gap. The two observed humps seem to be associated
with the lower tips of the m = 5,6 and m = 6,7 continuum. The EFIT reconstruction together

with a density profile fitted to the LlDAR electron density profile predicts these tips to have
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maxima at lower frequencies than observed (at f = 144 kHz and 160 kHz). With the flattenedq

profile the current distribution is broader and q at the edge drops slightly. From equation (1) We

see that the continua shift upward in frequency, and the simulated spectrum of the continua is in
better agreement with the observations. However, an EAE is predicted at a frequency that is net
in agreement with the experiment. Decreasing the density at the edge shifts the frequency Oflln's
EAE upward, and also causes it to become continuum damped, but it still seems to be at [00 10w

a frequency Although at this stage there is no perfect agreement for the gap modes, the maxim
in the continuum reponse are now predicted to be at the tight frequencies (fig. 4).
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4.Conc1usions

The measurement of the Alfvén spectrum gives a wealth of information on plasma
parameters. It has been shown that the TAB frequencies and damping rates are directly related to
details of the safety factor and density profiles. We also find that the continua give a response
that compares well with numerical simulations and can be analysed in order to improve on
experimental data. However, there is still a considerable degree of freedom in deciding what
part of the Alfvén spectrum is linked to a specific observation. MHD spectroscopy will benefit
from detailed measurements of density and safety factor profiles. Measurements of the internal
structure of excited MHD waves (localisation/poloidal mode numbers) would also be of great

help in discriminating between all the possibilities. Numerical analysis of excited Alfvén wave
spectra together with good diagnostics for the structure of excited waves will be an excellent
source of information for the reconstruction of plasma equilibria.
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1' Introduction

The good confinement properties of the Hemode make it attractive for future fusion devices,

but steady-state ll-mode could, so far, only be achieved with ELMs. The repetitive power load

of ELMS in the divertor will not be tolerable in reactors. It is therefore important to study
-mpr0\'€d confinement regimes which do not have this drawback.
:1t l-I—mode occurs above a power threshold which depends on plasma parameters: density,

magnetic field, ion VB drift direction, working gas. In ASDEX Upgrade, as in several other
tokamaks, the H—mode threshold power under usual operational conditions (D+, ion VB drift

toward X-point) is low (1-? MW), and the current regime in the device is the Il~inodc. There
fore, unless the Ilemode is deliberately avoided. Lvmode studies are limited to low powers,

whereas H-mode experiments are performed up to 10-12 MW. “or diverted plasma, there are

at least 2 ways to extend the L—mode operation range: 1) increase the threshold; '2) reduce the

power flowing through the separatrix (P561): tt 7 1;?) by increasing the power radiated

inside the separatrix ( 15:56), for instance with Ne. ln ASDEX Upgrade this scenario provided
the Complete Detached H-mode (VCDH) [1,5] which has small typedll ELMS, good confine

nlent and detached divertor plasma even during ELMS. These discharges are run just above
the H—L transition and a small increase in Pfgf brings the plasma into the Lvmode, providing
a good comparison between L and H regimes under similar conditions. in this paper we study
the confinement of such L and II discharges, as well as Lamodes obtained with high Hernode
threshold.
We use the global confinement time defined as WMHD/Ptot. Here WMHD is close to Wm and
PM is the total heating power, the fast ion losses being subtracted. We compare our results to
either the ELMy H-mode 1TERH92~P scaling with Wm calculated with Table II for ancillary
scaling as given in [‘2], or with the welhknown 1'1‘IL‘.R.8971J Lemode scaling [3].

2. Experiments

The discharges presented here were performed either in D+ or 1.1+ target plasmas heated
with D" and 11" NBI respectively. The NBI power was varied between 1 MW and 10 MW
at magnetic field of 2-2.5 T, plasma current of 0.8-1.0 MA, yielding (195 between 3 and 4. In
all the discharges the line-averaged density is above 0.5~1020 111—3
for discharges with gas puffing. The high threshold was obtained by using the fact that [4]:
1) the threshold is about 1.8 times higher when the ion VB drift is directed away from the
X~point, 2) the threshold is also 1.8 times higher in H+ compared to D+. Ln the radiative
scenario, described in [5], the impurity was generally Ne. in these discharges the impurity
puffing is feedback controlled to maintain the fractional radiation power (17,“) to a constant
level, Whereas simultaneously the gas puffing of the target gas is feedback controlled to keep
the pressure in divertor (ntldiu) fixed. The values of mc and “Odin were varied to study their
influence on the plasma performances.

, reaching about 1020 ru—3
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3, Comparison of L and H mode without gas puffing

To exha|1d the I.-mode power range we used the two poasibilities mentioned above. The
results in 1[+ with H" NB] are summarised in Fig.1 which gives the confinement “1110o
series of discharges at 0.8 MA and 2T. Fig.2 shows the results of discharges (lMA. 2.5T) in Dt
with D“ NBl for both ion VB directions. In this figure the L-inode points at powers above?
MW were obtained for the unfavourable ion TB drift direction for which the H-nlode threshold
under these conditions was zSM W. The. H—mode points below this value are exclusively from
discharges with the favourable ion VB direction for which the Hanode threshold was 22.1MW'
The. results clearly show that in high power L-ntodes. which can be only studied far high
threshold conditions, the power degradation is weaker than that of the Lemode scaling (P335
and the Lemode confinement time approaches that of the H~mode with increasing power. This
effect is independent of the way the threshold was increased. This observation of inlproVed
L-mode is confirmed by impurity confinement studies made with laser ablation [ti] and by local
transport analyses [7], which show that the improvement occurs over the whole cross-section,
Both scaling laws represented in Fig.1 and ‘2 include an zfi” isotope dependence indicating the
existence of this effect in ASDEX Upgrade. Therefore. in the following, we will not distinguish
between both isotopes for results normalised by these scaling laws.

4. Confinement with gas puffing and impurity injection

For ASDEX Upgrade usual operating conditions without gas putting, the plasma reaches
a steady—state ELMing Hentode with type-I Et as soon as the heating power exceeds the
threshold power by about 20%. The deliberate increase of the gas puffing (GP) or the addition
of impurities (IMP) modifies the H~mode as described in [5] and the confinement behaviour in
these conditions, for the favourable ion graB drift, is analysed in the next paragraphs.
4.1. Influence ot'gas puffing
Gas puffing in L and H mode with high heating power is not able to increase the lineeaveraged
density up to very high values, but it increases 1100“,, and, in narrow relation, the edge. density
[8]. This has a weakly negative effect (~ nOdm‘O'l) on the global H~mode confinement time.
The time evolution of the. discharges indicates that 110%,, or the edge density, and not the
gas puffing itself influence confinement. One observes that the. ELM frequency increases with
gas puffing (by at most 20%). but simple 3 estimate of the Et-‘ls losses with and without gas
puffing suggest. that this eiTect can only partly account for the confinement degradation. It can
be speculated that the high neutral density in divertor and/01' in main chamber play a. role, as
already observed in other devices, as for instance shown in [9].
4.2. Influence of combined gas puffing and impurity injection
As mentioned above, PM}, can considerably influence the H-mode and in particular the. ELMs.
The gradual increase of impurity injection. for instance Ne, into a steady—state H-mode with
type-I ELMs causes the ELM frequency to decrease and compound ELMs (ELMS followed by
a 1-5 ms Lephase [10]) to appear. This phase can be. followed by small type—lll ELMS, CDH
eventually occurs, and finally at still lower values of PM, the plasma falls back into the L-
mode. Along this path the confinement time decreases, reaches a minimum in the phase with
compound ELMS and increases again when type-Ill ELMs appear, reaching almost the. original
level in good CDH phase. These results are summarised in Fig.3 showing the normalised
confinement time versus P1,.“ for the different types of H and L mode. For clarity, the phases
with compound ELMs are not shown here. Concerning H~modes, type-l ELMing discharges
without gas puffing can reach very good confinement values and the positive trend with Pf,“
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)ossibly a consequence of the good confinement and not vice-versa. The,q discharges is I _ _ . ..
' discharges with putting show the negative trend described above. 1110 typelll

(ec- almost reach the good confinement of typed 11-inode without puffing. The
fidnre is nicelv determined by Ixrnode points with and without pulling, which

0 ‘ .

for t1

lvpe'l ELM
' CDH mot

t of tile . . . t
H confinement Within 10% at high values 011’ m5. hote that in all these discharges

are essentially located at the plasma edge [11] and only weakly affects the

and
lower Pal.
reach CD

- ‘ lossesradiation . ‘ .
the energy. content. However. a. radiation corrected analysis would somewhat enhance the

asina 0- ‘ , . . .

Pl (1 ofirnproved confinement With radiation power.
lren ~

5 DiscuSSion

ts Show that in a. divertor tokaniak under conditions for which li—mode can be

t died at higll heating power. the L-mode. confinement can approach that of the H-inode.

S “.0 arameters. at least, are known to contribute to confinement improvement: the internal

31:51:21 inductance, 1,. and the density peaking. Results for the above experiments; related to

these possibilities are given in Fig.5 and Fig.6. In the Lemode, 1, almost does Iiot change with
in the 1'1-niode, however. 1, increases with mc probably because this regime. is more

lasma edge effects. The error on 1, is i0.1 from shot to shot but i005 within

The resul

iu

sensitive to 1’
one discharge. The. normalised confinement (not shown here) indicates no systematic evolution
with 1,, The relation between confinement and density peaking shown in Fig.6 suggests a
general trend of confinement improvement with increasing peaking. as known from pellet and

ctr—NBI experiments. Note that the CD11 points have the highest peaking values or the He

made discharges which might contribute to the good confinement properties of this regime. In

the Linode. increased peaking is clearly related with higher Pf,“ and could the cause for the
improvement. It must be pointed otit that the N131 heat deposition profiles are rather broad in
such high density discharges. Therefore, as the edge, radiation increase, heat profiles corrected
for radiation losses become more peaked. This effect may also contribute to confinement
improvement, as found in TFTR and TEXTOR [12].
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Relativistic Runaway Electrons in TEXTOR and ITER
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1 Introduction , . , . . .
A. direct insight in the behaviour of relattVtstic runaway electrons in tokamak plasmas is
rovidcd by the investigation of synchrotron radiation. These measurements are performed in

p XTOR where a detectable number of 25-30 MeV runaway electrons is observed in low
density discharges With an IR camera [1,2]. Results reported prev1ously included a) the

occurence of the secondary generation process, re. the creation of runaway electrons from
collisions between already extsting runaway electrons and thermal electrons [3] and b) the
observation of the runaway snake, a helical m=1/n=1 beam of runaway, electrons around the
:1 surface in which the runaways are extremely well confined [11]. In this paper evrdence will

be presented for a resonant interaction between the magnetic field ripple and the cyclotron
mation of the runaway electrons. We also discuss a model, based on the observation ot a
disruption generated runaway beam in TEXTOR, to predict the runaway generation in ITER.

2_ Ripple Resonance
During low density (nc(0) s 1><1019 m3) ohmic discharges in TEXTOR (R0=1.75 m,
3:046 in, Bi=2.25 T, Ip=350 kA) the observations of synchrotron radiaton have the
following features in common:
* The pitch angle 02vJ_/v”=120i2 mrad is deduced from the extent of the synchrotron spot.
a: The size of the synchrotron spot appears to grow only marginally;
* The radius of the runaway beam is found to be rheum=0.20-0.25 m.
* The intensity is distributed rather uniformly over the runaway spot.
* The energy of the runaway electrons reaches a value of Wmax = 30 MeV. This is deduced

from spectral measurements [2] or from the shift of the centre of the runaway beam with
respect to the magnetic axis [3], which is proportional to Wmux.

* The energy Wmax does hardly show any increase after t=l.5 s.
* The synchrotron radiation intensity and the number of runaway electrons in the plasma

deduced from that grow exponentially in time under certain conditions.
This last observation, and the fact that the synchrotron radiation keeps on increasing if the bulk
electron density is doubled once a certain runaway population is established (which shows the
ongoing runaway production at higher densities) leads to the conclusion that secondary
generation is dominating the creation of runaway electrons [3].

The experimental values found for Wmax and G and their time behaviour has been
investigated by calculating the dynamics of the runaway electrons The processes included were
the acceleration by the electric field, the parallel drag by the plasma, the loss of momentum by
synchrotron radiation and the pitch angle scattering of the electrons as a result of collisions with
plasma particles. The average change iii <pi2> as a result of these collisions is described by a
momentum diffusion coefficient with plasma ions and electrons [2]:

d<pi2> _ (ZerrH) e4 Be In A =10 +1 11 1019m'3 m»2c2/sdt ZHEOZC (Zoff ) oi ] cDcol =

This model is unable to reproduce the experimental maximum in the syitchrotron emission
found at W225-30 MeV and 9:0.12 rad, but predict energies up to 55 MeV and an average
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value of 9:005 rad. Moreover, the qualitative time behaviour of W and (E) are also inconsigtem
with experiment. According to this model WmaX should increase for more than 4 s and
should decrease in time, whereas experimentallya and 6) stay nearly constant after 1:15 5
However, by including the ripple resonance, as proposed by Laurent and Rax [5], 11 Consistenipicture is obtained. They predicted that a resonance should exist between the cyclotron motio,1
of the runaway electron and the ripple of the magnetic field B as a result of the discrete “Umber-
(N) of the toroidal field coils in a tokamak for an energy Wm of:

eBRo
nNcrncWres = W0

where W0=mec2=0.511 MeV is the electron rest energy and n the harmonic number of the
resonance. According to their theory a pitch angle scattering process will occur at the
resonance, transferring parallel momentum into perpendicular momentum. This scattering
process is described by Dripple and a resonance width AWI-es:

n c 2nZN2 8B 2W
Dripple =W(3 n; AWICSW'

Here q is the safety factor and (SB/13),] is the nLh harmonic ripple amplitude. For TEXTOR the
runaway electrons will not reach the first harmonic resonance at 70 MeV. The resonance energy
of the second harmonic however is in the range of the observed Wmax and this interaction is
strong enough to affect the runaway electrons. Higher order resonances are much weaker than
DUO; and will not have a significant influence on the W and 6 distribution for runaway electrons
in the centre of the plasma, where the ripple is relatively small. (This in contrast to results
reported from ASDEX—upgradc where higher harmonic interaction is reported to occur [6].)
Including the ripple mechanism in our model, the results of the simulations are in agreement
with our observations as plotted in Figs. 1a and b.
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Fig. 1a: Contour lots 0 the synchrotron Fig. 1b: Time behaviour of the W
emission in the ( ,9) p one after t=3.0 in distribution (for continuous eneratlon
For these calculationi'acontinuous runaway without (dashed lines) am with (ful
production has been assumed. In the it per lines) including the ripple resonance. 1n
plot the i le resonance has not een the latter case the distribution does not
included. 7Phpe maximum emission in the change appreciably after [=15 r.
lower plot, including the ripple resonance,
originates from W=2 MeV and 6:05 rad,
close to the experimental observations‘.
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. d that the results after about t=2 s are almost independent of the of time behaviour of
It is “,0“: ate it: whether runaway electrons are only generated at the beginning of the
the birth ‘con’finuougy during the discharge or even in the case of secondary generation, the
dischafg’disu-ibutions are more or less equal. From Fig. la it is observed that the maximum
W and is radiated for W=25 MeV, 9:0.15 rad even if the second harmonic ripple resonance
intenslgyMeV Furthermore, like in the experiment, the distributions of W and G) are almost
15 at 3 after-[=15 s. For the ener distribution this is shown in Fig. 1b. These observations
constant conclusion that the 2" harmonic ripple resonance is strong enough to limit themgfiffimw in TEXTOR to about 30 MeV.
3. Disruptions . . . .
A runaway beam generated during a major 270 kA disruption at TEXTOR has been observed
with the synchrotron technique. Analysis of this event revealed the runaway parameters:

= 20 MeV, ®=0.024 rad, Ir=18 kA and Tbeam:0-O6 m. The runaway beam was Situated

in {in centre of the discharge. .
Based on these measurements a model was developed that describes the runaway

production during the disruption. The essential assumption is that the current carried by

generated runaway electrons replaces the plasma current, thereby reducing the electric field until
this has vanished: To computethe production rate, both theclasstcal Dreicei‘ process and

secondary generation are taken into account. These consrderations lead to a zero dimenSional
model for the runaway butld-up inSide the effective runaway beam described by the followrng
set of equations for the evolution of the electric field and the number of runaways:

EI/(t) = EI/(O) (1 - %) E//(0) = e Ecrit

in) = ecnrm % = no Vcoll ME) + %
Here E//(0) is the electric field immediately after the thermal quench, Ecrit~zefC/Tc is the
critical runaway field, jo is the total current density inside the beam radius, nr is the runaway
density, vcou the collision frequency and A is the runaway birth parameter. Finally,
[0=(2+Zeff)mcClDA/CE// is the avalanching time of the secondary generation process The loss of
runaway electrons has not been considered in the model. (For a finite runaway confinement
time I this would reduce to to to”=(1/t0-l/"c)'1 and tall can become even negative). In the case of
a slow build-up of the runaway current, j0(t) will not be constant but will decay. This has been
approximated by: Ip(t)= -2rtR0E//(t)/Lim, where Lim is the internal inductance. At every
timestcp jo(t) is updated with the actual E” value.

The results of these simulations depend critically on the parameter E:E/Ecm, i.e. on Tc,
ne and E”. For TEXTOR the value of E is obtained by comparing the number of generated
runaway electrons with the birth rate 7», which is an exponential function of 8. Therefore 8 is
obtained accurately, even when the error on N, is large: a = 0.035. This value of 8 corresponds
to a post thermal quench electron temperature To = 25 eV, which agrees well with the measured
current decay rate, A crude estimate of e for an ITER disruption gives:

: EQTJkeV] z 46x10,9 Zgnjom) :00?
4nc[1019m‘3] ' ne[1019m’3] vTctkevt “

The second equality is derived by assuming that E//=n jg, where jo is unchanged immediately
after the crash, 1'] being the resistivity. The estimate E = 0.02 is obtained by taking Te=25 eV,
ng=1020 m‘3, Zeff =3 and j0=2 MA/m2 .

The key results of the simulations, i.e. the runaway current (Isnrbeamzjrlt the maximum
energy (Wmax) an individual runaway can reach and the total energy in the runaway beam
(Wham: Wmaxlr), are given as a function of e for TEXTOR (Fig. 2a) and lTER (Fig. 2b). The
full lines are obtained with both primary and secondary generation. To illustrate the role of the
secondary generation process, results using only primary generation are also shown (dashed
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lines). The ITER parameters used in the simulations are: ne=l><1020 m'3, Zeff=3, lp=20 MA
R0: 6 m and a=2.15 m, and Lim=10 uH. '

For the TEXTOR case we see that the simulations are in good agreement with th
experimental results. The inclusion of secondary generation does not change the rem“:
dramatically, which was to be expected since the avalanche time in TEXTOR is of the 0111v
the current decay time. For ITER the same model leads to very interesting predictions. In this
case, secondary generation is essential in the process. It enhances the rate of Innawa
production, and thereby reduces the time during which E// is high. Thus, the runaway Current is
maximized, while the energy both of the individual particles and of the beam are strtm 1
reduced. As a result, the potential danger of disruption generated runaway electrons is much
less than was expected on the basis of primary generation only.

Interestingly, with the inclusion of secondary generation, the results of the simulatitm
become nearly insensitive to 8 for 90.04. Then the following limiting values are obtained.
Wmax = 55 MeV, [r = 18 MA andeam = 130 Ml. Nevertheless, for the crude estimate of
8:0.02 made previously, the values Wmax and Wham are appreciably higher: Wmax=300 MeV
1r = 15 MA and Wham: 500 MJ. ’

A comment should be made on the fact that many tokamaks, especially divertor machines
do not show any sign of disruption generated runaway electrons. In Tore Supra [7] it has been
observed that the runaway generation seems to be an extremely strong function of the magnetic
field: doubling the field yields four orders of magnitude more neutrons. The explanation may be
sought in the dominating effect of e: if in TEXTOR a would have been half of the value of
0035 there would not have been any sign of runaways. Since 8 ~ jg ~ B/R this would have
been the case at half field disruptions. Similarly, a post quench temperature of 100 eV instead
of 25 eV, caused by the choice of a low radiation first wall material such as beryllium, could
also suppress runaway production.

TEXTOH » 270 kA dgruplton

\ «

Wmax [e30 Mow-z . . \

10 ITER , 20 MA disruption
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Fig. 2: Predictions of the disruption model[for the maximum runawa ener/gvéW , the
runaway current (I )and the total energy intze runaway beam Wbe m) or TE T Rm and
ITER (right). For I re full lines secondary generation is include in I re model. The dashe liner
take only the Dreicer generation into accountfor the runaway production.
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1_ Introduction

There have been many efforts in the past decade to measure plasma turbulence to assess

the importance of fluctuations to the observed anomalous transport in tokamaks. Experiments

on TEXT [1] confirmed that electrostatic fluctuations indeed can explain the observed

anomalous flux in the plasma edge. A similar statement cannot be made about the plasma core

[2] due to inconsistencies between far-infrared (FIR) scattering [3] and heavy—ion beam probe

(HIBP) [4] measurements of thc poloidal wave-number spectra. In an attempt to resolve this

issue a recently developed beam—emission spectroscopy (BES) [5] diagnostic for local plasma

density fluctuation measurements was installed on TEXT—Upgrade (TEXTrU).

The BES diagnostic is based on measurements of fluctuations in the intensity of the

fluorescent emission from a neutral beam injected into the plasma. The TEXT BES system uses

a diagnostic neutral beam (DNB) of helium to separate the beam emission from edge Ha (Du)

light [6]. Application of cryogenically cooled (to -500 C) avalanche detectors results in

considerably lower dark noise of the detector circuits and a signal—to—noise ratio of the detectors

is almost at the photon noise limit. Each of eight BES channels collects light from a roughly

rectangular plasma volume of dimensions 7 mm (poloidal) X 15 mm (radial) X 50 mm

(toroidal). The poloidal and radial separations of the volumes are 10 mm and 17 mm,
respectively. This implies an ability to resolve wave numbers kg S 5 cm‘1 and kr S 2 cm'l.

Density fluctuation measurements in TEXT—U plasmas have been performed by the BES
system in limiter hydrogen (deuterium) plasmas with 1.5 T S ET 5 2.3 T, 1 X 1013 S he S 4 x

1019 m'3, 150 kA S If, S 250 kA over the plasma region 0.5 S r/a S 1.1. The data were

compared with results from Langmuir probes at the plasma periphery and with FIR scattering

and the HIBP in the interior.
2. Experimental results

Figure 1(a) shows the cross—power and cross—phase spectra between two channels
located at r/a E 1.05 (in the SOL) and poloidally separated by 1 cm. The limiter was located at r
= 27 cm. The spectra exhibit broadband (Af/f ~ 1) fluctuations propagating in the ion
diamagnetic drift (TDD) direction. Characteristics of the turbulence are poloidal power-weighted
wave number (k9) = - 1.5+2 cm‘1 and poloidal phase velocity (lab frame) (Vph) : - O.8+1.33
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kin/s. Measured parameters of the turbulence are consistent with Langmuir probe observat‘mns
in the same shots.

Moving the BES channels inwards (r/a E 0.9). the cross-power spectrum acquires a
shape with two characteristic features [Fig 1(b)]. One, a feature at low frequencies (f g 50
kHz) propagates in the IDD direction (as in the SOL), and a broadband feature with f? 50 kHz

which propagates poloidally in the electron diamagnetic drift (EDD) direction. Parameters 0fthe
ion mode are (k9) E — 0.8+1 cm‘1 and (Vph) E — 2 km/s (lab. frame). The broadband electron
mode is characterized by (k9) E 2 cm‘1 and (Vph) E 3.0 kin/s at the typical average frequency of
100 kHz . Note that at frequencies close to 60 kHz the powers of these two modes are about
equal and the cross-phase is changing from the IDD to the EDD direction.

Data at r/a ~ 0.5 is presented in Fig. 2. The shape of the cross-power spectrum is in
general the same as at the edge although the fluctuation power is almost ten times Iowan In
contrast to the data at r/a : 0.9 (Fig. ltb)) there is an apparent lack of clear propagation in the
IDD direction of the feature at low frequencies (f S 25 kHz) and the appearance of two features

at ~75 and ~125 kHz. The phase shifts measured for all three features are very small. The
remainder of the spectrum propagates in the EDD direction at a phase velocity of ~ 3 km/s
(accounting for finite emission-volume effects [8]), consistent with electron drift waves and FIR
scattering results [3], and exhibits a poloidal correlation length of [9 z 0.8 cm. The fluctuations
at low frequencies (f S 25 kHz) at this radial location apparently are dominated by noise on the
DNB and perhaps sawteeth, during this experimental series. It is consistent with the observed
zero phase and long poloidal correlation lengths 16 z 4.5 cm. This noise may dominate any i011
feature that might exist. At the periphery (r/a B 0.7), the stronger fluctuations dominate the
DNB noise.

Although they also exhibit nearezero phases, the features at ~75 and ~125 kHz do not
appear to be due to DNB noise by virttte of the relatively small values of measured [9 z 1.5 cm.
A radial scan shows that these low—k features are localized in the confinement zone. Bi-
coherence analysis has shown that these feature are not different hartnonics of the same mode.
Future experiments will address the dependences of these features on the plasma parameters.

Comparisons were made of the ion features for shots with chordeaveraged densities of
1.5 to 3.5 X 1019 m‘3, keeping other plasma parameters the same (IP = 200 kA, BT = 2 T).
Power of the fluctuations for a single BES channel located at r/a = 0.85 is shown in Fig. 3. The
observed increase of the fluctuation power of the ion feature with density gives rise to the
hypothesis that this ion feature is related to an m mode, as speculated earlier from FIR scattering
results on TEXT [3]. In addition, the amplitude of the mode decreases upon onset of the
improved confinement regime on TEXT-U reported earlier [7].

A special experiment was devoted to comparison of fluctuation data measured by
different fluctuation diagnostiCs. Although a direct comparison is hampered by the fact that
different diagnostics observe different locations in the plasma, initial results may be presented
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. g poloidal symmetry of (kg) and (Vph). Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show radial profiles of
355111111"

(kg) and Wm): respectively. measured by BES, the HIBP, and Langmuir probes for 0.5 S r/a S

. the same experimental run. Results of FIR scattering are taken from Ref. [3]. HIBP data
1'1 m. erimem are shown as the shaded region in Fig. 4, while the filled circles refer to

for misfex: TEXT [2.4]. The value of the phase velocity at r/a = 0.6 in Ref. [2] was 13.3

resunsmtreorpretation of the HIBP measurements is complicated by the oblique orientation of the

fill/1:13 volume with respect to the poloidal direction. The lower boundary for <Vph> and the
upper boundary for <ke> are obtained assuming no propagation in the radial direction and

taking the Shortest poloidal distance between sample Volumes as the sample—volume separation.

In the SOL. BES measurements are consistent with Langmuir probes. In the interior, all

of the diagnostics observe a broad spectrum centered around 100 - 150 kHz, with fluctuations

propagating in the EDD direction. Measured poloidal wave numbers and phase velocities are in

good agreement. The data is consistent with a drift—wave model. HIBP phase velocities are

consistent with those measured by FIR scattering and BES assuming (kr) ~ 0. Low (kr) was

confirmed by BES (although the emission—volume orientation was not optimal). The ion feature

seen by BES near the edge is similar to an ion feature reported by FIR scattering and has similar

dependances on the plasma parameters. The clear propagation of the low-frequency mode in the

IDD direction is not evident in HIBP data and this difference is a subject of future studies.

3, Conclusions
An eight-Channel BES system has been installed on TEXT-U capable of measuring

poloidal and radial density fluctuations with kg S 5 cm‘1 and kr S 2 cm‘1 in the plasma region

0,5 5 r/a S 1.1. Measurements of the interior fluctuations in the standard TEXT—U regime 2 T /

200 kA / 2 X 10'9 m’3 / H (D) show that at higher frequencies (f 2 50 kHz) data are consistent

with drift-wave—like turbulence [2]. At low frequencies fluctuations propagate in the ion
diamagnetic drift direction and have similar characteristics and plasma-parameter scalings as
measured by FIR scattering [3]. In addition, two fast low—k9 electron modes are detected at ~75

kHz and ~125 kHz in the plasma confinement region. Future experiments will address the
natures of the fast electron features and the ion mode.
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Investigation of magnetic and density fluctuations in Tore Supra
during additional heating.
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D ‘Tl

A series of experiments in L mode with ion cyclotron and lower hybrid additional

heating were conducted in the Tore Supra tokamak , to study the dependence of fluctuations

will] the injected power and associated plasma parameter changes. A transport analysis was

also performed ill in the gradient region and will be presented together with the results on

magnetic and density fluctuations obtained in the gradient and far edge regions of the plasma.

The density fluctuations were monitored in the gradient region (from r/a: 0.4 to the

edge) by using a reflectometer scanning the plasma on a low field side horizontal chord. This

diagnostic measures the kr component of the fluctuations and delivers a wave number

integrated signal dominated by the low kr values [2]. The density fluctuations were also

monitored with the help of a C02 laser scattering diagnostic which possesses some spatial

resolution [31. This diagnostic scanned the plasma along a vertical chord, and was settled to

monitor the fluctuations at the bottom of the plasma, from the far edge up to r/a = 0.5 at

different poloidal wave numbers (from k9 = 3 to 14 cm'l).

T55h°t15276 The magnetic fluctuations

line integrated density (1619 m'3 ) _ were monitored at r/a =0.56

with the help of the cross

6 polarisation scattering (cps)

diagnostic[4j. This diagnostic
4 Te near central axis 'eV) is based on the mode

.n’a
ICRH -ower .- conversion of a micro-wave

2 (MW beam by magnetic fluctuations

close to the cut-off layer for

O A Ip (MA) H this wavelt measured a kr

30 3,]; 38 42 46 component (of the B

time (s) fluctuations) around 12 cm'l.

The far edge and SOL

magnetic fluctuations were recorded with a mirnov loop at a low sampling rate (10 khz).
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Fig. 1 shows the plasma scenario for this experiment. The working gas is Halium‘

lp = 1.24 MA. Bl : 3.7 T, R : 2.32 in, a = 0.76 m. The additional power is scanned up to
3 MW, in four plateaus of l s during the stationary phase of the plasma. During the Shot the
density is kept constant and the electron temperature increases with Paddlt was also Checked
that the magnetic shear was unchanged during the heating phase. The plasma parameters and
the heating scenario are identical for the LH and ICRH cases. Each shot is reproduced f0Ur
times to check data reproducibility and to obtain all the components of the density
fluctuations k spectrum between 3 and 14 cm‘l.

2 DENSITY FL 1 .T IATI NS

When 3 MW of ICRH are applied (Bit/ii)3 monitored at r/a = 0.4 by the reflectometcr
was found to increase by more than 70%. A discrepancy in the level Changes obtained
between LH and ICRH heating at same input power, can be resolved by taking the Te prome
as the relevant parameter. Fig. 2 represents the (Sn/n)2 increase (versus ohmic level) as a

function of the local VTe. This
3'0 I i. I I I I I increase scales linearly with the VTg

r/awosa I I I I I
A | | | | I chan e. Th 0 s att I‘l ‘
5 Firm-0.53 I I i i 4 g e C0,. C e "g deVice
E 20 I i i i l I, gives additional information:

I . iE I ICRH I I filial-l? I 'I monitoring the bottom of the plasma, it
A I I." I ~ ~ - ' -g 1,0 Ila-I i I is able to discriminate the fluctuations

Z; I I I I located before and beyond the radial
I I . . . . .

o i i l i i i electric field (Er) inversion radius ps (. . . . . .
0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4'0 5‘0 e.g. the gradient and far edge region),9” o \l o

In ohmic case, px is found to be at
grad(Te) (keV/m) .

Fig.2 - (Bn/n)2 increase during ICRH heating r/a : 0'93' The measurements In the
gradient region (Fig. 3:1) show that

when additional heating is applied, the (Sn/n)2 increase is visible only for k9< 6 cm‘l. At

higher k9 values no change or even a decrease is observed.
Fig. 3b shows the k6 spectrum changes of the density fluctuations measured Beyond the
radial electric field inversion radius. When the [CRH power is applied, an increase is

obseived at all k9 values, in difference to the behaviour in the gradient region. This increase
at the edge does not seem to be directly correlated to the level of additional power.

A E I ‘ L ‘ TI

(SB/B)2 monitored at r/a:0.56 by the cps diagnostic shows a strong correlation with
the additional heating power (an increase of 300 ”/0 at PlCRl—I: 3 MW). Once again,

discrepancies between the LH and ICRH cases (at same additional heating power) indicate
that the relevant parameter is the Te profile.
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2'5 -------“-"‘""""""k """" Fig.4 shows (EB/B):z as a function
(ca/MOS) _;_ mmicczse i

2 __.-_. I _|_P{lCfiN)-ZEMW I Of VTC. The (SB/B)2 SCElieS linearly

15 __ l ________ '__..... I with the Te gradient. In the far ed 6=- ----- 7 I g:- I _______ _ ----——I ______ I and scrape off layer regions no
’25 I : : significant changes on the level were
:4 0.5 . .' I 3' I seen by the magnetic loop during

0 application of either additional
zs-———————""""‘_'-—"""""" . , . .

(r/a>0~9) _,_ onmIcas: I heating. This Indicates that the
2 . . .I _._p(ICRH>-25MW I parameters drivmg the magnetic

= I , . .< ‘-5.. i\ i 1 fluctuations are different In the
N

g 1 i i i gradient and edge regions during
3 I I I . . .05 M | | additional heating.

i \lfiz.o I .
R RT Eo s 10 Is _ .
Fig. 5 shows that the fluctuations

k wave number (cm-l)
Fig. 3a and 3b scale linearly with xe at r/a=0.5. If

top:5n2 k spectrum in the gradient region this 1'63”“ gives experimental
bottom: 5n2 k spectrum at the edge support to the idea that turbulence

is responsible for the transport increase , it does not rule out any of the two components
(magnetic or electric) of the fluctuations. As the density and the magnetic shear were

unchanged throughout the heating phase the changes monitored on the fluctuations and Xe

can only be attibuted to the VTe changes. xe in the gradient region shows good correlation

with the global energy confinement time . This is an indication that the global confinement

properties of the plasma are strongly affected by the transport occuring in the gradient region,
i.e. by the fluctuations in the same region,

9 St I N
Two regions can be discriminated in the plasma. In the gradient region both

components of the fluctuations show strong correlations with the additional heating while
in the edge and far edge regions (r/a>ps), the fluctuations are decoupled from the level of
additional heating.

In the gradient region a relevant parameter strongly correlated to the fluctuations
changes is VTe. During additional heating, the 582 increase is greater than the 5n2 one, but it

is not possible from these observations to point out the main responsible for the transport
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increase in the plasma bulk. Finally, the correlation of 5n2 and 5B2 with VTe could be an
indication of the existence of an electromagnetic turbulence in the gradient region.

At the edge. both types of fluctuations seem to react to local unknown parameters Changes
likely correlated to plasma wall interaction. In addition, it is shown that the k spectrum of fin
fluctuations is different at the edge and in the gradient region even in ohmic regime and
moreover during additional heating, This point gives furher support to the idea that edge and
gradient region fluctuations could be of a different nature.
Refereflees
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The Influence of Plasma Species on Density Fluctuations in TFTR
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Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory, PO. Box 451, Princeton N] 08543

R. D. Durst, R. I. Fonck and I. S. Kim
Department of Nuclear Engineering and Engineering Physics,

University of Wisconsin, Madison WI 53706

1. Introduction

It has been determined empirically that plasma energy confinement time (171;) in

tokamaks generally scales as a simple power law of the hydrogenic ion mass number

A, such that TE cc «4190-451005 [1]. Recent results from TFTR showing significant

improvement in confinement time in supershots [2] with tritium neutral beam

injection (T-NBI) compared to supershots with deuterium injection (D-NBI) suggest

a much stronger dependence on average mass, on the order of ”CE oc <A>0-35‘—‘0v05.
Thermal tran5port analysis suggests that a large decrease in effective ion heat
conductivity (Xitot) is primary cause of the increased energy confinement time. For
the series of T—NBI, D-NBI and mixed species injection on TFTR, xi’mt oc <A>‘2-6i0-3
[1]_ Such sensitive power law dependencies would be advantageous for continuous-

pulse reactors such as ITER and TPX. To investigate the cause for this reduced

transport in tritium supershots, the level of turbulence in the plasma, as indicated by

density fluctuations, was measured using beam emission spectroscopy (B135) [3] and

correlation reflectometry [4] on TFTR supershot discharges.

2. Experimental Results
Beam Emission Spectroscopy was used to measure the difference in density

fluctuations between plasma supershots with pure deuterium or pure tritium
neutral beam injection. The rest of the plasma parameters were nominally constant:
major radius: R = 2.52 m, minor radius: a = 0.87 m, toroidal field: 37 = 4.8 T, and

plasma current: [p = 1.6 MA. The NBI source configuration, 3 co-injection beam
sources and 2 counter-injection sources, was kept constant rather than input power
or torque. Tritium was introduced by neutral beam injection and exhibited higher
auxiliary power and higher input torque. Input power for D-NBI was 13 MW
compared to T—NBI which was 15 MW. The measured poloidal velocity was V9: 4.0
km/sec for D-NBI and increased to 7.0 km/ sec for T-NBI.
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T—NBI fueled plasmas haVe5 0.04
O ' ' u0:3 0.03 25 /o h1gher confinement “mes

25 and stored energy compared to D.
B 0.02 NBI [1]. Data from the BES

N? 0.01 diagnostic show that the densi .
8* 0.00 fluctuation spectral POWer
9" '0m density is consistently lower in T-

NBI fueled plasmas compared to
Frequencyfl‘m) D-NBI lasmas as show ' ‘

fig 1: Spectral power densityfor tritium and P . n In Flg'
deuterium plasmas at r/a =0.65 1' Whlle there was a 10W?!

fluctuation level at higher input

power, some of the variation could have resulted from the higher rotation SPEEds

observed in T-NBI. Confinement generally benefits from a higher level of rotati0n
in the co-direction. To test this, another series of D-NBI supershots on with

increased rotation speed and comparable input power (four neutral beams in the C0-

direction and two neutral beams in the counter-direction) were also analyzed. The5e

D-NBI plasmas had a poloidal rotation speed (V9) of 9.5 km/sec, thus bracketing the

T—NBI rotation between the two D-NBI cases. Fig. 2 shows the radial profile of the

density fluctuation amplitude (integrated over all frequencies) for all three cases.
BES viewed 13 radial channels simultaneously covering a profile from r/a = 0.42 to

1.0 with z 1.5 cm resolution in two
separate discharges [5]. The figures 2'0
for fi/n incorporate atomic physics

corrections due to species variation 63 1‘5 n0 n

such as different excitation cross— E ”fa oI:I
sections and beam velocities. The E 1.0 a

difference in Shafranov shift due g

to the higher stored energy in the E05

tritium plasmas is also included.

The added rotation did result in a 0.0 . #

slight decrease 1n fluctuation level, 0.40 0.50 0.60 0-70 0.80 0.90 1.00

but fl/n for the T-NBI heated Relative Minor Radius (r/a)

plasmas was consistently lower fig 2; densityfluctuations in
than either D-NBI plasma for 0.55 3 -> 2 tritium plasmas (hollow circles),

3 —> 2 deuterium plasmas (black circles), and
< 7/“ < 080' 4 -> 2 deuterium plasmas (squares)
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hot irreproducibility does introduce some scatter but it is less than the
S

d ff renceS due to the change in species. For r/a > 0.8, no species scaling effects were
i e

n (T-NBI and D-NBI overlap to within experimental error) because limiter
see
h drogenic recycling dominates the plasma fueling. As shown in Fig. 3, the tritium

Y .
concentration Va
lasma were deuterium from limiter recycling. For the T—NBI plasmas <A> = 2.5,

nishes for r/a > 0.85. On average, up to 40% of the ions in a T-NBI

and for the D—
mm o to 60%.

6

‘1t
:54 'I/I’I’ “i "mpbeam

"2 I ’

0.0 02 0.4 06 0.8 1.0
RelativeMincr RadiusU/n)

fig. 3: ion densitiesin tritiumplrsmas
asafimclz'on q‘minorradius

NBI plasmas <A> = 1.9, but the local tritium concentration can vary

To examine systematic effects due
to the viewing of a tritium vs. a
deuterium beam, a 4 co-, 3 counter-

injection scenario was investigated.
Two cases were compared: in both
cases the counter beams injected
deuterium and two co-beams injected
deuterium and the other two injected
tritium, so that the input to the plasma
was nominally the same. However, in
one case, BES viewed a co-injected

beam with the tritium and in the other, deuterium. After including atomic physics
corrections, the resulting comparison overlapped to within the experimental error.

For r/a < 0.55, the overlap between the 4 co-, 2 counter-injected D-NBI

discharges begin to overlap with the T—NBI case. This is because the T-NBl fueled

plasmas exhibit low-frequency (f < 20 kHz), coherent MHD activity that has a spectral

power density 100 times that of the microturbulence. Inside r/a = 0.6, it is difficult to

completely differentiate the coherent oscillations from the background
microturbulence. The very high levels of MHD activity are localized to a width of a
few cm, but the modes are seen at a lower level throughout the radial profile. At the
q = 3.5 surface, an m—number of 7 was measured with BES's poloidal array.

Generally, the D-NBI plasmas do not exhibit this MHD activity, but this activity
precludes measurement of microturbulence inside r/ a = 0.5 and the power spectra
are somewhat affected as far out as 0.57.

For the region 0.55 < r/a < 0.8, the reduction in fi/n between deuterium and

tritium operation approximately doubles (from 1.5 at r/a = 0.75 to a factor of 3 at r/a
= 0.6.) Transport analyses of 4 co- and 3 counter~injected discharges show that the
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tritium concentration increases by a factor of 1.5 (from 30% to 46%) and the

reduction in Xi is about a factor 1.4 from 1,4 to 2.0 in the same region of the plaSma_
Both the reduction in Xi and the reduction in fi/n are nearly linear in space at that

radius, but fi/n decreases at 1.5 times the reduction in transport. Though a SEHSitive
indicator of transport, even a simple model of strong turbulence, such as D a:

cTe/eB(n/n), would claim that the scaling of the decrease in n/n overstates the
reduction in ion thermal transport,

A multi-channel microwave reflectometer also measured density fluctuationS
in the same T-NBI and D-NBI TFTR supershot discharges [6]. The reflector-meter
viewed two radial locations, r/u = 0.3 and r/a = 0.53. It also observed very streng
MHD activity at r/a = 0.3 in T-NBI. Comparing 4 co, 2 counter D-NBI to T-NBI, it

found no variation in 11/11 to within its measurement uncertainty of i20“/o at r/a =
0.5. BES results are consistent with this finding. Fig. 2 shows that at r/a = 0.5, the4
co, 2 c0unter-injected D—NBI overlaps with the T—NBI case. As discussed previously,
this is in a region where strong MHD activity contributes to the fluctuation spectrum
in T—NBI. That comparison at that location is not indicative of the trends that are

observed with BES in other regions of the profile.
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1. Introduction
The role played by the hydrogenic 1on mass number (A) on plasma transport is still

one of the many outstanding issues in tokamak research. Several empirical scaling laws

{1 2] obtained from regression analyses of experimental resgltsou5indicate that the plasma

energy confinement time in tokamaks scales like TE 0C (A). This seems to be'm

agreement with theoretical predictions [3,4] based on the theory of the ion temperature

gradient mode, which is believed to be responsible for anomalous transport in the

central plasma core, and on the theory of the impurity mode driven by impurity ions

with negative density gradient, which could account for the energy transport in the

sma periphery. More recently, experiments on the Tokamak Fusion Test Reactorpla
(TFTR) in the supershot regime [5,6] have shown a significant enhancement in plasma

79100-7928
confinement with tritium neutral beam
injection (T<NBI) relative to deuterium

injection (D-NBI), with a total plasma

stored energy which scales like
W101 04(A)0'85i0'05. A thermal transport
analysis [7] indicates that most of the

Eto
t

iM
Jl

0-0310 35 4‘0 - 4.5 5-0 55 improvement is due to a large drop in the

t1me[s] effective ion heat conductivity 1150‘
FIG. 1. Total plasma stored energy ofD (defined by the equation Qi— 'Xim’HVTi’

and Fla-N131 plasmas With PE :18 MW' where Qi is the total ion energy radial
flux). At r/a=1/3, 1'01 was found to vary

like (A)—2'6i0‘3. To ascertain whether this very favorable scaling is related to changes

in the level of turbulence, density fluctuations measurements using a multichannel

microwave reflectometer have been performed in a number of reproducible TFTR

discharges in the supershot regime.

2. Experimental Results
Fluctuation measurements were performed in plasmas with a major radius R=2.52

m, a minor radius a=O.87 tn, a toroidal magnetic field BT=4.8 T, and a plasma current

lp=1.6 MA. To maximize the isotopic effect, plasmas were heated and fueled by 18 MW
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of either pure deuterium or pure tritium 40 . . . Ti
. . . 0

neutral beam in ection. However, Since the 30 — A A AJ A .

limiter hydrogenic recycling was always g 20 - A. .
. . . . _' _ Adominated by deuterium. tritium plasmas 1° AR‘Dop

. . o . . A - O
contained a large fraction (~40 %) of 10 : 53883 Te

deuterium as well. - 00 a 2
o

The total plasma stored energy (Fig. § 5 : A:
as _

1) was consistently larger in the case of T— » 8 a 0°
0

NBI than in that of D-NBI. The measured 2 - 8
. . 8 no

temperatures and densny profiles of Fig. 2 a“ : 03 X 3 2
- 4 —a

indicate that the improvement in plasma a? - 2 an
. . . . " 2 — nconfinement is mainly in the central ion 2 7: mg 5 a a

. . l . f D I -

temperatures. This results in a reduction 0 2‘5 30 3.5

the effective ion thermal conductivity

(Fig. 3) by more than a factor 2 in the
region r/aS0.5 [7].

FIG. 2. Temperature and density profiles
of D and T-NBI plasmas with P3 =1 BMW.

7910079123

maior radius [m]

3 Density fluctuations measurements
g were performed by using a tunable four
g 2 ‘ channel microwave reflectometer operat-
§ 2 ing in the X—mode in the range 110-140
g 1:— GHz. Radial correlation measurements
2 were obtained at two plasma radial loca-

0 ' tions by stepping the relative frequency
0.0 05 1.0 between pairs of channels every 20 msec

FIG. 3 Effective ion conductivity ratio over a range 0f =3 GHZ-
(D-NBI/r-NBI) forP3=l8 MW. For the interpretation of fluctuations

measurements, we use the random phase
screen mode] [8,9] where the primary effect of density fluctuations is to modulate the
phase of the probing wave near the cutoff by an amount ¢ given by the geometric optics
approximation. Assuming a Gaussian form for the probability density of (15 with zero
mean and variance 04, = ((152)1/2, we obtain that the normalized correlation between the

complex amplitudes of two waves reflected from different cutoff layers is given by
0'278 ¢ ¢—1

75 = 7:—
9 ¢ —1

where 7¢(5)=(¢1¢2)/0% is the normalized correlation of (1) as a function of the

s

cutoffs separation 6. From this equation, we get yE = 9’4, for 0% << 1. On the other
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if
d for (1% >> 1_ by taking Y¢ =exp(—62/2A$) and making the approximation

:1— 52 /2A2¢ for 62 << A¢ , we obtain 71,; = cXp(—620% / 2&3), i.e., the correlation

complex amplitude is a factor of cr¢ smaller than the correlation length of

hafl

leng‘h 0f the
men.me phase SC _ . . .79100 79128 The normalized radial correlation

1.0’ o D-NBI _
- r/a~o.3 Oflq . war of the measured reflectometer Signals

1,, P ‘1‘ is shown in Fig. 4 for both D-NBI and
5 ‘ 0’ ‘\ T-NBI plasmas at two radial locations

(1 - . t- 8 \ with r/a=0.3 and 0.55, respectively.
— 9 ‘t_ go ~\ From these data and the estimated

00 ‘....." \““““ values of (7a,, we obtain the values

-4 3 2 1 6 o 1 2 3 4 shown in Table l for the level of
[cm] 79100,79128 . . ..10___,.._4——G———— plasma densny fluctuatlon n/ n and

‘ . O DaNBl . . . .. r/a=0.5 (59 . ma, its radial correlation length Ar, which
75 . <3 25 we define as the l/e decay distance of

. l . . .05_ f l! the correlatlon function of denstty
. I

f 1. fluctuations. Within the experimental

. If .3 errors, which are manly due to uncer—

OOLWhm tainties in the value of cr¢, these
measurements do not show any

significant difference between the two
FIG. 4. Radial correlation of measured sig-
nals as a function of cut-off separation for
PB :18 MW.

types of discharges. In both cases, the
level of turbulence increases and the
correlation length decreases for inv

creasing values of the minor radius.

Finally, the frequency spectra of measured fluctuations were totally dominated by

the high toroidal velocity of these plasmas which resulted in large Doppler broadenings

of the measured spectra. Unfortunately, this made it impossible to estimate the

turbulence correlation time.

3. Conclusions
The lack of knowledge of the correlation time of measured fluctuations makes it

difficult to draw a strong conclusion on turbulent transport in these plasmas. However,
since both types of discharges have the same electron density and temperature profiles,
and the same ion temperature scale length, it would be very surprising {or the
turbulence correlation time to be substantially different in the two cases. From the DT
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neutron emission profile, the tritium fraction of the thermal hydrogenic ions within r/a

=0.5 is calculated to be =60% [7], and therefore the average hydrogenic number

changes only by z30%. Given the uncertainties in the value of Table 1, it is therefOre
not possible to ascertain whether our fluctuation measurements are consistent with a

>—O.Sthermal conductivity which scales like (A , as predicted by the theory of the ion

temperature gradient mode [4]. However, our measurements seem to suggest that the
[0!variation of 100% in the value of xi observed in the present experiment is unlikely to

be due only to changes in the level of turbulence.
Table 1

D-NBI T-NBI

r/a fi/n (%) 4; (cm) fi/n (%) Ar (cm)
03 0.901015 2.5i0.6 0.95i0. 15 2.7106

0.55 1.30:0.15 0.95i0.25 1.35i0. 15 0.95i0.25
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Introduction
Shear reversal scenarios for steady state tokamak operation with high-8p values have been

studied with modelling and in first experiments on JET. The 1.5—D transport code JE'I'FO

with dedicated packages for the various heating and current drive methods has been used for

the scenario modelling. The transport code results have been analysed with the Mill) stability

code CASTOR for the stability of ballooning, kink and infernal modes.

A stable path to high—Sp plasmas with negative shear over a wide central plasma region and

large values of q(O) and Elmin has been found in the modelling studies [1]. LB current drive

(LHCD) and ion cyclotron heating (ICRH) starting early during the initial current ramp

provide central electron heating and prolong the current diffusion time by increasing the

electrical conductivity. A faSt current ramp rate enhances the formation of a hollow current

profile in the early low—13p phase of the discharge. Passages through MHD—unstable situations,

with the shear Changing sign in high pressure regions are then avoided [2]. With rising

density during subsequent NBI heating, the LHCD deposition profile is shifted radially

outwards. This scenario of off—axis LHCD combined with the bootstrap current and fast wave

current drive (FWCD) for control of the central seed current should then maintain a stable

shear reversal configuration into steady state. Profile control and advanced tokamak operation

can be envisaged with this scheme for ITER [3].

Current Profile Control
LHCD has been operated on JET at high power up to 7.3 MW and in long pulses of up to 13 s

duration [4]. The potential for current profile broadening has been explored by applying

LHCD with off-axis deposition profiles [5]. The radial profiles of current density j(r) and of

q(r) are shown in Fig.1 for various scenarios at 1;, = 3 MA, B1 = 2.8 T. All profiles are

obtained from an equilibrium reconstruction with the EFIT code, based on magnetic

measurements. The Ohmic reference case has centrally peaked current density and q<1 in the

central region over about 1/3 of the plasma cross section (#35300, t = 9 5). After 10 s of
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LHCD at a 6 MW level, the current profile has been strongly broadened in the central region,
with (lmin rising to 1.5 (# 35300, t = 19.4 s). The q-profrle, however, remains monotonic in all

cases of LHCD applied in current flat-top phases into frilly developed Ohmic target profiles.
Additional plasma current ramps enhance the broadening of the current profile and lead into
shear reversal configurations. With LHCD at 4 MW for 5 s and a ramp of l MA/s from 1.5 to
3 MA, qmjn is raised above 2 and a hollow current profile develops (# 35547, t = 18.6 8),

Much stronger shear reversal over a wide region in the plasma centre with (lmin = 2.4 and

q(0) = 3.6 is achieved with LHCD and additional ICRH starting in an early phase of an initial
fast current ramp-up with 1 MA/s and subsequent high power NBI (# 31815, 4 s). This
optimised scheme is discussed in further details in the following sections.

Current Ramp Scenarios
Deep central shear reversal has been established in experiments on JET with additional
heating during the initial current rise with ramp rates up to l MA/s to flat-top values of 2 and
3 MA. The central q-values were in the range q(0) z 3-5, and the minimum in q located at
about half radius with values (1min = 23. A typical discharge is shown in Fig. 2. The plaSma
current is ramped with l MA/s to 3 MA. LHCD with up to 3 MW is applied already 0.2 s
after current initiation. ICRH with up to 1.5 MW follows. NBI with 12 MW starts at a current

level of 2 MA and continues throughout the whole flat-top phase. High central electron
temperatures of ~10 keV are obtained in the initial phase of dominant LHCD. The LHCD

power is deposited in the central region in this phase of low density. With increasing density,
the central temperature drops and remains at 5 keV during NBI. In this later phase, the LH
deposition zone shifts off~axis, peaking around r/a z 0.6 during the high density flat-top
phase. The internal inductance is as low as 11 = 0.5 at the end of the current ramp. 1t rises then
gradually to 11 z 0.7 at the end of the flat-top phase. The central q-values are high, with
q(0) = q(a) after the end of the current rise phase. The temporal evolution of the q-profrle is
shown in Fig. 3. Shear reversal over the central half of the plasma is obtained from the
beginning and maintained until 6 5, well into the flat-top phase. The minimum in q(r)
decreases from 4.8 at the time of the maximum electron temperature to 2 at t = 6 s. No steady
state conditions were obtained in these first shear reversal experiments on JET. Larger LH—
driven off-axis currents and a larger fraction of bootstrap current are still required.

MIID Stability
The trajectory of a shear reversal discharge in the li—qa plane is shown in Fig. 4. Potentially
MHD-unstable regions are crossed during the current rise, when 11 stays in the range 11 = 0.5 -

0.6 for qa 2 3. No major MHD instabilities were encountered, however, during the build-up

of the shear reversal configurations in fast initial current ramps. Transient MHD activity at
low amplitude was occasionally seen in the early current ramp-up phase. It did not cause,
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er any fast current redistribution. The high electron temperatures with the resulting
howe"

teased electrical conductivity obtained with early additional heating might stabilise kink
cin

and tearing modes.

MHD Stability analysis of the shear reversal experiments with the CASTOR code confirms

stability against ideal and resistive internal modes and external kink modes up to Sp z 1.5.

Ballooning mode stability is predicted up to [SP = 1.8. A parametric study of the stability of

low-11 number infernal modes was undertaken on the basis of the experimental pressure and

current prefiles. For the conditions in the experiment with Bp S 0.4, full stability is found.

Further optimisation of the shear reversal zone with slight increase of the negative shear in

the central region and outward shift of the Qmin location should allow access also to a second

stability region for infernal modes at high beta with B], > 1.

Confinement

The global energy confinement time TE was not significantly improved in the first

exploratory experiments. Comparison with a monotonic q-profile reference discharge shows,

however, slightly higher TE and a factor 2 higher neutron rates in the shear reversal case. A

tendency of a rise of TE with 11 was seen also in the shear reversal discharges. Local transport

analysis has been performed with the 1.5—D code JETTO in interpretive mode and with

TRANSP. For LHCD the power deposition as calculated with a ray tracing code and

validated on hard X-ray (FEB) profile measurements has been used as input. A strong

reduction in radial transport is found in the central region of negative shear. The effective heat

conductivity xeffthere drops by more than an order of magnitude below the neoclassical ion

heat conductivity Xi, nee and approaches the values of the neoclassical electron heat

conductivity. At the time of the transition to a monotonic q-profile, Xeff rises to Xi. neg in the

central plasma. Conditions of anomalous transport with xeff = 2-5 x Xi. neo prevail in the outer

region throughout the whole discharge. The limitation of local confinement improvement to

the electron heating phase suggests that the main gain from a negative central shear might

come from a reduction of the anomalous radial electron heat conduction. Further studies will

therefore focus on a comparison of electron and ion heat transport dominated plasmas in shear

reversal configurations.
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1' Introduction

For the first time on a tokamak, experiments to determine the effect of current profile
on the Troyon Bvlimit (B(%) = CT*I/aBT) have been carried out using ECCD and

ECRH in plasmas with >70% non-inductively driven current. The COMPASS-D ECRH

stem [1] consists of 9 gyrotrons (Pmax = l.8MW)which can be attached to any of 11
sytennfle (5 high field side [HFSL and 6 low field side [LFSlt The HFS antennae are

zguipped with rotatable mirrors allowing the injection angle, and hence the current drive

direction, to be varied on a shot—to—shot basis. Experiments were performed wherein the
ECRH injection angle was set and the input power was ramped until the plasma either

disrupted or suffered a B collapse. The LFS ECRH lines were oriented for zero net current

drive in this experimental campaign.

control

\Em. High Field Side ECRH Antenna/ .éfif
(x 1 Fa?

)‘l Vacuum

U_| Li 1... h

COMPASS~D Vacuum Vessel

Figure ] Configuration afrlie COMPASS-D ECRH Liner

2. Experimental Results

All discharges in the experiment were operated with a plasma current of 150kA
(Figure 2a) , with the plasma configured in an I’TEeike low triangularity single null divertor
equilibrium. The toroidal field was 1.2T, a ~ 0.17m, R ~ 0.56m, K ~ 1.6, which gives q95 ~
4.5. The heating effect for the 2nd harmonic X-mode ECRH is strong as can be seen from
the loop voltage trace (Fig. 2b). The target plasma for the ECRH discharges had a line
average density on the order of ~1.0 x 1019 m‘3 (Fig. 2c). The toroidal field value of 1.2T
puts the unshifted ECRH resonance just outside the magnetic axis of the plasma
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(Brest6OGHz) = 1.07T). The ECRH lines were fired sequentially with ZOms stagger to avoid
large transients in temperature and current profiles (Figure 2e). The l-IFS lines (which “rem
responsible for the current drive) were fired first so that the ECCD current profile would haVe
time to diffuse to near equilibrium values before the limiting value of [3N was reached, and
thereby maximise the difference in current profiles at the end of the pulse for the differem
antenna angles, As can be seen from Figure 2d, [5P (= [3[B>r7-/<Bp>3], where <Bp> is the line
averaged poloidal field around the plasma boundary), as measured by diamagnetic 100p,
increases rapidly during the shot reaching a value in excess of 1.3 before the disruption. The
disruption is always preceded by a large, predominantly 2/1. MHD mode (Figure 2f)_
Typically the mode slows rapidly and locks before the disruption. However, the plasma does
not always disrupt. Sometimes the mode grows and a large density influx occurs causing [5
collapse and eventually cutting off the ECRH power. The cases that reach higher [3 are the
most likely to disrupt.
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Figure 2 Data front Shot 14589 with high fip, ECRH and ECCD (13¢ = 1.2T). (1) Plasma
Current in kA, [7) Loop Voltage in Volts (notice the loop voltage drops to below IOOmor
~100ms, 6) Line integrated density. (1) Poloidul ,Bfrom the (Iiamagnetic loop. 6) ECRH
Power in ltWatts (thefirst 4 lines are HFS lines, f) Mirnov (“oil data showing the growth ofu
large predominantly111:2, n=1 MHD mode preceding the disruption.

The HFS side antenna launch angle was then systematically varied from the co-
current drive direction to the counter current drive direction on a shot to shot basis and the
maximum |3N and [3], obtained during the current flat—top of each shot is plotted versus
antenna launch angle Fig. 3. The maximum value of [5p ~ 1.3 (BN ~2.1) is obtained for a
launch angle of —20‘ (on the graph, negative angles drive current in the direction opposite the
ohmic plasma current). These are the record values of both diamagnetic [5p and [3N achieved
to date on COMPASS—D during the current flat-top. The measurement of pp from the
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,‘ 100p and the line average density imply a peak electron temperature in excess of
diamagne‘“

'cV.
IORMaximum Bp and [3N vs. Antenna Launch Angle (B¢= 1.2T, 1p: lSOkA)
W

”E l’}

A
1.2 A A

Bp E
A

‘ A
1.1 E

F a.E/fie . -
1 -30 710 O 10 20

Launch Angle (Degrees)

re 3. Maximum ,3], and [3N vs. Antenna launch anglefbr several shuts with identical
F'g“ conditions, IF = 150kA and ET =1.2T

The energy confinement time relative to the ITERBQP scaling law for the same shots

15 shown in Figure 4. There is a clear trend to higher l-I-factors as the HFS ECRH antenna

angle is changed from the co- to counter—current drive direction. It should be noted that these

discharges showed none of the usual signs of entering I-l—mode, so the increase in

confinement is likely due to another mechanism.

H-Factor vs. Antenna Launch Angle (Bf 1.2T, lp = 150kA)

$2.5 A '
E A 2
”520
E A _
:lj
e h A é i
3
in) . . ...., l... ... .i

-20 —1o 0 10 20
Launch Angle (Degrees)

Figure 4. H~Fact0r ( Tg/ TE.[T[:R39P)f0F the shots shown in Figure 3.

3. Interpretation

In order to interpret the results in terms of MHD stability predictions, it is first
necessary to model the ECRH and ECCD deposition profiles. To this end the BANDITBD
code[2], a 3D Fokker—Planck code with full trapping, and self consistent ECRI—l ray tracing in
an up—down asymmetric equilibrium with radial transport, was run on an experimental

equilibrium modelled using the DFIT equilibrium reconstruction code to reconstruct the last
closed flux surface and then TOPEOL [3], a Gradhafranov solver, to model the profiles.

The resulting ECRH power deposition profiles are shown in Figure 5 for an example
equilibrium from the campaign. Also shown are the predicted values of ECRH driven
current for the counter current drive case.
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It is also necessary to model the bootstrap current contribution to the current profile,
To this end the SCENEM] code was run using model profiles to calculate the bootstrap
fraction and the effect on cm. This code is a steady state code that includes the fun
neoclassical Ohtn‘s law. The code showed a bootstrap fraction of ~70% and a (10 of 1.5
ignoring the contribution from ECRH current drive. This code assumes Maxwellian
distributions and the result is likely to change for strongly anisotropic distribution functions.

Given the results of the ECCD and bootstrap current simulations, it is possible 10
estinrate the maximum qo for this discharge to be ~ 1.7. With these simulations it is now
possible to carry out analysis on the MHD stability of these discharges. Also, work is
currently underway to directly measure the change in current profile using Faraday rotation
with a far-infrared interferometer on COMPASS-D.
4. Summary

These results confirm that modification of current profiles using ECCD can change
the operational limit to B. The maximum [3N (=BaBT/lp) achieved was 2.1, with diamagnetic
temperatures exceeding lOkeV. The maximum achievable [3N increased nearly linearly as
the current drive direction was varied from co to counter. Initial theoretical estimates of the
bootstrap current fraction are as high 70% of the total plasma current (with Vloop S 0.01V for
301115), although the effect of anisotropy in velocity space expected during ECRH heated
discharges has not yet been accounted for The H-factors achieved were as high as 2.4 (H =
tE(Diamagnelic)“:E-ITER89-P assuming 100% ECRH absorption), increasing with counter current
drive. These results represent the first systematic study of the effect of steady state current
profile modification on a high beta plasma with no momentum injection while keeping the
power deposition profiles fixed. These results are promising for future steady state reactors
with high [3, H and 11);.

This work is jointly funded by the UK Department of Trade and EURATOM
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I. INTRODUCTION

he Tokamak PhySiCs Experiment (TPX) is a proposed[1] superconducting, steady state,

. , ”ed machine designed to demonstrate access to advanced tokamak physics operating modes

dl‘e h noninductive current profile control techniques. The machine parameters are toroidal
‘hmug — (3 _ 4) T, plasma current 1,, z 1.4 7 2.0 MA. (1 = 0.50 m, Hg : 2.25
magnetic field BO ' ‘ . _

~ 9 0, and triangularity tie 2 0.8. Two promismg operating scenarios have
m. elongation Ne — -. . . ‘

been identified. The ARIESJ mode is characterized by moderately high bootstrap current

fraction in the first stability regime, where [55 : [BS/1p 2, 0.5, 1,, 2 15 MA, Bo : 40 T,

,3: S 2%y and .5N(% — in — T/MA) : fit/(Ip/aBO) S 3.0. The reverse shear mode ofoperation is

characteriZEd by relatively high fag Z 0.70, q(0) 2, 3.0, q(min) > 2.0, [p 2 1.7 MA, BO : 3.0 T,
31 Z 43%, and [3N 2, 4.0. Access to these operating modes is made possible by a combination of

neutral beam (8.0 MW), fast wave (60 MW), and lower hybrid (3.0 MW) systems for auxiliary

heating, Current drive. and current profile control. The Current drive and MHD equilibrium code

ACCOMElQl is used to investigate the current profile control necessary to access these operating
modes. The ACCOME equilibria are tested for stability to high—n ballooning modes and the

[ow-n, external kink modes using the PEST code.[3]
II. MODEL DESCRIPTION

The ACCOME simulation code solves the Grad Shafranov equation in noncircular geometry

in the presence of Current density source terms due to neutral beam injection (NBI), lower hybrid

(LH) slow waves, ICRF fast waves, and bootstrap effects. A detailed description of the current

drive packages in ACCOME can be found elsewhere.[2,4,5] An iterative solution is carried out

between the current drive packages and the equilibrium solver. Typically (5710) iterations are

required to achieve convergence. The MHD equilibria computed by ACCOME are tested for

stability by transferring the results at the lam iteration for IA, #014). and (i < flM/(fi - 245),;

to the JSOLVER equilibrium code. The MHD reconstruction by JSOLVER is then tested for

stability to the n : oo ballooning mode and the n = l,2,3,4 external kink modes, using the

PEST c0de.[3]

Si

T

III. MODEL RESULTS

A. ARIES-I Mode (TPX)

An ARIESVI mode of operation for TPX has been simulated using the ACCOME code.
Parameters used were Bo : 4.0 T n40) = 0.85 X 1020m"3, 715(0) : TD(0) : 11.1 keV, 712(7/2) =
n,(0)(1 — .1003, T01») : T(0)(1— rial-10, 13,313 = 8.0 MW, E3 2 120 kv, Pg}; = 0465 MW
(1/0 : 45 MHz, 714, : 11), and P5,? = 3.0 (MW) ([0 : 3.7 GHz}. These density and temperatures

should be achievable in TPX using the full 17 MW of heating power, assuming an H~factor of
2.06. The LH power spectrum in the forward direction is taken to be “multi-spectral," with a

peak at 713 = 2.25 (Anfi : 0.33) and a peak at 713 : 3.10 (Anfi : 0.29). The peak amplitude at
high ncl’ is 20% of the peak amplitude at low 72?. The multiispectral LH power spectrum leads
to better control of the location of driven LH current density and results in an increase in the
driven LH current.
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The results for this case are shown in Fig. 1. The contributions to the total current fmm
NBI, LIICD. and FVVCD are respectively [N13 : 365 LA, ILH = 277 RA, and Ipw : .45 kA
The total current is 1p : 1—154 kA with a bootstrap fraction fag : [BS/[p : 0.53. The safe“;
factor is monotonic with q(0) : 1.111 and tS) : 4.880. The volume average toroidal beta
(13,), normalized beta. 0l and internal inductance [0(3)] for this case are listed in Table
I. The corresponding values for the .lSOLVER equilibrium reconstruction are also shown fer
comparison.

Table I
ARIES—I M251_e Reverse Shear Mode

ACCOME JSOLVER ACCOME JSOLVER.
[p (11A) 1454 1494 1791 1807
u. (%) 1.77 1,79 5.17 1.82
fiN 2.43 2.38 4.33 3.98
[lg (3) 0.597 0.602 0.383 0.337

q(0) 1.139 1.101 3.745 3.275
NE 2098 2.005 2.099 2.050
fie 0.681 0.618 0.750 0.683

Discrepancies between the ACCOME and JSOLVER equilibria can be attributed to a
lack of complete convergence in the ACCOME equilibrium quantities that were transferred
to JSOLVBR. The PEST stability analysis found the JSOLV'ER. equilibrium to be stable to the
n = 00 mode and also stable to the 71 : l,2,3,—1external modes without a conducting shell.

B. Reverse Shear Mode (TPX)

A reverse shear mode of operation for TPX has also been simulated using the ACCOME
code The parameters used in this case were B0 = 3.0 T, 75(0) : 0.90 X 1020m'3, 71(0) :
m0):14.0kewpm1w): mun—11113”.Tum: T(0Jl’2/3(l—¢')7”+1/3(1—71'S)3”l7WW):
pTH(:lD)/T(Ll’), Pfiig : 8.0 MW. P533 : 1.30 (MW) (counter), and P5}? : 1.50 MW. These
temperatures and density assume 17.0 MW of heating power and an H»factor of 3.34, The fast
wave power is represented by a single toroidal mode (n,_., = 1‘2) at 1/0 = 61 MHz. The LH power
is again multispectral in the forward direction with at main peak at 713 : "2.40 and a secondary

peak at nfi = 3.10.
The current densities and qeprofiles for this case are shown in Fig. ‘2. The integrated

Components of the current are [NB : 4131 liA, [LH : 176 ltA. and [FW = —110 l<.’-\ (counter-
rlriven). The total current is 1791 kA With s : 0,72, The profile of safety factor is clearly
inverted (reverse shear) with (1(0) : 3.7.5, q(min) : 9.36, and (1(95) : 3.17. The radius of shear
reversal is approximately r/a 2 0.82. A comparison of the ACCOME and JSOLVER equ‘ilibria
for the reverse shear case is also shown in Table I.

The JSOLVER equilibrium reconstruction was found to be stable to the n z oo mode,
stable to the n : 1,2 external modes with a conducting wall at r1U : 1.33., and stable to the

n : 3, 4 modes without a conducting wall.

C. Advanced RF Current Drive Techniques in TPX

In order to better utilize the FW power in TPX for current drive we have investigated a
scheme for channeling the FW power into off-axis electron heating. We considered a. D—(3He)
plasma mixture at BO 2 4.0 T. f0 : 40 MHz, and mHC/n,3 Z 0.10. The resulting mode conversion
to ion Bernstein waves (IBW) occurs ofieaxis and to the tokamak high field side (HFS) and could
lead to strong localized electron damping and subsequent current. generation at that point. A 1D
fullewave ICRF code (FELICE)[6] has been used to study this process. This code solves the sixth-
order finite Larrner radius wave equation, yielding a direct solution of the IBW electric fields.
Either an outward radiative or reflecting boundary condition is imposed on the tokamak HFS.
Other parameters used in this scenario were 715(0) : 1>< 1020111‘3‘ TAO) = TD(0) = 3118(0) : 10
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: mm)“ , 133W“, T(1:) = T(O)(1— 2:3), and naHe/n€ : (0.05 — 0.35), The electron
. result5 versus 3He 7 concentration are summarized in Fig. 3. The electron absorption

absotlon t (”50%) for the outward radiative boundary condition at n-‘He/ne Z 0.20. Allowing
is Sign“??? refleetions of the wavefront results in 70790% electron absorption. The remaining
for mruiIEIZhEi 's absorbed vial fundamental 3He cyclotron damping at the plasma center.
Powe

keV. Hal-r)

5 case 1

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, two viable operating scenarios have been identified for TPX. The first is an

135-1 mode of operation and the second is a reverse shear operating mode. In the future

ARI cults will be refined to identify an MHD stable ARIESJ mode near [BM 2 3 and a stable
these re. > 4.5. In the future we shall also estimate the driven current densityaverse shear mode at fin N . ‘ ‘ ,
r ociated with off-axis IBVV mode conversron and include such estimates in the ACCOME
ass
scenario modeling.
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1' Introduction. _ _ . .
Bootstrap current is regarded as a serious candidate for non—inductively driving a

SignifiCflm fraction of the total current. High bootstrap fraction discharges have already been

achieved and analysed in several tokamaks, including JT—60 [1], DIIIVD [Zland TFTR [3].
Tore Supra (R:2.36 m, a=0.80 m) is particularly suited for the study of non-inductive
diSChflrgCS and long pulse operation. It is equiped with several of non-inductive current

drive/healing systems including Lower Hybrid Current Drive (LHCD), Fast Wave Electron

Heating (FWEH), and in the future Electron Cyclotron Heating. Fully non-inductive

discharges with enhanced confinement (LHEP mode) have already been obtained in Tore

Supra with LHCD. High [5p ($1.6) regimes current have also been achieved in the presence of

FWEH. In particular, a discharge with 70% of the total current generated by the bootstrap
current was observed.

In this context, non-inductive current density profile determination is essential for

understanding current drive experiments and ultimately for implementing current profile
control. This paper briefly decribes two methods developed on Tore Supra to determine the

non-inductive current density profiles. The agreement between the two methods has been
tested by applying them to ohmic discharges. These methods are then applied to the high
bootstrap fraction discharges heated by FWEH. The non-inductive current density profile of
these discharges are carried out, and the results are finally compared to several models of
bootstrap current inclttding Hirsman‘s with low collisionality [4], matrix formulation [5] and
both Kessel and Houlberg matrix formulation |6,7].

2. Non-inductive current density profile determination.
The first method for determining the non-inductive current profile consists of

simulating the experimental loop voltage, internal inductance and Faraday rotation angles
using the current diffusion code CRONOS [8], This code solves the parallel electric field
diffusion equation. The initial conditions are choosen in the ohmic steady state phase prior
the heating power pulse where the parallel electric field E// can be assumed constant over the
plasma radius. The conductivity is assumed to be neoclassical, and is calculated with the line
averaged <Zeff> provided by visible Bremsstrahlung and the temperature and density profiles
from Thomson scattering. It is assumed that the shape of the Zeff profile does not vary during
the discharge, only its average value changes as given by the experimental <Zeff> . In the
heating phase, non—inductive current profiles are introduced in the code and adjusted to match
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the time evolution of the loop voltage, the internal inductance and the Faraday rotatiOn angles
with the best accuracy.

The second method is based on the determination of the ohmic electric field Profile
E// deduced from the time derivative of the poloidal flux computed by a sequenct1 of
equilibria reconstructions from the [DENT-D code [9]. These reconstructions are constrained
by magnetic, interferometric and polarimetric measurements. The inductive current profile is
then determined from E// and from the neoclassical resistivity inferred from the
measurements of the electron density, temperature and Zeff profile. The Zeff profile is
determined by the procedure described above. The non-inductive current portion of the
current is the difference between the total and the inductive current. This technique has been
used on DIIIAD discharges with FWEH and bootstrap current [10], and is now being
currently applied on various non-inductive scenarii on Tore Supra, and in particular to LHCD
driven discharges [81. For both techniques the
uncertainties on Te (i20%) and Zeff (i10%)
constitute the largest source of error in
determining the inductive current.

The validity of neoclassical conductivity
on Tore Supra has been tested by computing the
loop voltage for steady state ohmic discharges
with the Spitzer and neoclassical resistivities.
The comparison with the measured loop voltage
(fig 1) shows that the plasma resistivity is in fair
agreement (within $2070) with the prediction of
neoclassical theory over a wide range of plasma
parameters (1p=0.4 to 1.7 MA; <ne>=1.5 to
5-1019 ”1'3; and BT=143 [0 4-0 T)- This result Fig I: Comparison between the measured
underlines the importance of trapped particle and lb? 081911181“ 100P'V0'lagc for
corrections on Tore Supra like on other large :CCSEEEESI (macs) and Sp'w‘er (Squares)
devices such as DIII-D [10] or TFTR [31.

Vl
oo

p
(c

al
c)

[V
]

O 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2
Vloop (mods) [V]

3. Analysis of high bootstrap current fraction regimes in Tore Supra.
High [3p plasmas are obtained on Tore Supra with direct FWEH in low current (1p=0.7

to 0.4 MA), high central density (5 to 6.1019111“) discharges (fig 2a). The heating power (1.5
to 3MW in dipole phasing) is applied and the current is simultaneously ramped down from
0.7 to 0.4 MA to avoid any lCRF coupling problem related to marfes. For the discharge
presented in figure 2a, [3p reached 1.6 at 8.2 second, at which time the central electron
temperature reached 3.5 keV, and loop voltage was below 0 volt. Steady state discharge have
also been obtained with the same scenario but with twice the current ramp rate. Steady state is
reached just after the current ramp down and lasts as long as the heating pulse. In these cases,
[3p reached 0.9 and the loop voltage 0.2 volt.

Using the CRONOS code to simulate these discharges, several models of bootstrap
current have been compared. First, Hirshman's model has been considered because it is valid
for arbitrary aspect ratio and flux surface geometry. Two formulations have been given for
this model. The first formulation [4] is in matrix form and can accommodate to any number
of species, while the second formulation [5| neglects the interaction between ions and only
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7""?

dates electrons and a single ion species in the limit of low collisionality. The final

15 are an implementation by Kessel [6] and Houlberg [7] of the full matrix
f Hirshman and Sigmar [ll]. These formulations calculate the viscosity

fficienl in all collisionality regimes and can accommodate any number of species for any

we ratiO or geometry. They differ only in the fit used for the transitions between
as eat 81i regimes. All four models use full integral expression for the trapped particle

accommO
i351 mOdC

formulflllon 0

llision .. . .game“. The bootstrap current profiles are calculated from these three models using the Ion

[gamperflmre from the Charge exchange diagnostic (accuracy of i20%) and assuming

nC=ZefflniI fr—fi—eShotTSl6lOO_ 5
03 l [M u _ 4

0.6 ‘ 3
0.4 r 2
0.2 FWEH [MW] » 1

———> Fig 23: Typical high bootstrap
fraction scenario performed on Tore

1.5 Wflls] : Supra with fast wave electron heating.
1 p ' . [5p reaches its maximum value (=16)

at 8.2 s.
(15 Be /‘~"‘-'—'—
N/f‘ _0

. time [s].

0 2 4 6 8 10 12

I I I l . '10 I I A I I
Iboot/I CPW ail A A

0.8 — .1 RA A —
1.4— _ 3: A

DD A I:
1.2— - 0.6— D a: D —

INC-9" D x'— experiment
I I I ' ' " simulation
10v — 0,4 — MK —

Vloop [V] X
05 - "- ~ A Hirs. (single ion)

0.2 — - —X Hirs. (mat)
0.0__ .4 O Kessel

t, . I‘ U Houlberg
I | l a 0.0 . I I

4 5 6 7 8 0 5 to . 15 20x103
time Isl L

Fig 2b: Simulation of the internal inductance (Ii) Fig 3: Bootstrap current fraction determined by
and loop voltage with the CRONOS code using CRONOS at 8.2 s for the four booteap current
the full matrix formulation of Kessel [61‘ models used in the paper by varying the input data
Simulation shows very good agreement with the (To, Ti, n6, Zen) within their error bars. The
evolution of experimental data lowest x on Ii and Vlmp is obtained for Kessel's

anti Houlbcrg‘s formulation.

The CRONOS simulation based on the full matrix formulation of Hishman and Sigmar
[6,7] gives the best agreement with the experimental measurements (Fig 2b). This simulation
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shows that for the discharge presented figure 1a, the bootstrap current contributes for 3mm

70%i10% of the total current at the maximum 13p. To examine the sensitivity of this result to
experimental uncertainties, the fraction of bootstrap current has been recalculated for all three
models but with the experimental data varied within their error bars ($20 % on Te and Ti.

ilO % on Zeff, $10 % on nc, and iO.l on 1i). A least square fit parameter between the

measured (m) and calculated (c) values defined as

1 " . .>t2=H Z ( (hm—1102 + (Vloopm—Vloopc)2)
I

has been computed on n time points for each of the simulations. This x is found to be the
smallest for the Kessel's and Houlberg's formulations as shown on figure 3, and thus
indistinguishable and most appropriate for Tore Supra.

The profile of bootstrap current . 5110‘ 161°01’31““ '73 “119.845
has been directly dsetermined during [MA/m2]
the period 7.9 and 8.2 second using the ‘—
parallel electric field determination
technique. The electron temperature
and density profiles are averaged over 0.8
this sequence to calculate the
neoclassical resistivity. The total non 96-
inductive current inferred with this ,_.‘
method is 60i20% and is in close __..‘;_
agreement with the portion determined ()2
by the CRONOS code. In addition, the /
comparison of the experimentaly
determined non-inductive profile and 0 0.1 0-2 03 0.4 075 0‘6 07
Kessel's profile (fig 3) shows that ll
Kessel's formulation also predicts the Fig 3: Comparison between the bootstrap current density
shape of the bootstrap current prot‘ile. profile determined by the Kcsscl's formulation and the

experimental non inductive profile. The total current is the
same (=60%) and fair agreement is found between the
profiles.

.—‘n

Total current profile (IDENTD)
/

Experimental
noniinduclive current

Bootstrap current (Kcsscl) ”
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CURRENT DENSITY PROFILE MEASUREMENT
AND CURRENT DIFFUSION EXPERIMENTS ON TEXT-UPGRADE

11L. Brower, Y. Jiang, L. Zeng, G. Cimal, H. Gasquet‘, J. LierzerQ,
PE- Phillipsl, B.W. Ricea, D.R. Robertsl, D.C. Singl, R. Steimlel, A.J. Wootton1

EIectrical Engineering Department, and Institute of Plasma and Fusion Research,
University of California, Los Angeles, California 90095—1594, USA

1 Fusion Research Center, The University of Texas, Austin, Texas, USA
2 Nuclear Engineering Department, MIT, Cambridge, Massachusetts, USA

3 Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Livermore, California, USA

Introduction: The UCLA far—infrared vertical-view multichannel heterodyne in~
terferometerfl] on TEXT—Upgrade has recently been modified to include a polarime—
m, capability for measurement of the plasma current density profile. The interferom-
eter/polarimeter consists of 15 chords with 3 cm spacing betweeen channels. The poloidal

field is determined by measuring the Faraday rotation of the FIR laser beam through
the plasma according to the technique of Rice[2]. The polarimeter has a 3 mrad rms
noise level and 1 msec temporal resolution. The entire array can be translated across
the plasma on a shot-to—shot basis allowing an increase in the number of chords for inver—
sion. Equilibrium profiles have been measured for plasma discharges With varying edge qa.
Measured current density profiles are consistent with expectations from classical Spitzer
conductivity. It is observed that qa < 1 for sawtoothing discharges. In addition, evolution
of the current density profile during electron cyclotron resonance heating and fast current
ramps is explored. Profile modification due to large—amplitude tearing modes and locked
modes are also addressed.

Equilibrium Profiles: Typical single—shot 15 channel polarimeter/interferometer
data are shown in Fig. 1 for a TEXT~Upgrade limiter plasma with BT : 2.23 T,
[p = 240 [CA and central density 7180 = 3.8 x 1019 m”. Figures 1 (a) and (e) show
the actual line-integrated polarimeter and interferometer profiles for a given point in time
during the discharge. The maximum Faraday rotation angle measured here is about 6".
To obtain the poloidal field as shown in Fig. 1(b), the line-integrated density and Faraday
rotation profiles are inverted in a manner consistent with the Grad—Shafranov equilibrium
to first order in the inverse aspect—ratio expansion. The current density profile, computed
from Ampere’s Law J = V X B/ua, and safety factor are plotted in Figs. 1 (c) and (d),
respectively. In general, good agreement is found between the measured current profile
and that predicted from classical Spitzer Conductivity. For this sawtoothing discharge
the central safety factor (1,, = 0.85 :l: 0.10. In general, for sawtoothing ohmic plasmas on
TEXT-Upgrade, 0.80 S q,, S 1.0. The sawtooth inversion radius, as determined from a
soft x-ray array, corresponds to the point just inside q = 1 in Fig. 1(d). No modulation
corresponding to the sawtooth cycle is observable on the time traces. In addition, ECE
measurements of electron temperature fluctuations associated with small-amplitude m=2
tearing modes are in agreement with the location of the q = 2 surface from Fig. 1(d). For
a given discharge, qa falls below one at the onset of sawtoothing activity as shown in Fig.
2. Here sawteeth appear at approximately 80 msec which corresponds to (10 S 1 within
the error bars of i010. Nonsawtoothing discharges occur at large qu and are observed to
have qD > 1.
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Figure 1, Single-shot 15 channel polarimeter/interferometer data showing (a) the Faraday rotation
profile, (b) vertical component of the poloidal magnetic field, (c) current density profile which corresponds
to the solid line in (a) [The dashed line represents the current density profile consistent with Spitzer
conductivity], (d) tokamak safety factor, (e) chord—averaged electron density profile, and (f) inverted
density profile. R — R0 corresponds to the vacuum vessel center.

ECRH Modification of Current Density Profile: Electron Cyclotron Resonance
Heating [ECRH] is employed on TEXT—Upgrade to heat the plasma electrons. Typi—
cally, large changes to the central electron temperature and sawtooth perturbation are
observed during ECRH. In Fig. 3, an ohmic nonsawtoothing discharge with 37 = 2.1 T
and [p z 150 [CA is heated on axis with ECRH. During the ECRH, at approximately 275
insec, sawteeth are observed and from the polarimeter data it is seen that this corresponds
to go dropping below 1. Modification to the plasma current density profile during ECRH
is also shown in Fig. 3. As the current density profile peaks, the central q value drops.
These data are for high qa plasmas where the heating region is comparable to the inver—
sion radius. For low qa discharges, Where the sawtooth inversion radius is much larger
than the ECR heating region. observed changes to the current density profiles are smaller.
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Figure 3. (a) Change in qo [solid line] during ECRH [dashed line]. (b) Evolution of the current density
profile during ECRH.

Fast Current Ramps and Current Dilfusion: Fast plasma current ramps [5—8
Mix—5”] are induced on TEXT-Upgrade in order to investigate current diffusion. in the
example provided, the plasma current is ramped from 150 to 240 kA on a timescale (16
msec) much faster than the classical skin time (100 msec). Preliminary data showing
the evolution of the current density profile during this pertuba’cion are provided in Fig.

4. A clear shoulder is observed on the current density profile during the current ramp
phase from 200 to 220 msec. Using the measured J(r, t) and Bg(r, t), we can solve Ohm’s
law n(r,t) : E(r,t)/J(r,t) directly for 77 where ET(r,t) is determined from Faraday‘s
law. Using Spitzer resistivity, n (x A;(r,t)Te‘3/'ZlnA and the measured T,3 profile, we
can solve for A; which is a function containing ZEHN(Z3H) plus any neoclassical or
anomalous resistivity effects. For equilibrium plasmas, A; is an indication of the plasma

Z8”. Evolution of the parameters ET(T,t) and Az(7‘,t) are shown in Figs 4 (b) and
(c), respectively. During the current ramp, a large change in AZ is indicated suggesting
anomalous efiects. Future work will include solving the current diffusion equation for
these data.

One goal of these experiments is to increase the current ramp such that a hollow cur—
rent density profile is achieved. In addition, ECRH heating will be employed to modify
the internal inductance profile during these fast current ramps in order to sustain the
perturbed profile. Plasma stability and confinement will then be examined under these
different operating scenarios. The evolution of the current density profile during the
plasma discharge turnon or breakdown phase will also be examined.
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Tearing Modes, Locked Modes and Disruptions: Modification to the current
density profile is observed during periods of large tearing mode activity and MARFEs.
In both cases, fluctuations are Clearly observed on the polarimeter signals and not on
the interferometer, thereby indicating the origins are magnetic. Changes in the current
density profile during these phenomena plus locked modes and disruptions will be the
focus of future investigations.
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1. Introduction

Equilibrium reconstructions of flux surfaces in a tokamak plasma usually use magnetic

measurements located Outside the plasma. At most, one moment of the current profile

((2.5 1|.) can be identified by these measurements and they fail entirely to reconstruct the

current profile in the hot core plasma. On the other hand, rotating modes with (771,71) :

(1,1) MHD structure are easily experimentally observable using soft X—ray (SXR) pinhole

cameras- Identification of the rotating (1,1) mode from the chord-integrated detector

signals is accompliShed by singular value decomposition of the spatial and temporal data.

Our aim is to use this information in an equilibrium identification code. This ad

ditional information leads to a substantial improvement in the quality of equilibrium

reconstructions. To quantify this we show results from the ASDEX Upgrade tokamak.

2, Soft X-ray diagnostics

In ASDEX Upgrade, five pinhole cameras (named A, B, C, D, and E) are used to detect

SXR radiation from the plasma over 124 chords as shown in figure 1 [1]. The response

function of each camera can be changed independently by beryllium foils of 6 or 100 mm

thickness; in this paper, we use 6 pm beryllium foils. The detectors are passivated ion—

implanted silicon diodes with a depth of 300 ,um and an active layer of 8.6 X 2.6 mmz.

The diodes are operated with negative voltage. The diode current is amplified in two

stages by 102 up to 108, then converted to digital numbers and finally processed by a

parallel computer consisting of 62 T800 transputcrs. Each digitizer is sampled with 500

kHz frequency

3. Observations of rotating (1,1) MHD modes

The existence of a rotating (1,1) MHD mode is demonstrated for various scenarios in
ASDEX Upgrade; in this paper we will concentrate on highaperformance H—mode dis-

charges, especially in the newest scenarios with radiative boundary [‘2] Since the radial
profile of the electron density looks like a broad box in these plasmas, the neutral beams
preferentially heat the plasma boundary, and consequently sawteeth appear quite rarely.
Rotating (1, 1) MHD mode, however, is often observed due to the special shape of the
radial q profile and the injection of neutral beams which transfer angular momentum and
thereby a 10 kHz rotation to the plasma. As a concrete example, figure 2 shows a contour
plot of the SXR radiation detected by camera 13 during 2 ms in the feedback-controlled
neon puffing phase of an H-mode discharge. Four ELMs are observed in the boundary
(chords BIS to B30) together with about '23 periods of the rotating helical (1,1) MHD
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FIG, 1‘ Soft _\'-ru.i/ cameras in .Ilb‘DEX [I'pgrade_

3,7010 3.7015 3.7020 317025 3.7030
Time (s)

FIG. 2. Obsmraliuns by 5X1? mmcru B (chords 1 [a 30) re—

flecting (1, l) MHD mode ariizuly [Ht/CUH’Y' will: weak and fre-
qucnl li/pc-H] ELMS during the feerlback-contrnllcd neon pufi.

ing inlu an H-morlr discharge (#4881: 1,, : 1.0 NA, Bl : 2.5

T, a, : 11.8 x 1015‘ m-3. PM g 8 Mn‘).

mode (chords B6 to BIT). Indeed this mode may be responsible for the saturation in
density peaking and remains after the switclroll of the neon valve.

We also investigated H~mode plasmas where small amounts of impurities are put in

by laser blow-oil. 1n the case of tungsten, this suifices to mark the q:1 surface and may
thereby serve as a diagnostic tool. W'ith titanium or aluminum laser blow—oft, the central
SXR radiation cannot. resolve the rotating helical (1‘ 1) structure.

4. Singular value decomposition

Singular value decomposition (SVD) constitutes a powerful method for signal processing.
For SVD analysis‘ the measured data .rU at i = 1,...,n time points and j = 1,...,m

spatial points with m S n are arranged in a (nxmtmalrix X = (CPU/fl). SVD factorizes
X in the form X : UTDV into an orthogonal (nxzz)-matrix U, a diagonal (nxrnimatrix
D, and an orthogonal (miniatrix V. The hierarchy ol‘ singular values 5; is arranged
in descending order.

In this paper, we use SVD to extract MHD parameters like the repetition time and
the spatial chord to the (1‘ 1) mode from the temporal and spatial eigenveetors. As an
example, figure 3 shows the results for the SXR cameras A, R, and C in the form of the
eigenveetors of the leading three singular values 50 = 1.15 X 107‘ 51 : 2.22 X 105, and

32 : 1.21 X 105, in the same ASD EX Upgrade l'l-mode discharge as in figure 2. Indeed, the
spatial eigenvector sEV:0 corresponds to the overall distribution 01 SXR emission from the
plasma and the temporal eigenvector LEV20 to ELM activity. The next two eigenvectors
contain direct information about the (1,1) structure: the temporal eigenvectors reflect
the rotation frequency of about 10 lillZ, and the spatial eigenvectors point to the (1:1
surface we aim at.
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5. Determination of the q=1 radius

We determine the radius T1 of the (1:1 surface by comparing the m:1 spatial eigenvec-
tors sEV. isolated using SVD, with a model m =1 emissivity perturbation. The model

Perturbation is located on a surface with an elliptical cross section with horizontal radius

r1, vertical elongation N, and centre (1'0, llol- We transform to polar coordinates (r, 6) cen—
tered at the magnetic axis, 7' cos0 2 i‘ 2 :1: 71.0; 1‘ sin 0 = g = (y 7 yo)/N. The emission
ofa rotating MHD perturbation is modelled as ((1‘,y) = 60 6(7'— 7‘1) sin[m(0—wt)]. Since
ois not the straight. field line angle, some information is lost in projecting the measured
m=1 signal to the ('05 0, si110 Fourier components, but this introduces no error. The
viewing Chords of the SXR diagnostics are described by (P. (D) via 1r cos (I) + ysin‘D = P.

The SXR, line integral is
- P 27‘1

I = / €(:r,y)d€ = 60 J 51n[m(cf) —wt)] Tm (i) —,
(Pm 7‘ V"i “ P2

where (p,¢5) parametrizes the chord in the transformed coordinates, :i' cosqb + flsind) :

p, the Jacobian is J = \lcos2¢+ N2 sinzfl, and Tm is a Chebychev polynomial of the

first kind. In the special case m 2 l the line integral is [(p, gt, r1) = eoin(¢ — wt) X
2p/‘lr'f —p2. This expression is integrated twice over a small p-intcrval to take into
account the finite widths of the detector and the camera aperture. A further integration
[0" rdr models the m =1 displacement of the plasma core. In other cases, where strong
impurity radiation from the island (width:w) dominates, an integral over the radial
interval [r1 — w/2,1‘1 + w/2] is added.

The free parameters 60, t, and 7'] are determined by a least squares fit of the regular?
ized I to the two measured m=1 spatial eigenvectors. The result yields a (1:1 radius of
r1 = 0.126 In in the case of #4881. This estimate of 1'1 can be used in order to improve
the central current profiles in the FP equilibrium identification code (see next section).

6. FP analysis
Function parameterization (FF) is the standard method for fast equilibrium reconstrucv
tion on ASDEX Upgrade [3]. PP involves an offline training procedure using a. randomly
generated equilibrium database. This yields expressions for equilibrium parameters as
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simple functions of available diagnostic informer
tion, normally consisting of external ”mgneuc
measurements. It a suitably wide class of Current
profiles is used in generating the ()l’l‘lille databasl,
only one moment of the current profile, SUChasl
lg, can be recovered from external measurements.
in particular. details of the profile at the [3]”
ma centre, such as (1(0)‘ are essentially undeter.
mined by such measurements. To investigate the
improvement in q profile determination with the
addition of SXR inforn’iation, the tangent angles
(915]) from the SXR cameras were added to the Set
of inputs to the oflline FP training step applied to
a database where q(()) satisfied 0.5 g (1(0) < 1_0_
The results for the radial q profile in the same H_
mode discharge as in figure 2 are reported in fi _u.u .

0.0 or; 0.2 as {1.4 on ma 0.7 cm on i. . , , . , . ‘ ' .70 ‘ i ‘ >Normuuwd Flux Sufism Radius ure 4 “here errors of up to i- in the ((DJL:l s
were assumed. With SXR chords, (1(0) is closer to
1, and the confidence bands in the central region

FIG. 4. Radial (1 profile (a) will: and ((2)

"Hum“, “Sing “HR Chords m ”'5 “mm are about a factor 01‘ two narrmver.
II-mudc discharge as in figure 2

7. Summary and conclusions
In this contribution, we have developed a refined method to reconstruct the current profile
by FP with the help of observations of rotating (1Y 1) MHD mode using SXR. pinhole can}
eras. This method starts with the extraction ol(1,1) structures from the Chord-integrated
SXR emission by SVD in the form of spatial eigenvectors. These spatial eigenvectors are
interpolated by model perturbations of the rotating helical (1,1) mode. The resulting
radius of the q I 1 surface is thus determined with high accuracy. This inlormation is
then used by FP for the reconstruction of radial current and q profiles.

As a concrete example, results for the recent ASDEX Upgrade ll-mode discharges
with feedback—controlled neon pulling and for tungsten laser blow-oil have been presented.

To sum up, the observations of (1,1) MHD mode by SXR pinhole cameras can greatly
improve the determination of the radial (1 profile.
Acknowledgements 7 The authors thank .l lirippncr for mechanical assistance with the SXR. diagnos-
tics.
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Plasma configurations with reversed magnetic shear have been proposed for steady‘state

tokamak Operation [1, 2] since the plasma profiles can be made consistent with good

confinement, high bootstrap current fraction, and stability at very high beta. The stability of

reversed magnetic shear discharges with beta up to 11% has previously been demonstrated in
DUI-D [3]. Reversed magnetic shear (RMS) refers to a safety factor profile, q(p), which is a

no“monotonic function of minor radius, p. The magnetic shear S E (p/q) (lq /dp is negative

within the plasma core and positive at the edge. When 5 < 0. short wavelength ballooning

modes
factor, qmrn. This off-axis current maximum can be aligned with the non—inductive bootstrap

current generated by the pressure gradient, reducing the requirements for external current

drive. Stabilization of long wavelength external kink modes at high beta requires a nearby
conducting wall, and this effect has been demonstrated in DHI—D experiments [4, 5].

In this paper, We describe high confinement and high beta DIILD discharges having

strongly reversed magnetic shear. These discharges differ from previously reported RMS

plasmas [3, 6—9] since high-quality measurements of the internal magnetic field now permit
clear documentation of the central shear reversal region in high beta plasmas with enhanced

confinement. Additionally, these RMS discharges are produced in DIH7D with power plant-

relevant ion temperatures TKO) up to 20 keV, at Troyon-normalized beta (flNs B / (I/aB)

[% m T/MA]) up to 4, high central safety factor with q(0) often exceeding 10 While qmm ~ 2,
and with or without the improved edge confinement characteristic of H—mode operation.

are stable, and the toroidal current density peaks near the radius of minimum safety

Discharges with strongly reversed magnetic shear are produced by early neutral beam

injection (NBI) during the initial current ramp of low density plasmas. Figure 1 illustrates the
timing of two comparable high 5, high confinement discharges: one with early NBI
producing strongly reversed magnetic shear and the other with delayed NBI producing a

highfl VH—mode with a monotonic q profile. The early NBI both increases the electron

temperature and induces a rapid toroidal plasma rotation within the plasma core. To maintain
low density during early NBI, the H—mode transition was delayed until 1.6 s by a vertical
shift of the plasma’s position in the direction opposite to the ion gradient—B drift. The
increased electron temperature and low resistivity slows the inward diffusion of the
inductively driven current, and the rapid central toroidal flow may contribute to the stabi-
lization of double tearing modes associated with anomalous current penetration.

*This is a report of work sponsored by the U.S. Department of Energy under Contract Nos. DEeACOB-
89ER51 114, W—7405-ENG-48, and DEVAC05-84OR214OO, and Grant No. DE-FG02‘89ER53297.

i'Depl. of Applied Physics, Columbia University, New York, NY 10027 U.S.A.
Lawrence Livennore National Laboratory. Livermore, CA 94551 U.S.A.

§Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, TN 37831 U.S.A.
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ln DlII—D, RMS is characterized by strong central peaking of the ion temperature Fig, 2
compares the profiles of the two discharges shown in Fig. l at times of nearly equal SiOred
energy. The q—profile is determined from the profile of the local magnetic field pitch angle
measured with a 167channel motional Stark effect (MSE) diagnostic [10], and profiles of ion
temperature and toroidal flow velocity V4, are measured using a 32-channel charge exchange
recombination spectroscopy system. The central region of RMS extends outward to
approximately p S 0.5, where p is normalized to the minor radius. As shown, (1(0) ~ 10, TKO)
~ 20 keV, V¢(O) ~ 500 kin/s, and these values are significantly larger than the central values
measured in the comparable VH—mode discharge, Outside the region of RMS, the profiles of
both discharges are similar except for the larger rotational shear in VH~mode [l 1]. Near the
outer edge of the reversed magnetic shear region, very large gradients occur. These large
gradients of Ti and Vt}; are observed whenever RMS is produced in low-density discharges)
regardless of the edge confinement properties. High-[3N RMS discharges have been
madewith edge transport characterized by L—mode. H—mode free of edge localized modes
(ELMs), and ELMing Himode transport.

2 20
up (MA)

an_," PNB(MW)—>

I
I
I

0 l D. . . .

” ne (1019 m-3)
,"~.~u,

rI.:
,l,v-JL__ 'WWW "N”,

ELM-Free —> 122;}

. 2 3 7-0 1-5 2.0 2.5
time (5) Major Radius (m)

Fig I. Strongly reversed magnetic ~rhear is produced Fig. 2. RMS is associated with steep gradients of the
with early NBI into low-density target plasmas. Solid [on temperature and toroidal rotation. Profiles of
line indicates RMS discharge 83721. Dotted line discharge: shown in Fig. I are compared at times of
indicatex a comparable VH—mode discharge 83710. equal stored energy: RMS discharge 83721 (t = 1.8 5)
Vertical lines indicate tirrze»rlices Shown in Fig. 2. and VH—mode discharge 83710 (t 2 2.46 s).
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The RMS discharge having the highest
eak value of fiN" 4 is shown in Fig. 3. In

this discharge, the toroidal field was reduced

to 1.6 T (in Fig. 1, the toroidal field was

2.1T), and the initial value of q(0) was only

slightly larger than (1min # indicating an
initially weak reversal of the central
magnetic shear. Beginning near t ~ 1 s and

during the L—mode phase, q(0) rises and the

al ion temperature increases with little
‘ temperature for

CCHU'
Change in the

p > 0,5 illustrating the formation of a steep

ion temperature gradient, The region of

increased pressure coincides with the central

30% of the plasma volume which has

reversed magnetic shear. and a corresponding

increase in the global energy confinement

time, 75, occurs. At t = 1.3 s, the ELM~free i 0 55

H—mode phase begins producing an overall 0 I ," " I ',

improvement in plasma confinement. At t = U 1 time (s) 2
i ternal event leads to a ra id

1'4 s,'an n P Fig. 3. Record high fiN discharge with
reduction of (1(0) and a corresponding reversed magnetic shear (84736). Between

reduction in central Ti. A further increase in L0 3 < I < 1-4 Sr 4(0) increases with time
. . . . further reversing the central magnetic

beamanjected power 15 used to increase [1N ~ shear and leading to the formation of a

4 although the presence of ELMs reduces large Tigmdielll‘ "ear/3 ~0-5-

global confinement.
Many high beta RMS discharges had little or no MHD activity. However, in some cases

there was a clear correlation between the onset of MHD and time intervals when qmm slowly

decreased in time and passed through a low order rational value, (1mm ~ 5/2, 2/ 1, 3/2. In these

cases, internal low It activity was often observed momentarily destroying the enhanced cen—

tral ion confinement. When q,,,i,, decreased further, the internal activity ceased and the en»

hanced central confinement was restored. Internal MHD was avoided by proper discharge

timing, for example by initiating H—mode earlier in time which broadened the current profile.

MHD instabilities which terminate the high—[3N phases of RMS discharges appear to be

related to the production of a large bootstrap current density near the edge of the plasma and

not to profile features directly related to RMS. For the discharges studied, the high [3N phase

began shortly after the start of the ELM-free phase of the H—mode. This significantly

improved edge confinement and produced large edge pressure gradients at low collisionality.

Large gradients of pressure and current are also observed at the edges of VH—mode

discharges, and the instabilities observed at high EN for both VH—mode [12] and RMS

discharges are similar. A low—n, ideal edge kink having a rapid growth time, < 50 its, usually
initiates the collapse of high-[3N operation. These low—n modes are spatially localized and
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cause an immediate loss of energy from the plasma edge followed by a slower loss from the
core. Since these modes are edge localized, they are dominated by poloidal harmonics which
are not easily wallestabilized. Detailed stability calculations performed on RMS equilibrja
reconstructed from data prior to observation of an n = 2 edge kink confirm this interpretation

To further increase the beta of RMS discharges, the edge pressure gradient must be kept
below the usual values of ELM~free H—mode. Figure 4 illustrates an RMS discharge with an
L-inode edge which achieved high central beta, [3(0) ~ 11%, upon application of increasad
NBI. In this discharge. the edge pressure gradient was more than ten times smaller than those
found in the discharges shown in Fig. 1, while the sharp central gradient allowed by RMS
created peaked pressure, [Km/([3) ~ 4.1, with more than doub1e the stored energy expected
during L—mode. The strong central peaking of the plasma density and T,- produced a fusion
rate more than 1.5 times the rates measured for discharges like those in Fig. l, where
firm/(fl) S 2.6. Future experiments will attempt to reach higher [3N by reducing the edge pres—
sure gradient during RMS and by producing profiles more compatible with wall Stabilization.
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Fig. 4. Formation of a peaked density profile in a discharge with strong RMS and an L-mode edge immediately
following increased NB]. Dashed lines indicate two time slices usedforprofile comparison
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Introduction In 1991. 4 and 5 MA H—modcs were obtained in marginally diverted double

null configuration /1/. The H—modes were ELM free and they were limited by strong rise of

density and radiation. The plasma purity was decreasing with increasing plasma current. The

degradation in ELM free I-l-mode confinement with plasma current. observed in particular at

5 MA was attributed to the reduction in shear due to the X-point position being outside the

target plates. The JET pumped divc1’tor was designed to overcome these limitations and

permit operation up to 6 MA in a clear X—point magnetic configuration, This capability was

exploited in experiments to obtain more extensive H-modc confinement data at high plasma

current and up to the maximum achievable combined heating power. Safe operation of high

current plasmas was proven and H-modes were demonstrated up to 6 MA.

The high plasma current. low q regime is an important issue for future devices such as ITER.

The confinement experiment: 3 to 5 MA The H—mode data presented are of

intermediate/high density regime (target density 3—5 10lg l‘lld)‘ at constant lp/BT ((195 z 2.3— ).

In addition to study of ELM free and repetitive giant ELM regimes. some effort was invested
L4.

)

to improve ICRH coupling. The data presented therefore include discharges where strong gas

puff was applied in an attempt to obtain Il-mode with grassy ELMs. and although this regime

was not obtained. the frequency of ELMs increased with increasing gas puff (and the ELM

free duration decreased). The maximum additional heating power achieved was 28 MW ( 20

MW NBI and 8 MW H-minority ICRl-l ); the total power was limited because it proved

difficult to maintain lCRl-l coupling resistance above 2 Q in a properly diverted H-mode

discharge. The new JET configuration shows naturally ELMy II-modes. The duration of the

ELM free H—mode is increased by increasing the shear (and triangularity) of the magnetic

configuration /4/. The achievable shear is limited at high plasma current by machine safety.

The moderate shear magnetic configuration used up to 6 MA is shown in Fig.1. At plasma

current 24 MA ELM free periods 20.55 were obtained with power step down. The ELM free

length, the frequency of the ELMs and the stored energy evolution in the ELMy [VI-mode

which follows the ELM free phase can be different even in similar discharges. Most of the

discharges are still evolving towards steady state at the final power step down. H—modes with

low frequency ELMs (z 2 Hz) tend to completely recover the ELM free confinement. The use

Of CFC or Be as divertor target material has little effect on confinement quality. With Be. the

discharge needs sweeping of the strike zones (not used with CFC) to avoid melting. Melting
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of the target is observed especially associated with the fast stored energy loss caused by a

giant l'iLM event. This melting is localised to the edges of the tile castellation and dogs not

degrade the power handling of the target and the performance of subsequent discharges. Both

the ELM free and ELMy data contains discharges with long sawtooth free periods. which
were not uncommon despite the low q95 of those discharges. In some discharges with ICRH
heating. especially at the highest powers, fishbone activity was observed.

6 MA The recent operation at 6 MA has completed the Markl design operation window.

Operation at the machine limits required the reassessment of the forces on machine
components both during normal operation and in the event of a disruption. Of particular

concern were the forces during disruptions: the predicted mechanical vessel force as a result
of loss of vertical position control early in the current quench of a disruption was of 600/700

tonnes. The 6 MA start—up uses a limiter aperture expansion scenario Lip to the X-poim

formation when (1(a) of the limiter discharge is still above 3. The following X-poiut ramp (at a

rate ofO.5 MA/s) reaches the final c195 (e 2.1) at low 1;. Low power additional heating from the

X—point formation provides fuelling and avoids locked modes The flat top duration Was

limited to :600 ms. but only by TF cooldown time. Flux swing analysis suggests a 4-6 3 flat

top would be possible. ELMy H—modes were obtained at 6 MA with 9—12 and 18 MW of

Neutral Beams power. Time traces for the highest power 6 MA discharge are shown in Fig. 2;

the confinement results will be discussed in the following section. The extensive 5 MA

programme and the demonstration of 6 MA have increased our confidence in routine

operation at high current: we have had only few (<10%) 5 MA disruptions in the whole

campaign. The disruption amelioration techniques successfully reduced the plasma cun‘ent

$4.4 MA at the time of the current quench and reduced the vertical destabilising force so that

the few high current disruptions have been relatively gentle ( the measured vessel forces were

$350 tonnes).

Global confinement results In Fig.3 the diamagnetic stored energy versus plasma loss power

is plotted for the constant lp/BT ELM free II-niode data of 1994/95. The new data labelled in

the plot as 5 MA include both 5MA/3.4T discharges with NBI heating and 4.7MA/3.IT

discharges with combined (NBIHCRH) heating. In the plot the 5 MA and the best of the 4

MA data from the previous JET experimental campaign are also shown. The interpretation of

the data in Fig.3 should take into account that Wdia errors increase with 1,3. that most of the

new data. although selected from discharges with ELM free period 20.53. are of a quite

transient nature and that fast ion correction are not included. The data are compared with the

[TFR93 Il-inode scaling for thermal energy confinement time. The new data show a trend of

increasing stored energy with plasma current confirmed by the general agreement. for all

plasma currents. between the energy confinement time and the predictions of the lTER93

ELM free lel—modc sealing. No significant difference is observed between old and new data.

The interpretation of the old data, which suggested a confinement sealing with IV less than

linear at 5 MA. was probably a consequence of the limited dataset available at the time. An
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trenintiVi‘ explanation of the similarity of old and new 5 MA data might be that the
a . . .

“finement degradation due to poor configuration in the old data /l/ was compensated by the
C0 .. . .
[fiver plasma volume (in the new JET the volume available to the plasma rs reduced by 20%

“ith the introdt l‘

‘

“Vi“‘i‘m ”0'“ “W P ”“ prediction of the ITER93 ELM free H—mode scaling is observed at
low 1055 power. At high loss power there is a notable degradation for the discharges with

strong gas puff. The departure from the P“3 dependence of the data without gas puff appears

significant but

this to be confm
versus loss power for ELMy H-modc discharges (Fig.5 showS the time traces

lotion of the divertor coils and cryopump inside the vacuum vessel). A

a further extension of the less power range of the data would be required for

ned above any uncertainty in the data. Figure 4 gives the plot of diamagnetic

stored energy
for two such discharges). A clearer picture emerge from the data (which contains also the (i

MA results) showing that the confinement improves with plasma current. The data are in good

agreement with the prediction of 0:85*ITER93 I-l-mode scaling. The gas puff data suggests

further degradation worse than PU". but again more experimental data would be needed to

clarify whether this is due only to the change in regime,

Fusion performances Some of the best fusion performances discharges are shown in the

ndt0)T1~:Tr(O) versus Ti plot in Fig.6. Most discharges falls in the region of Tc=Ti; some have

more “hot—ion like“ behaviour (in particular when large part of the gas fuelling was

substituted with neutral beams). Qor of z 0.5 are achieved transiently both in ELM free and

ELM)’ discharges and Qm of e 0.25 is achieved in ELMy H-modes approaching steady state.

The results are encouraging and show improvement with respect to old JET probably due to

the lower dilution achieved with a proper diverted configuration. The optimisation for fusion

performance would include fuelling. recycling and density control.

Conclusions In the recently ended experimental campaign the JET database on high current

low (1 discharges has been extended both in current and in range of loss power. The 6 MA

operation has demonstrated the combination of highest current and lowest q H—modc.

The data is consistent with a linear scaling of confinement with plasma current. as expected

from scaling laws. A definitive conclusion on the high power behaviour is rendered difficult

by uncertainty in the magnetics data and by variation in the H—mode character. Further

analysis is in progress to include the corrections due to the fast ion contribution. beam

shinethrough. orbit losses and full kinetic analysis. The future development will include the

extension of the data to higher power and the optimisation to achieve higher stored energy.

Steady conditions in fusion performances will be explored by extending the ELMy regime

and by the use ofpower step down. The improved control of density and recycling in the more

closed new .lli’l‘ Marldl divertor could represent a step towards better performances.

,/l.’ T 'I’ C Jones ct al. |9th EPS Conference on /2/ G M Fishpool, P S Haynes.Nuclcar Fusion.
Controlled Fusion and Plasma Physics, Vol.34,(l994).p109
liurophysfonf.Abstracts,Vol I. 1091p 1. WT T C Jones et all, these Proceedings

14/ T Hender ct all. these Proceedings
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Effect of Bootstrap Current on MHD Equilibrium
in Heliotron/Torsatron Devices

K,Y.Watanabe, Y.Nakamura“', N.Nakajima, K.Yamazaki and M.Okamoto

National Institute for Fusion Science, Nagoya, 464- 01, Japan
3’ Plasma Physics Laboratory, Kyoto University, Uji, 611, Japan

1' Introduction . .

The neoclassical theory of stellarators predicts the exrstence of the bootstrap current

amoularly for rare collisional plasmas[1]. The magnitude of the bootstrap current has

measured in present devices is a few kA, while it is estimated several hundred kA for a LHD
(large Helical Device) [2] type heliotron/torsatron device.

Since the bootstrap current depends on the MHD equilibrium configuration (magnetic axis

p05ition , magnetic flux surface shape and so on) sensitively; the bootstrap current enhances

the rotational transform and reduces Shafranov shift, we study the three dimensional MHD

equilibrium of LHD by including the bootstrap current self— consistently.

The bootstrap current reduces in more collisional regime, and in the stellarators it is predicted
that the neoclassical current component proportional to radial electric field exists when

electrons and ions belong to different regimes of collisionality[3]. To evaluate the bootstrap

current in stellarators in the whole range of collisionality from the collisionless 1/v regime to

the Pfirsch-Schliiter regime, a new connection formula has been proposed and applied to the
LHD plasmas in which ions and electrons belong to different collisionality regimes and
obtained finite beta MHD equilibrium including the bootstrap current.

2. finite beta MHD equilibrium with self consistent bootstrap current
The bootstrap current in the UV regime of stellarators is approximately expressed as[1]

<' B><X—fLG'/"P(£+a £+a g) (1)Jbs fcb‘ n 1T 2r’
Where Gm” is a geometric factor in the 1/v regime depending on the magnetic field

configuration. (11 and 012 are constants on the order of 0.1. ft and [C are ratios of trapped and

untrapped particles, respectively. Here GM“, f, and fc are calculated from the magnetic field
of the three dimensional finite beta equilibrium obtained by the VMEC code[4]. When the
profiles of 11, TC and T'1 are given, a self-consistent equilibrium solution is obtained by

calculating lbs and the finite beta equilibrium including lbs: iteratively.
We have studied the property of MHD equilibrium with self—consistent bootstrap current for
LHD, which is a typical heliotron/torsatron device. LHD has the following device
parameters[2]: L=2/M=10, RC=3.9m, BD=3T. In this paper, we apply the following
assumptions: simple plasma consisting of primary ions and electrons, Zunzl, ne, Ti, Teoc(l—ip),
<B>=Bol3 and the profile of Er are given. Here ii) is the normalized toroidal flux.
Figure 1 shows (a) total bootstrap current, lbs, and (b) Shafranov shift versus central beta value,
[30, for LHD standard configuration: ARaX=-0.15m, ap=0.6m and quasi-circular cross section
averaged over toroidal angle. Figure 1(a) shows that the total bootstrap current is about lSOkA,
Which corresponds to AtazOJLa, for the MHD equilibrium with 504.3% including the
bootstrap current self—consistently. It should be noticed that fine-2.3% corresponds to the
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prediction of the LHD scaling[5] for B0:3T, Pinpm=20MW for low density case. This bOOtstIa
current is smaller than that estimated by using the currentless MHD equilibrium at Boa2.3% p
We note that Ihs obtained from the currentless MHD equilibrium decreases as {30 iaeases

Ins
magnetic axis shifts outward to torus, which is general property for heliotron/torsatron deViees

Estimated by using Gts
tor Vacuum lleld

more than 504.5%. For LHD vacuum magnetic field configuration, (fl/QC 1” decreaseS as

0.4

2‘
>3 / A
‘5 / Currentless Equilibrium é
a: " v 0 2 e. _ A_ a:g / , / ‘\ \AJ '5 g / D’Currentless EqurlthtlumU 200 L / lj’ // Lt tn /a / /O/ 3 , /El
.5 Equilibrium with t: n ‘_4:cfi_/O
g Consistent Bootstrap E "Jr Equilibrium with0 Current E Consistenl Bootstrap Currantcu tn 0,0 .. . ..

t._1_i_t~._t_ u‘_t_%,t_._t_. 4D 00 2,0 4,0
Central Beta Value B 0 ‘i’o Central Bela Value 13 eta/4:)

Fig.1 (a) Total bootstrap current and (b) Shafraltov s/ttft. <It>=0.25x]0‘7”nt'j isfixet].

As Similar to the dependence of the geometric
factor on the vacuum magnetic configurations, the 4-2
large Shafranov shift reduces (fi/fDGbSW
substantially in currentless finite beta equilibrium.
Since the bootstrap current is determined by the
competition with the increase of P and the
decreases of (fi/fC)Gbs”" as seen in Eq.(1), 1m
estimated froth the currentless MHD equilibrium
has the maximum value at fi0=3.5%.
On the contrary, Ibs for the MHD equilibrium
including the self—consistent bootstrap current .
increases monotonously according to the increase 0.0 2.0 4.0 6.0
of B as shown in Fig.1(a) because Shafranov shift Central Beta Value (0/0)
is saturated due to incrcase of Q6]. Fig.2 Dependence of magnetic axis shift on
Figure 2 shows the magnetic axis shift for the “em”! be” “all‘e‘ El, O(.) “"d O
currentless free—boundary equilibrium, free- C0763???“ ’0 the current/ES: frai'boundflry, _ _ _ ‘ eqtultbrtum, free-boundary and flit-boundary
boundary and fix-boundary equlilbrlum Wlth self equilibrium with self consistent bootstrap
conSiStem [7005t current. Here free-boundary current. 0 corresponds t0 the eqttilibritun
means that the pOiOidai COii current does IlOt with consistentbrmtstrapcttrrentt'tttl.
change and plasma volume keep constant as {3
increases. . corresponds to the case where we can not get the convergence solution. In these
case, bootstrap current flows so that the rotational transform is reduced, which we call
negative current. This negative current leads to the larger Shafranov shift. This larger
Shafranov shift cause larger negative current. Such positive feedback leads to no convergence
equilibrium, which suggests a possibility that MHD equilibrium with rather large Shafranov
shift does not exist in the rare-collisional and high beta case.
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fi*’
3 Collisionality and radial electric field effect on MHD equilibrium and bootstrap

current . . . . . . .. .

TO estimate the colliSionality and radial electric field effect on MHD eqmlibrium and

bootstrap current, we apply the followmg connection formula in asymmetric system[7], which
. valid in the Whole range of collisionality from the UV to the PS regime, to the LHD plasma.
is <13fl>=Lie(Pc +enEE,)+ L1‘(Pi'—eiiL.E,)— LZcIlcTc+ LZineTl' (2)
Here Ljri is the function of the geometric factor, the friction coefficients and the viscosity

coefficients in the whole collisionality regime from the UV to the P—S regime. it should be
noticed that (Lic‘r Luyxofi /fc) Gbs”V in the case that ion and electron belong to the 1/\r regime.

F 300 mtmrr’r—rrmr

i (b)
: E 0'4
C :9 200 3:
5 aO O 2>
3 8.3 100 g 0 Bo=2e%
"‘ E
8 .C 0.0 ' ' ' ******************
m (I)

0 - - wwl . - .. w,

10-2 10° 102 10-2 10° 102
. . v' 1 n u *

Collisronality v Collrsronality v
Fig.3 Dependence of (a) bootstrap current and (b) on collisionality. . and I denote the currcrirless MHD

equilibrium.

At first, we study in the case that ion and electron
belong to almost same collisionality regime (TizTe).
In this case, the current component proportional to
radial electric field is very small. Figure 3 shows
dependence of (a) bootstrap current and (b)
Shafranov shift on collisionality parameter at
w'”=0.7 for various beta value. Here v'=1 means
the boundary between the UV regime and the
plateau regime. Even for same [3 (B024.5%),
bootstrap current in high collisionality case
(v':=3>1) is nearly 1/3 in low collisionality case
(v'=s10‘2<1). Shafranov shift is about twice and
change of central rotational transform is nearly 1/5. 0
Next we consider the case that ion and electron
belong to different collisionality regimes. In this Fig.4 Depcfijgtrc‘: 391501;? 5:23:32 gym”
case, the current component proportional to radial on radial electricfield at <fi>~1.5%.
electric field becomes large. Suppose the ion and
electron belong to the plateau and UV regime, respectively, (for example, ECH plasmas with
TE>>T3). Electron root (E, >0) corresponds to the reduction of the bootstrap current for the
LHD like heliotron/torsatron configuration. Figure 4 shows dependence of total bootstrap
current on radial electric field at <[3>==1.5%. Even for same [3 (<B>~l.5%) and same
collisionalities, bootstrap current significantly changes as the radial electric field changes.
Moreover, even for same [3 and same E, ((DD==1OkeV), bootstrap current in large difference of
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collisionality between ion and electron (vc'/v,'~10'3) is nearly 1/3 of that in small difference
case (VJ/flaw") and Shafranov shift is about 3/2.

4. Concluding Remarks
We studied the properties of the three-dimensional MHD equilibrium by including bOOtstra
current self—consistently for a heliotron/torsatron type device (LHD). A self-consistent
equilibrium with bootstrap current is obtained by calculating the bootstrap current density as
a function of flux surface and the finite beta equilibrium with the net toroidal plasma CUFrent
iteratively.
The connection formula for the bootstrap current available in the whole range of collisionality
from the l/v to the P-S regime for asymmetric system has been applied. We studied the
collisionality and radial electric field effect on the bootstrap current and MHD equilibrium of
heliotron/torsatron device.

4.1 Ion and Electron belong to almost same collisionality regime
The current component proportional to radial electric field is very small.
For rare—collisional case, in LHD like heliotron/torsatron device, the bootstrap current flows to
enhance the rotational transform in the whole plasma column. The bootstrap current has a
tendency to suppress the Shafranov shift. Then the geometric factor does not decrease as (3
increases. Bootstrap current for the MHD equilibrium with the self consistent bootstrap
current increases monotonously with the increase of [3.
Moreover, bootstrap current and consistent MHD equilibrium significantly depend on the
boundary condition for equilibrium analysis analysis.
Even for the same [3, the bootstrap current in more collisional case (near plateau) is much
different from that in the low collisional case (almost 1/v). which leads to quite different
MHD equilibrium.

4.2 Ion and Electron belong to different collisionality regimes
The current component proportional to radial electric field becomes large.
Supposes the ion and electron belong to the plateau and 1/v-regime, respectively. Electmn
root (Er >0) and ion root (Er <0) correspond to the reduction and enhancement of the bootstrap
current for the LHD like heliotron/torsatron configuration, respectively.
In LHD like heliotron/torsatron device, the collisionality affects significantly the bootstrap
current and the MHD equilibrium. Even in the same [3, different density (or temperature) and
E, leads to different MHD equilibrium. Thus, it might be important to take the effect of
collisionality and radial electric field on bootstrap current into account for comparing
experimental results with theory.
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1, Introduction

Experiments in C HS, which is an 1:2 and m=8 heliotron/torsatron type device with

R/aflm/ZOCH" have been done to elucidate confinement characteristics of low aspect ratio

(A155) helical plasma. What have been obtained in CHS experiments are useful to predict

performance of LHD [1], because of similarity in their magnetic configurations. In the next

generation helical device like LHD, realization of plasmas with high temperature/density

(pseveral keV, nc>lOMCtn’3) and high [3 (~5%) are the target for future extension toward a

helical reactor. Because magnetic configurations of this type of helical system are said to be

flexible, it is necessary to find the optimum configuration which makes plasma performance

satisfactory from the following viewpoints; good energy confinement characteristics, high [3,

good confinement of high energy ion, and so on. Simultaneous satisfaction of these

requirements is needed for the future extension.

Characteristics of the magnetic field configuration can be varied by the vacuum magnetic axis

position (RU) shift. The inward axis shift improves omnigeneity of the magnetic surface, and

results in reduction of deviation of the drift orbit from the magnetic surface. The global

magnetic shear increases as Rax is shifted inward. On the other hand, the inward shift enhances

the magnetic hill. The plasma volume is maximum at a moderately inward Rux shift because it

is limited by the inboard wall of the vacuum vessel at an inward Rax and by the separatrix

structure at outward R“. Here, experimental results are discussed from the viewpoint of Rax

scan.

2. Experimental Results and Discussion

The plasma parameters scanned up to now are as follows: nc : 5><1012cm'3 ~8X10' 3cm‘a,

T,(O) = ~500eV (NBI plasma), ~2keV (ECH plasma), T[(0) = ~600eV (NBI plasma, ICRF

plasma) under the following conditions: B,<1.8T. portethrough powers; PNE1~l.7MW, PECH

~500kW and PICRF ~700kW. The global energy confinement time 125 shown in Fig.1 roughly

follows the LHD or gyro-reduced Bohm scaling when Raxis shifted inward, ARu/R ~-8%,

Where R is the major radius of the vacuum vessel [2,3]. However, the density dependence of
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11;“ .which is obtained in high B experiments at Bl of 0.6T . is weaker than that of the GRB
scaling (new). Dependence on the toroidal field strength (B1) of B1-0 73 which is close to that of
the GRB scaling (BEO 3) is obtained by scanning Bl from 0.9T to 1.8T [4]. Data at low fields
like 0.6T should be excluded because TE scales as B14. Dependence on the deposited power
(Pm) shows power degradation Pm'o'5“°'a . The density limit and density dependence of IE at
high fields remain as the future work in N81 heated plasmas. High power gyrotrons will make
it possible to study the transport of ECH plasmas with low collisionality of electron in the Rear
future. High ion temperature is also expected to obtain in a low detisitiy NBI plasma by
simultaneous heating of ECH. The Hanode in CHS which has improved the stored energy wp
by about 20% up to now is observed in the inward shifted discharge with a small OH current
[5]. The current controls the rotational transform profile so as to include the t =1 surface inside
the outermost magnetic surface. Reheat phenomena which also improve Wp after turn-off of
the strong gas puffing is being studied as a function of R.“ [6]. Another approach for getting
the improved confinement mode is under preparation by the use of the local island divertor
which is expected to reduce edge recycling. In LHD, the closed divertor configuration is going
to be explored for the confinement improvement [7]. Plasma rotation shear improves the
transport through decorrelation of fluctuations. The toroidal plasma rotation in helical plasmas
is suppressed both by the neoclassical parallel viscosity due to the helical ripple and by the
anomalous perpendicular viscosity which is similar to tokamaks [8]. The helical ripple can be
changed through the axis shift: the inward shift of ARM/R ~-5% gives almost zero ripple in the
center. Inward shifted configurations give much higher rotation velocity than outward shifted
ones. However, helietron/torsatron configurations usually have the edge helical ripple of
20~30% which suppresses the toroidal rotation near the edge.

High [3 plasma of which volume average B value is 2.1% can be obtained without significant
MED instabilities which limit the confinement when ARM/R ~-8% [4, 9. 10]. Ml-lD activities
saturate at B of about 1% and slightly decrease afterwards [l 1]. Although outward shifted

configurations are favourable for MHD stability, the configuration with ARM/R ~»8% was
chosen for the high [3 experiment because it gives the best confinement characteristics. This
result paves the way to high [3 operations in LHD. However, further small inward shift.
ARax/R ~-10%. provokes strong MI-ID instabilities which reduce the stored energy. This is
because of the enhanced magnetic hill caused by the further inward shift. General tendency of
these results can be qualitatively interpreted by rather simple MHD calculation like the Mercier
criterion. The stability diagram as a function of R“ is shown in Fig.2. Stability analysis on
LHD plasma also shows the second stable region for moderately inward shifted configuration

[12].
High energy ion confinement has been studied by the use of NBI with variable injection

angle from the tangential to perpendicular directions [13] and ICRF [14]. NB] experiments
with nearly perpendicular injection show that injected ions are confined more as R“ is shifted
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inward until AR,,/R ~-12%. Because of positive pitch modulation ot* of 0.3 employed in the

CH5 helical winding. mod.Bmm surfaces which correspond to trajectories of deeply trapped

particles are shifted strongly inwards. When ARM/R ~-12%, Correspondence between the

magnetic surfaces and mod.Bmm surfaces is best under allowable RM shifts. however the

volume of outermost magnetic surface is substantially reduced. ICRF heating experiment was

done in the configuration With ARM/R ~-8% because of the same reason as high |3 experiment;

good confinement Characteristics and rather large volume. Ion heating by ICRF which is

expected a! 10W electron densities (nc = 2 ~3X1013cm‘3) seems to be difficult because of the

radiation problem possibly caused by perpendicularly accelerated ions hitting the wall, whjle

the electron heating by ICRF through mode conversion to the ion Bernstein wave has been

successful at higher densities (u6 = 3 ~5X1013cm’3). The impurity problem related 10

perpendicularly accelerated ions will be solved more easily in the next—generation machine with

larger volume and higher 3,, and good confinement of high energy ions is foreseen in LHD.

3. Summary
The optimum configuration in heliotron/torsatron devices with low and moderate aspect ratios

is given by the inward shift. from the viewpoints of good energy confinement characteristics,

high [3, good confinement of high energy ion, and so on. Significant improvement in energy

confinement remains for the future study and some measures are going to be taken in the next

generation helical devices to meet requirements for future extension.
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1, Introduction

yclotron range of frequency (ICRF) heating has been applied in CompactHelical Systemn 0
Eng) which is a low aspect—ratio helical device (R/a=5) [1]. The magnetic configuration of

helical system is more complicatedthan that of tokamak. It is reported that the confinementof

ions accelerated perpendicularly to the magnetic field is not good in CHS because of the

existence of large loss cone region [2,3]. Therefore, the electron heating using the mode

conversion in the ICRF experimentwith two-ion resonance heating method is utilized as a main

heating process rather than the ion heating. For this scenario the hybrid resonance structure is

sensitive to the minority ratio. It is an important issue to investigate the relation between the

ratio of hydrogen to deuterium (H/(H+D)) and ICRH heating efficiency

The boronization using decaborane (B10H14) has been performed to reduce impurities and

to improve the plasma parameter The metal and oxygen impurities can be reduced by the

boronization rather than the titanium gettering in case of ICRF plasma. Much hydrogen gas,

however, comes out from the vacuum wall because the decaborane gas is a hydride.

Therefore, it is important issue to control the H/(I-I+D) ratio using ECR discharge cleaning and

gas-puff control in the ICRH experiment. We observe the H/(H+D) ratio from the intensities of

Hot (656.10 mm) and D0, (656.28 nm) spectra. In this method, the H/(H+D) ratio near the edge

is obtained because the H0, and Du are mainly located at the plasma edge. The visible

spectroscopic measurement is more simple than the conventional neutral particle analyzer with

electric-magnetic field. Unfortunately our neutral particle analyzer can not separate the

hydrogen from the deuterium as it consists of only the electrostatic analyzer Then, it is

needed, at least, to measure the H/(H+D) ratio with the large toroidal asymmetry due to the gas-

puffing, ICRF antennas and other in-vessel components. The purpose of this study is to make

clear the influences of the wall conditioning after the boronization and to investigate the relation

between the heating mechanism and the minority ratio.
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2. Experimental Setup

The initial plasma is produced by the electron cyclotron resonance heating (ECRH, maximum
power of 500 kW, 53.2 GHZ). Neutral beam injection (NBI) heating (1 MWXZ, 40 keV
hydrogen beam)is used according to the necessity of the experiment. Five antennas for ICRF
heating (one U-antenna and four P-antennas) are installed. The U-antenna is inserted at the
vertically elongated position and the P~antennas are launched from the outer— upper oblique p_
port position. All antennas are set at the high magnetic field side. Maximum power of U. and
P»antennas are 500 and 1000 kW (total 1500 kW), respectively The long wavelength Wava
from the U-antenna can easily couple with the plasma since the wide antenna is used. The
wave from the P—antenna has a wide resonance region. Therefore, the P~antenna may
contribute to the ion heatingrather than the U-amenna. The gas-puffing is introduced from the
P-port. Eight optical fibers for monitoring with lenses are set at eight inner-lower oblique Q.
ports. The measurement is mainly carried out at one of the Q-port where the influence of the
gas-puff is small.

3. Experimental Results and Discussions
The typical stored energy measured by a diamagneticloop and the H/(H+D) ratio are shown in
Fig.1. The ratio is small in ECRH phase. The H/(H+D) ratio of 25 % is observed in ICRF
phase, whereas 100 % deuterium gas is puffed in this shot. It is due to the hydrogen from the
vacuum vessel wall and the in-vessel components. The reason becomes more clear from
measurementof the toroidal distribution of the ratios. The H/(H+D) ratio atthe #2 section port
indicates a low value due to the dilution by the deuterium puffing. The ratios at the antenna
positions are larger than those at other positions. The reason is thatit is difficultto remove the
hydrogen from the complicated antenna using normal helium-glow discharge, and that the
plasma particles heated by ICRF hit the antennas.

The boronization is performed by injecting the decaborane gas into the helium glow
discharge. The coating can be expected even for the complicatedcomponents like the ICRH
antennas. The H/(H+D) ratio after the boronization becomes larger than that before the
boronization. We have monitored the history of the H/(H+D) ratio during ICRF heating on
every shot for three days as shown in Fig.2. From 20th to 22nd on July, the boronization was
performed using the decaborane of 4 g. The helium glow discharge has also performed
twelve hours every night from 22nd to 29th. This purpose is to remove the hydrogen which is
doped by the boronization. After the boronization, the H/(H+D) ratioincreases up to 70 % and
decreases to 30 % after several tens shots by the gas~puffing of 100 % deuterium at 27th on
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July However, it recovers up to about70 % in next morning on 28th. The reason may be that

the hydrogen not only from the boronized wall but also from behind of the in-vessel

cOmponents,
d with the deuterium by discharges with the gas—puffing of 100 % deuterium. The

are removed out by the glow discharge, whereas the hydrogen on the surface is

mplace
H/(Hi'D) ratio at the final shot in a day becomes lower than that at the final shot in the previous

day. In principle we can obtain the desirable H/(H+D) ratio by the repetition of the gas—puffing

of 100 % deuterium. But this method needs much time. We tried the ECR-DC using

deuterium gas (instead of the hydrogen gas) to improve the H/(H+D) ratio. The history of the

H/(H+D) ratio after ECR-DC is also shown in Fig.2. The H/(H+D) ratio can be reached to the

expected value by this method. Thus, toroidally uniform H/(H+D) ratio can be realized by

puffing the mixture gas with H/(H+D) ratio of 10 %.

3 100 _ I I
~He Glow2 5 A80 -_ He Glow _:

’3 .. 2 § : l4 i1 :
E 1 55 550 .- h ECRDC(D2) 1

f 1 E :40 5' 7’27 i} ll 7/29;
‘ \ I 72 Z
I 0.5 :t: 20 / a h 1% __

~ ‘ 0 0 l I I I :

0 0 20 4o 60 80100120140 42400 42500 4260042700
Time (ms) Shot Number

Fig.1:Siored energy andH/(II+D) ratio Fig.2:Hislory of the H/(H+D)ratio afterlhe boronizalion.

The bororu‘zau'on has been donefrom 201;: to 22nd on July
ECR-DC has been carriedml at evening on 28111.

The dependencies of the electron and ion temperatures and the stored energy on the

H/(H+D) ratio are examined. As the magnetic configuration in the helical system is more

complicated than that in the tokamak, we can not forecast the absorption mechanism.

According to the two dimensional simulationresult, the main heating may be the ion heating at

low H/(H+D) ratio because the mode conversion is difficult to occur at low H/(H+D) ratio.

Figure 3 shows the relation between the electron and ion temperatures and the H/(H+D) ratios.

The electron and ion temperatures are measured by the YAG Thomson scattering system and

the neutral particle analyzer, respective The HI(H+D) ratio is obtained from the intensity

ratio over the toroidal sections, ZIH/ (ZIH+EID). The results indicate that the electron and ion

temperatures and the stored energy are almost constant in the range of 15 % < H/(H+D) < 30

%, whereas the ion heating is expected from the simulation results.
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The stored energy v.3. the H/(H+D) ratio is indicated in Fig.4. The ion Orbit is
perpendicular to the magnetic field at the ion heating by ICRF, Therefore the stored energy
may decrease in the ion heating regime because there exists large loss cone. The stored CHCrgy
may also decrease because the resonance region is shifted in high H/(H+D) ratio. In our
experiment, the optimum H/(H+D) ratio for the stored energy is 30 %.

. 1.0 5 E I o r lo I E 5 E
; o ; E

9045 @gn09&%& 005 9, 1 5c» ; W m _‘ 5 :
£0.53 E fit: .6. ‘. O o E o. i
l9:02 :— 0 . 0.... *2 30 5 E-

; o _' E
0'1 5 o Te(kéV) E

016 1'5 250 2'5 Oalomkesjs) 0 ‘=O 20 40 60 80 100OH“H+D)( /°) H/(H+D) (%)
Fig.3:I-1/(H+D) ration in the ICRH experiments Fig.4:H/(H+D) ration in (he ICRH experimems

(The electron andion temperatures) (The sloredenergy)

4. Summary

The stored energy increases due to the reduction of the radiation loss after boronization with
increasing H/(H+D) ratio. To improve the H/(H+D) ratio in the boronization, the ECR-DC

using deuterium gas has been carried out and good results are obtained. The antennas for the
ICRF heating are still the sources of hydrogen gas since they have complicatedcomponents in
the vessel and close to the plasma. In ICRF heating experiments, the ion heating occurs when
the hydrogen minority decreases. The maximum stored energy can be obtained at the H/(H+D)
ratio of 30 %.
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Abstract

A comparative study of experimental results on edge plasma turbulence characteristics in

stellarator devices (W7’AS, ATF and TJ—IU) is presented. Experiments were performed in

ECRH plasmas. In addition, experimental results obtained in ohmic plasmas in TJ-l tokamak

are included. Plasma turbulence has been characterized by Langmuir probe and reflectometry

measurements and the location of the velocity shear layer has been used as the point of

reference for comparisons. The non-linearity of the plasma turbulence has been Characterized

by means of bicoherence analysis. The results of the non—linear characterization of plasma

turbulence obtained in the different devices as well as the influence of coherent modes

associated with low—m modes on bicoherence are reported.

Introduction
Standard linear spectral analysis provides experimental information on the amplitude and

phase behaviour of the individual Fourier components but it does not give any information

about the coupling among different spectral components. The use of the bispectral analysis [1]

allows to discriminate between waves spontaneously excited by the plasma and those generated

by non—linear coupling mechanisms. The bicoherence b“(f1,f2) measures the fraction of the

fluctuation power at frequency f which is phase correlated with the spectral components at

frequency f] and f2 obeying the summation rule f=f1if2. To summarize the information it is

convenient to define the integrated bicoherence b2(f)=2m2b2(f1,f2) (flifff) and the total

bicoherence b2T=Zrb2(f). Concerning the physical interpretation of the bicoherence, it should

be noted that (dynamical) wave—wave interactions is not, necessarily, the only mechanism

responsible of the phase correlation revealed by bicoherence analysis. The bicoherence also

reflects the phase relations between the Fourier components describing density/potential

contours (quasi-static structures).

Experimental results and discussion

The plasma turbulence has been characterized using Langmuir probes and a dual sin/cos

reflectometer [2] in ATP (1:2, M=12 field period torsatron with R=2.1 m, a=O.27 m and

moderate magnetic shear), a heterodyne reflectometer [3] in W7-AS (M=5 field period modular

stellarator with R:7 m, a=0.2 m and low magnetic shear) and Langmuir probes in TJ—IU (i=1,
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M:6 field period torsatron with R=O.6 m, a:0.1 m and low magnetic shear) and TH
(tokamalt, R=0.3 m, a=0.l m). Experiments were performed in ECRH plasmas With heating
power PECRH=200 kW (ATP and TJ-IU) and PECRH=400 kW (W7-AS), magnetic field B=1
T (ATF), B=2.5 T (W7~AS) and 8:067 T (TJ-lU) and iota(a):l (ATP), iota(a):0.343 (W7.

AS) and iotata)=0.24 (TJ-IU). To estimate the density fluctuation level we have considered the
fluctuations in the ion saturation current (IS) in the case of Langmuir probe measurements and
the relation between fluctuations in density and phase delay ((1)), given by the l-dimensional

WKB, in the case of reflectometry measurements. The signals used in the evaluation of the
bicoherence are floating potential (to avoid possible IS induced non~linemity) and phase delay,

respectively. The location of the velocity shear layer has been used as the point of reference for
comparisons among the different devices.

In spite of the differences between W7VAS and ATP devices (different magnetic shear,
curvature. etc). the level of plasma fluctuations is comparable in both machines, having a value
of about 5% in the plasmtt bulk side of the velocity shear layer position. This result could

indicate the existence of a common drive for the turbulence. However the outcome of non—linear

analysis is different in these two cases. The radial dependence of the total bicoherence in ATP
and W7»AS is displayed in Fig. 1. Whereas the value of the bicoherence in the plasma edge
region is small in W7—AS, it is significantly high in ATP (where the degree of coupling is
considerable in the frequency range 40-200 kHz [4]).

If the nonlinear behaviour of the turbulence is dominated by the radial coupling between

adjacent modes, as suggested in [5], the bicoherence results obtained in ATF and W7AS can

be understood in terms of the
40 :' ‘ ' ‘ ' ' ' ' ' ' ' 0 ATF dependence of the strength of the
35 — 0 EB ‘V7'AS nonlinear coupling on the magnetic

g 30 __ 8% Dog ,- shear. This interpretation is supported
E 25 :4 g0 80 8o O 0 j by the level of bicoherence obtained in
g 20 E. a 80 g g j TJ-I tokamak. The radial dependence
:5 i as E E El] 8 g 2 o E of the total bicoherence in TJ—I is

15 E‘“f16i'sé"“m""a'ai' ill 918‘“ "51 shown in Fig. 2‘ Due to the short
10 3t t t . l t . . . l . . . . I . . . . ‘plateau’ times of TJ-I plasmas (less

0'7 0'8 ‘ 0'9 1 1‘1 than 10 ms), the bicoherence has been

Sim” evaluated using a smaller number of
Fig. I. Total btw/urutce m ATF and H 7 AS realizations than in the prevrous cases,

what means a higher value of the noise
level. Tints, to compare the obtained results in TJ-l with the ones obtained in ATP and W7-AS

the difference between the values of the bicoherence and the noise level has to be considered.
Although the total bicoherence is similar in TJ-l and ATP, in Tl-I the non-linear coupling is
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significant in the whole frequency

60 range, up to 500 kHz, while in ATP it

55 is high in the frequency range from 40

8 50 to 200 kHz.

§ 45 In TJAIU the measured density

2 fluctuation level in the plasma bulk side

§ 40 of the velocity shear layer location is

p 35 about 15%, lower than the level

30 measured in TJ-l (= 20—30%). Fig. 3

0'9 0'95 r1 1'05 1'1 shows the total bicoherence in TI—IU.

Shear Like in TJ-I, in TJ—IU small number of
Fig. 2: Total bicoltcrence in TJ—I realizations has been used in the

80 bicoherence evaluation, In TJ-IU (low

70 ,, magnetic shear device) the value of the

a total bicoherence (with reference to the

g 60 noise level) is comparable to the one

E 50 obtained in ATP. This result calls into a
g 40 question the interpretation of the

A: 30 ATF/W7-AS comparison in terms of

20 ‘ . | I ’ . . ‘ I . ‘ . | ‘ . . the influence of magnetic shear on the

0.85 0,9 095 1 1.05 observed non-linear coupling.

rshear The low value of the bicoherence

Fig, 3: Total bico/icrencc in TJAIU COUId be the signature 0f fully
developed turbulence. Indeed, in

strong turbulence. non-linear mechanisms may cause coupling effects to grow and decay on

time scales much shorter than the averaging time scales used in the evaluation of the

bicoherence, so that the latter vanishes. This hypothesis can be verified by detecting nonlinear

coupling on a shorter time scale than is permitted by the traditional Fourier methods. By means

of a new technique combining wavelet and bispectral analysis [6] the time resolution can be

reduced to about 0.5 ms. This new technique applied to the fluctuations measured at the plasma

edge of W7-AS gives values as low as the values obtained on a time scale 20 times longer, and

thus if strong turbulence is the cause of the low bicoherence, then the life time of the non-linear

coupling must be well below 0.5 ms.

Reflectometry measurements in ATF show that a well defined peak associated with a

low-m mode appears in the frequency spectra at r/a = 0.7. Similarly, a well defined peak

associated with iota=l/3 has been observed in the reflectometer signal at r/a = 0.6 in W7-AS

and one associated with iota=l/4 in the Langmuir probe signals at r/a = 0.78 in TJ-IU. The

power spectrum and the integrated bicoherence for the ATF and W7—AS cases are shown in
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Fig. 4 and Fig. 5. In ATF
significant coupling between the
quasi-coherent mode (about 45
kHz) and the broadband turbulence
is observed. This result recalls the
nonlinear analysis of data from a
numerical model of long.
wavelength drift wave turbulence in
a sheared slab [7] which shows a
strong coupling between low—m
modes and broadband turbulencc
[8]. Although the quasi-coherent
mode does not contribute
substantially to the particle flux, the
observed coupling with the
broadband turbulence supports the
hypothesis that it can influence the
related transport indirectly. Similar
behaviour has been observed in the
TEXT tokamak [9]. However
different behaviour is observed in
W7-AS: the coupling between the
coherent mode (about 30 kHz) and

the broadband turbulence is close to the noise level (Fig. 5), and yet there is substantial
coupling between the spectral component at about 120 kHz and higher frequencies. Note that
the spectral component at 120 kHz is not clearly seen in the power spectrum and the observed
coupling only appears when the quasi—coherent mode at 30 kHz is present. Contrary to the
previous results, in TJ—lU the quasi-coherent mode contributes (up to 70%) directly to the
particle flux [10] and it does not influence substantially the non-linear coupling.
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1. Introduction

A combined reflectometer with Amplitude Modulation and carrier phase detection is in

operation at the stellarator Wendelstein 7-AS [1]. The special characteristics of this

reflectometer (simultaneous measurement of the phase, amplitude and time delay of the

microwave beam. small spot size. high sampling ratio and dynamic range) make possible a

deep analysis of the reflectometer phase signal and the density turbulence

Most of reflectometers in the world measure a phase that fluctuates and whose average

value drifts typically at a rate of several krad/s. This drift is too large to be explained as a simple

movement of the cutoff layer due to density profile changes. The understanding of this effect

("phase runaway") is essential for the correct interpretation of reflectometry measurements in

terms of the determination of turbulence level and spectrum and the characterization of the

turbulent structures which are supposed to be the cause of the drift. Special interest has been

focused in the study of this phenomenon. The appearance of the runaway during ELMs and L

mode and its absence in H mode is studied in detail.

2. System description
X—mode propagation in the band 75-110 GHZ is used for probing radial positions

corresponding to densities between i to 6 1019 m'3. Both AM and carrier phase detection

systems use heterodyne detection with high dynamic range (0 to -80 dBm). The beam has

gaussian geometry with a waist of 2 cm in vacuum. To detect signal losses the signal amplitude

was also measured with a wide band detector. The bandwidth of the system is around 5 MHZ.

The carrier phase, time delay and amplitude signals were sampled at 1, 10 and 50 MHZ.

3. Reflectometry results during L- and H— modes

Density fluctuation measurements were taken during H-mode at different radii in the

density gradient region changing the launching frequency from shot to shot. All transitions

studied took place during the ramp-up of the average plasma density and were slow: after the L-

mode some dithering mode appears until an almost ELM free H-mode arises. The reflectometer

signals were compared with the Hat signal from the limiter. Both were sampled with the same

system at a 1 MHz rate.
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The most clear effect observed in the
reflectonieter signals when the H‘mOde
arises is the disappearance of the Phase

runaway. During ELMs and dithering big
phase excursions are observed again.

When the low frequency compongmS
(f<5kHz) are removed the fluctuation level
in the resulting signal shows an increase
during the ELMs and in the bursts
corresponding to the dithering. The
changes were observed at all radii except
for the most external ones (r=0.17m ) in

agreement with previous results [2]. For a
bit more internal radius (r20.165m) a

gradual change is observed and the

fluctuation level reaches a minimum seme

time after the transition (for a higher <n>)
(Fig. 1).

Taking the Hat signal as a time
reference to compare the appearance times of

dithering (11:4.1019 m‘3) at the different
radial positions, it is observed that the

increase in runaway and fluctuation level
occurs first at a position r:().138 and the
changes propagate then outwards at a
velocity around 0.5 103 m/s (see fig.2) . A
similar analysis was done for the stationary
H—mode phase (11:6.1019 m'3). In this case

the calculated times correspond to the delay in the appearance of ELMs in Her with respect to
the reflectometer signal. The position at which they appear first corresponds to r:0. 15m and
they propagate inwards.

4. Phase runaway studies

Detailed analysis of the phase runaway phenomenon has been carried out with this high

performance system. As a first point, the drift is not caused by the electronics. All filters.
amplifiers detectors, ...etc were checked carefully and the conclusion of all tests was that phase
variations as fast as dtp/dt=5 MHz can be properly measured with the present system and that
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the electronics, even for very small signal
0 number of phase jumps <0
. number Of phase Jumps >0 levels, does not introduce any apparent

drift of phase. It is also not caused either
by under sampling of the signal (it was

r
tri

m

observed for sampling ratios 1, 10, 50

1
1m

m

Ms/s) or loss of amplitude below the
noise level.n 0

H
um

.

200 cu OGOO The phase signal shows an

20 3O 40 50 60 intermittentbehavior: there are periods

jump Size (rad) with no drift and small intervals with large

m" 3" Pmmw and Wammm dm’ibmm rate of phase change (built up by a series

of moderate increments in the same

direction). These fast jumps are asymmetric (they occur preferentially in one direction) and are

the main cause of the runaway. Fig.3 displays the frequency distribution of positive and

negativejumps showing this asymmetry.

The sign and magnitude of the average runaway depends strongly on the plasma

conditions. Aclear example of this is its absence during the l—l-mode. In L mode discharges,

runaway depends on the radial position (possibly related to the rotation profile): positive

(apparently plasma outwards) outside the separatrix, negative inside and crosses the zero level

When reaching the flat part of the density profile. It also depends on the plasma heating type 2

changes are observed with balanced versus unbalanced NBl and also during ECH or NBI

switch off. The sign of the runaway did not change when the emitting and receiving antennas

were interchanged. Runaway periods also show strong fluctuations in the amplitude and the

AM (time delay) signals.
There are several potential causes for the runaway: asymmetric turbulence, misaligned

antenna system, poloidally separated horns or radial propagation of pulses. The first three

phenomena require the existence of poloidal rotating structures. The possible effects of these

structures have been analyzed by making a 2D simulation of the reflection of microwaves in the

plasma for the W7-AS reflectometer parameters. WKB propagation is assumed. A very simple

turbulence model consisting of a series of hills and holes with random amplitude and distance

between them is used [3].

Fig.4 shows the simulated density fluctuations and the corresponding density signal

when the antenna axis is misaligned by 102 in the poloidal plane. Phase changes (following the

density fluctuations) and oscillations in the amplitude are observed. At a given moment a phase

jump appears. In the long run these jumps are unbalanced and lead to phase runaway. These

results can be compared with the experimental ones shown in fig.5, obtained with high (10

MHZ) sampling rate. Oscillations of phase and amplitude and the sudden phase runaway are in
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qualitative agreement with the
simulation. In both cases the Phase
jump is built up not by a single Point)

increment but by a number of

y
(an

smaller (typ < 1 rad) increments,

The simulations show that the

dc
ns

it

mnaway in the phase is produced by
interference effects due to the finite
spot size which can include several
poloidal wavelengths. The strength

g a of the interference and consequently
g 5% the magnitude of the phase runaway
a 7 E depend on the ratio of the fluctuation

“ V amplitude to the fluctuation poloidal
wavelength. Periods with no jumps

20 30 40limc5(()tis)60 70 correspond to small 2 dim effects;
Fig. 4: Density putmbalian and corresponding for these periods (which in the
pliare and amplitude response;

W7AS discharges account for 70.
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oscillations are a good approximation to the actual density fluctuations.
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AbstraCt
The analySiS of nonlinear behaviour in turbulence requires special analysis tools since the usual

linear analySiS methods (eg. spectral analysis) do not reveal all information, Here we

investigat

bjcoherence [1,2]. It detects phase coupling (nonlinear interactions of the lowest quadratic;
e a recently introduced nonlinear tool for the analysis of turbulence: wavelet

order) with time resolution. In a model of drift wave turbulence, it detected a highly localized

coherent structure associated with (but not located at) a rational surface, where the nonlinear

coupling was reduced, perhaps due to a shear flow. Analyzing reflectomeiry measurements, it

detected a strong increase in nonlinear phase coupling coinciding with the UH transition.

1 Introduction: wavelet bicoherence

In turbulence studies, wavelet analysis is a valuable tool. It provides time-resolved information

on the various scales (inverse frequencies) composing a signal. It removes a fundamental

objection against Fourier analysis: the decomposition of a signal in ‘harmonics' when the

nonlinear equations describing turbulent phenomena do not possess harmonic eigenmodes.

The bicoherence, or the normalized bispectrum, is a measure of the amount of phase

coupling that occurs in a signal or between signals [3,4]. Phase coupling occurs when two

frequencies are simultaneously present in the signal(s) along with their sum frequencies, and the

sum of the phases a of these frequency components remains constant. When the analyzed

signal exhibits structure of any kind whatever, it might be expected that some phase coupling

occurs. The generalization of the bispectrum to wavelet analysis may be expected to be able to

detect temporal variations in phase coupling (intermittent behaviour) or short-lived structures.

2 Analysis of simulated data: A plasma drift wave turbulence model

The numerical results analyzed in this section correspond to a simple model of long-wavelength

drift wave turbulence in sheared—slab geometry that was presented in [5]. The equilibrium

quantities vary along the x-axis (radial direction) but are independent of the other two

coordinates, y (poloidal), and z (toroidal). The equilibrium magnetic field is

‘ A K).
3:3 —’, i

0[Z+L)] ()
.r
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where L5 is the magnetic shear length and Q and 5 are the unit vectors in the _1' and z direCIions ,
respectively. In addition to the magnetic field, the equilibrium is characterized by the gleam”
density and temperature profiles with basic scale lengths LH and LT, respectively.

The simplified drift wave model, valid for long wavelengths, is
~ ~ 2- ‘2

flw. di—LDO Viia—Z i“ a n PLVLH' rL—‘Vi’i 20- (2),9,» V.”8y“ " dz

The ion density is separated into averaged attd fluctuating components the fluctuating
part of the. density is indicated by a tilde and is written as a Fourier expansion:

f1,(.t,6,g) = Xifimmmostmfl + 11;) + fr (.r)sin(m€ + 22g)] (3)
nun
n>0

here 6 and C, are the poloidal and toroidal angles, respectively. and are related to the y and z
coordinates by by y = x09 and z : RQC. The poloidal and toroidal mode numbers are m :Xoky
and a : Rokz, respectively. At the centre of the computational boxot‘ width (1,); :10 The
boundary condition is that the density is zero at the conducting wall, x : x0 — (1/2 and x = x0 +

(1/2. We use finite differences in the radial coordinate .t'.

The equilibrium parameters for the nonlinear calculations are LS/l,n : 20, pS/Ln = 3.6 x

10‘3, LT/Ln : l, X” : 277p5, Di; = 0.025pscs, and D” = 2,4 :< lOSpScs. The value of D” has
been chosen to provide a range of unstable modes with 6 S m S 76. The safety factor q is gm x

= .m. The standard box size is 60ps, and the number of unstable modes with resonant surfaCes
inside the computational box is about 250. In the calculation, we have included 439 Fourier
components. The averaged density gradient is fixed, so saturation is caused by turbulence
efef cts. The numerical data are for the saturated state

Fig 1 shows the RMS fluctuation level for this simulation, averaged over the time
interval 30.-7 x 104 < 9, t < 40. 4 X 1(t1 (the time step, in these units is 100), versus radius
(given in units of p5). The RMS level peaks at the position ot the q—- -grational surface

associated with a resonant mode.
Fig. 2 shows the total bicoherence vs. radial position for this simulation. Note that (l)

The bicoherence drops sharply at the position of the q = % rational surface, located at 30 pS (the

RMS value nor the spectrum exhibit such a local drop). (2) The maximum of the bicoherence is
at 31 pg. (3) Secondary maxima occur at positions that coincide roughly (but not exactly) with

maxima in the RMS value (see Fig. l). The major peak in bicohcrcnce, though associated with
the mode at q :5 is slightly shifted with respect to the rational surface. We conclude that the

bicoherence provides information that pertains to an aspect of the turbulence (non-linear, or
rather quadratic behaviour) that is not captured by either the RMS or the spectral analysis.

Fig. 3 shows the cross correlation, the weighted average cross coherence and the
weighted average cross phase between one radial position and the next; the weighting being

done by the spectral power. The cross correlation and cross coherence between adjacent radial
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positiOnS are generally high, but drop around 30 p5. and the cross phase peaks around 30.5 p5,

possibly indicating shear flow. The numerical results also show the existence of a shear flow

layer in this location. This seems to suggest an explanation of the drop in bicoherence at 30 pS

in terms of a decorrelation of the turbulence, possibly linked to a shear flow.

The maximum in the bicoherence at 31 pS is related to the presence of a longeliving

sanctum that is highly localized poloidally and radially. It has the (3,2) periodicity and lies close

to the (1 = % surface; and is indeed visible in a two-dimensional plot of the ion density.

3 Observation of UP! transition on Wendelstein VII-AS

We have analyzed data taken with a broadband X-mode heterodyne refiectometer [6] in the edge

of the Wendelstein VII-AS modular, low-shear stellarator with major radius R0 = 2 m and

minor radius a = 0.18 m [7]. The toroidal magnetic field is B = 2.5 T. The plasma was heated

with P551] : 400 kW of ECRH power at 140 GHz. The central electron density and temperature

were ”a = 8 x 1019 m—3 and T6 = 0.8 keV. The edge rotational transform was t = 0.53. We

studied the UH transition, common in this kind of discharges [8], and always accompanied by

a sudden reduction in the measured fluctuation levels of eg. the electron density.

Data are taken at a radial position of about 15.5 cm, which is where the strongest

reduction in the fluctuation level is observed during the UH transition. This position is about 1

cm inside the separatrix. Fig. 4 shows the time development of the total bicoherence and of the

RMS level of the reflectometry data, as well as the signal from the Pia—light emission detector.

A sharp drop in the signal from the HC, detector is generally considered to be indicative of an

L/H transition. The transition is seen to occur at 757.5 ms. Observe that the UH transition is

clearly seen both on the total bicoherence and RMS signals. Before the transition, the RMS

value is high and the bicoherence is at noise level (dashed line), In the l-lvphase the bicoherence

is clearly augmented (by a factor 2-3), whereas the RMS level has dropped by a similar factor.
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The design of an adequate model for the mechanism of charged particle acceleration is
one ofthe urgent problems in the plasma focus (PF) studies, It is known that an important role

is played by near—electrode processes in case of a solid anode. The goal of a given study was

to investigate the electron beam (EB) dynamics and that of a hard X-ray radiation (I-IXR)

spectrum driven under conditions of the powerful energy fluxes impact on the anode surface

in the current sheath "run-away" regime [l]. The experiments were done at two facilities.

ISPF and PFE. identical in their electrical parameters and geometry. The principal circuit,

diagram of the experiment is given in Fig.1. The power supply source energy is 4050 k].
changing Voltage is 12-14 kV, working gas is argon under the pressure ot'0.25 Torr.

For studying the HXR—spectrum. four-channel scheme of measurements was used Each
channel is the combination of a fast«response plastic scintillator (T 30.5 ns) with a
photoelectron converter (1: 303 ns) and fast oscillographs (7 GI’IZ) The total time

resolution of a measuring path is S 1 115. The detectors were located beyond duraluminium
outlet limiter at the same distance from the anode, at the angle of 250 to the system axis. The

symmetry of a discharge respective to the axis was controlled with a pin-hole camera and
with the thermoluminiscent dosimeters based on LiF. The cassettes with three dosimeters

were located at the input to each scintillation detector for determining a degree of radiation
field in homogeneity. The error in determination of a radiation dose did not exceed 3%.

The chronography of a contact zone (CZ) between the plasma current sheath and the

anode surface was done with the set of diagnostics based on the speedy optical
photoregistrator, SFER—G. which allows one to produce image scanning at the time resolution
up to 20 ps. The set includes a pin-hole camera with the optical arm. 1:6, projecting the CZ—
image through a protective filter (2 tun of Al) upon optical I—IXR-converter into a visible
light. Thin scintillators (0.3 mm), CS] or plastic scintillator including 9% of lead were used as
x-ray converters. Then. the CZ-image entered the input optics of SFER—6 along the optical
path made of lead protected light guide, 12 mm in diameter.

For the HXR—spectrnm recovery at various instants of time. one of the absorption
technique modifications was used by us [2]. In that case. one of the channels was a reference
one. others were protected with copper filters, 0.125 mm. 0.5 mm and 2.0 mm thickfl’he

absence of scattered radiation and a hard component was verified by the control
measurements. The radiation spectrum at each instant of time was recovered in a niultigroup

' The research described in this publication was made possible in part by Grants No.M6SOOO
and No.M68300 from the International Science Foundation and Russian Government.
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form from results of measuring the signal magnitudes. luv“ beyond the tillers differently
thick:

[MM ):ZK”/(p (1)15 11

were 5m — is an error of measurements.
In the presence of finite 5w - values(lO°/o in our case). a given task is referred to a

class of incorrect problems. Therefore it is necessary to involve an a priori information about
the sought spectrum to produce a single-valued physically-based solution. l'IXR«spectrum
emerging under incidence of an electron beam with the energy spectrum of electrons as a Set
of monolines Ed. upon the Ta-target was used by us as such an information and produced as a
result of numerical simulation by the Monte Carlo technique The range ot changes In ELi
was determined trom the previouslx—produced data on the integral HXR-spectrum

A typical X-ray radiation spectrum tor the instant of time corresponding to the detector
pulse maximum is shown in Fig. _. The spectrum ICCO\ cry error is 20 75 90. The boundary
energy (140 keV) and an average one (50 keV) well correspond to the \alucs produced as a
result of integral spectrum measurements with thermoluminiscent dosimeters. The ay
radiation pulses of different hardness were observed. however. almost all of them were well
approximated by a priori spectra from monoenergy beams of the corresponding energies. A
given fact can serve as a testimony to a rather slow change in the accelerating field in
comparison with the field existence duration and with the time of electron llight tlu‘ough the
70116 of acceleration. It can also be continued by the data on a change in the average energy
during the pulse (Fig.3). At each instant of time the spectrum is also well modelled by the
monoenergy beam the energy of which is insignificantly varied (Ebnundm=96—13O keV for the
pulse referred to Fig.3). i

The observed quasi—stationary state of accelerating fields in a given plasma focus
discharge modification is determined by the dynamics of interaction between the electron
beam and the anode surface. From an analysis of the chronography results one can conclude
that. for such materials as copper and tantalum. the X-ray radiation emerges at a point at the
instant ofpinching. then the source boundaries are expanded at the rates of~ 10K cm/s (Fig.5).
The (TX-expansion rate vp. as well as its fmal size. are increased with a rise in the total HXR-
yield Q (Fig.4).

Analysing the produced resrrlts. one can emphasize the fact that the X—ray source
expansion rate considerable exceeds the previously-measured rate of vertical expansion for
the metalic vapour 01 an anode material (~10 cm/s). On the one hand this gives one an
opportunity to consider the X-ray radiation source as. practically. a flat spot. On the other
hand. the observed expansion of an X-ray spot is provided by a phase velocity in its geometry
expansion. ie in the area of anode material evaporation. Thus the produced experimental
results confirm the model of expanding ring-like contact zone between the electron beam and
the anode. proposed in [3]. The observed quantitative differences in experimental and
theoretical results (essentially-greater expansion rates and a final size of the CZ in the
experiment) are explained by differences in the conditions of physical and numerical
experiments. as well as by the absence of a due regard for the anode surface heating by the
radiation from the very pinch that is practically essential in operation with strongly—radiating
gases (argon).

From the realised experiments it follows that the interruption of a current in the zone of
transitional (plasrna-vapour—mctal) layer formation is damped due to their self-adjustable flow
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nd the reduced conductivity region - expansion ofCZ, This probably removes the current

limitation problem in the. PF-discharges which can become deeisive with increase in the

stored energy 0fthc fflcflllles. The CZ-expanSton phenomenon limits the voltage drop across a
transitional ring-like layer determining the bremsstrahltng hardness and explains the observed

uasi-stationary regimes ol electron acceleration.
The authors express their gratitude to Vinogradov VP. for valuable advises to

gradOVfl IV. for assistance in the paper design.
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Fig l. Circuit-diagram oft/1e experiment:

(A) - anode (CH); (AP) - anode insert (To, Cu); (C) - cathode (vacuum chamber
frame); (I) — insulator; CU - capacitor bank; (1) ~p1'n—hole camera: (2) — integrating photo
cell; (3) — electrooptie streak camera SFER-ti,‘ (4) — solid—state detector qartt'cles,‘
(5} - outlet limiter (0-16); {6) - scintillator detector; (7) - camrette wit/1
thermolumim'scent dosimeters.
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1.Introduction

The GDT(Gas Dynamic Trap) is an axisymmetric mirror confinement system, and

the experiments with GDT facility have been in progress at Budker Institute

of Nuclear PhysicsEl]. The main advantage of this trap is that it can provide

a plasma MHD stability in an axisymmetric geometry. Since the physical

understanding of the experimental data in GDT is important not only for the
CDT, but also for application of the sloshing ions to any other concepts. The

sloshing ions are produced by oblique injection of a high energy neutral beam

into a mirror confined plasma. In the GDT experiment, measurements of the

Sloshing ions, average energy, density at the midplane and at the turning
points, charge-exchange loss and the radial profile of plasma parameters have

been carried out. In the present paper, we carrid out the Fokker—Planck

Simulation of the sloshing ions in CDT. The effect of the radial losses of

the sloshing ions due to the radial drift is included in addition to the

velocity space diffusion in the simulation. The drift is caused by radial

profile of the target plasma. The radial distributions of the density of the

sloshing ions is also calculated. These results are compared with the
experimental data of the sloshing ions. and we evaluate the effect of the

radial diffusion.

2.Fokker—Planck equation
In the simulation, we consider the two component plasmas(a cold target

plasma and energetic sloshing ions) for GDT case. The sloshing ion
distribution is calculated by use of FokkeriPlanck equation. The Fokker—
Planck equation for the sloshing ions in the spherical coordinate for velocity
space and cylindrical coordinate for space is given byEZ]
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where f(v,C .r,t) is the distribution function of the sloshing ions, 8 is the
production term of the sloshing ions by NBI, flu is the charge—exchange loss
time of the sloshing ions, C is the cosine of the pitch angle of the sloshing
ions. The FokkeriPlanck coefficients A, DI.DL repesent the slowing down, the
energy diffusion and the pitch angle scattering, respectively. We assume that
the velocity distribution of the target plasma is Maxwellian to obtain the
Fokker—Planck coefficients. Dr is the radial diffusion coefficient which is
assumed as

Dr = r Vd (2)

where Vd is the velocity of the radial drift. The production term S can be
represented as[3],[4],[5]

I [HimS = ___________4_4__‘
8n3eVV§azAvAC 2a

xexpl < V—VW ($92]
Al! Al:

where I is NBl trapped current. V is the plasma volume, a is the plasma
radius. V0 is the velocity of injected particles and C0 is the cosine of the
injection angle.

We consider the radial distribution of the target plasma density. which is
assumed as
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n. = “0[1—(£)2] (5:8, 1') <4)
a

we Fokker~Planck coefficients depend on r through the target plasma density.

We assume that the radial drift caused by radial dependence of the slowing

down term. The drift velocity is averaged over the Larmor orbits.

rL 27:Vd: 44—:f d¢ cosw A(V,r;¢)
(5)2nV 0

where rLis the Larmor radius of the sloshing ions.

3.Results
The Fokker-Planck equation has been solved by numerical calculation. In the

simulation. we include the effect of the temporal variation of the target plasma

parameters which is obtained experimentally.[4] We set mvf/Z = lEkeV,

m(Av)2/2 : new, A c: 0.03.
The distribution function of the sloshing ions was obtained. Fig.1 shows

the time evolution of the average density of the sloshing ions. It is shown

that the average density goes up to about Z><1011cmfi. This value is lower
than the case without the radial dependence. The average density from the

Simulation is same order of magnitude with GDT experimental result. The radial

distribution of the density of the sloshing ions is shown as Fig.2. It is

shown that the radial distribution become steep profile.

4.Conclusions
We have investigated the sloshing ions in GDT by Fokker—Planck simulation.

We take into account of the radial diffusion of the sloshing ions. The time

evolution of the average density of the sloshing ions is obtaind. We also

obtained the radial profile of the density of the sloshing ions. It is shown

that the radial distribution of the sloshing ions in GDT changes due to the

effect of the radial diffusion. It also depends on the radial profile of the

target plasma density. 80, the radial dependence of the sloshing ions is not

negligible in GDT plasma. The simulation results are qualitative agreement
with the GDT experiment.
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1, Introduction

Magnet locked modes, LM, can be observed in RFPs [1,2], caused by insufficient correction

ofmagnetie field errors. In the RFX experiment up to now all pulses have been affected by a

magnetic perturbation locked to the wall [3,4], which causes a displacement of the plasma

along an helical path where interaction with the graphite first wall occurs. All the diagnostics

Show that in this region the plasma is severely perturbed. Large energy fluxes to the wall with

the formation of ’hot spots‘ on the edges of the carbon tiles [4,5] and large carbon infiuxes

causing sometimes dramatic enhancements of the effective charge [6] have been observed,

particularly at high currents (70(k90t) RA). The plasmawvall interaction region appears on CCD

cameras as a luminous band =02 m wide performing 1+2 poloidal turns [4].

The paper describes the. characteristics of a peculiar phenomenon detected by the multicbord

interferometer [7] in most of the pulses where the perturbation is close to the diagnostic: bursts

of fast and large fluctuations that, correlated with similar phenomena seen on Hot, 0 and C line

emission monitors, are interpreted in terms ofinfluxes from the 'hot spots’_

2. Characteristics of the density fluctuations

The LM»enhanced density fluctuations can be as large as 1030 m‘2 peakao—peak in 1ine~integral

density units and last for a large part of the pulse. in general the amplitude is of several units

1019 ml, which is ltl+50 times larger than nonnal. In most cases the enhanced fluctuations are

seen only by some of the interferometer chords, often the outennost ones, which may observe

also a large density increase (eg. chord 7 and 8 in fig.l), Enhanced fluctuations are detected

only when the maximum of the LM is within i200 toroidally from the diagnostic, consistently
with the typical half—height—width of the perturbation [3]. On the other hand, the helical region

of plasmaewall interaction is oblique relative to the poloidal plane of the interferometer chords
(see fig. 2), hence only sortie of them can intersect it, A more detailed analysis of the position

of the helical band confirmed that the chords measuring enhanced fluctuations are indeed

directly crossing it either at the top or bottom of the vacuum vessel. Since the distribution of the
LM is peaked at the 2 poloidal gaps in the stabilising shell l3], the interferometer, being at 90"
toroidttlly from the gaps, detects enhanced fluctuations only in a small percentage of pulses.
Nevertheless, analysing the available set of: 60 cases, it seems that the phenomenon is present

over the whole plasma current and density range so far explored.
The power spectrum of the enhanced fluctuations is broader titan normal, with higher

content in a range 2+6 kl 12 which in sortie cases teaches up to 3()+4() kHz, as shown in fig.3.
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The autocorrelntion drops to zero in <ltns. A cross~coherence analysis gave high con-61mm”
(>07) only between large fluctuations of interferometer chords passing through the same
observation window. which indicates that their coherence distance is of the order Of tens of Cm.
Conversely, as seen in the past [8L high correlation is found between all chords Which
measures ‘small‘ fluctuations, These chords are not directly observing the zone of plasma-wall
interaction Moreover the amplitude of the ‘small‘ fluctuations decreases with toroidal distance,
from the LM maximum down to a factor l/2 for LM at 1800 from the interferometer. This
suggests that the gradually decreasing amplitude of the magnetic perturbation causes Processes,
similar to those at the locking point although on a smaller scale.
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3. Behaviour Ila, O and C line emission measurements
Consistently with the position of the LM, an HOL monitor located at the same toroidal port of the
interferometer shows enhanced emission and fluctuations and correlation >0.5 with the
interferometer chords. A behaviour similar to that of the interferometer is seen by an array of
Ho, OH, CH and C111 monitors located at a different toroidal angle, i.e. increased emission and
fluctuations are seen by some chords (see fig. 4), consistently with the interception of the
helical wall interaction zone. In some cases the HCL emission drops after 202—30 ms whereas the
Cll remains high or continues to increase. This suggests that, although hydrogen and carbon
come from the same wall interaction zone, they are emitted separately and the emission of the
former may drop because of depletion of the inventory stored in the graphite. Because of
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(ur'liiOIl of the signals, cross—coherence analysis has been performed only for chords not
a ‘ . . . .

Z. ecll)’ looking at the interaction zone. The best correlation is found between 011 and CH
tr . .
'gn'tlS particularly for the central chords, which ts analogous to the result found for the

S! l 1

. [erferomfilel' chords in similar conditions
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4. Discussion
The close link between the enhanced density fluctuations and the region of plasma-wall

interaction due to the LM and the fact that chords only 10-15 cm apart do not see the same large

fluctuations and are not cross-correlated, suggest tltat the phenomena are restricted to a plasma

edge region a few cm thick where field line interception by the material wall prevents the
propagation of the fluctuations. The measured line integral densities of 0.5+1-1020 nr2 implies

mm in the perturbed region densities well in excess of 1021 m‘3 are reached Such a density

build—up in an outer and low confinement region entails a very large influx of neutrals. On the

other hand the wide power spectrum, the short atttocorrelation time and the small coherence

length of the enhanced fluctuations point to an electrostatic nature and suggest that they are due

to continual ionisation and loss of neutral atoms front the wall. In this framework it is possible

m compute a particle influx/outflux frotn the time derivative of the fluctuating density: taking

into account a ratio of 20.4 between H and C neutrals emitted, dtte to hydrogen trapped in the

graphite [9], and assuming, from the C11 and C111 monitors, that the C atoms on average reach

an ionisation Charge =2 before being lost, a carbon influx of 3+5 l023 m'~s‘1 is obtained. This

value is Comparable to the graphite thermal sublimation influx measured for ‘hot spots’ [10]

observed on graphite limiters exposed to tens of MW-m'2 thermal loads. Evidence of such hot

spots in RFX is given also by CCD cameras [4]. The influx found is one order of magnitude

larger titan the hydrogen influx estimated far from the LM both spectroscopically [l 1] and from

the interferometer measurements. Since the interferometer chords, which go through

observation windows, are always at several cm from the nearest hot spot on a tile it can be

assumed that the high density fluctuation zone extends over an area comparable to the bright

band seen by CCD cameras [4], for a typical area of 0.6 ml. In this way a total continuous C
influx/outflux of 2+3-1023 5’1 is obtained, which, attributing to each particle an energy of

=4tleV (for ionisation and electron thermalisation) leads to a total power loss of 1.5+2 MW.

This value adds to that responsible for the heating of the graphite hot spots [4] for a global loss
directly linked to the LM which would then reach up to 25+30 % of the total transport losses.

5. Summary
Very large density fluctuations are seen on RFX in Close connection with the magnetic
perturbation and plasma-wall interaction zone due to locked modes. The fluctuations can be as
large as 103‘) m’2 peak»to»peak, have a broad power spectrum with significant contributions up

to 20+30 KHz and are well correlated with Hot and C local emission measurements. The local

density profiles are also severely perturbed. The phenomena might be dtte to the large emission
of carbon atoms sublimating from 'hot spots‘ on the graphite first wall. A local C influx
=3.5+5- l023 mas“1 is estimated from the interferometer measurements and the power losses
directly connected to the LM via these processes could be 1.5+2 MW.
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1 Introduction
In many Reversed Field Pinch (RFP) experiments unstable MHD modes are reported to

lock in phase and sometimes also to the wall [l.2,3,4]. The role of field errors produced by

non—ideal passive and active inductors, besides being theoretically predicted, has been clearly

evidenced by experiments. In particular on MST a progressive reduction of field errors

coming from various sources enabled an operational window to be found in which no wall

locking occurs, with a significant improvement of discharge performance [’2].

In RFX all pulses evidence wall locking of MHD modes [5]. This paper first analyses the

magnetic boundary conditions in pulses with plasma currents of 500 to 900 kA, giving space

distribution and time dependence of the radial field component. which is considered to be

crucially involved in mode locking Then the paper shows how radial fields can affect wall

locking position and describes how m=l modes lock to give rise to a stationary helical

perturbation. Finally, the consequences of mode locking on parallel energy lluxes at the

plasma edge and on heat loads on plasma facing components are discussed.

2 Magnetic boundary conditions in RFX

The main sources of radial field errors in RFX are: the poloidal and toroidal gaps in the

shell, the shell portholes. the discrete passive and active conductors, such as the supporting

rings of the vacuum vessel and the discrete toroidal field coils.

Poloidal gaps. They are the most important sources of radial field errors [5]. The m=l

harmonic is usually the largest one and it significantly affects plasma performance; its

amplitude is much higher when locking occurs near one of the two gaps. It has been reduced

by means of an active axisymmetric feedback control [6], from typically 50 mT to 10 mT

during the flat—top phase, but it is much higher during setting-up. when locking occurs, due

to limits in time response of the power amplifiers. Higher order harmonics have been

minimised by better programming the field shaping winding currents.

Toroidal field system. Before t=20 15 fi'1—— *_

ms, the radial m=0 field Br is mainly due to 10 i .‘fillfiijiii

induced currents in the vacuum vessel _ 5 """""" ' ~

stiffening rings (n=72), while the winding E 0
contribution to B,- is nearly cancelled by the an“ - 5 ****** '

fl

image currents on the shell. Thereafter, the -|0

effect of shell currents becomes significant -15 " ' g """ '
. ‘ . . i . 2 _20 I " . _ ‘ Age i i4._._i
and Br assumes the cor] per10d1c1ty n 48. 70.0: 0 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08

The more the image currents penetrate the l [5]

Shell thickness, the larger their effect is on Fig.1 Evolution oft/re rmlialfield (Inc m the? toroidal

B r-i therefore this contribution [0 Br field.rysiciii,t,-n/iipzircd arfimt wall.
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dcpends on the time derivative ofthe winding currents. In figl the time evolution of 13,r at the
first wall is shown: the dashed waveform refers to a two times faster variation of the [OFOidal
field with respect to the other one.

Equatorial pol-tlioles and gap. An analytical model based on measurements by
prohes placed on the 12 pumping ports is used to calculate the radial field at the plasma Edge

'0 . due to the equatorial holes and to the Outer
‘ l toroidal gap of the shell. In fig.2 Br at the
H L graphite is shown as a function oftime for a

typical 530 RA pulse where the locking
position is between the ports at (b29750 and

,, Elm/Tints". ,, 7‘ $2127.50. After fast fluctuations of Bi
stm3582 1 during the reversal phase, a stationary

-i5 o 002 0.04 ‘006 0‘08 0'] 0Ilzperturbation becomes evident around t=15
[[s] ms: for comparison. B,- is also given far

Fig.2 Radialfield nip/(Lima edge at Equatorial PUI'IIIUIL’X. from the lOClia position ((i)=2l7 so)

Vertical portholes. The radial magnetic field penetration across these portholes, that are
not crossed by shell gaps, was studied with a set of two saddle coils placed on the external
shell surface around two vertical portholes on the top and bottom sides of the torus, A m=l
radial field is detected only when the modes lock near to the probe; it has a typical growth
time constant of about 100 ms and the maximum Br is 3+4 mT. Since the m=1 mode
amplitude forced by locking has a much shorter rise time, it is evident that the shell acts as a
low—pass shield at these holes, unlike at the equatorial ones.

3 Relationship between field error and mode locking
In normal operation, modes tend to lock preferentially near one of the two shell poloidal

gaps [5]. Modes were induced to lock in a predetermined position by reducing to zero the
current in 1/12 of the toroidal field winding, at the expense of a substantial confinement
degradation. On the other hand, a fairly uniform distribution of locking positions has been
obtained by increasing approximately by 50% the current flowing after reversal in the toroidal
field coils located over both poloidal gaps: this causes application of a higher toroidal field
reversal in the gap regions. A possible explanation of why the current increase affects locking
position is found in fig.3. where the m=O Br measured at the poloidal gaps by saddle coils

located on the shell inner surface is plottedo Mensiirementztl grip | + Moasiiiellieiiialp.\p_1 »

0E ‘ ' lg ' ' l ‘ l ' as a function of locking position, both in
—— l 30 + > ‘ A . .
[E 74Em33§ SAW °§fm§g§§g¢ofifii§§ééi standard operation (above) and With the
r} Qfo ”1° o f ‘ :15; 2 increased field (below), at t=20 ms. A radial

‘b d) + t» M; n * , , .
_ s . + oogoog" °o A till“; . field of =3 niT entering through the polOidal

l + t . . .l I gaps is tound in standard operation
, l . | 7 < . t A A

E 4 t iG‘pl o .63” “ regardless of the locking posttion; when
a I 4+ 0‘ 0 . I 4’ , . . . _5 O “:3“? a? yfifgfiioéfifiifieeflwtaif modes look at one gap, it is strongly

3: 0 03°.» 00 0 ° 2 + + 3‘ M + 3 2+ amplified. Due to asymmetry in the electricalo t _
'4 ' I o *1 ‘ connections of the corls With respect to the

t y . I . i9. . l l l - . , . r ' '0 45 90 135 180 225 270 315 mogaps, the increased toroidal field at the gaps
Tomidal position [degrees] produces 2] Br 0pp0$lt6 li‘l Slgn to the one

Fig.3: Rodin/fieldmearitrcrl(tr/Ioloidrllgnps, nit/mitt normally found in this region, SO that the
(above) marl will! (be/0w) higher rave/1m] applied. two tend 10 cancel out. In this case even [he
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Br created when modes lock atone gap is lower than before. These results confirm that radial

fields are important as seeds for locking modes to the wall.

4 Space and time analysis of locked modes
Locked modes in RFX are internally resonant with m=l, n=7+15. with n=8 usually

predominant [5]. The localised perturbation on the toroidal field component is typically 10%
of the poloidal field at the wall, corresponding to a spatial RMS value of 2+3%.

The plasma column deformation due to mode locking has been studied with a poloidal
array of picleup coils located on the shell inner surface, far from the poloidal gaps, in a set of

discharges where locking took place near to this array. The result is that mode locking causes

a helical distortion of the plasma column (kink) with a pitch of :1/9 of the toroidal

circumference. The distortion is significant over a toroidal length of =45 degrees, and its

amplitude is equivalent to a plasma column shift of =1 cm from the equilibrium position,
The modes making up the localised perturbation are already locked to the wall at the

beginning of the RFP phase. During start-Lip, due to the decrease of the safety factor q,
SHOT 4705 — AMPLITUDES — odd m — BT modes with increasing n numbers

nci-a '# ”V , _: become resonant and their amplitudes
"=17 . show a rise and subsequent decay. This
":15 is shown in fig.4 for modes with odd
:1? m (namely m=l and to a lesser extent
,2 9 m=3); as q approaches zero (t=1 1 ms)
or 7 many modes are present
n: 5 g .. simultaneously, including those which
2: j W’Jii;~ ‘ ~—: will form the locked perturbation,

0003 0.005 0010 0015 mm giving rise to a very turbulent phase,
" [51 frequently characterised by a temporary

Fig.4 Evolution ofmader with udzlm during start-up, plasma curl-em drop. The amplitudes

reached by low It modes during start—up are roughly proportional to plasma current and tend
to be lower when toroidal field reverses faster.

5 Effects of mode locking on heat and particle fluxes at the wall
Energy fluxes parallel to the magnetic field in the outer region of the RFP plasma are

characterised by a strong asymmetry between the electron and the ion drift sides, attributed to
superthennal electrons. In RFX typical values of this asymmetry, defined as the ratio between
the energy fluxes collected on the two sides, are of the order of 2+5 [7]. A detailed analysis
of data coming from shots where modes are locked near the calorimetric probes shows that
the presence of locked modes causes an inversion of the asymmetry (fig.5).

Mode locking produces helical footprints on the first wall with local enhancement of both
power load and impurity influxes, documented by four CCD—TV cameras equipped with
interference filters. Fig.6 shows a tangential view from an equatorial port; comparison with
magnetic probe data shows that the two poloidal bright stripes correspond to the regions
where the magnetic surfaces intercept the wall. Both stripes follow a helical structure with a
pitch of 1/14 of the toroidal circumference. The two regions of interaction differ in terms of
power flow direction, the left stripe being heated preferentially from top to bottom (electron
drift) while the other along the ion drift. The interaction is concentrated on the edges of the

tiles and on the caps protecting the tile clamping keys. Surface temperatures exceeding 2500
c’C have been estimated on some hot spots and associated to carbon blooms which increase
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(, . . . . . . » effective Z from the typical values of 2 to
,l i , . 0. 4+5. thus dramatically affecting discharge
3 . performance. Such temperature values
3 i - n 1': 5 o: . . — require power loads of the order of 80+150
i I 3 A ~ v - ‘ - \-9 z > :. .s H. . J “.32.. , EIW/ni.‘ ‘The area subject tothcse power
3 , . . ’ . _.; ows is estimated to be less than a few
Er 3 . ‘ ." I : —‘ thousandths of the total area (36 1111). so that
3 I ' . : ' 'o‘: the powerlost by transport in the region 01‘

c. . . enhanced interaction is up to IO+2()% ot the
i i . i x = t ohmic input. as previously estimated [5].

-l50 »ltl(l —5t) (1 5t) li)[) l5“ It)” 35(7) Inspection of the first wall tiles and of-
'l‘oroidal angle between probes and lockingr position‘ ‘ ‘ the vessel inner surface has shown that the

”fl-3 Asymmetry (LY (Ifmit'rimi It] [ml-king [70.t'flf0”. I‘egiOl‘lS C1088 [0 [he poloidzll gaps DI’CSCni
the highest concentration of plasmaiwall interaction phenomena: on the lower side of the
torus. thermal erosion of the tile edges facing the electron drift side and melting of the vessel

metal surface between the two poloidal rows of tiles
adjacent to the gap: on the upper side, a more diffused

' interaction, also in the toroidal direction, both 011 tiles
and metal wall. Melting of the metal wall on the lower
side suggests the presence of large radial magnetic
fields. The tiles extracted from the lower side of the
torus show the presence of an electron flow through
them from the plasma to the vessel. This current, of
the order of some kA/tile. is mainly concentrated in
one of the two poloidal tile rows adjacent to the
poloidal gap. The electron current seems to come out
from a larger area on the upper side of the torus

Fig.6 CCD calnem observation after/ting.

6 Conclusions
A detailed survey of the radial field errors in RFX has been carried out. leading to identify

the poloidal gaps as the main source. Evidence has been found of correlations between field
errors and wall locking of MHD modes. Wall locking produces large concentrations of
electron and energy fluxes on the first wall. leading to significant erosion of plasma facing
materials. Enhanced plasma—wall interaction due to locking causes degradation in
confinement, at least by direct losses to the wall and by enhanced impurity production. With
the aim of suppressing wall locking. provisions are being taken to reduce the field error level:
closure of the outer equatorial gap. closure of one of the two poloidal gaps, fast active control
of radial field at the remaining poloidal gap.
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1. Introduction

RFX. a Reversed Field Pinch experiment (R=2m, a=0.46m), has operated since November

1991‘ After the first experimental phase, mainly devoted to obtain the RFP configuration and

to increase the maximum plasma current up to 650 kA, the machine has been operated during

the last year with active magnetic field control to optimize the performances.
Feedback control [1] of the plasma current, of the reversed toroidal field at the wall and of the

mzl radial field at the poloidal gaps were developed and implemented. Passive networks,
made With diodes, variable resistors and inductors have been also installed in series with the
poloidal Field Shaping Winding, to reduce the radial field error at the gaps during plasma

setting up.
In RFX the best confinement at 0.5 MA was obtained with a control of the plasma column
position and by reducing the m=1 radial field at the poloidal gaps [2] [3]. The operation with
higher plasma currents (up to SOOkA) has required higher bias vertical field and, as a

consequence, control of its shape to favour the breakdown, which has led to an elliptic plasma

cross section; the consequence of this on the confinement has been investigated and is

reported in the paper.
Also the field error at the gap was seen to affect the RFX results [4]; after the installation of

16 pick~up coils for the measurements of the radial field at the poloidal gaps the high in order
harmonics has been strongly reduced, to investigate the influence on the toroidal loop voltage.

Finally the paper includes the results of studies made to investigate the possibility to achieve
a better confinement with relatively high 6 (6=B1\)(a)/<B¢> is the the pinch parameter)
discharges, as obtained in TPE-lRM2O experiment [5].

2. Plasma shape influence on confinement
2.1 The bias vertical field and plasma shape

The effect of the plasma shift on the loop voltage at plasma current of = 550 kA has been
already observed in [2]; the best results were obtained when the plasma horizontal shift is

between 0 and 1 cm; for larger shifts, the loop voltage increases by approximately 10 V per
centimeter. This high increase of the loop voltage can not be explained as a consequence of a
plasma cross section reduction due to the shift, rather it seems more related to the increase of
the radial field at the first wall when a circular plasma has an horizontal shift (see Fig. 1) with
respect to the centered position.
To increase the plasma current up to 800 kA, the necessary centering bias vertical field was

increased and this introduces a delay in the breakdown that depends to the vertical field
intensity. To allow a plasma breakdown with an acceptable delay for the high current

experiments, a vertical field with a negative decay index [6] has been applied; as a
consequence of this operating condition the shape of the plasma column was modified and in
particular an elliptic plasma cross section has normally been set up during the operation at
800 kA.
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To determine the plasma shape. a contour identification code was developed which makes Us
of the magnetic measurements. The code also accounts for the effect of eddy CUITCnts i:
passive conductors (stabilising shell and vacuum vessel). Fig. 2 shows the computed poloidal
section of the flux line which represents the plasma magnetic boundary for the pulse #4904 at
50 ms; the bold circumference represents the graphite first wall. The horizontal displacemem
from the inner graphite is 35 mm while from the outer graphite is about 5 mm.
Experimental evidence of the modification of the plasma shape has been also obtained from
the Observations with the CCD camera. which shows increased plasma—wall interaetmng in
the positions where the flux lines are near the first wall.
Also the total radiation emissivity profiles. measured by a 8-Chords bolomctt‘ic diagnogtic [7]
covering approximately 2/3 of the diameter. have confirmed the modification of plasma
profile. The form of the emissivity profile is influenced by the plasma shape and position: in
particular the total radiation profile is approximately symmetric for well—centered discharges‘
but when the plasma column shifts outwards the radiation coming from the outer Edge
increases. possibly indicating an enhanced plasma-wall interaction. Moreover in vertically
elongated plasmas, which show tip-down interaction with the wall, the edge region is less
emitting than the core and more uniform emission distributions are observed.
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2.2 Plasma performances with different cross sections
The modification of the plasma shape has influenced the plasma performances at high current.
In particular a degradation of the confinement has been recorded with the increase of the
plasma ellipticity. Figure 3 shows, for shots with 800 kA of plasma current, that the toroidal
loop voltage increases with the increase of the space between the vessel first wall and the
plasma last closed magnetic surface tangential to the first wall (the value is normalized to the
surface inside the vessel). For a well centered plasma. this parameter increases with the
plasma ellipticity; moreover it is proportional to the radial field at the first wall and takes into
account. besides the shape of the plasma, the horizontal shift. The 8% of the suface not
occupied by the last magnetic surface approximately corresponds to a radial field at the wall,
normalized to Beta), equal to 4 %. The large increase of the toroidal loop voltage (from = 30
V to = 50 V) can not be justified with the increase of the plasma resistance due to plasma
cross section reduction ( 2.5% of surface reduction).
Fig. 4 shows the dependence of the poloidal beta. [30, on the same parameter defined above;
the marked degradation of [3,3 and of the plasma confinement is related with to increase of
plasma ellipticity.
The behaviour of these two parameters shows that the confinement properties are affected by
the plasma shape: geometric factors can not explain the result which seems to be related to the
large increase of the the radial field at the wall. which in turn affects the plasma—wall
interaction, and in particular the parallel transport ofenergy and particles or the dissipation of
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helicily Somewhat similar effects have been observed and discussed before [8] regarding the
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3. Radial field control at the poloidal gaps
A feedback control system which aims at minimising the difference between the average

vertical field at the gaps and the average vertical field far from the gap has been implemented

in RFX during the last experimental programme. Due to the long time constant of the shell

(=4SO ms) for the penetration of the vertical field, this is effectively equivalent to control of

the ni=l component in sintf) of the radial field at the gap. The feedback system controls the

amplitude of the currents in the 8 field shaping windings; the currents in them produce a

vertical field with stable decay index (z0.7) in the plasma region. Moreover, due to the

topology of the circuit, only a magnetic field with harmonics in sinfi can be produced.

The effectiveness of the system in reducing the amplitude of the field errors is clearly

apparent in Fig. 5, where the data refer to the flaHop of homogeneous pulses at 500 kA.

The harmonic analyses performed on the measurements provided by the two sets of 16

pickup coils located at the gaps have shown the presence of components of higher order

(m=2,3,4) of the radial magnetic field. In order to make the shell surface as close as possible

to a flux surface it is necessary that these further harmonics of the radial component vanish.

This control of higher order harmonics was also introduced for the harmonics of order

m:2,3,4 in the pulses with Ip=500 kA. In the Fig. 6 the time evolution of the harmonics is

presented: the amplitude of the higher order harmonics is very low with respect to the first

one during flat—top phase. While the introduction of the feedback control of the first harmonic

has brought about a reduced spread of the loop voltage around its mimimum values, up to

now
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the compensation of the other harmonics do not seem to be so effective in improving the
discharge performances.

4. Effect ofF variations on 6 and loop voltage
Experiments have been carried out increasing the current in the toroidal field winding dllrin
the flatetop in order to reduce F=B¢(a)/<B¢> and, consequentely, to give more peaked plasma
J and B profiles. In the tests F has been moved in the range —0.55+—O.2, while the plasma
current was mantained in the range of 550 + 600 kA.
The values of F and 9 obtained during a typical discharge are shown in Fig. 7 together With
the curve derived from the Bessel Function Model. In this discharge as F decreases from
0.25 to -0.5 only small variation of G is obtained and this variation is lower than that
expected from the theory derived from several models (Polinomial Function Model, ll&p
Model. truncated BFM); this means that the plasma 1 and B profiles tend to remain llat as F
decreases. Because the current density on the axis does not rise it is not surprising that there
was no evidence for an increase in peak temperature as seen elsewhere [5].
The on—axis loop voltage shows, a clear dependence on 6, despite the small excursion of the
pinch parameter; the variation of the experimental loop voltage, which inccases with 9, seems
to be related to a small variation of the plasma current density profile.

5. Conclusions
On—axis loop voltage has been observed to increase in RFX when the plasma column has an
horizontal displacement from the centered position or becomes elliptical; also varying the
field error in the poloidal gap gives increased voltage. All these effects appear to be correlated
with the associated increase of the radial field in the edge plasma region and further work is
required to understand the factors on which the loop voltage depends.
The decreasing of F to give peaking of the on-axis current density and a large increase in 6‘
which could result in an improvement of confinement, has not yet been observed.
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Introduction. The dynamo mechanism responsible for the sustainment of Reversed—

Field Pinch (RFP) configurations is believed to be related to strong magnetic fluctuations. A

fluctuation-induced electromotive electric field «V X T33, consistent with typical values of the

poloidal current, has been measured at the edge of MST [l], supporting the MHD—dynamo

model [2]. On the other hand, the presence of fast electron distributions (routinely observed at

the plasma edge in many RFP experiments) is a signature of the radial diffusion associated with

magnetic field stochasticity, which could also be responsible for the dynamo effect, according

to the KDT (kinetic dynamo theory) model [3}. Both theories allow the computation of

substantially correct configurations of currents and magnetic fields, by means of 3-D non-linear

MHD simulations [4], or 3~D Fokker-Planck codes [5], respectively. However, in both cases,

in view of the complexity of the computational models, agreement with experimentally

observed configurations is obtained by adjusting parameters that are not easily measurable. In

such comparisons between theoretical models and experiments, an important additional

requirement is the consistency between the macroscopic quantities (B0, 1p, F, 6), current and

magnetic field profiles) and the microscopic structure (electron distribution function in velocity

space). In fact, as it will be shown later on, similar RFP configurations can be obtained from

completely different electron distributions, and fast electron diagnostics could be extremely

useful to discriminate between different theoretical models. An example of this method is given

here: the current and magnetic field configuration of a typical MST discharge are computed self.

consistently with the electron distribution function, by means of a 3—D Fokker-Planck code [5],

and experimental soft X»ray spectra are used as a powerful constraint on the only important free

parameter of the simulation, the magnetic turbulence level in the plasma core.

Computational model. The FokkervPlanck code used in this work is discussed in

detail elsewhere [5]. It solves the kinetic equation in 3 dimensions (r,v”,v_L)
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£_fl2f_=cm+pm, D(f)=M[3_e_EsL],DM[a_eE_A1]f m

where f(t,r,v”,vi) is the electron distribution function, averaged on both the cyclotron motion

and the guiding center orbit, C(f) is the collision operator, DM(r) is the magnetic field line

diffusion coefficient and E,,(r) is the ambipolar electric field, an'sing because electrons diffuse

faster than ions. The parallel electric field E" = EwBtp/B is evaluated self~consistently with the

magnetic field B, which is related to the current density ,1 via Ampere‘s law V x B = p10,]. This

is achieved by i) numerically solving the kinetic equation, ii) computing the current density, iii)

numerically solving Ampere's law for B, iv) recomputing E", v) injecting the new E“ into the
kinetic equation, and iterating the procedure until the dism'bution function, the current density
and the magnetic field profiles are in steady-state. The effect of a MHD-dynamo field can be
simply included in the calculation by entering an ad lmc parallel electric field Ed, with intensity

and radial profile deduced from non-linear MHD simulations [4]. For instance, in order to

mimic the dynamo field computed for typical MST parameters in Ref. 4, the following
analytical expression has been used

— atan[0t(r — r*) / a]AE =13‘* “0 A+atan[0£(r*/a)] (2)

where Edt) is the value of the dynamo field at the plasma centre, and the parameters A, r*, a are

used to define the shape of the field as a function of radius.
Experimental results and simulations. We have performed self-consistent kinetic

calculations for typical parameters ofa low-density MST discharge (R = 1.5 m, a = 0.5 m, 1;, =

350 kA, V1001, = 14 V, net) = 0.9 x

100 """"'l""""'|""""‘ 1013cm'3,Tco=2506V,F=-0.2,®
f(E) = j = 1.7). A radially constant DM = 52L

10-2 !' 'g is assumed, where L = l m is the
i“ 1: longitudinal auto-correlation length of

1 0-4 3 ‘ . MHD : , . " m 'g" ‘ ~- _ _ 1 the turbulence, and b is the ratio of the

i- .... " “i fluctuating to the static magnetic fields.
10-6: KDT = ... _7_r 1 A radially constant Zcff - ...2 is also

i- " assumed, based on incomplete
10‘86""“""”"""11'6””“1‘5 spectroscopic measurements. Global

E (keV) discharge parameters in fair agreement
with the experimental ones are obtained

Fig. l: Computed distribution functions at the
plasma center, for tht.’ same current
density; KDT(.r01id) and MHD the 172 % level measured in the plasma
dynamo (dashed) models

for l) = 0.4 %, somewhat lower than

edge. A very similar result (i.e., the
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same global parameters) can also be

obtained by means of a purely MHD-
O-Vlll lines

dynamo model. namely by running the

code with B = 0 and Ed is 0 (with
ZnREdO = -4 V, A = 0.5,(1 = 10, r*/a

= 0.5). The central distribution

Al lines

un
i-l

un
i-l

mu
d

1

functions (integrated over pitch-angle)

computed for the two cases (purely

KDT and purely MHD models) are

0 1 2 3 4 5 shown in Fig. 1. Despite the fact that

hV (keV) the central current densities are exactly

dl
/d

(h
v)

(a
.u

.)

"é;

Fig. 2: Measured (points with error bars), and the same. the two pitch—angle averaged
computed (liner) Xmy specrra. KDT distributions are very different in the
model(snlid);MHD dynamo model h' h _ . h KDT

(dashed); MHD + KDT (dotted). 1% “my Pm m I 3 “15°,
radial diffusion (ac lvul) prevents the

flattening of the tail, despite the higher

1ocal electric field. Such large differences are generally observable by means of diagnostics

sensitive to the pitch-angle integrated distribution, such as soft X-ray spectra. This is illustrated

in Fig. 2, where an experimental spectrum is shown, together with the two spectra computed

from the distributions of Fig. 1 (solid and dashed lines). It appears that the purely MHD—

dynamo model yields a spectrum which is too high and flat. This result is systematic, and

demonstrates that radial diffusion and the resulting non—local conductivity are essential

ingredients of the RFP dynamics. This is also supported by edge fast electron measurements in

MST [6].
Now, can a purely KDT model describe any RFP discharge satisfactorily '3 As shown in

Ref. 5, it is possible to obtain reversed—field configurations by a KDT model, as long as b is

regarded as a free parameter. If E is constrained by a measurement of the distribution function

(as in our case), this is no longer generally true. For instance, in the case of Figs. 1, 2, the

optimum combination of parameters that simultaneously fits the X—ray spectrum and the total

plasma current yields B0 = 0.5 T. G) = 1.95 and F = —0.1. The corresponding profiles of

parallel current density and magnetic fields are shown in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively (solid

lines). It has not been possible to obtain values of F = -0.2 and substantially lower values of

(-9. Runs performed for higher densities confirm that the field reversal is difficult to obtain

under the constraint imposed by the X—ray spectrum. The optimum is always obtained by the

combination of the two models. For instance, using 5 = 0.3 % and ZHREdo = —2 V, the central

distribution function is very similar to that of the purely KDT model, and fits the X-ray

spectrum (Fig. 2, dotted line). On the other hand, the current and magnetic fields profiles are
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validation of the theoretical
O , , , I , . , , . , . understanding of RFP discharges

0.2 O 4 0.6 O 8 would onlybeprovided byafully self~
r/a consistent MH'D + kinetic calculation.

Fig. 3: Computedparallcl current densities; COHCIUSiODS- In COHClusionIa
KDT (solid), and MHD+KDT (dotted) new techni ue, based on 3-D ' 'mode/X q kmencsimulations constrained by measure.

ments of the central fast electmn
distribution, has been applied to the analysis of RFP discharges. It is found that radial
diffusion of superthermal electrons due to magnetic stochasticity is essential to simulate the X.
ray spectra, which cannot be reproduced on the basis of a purely MHD-dynamo electric field,
However, excellent agreement in all respects (both microscopic and global quantities) could
only be found by adding a MHD~dynamo electric field of the level and shape predicted by non-
linear MHD simulations [4]. These results reconcile the two models and clearly demonstrate
the importance of both 3-D kinetic codes and 3-D MHD codes (ideally, self-consistently
coupled) for the correct interpretation of
RFP discharges.
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1. Introduction
The paper reports on recent observations of improved plasma confinement in a gas-dynamic

trap (GDT) with the Ti-coated first wall. GDT is an axially symmetric magnetic mirror with

a high mirror ratio and mirror-to-mirror distance exceeding the ion mean free path of scatter-

ing into loss cone [1,2]. To stabilize curvature-driven flute modes. min-B axisymmetric an-

chor cells attached from both ends ofthe device are used. The end cell of an expander type

[1-3] and cusp [4] have been proposed and tested experimentally. In the both cases, the end

cell plasma is fed by collisional losses from the central cell through the linking mirror. Hav-

ing a number of attractive features (compactness, high neutron flux. etc.) stemming primarily

from its axial symmetry, gas-dynamic trap can be used as a 14MeV neutron source for fusion

materials and components test [5]. To test basic physical principles ofthe source operation a

program of work to study plasma stability and confinement is being undertaken on GDT fa-

cility. In this paper, analysis and interpretation of recent experimental results obtained with an

extensive use of titanium gettering which has significantly reduced hydrogenic and impurity

recycling resulting in the improved plasma parameters, as well as modeling of the time evo-

lution of the sloshing ions are presented.

2. Experimental Apparatus
GDT consists of a 7m central cell bounded from each ends by axially symmetrical min-B

anchor cells of an expander or/and cusp configuration. Initial plasma has been produced by

plasma guns. Central cell losses sustain the anchor cell plasma density which is high enough

for stability of the entire system. Magnetic field at the midplane was 0.22T. mirror ratio was

Varied in the range 12.5 - 75. We heated a central cell plasma and provided energetic ions

build-up by injecting six neutral beams at 45° to the magnetic field lines. Total injected

power of13.5—15 keV neutral beams was up to 3.5MW in 1.2ms pulses. Recently, a seg-
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mented stainless steel liner has been installed inside the central cell together with seven Ti.

evaporators used to produce the uniform film on the liner surface [6]. Titanium gettering be.

tween the pulses significantly reduced outgassing of the first wall, accompanied in GDT With

access to higher plasma parameters.

3. Experimental results
Figure 1 shows the temporal behavior of the parameters for a typical plasma shot. Target

q
—_3plasma density was 4-20-1013cm whereas sloshing ion density (mean energy of 3-6 keV)

reached 5-1012cm_3. The central cell electron temperatures approaching 706V have been ob-

served. Because of substantial reduction ofthe gas release from the Ti-covered first wall, the

charge-exchange lifetime ofthe sloshing ions has increased at least tenfold in comparison to

791“ the regimes without titanium gettering as seen from Fig.2,

The global charge-exchange lifetime was determined

— from ratio of the total stored sloshing ions energy meas-
TUNED roan

ured by diamagnetic loops to the total power measured by
aw . Wt ,,

rmmmtm the bolometer array. These measurements indicate aroman

charge~exchange lifetime on background gas approaching

lOms, This loss rate was negligible compared to the

power transferred from the hot ions to bulk plasma elec-

trons.

Stability boundary of GDT for flute interchange

modes was experimentally obtained by the measurements

u u; : l i. 3 of energies stored in the target plasma and sloshing ions
. V t ms

F’g-j [he Iypzcal shorparameters. during the shots, The approach has its basis on the evi-

dence that isotropic target plasma essentially contributes favorably to stability supplying a

plasma to outboard anchors Via losses through the mirrors whereas sloshing ions contribution

is always unfavorable as they movejust inside max—B central cell. Indeed. in the experiments

it was found that when the ratio of energy content of sloshing ions and that of the target

plasma reached a critical value, the electron temperature and stored energy did not increase

further thereby indicating enhanced energy losses. On Figure 3. experimental points corre-

sponding to the plasma energies less than 50] were measured at the stability boundary in the
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case of the expander end cells. In the region laying under the

fitting line defined by these points a plasma is macroscopically
mm”. “‘1'”

E stable. The fitting line corresponds to expander contribution to

7 the averaged curvature that three times larger than that of the

central cell filled with an isotropic collisional plasma.

0‘; y; no on 10 1.3 . ‘ _ _
U km: The upper pomts on Fig.3 were measured in the macroscopi-

Fig»7 Chafifgg'gfie hfenme cally stable regimes with Ti-gettering and with the use of a
behavior ur

cusp anchor. Overa

twice of that in the regimes without Ti-gettering. We attribute this improvement to better
ll energy confinement times approaching 0.3ms have been observed being

vacuum conditions supplemented by improved MHD-stability

provided by the cusp end cell. An assessment of a global power

balance of the cusp stabilized central cell plasma indicates

that axial power loss accounts for at least 60-70% ofthe

trapped beam power for mirror ratio of 12.5 (see Fig.4). The

plasma lifetime on the other hand is degraded for higher mirror

ratio even though the pressure-weighted curvature was

giirslama ”erg ”In“ ions energy favorable. that might give evidence of a slow instability

drive. This occurred independently on the plasma pressure inside the stabilizing cusp which

can be varied by puffing ofa plasma from an additional plasma gun. A flute-like fast insta—

bility accompanied increased plasma losses was driven if the pressure-weighted curvature be

came unfavorable [4].

“F No evidence is found ofan increased cooling ofthe

' central cell plasma due to an interaction with the end walls. The

I - data obtained show that the amount of energy carried out from

. the trap by an electron -ion pair is 8.7il .8Te. mean energy of

r i the ions striking the end wall is 6.5Te, electrostatic potential

: ’ drop between the end wall and the central cell is 4.8Te. These

, é » ' measured quantities are in reasonable agreement with the theory

Fig.4 Ratio ofglobal energy lifetime applicable to a collisionless regime of plasma flow beyond
(0 that defined by longitudinal losses
via mirror with the mirrors [1,2].
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To understand the observed sloshing ions behavior in GDT, simulations of the neUtral

beam trapping and subsequent energy loss and angular scattering of the sloshing ions Were
made using the specially developed code. The treatment of the problem is based on the

Monte-Carlo method to account for ion-ion and ion-electron collisions. Charge-exchange

processes are also taken into account via effective neutral gas density taken from exPeri-

ments. The time evolution of the energy stored in the sloshing ions is simulated for a typical

shot presupposing Coulomb relaxation rates of the fast ions in given plasma background

As it seen from Fig.5. simulated behavior ofthe200slashing ions energy content 1

. 1 J'W°'im'“‘“ “3’“ _ sloshing ions energy content agrees rather well With the ex-» Fokker-flank ende/

\\ ‘/ perimental observation. The measurements of energy and

100 L : angular distributions of the sloshing ions compared with the
lf 4

_ // L . simulations also did not give us any evidence of anomaliesNome-Carlo :nde V '

1
0 l Lms

F1g.)- Stored energI vs time

Conclusion
The plasma parameters in GDT experiments have been significantly improved with Ti-

gettering . In the regimes with the cusp end cell and mirror ratio of 12.5 confinement is al-

most completely determined by collisional losses through the mirrors as expected. No

anomalies in sloshing ions relaxation in the target plasma have been observed.
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An important set of equations relevant to the plasma edge physics in a tokamak are the two~

dimensional finite Larmor radius guiding center equations [1]. It has three "rugged“ invariants

and it was shown that the canonical ensemble probability distribution for this system can have

negative temperature states, characterized by an inverse energy cascade with energy

accumulating in the low k modes. The two-dimensional finite Larmor radius guiding center

model was extended in Ref. [2] by including the polarization drift. The polarization drift has a

different Sign for ions and electrons, and thus has a tendency to produce and accentuate a

charge separation in a time varying electric field. Inverse cascade still exists in this model,

With energy evolving to large structures which scale with the size of the system, while the

system is evolving from an initial unstable flow with shear to a final more stable shear

dominated flow. During this evolution, fine structures develop in the density which causes the

simulation to be unstable when these structures become of the order of the grid size. This

problem was controlled by adding a viscosity term ”Le V2 nu, to the ion and electron density

equations, with Vi,e small enough to provide the necessary dissipation for the short

wavelengths, without affecting the long wavelength modes of the large scales. This problem

was discussed also in Ref. [3] in connection with the solution of the 2-D guiding center

equations. We will show in this work that in some cases the dissipation term can have

important effects on the solution.

The pertinent equations are given by:

%+V'[(VD+v)nv]:l/v V2 ”in (I)

I LPMIVURA 835 CNRS, Université Henri Poincare, Nancy, France

2 Culharn Laboratory. Abingdon, England
3 Department of Physics and Astronomy, Univ. of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa, USA.
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The bar over a variable denotes the integral operation: 50') =JG(r—r’)a(r’)d ,J Which

takes into account the effect of the finite gyro-radius

_ . ‘ 1 (1‘, d _ [3EVD—-V¢)Xe‘:/B, VP1"_—‘%TN:EEia|’17+VDIVE . (2)

where v—1' 9 and or 2 7] _q‘. = and = -(a , t \, S23 ”11, , (1!. q (16 I

Equations (1-2) have been solved numerically for an initial equilibrium profile

representing a plasma edge: nl, = n,- = 0.5 (1 + tanh (0.8 y) ) shown in full curve in Fig, 1. The

length of the slab is LX : 20 in the periodic direction and extends from y = *8 to y = 8 in the

transverse direction. A grid of 128 x 128 points is used. Normalization is such that velocities
are normalized to the ion thermal velocity VIM, length is normalized to the gyro-radius

I; : v,,”- /.Q,- , and time is normalized to Qfl . The potential is normalized to T/e, (we assume

electrons and ions to have the same temperature T). The time—step At = 0.05.

The initial ion density iii, which includes the finite gyro—radius correction is shown in

Fig. 1 in dotted lines. There is an initial charge separation due to the difference (iii "12) at

the plasma edge, (the electron gyro-radius is neglected). The initial velocity profile for the

initial equilibrium profiles shown in Fig. l is V1.0) : E).(y)/copi, where E‘ is the y

component of the electric field. (Note that com is normalized to Qi ; in the present calculation

we take (upl- = 1). Figure 2 shows the initial potential (averaged over the periodic dimension

x). as a function of the transverse dimension y. We add an initial small perturbation ~ (1 +

5 cos kax) to the electron density, E : 0.0025 and k” : 271/ LI... Figure 3 shows the potential

(spatially averaged over 1-) had evolved in such a way that the profile is taking a shape which
has only a single maximum in the center, and satisfy the boundary conditions. The Fourier
modes spectrum of the potential in the periodic direction is dominated by the fundamental
mode corresponding to the longest wavelength allowed by the periodic boundary condition in
the x direction. Figure 4 shows the time evolution, on a logarithmic scale, of this fundamental
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Fourier mode of the potential, showing growth followed by saturation. The calculation

presented is effected for ve : 2 x 10—4 and v,- =7 X 10—5. The initial evolution is essentially

inviscid- Two—dimensional contour plots of the potential (stream function) are shown in

Fig- 5. The E X f? velocity field of the flow is essentially tangent to the streamlines given in

Fig. 5.
We proceed next to repeat the previous simulation by increasing the value of ve to

2‘5 X 104, all other parameters remaining unchanged (especially, we keep v, at 7 X 10—5 ).

The basic physics of the energy evolving to the longest wavelength and the appearance of

shear in the E X 5’ Velocity field is already present in the early inviscid stage. However, the

time evolution, on a logarithmic scale, of the fundamental Fourier mode of the potential

shOWS a small growth during the evolution, instead of a saturation. This growth becomes more

strong if we increase we to 4 x 104‘. For this case, the time variation of the fundamental

Fourier mode of the potential is presented in Fig. 6. After an initial evolution similar to what

we previously discussed, note the very rapid growth. This behaviour was confirmed by

increasing v3 up to 10—3 . These results point to the importance of the viscosity term in the

solution of the set of equations (1-2) for the present problem. In the low temperature range at

the tokamak plasma edge, collision processes are important and various dissipative

instabilities may be excited. The stability of the plasma edge against resistive modes is

important for the proper understanding of L—H transition and edge turbulence in tokamaks.
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VlaSOV Gyrokinetic Simulations of Ion-Temperature-Gradient
driven Instabilities
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1, Introduction
ion Temperature Gradient instabilities (ITG) are electrostatic. low frequency waves which,

under particular conditions such as the presence of a density or temperature gradient. may

become unstable. Their growth rate and saturation level are both generally quite low.

a circumstance that renders their numerical simulation a difficult task‘ for the genuine

instability must be separated from the underlying numerical noise. Physically. [TC in-

stabilltifi‘fi may play an important role in explaining the anomalous heat and particle

transport observed in tokamaks.
The goal we address in this paper is the numerical investigation of lTG instabilities

in a shearless slab, by making use. of a gyrokinetic Vlasov code. In Vlasov (Euler-ian)

codes [1], the pertinent phase space is covered with a regular; uniform mesh, and the

Vlasov equation is solved by means of a splitting algorithm. Although more time and

memory consuming than the more popular PIC codes. Vlasov codes have the advantage

of displaying a low level of noise.

2. The Gyrokinetic Slab model
We consider a, two-dimensional plasma slab. periodic along the .r “poloidal” direction,

and non~periodic in the y “radial" direction. The plasma is supposed to be homogeneous

in the : “toroidal” direction (Le. k: = 0). The external magnetic field is uniform and lies

in the (:r. 2) plane, making an angle 0 with the ;r axis.
The ion gyrokinetic Vlasov equation takes the following form:

0F.- ~, ~ , 6 BF,-! , / i. . «. _ ‘__ :a: +vL [m + me] + ruvnr, + minim (la)

-, E” x 5la 2 B2 (lb)

~,_1d§1_i 07.1 7, 1 17 s,
1,] , W ‘t = 0.8 at + (LE + \,p+ t“) ~VE._ (1c)

where Q, = eB/m;.F,~ = F;(:r,y,lrjr,l) and E : 7V5; Note that we have explicitly

introduced the polarization drift in our model. We also remark that (1c) is an implicit

definition of the polarization drift, since l"p appears on the r.h.s. of this relation: this fact

will prove to he useful in the derivation of the energy integral.
The star appearing in Eqs (1) is a short-hand for an integral Operator that takes into

account the finite Larmor radius correction. Following Knorr et al [‘2], we have, for an
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arbitrary function /1(f’). 17': (:r, y):

t _ //G(F—F1)ll(Fl)(/FlECy':k/1 (.2,

Eq (‘2 ) defines a com olution ope1ato1 “illl kernel ({(F) and is more easily I'epresented
in \\a\e1111111be1 space:

li.'(lc) = G(l:)h(tt) ; GU“) : exp <— L; ) (3)

\1 here p,- v Hip/Q, 15 the ion Larmor radius, and, in our geometri .1112 =132sin‘2 0 +19
in order to close the system of equations (1) we. need a lui’tllei relation given b3. the
quasi—neutrality constraint.

n: : 11C (4)

where
(1 ,y,t ):/F-dl“

and the electrons are taken to follow the adiabatic law

71C : no exp (81:9) 2 nl) (1+ %) (5)

The star in Eq (4) again stands for the operation defined in Eq (‘2). Thus, n: is the
particle density, while 71.,- is the guiding center density. It can readily be shown that the
system of equations (1) (4) and (5) with the prescription (3)., possesses the following
energy invariant:

'—m'///f1idF+§/-/nfeadf'+2n];//mIV”? i2d7" (6)

3. Numerical results
The previous system of equations has been solved, as an initial value problem, by means
of an Eulerian Vlasov code. Here we report results for two particularly interesting simi
ulations. The driving mechanism for the instability is a gradient in the initial parallel
temperature profile. The initial condition takes therefore the following form

Fl($1y11’|),l I D) = %Q_UIIHT(M (7)

27F .71

Here time is measured in units of inverse Q,- = 6B/ln.,', space in units of p, : 059,71,

and velocity in units of the sound speed Cs : i/Te/m; , in the. first simulation we take

a flat equilibrium density profile, is 710(1)), appearing in Eqs (5) and (7), is a constant.
Furthermore we have 0 = 89.9°(Bgs/Bz z; kH/IcI z 2 X 10-3); )9,- : ps; the length of the
system in the periodic direction is L, : 25/15: and the initial temperature gradient is
[ls/LT = 0.1.

Fig 1 shows the evolution of the first two modes of the electrostatic potential, revealing
that the fundamental harmonic (/91: : 27r/LI, solid line) dominates for long times over the
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«fond “Md? (21:0. broken line). Contour plots of the potential are shown in Fig '1: the

maximum level attained is roughly | 69/7"? l3 0.3.

Finally. we have used 1‘9“ Particles in order to compute the diffusion coefficient in the

“radial“ y direction. The “35L Pal‘tiClPS follow the characteristics of the VlasoV gB’l'olx'inetic

equation (neglecting the polarization drift);

(11‘ E; sin 6
-

2 x . g(If B + l" cos

(1]; E;si116 j
g,- e — B (D)

dV
—1“ : iE; c039
(It In,

The diflusion coefficient is then comput by averaging over all particles (NW, 2 6000

in our case) 1 1 Npur
Dull) : FW— 2 [ya-(t) - .llitoll2

‘ 77'17- i=l

The dillusion coefficient, in units of p30,, is plotted in Fig 3_ Note that, after a short

transient, it takes on a constant value of about Dy 2 5 X 104/230,.
In our second simulation, we have performed a preliminary study of alpha particle

diffusion. We assume that these particles constitute a small fraction of the ion population,

so that they do not contribute to the creation of the fields. However, the. alpha particles

are transported by the fields, and the transport is affected by their large Larmor radius.

In our simulation, we use both test ions and test alphas, with p.- = 0.8;)S and p0 = 4/15.

The total length of the plasma is L, : 40p? The electric field seen by the ions and by

the alpha particles is shown respectively in Figs 4a and 4b. Note that the alpha particles

experience a large-scale electric field, which has however a smaller amplitude compared to

the field experienced by the Colder ions. These two competing factors produce a diffusion

coefficient which is larger for the alpha particles by a factor two (Fig 5, solid line for the

ions, broken line [or the alpha particles).
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3D Tokamak Edge Turbulence
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1, Introduction

The role of plasma turbulence as the main source of transport in toroidal confinement def

vices has stimulated a large amount of theoretical and experimental work. The particular

importance of the plasma edge turbulence is demonstrated by the. L~H transition where by

the sudden reduction of the fluctuation level a. transport barrier is formed at the plasma

edge which leads to a dramatic improvement of the global confinement. It is still an open

question whether the observed shear flow layer is the reason 01' only a consequence ol’ the

LAl-l transition. Thus, an investigation of the local properties of the turbulence is (it great

importance.

ln this paper we present simulations of drift resistive ballooning turbulence in a flux

tube System. \‘Ve observe two different regimes. In the first regime the turbulence is driven

by the linear ballooning instability leading to a strong dependence on the local magnetic

curvature. The second regime is characterized by a curvature independent nonlinear

streaming instability. We also outline an analytical model which describes this instability.

2. Equations

The drift resistive ballooning equations are derived from the two—fluid Braginskii equations

assuming constant Ti and T. and using the usual dril‘t approximations. The parallel

currents are connected to density and potential by ()hm’s law where because 01‘ the high

collisionality the electron inertia is neglected. The dominant modes. which grow with

approximately the ideal interchange growth rate. have a short scale length transverse to

B and are quite extended along the magnetic field. We therefore use a helical flux tube

system with field aligned coordinates for our simulaticms. The equations are written in

dimensionless form according to the normalization 11 ~ IIULU/Lm a“) w BLg/elg. PM ~

CSLD/Ln where to : (RLn/2)U2/c5 is the ideal ballooning time with e: 2 (T; + lid/m;

and L0 : '27I'qa(LIN-Fitps/ZQC)1/2t2R/Ln )'/" results trom the balance of ballooning growth

and resistive dillusion along B:

r] '3
TV2r‘) +C'n—l— 0:2~7(ci~mi):[)¢,v1tfi. (l)

(In CM) r {92 ()l‘“
— 'i n ’V "_ " n i i _ )7: I 2(H. L 01/ c ((q) (in) l—e o(l +Tlr)f_)—:2(Q1—Mll)+ é): [ Vin ( )
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(Itl 7 770—3 (3)
with the operators

0 T)
W : (costJr:) + 27r§(~ , .:0)sin('2: :) ~ 5) ,7 + snl(27r:)¥~.

()y 0.1'

, 0 (9 2 r)“
V” Z T- - 277:3 - ., 7 .

L 81' 4 ( (Jag/l 0y?

(t 6) f) 80") 0 0d) 0
—=,——\7¢‘><1‘\7 :—~ A————'*
(1'! 0! L9 P' i at (fly 31' (91‘ fly)

and the dimensionless parameters

pficfltu l ('sto 2L” Tg r (r l 0r]n n
(r: ,7: a 11: ~ 727‘ .S:—#‘ ‘ C:—.LHLD 1 -l- T 2aqflH H 1L Ln (1,, Or I?

Dd, and D” are residual diffusion coefficients. Although all our simulations were performed
for T,- : O. the equations are written for finite T; (but neglecting the ion diamagnetic
convection of via) to allow a better comparison with experimental data. The anomalous
particle transport coellicient is related to the flux through

at) t .7 P
Dnnnmnfmm : DU(nU|'miml) = *Dntnzi), Do : (27f(/L,)2p;J/Lifln (1)

with the brackets ( ) denoting an average over the poloidal plane .1' and 1/.

3. Relevant Parameter Range, Experimental Data

Table 1 shows the parameters for Oll—. L-mode and H—niode plasmas ol' ASDEX [-1].
According to our simulation results (see next section) ohmic ((1 ~ 0.5) and L—mode

(cr N l.0) plasmas are in a regime where the linear ballooning; drive dominates. ln H,
mode (0 N 2.0) the turbulence is only very weakly driven by the ballooning; instability.

In this regime a nonlinear instability drives the system to the same transport level if
[32 : MIN/3U + 7') [see section 5) is of order 0.05? while still larger p leads to a drastic
reduction of the transport.

4. Simulation Results

In the ballooning regime we snnnnarize the results of a run with (r = .5‘ c“ = .04. e = .25.
'7 = .02, E: = l, D“5 = D" = .002. The curvature drive leads to a large difference between

the tnrlnilence in the unfavourable curvature area and the favourable curvature region at
the inside of the torus. The principal feature of the ballooning instabilitv is the formation

of radially extended streams at the outside of the torus which break up at large mnplitude
due to the KelvineHelmholtz instability Since the structures are smooth in the parallel
direction, the streams twist. to an almost poloidal direction due to the magnetic shear as
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:7 H 011 [on L L L L | H [H H
rpm] 0 —1 0.7 0 —1 —2 0.2 0 —1
mgr] 70 110 70 130 170 210 150 210 325
“[10‘3rm-3] 0.8 1.1 0.4 0.6 0.82 1.0 0.4 0.6 1.2
n'[10”cm-4] 3.3 2.5 3.0 2.4 2.0 1.3 4.8 6.0 5.5
Ln[(:m] 2.4 4.4 1.33 2.5 4.16 7.5 0.83 1.0 2.2
tom-65] 1.72 1.86 1.23 1.29 1.45 1.76 0.69 0.6 0.76
Lolcml 0.45 0.37 0.37 0.29 0.26 0.23 0.3 0.28 0.27
a 0.5 0.57 0.82 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 2.37 1.86
2,. .029 .053 .016 .03 .05 .091 .01 .012 .027
7 .004 .005 .003 .004 .005 .007 .002 .003 .0021
1341052512979] 1.2 0.73 1.1 0.66 0.48 0.29 1.3 1.3 1.0
61,0“1/3t1'l— 7) .02 .05 .02 .06 .1 .18 .05 .08 .12

Table 1: Edge data of ASDEX (OH, L-mode, H-mode) at different radial locations mear

sured from the scparatrix [4]. Global parameters are R 2 165cm. 13 = 2.2T. ff = 4,

q“ = 3.5, mg/mr : 2, 7‘ :1.

they spread along the magnetic field. For the transport (nvmdml) we. obtain .070 d: .015

at the unfavourable curvature location and .035 j: .010 at the inside of the torus. The

standard deviation of the density fluctuation n. is approximately .45 and the turbulence
is strongly nonadiabatic on small scales leading to a large difference between it and n.

For a run with a : 1.25 and all other parameters unchanged we obtain a very similar
transport and similar fluctuation amplitudes dcspitc a drastically reduced linear growth

rate. This behaviour indicates a nonlinear instability mechanism. Removing the linear
curvature drive the turbulence in fact remains at its previous level. \Vithout the curvature
terms and the parallel velocity (1) and (2) obey a difl‘crent scaling connected to the
)revious one by .r' : 201/3, ‘1’ = 301/3. :’ = :. l' : lag/3. (b’ = (,6 04/3. 11’ : n 01/3l . J I . .
leading to

(1 ,2 , ()2 (In’ 005’ .2 02 1am Z—aji‘t’_"l‘ atwL” WW”) ‘5)
with [32 : {MN/3044'), (numd) : Q‘l/3(n"v,'.ad>. Hence (,1 ~ [32 is the dominant independent
parameter. Keeping all other parameters constant We obtain for E.” : .04 a transport level
of (norm) : .055 and for 6,. : .084 (nvmd) = .015.

5. Nonlinear Streaming Instability

11 is well known that the drift wave system (5) is linearly stable if magnetic shear is
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included, \Vithont Inagnetit' shear it may he stabilized artilically by removing the [hire
tern] 0931/61], for all modes, If: i (1. Nevertheless a nonlinear simulation yields gum-int;
pertnrlmtions if we start lirom an initial state with large radial shear flow. An allalyti:
model confirms this result and yields the following picture of the nonlinear mechanimn:
The initial radial shear110\\'pertnrl)s the radial density profile and forms a density (“Stri—
bntion with signifirant poloidal gradien’rs. h‘lagnetie shear stahilizes drift waves driven hr
the radial gradient hut not those driven by the poloidal gradient. Thua driftrwave Eddies
grow in the region 01‘ the steepest poloidal gradient and in turn reinforce the initial Shear
flow lay a vortex peeling mechanism [‘2]
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1, Introduction
Wave motions in tokamak plasmas are often connected to the development of different plasma

instabilities. However, if the equilibrium state of plasma is not static, for example due to the

plasma rotation, then there is another mechanism of excitation of wave motions in plasma

which is different from instabilities. The source of the wave motion is in this case an external

static obstacle. Such waves are known in hydrodynamics as waves produced by flow past

body, for example, ship waves. If the velocity of the flow is equal to v0 then the excitation

condition of the Ship waves corresponds to the condition of Cherenkov radiation

wk — k- v0 = 0, where wk is the local frequency, and k is the wave vector. Thus, in the

laboratory frame (or in the system of coordinat related to the obstacle) the frequency of the

ship wave is equal to zero.

It was recently observed experimentally [1] that L - H transition in high power pulses in Joint

European Torus (JET) has some features which are not correctly described by the

conventional picture based on radially localized perturbations. Namely, within very short time

(A r S 10 msecs) a strong rate of increase of the electron temperature T c was established

over the radial region 0.5 <p<1 ( p = 7 / a . a is the minor radii ). The change of Tc at

inner radii was too fast to be described by conventional heat pulse propagation.

In the present report we focus attention on the alternative possibility to couple one region to

another by wave packets travelling from the edge to the mid region of plasma. We propose

that rotation of plasma can be one of sources of strong edge fluctuations excited due to the

resonance wk - k‘ v0 = 0, where v0 is the velocity of plasma rotation. The corresponding

waves are ship waves which can propagate on a fast time scale from the edge to the plasma

interior providing the linking of the edge and internal plasma turbulences. To support this idea

we present a simple theory of drift waves resonantly excited by plasma rotation and stationary

source at the edge of plasma propagating toward the interior under eikonal or quasiclassical

approximation. We show that for typical experimental data from JET such resonant excitation

of the drift waves as well as its propagation to the mid region of plasma are possible and

therefore could be a simple explanation of the observed correlation between edge and mid

region transport. We consider drift waves, since the velocity threshold for the excitation of

these waves is probably the lowest. Furthermore, the case when the plasma rotation speed is

of the order of the electron drift velocity is typical for the most of experiments.
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2. Theory
The key features of drift waves excited in the edge of plasma can be described by using the
electron and ion continuity and momentum equations allowing arbitrary density, temperature
and flow profiles. We consider a straight B slab model taking the magnetic field as B =
B ez , two - dimensional electrostatic fluctuations, cold ions and adiabatic electrons. We n0w

devide the fields into equilibrium and fluctuating parts taking the equilibrium inhomogeneity
in the x - direction Then, using the quasi- neutrality condition and assuming that the Wave
length of excited drift waves is much smaller than the length scale of the equilibriUm
inhomogeneity L ,1, we can reduce the basic equations describing the dynamics of them
fluctuations to the following model equation

(1-p?(X)Vi)a—¢-£ Dora—‘bw <x)a—¢-votx)p}(x)Vi—a¢_a 7n 8y By a):
(1)

pie) 94¢ . V2 ¢l =
Here tb = e (15/ T e , is the plasma potential, L51 = dln 210(x)/dx,p52 = 63/0? ,c? = T e/mi
v 0 = ( c /B ) d (Do/(ix, where Q,- is the ion cyclotron frequency and the last term in Eq.(1) is
the nonlinear term written in the Poisson bracket form. Eq.(1) reduces to the well known

Hasegawa - Mirna equation if (Do (x) = 0. . It is worthwhile to emphasize that our main aim
is to examine how the resonantly excited drift waves behave when propagating from the
plasma edge to interior. Therefore the effects of growth, damping and nonlinear coupling will

be neglected. We note also that in deriving eq.(1) the profiles n0(x), T 9(x) anddi 0 (x) are
assumed to be arbitrary, except for the requirement kx Ln >> 1, known as the quasiclassica]
approximation (here It; is the wave number in x - direction). In this approximation the

propagation of linear waves in a medium of changing n 0 , Te , and (D 0 can be described
using standard analysis of wave packets with slowly varying phase and amplitude. Indeed, let
the potential of the wave be given by

¢(x,t) = (Pa/(Om) exp (- i wkt+ i k-r ) + c.c.E ;k(x,t)exp[- i90(x, t)] + c.c

where (pkand to are slowly varying. This yields wk =atp lat , k = — V (p and
8 k
— + Va) k-— 0 with Doppler shifted frequency a) k = ky v 0(x) + (0106 , where
a:

p ttx) 19.0.-
wIOC=-—

”kind—X) L"
is the local drift frequency.

Let assume now that the drift wave is excited at the fixed point say x = 0 . The excitation is
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due to plasma rotation, so the resonance condition has the form

wk = kyv 0(0) + (0106(0) = 0. We note here that the small scale of the region where the

external momentum is applied provides the excitation of short (with respect to background

inhomogeneities) wavelength wave, but this wave is assumed to be long enough in

comparison With p5. We can consider this wave as the boundary condition. Then the

constancy of frequency a) k and k y in propagating this wave inside a plasma leads to

2_ 2 2 _Te(0) 2 2 Ln(0)vo(0) _
W1)“— 1:40) P0“ he) +i1+kimp0i Ln(x)vo(x) 1 (2)
The corresponding group velocity is given by

Boo L[A] = 2 ky k; (x) v 02 (x)fl (3)
3k x wk = O 01'

So, we have shown that in the frame of slab model with a straigt magnetic field the ship wave

can propagate a long distance in the x - direction. The major simplification introduced in

doing this is to neglect the parallel ion dynamics. In the frame of our model the parallel ion

dynamics may be neglected when k" cs << (”100 E kyv>k (for the cold ions) and k” VTi <<

ky
k” << ky v* / CS ( ky v* / VTi ). On the other hand, for the Boltzman distribution of electrons

v;k ( if Te = Ti ), where v>k is the electron drift velocity, VTi is the thermal ion velocity. So,

to be valid we require k” VTe >> kyv* which means it“ >> ky v* / VTe . Therefore, in order

to drop the parallel ion motion we have to require

(v*/vTe)<<(kn/ ky)<<(v*/cs),(v*/vTi) (4)

This requirement can easily be satisfied. Therefore, the model chosed is enough to

demonsrate our idea.

III.C0mparison with experiment

We compare now these results with JET - data. The phenomenon of the fast response of the

electron transport over a wide radial region to the L - H transition has been observed in the

low density pulses with X - point magnetic configuration and toroidal magnetic field between

1.9 and 2.8 T [1]. Taking It ip x E 0.2, and p; E 0.4 cm we find that the velocity of the

plasma rotation is of the order of v o (x 0) z (3 — 4 )- 10 3 m /.rec which coincides with the

drift velocity of electrons. So, the resonant excitation of ship waves due to the plasma rotation

is possible. Then, the group velocity (3) determines the time propagation of perturbation from

the edge to the plasma interior a distance of the order of the plasma minor radius. This time is

in our case of the order of few msecs, which is in reasonable agreement with experimental

observations. For the typical JET parameters (Te z Ti ) v* = 3- 10 3 m/s, VTe = 0,55-10 8
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m/s, VT-‘ 2 1,3-106 m/s the requirement (4) leads to condition

5-10—5 << ( kul ky ) << 2.10—3,

So, in the frame of slab model with a straight magnetic field there is some region of
parameters where we may neglect the parallel ion motion and thus radially propagating ship

waves are quite possible within this model.

If the shear of the magnetic field is taken into acc0unt, the condition ( k” / ky ) << 2- 10‘3 of

course limits the radial extent rather strongly to a length of the order of (210—3 qR/s) = 1cm
for a high-shear region in JET, where s = 2, q : 3 and R = 3m. So the effect of shear would
limit the radial wave extension to a length so short that the fast transition observed on JET
could not be explained. However, in a toroidal system, the effect of shear of magnetic field
on k” is balanced by ballooning, i.e. coupling of different poloidal harmonics, and this
allows modes with large radial extent [2] . This is, however, beyond the scope of our first
and simple model.

We now turn to the radial wave propagation, which we treat by means of (2) as it has also
been done in [3] , where the possibility for radially propagating drift waves has been proved.
It can be seen that the T e (x) increase toward a plasma interior increases k} . However, the

decrease ofL ,, (x) toward the interior reduces k}. The numerical estimations with typical
JET - data shows that these two effects can roughly balance each other allowing wave
propagating long radial distance from the edge to the plasma interior before it could reach the
cut off k1(x) = 0 , where the drift wave is reflected.

We conclude that ship waves, resonantly excited due to a plasma rotation near the plasma
edge and propagating toward the interior, may give a simple explanation for the observed
phenomenon of the fast response of the electron transport over a wide radial region to the L -
H transition. It is worthwhile also to note that the ship waves, which are stationary in the

laboratory frame, are typical for a plasma equilibrium which contains flow.
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Effects of Resonant Magnetic Perturbations on
Divertor Target Power Loads in COMPASS-D

R. J, Buttery, T. C. l-lender, J. D. Ash-all, K. B. Axon, G. Blow and S. J. Fielding

the COMPASS—D team. UKA EA Government Division, Fusion, Culham Laboratory,

Oren, 0X14 303. UK. (UKAEA / EUR/1T01'l/f Fusion Association).

1, Introduction

Magnetic perturbations that are resonant with the equilibrium magnetic fields of

and

diver-tor plasmas, can have significant effects on power deposition on the target plates.

They may cause peaks in heat load, motion or splitting of strike points, and net radial

spreading of heat load. These magnetic perturbations can arise naturally, or may be

driven by external coils.

In this work we study these effects experimentally by applying n:l ‘Resonant Mag

netic Perturbations“ (RMPS) with external coils on COMPASS-D. Results are compared

with numerical modelling in order to understand the structures formed and their underr

lying physics. The aim is two-fold. Firstly to investigate whether error fields, that can

be driven by RMPS or natural locked modes in a tokamak, can cause significant peaks in

the loading of target plates. Secondly, to see if the use of RMPS, in the form of resonant

fields driven by external coils, can produce useful spreading of the power load on the

target plates, thus reducing peak power loading if the RMP is rotating.

2. The COMPASS-D Experiment

In the experiment we use a standard lTER.—like COMPASS—D single null divert-or

equilibrium (1,, : 153kA, ET 2 1.07T, R : 51cm, a : 18cm). The unperturbed strike

points of the separatrix on the target plates occur at R = 0.43 and 0.51m. Magnetic

perturbations are then added from lower saddle RMP coils in 4 toroidal quadrants. The

dominant component (other than m=1,n:1) near the plasma edge is the 2, 1 mode. The

currents were 4.5kA in each quadrant, polarity reversible to allow measurements at four

phases of RMP.
Visible light from Dc, emission in the plasma periphery is observed by a CCD camera

placed on the outboard side viewing tangentially into the plasma, allowing the location

and form of the strike points to be seen. Heating of the target plate is measured by

an infra—red (IR) CCD camera viewing vertically from above. It is digitised to provide

estimates of strike point widths, locations and spreading Because this measures the

temperature of the target plates, rather than incident power, it gives a time integrated,

averaged power load.

in the visible data, clear and consistent motion and splitting of the strike points can

be seen for various phases of the RMP. This is supported by the lR data, where splittings

and motions of a few cm in strike locations are measured. An example of this data is

given later, where it is compared to modelling results.
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Figure l: Field-Line Intercepts with The Outer Target Plate (toroidal angle U3 radius).
3. Modelling Power Deposition

To mode] power transport from the plasma and the scrape-off layer to the target
plate, we assume power follows field lines,which we trace from a uniform starting grid in
the scrape—off layer on the outboard niidplane (130 radii by 90 toroidal angles) Target
loading is calculated using a simple binning algorithm, to add the powers attached to
each field line that intercepts a given bin, assuming no heat flow perpendicular to field-
lines. Only lield»1ines travelling less than 1 poloidal revolution are counted, to avoid
douhlcrcounting lines passing through the starting grid twice.

This approach can be modified to include the effects of induced helical plasma cur~
rents, required to maintain plasma force balance, which amplify the RMP (X2 to 3 in
COMPASS—D) when an island is formed, This amplification is inferred from radial field
measurements and modelled by adding current filaments at the island ‘0’ and ‘X’ points.

To obtain target loading, we must construct a model of the power transport on the
outboard midplane. Insight into this can be gained by examining the structure of field-
line intercepts with the target plates, as shown in Fig l for lines launched from a regular
starting grid in the Z = 0 plane. The applied perturbations give rise to an ergodic region,
close to the unperturbed separatrix, and a structured region further out.

The ergodic region arises from overlap of islands near the separtrix, as has been
observed by others (tag [1, 2]). Here, the layered structure of the flux surfaces breaks

down Any given field-line would eventually travel over the whole region if did not escape
at the target plates. Thus in this region we assume cross-field heat conduction is large
and power is distributed uniformly.

in the structured region, where all field—lines connect directly between the target
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plat95= a layered flux surface structure is maintained. Here we assume an exponential

decay of power flux with outboard midplane radius, decaying from the value used in

the ergodic region. SOL power transport decay lengths of ~ 7,6mni are consistent with

experimental results on COMPASS—D.

This modelling does not make predictions about the relative power deposited between

inner and outer target. Instead it predicts the redistribution of power on a given target

plate due to the application of an RMP.

4. Results of Modelling

Using the above method we obtain the power spectrum for the outer target shown

in Fig 3. This predicts significant variations in the radial location of peak power (the

strike points) at differing toroidal angles, with double peaks at some angles, as in the

experiment. We can see how this shape arises by examining the field structure in more

dCWiL Fig 2 plots the RMP perturbed outer target
False radius Tnprdnwn plnt: plate intercepts from just one starting ra-
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Figure 2: Comparison of perturbed uous peak in power loading, moving in with
(boxes) and unperturbed (triangles) tar—
get intercepts from starting radius of
0.7250m. Unperturbed intercept radius is Power ergodic region at “19 original sepa—
0.557m. ratrix7 as in Fig 3.

The toroidally averaged power loading shows a net spread7 with peak power reduced N

25%, which could be achieved with a rotating RMP. This is mainly due to the assumption

toroidal angle, and merging into the high

of a flat power distribution in the ergodic layer.

Looking at a specific shot (Fig 4) the model matches well the observation of a splitting

of the outer strike, although the shift is not reproduced on the inner target plate. This

is explained by inaccuracies in the phase match of the RMP of the model, in which

viscous drag forces in the plasma have not fully been incorporated. Generally the model

produces the right magnitude and shape of effects, and, over a range of shots, we find

the predictions are in good agreement with experimental data (especially on the outer

target).
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5. Conclusions
A model has been construt'ted that explains the movement and splitting of the Strike

points due to the application of RMPS seen in experiment. It shows that 771:2, “:1
locked modes, which can occur when large naturally unstable modes look or as the result
of error fields, lead to significant lot‘alised heating of the target. It also shows that. a

modest amount of average power spreading can he induced by applying rotating RMPS~
Acknowledgement:
This work was jointl)r funded by the UK Dept. ol‘ Trade and Industry and Euratom.
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Instabilities of Electrostatic Modes and Associated
Nonthermal Transports and Coherent Structures in Impurity
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1. Introduction
More than thirty years ago, Rudakov and Sagdcev [1] found an instability of low-frequency
(in comparison with the ion gyrofrequency) electrostatic waves in the presence of an

equlibrium ion temperature gradient in an electronion plasma embedded in a homoge
neous magnetic field. The ion- temperature gradient» driven drift wave turbulence can

cause anomalous ion energy transport [2] across a confining magnetic field.
However, low—temperature radio-frequency discharges, tokamak edges, as well as space

pIasmaS often contain highez impurities (or negatively charged (lust grains). It is thus

desirable to study the instability and dynamics of ITG modes in the presence of microns

sized negatively charged dust particulates in nonuniform magnetoplasmas.
In this paper, we derive nonlinear mode coupling equations for ionetemperature gradinet

(ITG) modes in the presence of static, negatively charged dust particulates in magnetized
plasmas containing an equilibrium ion temperature gradient. It is found that the growth
rate of ITG modes is enhanced because of the increased phase velocity [3] of the ion—
acoustic waves in colloidal plasmas. Accordingly, ITG fluctuation driven crosrfield ion
thermal diffusion is more pronounced. Furthermore, nonlinear coupling among nonther—
mal ITG modes may lead to the vortex chain formation, which can be regarded as a

possible stationary state of the ITG mode turbulence.

2. Formulation
Let us consider ITG modes in a nonuniform dusty plasma (with fixed negatively

charged dust particulates) embedded in an external magnetic field Boi, where Bu is the
strength of the magnetic field and 2 is a unit vector along the z axis. The grain size and the
inter-grain spacing are assumed to be much smaller than the characteristics scalelengths
(viz. the effective Debye length, the gyroradii etc). The dynamics of lowefrequency (in
comparison with the ion gyrofrequency Lac, 2 CED/mm, where e is the magnitude of the
electron charge, m, is the ion mass, and c is the speed of light) ITG modes in the presence
of flat density profiles is governed [CL Ref. 4] by the ion continuity equation

6
d: (Inn; *mVié) + 321).: =0. (l)

the parallel (to z) component of the ion momentum transfer equation

6 to To
div” 2 —*82 (15+ —In 71, + 7 , (2)

m,- e e

the ion energy equation
c 2

(itTir * “—2 X VTio — fTiodzln 71." = 01 (3)
Bo 3
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and the Bolzmannean electrons

HE : 115.0 exp(er,6/Tc)r (4)

The system of equations are closed with the help of lhe quasi—neutrality conditions nxo :
7150+ Zdndn and n,- z 71,.1 where Zd is the number of charge residing on the negatiirely
Charged grains and 77,113 is the unperturbed density of the dust particles. In (1) to (4)7
(11 : at + (c/ [30)2 >< Vq") - v + v.55)” fly is the number density of the particle species j
(equals e for the electrons and i for the ions)7 7110 is the equilibrium particle number density,
Tn << (Tm is the temperature perturbation in the equilibrium ion temperature Tim and
115 is the wave potential. We note that (4) is valid for ITG modes whose magnetic field
aligned phase velocity is much smaller than the electron thermal velocity ”UM : (Te/mama
where TC is the constant electron temperature and m5 is the electron mass. Furthermore
quasi-neutrality holds when the electron Debye length is much smaller than (71{()/n50)1/2p“
where ps = (Te/771,)1/2/wcg is the ion liarmor radius at the electron temperature. Finally,
negatively charged dust grains can be regarded stationary so long as the wave frequency
is much larger than the dust plasma and gyrofrequencies.

For small amplitude waves (viz. eat/'1'" << 1)7 we obtain from (1) to (4)

0M) * aflfvic") + (Te/Elaaz‘vi: I 0, (5)
Diva = —(C/mi)32 [(1 + (W) + Ta/el , (6)

and
2 c A .

Dt(Ti * 356$) * F2 X VTiu ‘ V‘P = 01 (7)
0

Where D1 = 0t+(e/B0)2XV¢-v, a = Tim/7160, 6 : Tug/Tea and 15202 << ((z/Bo)2xv¢-V,
Equations (5) to (7) describe the nonlinear coupling of finite amplitude ITG modes in

magnetized dusty plasmas having the ion temperature inhomogeneity. In the linear limit,
assuming that. o, vi: and T” are proportional to exp(ik - r — ital), where w is the wave
frequency and k is the wavevector, we Fourier transform (5), (6), and (7) and combine
the resultant equations to obtain the local dispersion relation

MB : —(Yk:C:LU./(1 + (Ci/12):
(8)

wherew << tot = p.vg.(k><2)-V:[}o/Tm¢5,w./(]+6),p1-:(Tg/Tc)1/2p_.,,u,,-= (Tm/mi)1/2,‘p =
fips, and 1c; is the component of the wavcvector along the z axis. In deriving (8). we
have used the local approximation which is valid provided that the wavelength (27r/Ikl)
is much smaller than the scalelength of the equilibrium ionetcmperature-gradient.

Equation (8) predicts an oscillatory instability Whose increment is

3
7k 2 £(wZSw-llla,2 (9)

where Lu” 2 filizcs is the ioneacoustic frequency in the presence of charged dust grains
[4). Since in the presence of the latter, (I could be much larger than unity, the growth
rate of the ITG modes is rather pronounced in colloidal plasmas

The anomalous ion thermal flux caused by non-thermal [TC turbulence is given by

2T5 _ .Tami—L: Mr W kyyemlg’ (10)
630 k 4+7: T.
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where w, m 7k is the real part of the frequency and (UT. : CTekydrTiD/EBUII—i'o-

FolloWing conventional wisdom, we can invoke the mixing length hypothesis to esti-

mate the fluctuation spectrum

6% 7k 1
# m Tr——— . 11

I T51 LOT. kLLT ( )

where LT(: T,v0/dIT,-O) is the ionitemperatureigradient scalelength.

The cross-field fluctuation driven ion thermal diffusivity x,- is then obtained from

dTm
Fe: : _Xi'(E" (12)

Thus, from (10), (11) and (12) we have

Xi R1 212 Z ‘

k

In the following, we show that nonthermal lTG modes interacting among themselves

selfiorganize in the form of coherent vortices. Accordingly, we seek a possible stationary

solution of (5) to (7) by assuming that (15, viz, and Tn are functions of 6 : y + re: — at

and it only, where H- and u are constants. Thus, (5) to (7) in the stationary frame can be

written as

(4 k . (13)
;~ i—
N

D5(u¢—p2vi¢] =07 (14)
Where D5 = 85 7 (c/uBo)(31¢55 — 35pm), and it : 1+ anzcgp‘vig/LTIL3. In deriving (14)

we have assumed that u << 3Vi/6, V.(1 + 6), where V. : ’Unpg/LT.
For 1; : 0 and drTi-O < O, we have u = (amzcipitILq-[V/S E no. In this limit, the

translation velocity is determined in terms of the plasma parameters and (14) is satisfied

by the ansatz

v14) = 41:"? exp[—(2/A)(¢ — uBoz/ct. (15)
where A, K and a are constants.

Equation (15) admits the vortex chain solution

()5 : 330$ + A In ‘2[C()sh(Km) + (1 ~ a“2)1/2e05(1\'§)]}, (16)

if up > 1. The vortex chain solution (16) resembles the "Kelvin-Stuart’s cat’s eyes” [5],

where the parameter A characterizes the amplitude of the vortex chain and 27r/K is the

vortex size.

3. Summary
In summary, we have investigated linear and nonlinear properties of ITG modes in

the presence of stationary micron-sized negatively charged particulates. For this purpose,

we have employed the twovfluid model in order to derive the nonlinear mode coupling

equations for finite amplitude ITG modes in nonuniform magnetoplasmas having the

equilibrium ion-temperature-gradient. It is found that the presence of negatively charged

particulates enhances the growth rate of the ITG modes and nonthermal lTG fluctua»

tions Cause anomalous cross-field ion thermal diffusion. furthermore, it is found that

the nonlinear mode coupling equations (5), (6), and (7), which govern the dynamics of
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nonlhermal ITG modes. admit a new class of stationary solution in the form of vortex
chains. The latter can have an arbitrary amplitude, size, and translational Speed. 011 the
other hand, when [1. > 0, viz. the vortex speed is dill‘erent from no, then (14) is Satisfied
by the ansatz

V165: aways. (17)
where C] +CC2/‘IIBU : [L/p2 and C1 and C2 are constants. For ,u > 0 (which holds either
for L7 > 0 or LT < 0 and u > 110). (17) admits a double vortex. Clearly, the latter appfiars
in a. regime where the formation of vortex chains is forbidden. In conclusion, we stress that
the results of our investigation should be useful in understanding the properties of coherent
nonlinear structures in nonuniform magnetoplasmas containing highiZ impurities, such as
those in radio»frequency discharges as well as in tokomak edges.
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With help of the inforrnational-physical method a dimensionally correct expression for

the ion themodiffusivity coefficient in the tokamak reflect the invariant properties of non-

linear equations describing plasma behavior has been produced in the Ref.[l]. This method

gave us the possibility to find the asymptotical model coefficients taking into account the

functional dependencies on ion an electron temperature and on magnetic field magnitude

obtained from the experimental data analysis. We propose to obtain the real transport

coefficients as the “effective sum" of all model coefficients. In practice we meet two

possibilities : if model transports exist simultaneously we have to add the asymptotical

coefficients with some weight, in the another case, when model transports are rivals, we have

to use the inverse value of the sum of coefficient inverse values.

To compare the similarity laws with experimental data it is handy to present the

coefficient of ion thermodifiusivity as

I ~ n—p _ T—q . B—I‘+l _a*S+2 (1)

where (on is the ion cyclotron frequency, )7 and T are the plasma density and temperature, B is

the magnetic field magnitude, a is the minor tokamak radius. The Eq.(1) gives us the possibility

to use the relations between indices p, q, r, s from Ref. [2].

Let us rewrite Eq.(1) as

ra-v-lélR'fla-lélK-lélv
here v = V 2T / m is the particle thermal velocity, d is the Debye radius, B is the thermal

to the magnetic energy ratio, A is the particle range. The condition V = 212+ r — S : 0 is

the condition of collisionality, a = —3p - C] # 31/2 + S = 1— V = 0 is the condition

of electrostaticity, K 2 —-8p— Zq— 5r + 43 = k — 4V = 0 is the condition of
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quasineutrality that has been introduced in Ref [2] . ( /C=~2q—r and

[2 —pe q~ r/2 [3]).
Let us introduce the new concept — the concept ofplasma magiielohydrodylialiiicity_

This concept is connected with equality to zero of index R ( see EqVZ), that is the conditiOn of

magnetohydrodynamtcity is

R:6p+2q+4r—2s~1=r—2[+2v—l:0, (3)

One can see that the conditions of magnetohydrodynamicity, electrostaticity and

quasineutrality are depended on the condition of collisionality,

These four conditions give us the possibility to obtain constrains on power law scaling

and the expressrons for ion thermodificusivity coefficients for all 16 transport models without
usmg the original set of non—linear equations.

Neglecting the dependence of Coulomb logarithm A on plasma temperature and

density we can use the expression 3. z (1'4 /(52 -r0 -A) and obtain

We“ei‘“-tzter
where 5 is the plasma skin depth and 1‘0 is the classical electron radius

In Eq,(4) all normalized microscopic plasma parameters are arranged in decrease

order. It is possible to see that the Debye radius is not the minimal size ofthe problem and so it

means that under “effective summation” it is not correct to neglect the nonquasineutral

transport models .

The condition of magnetohydrodynamicity (3) adds to the known three parametrical

models G, F, D [2] a new three parametrical nonquasineutral MHD model M, The coefiicient

ofthennodiffusivity in this model may be expressed as

l l
l l k—4l+2r—2 l—~r+~
4“ d /l 2 2ZMH‘a'V'IBZ 2.[] .[__j (5)

a (1

One can see that the conventional resistive MHD model J [2] is not correct because it

uses the parameters [3 and S where S is the skin to Alfvén time ratio, The correct model must

use the parameters [3 and Ma In this case the coefficient ofthermodifiusivity is given by
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.1. a _l
z§~a'CA-fl2 (Z) (6)

where CA is the Alfvén velocity.

In the Ref.[l] for obtaining the ion thermodiffustvity coefficients it has been used the

models of electromagnetic turbulence. The electrostatic turbulence model is simpler than

electromagnetic one because it needs for analysis one parameter less. So it is interesting to

consider the question about experimental realization of the electrostatic model.

For the plasma with central ion temperature 71.0 S 1.5 — 2 keV [1] we have analyzed

kinetic A—G and MHD models I, J and M. It was be found that for describing the experimental

data in this case it is enough to limit himself by two nonquasineutral electrostatic model E and

F. Taking into account that I" = [E1 +1; with help of method described in Refs,[1,3]

one can obtain

_40-d-v-p.K~E-Ti 7
a-(l+T/) B U

where

K=r-<n>~7}0/(a-n-7}) , VzZa-q-Rl/t (8)

Here R is the major tokamak radius, q is the safety factor, <n> designate an averaging of

plasma density over the volume

The fluctuating electric field strength may be estimate as Ez eé/T, where the

characteristic length of turbulent fluctuations 7 can be estimated as 75‘! 1/67)

Here 67} and a are the frequency and potential of turbulent fluctuations.

In [4,5] the results of fluctuating electric field strength measurements at the peripheral

zone of T-lO tokamak are given. From these measurements it follows that F: is proportional to

the tor01dal magnetic field magnitude, B. In this case the frequency of turbulent fluctuations

should be proportional to B as 1 ~ l/B (7). If one assumes that E) is equal to the ion

cyclotron frequency one can finally obtain

s-p-Jd/a. (9)
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where ,u = 1/40-K/(I +17)

Thus, one can see that the characteristic length of plasma turbulent fluctuatiOns
depends on Larmore and Debye radii and so the dimensions related with the Debye ”1d
plays a great role in the processes of plasma heat transports.

If one assumes that the fluctuating potential is approximately equal to the ion plasma
temperature for the conditions ofthe T-IO experiment one can estimate that E z 10 Ice V/Cm

at B=I.65 7', and E z 18 keVc at 3:305 7'. The experimental values are 10—12
keV/Cm and 20-25 keV/cm , respectively.

' It is obvious that such high turbulent electric fields in tokamak plasma must be taken
into account when one analyses the data of diagnostics used the Stark effect

In Ref[4,5] the measurements were fiilfilled with help of passive diagnostic and so it
was possible to measure the electric fields only in plasma periphery. It woutld be very
interesting to do such measurements along plasma radius up to plasma center with help of
some active diagnostic.

From the practical point of View it is interesting to estimate the magnitude of
fluctuating electric field in the fiiture tokamak ITER. In Ref.[3] we have shown that the
magnitude of ion thermodiffusiw'ty coefficient for ITER conditions must be dependent on the
type of turbulence model If at the ITER periphery the electrostatic turbulence will play the
main role the coefficient of ion thermodiffusivity on the radius 0.80 will be equal to x =

5.8 m2/S and EzSOO keV/Cm . In Ref,[3] we have named this situation as
“optimistic”. In the “pessimistic” variant the electromagnitic turbulence will play the main

role and in this situation X : 44,7 ”72/3 and E z 180 keV/cm
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Stability conditions
for collisionless and collisional MHD modes

in the gyrokinetic description"

L.-.]. leng and M. Tessarotto
Department of hilatthernatical Sciences.

University of Trieste. 3-1127 Trieste. Italy

A8 we know. the validity of the ideal and the resistive MHD theories relies on the

Concept that particles are localized in the configuration space (i.e.. the mean free path

is much shorter than any characteristic length scale of interest) so that they behave col-

lativelv as a fluid. Strong; collisionalit)’ could provide an ingredient for the localization.

Not-EH however. that the magnetically confined fusion plasmas have rather weak collision-

alitv The localization mechanism due to the collisionality becomes impossible in this

(use. Since the plasma is immersed in a strong magnetic field. the particles can be ex»

pected to be localized in the direction perpendicular to the magnetic field (if the Larmor

radii of particles are not too large). This means the MIID model could still he applicable

in the perpendicular direction. In the direction parallel to the magnetic field. however.

there is no simple localization mechanism. The mobility of the ions and electrons along

the magnetic field lilies has advanced the conjecture that the parallel compressibility be

complCtPl)’ ignorable to the low—frequency modes. rthis has resulted in an alternative in-

teresting, model for describing the low—Irequencv perturbations: the perpendicular MHD.

which ignores completely the parallel variances of the thermal quantities. However, as

a matter of fact. the parallel compressibility can not be dropped completely without. vi—

olating the particle conservation law [I]. It is the parallel variance required to ensure

the particle number conservation that. results in the sorcalled apparent mass (AM) effect

[‘2]. The AM effect gives rise to contribution of the same order as the perpendicular in~

ertia effect on determining the eigenfrequencv of the modes. On one hand. there is no

localization mechanism in the parallel direction which makes the MIID model suitable.

while on the other hand. the MHD theory itself supposes the parallel con'ipressihility is

not ignorable. This indicates that. both the ideal and the resistive MHD theories contain

intrinsical difficulties for stability analyses of the modes with frequency comparable with

or lower than the parallel ion acoustic frequency.

1. Collisionless MHD modes

The starting basic set of equations are the collisionless gyrokinetic and the Maxwell equa—

tions. It is interesting to note that. under the assumptions: [3 << 1 and kip,- << 1. this set

of equations can be reduced to a. structurally MHD'like one [3. 4. 5]:

l 7 ’2 . I) PI .14} w , w. n‘ .
( (L VHF—L219") + ‘2 and“ + w—I—HV/flzd‘u

307) B2 as \’ B2
is ,- . a J. , {Ed B V.
1 171 Lb Hw/r/Erl;1—(B/,+ "filgi 7 n—H: gimp“; s‘ l7 b

He hi”) nzc2 tr”) 1 i w

‘ [llama .. c)
X (Jntol) — l)1,t'H-t- W (Md/tuiA/fiJoto) : (l. (l)

'\Vork sponsored by the Italian National Research Council through the (,iruppo Nazionale per la Fisica

Maternatica. (‘onsorzio di h‘lagnetofluidodinauiica. and Trieste University.
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Ni V“ lid-i_
i3 avast—Wm 13 an

trrr ‘ B

1m(l :3 / dildp‘

, r of ,
= 7 twain”; (1 7 W, ) t'tt- (2)

where 5}) and u', are the even and odd parts of the ion distribution functions.

- Itw , wridy. -t—iw1"m <1 7

First let us note that the last two terms in Eq. (l) will be proved to cancel each other

after field line average. Therefore. the difference of the vorticity equation Eq. (I) from the
ideal MUD one (til lies in the evaluation of the compressional term (the fourth term). in
the present kinetic description. the evaluation of this term needs to solve the gyrokinetic
equation Eq. (‘2). The dill‘crencc of the gyroltinetic equation liq. (2) from the ideal MllD

equation of parallel mot ion lies that the particle velocity replaces the parallel fluid velocity.

This difference riiakes the kinetic description be able to exploit the individual particle
response to the magnetic perturbations. This becomes very important in the case With

frequency lower than the ion acoustic one along the magnetic tield line. Physically. for
a propagating wave of low frequency. one can expect the response of ions with small
parallel velocity is enhanced due to the resonance (or being close to the resonance). This

enhancemence is so strong that small particle population cannot outbalance it. This can

be seen from the ordering estimate 9,- ~ (wwlr),‘/t‘fi/Rg)(f/1i)Fmgtf'". Since the particle

number is proportional to UH. the resulting contribution to any even momentums, such as

the density, pressure and temperature. is inversely proportional to 1'”. This shows that. the
contribution of the particles with small parallel velocities dominates over that of thermal
particles , , the small‘parallel»ionevelocity (SPIV) effect. Consequently. in the reduced

set of equations the pressure momentum in the fourth tertn of Eq. (t) and the density
momentum (related to the parallel electric field effect) in the third term of Eq. (‘2) are
both enhanced, leading; to complete different physical picture from the fluid one.

The solution of this set of equations can be obtained by considering separately the
inner (ideal MHD). 9 ~ 1. and the outer (kinetic). 0 > 1. regions. and performing two-

length scale analysis in the outer region. Since the inner region is the ideal MHD one,

our discussion here has been focused on the outer region. By solving Eq. (2) for g,- and
inserting; the solution to liq. (l). the averaged equation in the outer region reads:

.; . I,
3—:52 Q51“; 71- (11+ 0,) ‘v‘i‘lll‘ —t— Mach.) e Lu.,.;):2‘zi"l(0 : t).

where D, is the Mercier index. and ii]; is the mass parameters depending on the solution
of [1,; General expression for M,- including the case to ~ win; is given in a form suitable

for numerical investigation. In the case w «2 rum. .‘ll,’ depends generally on s. This makes

the structure of the singular layer equation to become different from the ideal MHD one.
Since can; is proportional to :. it suggests that the completely singular layer behavior

is usually structure nonhll‘ll). However. when u: and LED; asuume different order of

magnitude. the till can become : - independent. In this case. one can obtain a simple

dispersion relation: Macho e our.) 2 tilwpiwgflw. with d) is expressed as follows in

different frequency domains.

A. Far low frequency regime. wt.) > w [5): ill, of leading order is contributed by ions
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with velocity being of order \/;/ 11’. reading

, 8n2771512(BZ/lVrt'l2) 4 , e 7 (9,. '
.il, _ TW/dmurm, «1—D 03/115) . (.n

| for trapped and circulating ions. respectively The conclusions are as
where 5.» : 0-
follows. The eigenl‘recniency is determined by balancing the Sl’lV effect. instead of fluid

inertia, with the instal'iility drives. There exists an idealehlllDelike energy principle in

this case However. the growthrate is much smaller than that predicted by the ideal

MUD model. and the SPlV’AeffE‘clrinducecl Flill stabilization is much stronger than that

predicted by the traditional kinetic theory,

B. Low frequency regime, «1,, > w 2 wt,- [4]: tll,‘ is a summation of the MHD part.

111mm and the the following kinetic part:

”A. 4 7TH]? B2
i , : _ ”I ___
i ‘ 2P/‘21liLL'iu‘ # Wu") |\7l l'2

1e If , . , q ., 7‘
X <l7M/I/Erl/imtfi/I+Pi)(,{lul(L./i.(})+(,1'S»l/“)(L,/I.H))>.

For definitions. see [l]. (3'50) is due to the SPIV effect. which is of order Main/w larger

than fluid inertia. while CUM accounts for the SPlV—effecteenhanced )aralleleelectric—r l

field effect. giving rise to the kinetic AM effect. The main conclusions are as follows.

The eigenfrequency is dominated by the SPIV balance The kinetically~ induced parallelA

electric-field effect is always coupled to the AM eltcct. No energy principle can be obtained

in this case.
C, Comparable frequency regime, u)” N w [3]: Like in case B. .‘l[{ contains also Mmini

and the kinetic part:

I 2 2 V '2 l“ n 3+ .2)2
Altl: : _ lfiwZ{/(lia(lll LL .

‘21“2T,wttu — mg.) g . . . 7 a 'nu l _ w”
l"t|l l 7 Izl‘lzl\”/B'w“ ( w)

, H . ,, . r, . . 2
may: ifdiz‘rl/«(B/lvut)Fmi (1 — Lat/w) (#8 + "fit/(1 , mm mm]

+ H1 + T) 17 fiftieth/iB/nunnnin itali/w)/(l s lama/5m)

l:l

The main conclusions are as follows. The kinetically induced parallel—electricelield etl'ect

is most significant in this frequency regime. while in the intermediate frequency regime

the l’LR effect dominates over other kinetic et'l'ect.

D. Intermediate frequency regime, an, > w > w,,: A fluidelike kinetic ballooning;

mode equation is obtained in the finite beta ordering (53 N n/It). It is found that. when

W7 3 lei/J,- in the outer region. there exists a new kinetic term, which has no ideal-MUD

correspomlcnt. and makes the kinetic ballooning equation in the limit w >> we; does not

reduce to the equation with idealeMl-ID-like strin'ture.

Numerical results [7]: The l\')'quist method has been used to investigate the dispersion

relation of comparable regime. It is found that there are unstable MUD modes in the

Mill}!heory-predicted stable tokaniak equilibria with circular cross section (see figures
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(or stabilitv boundaries). An interesting fact is that these unstable modes charactteri/e
most of significant feattues of the long “a1 eleugth (1(n3113 fluctuations obsened recly
in tokaumk experiments [8] for example high gloutluate (as high as 1.:1w,\1f1,.n) long—
\\'1\(1e111,1h(1',-g/1 << 1).pr10paga1ion along the 1011- diamaguetic drill dilection and ab1up1
disappearance 111 the edge.

3 | 1 1 1 3 1
any growthrnte high growtllrate2 — 2 ' — 2 ’

1 v ' l
1 \'1

”13.1111 0 y “\1 ll
.1 71

unstable 1 unstable
,2 7 11,1:2 .27 111:?

J 1 l_ J_ 1 “1‘ 1 1

2. Banana-collisional MHD modes [9]:

For bananaicollisional effect. to be significant. far low lrequeut‘y regime is considered. The
eigenfrequency is governed by the SPIV balance. with 11/1 consists of the collisionless part
(E11. (3)) and the collisional part:

§ B? V 11 u), i.11; 2 7‘ 77:51.5 Ll- L121 (1 _ P ) / and/1r... 5 i f (1171” 1171-1)
I. (1/])2<B/,1H>+w

twp/11111171 (11.12 7 5pm,.) <é> Arr/(1132111 (ch-1111.014 .
Besides the HPIV balance. the main conclusions are, as lollows. The resistive effect is shown
to be negligible. while the collisional contribution to the Sl’lV (filed to be the dominant
collisional etl'ect. The ion—ion collisions are the cause. while the electron collisional el‘l’ect
is shown to be negligible. The dispersion relation is obtained. although the complicated
Fokker-Planclx' operator is employed. The Nyquist method can also be used to determine
the stability condition in this case.
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1. Introduction

The problem of plasma transport in a stochastic magnetic fields has been received

considerable attentions since it is considered as a candidate to provide an explanation of the

anomalous transport in toroidal devices[1, 2]. The magnetic stochasticity is made from

magnetic islands overlapping each other. Some research for magnetic stochastization has

been done on the analytic and numerical calculations[3, 4]. However we do not have enough

understanding for the plasma transport in the stochastic magnetic field. Up to the present

research, We formulated the transport matrix. Using this transport matrix and imposing the

ambipolar condition we calculated the electric field and temperature profile, assuming that

the density was constant[5]. The obtained electric field has discontinuity between the stochastic

region and non-stochastic region. In this paper we introduce the momentum flow in addition

to the particle and heat flows in order to solve the electric field, the density and temperature

profiles. In Sec. 2 the additional elements of the transport matrix are newly obtained and in

Sec. 3 using this transport matrix we analyze the electric field, density and temperature

profiles. Summary and discussion are given in Sec. 4.

2. Formulation of the Transport Matrix
We formulate the anomalous particle, momentum and heat fluxes due to magnetic

stochasticity. We consider a cylindrical plasma immersed in mean magnetic field in the

z-direction. The poloidal magnetic field is assumed to be small. The plasma is

inhomogeneities in the radial direction. We consider the kinetic equation for electrons and

ions in the presence of magnetic stochasticity as

af 6f-
a—f+v-Vf.+:—ljj-VfJ(E+v)V = fifty/PM) aX+C(f), (1)

where j= i,e, C(f) is a collision operator, DM= (6r)2/271'R0 indicates the diffusivity of the

magnetic field line in the presence of stochasticity during which the field line step a random

distance 6r in going once around the torus, where R” is the major radius, and x axis is taken to

the radial direction. We here restrict to the collisionless limit and the quasilinear value is

taken for DM. We assume that the DM is uniform and constant within the region of our
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interest.

To obtain matrix elements we assume the shifted Maxwellian distribution, which
includes the mean particles flows in the direction of parallel and perpendicular to the mean
magnetic field whose velocities are Lint/(x) and Ul/(I). The self—consistent electric potential
1,!)(1') is also included. Taking the O-th to the second order moments of the right hand 01‘q
(l) we obtain anomalous fluxes induced by the magnetic stochasticity. which are the particles
flux F21 heat flux Q} in x direction. the momentum fluxes P113 (parallel) and PM

(perpendicular). These fluxes are normalized as F:;F\l/11\U, Pl]1) :Pfliii/”1]”VT
«11‘ 11 , , ~.11_ .11 . . c ’PHI—PLv/nz/nfi and Q-rj—QXJ'AMTJTJ‘ wheie 117y=~/2TJ/mj is thermal velocity. We obtain
the relation of fluxes to thermodynainjc forces as

‘ 111‘] A 1+xof/2 X0]. 1 o X] .
JM ,. ,. .

P/i'J'j %D x (3 149(1)] :\()j l ‘\0j 0 X2]. 2
e p- . .Q1112M (T) 1 1‘10]- 2 0 X3,- ( )

11 0 o 0 ' X1PiJj l‘l'Aoj/Z _I

The the1modyna111ic fo1ces are X j=nj /11j—T ’j/2T +cj’qS/(T). ’21=2U,j/11]j, X31:T]. ’j/T and
X4j:2UJ_j /vTJ-, where XOJ=U,J/1’rl, (T) 15 the averaged temperature, the prime means the
differentiation with respect to .1: X0,» is assumed to be small enough, we take up to the
second order with respect to X0}. The element 1e111ted to Plij are newly obtained. We see
that another orthogonal relation between fluxes and forces can be chosen. However, here we
use Eq. (2) to consider the following transport process.

3. The Analysis of the Transport Matrix
Using the formulated matrix (Eq. (2)), we study the generation of electric field and

profiles of the density and temperature in the stochastic region. In this region, the electron
flux is greater than the ion flux, because the thermal velocity of electron is larger than that of

ion‘s. The transport in this region is intrinsically bipolar and the electric field can be induced.
We here consider the case with XOj:O for simplicity.

To calculate the electric field we use the ambipolai condition as 1"M=—1"A14 or
"VT F::=nv 11:1. The electron thermal velocity 15 gieater than the ion velocity (v11. >> 111,-).[i
therefore the ambipolai condition 15 rewritten as I" A"=O (from Eq. (2)),

1 dit(.\’) 1 1 dTJx) (I V _

7(5) dx irate) M —E[ (1)) —0, (3)

where @(x) rs the 11otmalized electric potential as @(x)=e¢1(x)/(T)
The EXB drift occurs due to the ambipolar electric field and this drift causes the flow

of the perpendicular momentum in the x direction, that is P11) if the velocity gradient exists.
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The equation of motion is dominated by the ion, therefore we consider the ion momentum
flux FLY: Only this drift velocity ULi(x)=—E/B:gb(x)’/B is considered, where B is the mean

magnetic field. Substituting this relation into Eq. (2), we obtain the momentum flux as

13%;,(DM/Jfiynimx) exp (415(.r))(T)(15(x)’/(eB). This equation is rewitten as

Mdgfip .1: 17F .83
#=_#exp ((1505)). (4)

dx— Mm'.n(x)(T)

Equation (4) takes the form of the equation for the Sagdeev potential. We see from this

equation that the ion sheath can be formed by the electric potential in the stochastic region.

The characteristic width of this sheath is estimated as

D, .- T
d = ——Mmtn.\(,1)< 2 . - (5)

fiPi‘fl-eB

The heat flux is dominated by the electron, because the electron heat transport is much

greater than the ion heat transport. For the given heat flux in the x direction, Cleo: we have

from Eq. (2)

n(x) 2Te(x)
n

dT (x)
the = ‘DWTe(—t) I—c 1 e .exp [@(xflT (x) (1.x (6)

Combining Eqs. (3), (4) and (6), we obtain the profiles of the density, temperature and

electric field. Let us consider the stationary case where the heat flux and momentum flux are
constant and given. The particles, heat and momentum fluxes are continuous at the boundary
between the stochastic region and non—stochastic region. The density, temperature and electric

field are normalized as fi(x):n(x)/no, Te(x)=Te(x)/Teo and E(x)=13(x)/((T)a/e), where a is the
characteristic length of the stochastic region and n0, T90 are the density and temperature at the

boundary. The boundary conditions are that fi(0)=1, Te(0)=l, E(0)=O and @(0)=0. We use

the typical tokamak parameters for calculating these equations, the heat flux
qeO=_ "MD—(em is estimated by qeo=n0x5keVm/s, (1:03)”, the quasilinear magnetic

diffusivity is taken as D”: 1.0x10'5m and the momentum flux is chosen as

Bry=n0mix2.0x10"1m/s.
The results are shown in Fig. 1. The horizontal width, Osfsl, is taken as the width of

the stochastic region. We see that the density decreases in f<0.6 and rapidly increases in

f>0.6 (Fig. 1(a)), that the temperature is flat in £20.75 and rapidly decreases in X>0.75 (Fig.

1(b)) and that the electric field grows linearly in .f<0.6 and becomes flat in J'c‘>0.6 (Fig. 1(c)).

The ion sheath width is about 0.6. This value is consistent with the rough estimate of d,

(1:017:72, using Eq. (4). The mean temperature OSIESOB is (Tel/Teo=0-9L

We see from Fig. 1 that the electric field becomes flat in .f>0.6 and the velocity
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(a) 1.0 . . . (b) 1 0 . 1 1 .

0'3 ' ‘ o 8 . x
Q 0-6 ’ ' .5 0 6 7 .

0.4 - , 0.4 . .
0.2 » - 0.2 - .
0,0 1 . , - . 0,0WEE0.0 0.2 0 4 f 0.0 0.3 1.0 0.0 0 2 0.4 ? 0,0 0 s 1.0

M 12.0 (d) 0.0 1 . . .
10.0 —
8.0 - . .10 » _

:1 6,0 7 — ‘3
4,0 . _ ‘4'0 ' 7
2,0 - .50 . 7
0.0 ~ 1 1 1 . . . 10.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 0,0 0.2 0.4 - 0.6 0.8 1.0

Fig. I The profiles ofdenrt'ty ('2). temperature (1)), electricfield(c) and electricporemialfll). 17, Te, E (I)
and j‘ are the mmualyzed density, Iempemture, electricfleltl, electric potensia/ and ,r, respectively.

gradient becomes dUh/df10, therefore fi(x) should increase to infinity to keep the momentum
flux be constant (because of the condition P33: C(msf. Eq. (4)). This is seen in Fig. 1(a).
The heat conductivity is decreased by the electric field for .f>0.6, because the heat is carried
by electrons and the electrons are trapped by the electric field and accumulate in the sheath
region. Consequently the temperature gradient becomes steep for ,f>0.6, since the heat flux
is assumed to be constant. When the momentum flux Pix],- is very small, we obtain the
smooth profiles of n, T, E and cf). In this case, the width of ion sheath extends over the
stochastic region.

4. Summary and Discussion
In this paper we reformulated the plasma transport matrix in the stochastic magnetic

field structure, including Pfif, component. We search for the stationary solutions of the
profiles of density, temperature and electric field with constant momentum and heat supply.
When the momentum supply is large enough to make the ion sheath width d be d<a, then the
place where the density becomes infinity and temperature goes to zero appears. The stationary
solution is only found for the extremely small value of PJAII. Whether the static electric
potential would be sustained in the stochastic region or not is not yet clear. The decay time is
estimated as r~a3/DMVT,-~20Insec. We do not have sufficient understanding of this problem.
This is left for our future work.
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for trapped ion modes in toroidal geometry

M. Fivaz, K. Appert, J. Vaclavik

CemIe de Recherches en Physique des Plasmas, Association Euratom—Confédération Suisse,

Ecole Polytechnique Federale de Lausanne, Av. des Bains 21, 1007 Lausanne, Switzerland

1. Introduction

Drift—type microinstabilities such as n-i and trapped ion modes are good candidates for

explaining anomalous transport in tokamaks [1,2]. This project aims at modelling accurately the

linear physics of these modes in realistic toroidal geometry.

The modelling of these instabilities requires a gyro-averaged kinetic description of the plasma

[3,4]. The pertinent five-dimensional phase space problem can be solved with Particle—In—Cell

(PIC) methods. These algorithms can be implemented efficiently on massively parallel

machines, taking advantage of their large memory and computing power. The code presented

here runs on the CRAY T3D parallel supercomputer.

The model includes full banana orbits and arbitrary density and temperatures profiles. It is run

at realistic aspect ratio, with a magnetic structure obtained from a Solovev equilibrium.

2. The Physical Model

. Linear Boltzmann electrons with quasi-neutrality condition: n6 = 110 (1 + 15%): hi
6

- Electrostatic approximation: magnetic field B is static, the electric field E = - grad ¢

. Gyrokinetie ions [4] of gyrocenter distribution fl(R,V//,Vi,t). The Larmor radius is assumed

much smaller than the perpendicular wavelength

0 This model is then linearized by taking ft = f0 + f, where f0 is an axisymmeuic equilibrium

distribution, usually a local Maxwellian, and f is a small perturbation. Perturbed quantities

(f,¢,E) can be Fourier expanded in the toroidal angle q), for instance:

¢(R.(9,Z) = Re l¢(R,Z) €XP(-in<l>)l

One then obtains for the complex Fourier amplitudes of the perturbation:

(i -d£)f_ EXB af0 3E 97.11
dt'mdt " 132 fi'm ”8v”

d_f_3_f fl died: data:
dt_ at’“ VECBRJ’ dt E)v,,Jr dt av.
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2+22 dBvgfivflmmm—s/lhxgta'T

ELLdv l_u_ _ 2 -dt — vi l h dt = — livi v,, div hN

1:31.643 + V1—11192 V ¢= 21tj'fvidv,,dvl

can
:

E=-grad¢+lfle h=R (P

where the symbols have their usual meaning; the parallel subscript denotes the direction of the
magnetic field.

3. The Discrete Model

Phase space discretization: one chooses a partition of phase space in Np domains of phase
space volume 52v and position centred on (RV, Zv, VW, Viv), v=1..Np. Defining:

fv
f(RivJ.!Vf/) = R5(R RV) 5(2 Zv) 8(Vi'VLV) 5(V/rV/N)47:2V1

V

where fv is the number of ions in EN. One obtains:

d-f E Baf d‘PVEY=_(—2_Bx a—fi+ SEflgvojfia d_tfv

not: .3_n c = E L _ _
kBTe ¢ + V 1 m 92 VJ. ¢ 21ER 8(R RV) 5(2 ZV)

v

Potential discretization: the potential is expanded on a finite element basis on a (5,9) mosh,

i.e. (flux surface coordinate S=‘\/;, poloidal angle). Quadratic spline elements over both

direction are used. The discrete equation obtained for the potential leads to a symmetric banded

matrix problem. The perpendicular plane is approximated as the poloidal plane.

Time discretization: 4th order Runge—Kutta scheme. Within this scheme, for additional

precision, the guiding centre trajectories in phase space are advanced in time using a Burlish—

Stoer scheme and are corrected after every time step so as to conserve exactly the three

constants of motion of guiding centres (kinetic energy, magnetic moment and toroidal canonical

momentum).
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4. Convergence properties

. For all the runs described herein, the magnetic structure is taken from a Solovev MHD

equilibrium, with major radius R=O.88 m, minor radius a=0.24 m (R/a=3.7), safety factor on

axis C10 = 2.88, magnetic field on axis B0 = 1.4 Tesla and elongation between 1 and 1.6. The

equilibrium distribution function f0 is a local Maxwellian. Density and electron temperature

profiles an: of the form 0-5“) with values of 1020 m'3 and 2 Kev on axis whereas ion

temperature goes as (l-sz)2 with 2 Kev on axis, and one tenth of these values at the plasma

boundary.

. Arbitrary initial conditions are evolved until the most unstable mode emerges. The growth

rate is then obtained by measurement of the time dependence of the potential.

. The convergence of the growth rate with respect to grid size, time step and number of

particles was demonstrated, as shown on figure 1 with respect to the number of particles.
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Fig 1: Convergence of the growth rate of the most unstable eigenmode

with respect to the number ofparticlesfor a 60“]6 spatial mesh

. A numerical instability occurs if a particle crosses several poloidal cells in one time step,

imposing a constraint on the time step. Filtering in poloidal Fourier space reduces this

constraint in addition to reducing the particle noise.

5. Results
0 Figure 3 shows the dependence on elongation of the frequency and growth rate of the most

unstable mode. We call mode A the most unstable eigenmode obtained for a plasma with

elongation 1. Its frequency is of the order, but smaller than the typical bounce frequency. The

mode radial wavelength is of the order of the banana width. This mode is strongly stabilized by

elongation. For elongation higher than 1.15, the growth rate of mode A is lower than the

growth rate of another low frequency mode B.
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6. Conclusions
A linear gyrokinetic PIC solver has been developed for toroidal geometry. It takes fully into
account the ion banana width, trapped ion resonances and arbitrary equilibrium profiles. The
model was shown to converge with the numerical parameters. The banana width can determine
the radial wavelength. Elongation can have a strong effect on the most unstable mode.
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Recently a new theory of anomalous transport was developed based on the self-

sustained turbulence[1]. The key concepts of self-sustained turbulence, (1) the non—

linear electron destabilization and the faster growth, above the threshold amplitude

and (2) enhanced saturation and the insensitivity to the linear growth rate, )1, which

ultimately change the previous nonlinear picture, should be examined by the direct

numerical simulations. Furthermore, the theoretical limit risen from the one-point

renormalization (i.e., an approximation on the k dependence of the renormalized

diffusivities) is to be estimated.

We start from the three-field reduced set of equations in a sheared magnetic field

with bad averaged curvature. The pressure gradient is taken in the x-direction and

main magnetic field is in the z-direction. This model is relevant to study the non-

linear dynamics and associated transport by the current-diffusive interchange mode

turbulence. The equation of motion, Ohm‘s law and the energy balance equation are

given, in a normalized form, as

d . . .Evicp : 1k3,5x1 - uxkyp + ,uCVid) (1)

1'-—11k sx¢+AV2' (2)
dt — y C 1‘]

i ~—ik qb+ v2 (3)dt _ ‘ y XE ip

where d/dt : a/at+[¢, ], [ , ] is the Poisson's bracket denoting the E><B nonlinearity.

Here the ordering Aki > nki, y is assumed and the terms nj and aA/Bt are neglected

in Ohm‘s law. Also the term Vnpe is neglected to compare the theoretical result[1].

By this simplification, the coupling to the drift wave is excluded, We limit ourselves
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to this simplified situation in order to concentrate on clarifying the electron DOIilin.

earity. The normalization is employed as t/TAQ ~ t. r/6 —~ 7', camp/3062 _. qb,

47Trj/cBo —’ j, Luv/5170 —> p, TAgu/nomi63 —. 1.1, TAM/63 « A, Max/62 l. X:
6 = c/wp, w = 4771101710'2/35 and L;1 : edlnpo/dr. Parameter (x = eolfi' With
B = Sung/35, the combination of the pressure gradient and the normalized bad cur.
vature 9', denotes the driving force. The parameter 5 denotes the magnetic Shear,

s : rdlnq/dr, and the origin x = 0 is taken at the mode rational surface. [.10 A:
and xc represent the viscosity, current diffusivity and thermal conductivity owing to

the Coulomb collisions. The E X B nonlinearity, which causes the transfer in k Spam.

was renormalized in the form of effective diffusivity for momentum. current and

heat [1]. In evaluating the fluctuations. we define the power spectrum 010 the elec-

tric field, W4” and of the pressure, W,“ as W4,(ky) : [513-3 dlLq‘Jm, k3,)IZ/2L, and

W;.(k3,) : I532 dxlp(x.k_v)|2/2L, respectively. The fluctuation level is expressed

by (WI), and (W,,), where the average () denotes summation over poloidal mode

numbers, as (Wp) = Z W,,(ky).

Nonlinear simulation is performed by directly solving Eqs.(1)-(3) in a slab geom-

etry of the system size of L = 80 in the X-direction and Ly = 6.4 in the y-direction.

The periodic condition is taken in the y-direction and M = 64 modes are taken in

Icy-space (kylmm = 10/64 and ky‘max = 10 ). The saturation level is affected only

little by the system size L), or ky‘mm. The two-dimensional simulation is done and

8/82 : O. The back-ground modification. i.e., the change of the k3, : 0 component,

is omitted in this simulation, in order to study the self-sustained turbulence itself.

The nonlinearity in electron dynamics can influence the saturation level. Figure

1 shows the saturation stages. We choose the parameters uc = x: = 0.2, Ac = 0.01

and 5 = (x = 0.5, in the nonlinear simulation as standard values. The solid line

shows a standard case. At the time of t ~ 80, the inverse cascade takes place and

the level shows a transient dip. When t exceeds 100, the saturated state is realized.

The subcritical nature is clearly shown by the calculation of the linearly stable case.

If (X is reduced to 0.3 and other parameters are fixed, all the modes become linearly

stable. This case is shown by the dashed lines in Fig.1. For different initial fluctuation

amplitudes, the mode developments are solved. The self—sustainment of turbulence
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is realized when the initial amplitude exceeds a certain threshold value ( roughly

(Ms) 2 10'4 )-
figure 2 illustrates the nonlinear stability boundary in (WM-(x plane. The regions

(1) and (2) represent the nonlinearly unstable region, where the mode is nonlinearly

destabilized when the amplitude exceeds the threshold value. The mode becomes

nonlinearly marginal when the amplitude reaches an upper critical value. The upper

line is drawn with the dependence on (x2. According to the theoretical estimate,

(ki) oc (fl, W oc am, the electric field energy (W4,) was predicted to depend

as “2. This dependence was confirmed in the large at limit. When (X decreases below

02, the turbulence level is reduced and x approaches to xc. In such a case. the

numerical simulation shows reduced saturation level than the 0(2 scaling of (W¢).

The region (3) represents the linearly unstable region. In the region (1), both M and

My are finite, Where yN denotes the nonlinear growth rate. On the other hand in (2).

n < 0, and n; #5 0. The lower boundary region (2) represents that this instability

ShOWS the backward bifurcation. The threshold amplitude is much smaller than

the saturation amplitude. From this figure we can see that the nonlinearly unstable

regions (1),(2) occupy much wider region compared to the linearly unstable region

(3), and that the saturation level is weakly related with the linear growth rate. This

clearly shows the subcritical nature of the turbulence. The picture of quasi-linear

saturation near the marginal stability can not be drawn.

in summary, we have done a numerical simulation based on the three-field re-

duced set of equations, to examine the nonlinear dynamics and the self-sustained

state of the current—diffusive interchange mode turbulence. It is demonstrated that

(1) the nonlinear destabilization of the perturbations takes place when the amplitude

exceeds the threshold value. The subcritical nature and back-ward bifurcation are

clearly shown. The threshold amplitude is ~ 10’3 times smaller than the saturation

level. and agrees with the theoretical estimate. (2) The saturation level is enhanced

by the electron convective nonlinearity, but is less sensitive to the linear growth rate

itself. These give a new insight in understanding the anomalous transport.
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Figure 1: Fluctuating pressure energy versus time. The solid line corresponds to

at = 0.5. For dashed lines, at = 0.3 (1.63., linearly stable case) and the different initial

amplitude are chosen as S X 10—5, 5 x10”, 2 x 10‘3, and S x 10”, respectively. Other

parameters are given by s = 0.5,;14 = x: = 0.2 and At = 0.01.
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Abstract. To get an overview of drift waves in tokamak plasmas7 a fluid code was written

so as to easily obtain spectra and mode structure over a wide range of parameters. In

particular, the goal of this study was to understand the effect of toroidicity and ellipticity

on these waves and whether they can induce new modes. In this spirit, the simplest fluid

model was chosen. It contains radial and poloidal coupling related to polarization and

curvature drift which are essential for global drift waves. The resulting partial differential

equation was cast into a weak variational form and solved using linear finite elements in

the radial direction and Fourier series in the poloidal direction.

1 Model

The starting equations are given by:

— Electrostatic approximation.

_ Cold magnetized ions: mt- % ii + Ti (63)] = e [3 x E — a (35] + um,- ii,

where u is an artificial ion collision frequency.

- Boltzman electrons: Nc : Nexp(%), where N is the equilibrium density.

— Quasineutrality: e(N; 7 N5) + pm = 0, where pm is the external charge density.

Instead of solving the eigenvalue problem, we consider a driven system. With this ap-

proach eigenfrequencies can be identified as peaks on a frequency response curve and

the eigenmodes are given by the fields oscillating with the antenna at the corresponding

frequencies. The perturbing antenna is modeled by p5“ = p‘"”. The plasma response is

evaluated by the absorbed power over the entire plasma volume averaged over time:

— _. 0(25 _.
:<— M” ,t— td3.>. 1P fvpp (3 )me.) x . ()

The above system of equations is linearized. As the unperturbed plasma is homogeneous

in time and in the toroidal direction, one can make the Ansatz: é : ¢(:i—:;,) exp “mp amt),
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where 7—; is the position in the poloidal plane, 90 the toroidal angle and w the antenna
frequency. Using in addition the continuity equation for ions, one obtains:

ed 1 _.
E j\l__,i N U : anlIT. M v f l p (2)

where v: ——'Vl dx 5” +§' (—n—“’+”') V d) — im—. (—.—w—f-iu]v“¢ 6“, having assumed to << Q :

eB/mI. The first term in the relation for v leads to F X B drifts, where F is related
to curvature of magnetic field and to density inhomogeneities. The second term is the
polarization drift which is the only coupling in our model between magnetic surfaces in
the case of a cylindrical geometry. The above equation can be cast into a weak variational

j“, A); {(w+iu)2[r§:
2

and + MC“)

form :

”E2 ¢+ (SI-3‘12) vi 5' VI 4

(V7; (fix V1 43) ‘ 5” -630V||$*VH:} (13$ = (3)
(w + 111))2T20/1-lF-Lnld3

using the notation e50 : I/TeD/m; for the sound velocity and d) for a test function.

Notice that in the absence of friction (1/ = 0), this form is Hermitian.
For simplicity, we use the magnetic geometry given by a Solovev equilibrium. Poloidal

flux is thus defined by

,5 ’2 2 1
il‘fr,z) =fi [% + 1(7‘2 — WY], (4)

B being the major radius, a the minor radius, E the elongation, 1!), : fiagBo the flux at

plasma surface, BO the magnetic field on magnetic axis and qo the safty factor on magnetic
axis, Density and electron temperature profiles are of the form : N(s) = N0 (1 — I552)“,

T45) = T60 (l — 552V, where 3 = W is the radial magnetic variable.

Equation (3) can be compared with the dispersion relation in slab geometry

L02 — ww" e (Cdkll)2 = 0, (5)

where tu‘ 2? ~ 13:1, 17d representing drifts. In this last relation we have omitted polarization
drift. The effect of polarization drift can be easily illustrated in the special case of sound

waves in a homogeneous plasma where it leads to dispersion in the direction perpendicular

to the magnetic field :
2 : (kllcs)22 - (6)1+ (7,1) k}
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2 Numerical Method

Euatiofl (3) was solved in the poloidal plane by performing a Fourier series decomposition

with respect to the poloidal angle 0 and by using linear finite elements in the radial

direction- In this way, the potential qb was projected on the basis functions : dim, =

721?)?{(5)expi(7n6 + mp), f,-(s) being the radial linear element centered at mesh point 5;.

The same definition was used for the test functions (15. The program was run on a SUN

SPARC station.

3 Results

For the results presented here, we chose the following values: R = 1.771, a : 0.2m,

([0 : 1.98. Bo : '2.Tesla, ENS—l = (1—- 52), T,(s) = Teo(1— 52);), TE0 = 1.keV, n = 5,

ions are protons. To unbend a torus into a. cylinder in such a way that eigenfrequencies

and mode structures can be compared, one must apply the following transformations:

(R, (10, n) :y ([712, qg/p, pm), the other physical parameters remain constant. Our starting

point is a cylinder (17 = 500) with circular cross section (E=1). In this geometry modes

contain a single poloidal mode number m and one can speak of a parallel wave number

given by k” = EZ’OW‘IO — In). As we are interested in drift waves i.e. w 2 La", one can see

from relation (5) that Ir“ 2 0 so that m 2 nqu. For this reason we concentrated our study

around m = 10 as nqo : 9.9. Furthermore we chose the antenna such that it couples

best to modes with low radial number i.e. I z 1 — 5 and therefore fixed :

p“"t(s, 6, t) ~ [50 — s)]|'"l sin(1rs) exp i(m6 + mp — wt). (7)

The number of radial mesh points was typically taken between ns = 40 — 80.

When the cylinder is bent into a torus (p ——> 1) toroidicity leads to coupling between

modes with different poloidal mode numbers. The dominant coupling is between m and

m :l: 1. For 1) : 1 (H/a : 5) the number of significant poloidal Fourier coefficients is

around ‘20. In the same way, ellipticity leads to dominant coupling between 771 and m i2.

Exciting the plasma with an antenna. of type m : 10, one can easily follow the

eigenlrequencies of former cylindrical modes m = 10 as parameters are varied by fol-

lowing the coresponding peaks on the response curve (see Fig.1). With toroidieity

and ellipticity, peaks relative to former cylindrical modes with neighbouring m’s (m. :

..,8,9,11,1‘2,.l.) appear on the response curve. However no new modes are in-

duced. Besides, rational surfaces do not affect the mode structure in any particular

way.
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4 Conclusion

Although our model is restricted as it contains none of the kinetic effects that can lead to
instabilities, it allowed to clarify the properties of global drift waves in toroidal geometry,
New modes induced by toroidicity or ellipticity were not observed. The results will serve
as a. reference for futur kinetic studies.
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Spectral Properties of Toroidal ni-mode Turbulence in Tokamaks

Alireza Pakyari and Vladimir P. Pavlenko
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PO. Box 534, S-751 21 Uppsala, Sweden

1, Introduction

The ion temperature gradient ( ITG ) driven drift mode, so called T] ( Lin/14 ) —mode

where L,.l and 111‘ are the characteristic length scale of the density and the temperature

inhomogeneity, has been recently proposed as the most probable candidate to explain the

anomalous ion thermal transport in Tokamaks. In this work we investigate the turbulence driven

by ITG- mode to ascertain the qualitative properties of turbulent spectral transfer that

nonlinearities in equations describing the Hi mode turbulence predict.

2, Model equations

To treat the nonlinear dynamics of the toroidal Tl; -mode we use the following

normalized model equations for the electric potential (I) and ion pressure p which can be

Obtained from two field macroscopic equations by Braginskii [1].

gw— Vzm-Da—a: ap—[tt V2¢1+ V-[p,V¢1 (n

914“?t 3¢133—: [ct p] (2)

where

EA=§Tn , B=itni+1—%en(1e%»

c=§rl , D=—(1~en)—niT+1V2
_Tc _arag arag . . . ..

and ‘t — —T-l , [f , g J — 5)? 5; — 5 8—K denotes the Po1son bracket nonllneanty. In obtatmng these

equations we used the condition of quasinutrality, adiabatic electrons and neglected the parallel

ion motion. We also introduced the density length scale Ln to normalize equations, and define

2 L
En 2 T—“ where LR is the length scale of the magnetic field inhomogeneity.

R
The model equations (1) and (2) conserves the energy integral given by
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2
E: (¢2+IV¢|2+—5——§i‘—pe——d8. (3)

T[§En(1-T)-(m+1)]

The diamagnetic nonlinearity div [ p, V (3) ] makes it impossible to find the second integral. We
note here that in contrast to purely fluid ZD—turbulence where two nonlinearly COHServed
quantities E and X (enstrophy) exist, we have only one conserved integral and therefore this
does not provide an answer to question regarding the direction of spectral energy transfer[2]_ To
determine this property for the drift wave turbulence, the weakly nonlinear dynamics of
unknown fields must be examined.

3. Dynamic and kinetic properties
From the model equations, one can obtain the dynamic equations describing the time

evolution of the wave potential due to wave — wave interaction

8th75:11:41lmvn¢;¢:fiAkexp[iAmt] (4)

where

P'I
lmm: 1‘21""1

k ><k -2” f-
lm.n=%J{F(myn)|’(km'kn)_n_il +kgnfn_k?ifm+kg1_k?n}

(5).

Here we have used the following notation

(1+k§)[2mj+kjy(A+D})]
k- , F(n,m)-fn—fm,wj——(W.f»—(1+k2) fl+D’J’ j Jy i

and D’j = D’j/ (1+ k2). The diamagnetic nonlinean'ty div [ p, V t1) ] manifested itself in the term
proportional to scalar product of wave vector. Applying the dynamic equation to three wave
interaction k0+ k1+ k2=0 we find that the fractional energy gains by modes R0 and k2, A EkD

. . k4
and A Ekz corresponding to a loss of energy of mode kl, A Ekl =7 1 , is given by A Eko = k—g

1
and A Ek2 = l — A Eku where kg = k2] + kg. We note that the amount of energy cascading into
smaller k region decreases much stronger as k decreases, than it was known before for
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7""

2
“F mode turbulence[3] and dn'ft wave turbulence[4] where AEku is proportional to E—fi' This is

the effect of the diamagnetic nonlinearity. Due to this changing the peak of the energy

distribution shifts into the higher wave number and therefore the most of the energy goes away

from the low—wave number region. This confirms that ni-mode turbulence has in general the

forward spectral cascade and it is opposite to the case of drift wave turbulence described by

Hagegawa-Mima equation.

In order to investigate the stationary spectra of the ni-mode turbulence we used the

kinetic approach. Applying the standard procedure to the dynamic equation (4) and assuming

the random phase approximation we can write the wave kinetic equation in the form

aNk
7:2“ 21¢ (kl’ Vklk1.k2+kr]vkilkz-k+kf2vk2‘kvki)9k5A‘”8Ak (6)

t kl- 2

,1 _1 —l

Qk=Nk,Nk2( Vkllts + Vk1|k2,kl+ slk.klNk2]

5M=5(kj+km+kn), Am=wj+utn+mn

where r = -2 (B + s + d ) + (X , d is the number of dimension in the problem, we have used the

similarity transformations to ( 2. k) = k“ (D ( k ), VH1 M1 'Akz = K” Vklk, _k2 provided that

the stationary solution of (6) is given by Nk ac. k5 where Nk = W0)k 12. One stationary solution

solution of (6) corresponds to Rayleigh - Jeans law for equipartition of energy among all modes

(Qk = 0 ). But there are another solutions which produces energy spectrum due to turbulence

( QkaéO ). For short waves (k >> 1) the stationary solution of (6) shows that the energy
21

decreases with k as Nk oc k‘T. In this region E X B nonlinearity is responsible to transfer

energy to longer wave length. But in long wave (k < 1) the energy increases weakly with k as

Nk cc k; and diamagnetic nonlinean'ty is responsible for forward energy transfer. We predict

that the energy spectrum peaks around k=l where these two nonlinearities balance each other.

The analytical method which we used to estimate energy spectrum for short and long wave

length can not be used for k = 1 because we can not apply similarity transformation[5] in this

region. We used numerical simulation and found that the spectrum shows the expected

condensation around k S 2 where three different nonlinearities balance each other (Fig. 1,

energy verses k). The slope of spectrum at k > 20 and k<1 shows good agreement with

analytical result. For 2 < k < 20, the diamagnetic nonlinearity V - [ p , V q) ] reduces the E X B

backward cascading property. The result of this reduction in spectrum is the reduction of

exponent s in Nk cc k5 for 2 < k < 20. The value of s at this area justified numerically to be -5/4

(dashed line in the figure). The spectrum is shown in figure 1 is evaluated for En: 1: = ni = 1.

This figures are obtained after 15 generation and consist of 118187 waves which are grouped

in 60 intervals and we add the energy inside each interval.
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Fig.1 The energy spectrum
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ANOMALOUS ENERGY CONFINEMENT IN TOKAMAKS

IS EXPLAINED BY MAGNETIC TURBULENCE

R. Sabot, M.A.Dubois

Association EURATOMACEA, CE Cadarache,
F13lO8, St Paul lez Durance, France.

ABSTRACT

A self—consistent model of electron energy transport in the gradient region of a tokamak
is presented,

Transport is due to medium m—number magnetic islands dynamically and non-linearly

interacting, The main destabilizing term is due to bootstrap current, while ambipolarity

effects tend to limit the level of turbulence
In the absence of ergodization (e.g. inside island remnants), transport is assumed to

be nee-classical, A serious hint to understand suprathermal electrons behaviour is given.

The parametric dependences found with additional power, field and current, density,

etc... are in very good agreement with experimental data, and the overall scaling law fits

within ITER—like laws.
Fast propagation of transient regime (heat pulse, L—H like transition) is reproduced

without any need for non-local transport mechanism.

No free parameter is used in this model, although a more elaborate computation of

the ambipolarity term should be given.

LOGIC OF THE MODEL

This work uses a model for intermittent percolation with backreaction : the ”beasts’
model” [1] here applied to a monokinetic (bulk energy) population of electrons. The
percolation sites (”beasts") are magnetic island chains located on rational surfaces mi
in a cylindrical geometry (however toroidicity is taken account via bootstrap current).

Energy U1 (monokinetic electron density) and islands sizes 6,- are defined on the discrete
II"

For site i, the system of equations is the following :

‘1’ = “Xi ' VUr (Fourier’s law)

X3 = X(cx 51’)d i .
dt = ’7‘i(ti Uj, 5;) (island evolution)

Where 3' refers to the site vicinity : j E [i — 21‘ + 2]

The nonlinear islands growth rate ”7’1 and diffusion coefficients profiles x are calculated

as explained later, sites mi being given by the radius of the considered resonant surfaces

(only surfaces with q : m/n with m S 10 play a significant role) The heat flux out of
the q 2 1 surface is prescribed, as well as edge conductivity. All our runs are done with

the safety factor q(r) kept constant.
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DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT

The transport in the absence of turbulence is described by neoclassical theory, with
magnetic turbulence, in previous works [2] we used for the diffusion coefficient a formula
derived from the study of the Chirikov-Taylor mapping [3] ; this formula was also used by
other authors [4]. We now use a more realistic topology with parallel chains of islands. To
avoid KAM—like border effects, we take four island chains, and compute diffusion betWeen
the two innermost. As the turbulent domain is finite, we use an exit time method [5],

Nonsdiffusive effects are important near the stochastic threshold mainly for 10w
collisionality particles : Lévy flights are probably responsible for their behaviour which
can be described using a fractional derivative generalization of the diffusive (Fourier’s
or Fick’s) equation. The behaviour of suprathermal electrons is likely due to these 110:1-
diffusive properties.

ISLAND NON—LINEAR EVOLUTION

Careful analysis of magnetic modes in the nonlinear regime show (500 [6, 7, 8] and

references therein1 for short reviews) that apart from the MHD tearing term A’, which
but for very small In numbers— is stabilizing, the major effect is the bootstrap current ,
We can then write the different parallel current contributions (including bootstrap) j,- ;

C -
[IOU-4: —11 ' A, + 201];

Apart from the bootstrap current, we have studied the current perturbations due to

temperature modifications of resistivity, and found that they can be destabilizing near
the edge if enough metallic impurities are present ; they are not important in the gradient
region, although they may play a role in bifurcation to enhanced regimes.

Conversely, the different diffusion of ions and electrons across the magnetic structure
tends to create a very important electrostatic field. In order to limit this potential, we are
led to introduce tentatively a parallel current contribution to the growth rate.

The full expression, including tearing, boot-strap and this last term is then given by :

8614f 9? 1L;
[LQUa— : 0. 6A’— _fl75 VP + ”067180863 (Xe -‘ XJVTL

ddr

2

where a is the resistivity, e the inverse aspect 1atio,With fip——— 2%? and L : 51%,.
T'

The last term has still to be derived more rigorously (it should be notodd that its
omission does not prevent the model to exhibit correct transient behavioui, nor to

reach realistic regimes, although the scalings are not in as good an agreement with the

experiment).

CONVERGENCE TO SELF-CONSISTENT REGINIE

Given a set of parameters (radius, B, q(r), n, heating power), the system, starting from
arbitrary initial conditions, self—organizes and relaxes toward a given regime which exhibits

medium size islands, For clarity, we show a poloidal cross section with islands drawn as

if isolated (Fig.1). The real situation consists of island remnants in a stochastic sea with
a very small number of isolating KAM torii.
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The similarity to the islands detected from pellet Ha signal analysis [9] is striking.

Modeled profile evolutions (Fig. 2) disply the

main Characteristics of experimental data;

the response of the plasma to an increase of

heating power is clearly seen. Profiles present
Step like character as seen in JET [10]. Heat

pulse propagation from q = 1 gives a heat

ulse diffusion coefficient 2-4 times greater
than the global value as seen in JET [10]

whereas inward propagation in a L—H like

transition obtained by reducing edge trans—

port is much faster (<10ms) and correctly
reproduced observations [11], with no need

for non—local transport mechanism.

8
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COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTAL SCALINGS

Since our model is dynamic and backAreacting, it is not possible to give an explicit

dependence of the confinement time on plasma parameters.

The different experimental scaling laws at constant q(p) can be summarized using the

following formula :
dl.16~l.5[Pl~l.ST < n >0.04~O.26

TE : PO.5~O.55

where d is the size, < n. > the mean density P the additionnal power and [p includes the
plasma current and magnetic field dependence.

Parameter dependences obtained with our model (one fluid approximation) at constant
qf/J) (to avoid biasing from the edge) are given by the following equation :

3:0
dmnfl<n>

130.7

0.16
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The agreenlent between the empirical scaling laws which fit actual experiments and
this physical model with no free parameter is fairly good. [ts potential to foresee the
behaviour of larger projected machines is important and original.

CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER DEVELOPIVIENTS

A consistent physical model of the selfeorganization of tokamak confinement has been
developed. It exhibits no free parameter, and nevertheless reaches an extremely good
agreement with the experiments.

A detailed study of the effect of ambipolarity due to differential diffusion is necessary :
then only will the model bring a convincing answer to the problem of anomalous electron
energy transport.

Transient behaviour, and conspicuously fast heat pulse propagation are correctly
described with this model, with no need for non—local effects.

The detailed confinement of suprathermal electrons should be studied : promjzing
results exist which show that highly suprathermuls electrons tend to be confined by the
few remaining KAM torii.

The behaviour of a larger machine (eg. ITER size) should be explored : higher
m-numbers rational surfaces should probably be considered. Moreover, an energy Sink
term clue to synchroecyclotron radiation should imperatively be introduced, due to higher
temperature.

REMARK:
Our work on the selfiorganization of the plasma with magnetic turbulence started many

years ago ,‘ several discussions with J.D. Cullen and 0.0. Hegna, who follow essentially
similar lines, were held since 1992. Despite different hypothesis about the diffusion in the
absence of ergodization, the general conclusions about the self organization of the plasma,
follow the same lines.
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Correlation lengths of electrostatic turbulence
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lawman

Recent transport analysis and turbulence models have revisited the scaling laws of heat

diffusivities in tokamak plasmas. Generally, most expressions for the heat diffusivity x relies

on a random walk approximation x ~ c/‘tc where LC is the mode correlation length and TC

the decorrelation time of the turbulent fields. Since theoretical models predict LC (resp. 15) to

be of the order of an ion LaJTnor radius 91 (resp. an acoustic time ales), a gyroBohm scaling is

expected for x, i.e., x=T/eB (pi/ail, with at = l ("21” characterizes the size of the device).

However, several local transport analysis have shown that the fluid heat diffusivity exhibits a

Bohm scaling (at = 0) [1]. This behavior is due to a Goldston-like scaling ((1 = -0.5) of the ion

heat diffusivity [2]. It has been proposed that this disagreement is due to an incorrect estimate

of LC in toroidal geometry. Indeed, LC can be larger than pi due to mode coupling [3,4].

However, these highly correlated chains of modes tend to be destroyed by the non linear

mode-mode coupling. The competition between the toroidal and non linear mode coupling is

examined here, by using a simple fluid model describing electron drift waves. Various

regimes depending on plasma parameters have been found and will be discussed in this paper.

I 't‘ r

We consider here an electrostatic drift waves model in the frame of the cold ion

approximation (p5=\lm—T¢;/eB is used instead of pi). The ion perpendicular velocities are

given by the electric, diamagnetic and polarisation drifts, while the electron response is

supposed to be adiabatic. The ion drift induces a density modulation, which must satisfy the

quasi—neutrality constraint. The equation of electron drift waves including non linear and

toroidal coupling is then obtained

(%+ VE_V}1 —p32 W) U + vc*- v U - vge. v u = 0

where V; is the electron diamagnetic velocity and Vgc is the curvature drift velocity. For the

sake of simplicity, it is supposed that each Fourier harmonic of the field exhibits a standard
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radial shape near the associated resonant surface (quasi-ballooning approximation). The
potential field can then be written as

T 7
U(r 6 v,(p t) =Znn1meps ceexp[(r(ii/m) jumnfl) exp(i(n19+ncp))

where the resonant surfaces r=rmn are such that the safety factor q(rmn) equals -m/n. n is a
number giving the turbulence level. The width w is independent of m and n and is assumed to
fulfill the constraint d < w < Ls/Ln p5 . (d ~ l/a is a typical distance between resonant
surfaces). The first inequality is an overlapping condition for adjacent modes, thus optimizing
the toroidal coupling The second inequality allows to neglect the ion Landau clamping. With
these notations, an approximate equation for the time evolution of each Fourier component
um" can be obtained [5]. Introducing the function [3,4]

Un(6,t) = 2 umn(t) cxp(—i ((m M) e + on 0) -, on =%(1—epl(%fj
m n n

where Qn is the frequency of the linear mode, an equation on Un(9,t) is thus obtained:

aUn(9 t) _ 8Un(9 t), nl i :—1 -——+28 :cosSU 6,t+( ) a—t Ed 89 n n n( )

9d8" 21Z ICn'n'HBnn’AlL —exp[—2“An°Bn'n"+l u'n‘ (9‘ '9)+ill"n"(9"9)}1n'(9',t)Un"(9",t)
m n m" n"

m:m"+m‘
n=n'+n"

_ u 7 L59m"=on'+on~-s2n<<on, tr=m q u"=mn-q»€n=r§n

.2 ”2 3/2 .0 nH'_n +n- +(n+n")~ ,,,__ gpsdn--n- ' H
Bnn —‘W. Cnn —G) nep W 32 (n+n)

A —9'1 e —i )t—gdz ~iLL—‘nl‘nt ) p‘r Ps 7 "3;: ,8d Ln

All frequencies are normalized to the diamagnetic frequency on a reference surface, ed
accounts for the radial gradient of the electronic diamagnetic frequency (diamagnetic shear)
and an is the toroidal coupling coefficient.
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considering only the toroidal coupling, a global eigenmode is derived from (1) [3,4]:

Un1(9,t)= exp[-i [9 (e — ad I) + 21‘ E” sinGD
Ed n 8d

The periodicity condition on the poloidal angle 6 implies t0=l 8d. In this case, each Fourier

component is given by umn(t) = exp(- i (Qn - l Ed)t) Jm .na(- 2 fin/8d n/n) where JV is a

Bessel function of order v. Expanding the Bessel function, the global eigenmode is found to

extend in the radial direction over a macroscopic range LC of the order LC ~ LnZ/R. On the

basis of this scaling, the heat transport would exhibit a so called "stochastic scaling“ (C1, = —l).

l.ll.] l' r

We consider now the toroidal and non linear modes coupling. The correlated chains of modes

tend to be destroyed by the non linear coupling. We will show that different regimes can

occur, depending on the fluctuation level of non linear coupling. The function Un(6,t) is

written as:

Un(9,t) = Z Cn1(t) exp[-i (1(6 - 8d t) + 2_n 8“ sine)
n 8d

An approximate equation for the time evolution of each component Cnl can be obtained from

(1)
.BC . l' l"1 at“: Z Cn'n"Bn'n" CXP(-159n'n"t)(3fi) hn'l'n"l“ Cn-r(t>cn"r-<t>

n'l‘l"
n=n'+n"

1|: 3/2 'de , nMBn'nndn'n-te) 1' 1"2 . . ..
hnln'l = J; [dnn (6)] exp{- 2 (E?) exp(-1 (1+1 harem)

4:
l

dn'n"(9) = ——’———‘ (2)
. 8 nn .

l- 21 liBfifi'WsmG

A dimensionless parameter H2?» En/€d=21:d/3Rw2appears to be a key parameter in the

derivation of the transport regimes.

- H << 1 corresponds to a low toroidal coupling. The function dn'n"(6) is of the order

of l and the integral over the angle 6 equals 8(1' + l" - 1). This procedure yields the following

set of equations:
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i 333;“: 'Z'Icn'n" Bn‘n" exp<—i 60w t )G— -;—}xp{- "2—7234”— (37,17)? Cn'l' Cn"l"
nn=rlt’i~n"

which is similar to the initial system over the umn’s [5], up to a time dependent factor, We
will suppose in the following that the correlation length is the characteristic length of
interaction of non linear coupling coefficients, which is the typical Aq decrease length of the
exponential: Aq ~ 1/; X . The number of coupled modes is A] ~ nAq ~ w/d. This leads to a
range of interaction LC of the order of am; d ~w. Thus, LC scales as the radial width of an
isolated mode, i.e. typically pi. This scaling is therefore of the gyro-Bohm type.

- H >> 1 corresponds to a strong toroidal coupling . Note that in this case, the
interaction width l‘+l"- 1 no longer vanishes and is of the order of H. This leads to an
increase of the number of mode coupling terms. This is compensated by a decrease of the
coupling amplitude. Moreover, the coupling hn'1'n"1" exhibits an oscillatory behavior with
respect to l'/n'-l"/n”. Here, the interaction-width is defined as a the first lobe of this function:
Aq ~\/fi/E ~ t/H yen/ed, i.e. Lc ~ Ln \l pi/(s R). The scaling of Lc is therefore of the
Bohm type.

Di inn nl

In this paper, the radial correlation length of an electrostatic drift wave turbulence has
been determined analytically in various regimes. First, with strong non linear coupling, LC is

found to scale as the ion Lamor radius pi, associated with a gyro—Bohm scaling. However,

there exists a range of plasma parameters for which the effect of toroidal coupling persists,

leading to LC of the order of \(E associated with a Bohm scaling. Note that the above
analysis relies on the calculation of a range of mode non linear interaction, which is an
“instantaneous” correlation length. The link with the usual correlation length, which involves
a time average, will be investigated in the future. One may indeed expect an additional
constraint on the decorrelation time compared to the time necessary to build a global mode.
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1. Introduction
In some experiments the participation of suprathermal electrons

both in the fluctuation suppression or in formation of the
transport barrier near the edge [1] and in the producing of
improved confinement of the plasma in a whole [2,3] was
demonstrated. In these discharges a lower hybrid waves (LHW)
and a toroidal electric field were used which result to the
deviation of an electron distribution function from the
Maxwellian form and the appearance of the tail of fast
electrOns. The diffusion of these electrons from plasma makes a
contribution to the electron flux which affect the radial

electric field through the ambipolarity condition and in a
result change the plasma confinement [4]. In what follows we
modify the standard quasilinear approach [5] taking into
account the non—Maxwellian electron distribution function to
analyze the influence of fast electrons on the radial flow and
ambipolar electric field.

2. Anomalous fluxes of bulk and suprathermal electrons
We use standard procedure of the solution of quasilinear
equations for the electron distribution function f decomposed
on the average over the fluctuations part and fluctuation part,

f=f0+f, (see, for example, [5]):

[B/at+v-V+(e/m) (Eo+vO/c) -Vv] fo=<<St (E) >> (1)
ql

[a/at+v~v+(e/m) (E0+VxBo/C) -Vv:]f =-(e/m) (173+ié/c) -vo (2)

where Stql(f):—(e/m)(ELH+E+v/c)-v,EO=-nXVwO+nZEOZ,BO=nZBO,

E and g are perturbed fields,§=roti,i=nzgz,E=—V§z+(l/C)(Bi/at),

ELH is a part of LH fluctuation field absorbed by electrons

with a subsequent producing of the tail on the distribution

function, >>E,§ and $2 includes both plasma fluctuations and
E:LH

residual LHW. The other designations are standard.
For a plasma in a toroidal electric field or with LHW the

solution of the unperturbed Eq.(1) is following:

2 < > ' —_ 2 exp(—mvz/2T), vZ_v1 and vz_v2, 3—1 (3a)
i—Cjexp(-mvi/2T)

l, vl<vz<v2, j=2 (3b)

where C1=N(m/2nT)3/zexp(—ewO/T), C2=Clexp(-mVi/2T). For LHW

injection v1 and v2 are the boundaries of LH spectrum and for a
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plasma with electric field v1=vrun=\/2/cvT (e=eEOZ/mv) 15 the
runaway velocity, v2=c. Here N, T, V and VT are plasma density,
temperature, electron collisionality and thermal velocityrespectively. Below for the generality we consider a Plasma
with runaway electrons (RE). The diffusion of the resonant with
LHW electrons (LHE) can be obtained from the previous case in
the limit 8:0 with fixed velocity interval, vrun=vl’ c=v2.

The anomalous contribution to the electron flux can be
obtained from the momentum balance equations [5] which yield;

PX = Refdwdk(cfdvyk/BO+ Idvsk/eBO) (4)

where f is a solution of Eq.(2) with the distribution functiOn
(3). For a plasma with a Maxwell distribution function (3a) the
radial flux is following:

ceCl R
Y ~*buik,x=2" W Idwdk k—Z exp(-{3~52)IO(B)(l-SvTA/C)Re(<1>1(pz) (5)

The runaways complete the radial flux with the magnitude:

F

icec2 k
Y ~* —Frun,x= ——;;—JdmdkE; exp(—B)IO(B)Im[wZ®2[Vna2[1—VT5A/c]x

2 2 r 2 2Jexp(a2x )erf(a2x)dx + VTA/c[eVnexp(a2X )erf(a2x)/2a2+x] —

z=c/vT
z[l-sA/ZC]VEa2exp(agxi)erf(a2xr)]] (6)

z=vr /vT
un

_ 2_ _. . _ — 2 : zwhere v—ks/2v,aj—5lj 13/5,B—(kiVT/V2wc) ,5 (w+wE)/kT,gj

,wE:kyCEOX/Bo,VX=VN/N—VT/2T,A=|AzI/lw2|,z=vZ/VT,x=z-5,
25 .F/Ca]

®j=wz(wE+vCVX)+i£jvT[élj(kzoz-Az(w—VCVX)/c)+52j(wE+vCVX)Az/c]—

~ 2 2 . ~ 3 2 _VCVTwz/T(Ej—l/2aj)-ivTcTAZ/CT(Ej-3§j/2aj), vc—Tky/mwc and 51m
is the Kronecker symbol, erf(y) is error function and I0(y) is
modified Bessel function. Below the monochromatic waves with a
given w and 5-function wavenumber spectrum with a fixed Values
of ky’ kZ is assumed.

3. The amplification of the radial electron flux by
suprathermal electrons

For the further analysis it is convenient to present the radial
flux for electron component i in a form

ceC.k1 y VN VT
Fiyx=2n—;gee— exp(—fi)IO(B)w[Ki,NvC-fi + Ki,EwE + KiITvC—E (7)

o z
where W is the fluctuation energy, W=|$Z|2+|Kz|2 and Ki n are

7
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the flux coefficients (i2b,LH,run). In a Maxwellian plasma
these coefficients are the following:

l—5Av c 1 — SAv c
Kb,N T/ 2 2 T/
K = ———————- exp(-5 ) (6 —1/2)(1—8Av /c) (8a)
”IT 1 + A2 T

lKb’E
Below the flux coefficients for fast electrons are analyzed.
a.The plasma with lower hybrid waves (8:0).
In the limit 890 the radial flux deals with the resonant
article—wave interactions, 522, where 5 is the fluctuation

phase velocity including Doppler shift. If this resonance
occurs in bulk region (5<zl) the flux coefficients are

determined by Eq.(8a). In opposite case 6>z1 the increase of

the amount of fast electrons due to LHW leads to the growth of
diffusional flux:

2KLH,N (l—SAvT/c) 2 12
KLH,T = ———————3—— eXp(—zl) 5 —1/2 (8b)

1 + A 1
KLH,E 2 2

(where zl=vl/VT) with the enhancement factor exp(5 —zl). In

a case of both thermal and fast electron losses (for example
with two monochromatic waves, with W k 5 and W2,k2,62 if

1' 1’ 1
they have a resonance with bulk electrons, 61(21’ and fast

electrons, zl<52<z2, respectively) the relation of the fast

electron coefficients to the bulk ones
,3 __

KLH,N/Kb,N WZkl 1 asA/c 2 2 2 l2 2

KLH'T/Kb’T =———§ swssssss- exp(—zl+61) (52—1/2)/(51—1/2) (9)
/K Wlkz 1"51%c 1-5 Av /cKLH,E b,E 1 T

is determined by the spectral properties of fluctuations and
their type (electrostatic or magnetic).
b.The plasma with runaway electrons.
The flux coefficients for runaway electrons were evaluated
numerically, and the results are compared with KLH j (Fig.1,2).

I

For an adequate comparison of RE and LHE diffusion their amount
and location in the velocity space is taken equal. It is shown

that for a small 8 (5<zr=¢2/c) when the resonance with fast

electrons is absent RE are involved in non—resonant flux. with
a growth of 8 the resonant interaction of fast electrons with
fluctuations produces LHE flux and increases RE diffusion which
exceed the diffusion of LHE up to 27% for magnetic fluctuations
(Fig.1) and up to 24% for electrostatic ones. The influence of
electrostatic and magnetic fluctuation components on a supra—
thermal electron flux for the resonance location inside the
fast electron region is demonstrated by Fig.2. The difference
in RE and LHE diffusion is bigger for completely electrostatic
or completely magnetic fluctuations, and it drops as well as
the magnitudes of the coefficients when the homogeneous energy
distribution between electrostatic and magnetic components
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takes place.

4. Summary
(1) The electron flux determined by the diffusion of fast
electrons can be amplified after the input of LHW with the
factor exp(62—zi). (2) The diffusion of runaways exceeds the
diffusion of LHE which make RE more effective in a creation ofambipolar electric field. (3) The relative ability ofelectrostatic and magnetic fluctuations to produce the maximUmpossible flux depends on the parallel phase velocitvph,“=(wE+w)/kzc. When Vph,H>l the magnetic fluctuatiOné
generate the fast electron diffusion more effectively. with anuniform energy distribution between electrostatic and magneticcomponent the flux coefficients reach the minimal value. (4) Toestimate the influence of fast electrons on the ambipolarelectric field we assume the weak dependence of the ion flux on

. . ~_ _ 2 .Vwo which give wE/vc= VN/N 6 VT/T+con5tri/C2KLH(run),E' If lon
contribution in this equation is small, the ambipolar electricfield is positive and determined by the temperature profile ifVN/NEVT/T. In the opposite case the growth in a number of fastelectrons due to LHW with their subsequent diffusion decreasesthe negative electric field provided by ion diffusion.

The authors wish to thank Dr.F.Soldner for the numerousdiscussions and Dr.D.Moreau for useful comments. This work wassupported by DGAPA—UNAM project No IN104393.
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Fast electrons in a stochastic magnetic field

M. de Rover, NJ. Lopes Cardozo, A, Montvai, F.C. Schiiller
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P.O.Box 1207, 3430 BE Nieuwegein, The Netherlands

1, Introduction
A major research topic in fusion research is the anomalous transport of particles in toka-
maks which exceeds the neoclassical predictions by one order of magnitude. In neoclassical

theory the tokamak magnetic field generates nested magnetic flux surfaces. Particles move
on drift surfaces that have the same topology as the flux surfaces but are not identical to

those. Collisions between particles causes radial transport between drift surfaces but this
is not sufficient to explain the anomalous transport observed in experiments.

It has been known for a long time that perturbations of the magnetic field destroy the
topology of nested flux surfaces, such that the flux surfaces break up into magnetic islands
and stochastic regions. The destruction of nested flux surfaces is one possible cause for

the anomalous transport in tokamaks. In the approximation that the particles follow

the magnetic field lines, the stochastic magnetic field lines cause a particle motion in the
radial direction between collisions and thus enhance transport beyond neoclassical values.

This approximation is reasonably valid for the thermal bulk of plasma particles, but not
for high energetic relativistic particles, like a—particles and runaway electrons, because the
separation after one toroidal transit between a guiding centre of a high energetic particle
and a field line, started at the same position in space, is much larger than the separation

between the field line and the guiding centre of a thermal particle. The decoupling of
field line and high energetic particle motion makes it interesting to study the effects of
magnetic perturbations on the motion of the guiding centres of fast particles.

For the study of guiding centre motions in (stochastic) magnetic fields we used three
approaches (for details see [1]): (i) an analytical description for the drift topology using
Hamiltonian mechanics, (ii) a computer code for computing the drift topology in the
guiding centre approximation based on the mapping technique [2], and (iii) a computer
code that computes the full particle orbit including the gyro motion.

We will discuss the motion of electrons in an unperturbed magnetic field with closed
flux surfaces and the effect of magnetic perturbations on the drift topology. Moreover we
show that drift islands can be disconnected from the corresponding magnetic islands in
space and we discuss the runaway beam measured by Jaspers et al. [3].

All results in this paper are for runaway electrons in TEXTOR parameters: major
radius R0 = 1.75 m, minor radius a = 0.46 m, toroidal field at the axis B0 = 2.25 T,
parabolic q-profile with q0 = 0.82 and q,I = 3.89 and no Shafranov shift. We believe that
for other parameters and q-profiles the results will be qualitatively the same.

2. Accelerated electrons in an unperturbed magnetic field
Electrons gain energy by a weak toroidal electric field. The energy gain will increase the
effects of the drifts and due to the drifts the electrons move on orbits that are shifted
outwards with respect to the drift surface they started from. On the shifted orbits the
electrons feel an average magnetic field that is different from the average field felt on the
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Figure l: Malian of accelerated electrons
(dashed lines) in an unperturbed magnetic field,
characterised by the energy dependence of the
autennost paint of the electron orbit, it. the
law field side crossing of the orbit with the Equa-
torial plane. The motion of sirr electrons are
plotted that started with zero energy on the flu:

€03- / / / surfaces with (1 : 0.82.1.3/2,2,5/2,3. For
/ ’ z the drift surfaces. qD(/\) : 1, 3/2, 2, 5/2‘ 3‘

/ - the low field side crossings of the surface with
A the equatorial plane are plotted as solid lines

if the analytical and numerical results are in
agreement within 10% and as dotted lines 0th.
erwise [I]. Electrons move instantly on drift
surfaces with decreasing l/qD during accelcr»

’ 7 V ,;, fl“, , V

’ ’ ’, g. ... unaccessibleregion 77 ation, which corresponds to a decrease of the
DD radii of drift surfaces of fixed ‘10 with energy,

0 20 40 U (32V) 80 ‘00 Eventually the drift surfaces disappear after the
radii have decreased to zero.

initial drift surface. It is therefore expected that the rotational transform w of the electron
orbit changes during the acceleration.

To characterise the motion of an accelerated electron we plotted in Fig. 1 the outermost
point of the electron orbit as a function of energy (dashed lines) for six electrons started
with a zero initial energy at different flux surfaces. Their energies increase in time and
the outermost points of their orbits move along the dashed lines. During the acceleration
0.) decreases, starting at the value belonging to the initial flux surface. For simplicity
we assume that the orbits have a circular cross section, and that the radius only varies
slightly. For not too high particle energies U this is indeed true.

If from an experiment we know the location of the electron orbits, i.e. the shift and
the radius of the orbits, and U, we know from which flux surfaces the electrons started
by going back along the dashed lines in Fig. 1. When information can be obtained about
a), it will be observed that it is lower than the starting rotational transform l/q of the
flux surface at U : 0. Said otherwise: the electrons move on another drift surface than
they started from. During the acceleration to changes and accordingly the electrons move
instantly on drift surfaces with rotational transforms l/QD = w. The question is how this
can happen when the radii of the orbits are almost constant and the outward shifts of
the orbits are approximately linearly dependent on U (see Fig. 1). Drift surfaces of fixed
1/QD have (i) an outward shift. that has an energy dependence less than the usual linear
dependence 6 = qnvn/(CBO) ~ qDU and (ii) a radius that is inversely dependent on U.
This means that the radius of a drift surface of fixed (10 decreases to zero (cg. for qD = 1
at U z 56 McV), after which the drift surface does not exist anymore for larger U.

The point. of a vanishing drift surface of fixed 1/qD coincides with the point where an
accelerated electron, started at the magnetic axis with U 2 0, has acquired a; = l/qD.
Further acceleration causes to of the electron guiding centre orbit (with zero radius) to
decrease even further, and as a consequence. drift surfaces with l/qD > a) no longer exist.
The fact that the change in to during acceleration is related to the decreasing radii of drift
surfaces, and eventually their disapperance, was, to our knowledge, not realised before.

An electron with w : 0 moves instantly on a drift scparatrix and any further accel-
eration. brings the electron to a drift surface that is not confined to the plasma volume
anymore. The first electrons that will reach this point have started accelerating on flux
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Surfaces near the Edge. Electrons that have started from flux surfaces further away from

the plasma edge, i.e. with a higher initial rotational transform, reach to : O at higher

energies- The maximum energy is reached by electrons that have started with U : 0 from

the magnetic axis. and it is 135 MeV according to analytical calculations. Numerical

s‘lmulations showed a maximum energy of approximately 100 MeV, showing that for high

energies and low rotational transforms the analytical calculations lose their validity.

3_ Drift topology in a perturbed magnetic field

The drift topology belonging to an unperturbed magnetic field can be described by an

integrable Hamiltonian. Any perturbation that makes this Hamiltonian non—integrable

will break up the drift surfaces resonant with this perturbation into a chain of islands and

finally into stochastic regions when the perturbations are large enough to cause overlap

of the modes. As a source of these perturbations, we will consider global magnetic per-

turbations, of the form of a finite Fourier series, 7‘2”", 6,1", cos(m0 + n45) and we study

their effects on the drift topology both analytically and numerically. A magnetic pertur—

bation, resonant at a specific fiux surface q = m/n, destroys all drift surfaces that have

the same toroidal mode number n as the resonant flux surface, i.e. all drift surfaces with

QD : (mik)/n with k : 0, 1,2,. . . of which the most perturbed drift surface has the same

poloidal mode number m and the perturbations for the other drift surfaces decrease with

increasing k [1]. The perturbation amplitudes increase with U but decrease with the ra-

dius of the drift surfaces. As a consequence the widths of the drift islands at the resonant

drift surfaces decrease to Zero at the point where the drift surface has zero radius, but

the perturbation is still present for higher energies because the magnetic perturbations

do not vanish. The perturbation will have an effect on all remaining (non—resonant) drift

surfaces, but it is not destructive anymore.

All numerical simulations for the drift topology in the presence of magnetic perturba-

tions are in good agreement with analytical calculations by comparing the positions and

widths of the islands [1].

4. Runaway snake in a stochastic field
In experiments in TEXTOR [3] it was found that a m : 1, n = 1 beam of 25 MeV runaway

electrons could survive stochastisation of the magnetic field. The question was raised if

this beam could (partially) exist in the range of stochastic field lines or that it must be

contained entirely inside the remnants of the q = 1 magnetic island. Calculations of the

full particle orbit already showed that drift islands of 25 MeV electrons could exist, at

least partially, inside the region of stochastic field lines. To get a more definitive answer to

the question, we used the analytical expressions of [1]. We calculated the radial position

of the low field side crossings of the flux and drift surfaces TM and TD with the equatorial

plane as well as the half widths AM and Ag of the m = 1, n = 1 islands in the magnetic

and drift topologies respectively, if only the m : 1,71 = 1 perturbation was present. An

appropriate perturbation amplitude 611 can be calculated by solving TD —7‘M = AM +AD,

such that the magnetic and drift islands are completely separated in space. Because the

resulting m, = 1,71 : 1 islands are not sensitive to small perturbations with toroidal

mode numbers 11 ;£ 1, stochasticity can be introduced by adding overlapping magnetic

perturbations with u 7i 1. It is not more difficult to include a m : 2,17. = 1 perturba—

tion. In Fig. 2 it is shown that drift islands can exist in the magnetic stochastic regions.

The 771 = 1,71 : 1 drift island, however, has a half width AD re 1.2 cm, whereas it was
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Figure 2: Poincare plots for the magnetic and drift topology for a perturbation
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610,11 2 6 ~ lOfl1 for a 25 MeV electron. Only the islands and intact surfaces are plotted. (a)
Magnetic topology. (l3) Drift topology. Drift islands can exist outside magnetic islands.

2772.5 cm in the experiments. it is therefore expected that the runaway snake in [3] exists
partially inside the magnetic island.

5. Conclusions
We showed that during acceleration of particles the rotational transforms of the particle
orbits change and that as a consequence drift surfaces with a fixed qD must eventually
disappear. Furthermore we discussed the effects of global magnetic perturbations to the
drift topology. It is possible to consider local magnetic perturbations that have a strong
spatial dependence and can only be felt in the neighbourhood of the perturbations. In
[4] the magnetic topologies resulting from global and local perturbations have been com~
pared, where current filaments have been taken to produce local magnetic perturbations
and Fourier series for global perturbations. Although the Poincaré plots for both types
of perturbations are similar, they are different in a statistical sense. It was also shown
that the excursions of stochastic magnetic field lines cannot be identified with a Gaussian
random walk process for either of the perturbations. What the effect of current filaments
is on the drift topology is under study. Finally we showed that a runaway snake can exist
entirely inside the stochastic region of a magnetic field, but that it is more likely for the
runaway snake in [3] to have overlap with the magnetic island.
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1. Introduction

The maximum entropy method has previously been used in plasma physics for Abel inversion
and spectroscopic deconvolution [ l]. A maximum entropy approach has now been developed

to determine the radial profile of the heat conductivity, Xe, in transient transport experiments.
In general, either a power balance on the steady state electron density and temperature profile is
performed or the measurements of temperature perturbations are analysed separately. In both
cases the input data and the associated error bars represent a set of non—linear constraints to the
power balance equation. In the analysis presented these constraints may be applied
concurrently as the zero order power balance equation is used for modelling. The Xe profile is

the function to be found. By taking a discrete set of points, Xe (ri) in the radial direction then

the entropy, S, given by :

2

S 2— qi log ql- where qi = M
1

7

It

.I
is maximised subject to the non-linear constraints. The llattest Xe profile that is consistent with

Xelrj)
l

the data and its error bars is found. In this way a self-consistent determination of the radial
profile of Xe in the transient transport experiment is carried out.

The first evaluation of sawtooth propagation experiments in ASDEX Upgrade (AUG) and
results from ECRH power modulation experiments on the Wendelstein 74AS Stellarator

(W7—AS), with the simultaneous analysis of up to four modulation frequencies yielding the

power deposition profile and required modulation power as well as the radial profile of X9, are
presented. ECRH power switching experiments in W7-AS in a standard and magnetic hill
configuration demonstrate that independent of possible broadening of the power deposition

profile a change of X6 on a short time scale is required.
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2. Sawtooth propagation in ASDEX Upgrade

The heat pulse generated by a sawtooth crash has been considered as a means of deter-[mmng

the value of Xe [2]. This value has consistently been observed to be larger than that obtained

by power balance. In AUG. experiments in hydrogen with NBI heating of 1.8 MW,
113 = 1.0 MA, BO : 2.48 T. ago 2 6x1019 in’3 and q95 = 3.9 were analysed. The 18 channel

ECE radiometer measures the temperature perturbation propagating radially outward. Boxcar
averaging of typically 30 sawteeth is carried out and this input data is fitted at typically 20
uniformly spaced time points spread over the period of the sawtooth. As shown in Fig. 1(a), a
good fit ( XZIN = 2.1 ) up to a radius of r/a = 0.7 could usually be achieved assuming only a

diffusive component of the linearised power balance equation. In the limited number of
discharges considered, the heat pulse outside r/a : 0.7 could not be fitted with a purely
diffusive model. A typical value of Xe : 5-10 mz/s. as shown in Fig. 2(a), considerably higher

than that calculated by power balance ( 1—2m2/s ) [3] is obtained.

3. ECRH power modulation in W7-AS

The temperature perturbations generated by modulation of the ECRH power have previously

been analysed in W7—AS with a predictive code [4] and a Fourier code considering four

modulation frequencies simultaneously [5]. The analysis here also uses the amplitudes and

phases of the temperature perturbations of up to four modulation frequencies simultaneously

together with the temperature profile in a zero order power balance equation. A Gaussian
power deposition profile is fitted concurrentlly with the fit of the radial profile of Xe- Transport

modelling with the Crank-Nicolson method allows simulations of temperature dependencies.

temperature gradient dependencies or power dependencies of Xe in a straightforward way.

For a 400 kW ECRH discharge with B0 = 2.5 T and neo = 2.1x1019 m-3 and 70 GHz
gyrotrons, the radial profile of Xe derived is in good agreement with that found by an

independent power balance calculation. The modulation power needed to fit the measured

amplitudes favour a constant Xe model rather than a power dependent Xe model ( assuming

7: 0.5 for Xe oc PT ). Although the fit to the time delays at r > 8cm appears to favour the

power dependent Xe model, this feature can also be modelled by a low level of broad power

deposition. The fitting procedure considering only those time delays and amplitudes at r < 8cm

yields a power deposition profile with a FWHM of 3cm for both the constant and the power

dependent Xe model, in good agreement with ray tracing. The constant Xe model is therefore

favoured in this series as the necessary modulation power is in fair agreement with the

experimental value. This result is not yet conclusive as the evaluation of another series favours

the power dependent model. In either case, the power balance value of Xe can therefore

adequately model the power modulation experiment, in contrast to the sawtooth propagation

experiment .
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4' ECRH power switching in W7-AS

The time evolution of the temperature profile after a change in the ECRH deposition power has

previously been analysed with a power balance code [6]. It was found that even on time scales

as short as has that the value of X8 changed to the power balance value associated with the

new input power level. This result has been confirmed using the maximum entropy approach.

In a discharge with 8022.5 T and “co = 4x1019 m'3, the ECRH power was switched from

5401(W to l40kW. Using the Te(r,t) as the non—linear constraints (see Fig. 1(b)). the Xe profile

before and after the change in power was determined. In both a standard and a magnetic hill

configuration, the radial profile of Xe assumes the power balance value associated with the new

power level (see Fig. 2(b)), showing that possible broadening of the power deposition profile

by the gradient B drift of suprathcrmal trapped electrons can be discounted. Power modulation

in these discharges before the switch in power also shows that the power balance value of Xe

can adequately fit the measured time delays and amplitudes of the temperature perturbations.

5. Conclusions

The maximum entropy approach has been shown to be a useful tool in the analysis of the three

transient transport experiments considered. In modulation experiments, where the modulation

power is typically 10% of the input power, a constant Xe mode] with Xe equal to the power

balance value is favoured. In the power switching experiments, where the power step is a

considerable fraction of the input power, a power dependent Xe has been found. In both a

standard and magnetic hill configuration, the change in a short time scale of Xe has been

confirmed, excluding the possibility that a broader deposition profile than expected could

explain this result. It is suggested that a power scan of ECRH pulses of duration equal to the

sawtooth period and power up to the heating power would be useful in further investigations

concerning the higher value of Xe found in sawtooth propagation compared to the power

balance value.
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Introduction
A small population of runaway electrons can carry an important fraction of the plasma

energy and current. In stellarators part of the injected power can be transferred to runaway

electrons and in some cases, if runaway production is not properly controlled. they can even
prevent the discharge start-up.

Runaway electrons are not very sensitive to radial electric fields and suffer rare

collisions. Therefore, their transport is governed mainly by magnetic topology [3]. This fact
makes them suitable for probing magnetic turbulence.

Because of these two reasons it is very important to characterize the runaway transport
and generation rate. Classically, the runaway production rate in magnetically confined plasmas
is explained in terms of the balance of the electromotive force present in the device and the
drag force due to collisions [3], giving the Dreicer velocity. Usually radial diffusion is not
considered but the population of electrons of different energies is indeed modified and the
kinetic properties altered. Therefore, the population of runaway electrons will depend on the
characteristics of magnetic turbulence.

Runaway Dynamics
Runaway electron diffusion is governed mainly by magnetic turbulence, since high

energy electrons are not sensitive either to collisions or to radial electric fields [2]. The kinetic
equation which has to be solved is:

i- 1 WW =Cat eEH‘917il+ ( f) (f) (1)

The diffusion coefficient is given by

D(\7,F)=Dm(r)lv"lY(A) (2)

Dm is the magnetic line diffusion coefficient and D depends on runaway energy through the
parallel velocity v” and the drift modification factor Y(A) [2,4] (see Fig. 1), which takes

account for the runaway orbit averaging of the turbulence. The argument of Y is:

A=d,(v,r)k,(r) (3)
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where d, is the runaway drift and kr is the radial correlation length of the turbulence. When
typical runaway drifts are larger than the radial correlation length the effect of the turbulencc is
weaker and the confinement is improved.

Numerical Model
In this work a simple model is developed to estimate the effect of diffusion 0n

runaway distribution function. The aim is to study the influence of the particular
characteristics of magnetic turbulence, namely its radial correlation length and amplitude_
These two magnitudes are allowed to vary radially and, hence, the local distribution function
has to be computed in every radial position. The evolution of the runaway distributioh
depends on local values of safety factor, q(r), electron temperature and density, effecting
charge of the plasma, Zeff(r), and also on the characteristics of the turbulence, its amplitude
Dm and its radial correlation length.

The mode] is based on a 2D lattice in momentum space and 1D in real space. We
consider that the runaway distribution function is homogeneous in every magnetic surface,
which is a good approximation for high electron energy. The population of a lattice cell is
governed by the typical times of the different phenomena: collisions, diffusion and
acceleration in the parallel electric field

The runaway electron source depends on Dreicer velocity profile, which is a function
of local density, temperature and plasma potential. The effect of electric field in the
distribution function is computed considering that an ensemble of particles move together
under the effect of electric field and collisions. When the particle velocity is higher that the
Dreicer one, a runaway is born. The equation satisfied by the particles are:

pa = _eEII "' Vupn

pl : ‘eEt _ Vipt (4)

These equations are solved using a numerical model based on a conservative
scheme[5]. The evolution of distribution function in a time step due to electric field and
collisions is

75H —> t7n

~fn(\7n’ri):fil—l(vn’,i)+fM(gA-l"f) (5)

where index n correspond to the time evolution and i to radial position. fn.1 includes the

generation of runaway electrons due to parallel electric field.
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A runaway electron can appear in a magnetic surface of radius ri at a time tn because a

bulk electron overcomes the collision drag or because an electron is diffused from an inner

magnetic surface.The evolution of the distribution function due to electric field and collisions

effect and runaway radial diffusion due to magnetic turbulence will then be given by:

fn(fin’,f)=[Lel(fin”l)+fM(finil’n)]x(Bn-R:|u) (6)

Where Pom is the probability that a runaway skips from a given magnetic surface ri to

the next outer one rm, and Pin is the probability that a runaway comes from the inner r“ to a

given magnetic surface r1. Because of particle number conservation these two quantities must

satisfy:

Pin({;i’i’)f(fi”i)=Pl:uu(\77’iil)f(‘7'ri—I) (7)

The probability that this runaway is in this magnetic surface after a time At is given by:

11AM): 5XP[——At—‘]MM) (8)
1:, is a local confinement time (Fig. 2), associated to a radial interval and depends on

the velocity of the runaway. This confinement time, local in phase space, is given by:

7 _ (MYTr(l.’i)‘ Dm(n)|v"|Y(S) (9)

Results
In the present report preliminary results are presented (Figure 3), since numerical

instabilities still appear and a set of parameters which gives steady state has to be determined.

Due to the large number of possible orderings of magnitudes an extensive An extensive study

is required to have a general knowledge of runaway transport due to magnetic turbulence. In

particular, depending on the values of all these magnitudes the outwards runaway flux, the

density and the global confinement time can be very different.

Runaway electrons that are diffused outwards finally strike the device vacuum

chamber or limiter and emit hard X Ray (HXR). Therefore the features of HXR spectra will

contain valuable information on the characteristics of magnetic turbulence. Especially the

accumulation of photon counts in certain areas of the spectrum will show that the confinement
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HXR is proposed as the suitable diagnostic to evaluate theis improved for such energies.

validity of this model.
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1. Introduction

Nowadays, much interest has been attracted to the phenomenological approaches in
the theory of electromagnetic fluctuations in turbulent plasmas [1—6]. These apporaches
make it possible to calculate the fluctuation spectra in a manner similar to the analysis
of stable stationary plasmas in terms of dielectric response functions and
Langevin—source correlation functions averaged over the ensemble of macroscopic

chaotic motions with given properties. In this paper, we make an attempt to substantiate

such approaches in terms of the microscopic theory of fluctuations taking into account

large-scale random motions.

2. Equation for the Microscopic Phase Density

Let us consider a plasma with macroscopic random motions of volume elements. It
is natural to assume that in the case under consideration the equation for microscopic
distribution has the form

a 7.9+ _ g{ta—{+v+a fiE(r,r)?%}F(X,2)—(af)_r, (1)

(W . r. . . . .
where W 18 the change of the microscopic phase densrty per unit time due

.1.

to the chaotic motion of volume elements. This quantity may be expressed in terms
of P(AX,r), i.e., the probability that a volume element changes its position by
AX during the time r

aF(X,r) _ 3' , _6P(AX,t—t’) _ , _
(——at )T— at‘fmdtfdAA—ar F(X AX,2‘)—

’ I

— %l1:(X‘l)_ air frlr’ f r/AXP(AX, r - 1')t — AX. m} (2)
These relations generalize the relevant “collision" terms, that have been introduced

in [7] in order to describe specific transitions generated by the coherent wave

interaction in the configuration space, to the case of phase space.

3. Fluctuation Spectra in Turbulent Plasmas

in the polarization approximationEq (l) generates an equation for fluctuations

gig—Manx— AXI) (3)
where K?!) is the distribution function. The formal solution of Eq.(3) is given by

{Ba—{+t7’%,} c)f(X r)+fi éE(F,’r-——_»—) 011:7”): gifrlr’fdAX
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_ t) 6’ I I , , , ,)df(v')df(X,r) —éf (X,t‘) _E_f (If f(/XH(X,X,I— t’)éE(1—‘>, (4)

Here ofl0l(X, t) is the fluctuation in the system without self~consistent electromagnetic
interaction, W(X,X’,t— t’) is the probability of particle transition from X' to X
during ,, t’. The latter satisfies the equation

a _,a , a} AX r) . , ,
{6t+V5?}WT(-X1X.r)=—fdrfr/AX(TWWT(X—AX.X,r—r) (5)

with the initial condition W.r (X, X , 0) = 6(X — X) .
The fluctuation field (33(71‘) = — grad (54%? 1") is governed by the Poisson equation

mom’n— ,(X,X, 1—1 mm) (r r ) {3—) = 4:10 I (Woman) . (6)
The correlation function of fluctuation sources is given by (dfl“)(,Y,r)ofi”l(X'.t‘)) 2

:f(X’t )W1 (X X’. t—— t') 6(2‘ — t’) + [(X, t) WT(X’,X, t' — 1) 0(1’ — t) (7)
Equations (6),(7) make is possible to calculate the Fluctuation spectra in the Same

manner as in the case of ordinary plasma [6]. For example, the spectral density of
correlation functions for the electron density fluctuations is described by the expressiOn

I + fit? to) x (k ___)w r2 a : w (0)1 2 2 (on(0/1,, )kw +ETUWJ) (6112,)?" + Z. 81“”)w) (d n, )3” (3)

where (6/12)?)1' = (’2 f (/vf (Iv ’f(v ) WFEJV: v ') + c.c. and

95W" )tsy'v(k,(u) = l+l(k,w)+ZZ‘(/?,m),y [Uta 0)): ma€2fdt’fr/v III/1.345: 3’)We? (9)

4.Transition Probability

Equation (8) may be rewritten in the integral form, ie,

WT(X,X’,r)= W(X X’ r) + fdr”f(/X' W(X, X”rr”)><

31 AXx30 ,, ft/r f IAXM‘T)MW.1,(X"~AX,X’,r”——r'), (10>
where W(X,X’,r) is the transition probability in the system without large-scale
motions (P(AX, r) = O).

6WT(X — AX, X’, r)
We assume that WT(X — AX, X’, r) >> r1 —fi—ar and

a awT(X — AX, X’, r)fiT—WT(X — AX, X', T >> I Avrl , where I1 is the time of large—scale(Mr
distribution relaxation. Then Eq.(10) yields

WT(X, X’, I) : fdAX P(AX, I) W(X — AX. X', 1') (ll)
Thus we see that the averaged transition probability in the systetn without macroscopic
motions may be treated as the first approximation for W-l-(X, X’,r). In this case

7,"‘(k,w) =t%s'm,x(zm~m'), (an!)E_9>T=f‘—1“’ s;,,,(ot;2>t1;) , <12)
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where St; = f (IFEHFAVI dam drer‘mmax, 1') + c.c. (13)
0

Here 7602 w) and (6122);?!) are the relevant quantities for a plasma without macroscopic

motions. Now let us specify the quantity P(AX,r). To do this, we must know the

probability of the transition of the volume elemenvt W(X, X’,I) and the relevant

distribution function 17(3), i.e., P(AX,I) = INKS; W(AF,’ 77+ A17; 0, 7,1') .

Restricting ourselves by the assumption that the electrostatic interaction between the

valume elements may be neglected and describing the relaxation of large—scale motions

in terms of the simple BGK—model, we find the equation for W(X, X',r) to be

{1967“ V667} Wot, X', r) = — v {W(X. X', r) — PM I (Wit/(X, X',t)} (14)

with the initial condition 17V(X,X',O) = 6(X — X’). Here v ~ Mn, and IT is the time

of large—scale motion relaxation to local equilibrium. Then Eqs. (12), (13) reproduce

the results of Refs.[5,6]. In particular.
SK;U = df ([V'F(7,) W317. 7') + c.c. (15)

If the external fields are absent [6], we have

_ ifdwtfi’j/w — 13+ iv
1—11!d L

w — k 17+ it!

For (1) >>v, we obtain (6,12 )im = 27: f (17f (1mm Fm (3(a) — E’v — 13;).

SE” +c.c. (16)

2 Fifi—3r) an
R? (u) = 4—fl()—f(/I?d1-J)—-=av—~r—— (17)

X ' mk2 w—kV-kfi)+i0'

In the opposite case, w<<v. we have SUE), w) = JZ—D— ) where
a) — ku + ikZD '

Ed = f (I? VH3, D = 317 f dsFG’j. This leads to

W31“)
47162 k 6v

T k, a) = (IVfl;
X ( ) mk2 f a) — k 7- kUd + 1‘l

_, 282 kZD
C5"2 @)T= (IV V ——a—4—)—)—— (18)

< )kw f f) (a) — k V— k Ud)2 + 1:402
5. Numerical Analysis
A detailed analysis of the electron density correlation function in terms of Eqs.(17)

has been performed in Ref. [4]. The results that follow from Eqs. (8), (18) are

shown in Figs.1,2. Fig.1 correspond to the low—frequency domain for (1t = 0.2 and

various values of TU/T,» (a — Tr/T, = l, b — TE/Ti = 3). Fig.2 shows the resonance

maximum in the high-frequency domain due to the collective fluctuations

(a — a‘k = 0.2. b — ak z 0.3). In all the Figures. the numerals at the curves indicate
Di

the following values of the quantity A = a é: 1— A = 0, 2 — A = 0.1, 3 — A :1.
t’ I
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4 — A = 5. The other parameters are Zi=l and Di/DL,=1. [t is clear from the
results that both thermal microscopic motions and 1arge~scale pulsations are importantFor an appropriate description of electromagnetic fluctuations in turbulent plasmas.
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1. Introduction

The EXTRAP T2 reversed field pinch is operated with the former OHTE vacuum vessel,

including a complete graphite liner [1]. The plasma performance is strongly dependent on

the surface condition of the wall. The wall conditioning is performed by moderate baking

and glow discharge cleaning, In the initial phase of T2 operation, quantitative mass

Spectrometry and surface probes have been used to study the evolution of the graphite

surfaces and the effects of the wall conditioning,

2. Experimental
The major radius of T2 is R = 1.24 m and the minor radius a = 0.18 m. The wall is covered

with POCO graphite tiles. During the first period of T2 operation typical discharge

parameters have been 170 kA plasma current, 5-10 ms pulse duration and a line averaged

density of 1-5-1019 m‘3 [2]. The vessel has been operated at ambient temperature and with

constant gas flow at a filling pressure of 0.2-0.3 Pa hydrogen or deuterium. The pumping

speed is S = 0.30 m3/s and the base pressure ~ 10'5 Pa. Following any venting, the vessel

has been baked to 130°C for one to three days. Glow discharge conditioning is performed

by RF assisted DC glow using a single, disk shaped anode [3]. The glow is ignited at 10 Pa

for helium and 3.5 Pa for hydrogen and is stable down to 0.4 Pa. Standard parameters for

an inter pulse helium GDC are: p = 0.6 Pa, U : 650 V, I: 850 mA and Pm: = 20 W, This

yields an average current density of 10 uA/cm2 to the wall. The current density is roughly

50% lower toroidally opposite to the anode [3].
A difi'erentially pumped mass spectrometer is used to study the molecular emission during

glow discharges or immediately following RFP discharges. It is absolutely calibrated for

nitrogen, helium and hydrogen in the range 0.05-10 Pa vessel pressure. A surface probe

system allows the exposure of graphite or silicon passive probes at the wall position and
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subsequent vacuum transport to surface analysis facilities (ion beam analysis, XPS and
ABS). The total pressure during sample transfer was ~ 10‘ Pa, and surface analysis Was
typically made within two to four hours after exposure.

3. Results
It has been necessary to run helium giow discharge at an interval of 15~20 RFP plasma
pulses‘ and the plasma parameters have changed progressively through a series of pulses
following a glow, Figure 1 shows the evolution of the line averaged density in a sequence
of l6O kA RFP pulses The programmed wave forms were almost identical throughout the
series and the gas filling pressure was varied only very slightly. One hour of He glow
discharge was made before shot 554. The first pulses have low density, then the density
increases gradually through about 20 pulses. A 45 rrtin. glow before pulse 583 is sufficient
to reset the conditions to the initial status, A similar systematic trend is observed for the
plasma resistivity [2].
Figure 2 shows molecular emission during a He GDC. The most conspicuous impurity
release is observed for mass m = 28 amu, which is identified as mainly CO. The m : 2 amu
signal is translated to vessel partial pressure of H2 by extrapolation from the calibration
range, The release rate of H2 during GDC may be determined from the pressure difference
Ap = pope-pi,use as shown in figure 2. At start of GDC Ap is obscured since a transient high
p-fill is required for breakdown. The Ap at the end of a GDC period is typically equivalent
to 2-10” Hm'2 3'1 being released from the wall.

5.10191. -——_-m —> 4.10'1— e

W 3 , i r“ Masi2—,.E 4 —‘ . , 145 _ 3 ‘ \3/3‘ . mm. M y"g . He GDC E 2 ’ gig”
°’ 2 ' ' -—‘”' .7' Mass 28 “Mt-u. .4a -_ -_ ¢ . .. . _
g _ 1 (\M Q _
3 o Mimi :- " ‘ ‘ v‘ o 7—47 rl—fl
E 550 570 590 0 20 40 60 BO 100

Shot Number Tlme Imln.

Fig. 1 Density vs. shot number. Fig 2. Cleaning up during He GDC

Figure 3 shows the partial pressure transients of m = 2 amu and m = 4 amu in connection
with RFP pulses during an isotopic change over from H to D. The pressure steps are
caused by wall pumping and release during the pulse, and the exponential return to the base
levels is determined by the characteristic pump time V/S = 3 s of the vessel. The ratio
Hz/Dz is observed to decrease by a factor two within about ten RFP pulses, while a
complete isotopic change over requires about 30 min. of GDC in helium
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Figure4 shows the trapping of impurities at initially clean graphite surfaces that were

exposed at the vessel wall position to repeated RFP pulses and He GDC conditioning,

respectively. Stainless steel components and oxygen were measured with Rutherford

backseatteting spectrometry and the plotted areal densities represent a surface layer of less

than 30 nm depth. For purposes of comparison, the initial trapping rate of deuterium,

measured by nuclear reaction analysis, was 5-10'9 D/m2 per RFP pulse,
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Fig 3 Partial pressure ofII; and D; in

Connection with RFP discharges.

Fig 4 Collector probe data, A is collected

following RFP and B following H3 GDC

4. Discussion and conclusions

As expected from a large number of other plasma devices with graphite walls, as well as

from OHTE operation [1], the graphite acts in the first approximation as a saturable

reservoir of hydrogen, the behaviour of which, in the absence of sufficiently large external

particle sources, determines the plasma density. The mass spectrometry and surface probe

data can be used for a more quantitative account of the particle exchange between wall and

plasma. The initial trapping rate of deuterium in pure graphite can be taken to represent

roughly the incident flux density of hydrogen to the wall and corresponds to a particle

confinement time of roughly 150 us. The pressure decrement of the sum of hydrogen

isotopes as shown in figure 3 is typically Ap : 0.09 Pa, which corresponds to the partially

saturated wall pumping ApV/kTA = 4-1018 Hm"2 per RFP pulse. It can be estimated from

figure 2 that the removal rate of hydrogen in He GDC is about 4-1016 Hm'zs". Thus it can

be expected that 40 min. GDC, removing 8-1019 Hm'z, should be able to accommodate the

wall for some 20 discharges, which is exactly what is seen in figure 1.

Another indication of the size of the wall reservoir that is interacting with the plasma can be

obtained from the isotopic change over. As the simplest possible model we may assume

that an RFP discharge causes a complete mixing between the admitted gas and the wall

inventory of H and D, compare for instance ref 4. A number Nu:2‘pf,u - V/ kT of

deuterium atoms are admitted as filling gas in every discharge, representing a fraction

Fm] : ND / (ND + Nw) of the total hydrogen content in the system, if Nw = NwD +a is the
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wall reservoir. The deuterium fraction rn: a / Nw in the wall following the first PUIse
with deuterium will then be rm = Fr.” and after the i;th pulse rDi = (l ~Fm.) rm, .1) +Ffi")

The same isotope ratio should be observed in the mass spectrometry measuremems
immediately following the discharge. The change ofthe isotope ratio occurred at a rate of
~5% per shot, indicating that N“; 20 ND; 15-1021 H, or 1.5-1030Hm'2. This area]
density corresponds to the saturation level of 100 eV hydrogen ions implanted into
graphite [5],and if the graphite traps 40 at, % hydrogen it can be accommodated within a
40 angstroms deep surface layer.
The initial trapping rate of oxygen and stainless steel components in RFP discharges
according to figure 4 is 2.5-1018 O/m2 and 3°101° SS/m2 per RFP pulse, or 5% and 0.06%
respectively of the incident hydrogen flux. This is an indication of the impurity level in the
plasma. The presence of oxygen is particularly noxious, as an oxygen flux interacting with a
surface that is saturated with oxygen becomes a recycling impurity, which also contributes
constantly to the carbon contamination [6]. Neither the surface oxygen, nor the stainless
steel areal density shows any clear tendency to reach a stationary level within 20 RFP
discharges. In prolonged He GDC however, the stainless steel level seems to saturate at
1.5-1013 SS/mz, which is consistent with a sputtering yield of Y=10'3 of steel by the
incident helium ions. This is reasonable considering an ion energy of a few 100 eV [7].
In conclusion, it has been shown that a rudimentary density control can be achieved by
helium glow discharge conditioning, such that low density RFP pulses are obtained while
the wall is depleted of hydrogen. and higher density reached with a more saturated wall.
Rough quantitative agreement is observed between the amount of hydrogen that is
removed in He GDC and the wall pumping in RFP pulses, and a basis is laid for further
optimisation of the wall conditioning, Measurements of the impurity levels in T2 are also
presented, and the cumulative build-up of impurities on surfaces at wall position is shown.
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Introduction

The balance between plasma erosion and deposition of wall materials determines critically

the lifetime of high heat tlux components in future long pulse devices. The development of

appropriate models and their careful validation by experiments in present machines is thus an

important task. Beyond this, it is highly desirable to develop techniques aiming at the in situ

deposition of protective surface layers on highly exposed areas, compensating their erosion

The paper describes experiments and modelling of layer deposition and erosion on test

limiters in TEXTOR by local injection of silane gas (SiD4). In this paper the main emphasis

is on unraveling the important local mechanisms determining erosion and deposition.

Experimental

Test limiters made from graphite
(EK 98)[1], stainless steel, and Cu

were introduced through a limiter ZD-SvL‘ctmscnm'
Sill-filter

lock system into TEXTOR from
the bottom of the device (see

fig.1). They had a width at the
base of 10 x 6 cm, and toroidal
and poloidal curvature radii of 8.5 2D»spcctrosc0py

cm and 6 cm, respectively. The 5"'Sl”'m‘°'
limiters had a hole of 2mm
(EK98) and 1.7 mm diameter (SS,

Cu), located 1 cm below the

tangency point through which
calibrated amounts of silane gas
could be introduced during a

discharge. The 11010 was on the ion Fig. 1: Experimental setup a/ TEXTOR
drift srde. In one experiment using
CD4 injection the hole was close
to the tangeney point on the elctron drift side. The limiters were located at various minor

radii, in the shadow of the ALTII belt limiter or protruding up to 2.5 cm and exposed to

ohmic and beam heated plasmas (1.5 MW, coinjection) at line averaged densities between 2.8

- 3.6 x 10l3 cm‘3. The limiters were observed during the discharges by CCD cameras with

Si I (251.7 nm) and Si 11 (634.7nm) filters from the side and the top giving 2D views of the

spatial distribution of Si light emisssion. After each discharge the overall thickness pattern

of the deposited layer was measured from the top by colorimetiy [2] yielding discharge

specific information on the changes of the layer due to plasma exposure. The limiters were

investigated post mortem by surface analysis techniques (AES, RBS. EPMA) and the

ALT graphite
limiter
r ~46cm
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composition and areal variation of the surface coverage by Si and C atoms was measured

Monte Carlo Modelling

The ERO—TEXTOR code was developed [3] and applied to model these experiments. The
code, initially based on the ERO code [4], was enhanced to incorporate cum/ed limiter
surfaces, at SOL defined by limiters and the associated flow patterns, and ionization processes
of molecules [5]. ERO—TEXTOR is a local 3D—Monte-Carlo code, which solves the equatiohs
of motions for impurities in a background plasma, taking into account the gyt'ation of the
particles, dynamic friction due to plasma flow in the SOL and local electric fields caused by
the potential drop in the sheath (la) and magnetic pie-sheath (lb). Further included is a
radial electric field due to the radial gradient of Tc(lc) ( see formula).

‘x 11‘ “36,
@(f): fd®0_e ZADgf/yl + (1*fd)q)0‘8 R0 + Efqio'g )‘Te

(1a) (1b) (lc)

The background plasma is prescribed by the electron temperature and density profiles and by
a constant impurity fraction. Outside the last closed flux surface (LCFS) a background
plasma flow is present, calculated as cxponenticll interpolation decaying from ion acoustic
speed at the sheath entrance with a decay length of half the connection length. If the
modelled test limiter is not the LCFS defining element but in the shadow of another limiter
this [low is twofold as defined by the different connection lengths. For modeling silane
injection the cross sections of methane [5] were used.

Results and Discussion

The injection of silane gas leads
to the deposition of a thin film
on the high heat flux area on the
ion drift side (see fig.2). The
film is clearly visible by its
interference colours. The area of
the covered surface grows as the
injected amount of silane is
increased, the layer is eroded in
discharges without silane
injection. This demonstrates that
normally erosion dominated
areas can be converted into
deposition dominated areas by
local gas injection.
The deposition pattern shows a
preferential direction (symmetry Fig. 2: Deposited film thickness pattern evaluated by
line) which is tilted by about 25 calorimetry
deg with respect to the direction
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of B. Within the error of the

measurement the same tilt angle is

found for all ohmic discharges, the
same hole geometry and with the

limiter in the shadow of ALT II. The

symmetry is changed with application

of beam injection (still under

investigation). The findings in ohmic

plasmas Well reproduced by the

modelling (see fig.3). We have to

assume a streaming of the particles in 4a m n m m

toroidal direction due to the normal “mid“dimucumml

plasma llow to a surface plus the
Presence of an electric field

extending from the LCFS to the

surface of the test limiter and the

according EXB drift of ionic species. Best agreement is found for an enhacement factor of 2

over the "natural“ E field from the gradient of the sheath potential 3.6 c. With the hole

close to the tangcncy point we observe that the preferential direction is almost 90 deg, i.e.

pointing to the high field side of the machine. This can be understood from the absence of

toroidal plasma flow, since the injection occurs close to the stagnation point, and the drag of

a poloidal plasma rotation. Further analysis is under way.

The thickness pattern is peaked close
to the hole and falls off into toroidal

film thickness:
>5001nn

‘ 300 Inn
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Fig. 3: Calculated film thickness pattern

direction with a much longer fall off 1000

length than in poloidal direction about 3:533:ne 32$:rfigiit)
(4—5 mm). In both the graphite and Boo—
the SS limiter experiments a E
significant codeposition of carbon is 5 600.

observed with a fall off length of C h I
much larger than that of the Si atoms 2 400-

(scc fig.4). The fact that the C ”i: R

codeposition is also seen on the SS ’5 200-
limiter shows that the codeposited C
atoms have been transported through 0 ~59 w

the SOL and originate from other - o 6 1'0 2'0 3'0 20

areas than the test limiter itself. The distance from the hole [ mm ]

carbon deposition can reach values of
tip to 80nm per discharge while Fig. 4: Profile of total thickness and equivalent

erosion is observed without gas ’hiCkWSS of silicon
injection. This shows, that the
conversion into a deposition dominated area affects the background impurities. Reason may

be a local cooling of the plasma near the injection cloud. Since no selfconsistent treatment

of the background plasma is done in ERO-TEXTOR, this effect cannot be reproduced by the

code.
A total number of 1x10IR Si atoms has been calculated from the RBS and colorimetr'y

profiles in the case of the experiments with the graphite limiter. Comparing this with the total

injected quantity and correcting for the erosion during discharges without gas puffing a

deposited fraction of about 5% is found. ERO—TEXTOR calculates a fraction of about 20%
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of all launched Si atoms as being
deposited. For the calculation
measured values of nC and TC and of
their crfolding lengths were used. No
correction for modification of the
background plasma by the gas
injection has been made. The
calculated values for the deposited
fraction of Si atoms only Show a
moderate variation (factor 1.5) with
ne(LCFS) varied between 2—5x1012
cm'3 and Te(LCFS) between 10—30
eV, respectively. Reerosion is not
taken into account yet. The
calculations show that the layer is
formed predominantly by SiD4+ and
SiD31L ions and by SiDl neutral
radicals, see fig. 5. This underlines
the importance of molecular physics
processscs and of charge exchange
neutralization for the effects occuring Close to the surface. The scarce database of cross
sections has to be improved significantly to make a reasonable predictive modelling.
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Fig.5: Relative fraction of molecular ions and
neutral radicals involved in film deposition

The 2d Si I and Si 11 patterns show light emission (not shown here as a figure) extending
toroidally over most of the limiter surface with some enhanced intensity at the injection hole.
Significant radiation is emitted from inside the LCFS. The general trend is reproduced by the
code, the localization is not yet well described. The top views show an alignment of the
radiation plume with the direction of the magnetic field, in contrast to the symmetry line of
the deposition pattern. It may be speculated that this is due to the deep penetration of the Si
atoms before excitation (Si 1) and ionization (Si 11) as compared to that of the molecular
species contributing to the deposition (which is, according to the code, only 20 % of all the
Si species injected). Beyond the LCFS no radial electric field according to the formula is
expected. Only the weaker global poloidal rotation and its associated field are effective in
this plasma area. Experiments with beam injection giving significant poloidal rotation may
shed some light on this question.
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1. Introduction
A very promising regime for [TER to operate in is the socalled CDH (completely detached H)

mode obtained in ASDEX-Upgrade [1] by combined puffing of hydrogen and neon. Due to the

combination of high neutral gas pressure in the divertor and additional (feedback controlled)

impurity radiation losses by neon, stable operation close to the I‘I-L backtransition threshold is

established. The plasma shows H—mode confinement, but no longer burns through the divertor

during strong type 1 ELMS, instead remaining detached with much smaller type III ELMs.

2. Results
A 2D multifluid simulation of this regime is done, using the coupled BZ—Eirene code package in

a fully timeAdependent mode [2—5] and including deuterium, carbon, neon and helium. Carbon

is produced at the target plates and side walls by physical and chemical sputtering (although

physical sputtering is unimportant due to the low plasma temperatures). The chemically spute

tered carbon is started as methane and is followed in Eirene using the molecular data in [6];

other atomic physics data are taken from [7,8]. A chemical sputtering coefficient of 0.02 is used,

except at the target plates where a 10 times smaller value has to be used as otherwise the high

carbon influx resulted in a. radiation collapse. Neon is introduced by a gas puff and is feedback

controlled to a separatrix neon density of 3.0 - 10mm”. Helium is included as a trace impurity
(density of about 101677143) to analyse the pumping. An input power into the computational

domain of 7 MW, equally into electrons and ions was chosen. The best overall agreement with

midplane density and temperature profiles, target plate thermography, pressure gauges, bolomc—

ter and spectroscopy measurements were obtained for a hydrogen core density of8~1019m_3 (at

the separatrix 5- 10197714) and the following anomalous transport coefficients: particle diffusion
coefficient 0.2m2/s was used for all species (no pinch velocity), electron and ion heat diffusivi—

ties 1.0m2/s in the core up to about 2 cm inside the separatrix and from there up to the SOL

0.5m2/s. The type III ELVIS are modelled (following the results of type I modelling [9]) by
increasing the radial transport for a period of 0.1 ms to 57712/8 in the whole domain, repeated

every 0.7 ms (these times are chosen according to experimental Cll, CIII measurements [10]).

The type Ill ELMs stabilize the system, because they push (due to the enhanced power flow into

the divertor during the ELM) the detachment zone closer to the plate, moving to the X—point

again after the ELM. One sees a kind of dynamic jittering of the CH, CIII and 110— signals. This

push-back effect allows then a larger radiation loss than without ELMs, where the radiation loss

zone would have the tendency to form an X-point MARFE and move into closed flux surfaces.

During the ELM due to the increased temperature at the midplane (a rise of about 10 eV) and

the widened density profile energy losses from impurities increase strongly, partially buffering

the ELM effect.
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We simulate directly the measured signals, rather than rely on deconvolution ot‘ the data, be
cause the latter method may produce large errors in the location of radiating; zones close to the
Xepoint. A comparison of measured and computed data is shown in Fig.2.

Bolometer Data
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Figure 1: Computational B24Eirene domain and bolometer channels

The distribution of losses is shown in Figure 3.
We find a reasonable agreement between simulation and experiment, In the simulation the

background values are too small, but BALDUR results [11] show that this missing background
appears quite naturally in the core part. ’l‘herelore, the calculational domain of B?»Eirene
has to be extended to the core. using there transport laws and heating profiles obtained from
detailed 1.51) BALDUR analysis [1]]. Runs covering; the whole domain are on the way, and
these might also remove another problem: the chemical sputtering at the target plate had to
be lowered strongly (by a factor of 20) in contrast to the understanding of the chemical sput-
tering process [12], where one expects for (DH conditions no strong lluxvdependencc. because
the thermal process is unimportant and the surface process is not expected to react so strongly.
Additionally. there are major differences between experiment and modelling in the CH, CHI
measurements [10], where the simulation produces the correct penetration length, but. has too
strong a contribution close to the plate from chemical sputtering. The simplest explanation may
be that the particle fluxes to the plate are too high in the model. as indicated also by BALDUR
results in which instead of 7 MW only .5 MW goes into the H‘Z—liirene domain used for this
study. Reduction of the input power would reduce strongly the target particle fluxes. Volume
recombination might produce a similar efl‘ect. although the densities do not seem to be large
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Figure ‘2: Experimental (open symbols) and B2~Eirene (full line) bolometer signals.

Reeyc C Ne Sum
Core 0.0011 0.24 0.26 0.50
SOL 0.27 0.71 0.97 1.95

Div,in 0.39 0.31 0.10 0.80
Div,out 0.47 0.62 0.39 1.48

Sum 1.13 1.88 1.72 4.73

Figure 3: Table of losses (in MW) due to neutrals (RECYC), carbon (C) and neon (Ne) in the
core, SOL and inner and outer divertor. For the core. region additional losses of about 2 MW in
the region not covered by the BQ—Eirene mesh have to be taken into account.

enough for a significant contribution.

Comparison of measured and calculated impurity compression efficiencies for neon and helium
show in both cases very similar results (exPeriments have a difference of 2 between neon and
helium compression [13], whereas the simulation gets the same compression for both, but this
might. alreadyr be driven by effects in the pumping ducts due to neutral-neutral collisions not
included in this calculation).

3. Extrapolation to ITER
For standard ASDEX Upgrade conditions (deuterium , —2.5 T). the CD11 regime is easily ob-
tained, because the low H-L backtransition power threshold [14] in this device allows a large
radiation loss in the main chamber. For lTER the H—L threshold scaling [15] predicts that the
amount of radiation from closed flux surfaces is limited to (most optimistically) 60 percent.
Therefore, existing experiments have to maximize the power flow crossing the separatrix to in-
vestigate the optimisation of power losses in the SOL. Experimentally, this can be achieved by
going to higher magnetic field and/or to hydrogen plasma. because then the l'I-L backtransition
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threshold is higher.
The most promising idea of adding loveZ impurities to the divertor is injection at the target
plate into the hot plasma. By this one avoids the penetration of impurities to the midplane due
to the thermal force from the background plasma temperature gradient, relying on the dominant
friction close to the target plate pulling them along with the main flow. This mode of Oper‘
ation is clearly limited to a regime that is not completely detached, otherwise One is not able
to establish strong enough flow towards the plate. Also, the location of the gas put? is critical,
because pulling from the side automatically feeds impurities also into regions where they are
pushed upstream.
A idealised scenario was studied by increasing the chemical sputtering at the target plate by
a factor of 2 (in the case of ITER instead of methane nitrogen could be used), because now
methane is introduced only at the locations of large particle fluxes. The divertor losses (aver.
aged over the ELMs) increased from 2.3 MW to 3.0 MW.
Due to the extreme limitations of Zeli for JTER (max. 1.6 of which 0.3 due to He, Be [16]) a
scenario with divertor entrainment of impurities is the only possibility to overcome the exhaust
problems. Therefore, testing the capability ofditferent target and baffling geometries to influence
the recirculation of neutrals and the hydrogen flow pattern for enhanced impurity entrainment,
as proposed egg. by divertor upgrades at ASDEX—Upgrade, JET and Dill-D, is one of the most
important questions to be addressed by the experimental program of these machines.
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1. Introduction
FTU is a high field tokamak (BT : 8T. R=.93 m, a=.3 In) in a limiter configuration operating

at high densities (<n> = 2.5 1020 111-3) with income] limiter and first wall and ss vacuum
chamber. In ohmic discharges quite clean plasmas (Zeff z I) are obtained [1]. In well

conditioned discharges the main impurities found in the plasma are high Z ions (mainly Ni)

coming frotn the limiter and the first wall. Experiments were planned to study the effect of the

variation of Zeff on the energy confinement when injecting Neon as recycling impurity during

the steady phase of the plasma current. The experiments were performed at fixed plasma current

(Ip=0.7 MA) and varying the density in the range 0.8—2.2 1020 m‘3. Neon was injected by a

fast piezoelectric valve situated on an equatorial port of FTU. It is found that after the injection

of Ne Lgff is substantially unchanged at medium densities (1.0 — 1,6 1020 m‘3) while at higher

densities it slightly increases, being its variation within 20%. The discharges have been studied

by the point of view of the changes induced by injection of Neon on the parameters of the SOL.

and on the consequent change on the strength of the impurity source. The results are in

agreement with the assumption of the high Z impurities being produced by a single physical

mechanism (sputtering).Also, the results seem to indicate, as in the case of the injection of other

recycling imputities, the possibility of obtaining plasma configurations in which the plasma

losses can be increased and consequently the heat load onto the limiter decreased without

appeciable changes in the tnain plasma parameters.

2. Phenomenology of Neon injection

The Ne injection has been made in one pulse with the width varying between 2 and 9 msec.

This was found to correspond to a total Neon flux at the limiter between 5.4 1017 and 1.4 1018

atoms/s. Ne was injected 600 ms after the beginning of the discharge but the effects of the

injection were observed some tens ms later. Fig. I shows the time signal of the Ne I line

intensity (5850 A) in the visible range, which is representative of the Neon flux in the edge

region and those of Ne VII (465 A) and Ne VIII (770 A). measured in the UV range , which

refer to the inner part of the plasma. After a transient phase (lasting tipieally some tens of ms)

Ne concentration reaches a new almost constant level, thus confirming its recycling

characteristics. The new steady level of Ne is reached both at the plasma edge and inside the
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bulk plasma. After the Ne injection temperature and density profiles are generally unchanged,
while the radiation emission profile changes. and emission increases especially at the plasma
edge. The radiation losses substantially increase while the total ohmic power is almost constant
(Fig. 1). These results have been also observed during the experiment of Argon injection [2]_
Zcff is substantially unchanged by the Ne injection. The plasma temperature at the edge

strongly decreases after the injection; the line emissions of Ni XVII (249 A) and Ni XVIII (292
A), (Fig. 1) representing the main impurity in the plasma core decrease after the NC injection.

3. Discharge simulation by means of a 0-D edge plasma model.
In order to better understand the influence of neon in the impurity production, we used a
steadyestate, single—species fluid, zero~dimensional model [3] of the edge plasma region. An
analytical formula for the physical sputtering from deuterium and Ni impurities (self—sputtering)
describes the unique term of impurity production [4]. For a plasma discharge in which neon is
injected. we consider two different steady phases, respectively before (1) and after (2) the

injection. For each phase we use as input for the model the experimental edge density and net
power flowing in the edge legion; as output we get the temperature at the limiter and the plasma
flux on the limiter, which are needed to evaluate the sputtering yields and the metallic ittfluxes at
the limiter. In steady-state , for the first phase (1) the metallic influx of the M—species is given
by:

e=Fdl-M/(1*YM-M) (1)

where PM] and I‘d] are respectively the metallic and the plasma fluxes for the phase 1; YD-M

and YM—M are the sputtering and the self-sputtering yields evaluated at the temperature
predicted by the model during the phase (1). After the neon injection (phase (2)) we get:

FM2=(rd-M+rNeYNe-M)/(l-YM-M) (2)

where rNe is the neon flux experimentally measured at the limiter and YNe-M is the Neon
sputtering yield. The sputtering yields are evaluated at the plasma temperature at the limiter

predicted by the model. The model predicts a reduction of the plasma flux and temperature at
the limiter which are continued, at least qualitatively. by experimental measurements.
For different shots, Table 1 shows for the two discharge phases the neutral particle influx (Tn)

predicted by the model and the experimental deuteron fluxes (FHB) obtained from HB

measurements at the limiter. A satisfacory agreement is obtained in the whole density range.

The table shows also the ratios between the two values (before and after the injection) of the
Nickel flux, the Ni concentrations measured respectively by visible and UV spectroscopy and
the values obtained by the model. Taking into account that visible spectrometry performs local
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measurements. we compare the ratio of the values predicted by the code with the ratio of the
two measurements which should be independent of the local geometry and of systematic errors

that we can get in performing the measurements. For the metallic fluxes, the computed ratios
are compatible with the experimental data in the whole density range .

4. Discussion of the results
The agreement between the calculations and the experimental data can be considered satisfactory
if we take into account the uncertainties in the measurements and the approximation of the
model (single fluid assumption. metallic fluxes computed not self-consistently). As far as the
metallic sputtering is concerned. neon has no direct influence on it since the term rNeYNe-M in
eq (2) is always much lower (between I and 2 orders of magnitude) than the term rdYD—M.

The decreasing of the sputtering is mainly due to a slight but significant reduction of the
temperature at the limiter when neon is injected. which strongly affects the sputtering yields.
The experimental data and the simulation by the simple SOL model lead to conclude that
physical sputtering can be considered as the predominant mechanism for impurity production in
FTU; evaporation seems to play no role.
The injection of a recycling impurity enhances the radiation losses. which in tums causes a
decrease of the edge temperature; given the strong dependence of the sputtering and self-
sputtering yields on the ion kinetic energy. the temperature decrease at the plasma edge causes a
significant reduction of the impurity source. The recycling gas therefore substitutes a fraction of
the metallic impurities without changing in a marked way the main parameters of the bulk
plasma. As a preliminary conclusion. the observed phenomenology is qualitatively the same as

the one obtained with the injection of argon. This result points out the possibility of obtaining a
quite clean plasma with the most fraction of the input power being radiated, thus decreasing the
power load onto the limiter surfaces.
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1. Introduction
in recent years a number of experimental investigations have been performed concerning
the space distribution of carbon ions in the TEXTOR plasma. These measurements were
either local (radial distribution of Cz+-i0ns at the outboard midplane as measured by
Liqbeai‘n activated cx-spectroscopy [1]) or integral (spectral measurements of 02+,UV
line emission (2]). In discharges with carbon as the main impurity species also bolometric
measurements [3] give some indications of the space distribution of carbon within the mi-
nor plasma cross—section. The comparison of the corresponding experimental observations
With theory requires 2D-model calculations including the ShafranoV-shifted magnetic field
configuration and the poloidal ALT-ll limiter position of TEXTOR (as schematically de-
picted in fig.l). Results of such calculations are discussed in the present paper.

2. Model
The calculations are based on a combined set of 2D particle and HE momentum balance
equations for each of the different ionization levels of carbon sputtered both from limiter
and wall. These equations are used for the entire minor cross-section of an axisymmetric
tokamak plasma with (Shafranov-shifted near-circular excentric) magnetic flux surfaces
and (ALTell toroidal belt) limiter/wall specifications as prevailing in TEXTOR. They
are applied in the trace impurity limit with (deuterium) plasma background data taken
from experimental observations of the plasma core (including the carbon influx from the
ALT—ll limiter) in combination with numerical (SOLXY-code) results for the plasma edge
(including the scrapeeofl layer). The transport model combines ”B motion, l 13’ anoma-
lous diffusion (assuming ALCATOR~lil<e scaling 2 x lOls/np in MKSA-units) with electric
and curvature drifts and considers ionization-recombination processes for the source/loss
functions. The source of neutral carbon atoms is simulated by a Gaussian line source
(maximum flux density 2 2.3 x 1019/(17125) with emission energy 46V) at the inner limiter
radius (separatrix) centered around the ALT~ll position with a haltwidth equal to the
poloidal limiter extension (2 0.14m), superimposed by an equally large uniform influx
from the wall (flux density 2: 9.2 X 1018/(77125) with effective emission energy lEl/). So far
we have neglected cx-processes and assumed complete thermal equilibrium between the
deuterium and carbon ions as well as ionization equilibrium between singly and doubly
charges carbon ions (ignoring kinetic ellects for the lower charge states). jurthermore,
the neglect of viscosity effects (which in the velocity shear layer at the separatrix may

become quite important) and replacement of the convective changes of the “B motion by
an appropriately chosen radially dependent convection time, reduces each ”5 momentum
balance to an algebraic equation. its dependence on the pressure gradient along B then
transforms the particle balance equations into a set of elliptic diFfercntial equations. These
have been solved by the finite element computer code PDE2D in a Cartesian coordinate
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system with a slab model for the. projection of the toroidal belt limiter into the minor
crossesection as used in the SOLXY~COde calculations. The required boundary conditions
(figs.2.3) reduce to prescril'ring the carbon ion densities at the wall to be zero and the
neutralization condition at the limiter, which in a very crude ei.i)pi'<)xiliizitinili translates
into a given poloidal particle flux relating the densities with their H13 gradients at the.
upper and lower sides of the belt limiter. Details of the model equations are given in [4]

3. Results and comparison with experiment
The C” density and line radiation profiles show the characteristic features of radial shell
structure and poloidal asymmetry. The former follows7 of course. the sequence of ioniza»
tion potentials of the different charge states in the radial electron temperature gradient‘
the latter is a consequence of both the poloidally asymmetric C0 source distribution with
a. maximum around the ALT-ll limiter position and the magnetic field configuration. The,
poloidal asymmetry is, of course‘ especially pronounced for the lowest charge states, be,
ing populated by ionization rather than by transport processes, and gradually decreases
with increasing charge state. Even for the highest charge states there still remain vertical
(top—bottom) asymmetries and differences between high and low field Side (along the mid-
plane). The former are a neoclassical effect (with an ion accumulation for : Z 4 at the
top position under normal magnetic field direction as presupposed in the calculations),
the latter are a consequence of the Shafranov shift of the magnetic surfaces (with a slight
ion accumulation at the inboard position), superimposed by a poloidal electric drift. The
neoclassical effect is a result of a balance between the vertical (centrifugal and fill?)
drift and the [5; convection subject to friction and thermal forces. The latter are zero
in the plasma core. as a consequence of the assumption that ion/electron temperatures
are constant on a magnetic flux surface. The tip-down asymmetry becomes stronger with
increasing collisionality as indicated by bolometric measurements. The Shafranov shift
broadens the. magnetic flux tubes in radial direction when passing from the low field side
to the high field side. There is a concomitant increase of the radial gradient lengths de-
creasing both the radial diffusion and the poloidal drift. velocity7 but nearly no change in
the magnitude of the Pfirsch-Schlfiter contribution to the “B particle flux.

To test the model calculations selected UV-line intensities measured within an angular
range as seen by a. spectrometer installed at an upper TEXTOR vessel position (fig.7c)
are compared with line integrated radiation profiles (figs.7a,l).d). Compared to the exper—
imental data (the (33+ line refers to a transition between rather high quantum numbers
not contained in the calculations), the calculated line integrals disappear rather abruptly
towards the wall for the lower charge states (5 g 3), but correctly reproduce the angular
asymmetry for C” and the nearly symmetric angular profile of 0‘”. Like the holometric
measurements the line emission measurements clearly indicate the accumulation of lowly
charged carbon (and oxygen) in the vicinity of the ALT—ll limiter. Examples of poloidal
asymmetries are shown for the C” particle density (figxf) and the total line radiation
(2K5 with the typical double hump structure in radial direction). A further model test
are the. horizontal profiles of the C"+'5+'G+
data by the Lia beam activated cx spectroscopy at the outboard midplane of the plasma
(figs.5,6). It is clearlyr seen that with consideration of the Shafranov shift of the magnetic
surfaces the radial position of the density maxima is well reproduced (in contrast to re-
sults of the lD—modcl of ref. [5]), whereas the magnitude of the maxima. is given within
a factor of less than 1.5 using a coherent set of experimental plasma parameters.

particle densities compared with experimental
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Multifluid Modelling of Radiative and Detached Edge Plasmas and
Comparison with JET Experimental Results.
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Introduction

The multifluid code EDGEZD/U, coupled to the neutral Monte Carlo code NTMBUS, and its

newly developed post—processor provide a means to simulate and compare with experimental

results the distribution of the deuterium and impurity density, temperature and flow, and

related quantities such as ion saturation current density Js at Langmuir probes, Da and

bremsstrahlung radiation signals, and the impurity and deuterium radiation power density.

By this means we studied the mute to plasma detachment in the JET Mark I divertor and the

related role of impurities and impurity radiation for olunic and L—mode discharges, mainly for

cases where carbon was the main impurity species,

In EDGEZD/U transport is collisional in the parallel direction and anomalous across flux

surfaces. The anomalous particle transport model, assumed to be the same for deuterium and

carbon, includes as an option a non diffusive ‘inward pinch” term: T:-DVn-nV. Typically:
D=lm2/s, xc : xi =l.5m2/s, V=15m/s, (pinch model),
D:O,1m2/s, xc = xi =l ,5 mz/s, V=O (no pinch model).

In most simulations these coefficients were chosen constant in space. In the few cases without

a pinch shown here they were constant in flux space, which essentially implies a linear

dependence on the local safety factor q in real space.

The power P entering the SOL (assuming PfPi) and the mid—plane separatrix density us were

prescribed consistently with experimental observations. Uniform carbon puffing from divertor

targets replaces sputtering, because sputtering models available in the code are not sufficiently

accurate (eg. physical sputtering fails completely to reproduce observations). The carbon

content was automatically adjusted via puffing to reach and maintain a level of radiation

consistent with experimental data.

Route to detachment
Experimental results in JET and other Tokamaks show that as plasma density and radiation

losses increase in a discharge, the flow of particles to the divertor targets first increases then

rolls over and finally decreases to very low levels (plasma detachment). In the detached phase

flows of momentum (:> pressure) and energy to the targets are also reduced. Detachment is

usually stronger at the inner target and requires impurity radiation even for ohmic discharges.
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Another experimental observation is the increase with time of Du signals going from the low
recycling to the high recycling phase and finally to the detached phase ofa discharge.
All of these trends are reproduced by our simulations. As an example fig. 1 compares
experimental and computed peak values of JS for an ohmic discharge (#31627) at times
corresponding to low recycling, high recycling and detachment at the inner and outer target
(model with pinch). Fig. 2 shows a similar comparison of D“ signals integrated along lines of
sight across the inner and outer divertor zones for the same discharge

The radiated power required in the divertor zone for detachment in our simulations is

somewhat higher (20-30%) than in experiments. This may reflect uncertainties both in

measurements and modelling. For example, it might indicate that some carbon (or other
impurity) is generated outside the divertor and not only at the targets or that the assumed value
11::125 1019 is too low. The best values OH“ in fig] at t:16.7s were obtained by pufiing

carbon from the outside divertor wall‘ in addition to that from the targets.

A typical problem with purely dilTusive models is that with increasing density the ionization

source inside the separatrix and the parallel [low become too small to provide the expected

SOL density decay, even with very small values of D. The effect is stronger at high input
power. In addition a purely diffusive model does not simulate the increase in JS observed in the

attached high recycling phase ofa discharge. An ad hoc influx of particles from the plasma

core, eg. compensating some pumping, provides proper density profiles. However; unless a

realistic path for neutrals to cross the separatrix is found, (see discussion in [l]) it is likely that

these results indicate that purely diffusive perpendicular transport models are incomplete.

We introduced a pinch term in the SOL and the divertor regions (see introduction). Such an

empirical term has to be considered as the average effect of a, still missing, more complete

model. For ohmic and L-mode cases (see [2] for a pinch model for hot ion I-I-modes) the

values of D and V used are compatible with those derived from impurity transport just inside

the separatrix [3]. The model works reasonably well at all densities up to detachment and

provides the expected decay length of density at the mid-plane.

Profiles of J“ at the outer target computed with and without a pinch for the low recycling and

high recycling phases of pulse #31627 are shown in figs 3 and 4. They indicate that at high

density the profiles tend to be too broad even with a pinch, suggesting that the ratio V/D

should perhaps not be spatially constant across the SOL.

Predictive simulations of several proposed JET divertor configurations (with the injection of

nitrogen) show that the pinch model reduces the influence of the divertor geometry on the

plasma SOL and target profiles. In all these cases the total radiated power and the distribution

of nitrogen considered as a recycling impurity, do not change strongly with the divertor

geometry, a result which will be thoroughly tested in J'ET.
Comparison of Te profiles from simulations and TC profiles derived by probe theory from probe

measurements show good agreement at low density but poor agreement at high density,
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particularly in the detached phase. In simulated detached plasmas Tc normally drops to 1—2 eV

at the outer target and below leV at the inner target where recombination begins to play a

role. These values are lower (sometimes by more than a factor of two) than those derived from

probes. Standard probe theoty may be incomplete and provide Tc too high in the regimes

considered [4]. Whether this is a solution to the problem remains to be seen.

Spatial distribution of impurities

According to our simulations the distribution of impurities and impurity radiation depends

upon the impurity that constitutes the main radiator, the degree of plasma detachment and the

distribution of neutral impurity sources (particularly for intrinsic impurities like carbon).

In the case of carbon the zone of high impurity concentration and radiation moves away from

the targets as detachment increases and the low temperature (S7eV) zone extends No

bifurcation instability is observed, but above a certain level of radiation a small variation of

radiated power implies a large variation of carbon content and the tendency to produce marfes.

For example, simulations of the ohmic pulse #30829 show that with a total radiated power of

0.5 MW the plasma is well attached and the zone of intense radiation extends from the targets

to just above the X-point. As the total radiated power exceeds 0.9MW strong detachment

occurs and the zone of intense radiation moves above the X-point and tends to enter the

plasma core. These trends are in agreement with experimental observations [5],

Conclusion
The route to detachment of ohmic and L—mode J'ET discharges is described reasonably well by

EDGEZD/U, in particular if an empirical pinch model for particle transport is included.

Important features such as the Is roll—over and decline, the increase in Du signals, and the

general evolution of patterns of impurity density and radiation power density are reproduced.

However there are problems. For example the simulated spatial profiles of density and ion

saturation current are too broad in the high recycling attached plasma phase (even with the

pinch model). Also the details of simulated spatial impurity distributions differ from the

experimental ones Clearly the transport model and the description of impurity sources need to

be improved for detailed predictions, but they already allow reasonable predictions of

important general trends of divertor plasma properties,
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1 - INTRODUCTION
After more than ten years of experiments, pump limiters with throats have widely

demonstrated their capability to control the plasma density. However, the high heat flux

deposition on the leading edge just above the throat can result, at least for modular limiters, in

an unacceptable surface temperature of this part of the device. Moreover, when operating with

strongly radiating plasmas, the pumping efficiency of throat limiters drops correlatively with

the strong reduction of the parallel particle
flux in the SOL, In order to overcome these
limitations, the concept of vented pump
limiter has been studied and experimentally
developed on Tore Supra [1, 2].
Schematically, its principle is the
following : since the cascade of reactions

experienced by the recycled flux

(dissociation, charge—exchange) yields a
nearly isotropic neutrals distribution,

almost half the recycled flux comes back
towards the limiter. 1f the limiter head is
designed to be semi—transparent to neutrals
(slots between tiles), a significant fraction

of the backflowing flux can enter the
limiter plenum and be extracted. The
geometry of the present limiter is shown on

toroidal direction

Figure 1 : The TORE SUPRA vented limiter

fig.l. Two sets of slots (l.2cmx9.5cm) are worked out in the limiter head, aligned along the

toroidal direction. For typical conditions (qedgcz3) the angle between the field lines and the

slots is :7°. In Section 2, we describe the model developed for experiments intetpretation and

device optimization. We present in Section 3 a comparison between the simulations and
experimental data, and discuss in Section 4 the difference between the deuterium and helium

pumping efficiencies and the possible improvements of the device.
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2 - MODEL
The model assumes steadyestate conditions and isothermal magnetic surfaces (this

last hypothesis reduces the validity dorrrain to regions of temperature ZlOeV). Schematically,
three different physical processes can be distinguished, each of them corresponding to Ong
module of the computer code :
(l) Ballistic (ionic) collection : Due to the angle between the slots and the field lines, a fraction
of the parallel ion flux (:15% for the present limiter) enters the slots where it recycles on the
lateral faces. Once neutralized, these particles have a significant probability (20,20 for the
present slots geometry) to directly enter the pumping chamber. The efficiency of this ballistic
collection depends strongly on the slots geometry and localization on the limiter head but is
independent on the incident ion species (D+ or He“).
(2) Neutrals collection : The remaining llux (i.e. the part which is not ballistically collected)
recycles towards the plasma as atoms or molecules (whose relative ratio and energy
distribution are taken from [3]). 1t experiences several atomic reactions the most important of
which are [4] : D2 dissociation, D ionization and charge-exchange with Dt for deuterium
plasmas ', He 1m and 2nd ionizations and charge-exchanges with He+ and Het+ for helium
plasmas. For known plasma characteristics, the SOL ion source, the D, D2, He and He+
distributions in front of the limiter head, the flux entering the pumping chamber and the
corresponding pressure are determined from multi—lD calculations. The efficiency of this
neutrals collection is strongly dependent on the ion species : due to Franck—Condom
dissociation, it is much larger for deuterium than for helium, whose atomic 11e on the limiter
surface is only due to charge‘exchange (at low temperature, elastic collisions of He with
background plasma ions can increase this backward flux [5]).
(3) SOL density modification : Due to the ion source (ionization of D and He), an electrostatic
potential developes in the SOL. This potential induces a reduction of the plasma density,
associated with a macroscopic parallel flow for reasons of particles and momentum
conservation. This density modification changes the reaction rates experienced by the recycled
flux and influences the results of the calculations of module (2). It is determined by a 2D
calculation, assuming a sonic flow at the limiter surface and neglecting the contribution of the
secondary species (i.e. D, D2, He and He+) to the ionic pressure.

Coupling these three modules allows to calculate realistic values for the secondary
species distributions, the flux of neutrals entering the slots, the pressure in the pumping
chamber and the whole device exhaust efficiency.

3 - EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION
The input parameters of the model are. in addition to the limiter geometry. the edge

temperatures (Tea, Ti“). electron density (ne‘l) and decay lengths in the SOL (M, An). For D

plasmas. these quantities have been determined by reflectometry and Langmuir probe
measurements on a series of ohmic plasmas (Ip=1+l.5MA) of volume averaged density <ne>
ranging from 2 10‘9 to 4 1019m'3. Typical values are : TC“=50eV (Tf‘zTe‘1 assumed), ncu
ranging from 3.5 1018 to 1.4 10191113, Mz3.7cm and knz3.3cm. The SOL characteristics are
almost similar for He plasmas, but for the edge density, due to a lower flux amplification on for
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Figure 2 : Plenum pressure vs. edge density

is consistent with the experimental behaviour [1] which yields a value of =27 for the pressures

ratio and a square dependence with the average density <n¢> (note that, due to the increase of
the SOL opacity with density, one has nefltx<nc>2+2r5).

4 - DISCUSSION
Due to the differences in the atomic physics of D and He, the neutrals flux towards

the limiter head is expected to vary = linearly with D density and = quadratically with He
density. As a consequence, the pumping efficiency a (=[exhausted flux]/[plasma outflux]) is

expected to change with He concentration. This is shown on figure 3a where the exhaust

efficiencies for both He, 8(Hc)TS, and D, £(D)TS, are plotted versus the He ion concentration

ni(He)/[ni(He)+ni(D)] for the TORE SUPRA vented limiter. The input parameters of the model

are : T13=Tc“=50eV, ncfl=l lO'9m'3, 7w=3.7cm and kn=3.3cm (they correspond to an average

density <ne> between 3 10‘9 and 4 lOlgm’3 depending on the He proportion in the plasma).
The pumping speed is assumed to be constant, identical for both He and D, and equal to 81113/5.
In this case, e(He)TS varies from 1.5% to 4% when c(D)TS remains constant at a value of 8%.

For “reactor” conditions (He concentration =02), one has e(He)TS/e(D)TS=0.3. The

corresponding contributions of ballistic collection to the exhaust efficiency, %bal(He)TS and

%bal(D)TS, are displayed on figure 3b. The ballistic contribution is moderate for deuterium

(20%) but always dominant for He (between 39% and 100%) and, for “reactor" conditions,

%bal(He)TS=66%. It appears therefore that, if the pumping of D is dominated by the collection

of recycled neutrals, ballistic collection is essential for He pumping. The viability of vented
limiters with highly radiating plasmas (reduced SOL parallel flux conditions) depends thus on
the ability of elastic collisions with background ions [5] to maintain a sufficient He neutral flux

backflowing towards the limiter head.
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the proportion of the ion flux intercepted by the slots. when the vented limiter collection
efficiency (=[tlux entering the Slots]/[SOL parallel flux]). decreases only by a factor of0.8 for

deuterium and 0.9 for helium.
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Introduction

The Tokamak Physics Experiment (TPX) is designed to dem-

onstrate features of an economically attractive steady state

tokamak reactor. In this paper we present recent results from

numerical studies of the proposed TPX divertor design [1],

focusing on particle control and on radiative divertor scenari-

os for reducing the peak divertor heat flux. The configuration

is an up/down symmetric double-null with a deep re-entrant

slot geometry for the outer divertor legs as shown in Figure l.

Figure 1:
. ‘ ' l 'd S' l ' M d lsTwo dmtenstonalFut imu {than 0 e TPX divertm-configuration

We have used several simulation codes to model a reference
operating scenario with 18 MW of heating power and an av4
erage core plasma density of 5x1019m'3. We assume 8 MW of energetic neutral beam injection

which defines a minimum particle throughput of 160 A. The UEDGE [2,3] and B25 [4] codes

are two—dimensional fluid models that describe plasma transport in the scrape~off layer and di—

vertor regions. Results from these two codes are generally consistent with each other, but there

are important differences which serve to identify uncertainties in the physical model. For the

reference scenario, the inboard:outboard power asymmetry is assumed to be 20:80 for purposes

of defining the input to the B25 simulation (lower outer quadrant only), while the UEDGE code

yields an asymmetry of 30:70 from a simulation of the entire lower half of TPX with core-to-

SOL heat flux proportional to the local temperature gradient. Peak heat fluxes at the outer

divertor plate are 5.5 MW/m2 (UEDGE) versus 4.6 MW/m2 (B25, projected onto a vertical

plate) with peak electron temperatures of 140 eV (UEDGE) versus 32 eV (B25). The higher

temperature from UEDGE is a consequence of lower recycling on the upper segments of the

vertical divertor plate compared to the orthogonal plate used in the B25 simulation.

fThis work was performed under the auspices of the US. Department of Energy by the
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory under contract number W—7405-ENG—48.
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Monte Carlo Neutral Transport Simulations
The DEGAS Monte Carlo code [5] simulates neutral transport in the outer divertor plasma and
pumping plenum under the divertor. The plasma density, temperature, flow velocity and ion
current to the divertor plate are given by the B2.5 or UEDGE simulations for the 18 MW ref.
erence scenario. The neutral density at the entrance to the pump duct varies over the range
2.5-5.6X1019m'3 with small (2 cm) variations in the vertical position of the separatrix strike
point on the divertor plate [6]. The plasma density in the gap is a significant factor in deter—
mining the magnitude of this effect. This indicates that the total particle throughput can be
controlled by proper plasma positioning.

Density Control and Divertor Leakage
For core plasma density control, the leakage of neutrals from the divertor into the core must be
kept to a minimum. Neutral particles that originate at the target plate may escape from the
divertor via a charge-exchange random walk and contribute to fueling ofthe main plasma. This
leakage should be minimized to maintain the core plasma density levels required for efficient
current drive in steady state. We define a leakage factor, alpha, as the fraction of target plate
neutrals that get ionized inside the last closed flux surface (separatrix). This leakage has been
assessed within the context of the diffusive fluid neutrals model in the UEDGE code. For the
reference 18 MW scenario we find the leakage factor is 7 percent, with the dominant contribu—
tion coming from neutrals originating at the inboard target plate. The leakage is reduced to 0.7
percent at higher separatrix plasma density (3.50><1019m'3 versus 1.65X1019m'3) due to the high—
er diveitor density and lower ion/chargeexchangevneutral temperature.

Comparison of Divertor Leakage from TPX and DIII-D
RDP Configurations
Plasma shaping and current profile control are essential fea-
tures of the TPX design. This flexibility will produce varia4
tions in the divertor and plasma configurations that can have a
significant effect on the leakage factor and particle throughput.
To illustrate this, we cotnpare TPX with the DIII—D Radiative
Divertor Program (RDP) configuration shown in Figure (2}.
This DIIl—D configuration [7] will be operational in early
1996. The leakage factor for the RDP is only 1 percent (versus
7 percent for TPX) due to the higher assumed separatrix plas—
ma density, 3.50><1019m‘3, with the dominant contribution
coming from the inner target plate. If one looks at the outer
target contribution only (4.7 percent for TPX versus 0.2 percent for RDP), the longer leg length
in TPX (53 em versus 23 cm for RDP) does not completely compensate for the lower overall
density. For the same separatrix density in TPX and RDP, the overall leakage factor is lower for
TPX (0.7 percent versus 1.0 percent), but recycling at the inner target plate is mainly responsible
for the difference. The particle pumping in these simulations is spatially localized near the

Figure 2:
RDP divermr configuration
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56 matrix strike point on the outer target plate. The total particle throughput for the RDP (430

A) will be higher than for TPX (160 A) because the dominant heating source is neutral beams.

The power handling capabilities of the two configurations may also be significantly different.

For the deep re-entrant Slot in TPX the peak heat flux is only 5.3 MW/m2 compared to 9.4

MW/mz for the shaped baffle in RDP. However, the peak electron temperature is much higher

(240 eV in TPX versus 47 eV in RDP), so sputtering is more likely to be a problem.

Private Flux Baffle Shape

To minimize communication between inner and outer divertor legs, the baffle shape in the pri-

vate flux region under the x-point Should be conformal with magnetic flux surfaces. Since this

imposes strong constraints on plasma shaping and positioning, we have assessed the effect of

changing the baffle to a flat plate connecting the inner and outer separatrix strike points on the

target plates. The non-orthogonal mesh capability in the UEDGE code allows us to accurately

model this configuration. For fixed pump albedo, the particle throughput decreased from 440 A

for the conformal shape to 380 A for the flat plate and the ion saturation current to the outer

divertor plate increased from 10700 A to 12700 A, indicating that more particles escape from

the inner divertor leg into the outer divertor leg with the flat plate baffle. The overall leakage

factor increased only slightly from 1.5 percent to 1.6 percent. We conclude that a modified

conformal shape will provide increased flexibility in plasma configuration without significant

penalty for particle control.

Divertor Plate Erosion
Using the UEDGE plasma solution for the 18 MW reference scenario, the REDEP ero—

sion/redeposition code [8] was used to analyze sputtering at the outer target plate. For the

reference carbon surface the analysis shows a stable erosion profile despite self-sputtering co-

efficients that are locally in excess of unity. Net erosion rates are high, with peak values in the

range 1.0—2.5 m/burn—yr, but may be acceptable for low duty factor operation. Details will be

presented elsewhere [9].

High Power Radiative Divertor Scenarios
The 82.5 code was used to model the deuterium background plasma plus the charge states of

neon and argon in a high power radiative divertor scenario for TPX. Atomic physics data for

the impurities comes from the STRAHL code [10]. For steady state operation with maximum
heating power of 45 MW, it will be necessary to radiate a substantial fraction of the power to

reduce the peak divertor heat flux to acceptable levels (7.5 MW/mz). The simulations used an

orthogonal mesh to model the lower outer divertor leg only. The following parameters were

varied in the simulations: the separatrix plasma density nse24—6X1019m‘3; the power into the

scrape—off layer Psepx=12—18 MW which results from different assumptions about the power

radiated from the core; and the impurity concentration at the separatrix. At high density

(nscpxz6x10'9m‘3) it appears possible to radiate most of the power in the scrape—off layer and

divertor with about 1% neon or 0.6% argon. At low density (nscpx=4x10'9m’3) there is not a

robust solution relying on radiation in the scrape-off layer and divertor: even at the lower power
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level one would require about 1.5% neon or 0.8% argon. Neon requires about twice the impu-
rity concentration as does argon in order to achieve a similar level of power reduction in the
scrape-off layer and divertor. The lethal concentration of argon in the core may be about a
fourth of that of neon. so from this point of view neon would be the favored impurity. However,
core plasma radiation must be considered in order to complete the comparison. We have not
yet explored the option of additional deuterium gas puffing to enhance radiative losses and more
efficiently trap impurities in the divertor,

Conclusions
The re—entrant slot divertor configuration will produce acceptable peak heat flux (5.5 MW/mz)
for the low density (nsepx=1.65><1019m‘3) low power (18 MW) baseline operation. Core plasma
particle fueling from divertor leakage could be significantly reduced (from 7% to 1%) by Oper-
ating at higher density (nscpx=3.5><1020m'3). High density is also necessary for radiative divertor
operation at high power (45 MW) with acceptable impurity concentrations ( < 1% neon) in the
core.
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1. Introduction

Sustained nuclear burning in a next—step tokamak will depend on maintenance of

Plasma purity by adequately exhausting spent helium ash via its magnetic divertor. This
process itself is governed liy distinct transport and recycling of helium and bulk species

in the di\ertor scrape off layer (SOL) and target regions plus pumping from the latter.
An important factm promoting overall efficiency will t"lie1ef01e he 1elati\e enrichment, 0r
“'compiession" , of helium 1n the dive-mm, 111 01"de1 to maximize p1op01tional extinction.

The complexity of competing, nonlinear effects determining impurity edge transport
means it is best quantified in given situations using a detailed numerical model. A promi-
nent example is the unified “B‘Z”—EIRENE systeml'”, consistently combininga Eulerian
fluid plasma1 and Monte Carlo kinetic neutral particle2 transport codes. At Culliani it
is being applied4 to single X-point plasmas iii the COMPASS-D tokaniak. Here We focus
on the influence of recycling on concentration of a helium minority in an open divertor
configuration.

2. Edge plasma model

Single~null diverted plasmas in COMPASSAD can be formed for steady, fiat—top iii-
tervals S 250 ms ~ tens X 7,13“, impinging on an approximately axisymmetric set of carbon
target tiles. The corresponding discretization developed*l for “B2ll-ElRl—CNE is illustrated

F_igl COMPASSK-D X-point
—i A» o Fig.2 Convergence of ‘BZLEIRENE

cycles (Case (C))
i 10"
i N_ 5 . . 5 1 ,1 O 10 liisLories + 4M0 histories +K K 250 iterations 100 iterations

K ,, \KK vw ml 10 Hi
i K it“

0 t. \lo K, MK
1 M “"11 ““111, l l i‘l

i ”r \litKKKKK'
iK i 1‘1ii K

i N illtKK iiliilKi‘ ‘ ii 142: tltitiilK CK: v-KK K KKK KW KK KKK tulzKKKK, KKKKK KK lKiKKKKKKR71 ”E,
10—2 KK ‘1i i K K K “KKKKKK .1 KKKKKKKKKKKK

a, Cumulative iteration Lime (s)R"'1i
Ci). 0 0.004 0.008 0.013 0.010
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in Fig.1. We consider conditions representative of its li—Inode confinement regime, as
specified in Tablc 1.

Cross-held dittosivities used in “J32“, assumed identical for all ion species. are Bohm—
related coefficients (see Table 1) found previously4 best to recover measured probe. target
thermographic and Balmer spectroscopic data. llelium is incorporated1 through separate
equations of continuity. diffusion and longitmlinal momentum balance [or each charge
stage of each ion type. in turn obeying transition rate balances. together with relations for
common ion energy and electron energy, A flux-limited amendment] of parallel electron
conduction and a constrained form!) of ion parallel stress. avoiding ltnphysical pressure
profiles. are imposed. Dominant interactions of neutral particles recycled from the targets
are computed by EIRENE. For helium these are electron ionization. elastic scattering from
ions. and single fit double chargeeexchange. other channels being either 11<.>n»1‘esonant or
effectively sub-thresholt’l for chosen conditions.

Investigations are pursued by fixing helium fractions Via set densities at the innermost
magnetic surface included (see Fig.1). denoted “interior”. Such a bt’mndary condition is
practicable for helium. since all particles are likely to be fully stripped there. but note
that an unpredetermined distribution over charge stages for heavier impurities would
probably necessitate some implicit statement. We also choose a collective1 sound speed
\/{(T£n[ —l— Tizu 11a) [/Zq 11,,mu }. where nu; 777., are the number density and mass of ion
species a. for all flows at the Bolnn sheath edges. lnter»species trlctional couplings1
between ion momentum equations complicate convergence behaviour of "B2" to its 2—D.
currentless steady statesl. so care is taken to ensure saturated convergence of unified
calculations as defined in ref.6. Typical normalized residuals. ellectively frequencies of
remaining evolution. of global He+ continuity (73%” s“) and ion energy (RW. 5—1) are
traced in Fig.2 (actually case (C). detailed below). These exhibit respectively slowest and
most. rapid declines. while those of other plasma balances follow similar trends. Spikes on
each trace signify lull Monte Carlo ElRENE calls, between which "B?” iterations with
implicit rescaling of sources are executedfl. Firstly 105 histories with 250 iterations are.
used. then from the large central jump onwards ‘1 X 105 histories with IOU iterations. Up
to [.6 X 10“ histories are used (case, (B) below) to complete convergence.

3. Target fluxes & “compression”

Selected trial cases examine dillerent helium fractions and plasma densities spanning
the range observed experimentally7 as described in Table 1. Note interior ion densities are
adjusted to preserve coincident electron density. in order to maintain its VELlUC near the

Table 1. Details of trial “‘B2fieEIRENE calculations for COMPASS-D
H0 : 0.56 m; 1,, : 0.1.5 MA; BO : i 'r | QS‘Wzrinuprar‘ m 013 MW
1: \izrlDi :sttmmg interior Qt/Q; : 2 ; Bohm targetsheaths ; exterior pedestals

Case ltgiirlnr/tilgifliur nime‘ior : iigfrior(l + ‘2 iifli‘i‘jr/ 1733““)

(a) 0.1 1.0 x 10'“ m’3
(0) 0.1 2.:1 x 10‘” 111-“
(e) 0.2 1.0 x 10‘” “1’3
(D) 0.2 2.4 X 101.0 m’”
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sepal‘fltl'lx a roughly constant factor in electron transport.

Poloidal plasma flux densities across the targets for case (A) are shown in Fig.3.

neglecting tilt of the tiles (see Fig.1) and surface recombination power. Plasma power

components are hardly altered from a matching. experimentally corroborated". pure deu-

terium solution. Consistent with dominance of nearly identical electron transport and
reproduction 0t Separatrix electron density. as intended. Net outboard and inboard loade

iIIgS remain in a ra‘tio'of roughly 1.5 : 1. compared with the ratio of strikeepoint major

radii {Rgl‘PTH‘E/HNRH‘E’} % 1.2. The deuteron flux density is similarly little modified.

Target tlux density of helium ions suggests a. shift away from the separatrix across the
SOL relative to the bulk.

As noted above‘ efficient exhaust of ash from an ignited device would be favoured
by preferential accumulation, or “compression", of helium in the divertor. One mea
sure of this might be as disclosed in Fig.4 for case (A). The COMPASS-D edge plasma.
is rather transparent to neutral particles, resulting in a generally moderate recycling
regime, as revealed by a bulk density adjacent to the target below that at the I]]l(le])l£1[lfl
(1D E ulna?CL izgfil’lanc < 1. Note it is still higher than the matching pure deuterium
result. despite m 20% lower 7135“”. The accompanying helium ratio one E

natimfi/n;$:l.jrplll::e+ is appreciably lower than (19. so that the change in its fractional
. . - ._ - 7 target target mid—plane mid—plane

abundance fiom nucleplane to taIgEt fa = {nlle++lle++ /"D+ }/ { ”He'l'+He++ D+ }
: nHe/QD is less than unity. From this point of View, then, helium Would appear to be
diluted along the SOL in COMPASS—D.

A better indication of relative enrichment with respect to exhaust could be ratios of
ion fluxes~ which would refer more directly to pumping sinks. Flux amplification of each
ion type is defined as the ratio of its target flux to that crossing the interior boundary,
ie egressing from the core. Exterior plasma. boundary conditions used. though, permit
finite plasma losses also through the outermost SOL and private flux surfaces, additionally
perturbing core etHux. Neutral particles may escape from our system only by crossing back
through the interior boundary, and for fully recycling steady states this exiting flux equals
the ion etllux leading to target recycling. We therefore inter respective flux amplifications
as those ratios ol target 1011 to escaping neutral particle total lluxes 7:13 2 F algfl/ “”1"“ '0+ Dung)
Fig.3 Computed l'lux densities Fig/1- Ratios of target to mid—-

across the targets plane der151t.1es across the SOL
0.20 I .. . H. ,% .77 1.2 . .. ,. . ._. ,..,_ def?

\ 72 \

0.15 HIW‘m \ Case. (A) l
~qgn\l \ l 1.0 .~ ,

0.10 l ("t t ’ /,/l l
‘ ///\ f] \ OB / \71‘lsrzut71midrplnne Ft :

0.05 . .4/ i D‘ l ' . / l D n < \ i/ l . l \ - \ 2
‘ ~Lase (A) 06 f! [(pure D resultti _,

0 fl ,2 ,, _._ (pure I) result) I ' I '1
r m ‘ I .1

, 22 (x.
0,0 l \ / firm/10 \‘(t «‘ 0.11 /f,-. \_\_. l

0.4 : x 21 ,..» c ‘- \v:v m _ “ne‘er/o
O a) l Faraway” 10 \i’fi‘ A l 0'2 \nin-‘liIiu“/nnl~d'+iila" / ‘

0‘0 l7.;scparzi‘trix:17 R (In) rsepnralrix l 0.0 J separatrixr R (197)“ .‘se‘parz‘llrix

0.36 0.40 0.44 0.10 0.52 0.50 0.30 0.40 0,44 0.48 0.52 0.50
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(lialile ‘2. Recycling .K’ mean density ratios in (_‘Oi\lf’1\SSeD cal _'ulations
,R rtliV di»)71 .- . 1 , \. ' "1 fun1 ase .FD F111- ./1- : fue/ Ft) "1110 "t1” fi' : —i—'*—1—(a't't /"D't )

(pure D) 3.89 — —
(\l 333 3.39 1.41 0.103 1.113

(B) 4.33 3.49 0.81 0.102 1.02

(L) 3.93 3.01 1.28 0.312 1.06

(D) “1.3-1 1.25 0.75 0,195 0.98

7:11: rii:::ue++/Fi|s:§]je- Now their ratio expresses the change in relative helium flow
from coie boundary to target fr E {T::§:}1C++/lfimrgm}/ {iffifi‘PL/i 33:11:?) : file/f1)-

Variatimis over test cases are sunnnarized in Table L’. While there is seen to be modest
dependence on set helium fraction (timid“/Iii[‘)“+m"r). a significant alteration occurs with
plasma density (”1:119:71a At. the lowei Value. eases (A ): {(1). recycling of helium is higher
than that of deuterium. implying definite divertor "compression" f1- >1. For higher
density at fixed power ef'Hux. cases (B); (D), deuterium recycling rises while that of
helium falls resulting in a loss of “compression“ f1 < 1. Similar trend' are exhibited by
ratios f1 of helium and bulk ion mean densities to prescribed helium flaction also given
in labl 2, where a\e1aging 11d“ is over the whole di\ eitor volume from throat to targets.
Smallei increments in f1- , ho“ ever" suggest fr changes mainly due to differing penetration
of recycled neutral particles, with a cooler SOL for the same power at higher density
evidently affecting helium 111011). Contrasting finally f1» and f" for case (A) emphasizes
the subtlety of such latter local quantities, which reduces their usefulness as enrichment
indicators.

4. Summary

Comprehensiwe c'BZ"elfilliljhlhi modelling of 111inority helium transport in the X-point
501 of C‘O\'lP'—\SS—D demonstrates its “compression" relative to deuterium owing to
diffe1ing1)arallel transporttand atomic physics. Ratios of fluxes at the target. to those
from the r."01e quantity its enrichment. 1701 our open configuration‘ flows scale almost
linearly with helium abundance, so its “compression" stays roughly constant. However;
there is a strong decrease in divertor concentration of helium with plasma density at fixed
power ef'Hux. Positive enrichment at low densities lieeomes a dilution as the density is
raised. mainly due to altered recycling. increased divertor closure. either by baffling or
intensified plasma plugging. will certainly affect “compression" more generally, but. we
oliserve a capacity of atomic helium penetration to inhibit. efficiency of ash exhaust.
This work is jointly funded by the UK Department of Trade Kt industry and by Euratom.
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Introduction

The W7-AS is a modular stellarator with m=5 periods. Within each period the plasma cross-

section varies from elliptical to triangular and again to elliptical. The rotational transform of

the modular coil set can be varied between 0.25 and 0.67 by means of planar toroidal field coils.

The structure of the plasma boundary is characterized by the presence of 5/m natural islands[1]

and this topology can be used to study the feasibility of island divertors for power and particle

exhaust. The 5/m islands can exist either as a closed chain or they can be intersected by the

inboard limiters. These limiters provide a well defined scraperoff layer which has the inherent

stellarator symmetry and can be used for preliminary investigations exploring the divertor

potential of W7-AS. This is especially important in context of the planned island divertor for

W7—X.

Fig.1 Calculated 5/10 islands in W7—AS at the toroidal position of an inboard limiter in W7-AS

(t.a=0.512).
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The natural islands in W7-AS appear at rational 1 values and are a consequence of the radial
magnetic field components present in the Fourier spectrum of the modular coil set. The bar—
monies are ofthc type 511/111 where 11 and 111 are integers. As shown in fig.1 the resulting intrinsic
diversion ofthe field lines provide a configuration ideal forstudying island divertors. A decrease
in 1., causes the islands to move radially outu‘ds where they eventually come into contact with
the inboard limiters. Finite values of 1? also lead to a radial shift of the island position together
with a change in island size.

Experimental Results
The viability of the island divertor concept[2] depends critically on the stability of the island
structure against external and internal magnetic field perturbations caused by imperfections in

the coil system, plasma current and beta effects. In order to assess the relevance of the vacuum
field structures and of perturbative fields for plasma transport and recycling at the boundary, we
have investigated the boundary topology for different values of the edge rotational transform
(0.2903 [,1 30.640) and for different values of the density (1018 m'"3 g (116) 5 10301114).

separatrix
symmetry: 5/11. 5/10 5/3

227' Wt * ._ ' 1‘

G

(D
2
ED 180-
CU

E
E
2oe.

133- - " ' ‘ .
0.42 0.44 0.46 0.48 0.50 0.52 0.54 0.56 0.58 0.60 0.62 0.64

edge rot. transform i a

closed islands I i i i
islands intersected by limiters

Fig.2 Plot of nL contours measured with the Langmuir probe array located at the triangular plane
(toroidal angle 96:72”). The darkest areas indicate n. < 3 x 1017111‘3 and the brightest areas
n,. > 1.5 )1 IO'Bm‘3 in a linear scale.
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A Langmuir probe array located at a fixed radius outside the separtrix and covering about 1/3

of the poloidal plasma circumference was used to measure the poloidal mi (and TL) profiles

at the boundary while the distribution of neutral gas was monitored by measuring the spatial

variation of the HQ intensity. Spatially resolved calorimetry was used to measure the power load

on the individual limiter tiles and video cameras monitored the visible radiation at the edge.

Experimental results from these diagnostics show clear evidence of the presence ofthc 5/8, 5/9.

5/10 and 5/1 1 island chains at the plasma edge. Fig.2 shows the n. profiles at the edge within the

range 0,425 2., £0.64. The higher density, higher temperature areas around the closed islands

are indicated by the brighter areas in the figure. The change in the separatrix symmetry between

odd and even values of m (X-point at the rnidplane for 5/8 and 5/10 islands, 0-point for 5/9 and

5/ll islands) can be clearly seen in the 11C profiles. Decreasing 1” causes the islands to move

radially outward and they are eventually intersected by the inboard limiters. This leads to a loss

of confinement within the islands resulting in the decay ofthe plasma pressure within the island

core. The sharp left edges of the bright areas in fig.2 arise due to this sudden loss in confinement.

The transition from closed to open islands is reflected in the experimental data as a doubling of

the maxima in the temperature and density profiles. This is because the intersection with the

limiters results in the formation of two SOL branches and the interaction with the limiter now

occurs along two zones per island in excellent agreement with vacuum field calculations. The

figure also demonstrates that the 5/m stuctures are not significantly perturbed by lower order

resonances even at la=l/2 where such perturbations are expected to have a major influence.

Measurements carried out at higher [3 (/j:0.8%) indicate that despite deviations in detail the 5/m

island chains are still dominant under these conditions.

1-].lul.lnl.l.lul. E'I'I'I'I'I'I'I'I'E

' #13 ' - -
.#9 . 103
_ #16 :' “6'5

3- we -#9 #13 -
m H '

102.- ".'

0-1.1.i.i.i.i.i.l.1. 10].I.|.I.l.l.|.l.l.
3 10 12 14 16 8 10 12 14 16

TILE INDEX TILE INDEX

Fig.3 Poloidal profile of the HC. intensity in front of the lower inboard limiter in Module 3 and

the energy deposition profile on the limiter tiles from calorimetric measurements.
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Comparison of the experimentally measured poloidal phase of the islands, in particular their
location with respect to the inboard limiters with that predicted by vacuum field calculations is
a good measure of the relevance of these structures for a real plasma. Fig.3 shows a poloidal
Hu intensity profile along the surface of the lower inboard limiter in Module 3 along with the
energy deposition profile on the tiles of the same. The edge rotational transform was fixed at
0.512 for this discharge. It is clearly seen that the predicted 5/10 island positions (at limiter tiles
9, 13 and 16) as shown in fig.1 are in excellent agreement with the location of the maxima in the
HQ and energy deposition profile. The same is also true for discharges where the plasma edge is
characterized by the 5/8, 5/9 and 5/11 islands. It should be noted that the measured peak pOWer
load on the limiter tiles was negligibly low for these discharges.

Conclusion
2D spatially resolved measurinents at the edge of W7-AS confirm the inherent diversion of the
plasma by the islands. This is a basic prerequisite for an island divertor as that planned for
W7—X. Changes in the boundary topology with changing edge rotational transform are reflected
in the H, intensity profile in front of the limiters, in the power load distribution on the limiter
tiles and in the poloidal n: (and Te) profiles at the edge. For low ,6 the location of the 5/m islands

at the boundary are in excellent agreement with that predicted by vacuum field calculations.
These islands remain dominant also for finite [3 values and are found to be rather stable against
moderate variations in plasma parameters.
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1. Introduction.

In this paper the main signatures of detachment in present divenor tokamaks are examined
for consistency with energy, particle and momentum conservation laws in the boundary
plasma. Detachment occurs when the radiation in the divertor/ SOL is strong enough to limit
the ionisation capability downstream of the radiating region. To obtain reduced ion flux to the
target while satisfying momentum balance along field lines, a significant pressure drop from the
mid—plane to the target has to occur. Such a pressure drop can be achieved if neutrals interact
With the cold plasma over a significant length [1,2]. In contrast to present—day devices with
their external heating sources, the requirements of fusion power production in ITER fix also the
upstream density and thus the pressure within a narrow range. It was shown in [3] that in this
situation the radiation in the SOL is strongly limited by the “Borrass Edge Density Limit".
However, the momentum and energy losses in the SOL are linked via the conservation laws
and can therefore not be considered separately. This fact allows a smooth transition from
attached to detached state at given upstream conditions. This paper presents such a self-
consistent description of the transition from the attached to the detached state as the impurity
density in the edge region is increased.

2. Model.
A schematic of the divertor plasma between the X-point and the target is shown in Fig. 1

Two regions are defined: the radiation
region and the cushion. In the radiation Radiation region

. Cushion
region, energy losses occur due to the T N
radiation of impurity ions (Be in our case) 0 0
and the power is transported by parallel _> —> q q
heat conduction. In the right—hand part of q I W
the cushion, the plasma is cold and the 0 TI T
remaining power is so small that ionisation w
is excluded and temperature is taken to be L L
constant along the region (T1=Tw). ——-T——_—l><——"‘—>?
Convection dominates the heat flow in this L 0 I
region. In the vicinity of the interface Fig. 1 Schematic ofdivertor plasma in detached
between the two regions, ionisation takes SW8
place. In this model we are not specifying the position of the border between these two
regions, assuming that the cushion will be self~consistent1y developed according to the balance
equations. In the cushion, neutrals provide momentum loss, reducing the pressure below that of
an attached state.
The plasma density at the plate, nw, can be expressed via a specified upstream pressure, pup,
as n = p / ZTW, where Tw is the temperature at the plate and the Mach number is taken to

w up
be 1. Then, the particle flux at the plate can be expressed as

r =c (l—f > 17”” <1)
// 50 m 4F'

W

where C” is the sound velocity for 1 eV and fm is the momentum loss fraction defined

below. The remaining energy qw is transferred to the plate by convection according to:

qw = 1fi/ /(8+ 7 i (2)
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where E = 208V, y = 7.8; Eqs.(l,2) have two solutions if the pressure is constant (fm is
constant), leading to an apparent bifurcation. As will be shown below, self—consistent
consideration of the momentum loss eliminates this bifurcation.

- - . noCThe momentum loss fraction is characterised by ””m"
the loss fraction t‘m associated with the CX neutrals
which remove ntomentttm from the cushion plasma to
the wall. The efficiency of momentum transfer to the <.fi°_"°v°/4
wall is influenced by a number of parameters: the -_>
neutral density, the plasma-wall distance in the am... qnoVoM
divertor d, and the cushion length Lm‘ In [1] it was plasma r” no
shown that the momentum transfer is very efficient
provided neutral atotns can leave the plasma directly
and deposit their momentum onto the side walls

noump
—~

_ Arl‘uep Allin")

Dwertur ptamwithout intervening collisions. phowevcr, the mean Fig. 2_ SC/tclttnt‘it's of ”mm“, particle
free path for neutral-neutral collisions is shorter than, balance m [by [littgj'for region.
01' comparable to. the distance between the divertor L
plasma and the wall, the hot CX neutrals collide with cold neutrals, which makes the
momentum transfer to the wall viscous rather than prompt and thus less efficient. For arbitrary
neutral density the expression for fm was obtained in [l] numerically. This can be fitted for a
particular case. i.e. M=l and the temperature difference between plasma and wall 9=l00, as

fm :1_ cymbal/1:51); (3)

where 1* =2-398'dlm)l11-51‘KH+U is an effective length for the momentum loss, Lm is the
cushion length. ([(m) is the plasma-wall distance and Kit is the Knudsen number for neutrals
Kn = 2.5 1019 m-3 / (d(m) n0(m‘3).)

The neutral density no in the divertor region is found from a simplified model (shown
schematically in Fig. 2). A fraction ofthe recycling ion flux determined by the ionisation mean
free path Mon escapes from the plasma column (width A) and forms the source of the neutrals.
Two sinks of neutrals exist. One part is pumped (no Cpump? this also equals the net incoming
ion flux from upstream). Another part. An0v0/4 , enters the plasma column with thermal
speed v0 and a fraction 1] of these neutrals is again reflected back to the vacuum region due to
charge exchange processes. Here, A0 is a typical area for the plasma columnFor simplicity. we
take A()=A1 (A1 is the cross—sectional area) here. but this could be modified The particle

balance of neutrals then yield another equation for T”:

:2 A0FHexpt—Al/l. )/‘lI B "0(Cprtnr/)+7VOU ),
I7

1011
AI = 2mm (4)

where B// and B are parallel and poloidal magnetic field, respectively.
Upstream of the cushion, the heat flux is governed by heat conductiott and radiation:

7
X p“ C T ,(13mm; +W lxlTL(T)dT (5)

where CH and T] are the heat flux and plasma temperature at the end of the radiation zone. and
LtT) is the radiation loss function. CZ is the impurity concentration. Pup is the upstream

pressure and xo :13 1020 l/cmes. The length of the radiation zone. Ly. can be determined
from the local heat flux by

Tup 5 / 2 (
L : ——(]T:I,7L (3)

1' 10 TI (1(7) m
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and is equal to the difference
between L (total connection
length between X—point and plate) 10a
and the cushion length. Tup is the
upstream temperature. We also 105 _ +nm=3Ae+20

assume constant temperature 1n ...._ +nl=4.9e+20

the cushion. 7 ; +nl=7.1e+20

, » - 10 , »— —-'—n =1.0e+21

These Six equations contain ..

seven unknown variables F, q1, 106 _ : _D_n“=me+21

T1, Tup. “Os Lin and fm- They 5 E —a—na=3.1e+21
are solved as function of cz and 105 " . . i - +n“=4_52+21

the average number of particles in 0.005 0.006 0.007 0.008 0.009 0.01 ’
the divertor, na, at given ' cz

upstream power and pressure. Fig.3 Parallel Iteatflitx to the plate qw as aflmction of
impurity concentration C: calculated for diflerent average

3_ Results and Discussion edge density , tla (total number of/)at'tiele.r).

Calculations are performed
for typical ITER conditions: input
heat flux q,,=650 MW/n12,
upstream pressure (ion + electron 100 , ‘
) p=3200 Pa, connection length L (m) v
L: 40 at, angle of incidence m
between the field line and the 10

5 c2 § +n4=3.4e+20
' ‘ +na=4.9e+20

+nl=7ilc+20

. —-—-n= Oe+21

—-O—nl= .5e+21

—Cl—n:=2.1e+2‘l

—m— n =3.1c+21a

target plate 0C=7.2°, and various
average particle densities n3 (total
number of particles in the 1
divertor) and Be ion
concentrations. Fig. 3 shows the ‘ ti 3 .

parallel heat flux to the plate Clw 0.1 I . . I t t t . .
as a function of impurity 0.005 0.006 0.007 0.003 0.009 :7 0.01

concentration CZ calculated for
different na. It is seen that the
heat flux is a continuous
function, decreasing with
increasing impurity
concentration, and that the
impurity concentration required
for a given reduction is lower at
higher na. Data points near the
left upper corner at small impurity
concentration represent the
attached state. Fig. 4 shows the
cushion length Lm; it is relatively
short at low (:2, Le. high qw, and
increases with oz. (The
intermediate-length cushions at
low ha and low CZ correspond to
low no and low fm, see below, 0001 __v_n =4.52+21

and are therefore close to attached 0.005 0.005 “07 0.003 0009 0.01 3
states). Both cushion length and C1

momentum 1055 fractioaig- 5) Fig.5 Momentum loss fraction fm as (lfllllL'liOIl of impurity

for [he mm?t Po'ms increase concentration C. calcttlatedfbr different average edge

Wllh increasmg CZ and decreasing density n“ (tottlfltuntlmr ofparticles)

—v—n =4.5e+21

Fig.4 Length ofmomentum [05s region along field litre Lm
ax afunction of impurity concentration C: Ca/(‘lliflifltlfol'
difi‘erent average edge density , n“ (total number ofparticles)

+nl=3.4e+20

+nl=4.9e+20

+nl=7.1e+20

+nfl=1.Ue+Zl

—O—nfl=1.5e+2'l

—D—n‘=2.le+21

—_~—n =3.le+21

0.1

0.01
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qw at constant ha. The ion
particle flux to the plate decreases
with increasing CZ (Fig. 6), 1026
because less power is available
for ionisation (recycling
decreases). As a result the plasma in“
density near the plate decreases.
(This is consistent also with the
increased fm, i.e. reduced
pressure.)

i ., . y...\y.r

I‘ (1/s/mz) vs CZ , +nl=3.4e+20
* : +n4=4.9c+20

’ +na=7fle+20
Z +n‘=1.09+21

—O—ni:1.59+21

A —C— nfl=2.1e+21
- - , + =Decreasrng plasma densrty “n 3‘1"“

3.. —v—- n :4.5e+21.increases the mean free path for 1" ' ~
ionisation, increasing the loss of O'DDS 0m" 0'007 0‘003 mm c om
neutrals 'from the plasma and Fig.6 Particle flux t0 the plate Far dfimction of [m urin'thereby increasrna the neutral . . - ‘ . <~ . . p '_ r: (oncenlrarran C: calculatedfor different average edge
3:35:32: Ssgggdfigfnpifizrfiltgg11123 density na (total number ofparticles)

to the detached state (left-hand
side of Fig. 7) This increase of
neutral density leads to higher
momentum loss, fm. Beyond the
transition, the ionisation mean
free path becomes so long that the
neutral loss from the plasma
becomes independent of the mean 10
free path ('Eq. 4) and then the
neutral density varies simply with
the particle flux, i.e. decreases
somewhat with increasing cz n .
(right—hand side of Fig. 7). This ‘0
decrease is not important: the
plasma remains detached. In the 10”
final detached state at high CZ, the 0-005 0-005 0907 “003 “-009 c 0-01
heat flux and particle flux are low _ . Z , , _
and the cushion length and Fig.7 Neutral llEnSIl‘)‘ “0 as a function of Impurrty
momentum 1055 are high. concentration C: calculated for rlrfi‘erent average edge

density, Ila (total number afpartlcler).

10"

13

+nJ23Ae+20
+nn=4.9e+20

+na=7.1e+20

+nfl=1.0c+21

—O—na=1.59+21
—D—na=2.le+21

—a—nl=3.le+21

—U—n =4.Se+21a

101a

4. Conclusions

The model solves equations for energy, momentum and particle balance in 0—D in the
cushion region and 1-D in the radiation region. It is shown that the detachment is caused by
increased radiation because the power available for ionisation is reduced. Recycling, neutral
density, and momentum loss adjust self-consistently during the transition. The transition is
gradual with increasing impurity concentration, i.e. no bifurcation exists. It should be noted
that the transition from attached to detached corresponds to a small change in impurity
concentration. The increase of neutral density and decrease in particle flux which have been
shown to accompany the transition are consistent with experimental observations.

It has not been proven that two of the quantities used in the present discussion, upstream
pressure and average density, can be kept constant simultaneously as CZ increases, i.e. the
transition is not determined uniquely (but will remain gradual). A complete 17D solution would
provide such a path: the model used here would require an improved description of the interface
etween the radiation zone and the cushion to provide a unique path.
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1. Introduction
The current intensive model validation effort aiming at predictive plasma edge simulation
codes for ITER is based on stand alone plasma edge calculations so far, On the other
hand, experiments on radiatively cooled plasmas have shown very promising results both
in divertor and limiter tokamaks. However, assessing the decisive role of radiation cooling,
requires investigation of the mutual interaction of core and edge plasmas Therefore, an
internally consistent concept of linking the 1D core transport code RITM with the 2D
plasma edge Code EB2—EIRENE has been developped and first applications to TEXTOR
are discussed.

2. Model description
The RITM code is a numerically robust 1D multispecies code, solving the radial particle
and energy balance equations averaged over the magnetic surfaces [1]. It assumes quasi—
neutrality and takes into account the interaction of background and impurity particles
through radiation losses and ion dilution. Various theoretical models for transport coef-
ficients have been tested to match calculated with measured plasma profiles [2] Further,
the model includes a description of the neutral particles : molecules and reflected atoms
coming from the wall, Franck»Condon and hot atoms generated in the plasma by processes
like dissociation and charge-exchange. These particles as well as the impurity neutrals
are described in a diffusive approximation.
The EBZ-EIRENE code system [3] is based on a 2D fluid description for charged particles
and a Monte Carlo algorithm, for the neutral particles The basic model consists of the ion
continuity equation and the parallel ion momentum balance equation for all ion species
and two energy balance equations (one for the averaged ion and one for the electron
energy) as developed by B. Braams [4] and is extended for the computation of electric
currents and drift flows [5]. Simultaneously, the code was linked to the Monte—Carlo code
EIRENE [6] In this paper we use the reduced set of equations with classical, but fiuxe
limited, transport coefficient along magnetic field lines and constant radial diffusivities
for particle and energy flows, including a constant inward pinch velocity,

3. Code Coupling
3.1 Interface position and interface conditions

It is obvious that the interface between the 1D RITM mesh and the 2D EB2~EIRENE grid
should be at a position where the background plasma parameters are poloidally uniformi
Therefore also the influence of local 2D impurity or neutral behaviour on the background
plasma profiles should be negligible.
A consistent solution of the core and the plasma edge can be achieved by running the
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codes alternatively In order to optimise this procedure, the data transferred at the
geometric interface should be chosen such that the input data for one code is mainly
determined by the other, Therefore, the plasma parameters, such as particle density n
and temperature T, and the related radial transport coefficients, which are essentially
determined by comparison with experimental results, are computed by the RITM code,
The decay lengths for 71 and T, needed as boundary conditions for RITM, are obtained
from the plasma edge code system,
Neutral transport is essentially determined by plasma—wall interaction sources and by
plasma edge profiles and is therefore treated by EBQ—EIRENE. We restrict Ourselves,
in this paper, to Deuterium and Helium transport. Therefore, the following data for
neutrals at the interface is provided : recycling coefficient at the interface, energy of
neutral particles, the fraction of molecules to atoms, and of thermal to fast Helium atoms.
Further there is a minor influence from neutral particle flow to the edge originated from
Franck-Condon and CX atoms reflected by the core plasma.
Exchange of these parameters between the codes significantly reduces the number of input
parameters, and provides a tool for consistent core-edge transport studies.

3.2 Convergence behaviour
Since plasma parameters and radial transport coefficients are provided by RITM and the
decay lengths are determined from EB2—EIRENE, the particle fluxes at the interface give
an indication of the overall convergence of the code system. From the evolution of particle
fluxes in simulation of I—mode discharge conditions of TEXTOR the rapid convergence,
after 5 to 10 cycles, can be seen in figure 1.

4. Simulation of Helium transport in I—Inode discharges
4.1 Specifications

For first applications of the code linkage, the Helium transport in l—mode discharges in
TEXTOR are simulated for shots with and without radiation cooling, For simplicity,
the ALT-H limiter is modelled by a straight line, positioned 45 degrees below the outer
midplane. The flux surface for interfacing the core and edge codes is thereby put at the
last closed flux surface (see figure 2], where the background plasma profiles turned out
to be essentially poloidal homogeneous. On the other hand, the poloidal dependence of
the HeH ion density is taken into account by combining the given averaged ion density
from the RITM code with the poloidal dependence just outside the last closed flux surface
obtained from EBQ-EIRENE. At the outer part of the ALT-ll limiter, a local pumping
efficiency of 35% is obtained from detailed 3D parameter studies with EIRENE, In order
to simulate steady state conditions a gas puff of thermal D and He is introduced.
As an example we took the input parameters for the cases without and with radiation
cooling as presented in [7] : aditionally heated power (3,9,53,3t resp.) plasma current
(360kA), line averaged density (3.3 x1019#/1113, 5.5 X lUlg#/m3 resp), the radiated power
fraction (25%,90% resp.) and the relative Helium concentration (2% He). The last two
parameters are experimentally controlled by the Ne and He gas pull rates resp.

4.2 Results
The overall background plasma profiles obtained by the code system are only marginally
effected by the mutual effects of core and edge codes (see figure 3 and [‘2] ). Where the decay
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len
to be 1, 2 and 3 Cm respectively in earlier computations [2], the code system shows an

enhancement of these parameters : 3, 4 and 8 cm resp, without Neon pufl'ing and to 2,
4 and 13 cm resp. for radiatively cooled plasmas, This, however, only slightly flattens

the plasma profiles near the edges. Further, to fit the experimental data in discharges
without radiation cooling] a relatively large diffusion coefficient (D : 3.6m2/s) and a
significant inward pinch (V : 53m/s) are necessary. Finally, there is a major impact on
Helium transp0rt : the higher electron temperature in the edge for shots without radiation

cooling Shifts the maximum for the Hap-r density into the SOL, were the transport is 2
dimensional (see figure 47 the dotted line indicate the place of the interface).
Comparison of confinement times is summarized in table 1. From this it can be seen that
the computed values for T5 and THC are in fairly good agreement with the experimental
data. The computed effective residence time 7&8, however, is too low by a factor of 5

gths for density An, electron temperature A5} and ion temperature A} were assumed

in comparison with experiments. Since this value strongly depends on the pumping effi-
ciency, as effected by the limiter blade and scoops, this could be due to the oversimplified
geometrical representation of the ALT-ll limiter.

Without RC With RC Without RC With RC
Experiment Experiment Computation Computation

TE 31 ms 36 ms 18 ms 31 ms

THE 22 ms 31 ms 11 ms 36 ms

Tffi 270—330 ms 600-900 ms 50 ms 130 ms

Table 1: Confinement times

5. Conclusions
A Inultispecies 1D core transport code RITM has been succesfully coupled with the 2D

edge plasma code EBZ—EIRENE so that a consistent description of radial transport in
both regions can be obtained. A first application on Helium transport shows the need
of 2D plasma modelling outside the LCFS for low charge state impurities to obtain their
correct radial profiles in the core. Further, these first results reveal already some features
of radiation cooling on Helium transport.
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1. Introduction

The region of Closed flux surfaces in WT-AS is generally bounded by a chain of ”natural”

islands or island fragments corresponding to a low order 4: = 5/777 resonance. For low

{ (< 0.4). smooth flux surfaces extend deep into the limiter SOL. For high + (> 0.5),

the LCFS lies inSide the limiter radius and the SOL is governed by the 5/771. resonant
structures outside the separatrix [1]. Up to now a detailed quantitative analysis of the
edge transport, supported by a radial 1D fluid model for particle and energy transport

[2], has been restricted to low t discharges with small to medium plasma. density, for

which the “simple SOL”7 assumption (small parallel gradients, low recycling) is justified.

Recent results of these transport studies are presented in the first part of the paper.

For high it discharges, there is experimental evidence that the plasma closely follows the
corrugations of the 5/m edge resonances and is diverted by the island eoints [3,4].

Transport analysis is more difficult in this topology and adequate transport models are
being developed to describe the plasma. and impurity behaviour in the diverted island
structures, especially for high recycling conditions. Recent results from 3D Monte Carlo
transport modelling are reported in the second part of the paper.

2. Experimental results

For low-t, small density discharges, the density profiles (from two fast reciprocating
Langmuir probes) are basically exponential. However, during operation with the two
Lip-down rail limiters, a radial modulation of the profiles (shoulders) was typically
observed, which "inverted” after inverting the magnetic field [5) (Fig. 2a). The
amplitude of the shoulders scales with B71. These features can be ascribed to E0 X B
drifts arising from small poloidal electric fields associated with the LC inhomogeneities
introduced by the limiters. They could also be reproduced qualitatively by adding a
poloidal plasma rotation (consistent with the radial electric field from the Langmuir
probe) to a particle Monte Carlo code with cross-field diffusion (see below).

After replacing the two up-down limiters by short poloidal inboard limiters matching
the fivefold symmetry of VVT—AS, the LC became nearly homogeneous and the 77.6 profiles
much closer to exponential. Furthermore, for both vanishing and finite H discharges,

nE profiles from the two probes and an energetic Li beam. which are located at three
different poloidal positions, became. congruent after mapping their radial positions into
each other. This result seems to exclude a significant poloidal dependence of the particle

transport. It also shows the good quality of the finite—B correction of the configuration as
predicted by the KW code [6). For the quite homogeneous SOL defined by the inboard
limiters, a scaling of the edge parameters and particle transport with density and input
power has been obtained from the analysis of net current free, flat top ECRH discharges

at B = 2.5 T and in = 0.34 (standard low t configuration with optimum Confinement).
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Radial profiles of 17‘. and I: were available from the two Langmuir probes. additional
’b, profiles from the Li beam. I at the limiter radius is quite high [:30 to 100 CV). due
to the relatively high power density in the SOL. and scales as TL“ X walla]j ~ Prju‘l.
[Pr : radiated power). The power decay length and the particle diffusion coefficient
[estimated from the first e-tolding length of exponentially fitted density profiles) were
found to scale as ,\,I x [[P — Pi.)/ < in >405”. D|_ x (P — P1.)U'85 < 11L >‘l'l [T]

(Fig. l). A scaling consistent with DJ. was found for the confinement time of injected
Al in the plasma core [8]. The favourable scaling of (\q with power may help reducing
the power load density on limiter and divertor plates.

3. l\/10nte Carlo lVIodelling
The Monte Carlo approach is less flexible than the fluid approach for handling the full
Navier-Stolces equations. but is more flexible for handling variable. open and closed
magnetic structures. as encountered in VVT~AS for different + values. A simple MC
code, describing cross-field difliision of particles moving with a. constant velocity along
the field lines. has been used extensively to estimate the power load distribution on
the \VT-X divertor plates [9]. After several applications to \VTeAS. the code has been
extended recently to include poloidal rotation on flux surfaces. It could then reproduce
qualitatively the mentioned "shoulders“ of the density profiles correlated with field
inversion (Fig. 2b). The effect can be explained by the deviation of the particle
path from the field line associated with poloidal rotation This path (.lefines "particle
connection lengths". Lila”, between the two limiters which vary with the rotation
velocity. At a. representative radial position. (rt/f 2 17 cm). the Langmuir probe,
depending on the field sign. lies outside, or inside'the common "shadow" of the two
limiters. as defined by the L5”. As a consequence, LT”
resulting in a higher local plasma. density (Fig. 2b). The two density profiles cross at

is larger in the first case‘

"(ff «“1 16 cm, which is close to the position of the plasma potential peak, as measured
by the probe. This is consistent with the expectation that the effect should disappear
if the rotation vanishes.

As a second step towards a selfconsistent MC transport code for stellarator edge.
transport, the parallel and moss—field heat conduction equation has been implemented
for arbitrary VV'T-AS coi’ifigurations. Classical and anomalous conductivities are

assumed according to 1;“ x T?“ and \|_ De 1/11. The power loss at the plates is S lcT
per particle. We choose. as an example. a fa : 5/0 configuration bounded by a chain
of closed natural islands (Fig. 3). The islands are intersected by 10 up-down symmetric
target plates. each extending toroidally 15°. The radial density profile (179(sep) =
ZiOlgm‘x. < an >[target) : ltllgnftl) is chosen so as to give. for an input power
of 500 kW' through the separatrix. an average T, drop from 100 eV at the separatrix
to 20 e\"' at the targets. \L : '2 1712/5 is assumed near the targets. The resulting TE
distribution (Fig. 4a) is poloidally quite homogeneous. showing a. very weal; correlation
with the island structure. This is consistent with the small "island 1*”. q. of this
configuration (R: 30 toroidal turns of a field line to get once around the island], which
leads to a small poloidal component of the parallel transport. The temperature drop
from 100 eV at the separatrix to 9 eV at the outermost island edge is due almost
conmletely to cross—field transport. The plasma is not. diverted and l.)ehaves like that of
a limiter SOL. Then we increased the q. for the same configuration. by a. factor of 5,
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wlliCll approximates the {i of a. more realistic island divcrtor case with 9 open islands.
In this ease the LC are 5x smaller. the parallel transport becomes dominant and the
Ounflux is localized to a small channel close to the X—points (Fig. 4b). The resulting Tl,
at the separatrix is lower, TF 2 85 eV. and the poloidal drop is 50 eV, as compared to
150 in the first case. Neutral recycling at the plates, which is not included here. would.
of course. further reduce TE at the plates. These results are understood as toroidal
averages along the island flux tubes. In the small *i case. a toroidal variation of TF by
a factor of 2.5 is found along the field lines, which is due to the toroidal asymmetry of

both the plasma and the targets. This asymmetry is less pronounced in the large +7-
case with higher target temperature. Le with higher parallel transport.
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Optimisation of the Divertor Geometry for ITER

A. S. Kukushkin. M. Baehnansi, D. Costeri, G. Janeschitz, D. Reitet’i, R. Schneider'i'

ITER JCT. Boltzmannstr. 2, 85748 Garching, Germany

1“Max-Planck-Institut ftir Plasmaphysik. Boltzmannstr. 2, 85748 Garehing, Germany

"i'Institut fiir Plasmaphysik, Association Euratom—KFA. D452425 J‘tilich. Germany

TWO basic concepts of the divcnor arrangement, the “gas box" and the "vertical target"

options, are presently being considered for ITER [1]. They differ significantly with respect to

the target geometry, and variations in the geometry of the baffle and the dome structure.

Which seem to be essential in the reduction of the neutral backstreaming from the divertor, are

also being under consideration together with the necessity of the “wings" [I] in the tlivertor

region. The geometrical optimisation of the divcrtor design requires thus an extensive

modelling effort. and such an effort has been launched at the Garching JWS in close cor

operation with the EU Home Team. This work is still far from being complete and the present

paper can only be considered an intermediate report of the work done so far.

The questions to he addressed in this study are:

(i) the effect of the divertor geometry on the power unloading (formation of the detached

plasma. transfer of the latent recombination energy. energy transfer and wall sputtering

by neutrals), and

(ii) the effect of the divertor geometry on the impurity—in particular, heliumitransport.

Since the neutral gas transport is expected to be the most sensitive to the geometry detail, the

BZ-Eirene code package [2,3], taking into account various atomic and molecular processes

and offering an adequate treatment of the divertor geometry. has been selected for the

modelling studies. In order to facilitate the input of the geometrical information—in particular,

to allow one to transfer the data from the CAD drawings to the plasma code-an interactive

graphical interface [4] has been created and coupled to the grid generator routine Sonnet [5]

and to the Monte-Carlo code Eirene.

The typical geometry of the problem is shown in Fig, 1. An introduction of the wall

structures (targets. baffles) intersecting the magnetic surfaces at a small angle requires a

special adjustment of the computational mesh. We use now two different approaches. The

first one is to make the grid near the targets non-orthogonal in order to ensure a smooth

transition of the grid alignment from the natural magnetic co—ordinates to the wall geometry.

The rigorous treatment of such an approach would require a major restructuring of the fluid

equations for the plasma transport with a number of additional terms appearing there [6].

Given the assumption of relatively weak cross—field transport (as compared with the parallel
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one). one could however neglect those terms and rise the same equations with modificatiOns

done only to the metric coefficients. This is the simplest way which requires minimum

programming efforts, but it is obviously restricted to the cases where such a distortion of the

orthogonal grid only spans over a minor part of the computational domain (no baffles).

Fig. 1. Examples ()frllt’ diver‘mr gconu’lry llSWf ilt BZ—Eirrmo calt‘ttlaliwtr: Ilre “gar bat" (rt). flu! “t't'rliml

larger" (II), and the geometry with baffle (C)

The code runs with this approach have been started at the Garching JWS. and the first

preliminary results are shown below. The power flux corresponding to the 50 MW of the total

input power has been specified at a magnetic surface inside the separatrix (6 cm in the mid-

plane). Such an arrangement allows oneithough in a rather crude wayito take into account

strong impurity radiation envisaged in the ITER divertor [l] and reported from current

experiments with plasma detachment (e.g. [7]). The two different divertor' geometries are

modelled with non-orthogonal grids produced with the Sonnet code, Figs. la and 1b. All the

walls feature 100% recycling of the plasma ions, and thtrs there is practically no particle flow

across the core boundary. The recombination of the plasma in the divertor volume is not yet

taken into account. and the cross—field diffusivity is chosen rather low, D : ().l ITTZ/SBC. Such

an arrangement is not the most favourable for the plasma detachment since there is no way to

get rid of the plasma ions arising from ionisation of the neutrals, and therefore to reduce the

plasma density near the target together with the release of the latent recombination energy at

the target [8]. Nonetheless. some features of the detached plasma can be reproduced.

Fig. 2 shows the temperature front developing in the diver‘tor in two different

geometries, and Fig. 3 gives the profile of the plasma pressure along the separatrix. They

look like if there is a sort of plasma detachment from the outer target in terms of the energy

and momentum, and if the vertical target stabilises the position of the temperature front. In

the case of the “gas box", the front tends to collapse into a “hydrogen MARFE” like one in

the Ref. [9]. The peak of the plasma density is however attached to the target due to the lack

of the particle sink below the temperature front in these calculations. The plasma density in
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the mid-plane at the separatrix is in these two cases around 5-10l9 m’3, and the density of the

molecular gas in the outer divcrtor outside the plasma is around 21020 m 3.
—2.5

Fig. 2‘ Distribution oflhc electron tentpcmtm‘efor the two options oft/w I'I‘ER tiirertor
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The second approach, which is under development at the KFA Julich, is to use the

orthogonal mesh and to introduce cuts corresponding to the wall structures with appropriate

boundary conditions set there. In this case, only the grid cells adjacent to the cuts are

distorted, and thus the errors in the cross-field transport is minimal - provided that the correct

boundary conditions are used. A drawback of such an approach, apart from the issue of

specifying the boundary conditions on the non-regular cell boundaries, is (in the present

realisation) somewhat lower computational efficiency in terms of the grid size. On the other
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hand, this approach—provided that it proves validiwould allow one to model more

complicated geometries like the baffles protruding deep into the SOL (Fig. 1c). The first

calculations done with B2 code stand-alone show that the converged solutions can be

obtained. More effort is however needed in order to validate this approach and to make it

routinely available for the exploratory runs with B2—Eirene code package,
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Effect of Slow High-Power Transients on ITER Divertor Plates and Limiter
Components
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D. E. Post], I. Smid2

1 ITER Joint Central Team, D-85748 Gare/ting, Germany and La Jnila, CA 92037, USA
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The dimensioning of the ITER divertor plates is determined primarily by the heat loads
under steady State operating conditions in the dynamic gas target regime, in which a large
fraction of the power incident on the SOL is already removed upstream by a combination of

radiation and charge exchange [1]. However, short (seconds) high-power (10-30 MW/m2 on

the inclined divertor plates) high—recycling transients will occur. A simplified plasma model

accounting for the reduction of the power loads by radiation by the impurities arising from the
sublimation of target material and the effect of these transients on divertor plates of Be, C. or

W is investigated here.
This simplified model takes convection to dominate in the lowetemperature region near the

plate. This plasma is simulated by a slab 20 cm thick having an effective temperature,
contaminated by the impurities produced by sublimation at the plate. These are assumed to
have a short residence time (10 microseconds). The impurity flux is Given by the evaporation
flux of the target as a function of target temperature. The impurity density is determined from
this flux by assuming the residence time in the slab. The radiation per unit volume is taken
from [2] assuming this same time and a neutral density of 1019 m‘3. It should be noted that,
in contrast to the case of disruption erosion, the power levels here are more than a factor of
[03 less, i.e. the "vapour shield” (from impurity contamination) has much lower density and
may therefore be expected to be optically thin. Since the times required to heat up the
material are seconds, much longer than the relevant plasma times in the scrapevoff layer
(SOL), the plasma model is taken to be steady—state. At higher impurity concentrations,
funher effects such as detachment, formation of MARFES and subsequent disruption may be
expected to occur and to teiminate this process — these effects are not taken into account in
this preliminary model.

Be - Power load with impurity radiation Be - Parameters with impurity radiation

nerynium, c4520 .‘ul‘V/ml, nr=iflwm 3, (1:29", 1.10 cm, uniform m1. Ileryllium, 11.520 MW/nf,11r=1ty‘"m",u;19“, 1:11; m, min...“ m1,
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Fig. 1 Power loads with impurity radialionfor a Fig. 2 Flux, impurity concentration.
86 target. temperature, erosion ratefor Be.

For the case of a 20 MW/m2 slow transient, and beryllium, the conveeted and radiated

powers are shown in Fig. 1 as a function of the target surface temperature (which governs the
impurity release flux). It is seen that about 50% of the incident power is converted to
radiation once the melting temperature is reached, going to almost 100% at somewhat higher
temperatures. The net power reaching the plate (shown in Fig. l) is composed of the

remaining convective flux and a percentage of the radiated flux depending on the geometry of

the scrape-off layer which is estimated, for the conditions considered here, at about 25%. For
the case of beryllium, the power going into sublimation and black—body radiation from the
surface is relatively small. As a function of the target temperature, the net power going to the

plate therefore drops from 20 MW/m2 to about 4.5 MW/mZ.
Fig. 2 shows the corresponding plasma parameters. The effective temperature is low, and

the impurity concentration is high, beyond the melting point. The actual values are not
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predicted with accuracy there.
For carbon, Fig. 3 shows the transition to essentially full radiation (25% of incident

power), at about 2900K. Here. blackbody radiation ((1313 in the figure) is no longer negligible,
(1\Vsc+r is the incident power taking into account convection and impurity radiation, Whereas
t,net includes all heating and cooling terms at the surface, it). convection, impurity
radiation, blackbody radiation, and sublimation (the two values reflect an uncertainty in the
heat of sublimation ofcarbon).

C - Power load with impurity radiation W - Power load with impurity radiation
!Carbon than MW/m:, nlv=IOHm ,u:z.9“. 1:20 Cm, umtmm md Tungsten. that) .\t\Wm‘. n)\:10”m'1,tr:2.9fl, l:2U cm
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Fig. 3 Power loads with imp. radiationfin‘ a C Fig. 4 Power loads with imp. radiafianfm‘ a W
target. target.

For tungsten, the transition to lower power also occurs near the melting temperature.
Black-body radiation is significant.

Note that the reduction of the incident power predicted by this strongly simplified model
occurs near the melting point in the case of metals, so that surface melting, discussed in the
next section, will always occur for components dimensioned for lower steady—state powers,

e.g. 5 MW/mz. For further required work see below.

34w ,
T “(in l§:§l=h-Iii~r,l.r-A

Material response of divertor plates to
slow transients

A 1- 1/2 D transient thermal code has
been developed recently [3] and coupled
to the plasma model described above. The
resultant dynamic response of the divertor
plates shows that several tenths of a trim
of a Be armour melt at every event for a
10 s transient; the melt depth would be .
much greater without this vapour Amwrnumss tmmi
shielding effect. Results from this code
have been used to determine the thickness Fig-5 POW” ”HOME/1 39/ C“ “WWW-‘8 [W] Tsmface
of Be armour (see Fig. 5): the maximum (56618“)
thickness, 1 1 mm, corresponds the allowable surface temperature under normal conditions (5
MW/mz, 8000C); the minimum thickness, 4 mm, corresponds to a maximum allowed power

of 15 MW/m2 through the Be«Cu interface (at the minimum thickness, the surface is colder,
and the reduction by radiation does not occur). The sacrificial depth is 7 mm for Be. 15 mm
for WSRe, and 40 mm for CFC (the latter is based on 2-D calculations using the model
below. and on the heat flux at the cooling tube, more appropriate for the monobloc geometry
of CFC plates).

A 2—D finite element model including melting [4] using ANSYS has been developed. It
yields the peak surface temperature as a function of time shown in Fig. 6. The highest curve
gives the (fictitious) surface temperature of Be if neither vapour shielding nor evaporation
were taken into account, the second-highest curve includes melting in addition, the next adds
evaporation and the lowest shows the temperature evolution with the full plasma model
described here. Melting alone does not clamp the temperature, evaporation clamps it at
temperatures high enough to cause strong evaporation, but the combination of inciting,
evaporation and vapour shielding keeps the temperature near the melting point.
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The depth of the melt layer is shown as a function of the Be thickness in Fig. 7. It attains
0.2 mm for 11 mm armour thickness and a 10 s transient. Further values for Be, CFC, and W
are given in [4,5].
For Be and’W, both these transients Table 1: Composite lifetime Sacril’ Life-
and disrtlptlons Ed IE Hillelulllg 31nd of diveitor targes plates Thick time
vaporisation, an or t ey ea to _ .
vaporisation only. Loss of the melt glosiogper shptl(um)T t l Sh
layer (10% to 50% loss is assumed pu 15' rans 0 a mm 0‘5
per event on average), vaporisation, ter rupt. ”tent
and sputter erosion have been Be1 5 7-5 4 16-5 7 420
combined to yield a composite Be2 5 2.3 2 9.3 7 750
l[15fc6t§mehfoii]the divertor taggetsr bl C3 15 3 03 19 40 2180

, , W [C [S summarise in a e 4
1, assuming that 10% of shots end C l 3 3 2'3 7 40 6400
in disruptions and 10% of shots WSRe < 7‘5 ~8 35-5 15 420
have a slow transient. For Be and WSRe2 < 2-3 6 3.3 15 1800
“1‘.t Slow tranSlemS am? therefore 1 evaporation + 50% melt loss, 2 evap. + 10% melt layer loss
an important component in the 3
lifetime.
Limiter heat loads

evaporation only ; chem sputter acc. to Garcia/Rosales-Roth
formula, 4rcduced chem. sputter

Transient power loads on limiters will occur during plasma contact during startup or
shutdown or during accidental plasma contact during burn. Startup in ITER will occur at 20
MW (ohmic plus neutral beam), and plasma contact during burn will be at powers of the
order of 100 MW. Assuming a left-right asymmetry factor of 1.3, elliptical plasma, an
unperturbed scrape—off length of 1 cm, and a vertical limiter whose curvature is not perfectly
matched to the plasma, the power loads
without vapour shield have been
assessed. The heat loads are dominated
by alignment considerations since the
limiter modules must be shaped to
shadow their neighbours. The peak heat
load for every 100 MW incident for the
outboard limiter are plotted in Fig. 8 as
a function of toroidal width of the
limiter segments and of the assumed
radial displacement (alignment). The
peak power loads for various
arrangements (radial step or gradual
with adjacent limiters connected), are
given in Table II: the alignment should

Outboard toroidal limiter: q at 100 MW vs align. at f :13max asym
R=11m. a: 3 in. along. b/a=1.6, swarm [0013 m out/inboard

5:5.egment shift, a=segment width; loft-right asymmetry iaclor : 1 3
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Fig, 8 Peak heat loads an outboard limiter
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attempt to reach case 4. The same assumptions as case 4 at startup (but wider SOL and 20
MW total),would lead to 3 MW/m2 at startup,

Conclusions and Extensions of the Model
The reduction of power incident on the divertor plates by the radiation resulting from the

evaporation of impurities at the plate has been found to be significant in a simplified model
and to lead to strongly reduced evaporation rates and melt layer depths. Even reduced. the
transients remain important factors in the lifetime. The limiter heat loads are large in the
absence of vapour shield. Although the present model having a radiation region close to the
heated target can not be applied to the limiter geometry, impurities would be generated there
during plasma contact and will affect either power or duration of the transients (cg. MARFES
or disruptions). Further investigations are required.

The strongly simplified model for the optically thin vapour shield described here has
several shortcomings. In order to find the target temperatures at which enough impurities
would be produced to convert the incident power into radiation, it was assumed that the
power is transported to the radiation region by convection, that a single temperature
characterises this region, and that the region remains narrow poloidally (assuming rapid loss
of impurities). While the exponential dependence of the evaporated flux on target temperature
assures that the correct temperature range
for occurrence of this effect will be
predicted despite these simplifications, a Table 11' Peak Elasma
more complete description is necessary. In P/,5(MW/I.n') ontaet
fact. heat conduction is expected to With left-right Outboard Inboard
dominate the heat transport to the asymmetry 1-3
radiation region, and the interplay between POWCF IIIIO SOL PCI‘ 100 per 100
conduction and radiation will determine MW MW
the temperature profile over most of the Local scrapeoff length 1 cm 1.8 cm
radiation region. The region will become MW/m2 MW/m2
wider since a detachment process similar 1‘ Ideal alignment 2.0 3.4
to that described in the companion paper 2_ radial step i2 mm/ 1 71 114
[7] is expected to occur. In the case of the 0
slow transients considered here, this module: 5:4 mm, 01:6
process would be expected to occur 3 radial step i1 mm/ 1 48 77
automatically. i.e.‘the rapid increase of module:5:2 mm, 0:60
evaporated llux with targettemperature 4' gradual i3 mm/ 3 25 38
provtdes automatically the increase in .. .
. . , . - . modulesno step,
impurity concentration which then leads to 0
detachment. Once the radiation zone 5:7- mm, 01:12
moves away from the target, the peak
incident power (mostly radiation) will
decrease below the 25% value estimated in the simple model because of geometric
considerations, and this reduction might stabilise the process. The transient event could then
lead to a quasi-steady—state situation similar to that described here but at lower power levels,
and/or to a modification of the upstream conditions because of the increased impurity levels
there (higher radiation, reduction of fusion power, MARFE, disruptions). Experiments are
also planned to investigate the formation of this low-density vapour shield in a tokamak
plasma: the improved model should be validated against these experiments once results
become available. Finally, even the predictions of a more complete model will depend
strongly on cooling rate L(T‘) (varying strongly with impurity species, residence time, and
neutral density) and impurity transport.
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Introduction

Virtually all poloidal emission profiles measured by the 80—channel visible-light tomography

system on RTP are asymmetric. Measurements in three spectral ranges are presented: the Ha-

line (656 nm), the range 695 — 1100 nm (to measure continuum radiation), and the total range

300, l 100nm to which the detectors are sensitive. From the emissivity the local neutral hy-

drogen density is calculated. The continuum measurements have been used to derive the effec-

tive ionic Charge Zcff in the plasma centre, the determination of which is affected by asymme—

tries at the edge. Possible causes for the asymmetrical emission at the edge are discussed.

The visible-light tomography system and its calibration

The emitted visible light is collected from five viewing directions in one poloidal cross-section

by optical imaging systems. each with 16 detectors [l]r The viewing chords were chosen to

cover mainly the edge of the plasma (where most visible light is emitted) and were largely de

termined by the limited access to the tokamak vessel. The resulting coverage consists of five

partial views of the plasma, together viewing virtually each part of plasma from at least two di-

rections.
The geometrical properties of the system have been determined to account for imaging, chord-

width, vignetting, detector sensitivity and reflections on the walls (most parts, but not all, are

covered by viewing dumps). The central wavelength and the transmission of interference filters

depend on the angles of incidence, which are rather large in this system due to the optical

imaging system and which vary for the different detectors on the array (between 10° and 16°).

Therefore, a correction between channels of several percent is needed for the transmission of

the Ha filters used, despite their relatively large full-width-half—maxirnum of 10 nm [2]. The

magnitude of the correction depends sensitively 0n the central wavelength of the filter. Fur—

thermore, for non—normal incidence the peak transmission decreases, which cannot be ne-

glected. To collect a sufficient amount of light in the continuum measurements an optical filter

with a large bandwidth is used instead of a narrow filter for a line-free part of the spectrum. For

this purpose a sharp cutoff coloured—glass filter is applied, which transmits wavelengths longer

than 695 nm. Due to the spectral dependence of the detector sensitivity, an absolute calibration

is only easily obtained if the spectral emissivity is independent of frequency. This is a good ap—

proximation for Bremsstrahlung in the visible range at electron temperatures Te > 100 eV. i.e.

everywhere in the plasma except at the edge.

The application of two tomography algorithms

Two different tomography methods are used, which are designated as method A and method B.

Method A [3] was developed specifically for the visible-light tomography system. The iterative
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algorithm interpolates the line—integrated signals from the nonfuniformly distributed lines-of-
sight of the system to what would be measured by regularly distributed lines-of—sight, taking
into account a priori information (such as smoothness, boundary conditions and consistency of
the tomographic reconstruction). The properties of the imaging system are taken into account by
sealing the measurements to the signals expected for line integrals. In method B [4] the tomog—
raphy problem is discretized and the local emissivity is obtained by optimizing the solution of
an underdetemiined set of linear equations, describing the geometric properties of the system.
In the optimization, smoothness is imposed and the experimental level of noise is taken into ac—
count
Numerical simulations and reconstructions of measurements have shown that for symmetrical
peaked and hollow profiles both methods produce good results. Due to uncertainties in the
imaging properties of the system at the plasma edge, reconstructions of emission profiles with
appreciable radiation from outside the plasma region are of lesser quality. In general the per~
formance of the two tomography methods can be summarized as follows: method A over~
smooths the result. in particular localized peaks of emissivity; method B gives reliable recon—
stnictions, but it sometimes yields unrealistically high emissivities at the edge due to uncertain
ties in system characteristics. For the highly asymmetric profiles the results of the methods may
differ, which is an indication that the coverage of the system is insufficient to completely de—
termine the emission profile. Comparison of the two methods, however, can show which parts
of the reconstructed emission profiles are reliable, making it possible to determine approximate
absolute emissivity values.

Ha measurements
Tomographic reconstructions by both methods of the Ha emission during a 90 kA Ohmic dis
charge with peak electron density "e = 5 x 1019 m—3 and temperature Te = 1 keV are shown
in Figs. 1(a) and l(b). The shape of the Ha emission profile is roughly the same for most
plasma conditions; only the magnitude varies roughly proportionally to ne. If, however, the
plasma is moved or the direction of the toroidal magnetic field is reversed, the positions of the
asymmetric peaks change significantly. The thickness of the radiating layer at the edge is about

Fig. I Tornographic reconsn'urtions ofHa emission by (a ) method A and (17) method B. Each contour represents
2 W "2'3 sr’]. (c) Tonrogrophic reconstruction by method A of continuum radiation. Erich contour represents
2 X1045 W "I"? sr’l HZ’I. The reconstruction area has a radius of 0.190 "I, outside \I'r'zich zero
emission is assumed (the minor radius of the limiter in RTP is 0.165 m). The area shown is 0.38 X038 m2
centred around the centre of the vacuum vessel. The highztield side is on the left.
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4cm [of which 2 cm in the scrape—off layer (SOL)], which roughly corresponds to the pene-

tratiOD length of neutrals under the influence of ionization and chargeexchange.

An estimate from the tomographic reconstructions of the peak emissivity in the main asymmetry

is 20W srr1 r‘rr3 for this discharge. The emissivity outside the main peak ranges from 5 to

10W sr'1m*3. The main peak radiates about 40% to 60% of the total Ha power in the

poloidal cross-section. The Ha emissivity is proportional to the population density of level

,1: 3 in hydrogen, where n is the principal quantum number. The ground state density level

can be related to this population density by calculations with the collisional-radiative model of

Johnson and Hinnov [5]. From this analysis the neutral hydrogen density, which is approxi-

mately equal to the ground state density, of 4 X 1016 m—3 in the main peak is found. Opacity of

the Lyman lines does not play a role at these densities. This value is fairly independent of

variations in He and Te.

In the above calculations only excitation of atomic hydrogen by electronic collisions has been

taken into account. Excited atomic hydrogen, however, also results from various dissociative

processes of H3, in particular dissociative ionization. Taking these processes into account [6]

changes the results, but not significantly. However. a significant fraction of the excited hy—

drogen atoms results from the H3“ ions, which have an estimated lifetime of 10’4 to 10—5 s.

Therefore, the location of the Ha emission can be significantly affected by the fast transport of

ions along the field lines. This is further discussed in the paragraph about poloidal

asymmetries.

Continuum measurements
Figure 1(c) shows a tomographic reconstruction by method A of the emission profile measured

with the continuum filter. The Bremsstrahlung in the visible range is proportional to :15, t/TTC

and Zeff. For this discharge the emissivity in the centre corresponds to Zcff=| 4i 1, which is

higher than Zeffz 2 as determined from Spitzer resistivity. By comparing the line—integrated

measurements with the calculated Bremsstrahlung profile for which Zcff is assumed to be

constant over the cross-section, the channels measuring the least signal (i.e. not affected much

by the edge emission) indicate that Zeff cannot be higher than 3. The Zeff found from the

reconstruction of the continuum radiation is reasonable despite the presence of artefacts in the

tomographic reconstruction (hollow areas in the plasma where reconstructed emissivities are

smaller than expected for Bremsstrahlung) that result from the large asymmetries at the edge.

The radiation from the edge is probably due to molecular radiation from H2 and possibly line

radiation from light impurities, but no spectral overview is available of the observed spectral

range to verify this. Of the total emissivity over the cross—section measured with the continuum

filter, only 10% to 40% can be accounted for by Bremsstrahlung

Comparison of contributions to the total emitted visible light

The amount of radiation emitted in the different measured wavelength ranges can be compared

with the total emitted visible light. If the signal level measured with the continuum filter is ex—

trapolated to the entire wavelength range, it is found that the contribution of Ha is roughly two

times that of the extrapolated continuum radiation. and that the measured Ha radiation and the

extrapolated continuum radiation together approximately account for the total measured radiav
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tion. There is, however, a large variation in signal levels between discharges. Because only a
minor part of the radiation measured with the continuum filter is Bremsstrahlung, the extrapo—
lation to the total range is rather rough. However, because the extrapolation yields approxi—
mately the total measured radiation. it can be concluded that the contribution from radiation
other than H0, and Bremsstrahlung is approximately of the same level for all wavelengths.

Discussion on asymmetries and conclusions
In the literature both poloidal and toroidal asymmetries of the emission profiles of H1 and light
impurities have been reported [7]. It has been suggested [8] that the asymmetries of emission
from impurities and hydrogen are related to the B X VB drift of ions. Indeed, in RTP the posi—
tions change when the field is reversed, but not in a symmetrical way, indicating that at least
other effects play a role as well. Because the asymmetric peaks in emission occur mainly on the
low-field side and are present in virtually all discharges, these are not likely to be marfeS.
Although H; ions produced at the limiter can explain an asymmetry in the Ha emission at other
positions than the recycling location because they flow along the field lines, and the fact that
asymmetries change position when the plasma column is moved, the positions of the
asymmetries do not seem related in a clear way to the limiter and the field lines. Detailed studies
with relatively high—resolution tomography systems such as the one on RTP can give more in-
sight in the magnitude of the asymmetric peaks. However, due to the profound asymmetries the
coverage of the system at RTP is only sufficient to resolve the major features. An improved
coverage would decrease the artefacts and would therefore enable an even better determination
of the Bremsstrahlung and Zeff in the centre. For a better understanding of the asymmetries
more edge diagnostic data and more spectroscopic information would be advantageous.
The asymmetries resolved by visible light tomography, albeit found in a small tokamak on
which the asymmetries are expected to be relatively large due to the relatively thick edge and
scrape-of~layer, suggest the need for a more careful evaluation of spectral measurements and of
the applicability of Abel inversion on multi~chord data on other tokamaks.
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1 Introduction

Plasma - wall interaction in large. tokamaks poses serious problems on the (1) control of the

energy exhaust, (2) control of the particle exhaust, (3) screening of the plasma core against

impurities, (4) shielding of the first wall against hot charge exchange neutrals and against

high convertive or conductive power loads. Therefore - among various other methods -

magnetic field ergodization in the vicinity of the plasma edge was considered fill-[4]). To

achieve an almost uniform power deposition at the ‘first‘ Wall, the perturbing radial field

should not be static like in previous and present experiments but rotating: Therefore the

compensated conductor doublets needed [or DC-operation are replaced by configurations

allowing 9. g for three - or four — phase AC-operation.

2 Resonant Conductor Configuration

The unperturbed field lines are in Harnada [5] and in ‘intrinsic‘ coordinates [it] represented

by straight lines, Both coordinate systems are based on axisynrmetric equilihria. The

latter system is more convenient. in the. case of the here proposed conductor configurations

which are uniformly distributed along; the toroidal circumference To obtain the resonant

alignment of the coils corresponding e. g. to Hp :l equilihria, the transformation from

the intrinsic. coordinate space ((f),(l’) to ordinary space (00) is performed. Then the

conductors (outside the plasma volume) generate the maximum radial field almost axactly

at the position of the resonant field line.
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3 Fourier Analysis, Island Width, Chirikov Param-
eter, Kolmogorov Length and Field Line Tracing

The Fourier decomposition ol‘ the radial field in intrinsic coordinates and the shearlength,
determined by the current distribution. allows to compute the Width of the unperturbed is—
land. to characterize the ergodic structure by the C'hirikov parameter [6] and the divergence
of the field lines by the Kolmogorov length. To calculate these c uantities the standard the-
or_\' of ref. [7] is used. The Fourier amplitudes 1),,171 2 Vibmnp‘z +15“,c are. computed by
means of the. the sine , and the cosine - components: bmn: and bum“ respectively.
Assuming that. the equilibrium magnetic field and the radial perturbing field can be super
imposed independently. field line tracing can be. used to find remaining island structures.
ergodic. regions and li. A. M. surfaces.

4 Results and Discussion

The calculations had been based on the following TEXTOR data [8]: minor radius a. =
~16 cm, major radius R, : I75 em. plasma current [r = -1'20 ltA. radius of the ergodization
coils rL : 51 cm. maximum current in each conductor ], : l0 c. The resonant (q = 3)
flux surface is then located at r] : 42 cm. Here the Fourier analysis was performed.
Fig. 1 shows the case 01‘ the three phase helical windings at the inboard side of TEXTOR
for lip : l and I; = 0.7. it contains four triplets and each conductor is approximated by
75 straight pieces. the endpoints of which are located on the model helices. These helices
are given (in intrinsic , coordinates) by

(45-950 :qW’t’Sd (1)
1‘2 conductors, covering 37 of the poloidal circumference at the. inboard side are to be
distributed uniformly along the toroidal circtunterence, Thus we get in ordinary space the
starting points (b0J = %(j — l), 90} : 2% j : l,....12. The endpoints of the helical
conductors are obtained by cutting the helices with the line H = 4f.
Fig. 2 shoWs the radial component of the magnetic field generated by the complete helical
winding; of Fig. 1. This field can be described in good approximation by the sinusoidal
waveform sin(l‘26* — 4d). The analogous plot for the. winding of Fig.1 is obtained by
deleting the field in (7 7). in the case. of three - phase AC - operation the currents
I] = [F smug?" + a), _/ : 1,2,3 in each conductor triple depend on the phase cr which in
Fig. 1 is chosen to be zero. This can be done Without loss of generality because it turns
out that the impact of the phase on the Fourier amplitude is negligible. The spectrum
is shown in Fig. 3. The dominant Fourier component has the mode numbers n : ll» and
in = 12, however, the m : ll and m : J3 components are comparable in siZe and effect
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resonances just in the vicinity of the q : 3 surface so that (because of island overlapping)

an ergodic region is created, which rotates almost uniformly. The spectrum entails the

unperturbed island width A1214 : 6.8 cm at q = 3. The Fourier components used below

lor the Chirikov parameter diiier somewhat from those in Fig. 1 because they are to be

computed at different radii.

The ergodicity can be confirmed by field line tracing. Fig. .1 shows a Poincare - plot

of the ergodic region. hi the, vicinity of the separatrix at q ’1 2.5 the distribution of

(Poincare — ) dots appears to be rather uniform. 1n the vicinity of the q : Ii , surface

more irregular pattern due to the destroyed islands appear. The island . like pattern

at r '1 53cm is due to the large radial field just in the vicinity of the conductors. For

the computation of the Chiriltov parameter the Fourier components at the location 01‘ the

resonances (in : 10. ..., 13; n : 4) are to be known. With the following components (tor

[Mgr : 10kt) B1“ : 306', Big... : 246', Elm : 116', 1510.4 = lulG, Obtained from

the spectra at r : rtq : fl“) and the toroidal field Bg = 2.25 104Gl we get the Chirilmv

parameter between the resonant surfaces. [\t r: r(q:3.125) : 113 cm. I“: rtq:‘2.875) =

41 cm and r: r(q:2.6'25) = 39 cm we. obtain 0037:3125) : 3.32. 0021:2375) 1’ 3.12, and

(I(l',1:2'325) 2 1.66 respectively. 1. e. the Chirikov parameter decreases rapidly towards the

interior. These results demonstrate that there is in general consistency of the Poincare. plots

which in fact exhibit Very small island — like pattern only, with the (.lhirilcov - parameter.

Since a is considerably larger than unity at the plasma edge. island structures are almost

completely destroyed. The Kolniogorov length L}; and the quasilinear diliusion coefficient

D1, are given by Li; 2 672 Cm and Dq : 7.7 104% (T,- = 100e.V7 r : 43 cm). This

means that the correlation of the field lines is destroyed before they finish encircling the

axis of symmetry one time. The particle diffusion due to the here considered ergodization

is around one order of magnitude larger than the (anomalous) diffusion coefficient Du

without. ergodization (D.I 2 10“ ”5:: ). Here the validity of the difl‘usion model [7] is assumed.

However. the island , like pattern in Fig. 4 show that small regions might be available with

a considerable larger Kolmogorov - length.
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1. Introduction. In a steady-state tokamak, impurity production and transport from plasma

facing components will have to be controlled. Recent results from several divertor tokamaks

(JT—60U [l], JET [2] and ASDEX-UG [3]) suggest the importance of chemical sputtering as an

impurity production mechanism. However, since impurity production is minimized in high

recycling divertor configurations, the quantitative characterization of impurity generation is

more difficult than in the high heat flux environment of a limiter configuration. Such an

experiment was carried out on Tore Supra to examine the absolute carbon flux from the

inertially—cooled outboard limiter. Previous Tore Supra experimental and modelling results

(BBQ) ([4] and [5]) have shown that chemical sputtering and radiation enhanced sublimation

(RES) play a significant role in the total carbon erosion for certain regions of this limiter.

Recently, CD molecular spectra, a signature of chemical sputtering, have also been observed.

This work describes the observed temperature dependence of the methane and carbon flux.

2. Experimental setup and plasma conditions. The principal diagnostic was a visible

spectrometer with an Optical Multichannel Analyzer (OMA) detector. Light emitted by low

ionization states near the limiter surface was guided by a mirror to a series of lenses followed

by fiber optic cables, each cable imaging a different 2 cm2 region of the limiter. Absolute

intensity calibrations of the entire system, performed in the torus before and after an

experimental campaign, have shown that the mirror and sapphire window transmission are

severely degraded by plasma exposure, thus invalidating the absolute calibrations. However,

the relative change in the calibration as a function of wavelengths was understood. To take

advantage of this knowledge, it was concluded that a self-consistent absolute calibration could

be approximated if the calibration factor was known at one wavelength. It was decided to obtain

the calibration factor at 4300 A by assuming a reasonable methane yield value from published

data. [9]

Methane Yield = rlff’m/r5”,“, = 47: r 3/ XB(T,) * brightncrs(CD)/n\ik%i

The methane yield is a function of three parameters: the electron temperature (Te) and density

(ne) measured by the Langmuir probes and the brightness of the CD spectrum, From a value of

0.02 molecules per incident ion (ion fluig of 6 * lO18 D+ cm'35‘1,Te = 20 eV, <ne> =

5 * 1018 m‘3, SX/B for CD4 from CD(43lOA) of 110 dissociation processes per photon [6]) a

brightness (and thus a calibration factor) was determined

The reciprocating Langmuir probe referred to above was located 60° toroidally and 90°

poloidally away from the limiter. Te and nejust inside the last closed flux surface (LCFS) were

I
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measttred by Thomson scattering. The surface temperature of the limiter was determined fromblack body radiation measured in the visible. The error bars for these measurements are+/» 20%. Zet't‘ was deternuned front continuum bremsstrahlung measurements in the visible.

Two plasma conditions were studied; both were deuterium. Ohmic plasmas. The first condition
will be referred to as Series A for which the toroidal magnetic field was 3.8 T. the minor radius0.72 m. the major radius 2.40 m, the toroidal plasma current 1.54 MA, the safety factor 3.0and the volume averaged electron density 3.9 '3‘ lOl9 m'3. For Series B these parameters were3.80 T. 0.76 m, 2.36 m. 1.69 MA, 3.1 and 3.5 ‘3‘ 1019 m'3, respectively. Identical shotswere repeated for each series to allow data for different wavelengths to be taken for the same
optical view. Leading edge (located 1.5 cm radially away from the LCFS) data was taken for
Series A parameters and data from near the tangcncy point (a few mm from the LCFS) was
taken for Series B. The limiter was made from a large block of Carbon Lorraine graphite(5890 PT).

3. Experimental Results and Discussion. During earlier experiments an image of the
C ll emission from the entire limiter was measured with an interference filtered. CCD camera
and the visible endoscope. From 3D Monte»Carlo modelling (BBQ) of this data, it was
determined that chemical sputtering was a significant source of carbon for the leading edge as
well as possibly at the tangency point of the limiter [4]. Hence a search for direct evidence of
chemical sputtering by-products (C2 and CD molecular bands) was undertaken.

CD molecular bands were observed on both the leading edge (Fig. 1) and tangency point of the
limiter for the plasma parameters of Series A and B. However, C2 molecular bands were not
identified in either location. In Fig. 23 and 2b the nbrightness of the CD molecular band,
integrated over a 15 A region starting at the ~4310 A band head, is shown as a function of
time for the leading edge region (Series A) and the tangency point region (Series B),
respectively.

The limiter surface temperature, for the same region as the CD measurements, is also shown as
a function of time. This surface temperature “was determined from the black body radiation
(measured at ~6550 A for Fig. 2a and ~5140 A for Fig. 2b). Since the black body radiation is
too weak to determine the temperature below ~1200”C, the pre»shot temperature (measured by
thermocouples in contact with the limiter) was related to the temperature determined from the
black body radiation by the semi—infinite. one dimensional surface temperature scaling law,
which states that the surface temperature varies as the square root of time when exposed to a
constant heat source. From experiments in which IR camera data is compared to this scaling
law, it was determined that the surface temperature is somewhat over estimated by this scaling
law at the beginning of the shot; this over estimation was corrected for. The temperatures
measured from the black body radiation are consistent with IR camera measurements for similar
plasmas.

The plasma was moved onto the limiter at t=1.6s. From this time on. the plasma shape
remained constant but the plasma current and density continued increasing until t=3.Ss, thus
complicating the calculation for the maximum data points in Fig. 2a (maximum point Te =
20 eV. remaining points TC = 30 eV) and Fig. 2b (60 eV and 80 eV, respectively)

It is shown in Fig. 2a and 2b that the production of methane was significantly reduced for
temperature above 1 100°C and negligible for temperatures above 1300°C. Respective
temperature ranges of ~350“C to ~700‘C and 470°C and 770“C corresponded to the maximum
methane flux for the two regions of the limiter. This is consistent with laboratory measurements
[6], in which a surface temperature of around 550”C corresponded to the maximum methane
yield.
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In Fig. 3a and 3b the molecular flux (SX/B of 110 diss./photon for highest point and 120

diss./photon for the remaining points [7]) and the C+ particle flux (T.E : 30 eV, SX/B = 60
ionishotou [8]) were calculated from Fig 2a and 2b. A 300% decrease in the methane influx

col-responds to a 10% decrease in the influx of single ionized carbon. This indicates that

methane has a slight or negligible influence in the C+ flux. Near the end of the shot the C+
signal increases significantly; this is attributed to RES since the only parameter simultaneously

changing with the C+ signal is the surface temperature. The variations in the C+ signal from
chemical sputtering and RES did not correspond to variations in Zeff. Note that carbon is the
only significant impurity in these plasmas. This lack of impact on the core impurity content is
attributed to a low core penetration efficiency for both of these sputtering mechanisms.

4. Impurity transport calculations. The data have been modeled with the impurities code
BBQ. The code incorporates a 3D Monte—Carlo description of both neutral and charged
impurity transport in Tore Supra geometry. Impurity generation processes related to physical

and chemical sputtering are included. Given the limiter temperature distribution and the

incident D+ flux parameters. BBQ calculates the evolution of both physical (C) and chemical

(CD4) sputtering products. The code calculates spatial distributions of C11 and C111 brightness.

The physical sputtering products are emitted with a Thompson energy distribution, with

energies as high as 5—10 cV‘, the chemical products are emitted at the wall temperature (0.1 eV)

as CD4, which then experiences a break—up chain.

The measurements relate to the vicinity of the limiter. It is of importance to know what effect

these processes have on core impurity content. BBQ comparison allows us to see what the

sensitivities are. The results show (1) high penetration efficiency for physical , low for

chemical, so physical dominates the core accumulation (2) a very strong dependence on basic

surface data, with important (but somewhat less) dependence on uncertainties in SOL

perpendicular transport.

5. Conclusion. A quantitative study of the role of temperature dependent sputtering

mechanisms on the outboard limiter in Tore Supra was performed. The methane flux proved to

be significantly reduced above surface temperatures of 1100°C and negligible above l300°C.

The peak in the methane yield as a function of surface temperature is consistent with laboratory

results. It was determined that chemical sputtering (early in the shot) had a small, to negligible,

impact on the C‘r flux; while RES (late in the shot) had a strong impact on the C+ flux.

However, from the Zeff measurements, it was concluded that neither of these processes

contributed noticeably to the core carbon content.
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8. Figures.
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Evaluation of wall particle content for optimised
operation of Tore Supra
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I) Introduction.
Control of the neutral population during steady state operation is among

the important challenge of the ITER project. Two problems are related to the wall

particles content, tritium inventory and density control. Regarding the latter

issue and its study, a specific procedure has been followed on Tore Supra [1].

After a deep wall desaturation (obtained by mean of a 60 hours helium glow

discharge), a series of D2 shots is done in order to modify the wall status. The

wall evolution towards saturation is followed by recording the shot to shot

increase of the characteristic time evolution (to) of the density drop when the

plasma is moved from the outer pump limiter (~1m2) to the inner wall (~10m2).

In figure 1, 170 is plotted against a 10(5)

characteristic parameter Lw the depth of D l l

the wall which remains unsaturated. Lw 2 _

stands in fact for the particle balance

analysis supposing that the particles left
Wall Surface

0 40 80
Lw (10'9m)

. . , fig.1 : shot to shot evolution of
Lw 15 computed usmg the production of the decay time of the plasma

the helium glow discharge. Three particle content after plasma

in the wall are deposited in saturated 0

monolayers which pile up on top of a

saturated wall. The maximum value of

regimes characterise the dependance of to displacement.

on Lw. Between A and B, ‘EO is almost constant. The effective particle content of

the wall is only the number of particles deposited during the shot. Between B

and C, To is increasing slowly. On the shot to shot basis, the wall status is

changing and the wall content due to previous shot has to be accounted for.

Between C and D, to increases rapidly with Lw and a disruption occurs during

the last shot of the series when wall saturation is reached. Wall particle content

which has to be considered in a plasma wall interaction model is not the total
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amount of deposited particle but an effective wall particle content which depends
on the wall saturation status (for deeper insight see [1]).
Such saturation studies give access to
parameters such as the wall saturation
status or 1P, the plasma particle lifetime.
As an exemple, the evolution of IP with

the total particle plasma content is given
in figure 2 for two configurations. Ideally,
an identical series of shot has to be
dedicated to the study of all the different
experimental conditions (changing the
plasma edge energy for instance).

11) Premagnetisation plasma current and wall saturation.
Just before the pre-magnetisation phase, a
small quantity of Dz gas is injected in the

At pre»
magnetisation when the poloidal coils are

vessel. the start of the

energised, this residual gas is ionised. A
small negative plasma current (1p) (see
figure 3) is obtained. The width of 1p (Tip)
for Ip=-5 Ka can be correlated to the wall
saturation status. In figure 4, Tip is plotted
for a series of shots. The first ones are in
He (16120 to 16137) and the other in D2

(16138 to 16160) except for shots 16154 to
16156 during which He is the working
gas. Before the shot 16138, the wall is
deeply desaturated. Tip is small (~20 ms),
The 3 peaks (~50ms) follow disruptive
shots indicating a change in the wall
status. During the Dz series (beginning at
shot 16138), tip increases continuously

1p (5)

0.5

0.0

21NP (10 )

fig. 2: IP evolution as a function
of total particle content Np for:
- ergodic divertor with gas
fuelling (circles)

-limiter with gas fuelling (squares)
or pellet fuelling (triangles)

Ip (kA)
"Sim?

-10

~15

.20 .
4.48 -1.44 -1.40

time (5)
fig. 3 2 time trace of the
premagnetisation plasma current.

Tip (5)

012.. ' aseeaat
0.08935He shots ”9" “ 'DZ shots“:

. é0n4—— a _
000 |

16120 16140 16160
shot number

fig. 4 : shot to shot evolution of ”tip.

until the first disruption which occurs after 5 shots for Tip = 120ms. From this
shot onwards, the disruption frequency is very high and stable plasma is only
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ered for shot 16154 (helium shot).The two following shots in helium are

non disruptive. D2 is used again for shot 16157 which disrupts as well as the lastrecoV

one of the series. These results are summarized in figure 5 where Tip is plotted

Versus the disruption frequency Fd. Fd for shot k is equal to the ratio over 9 shots

(from shot l<-4 to shot l<+4) of the total number of disruption among these shots.

As mentioned previously, Tip is increasing with Pd. However, note that Tip has a

high value even for non disruptive RPS)

helium shots (16154, 16155, 16156), 0.12 e I I g! a 'l r r

Moreover, Tip remains constant after 0.08 _ a 9 ' _

these helium shots although these shots 3

are known to lower the effective wall 0-04 - v a —

particle content [2]. The procedure 00 ‘0': §0|4 0|6 0l8 10

described above is based on the study of a ' ' ' Fd ' ' '

n"nement ‘lll ma u r nt 'nd ei . . . .
10W co m l ‘5 C r e 1 UC L fig. 5:“:i as function of disruption
at the start of the premagnetisation frequency Fd for the shot series

phase. Tip gives an information which is of fig. 3.

therefore reminiscent of the status of the total vessel wall surface (5) whereas the

wall surface (s) which is likely to interact strongly with the plasma during the

current ramp up is approximatively a tenth of the total surface S. The large

surface ratio can mask the desaturation so that helium plasma can be achieved

with high Tip value. Moreover, during helium shot, the real desaturation of s is

obtained with poor deuterium recovery. The helium shots seems to transfer

particle from s to the rest of the vessel wall and so that 125p is expected to remain

constant.

111) internal plasma inductance and wall saturation.

On figure 6, the evolution of the internal (1q

plasma inductance (li)q is plotted versus 0-8 — | a! l I 9

“Co for the shot series describe in l). (li)q is e _ a

measured here during the current ramp- 0,7 _3 a a ‘ _

up when the safety factor q is equal to 65. age

All along the series of deuterium shots, 0.6 a | l I _

plasma characteristics are constant except 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5
To (5)

for plasma density and walls status. (li)q is
fig. 6 : internal plasma inductance

increasing with “Co. This is confirmed by
for q=6.5 as function of 1:0

various experimental results where the
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high (1i)q values are obtained with almost completely saturated wall. Ha signals
recorded at the same value of the boundary safety factor also increases with To.
This is an evidence of an increase of the wall outflux with wall saturation. All
along the series, the plasma edge becomes more and more resistive so that the
current profile peaks, giving an increase of (li)q. Thus, (li)q values measured for
q=6.5 and its shot to shot variation during a series of shots are related to the wall
saturation status.
In figure 7, (li)q is plotted versus 'Ejp for another series of shots where wall
saturation is observed. Tip, measured during the non confined premagnetisation
phase and 1.5 before the shot, is (1i)q
increasing with (li)q measured during the
following plasma current ramp up.
Since the latter parameter is correlated
with the wall status characterised by T0
(see figié), one can therefore estimate the

0.04 0.08 0.12
global wall status before launching the

ShOt' fig. 7 : internal plasma inductance
as a function of tip.

V) Conclusions
In this paper, the sustainment time of the plasma current induced at the

start of the premagnetisation phase (Tip) as well as the internal plasma
inductance (li)q are shown to increase with the disruption frequency and the wall
saturation status.

Such a premagnetisation break down then allows one to measure the
global wall status. In particular, the disruption rate of a series of shots can be
inferred although absolute prediction is still impossible since it depends only on
the status of the wetted wall.

Therefore, 1.5 s before a plasma shot, the value of Tip gives real time

evaluation of the global wall saturation status,
This property will be used at Tore Supra to feedback the gas prefill

injection to optimise the current ramp—up and the plasma operation.

REFERENCES : ['1] C. Grisolia, Ph. Ghendrih, B. Pégourié and A, Grosman,
J. N. M., 196—198 (1992) 281, [2] C. Grisolia, T. Hutter and B. Pégourié, europhysics
conference abstracts, 18th EPS Berlin (1991) vol. III, 57.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In the vicinity of the ion—ion hybrid resonance in a plasma. with two ion species,

ion—Bernstein waves can be excited by mode conversion of fast Alfve'n waves. Detailed

theoretical analysis has shown that, due to toroidal eflects. there is an increase in l‘l‘lll

of the IBVV as it propagates in a. tokaniak [1]. This increase leads to an effective

damping Of IBVV‘S on electrons. The upshift in lklll can be so large that the IBW'

(lamps before it propagates out to the high—field edge of the plasma. so that the
damping of IBVV‘s can be essentially “single pass" [I]. In ICRF heating experiments
(in Alcator C—MOCL Tore Supra, and TFTR) where the ion-ion hybrid layer is inside

the plasma, direct heating of electrons has been observed. One of the reasons that

this heating has been attributed to mode-converted IB'W's is that the spatial region
of electron heating remains close to the ion—ion hybrid resonance as the position of
the resonance is changed over the plasma crossesection.

In an effort to understand the present experiments. and in order to determine the

role of IBV “s in future advanced tolx'ainalx' scenarios. two issues need to be addressed.

Since the IBVVE; are generated through mode conversion of FAXV‘s excited from the
low magnetic field side, it is important to determine the efficiency of this conversion

process. Recent theoretical developments on modelling mode conversion are described
in Section 2. After the excitation of IBVV’s, it is necessary to determine the subsequent
propagation and damping of IBVVs. This is discussed in Section 3.

2. MODE CONVERSION TO ION-BERNSTEIN WAVES

Previous theories on mode conversion have studied the propagation of fast waves
in the proximity of the left-hand cutoff and the ioneion hybrid resonance. In this case
the analysis is similar to the Budden analysis of propagation through a. resonance
cutoff pair [2.3]. It was subsequently noted that the high magnetic-field side right-hand
cutoff of the fast wave can affect the modeeconversion efficiency [—1] The Budden—type
theories have since been extended to include the right-hand cutoff in the studies on
mode conversion [5~7].

In a simple. one-dimensional (equatorial plane) description. the propagation of
FAVV is given by:

([21—é + Q(:v)y : 0 (1)
(la.

where y is the normalized (poloidal) component of the electric field. 1‘ is the normalized

spatial coordinate along the equatorial plane, and Q(.r) is the potential function which
for a cold plasma is:

L 7 7'12 R — 772
em = AI“) (2)

Semi

where 77H : ck" /wr and 5. R. I. are the usual Stix tensor elements. The VVKB solution

to (1) gives the FAVV dispersion relation “i E (clay/w),2 = Q(:r). R : nfi gives the

positions of the right—hand cutoffs (RHC). There are usually two such cutoffs: one on
the low magnetic field side. near the antenna, and another on the high magnetic field
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side. The positions where L : nfi and S = nfi correspond to the leftehanrl cutoff and
to the ion—ion hybrid resonance, respectively. For our studies of the 1110('lP-COIIVGI'Sion
process. QM) is chosen to be of the form:

53
far—t“, —‘—, if.r>0Qtr) : 3" (3)
m- +:, — L, if 1‘ S 0

:I‘

where :r : 0 is the location of the resonance. .1“ > 0 corresponds to the low magneticfield side, and o. [3. 7, d, and A} are all positive parameters that depend on All and
are determined from a fit to the FAVV dispersion relation (2). The Budden potential
corresponds to a : (ii : 0 an :7' : 1». Then (1) describes the propagation of the FAW’
through the left-hand cutoff and resonance. and the power mode conversion coefficient
is found to be [2]:

CF; 2 T1417 TB) \y‘here TU : >xp(~rrr}). 77 = fl/fi. H)

The higlrfield side righthand cutofl'is included by adding a nonzero (in From the ap«
proximate analytical solution. obtained by the method of uniform asymptotic match—
ing [8] we find that the power mode-conversion coefficient is:

C s 4TB (1 _ Tglcosg (g -'r- if“) (5)

where Iii is the argument of N —i77/2), F being the Gannna function.

‘ A}1;) m gfilrpl + zylii(8fi|.1‘[g|) (6)

and .rH is the distance between the right—hand cutoff and the resonance (normalized
to the RAW] wavelength l/fi). From (5) it is possible to get a conversion coefficient
of 1. whereas from (—1) the maximum mcxlaconversion coefficient is 1/4. Thus. the
right~hand cutoff can significantly modify the conversion coefficient Physically, the
latter casc can be thought of as a coupling of the FAVV power to an intrinsic plasma.
resonator formed by the Budden (left—hand) cutofiiresonance pair and the right—hand
cutoff. The condition for 100% mode conversion corresponds to “critical coupling" tothis resonator. In Fig. 1 We show contours of maximum mode conversion. obtained
from (5). as a. function of the peak electron density and the antenna 1.1” spectrum for
TPX parameters

The above analyses ignore the FAXV power reflected from the leftehancl cutoff
back towards the antenna. A proper accounting of the mode—converted power in this
case requires an analysis that includes the coupling to an antenna, Towards this end,
the model potential of (3) has to be used in its entirety so that both of the right-hand
cutoffs are included in the description of the FAW‘ [9]. The radiation impedance of the
antenna is then related to the inverse of the plasma admittance. Y1“ at the lmxefielcl
boundary (.r : $0) of the plasma [10]:

Titan) = 7' 6—0 lab/l ' (T)I‘D 5/ (/J‘
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The mupling of the resonator with mode conversion to the lCRF antenna allows us to

determine a quantlty that is accesSible to physlcal measurements namely, the char

attaigtics of the antenna radiation resistance. An approximate expression for 1",,(11‘)

can be obtained by solxdng (1) with (3) using the method of uniform asymptotic

matching; [8,9]. we find that ll/YPtrgH exhibits resonant peaks as a function of the

1““ Spectrum of the antenna [7]. The underlying physics of this behavior is equiva—

lent to the coupling; of the BMW to a global plasma resonator. The global plasma

resonator contains the intrinsic (internal) resonator discussed above and the lowefield

side rightdrand cutoff. The peaks correspond to critical coupling; of the antenna to

the resonator and determine the Lt“ for which the conversion coefficient is a maximum.

In Fig. ‘2. we plot lFlkll )/YI,(.r0) . where F( ls“) is the launched power spectrum of the

antenna. as a function of 15H for Tore Supra parameters [11]. This result compares

very favorably with the results obtained from Alcyon e a full-wave code with a hot.

toroidal plaSma [7.9.11]. Since in our model we do not have finite temperature effects,

the only “Clalllpirig"' observed is due to conversion of FAVV’s to IBW's The peaks in

Fig, 2 correspond to 1"“ for which there is substantial mode conversion.

3. PROPAGATION AND DAMPING OF IBW’S

In the nrode—conversion region and its immediate vicinity, the IBVV. like the FAVV.

is electromagnetic. Thus. as is'case with FAW', any damping of the lBVV on electrons

in this region will be essentially due to transit time magnetic pumping (TTMP). In

present day experiments. the electron—fl is not high enough for a large fraction of the

IBVV and/or FAVV power to clamp via TTMP. As the IBWV‘S propagate away from

the mo(loconversion region. their Isl l ’s increase, they become electrostatic. and they

damp via. electron Landau damping [1] Associated with the propagation of IBVV’S is a

change in the poloidal mode numbers due to toroidicity. In the presence of the poloidal

magnetic field. this leads to a change in lklll over short distances of propagation so

that. the IBVV phase velocity becomes comparable to the electron thermal velocity.
This occurs even when the initial In“ at mode conversion is very small. Consequently.

the 1B“; ‘5 damp on electrons, usually in the vicinity of the modeeconversion region [1].

Thus. by an appropriate choice of the mode conversion layer in a tokamalc, one can

choose the spatial location where the 113“”:5 will impart their ener
to electrons. This is an important benefit of niodeeconverted IBV

and momentum
s. One can, in

particular. choose the mode—conversion layer to be on the high—field side where IBW”s
do not interact. with magnetically trapped electrons.

4. CONCLUSIONS
Our analysis shows that IBW'“S are promising candidates for electron heating in

tokamaks. Appropriate advanced toltamal; scenarios, e.g;.. in TPX. can be found where
a large fraction of the FAW' power can be mode converted to lBVV‘s. The advantage of
our simple models. which account for the essential physics of the conversion process.
is that. they allow for a quick analysis of a large paran1eter space. The results from
these models compare very favorably with more elaborate fullswave codes with hot
plasma and toroidal effects. We find that lBVV’s can be made to damp on electrons
in the vicinity of the mode conversion layer. This allows for a dynamic control of the
region of electron heating. Studies are underway to determine the use of these IBVVE
to drive plasma cru‘rent.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1: Contours ofmaximmnmode conversion for TPX parameters: fIC'R p =
45 MHZ, D—aHe plasma with 7117/71C = 0.7 and ”Ulla/716 : 0.15, B0 = 4 T, R0 =2.25 In. (I : 0.5 m. densit),r profile (normalized to the peak density) of the form:
0.2 + 0.8(1—.1‘2/(l.2)0'4.

Figure 2: The plasma impedance |F(lc]])/Y}J(;i‘0)] as a function of 1:” for Tore
Supra parameters [11]: 2250 : 6.2 X 1019 iii—3. BO 2 3.69 T. H-3He plasma with
71H/7Ie = 0.4 and naHs/ne = 0.3, figmr = 483 MHZ. R0 = 2.365 m. and a = 0.715
in. F is the imposed antenna spectrum and 1'}, (IQ) is the plasma admittance calculatedat the LFS edge of the plasma.
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Alfven resonance (AR) position moves to the edge of plasma while its

density and sizes grow. Usage of waves with the large values of longitudinal

wavenumber kz for which local AR region lies in the plasma core is difficult

because of a broad non-transparency barrier at the plasma edge. Antenna of large

sizes is necessary to use the waves with a low frequency a) and a small k:, for

Which local AR region is placed in the core of plasma of large sizes. These

unfavorable circumstances make it difiicult to use Alfven heating in large devices.

Stationary magnetic field in stellarators with the multipolarity 122 can be

written [1] in the simplified form :

30, = B, —I-b, .1,(k,-r)-cos(1.6), b, =Sal-wk:vK;(k-a:)~(l-c)_l, (1)

Here 6: B—a-z, azl-a/L, ks: a-I, L is length of spiral conductor's step, a is

radius of the cylindrical surface where spiral conductor with the current J lies, I,

is modified Bessel and K, — McDonald functions. External antenna‘s current is

supposed to contain only one harmonic ocexp(i@, 4’: n- 3+ k: -z » (0- t.

[t is shown here, that side by side with the main AR r : C(10): in which

511%); 1— Zw:,(r)/(mz 7 mg”) = N5, (N, = c-kZ/w) (2)

two additional resonances rzrff), in which 511°)(r):(N,':N,)2, can eidst in

stellarators (NE 2 c-ks/m). It takes place due to the appearence of satellite

harmonics B“) in AW field side by side with the main harmonic B”),

B; : [B(°)(r) + B(+)(r)-e"“'9 + B(’)(r)-e_"/'9]- e“, (3)

here lB‘fll ~ 5, -‘B‘“’~. [t is naturally to call these resonances as satellite AR (SAR).

Analogous efi‘ect takes place in devices with bumpy magnetic field [2}. Maxwell

equations were solved using the perturbation theory, while the shape of the

magnetic surfaces (r,J = r—b, -I,'(ks-r)-cos(l-6)/(a-Bo)+o(g,2)) was supposed to differ

weakly from the ring cylinder, i.e. the parameter
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E3-J-ksz-avK,‘(kI-a)-[,(k3-r)/(c~B0)<<l, (4)
The function B(°)(r) is the solution of Maxwell equations in zero approximation
(5,: 0) The function B(+)(r) was derived from the cold Maxwell equations, when
r was not close to SAR. Rapid growth of amplitudes B“) and AW transformation
into small—scale kinetic AW take place near by SAR Maxwell equations solution
for limb) in the vicinity of SAR was obtained taking into account electron
inertia, effect of finite ion Iannor radius p1”, : v” la)“ (vfl : W) and plasma
particles collisions analogously to [2—4]. Amplitudes 8‘” can be expressed there
through the Airy function 140%),

110%)25-Iexp[i- r-(t-t-§+13/3)]~d2‘, §:k1~(r~rf))—i-77, (5)

l
2 a) ’ 0) ‘1a) 55" g 3 (93‘k : ,‘._1.h3 k . W, :4; . i”). .L . 51 [ (:2 & 67 .53++£(g)]r§;) :i 1i 6 77 1 ‘51 (3‘ rm ( )

A.

The value EEC) provides [5] account of collisions :

2 t 2 2 2a“) _ 60m Vab . a) + com p 217 "”4 _a) + com - wcb (7)
1 _ z 2 2 z 2 ’

“If; (0-(2-— coca) (l) __ mm 2a 'mb (1) _ mcb

—1
2 2 3 —um : (4/3)-\/2- med -eb "71: -LC-[ma ‘T (1+a /mb):|2 , (8)

C - Coulomb logarithm. The value 6, provides [6] account of pa finity,

6r : Z3-vi<r>-a>i vim/[(mi — 602’”) (w —4- mi?”)- c1]. (9)
Components of low pressure plasma tensor 5 (r, 6) are

512038):5112(r)+€“z)(r)<c’os(l 9)+ 0(5), g§°=>(r) 20); (r) (Ly/{(0)(“’2— 02-) my], (10)

511;:(aafi’g/aaofl(1302 BO) +(fia‘o)/&)-(ru ), [4}g\~yg,.e{2, (11)

(02 [1+;. J22 W(zJ], [2:2 a)+2- VM] (12)

:z(k iksz) ""re =‘/—'k2i iifkivTe
W(x) is probability integral of complex arguement.
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Small-scale kinetic AW was supposed to damp strongly due to collisions or

Landau mechanism when going away from rf’. AW field's distribution obtained

was used for calculating AW-power

Pf” + P5” : ,,. r1“ Rell (j: 45:” + 1; £5”)- dr), (13)
absorbing in the vicinity of rig” in the unit of plasma column length It consists

on the AW field's work over the radial and axial RF currents j, and jz,

Prm : $.[r_(§éo)/&)-l . Egon] .F(:) 2’ (l4)
fiffit)

a) —1 -g‘°)2-£I°)'Im 3' . W Z
Pz(i)= (95% 'r—z—J—LTQ Ell-‘mFb—UZ J— £111 'dr, (15)

63' |£T‘63+5L1 '63} c) 4 -6) 65

The value of exciting wave's field enters to (14), (15) through F(i) = F(rf)),

F(r)={(c/(2-£(z°)raw-[511")-E:O)~(m/c)+i-g(21)-Efgm -(co/c)— (kz¥k5)-(b,-1/(B0-a-r))><

x1,(k -r)-B‘°~’i(b,-l/(Bo-a-r))-1,'(k5-r)-(0'B(°)/&r)+i-(NziNJ—r-ES‘) x

459/5?b‘1'];(15:'r)/(Bo-a-r2))ii-(Nz-kz+ ”a. NZ—(m/C)~E§0))-E‘(9°) X

xlb,-I~I;(ks-r)/(Bu-a-r)):((NziNJ/BMa/alb;-I-1;(k..~r)~E£°>)— (16)

4b,~1-1,(k5-r)-n/(Bo.a.r))-(N $N5)-Er(°)i071-l-];(k3-r)/(Bu-r))4(i/0?)(r-NZ-Er‘°))¥
Z

$(b,-I-I,'(ks-r)-a)/(B0-a-r-c))-6(20)-E50)]—(c-n-B‘i)/(r-ago)-m))ii-E§t)}A

Satellite haimonics' amplitudes have singularities in SAR, nevertheless the

combination (C'n'B(i))/(f'Eéu)'(1))+i'Ef9::) in expression (16) varies slowly near by

SAR. One can obtain well-known expressions [2-4] for the power P}? changing

in (14)—(16) rfiflar/go), (NZiNs)—+NZ, Egfl sag”, away” and omitting the

addendum in square brackets in the expression (16). Contribution P2 to Alfven

heating due to satellite harmonics is not small if 1m(£3)2 116(83)‘ Our results (14),

(15) are true if resonant surface r0 ditfers weakly enough from the ring cylinder:

—1

|k1|~b, -],'(ks-r)/(a-BD)~ e,-a" (pa, «1)? <1. (17)
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The values P}? emf and usually PS) «173(2), but in some cases power
absorption PS) prove to be more essential, then PS).

a) AR (2) displaces at the plasma edge if kZ and 720$”) are small. At the

same time SAR can be located in the plasma core if k). and ring”) are large.
Then P}? 2 P}? so far as

P.‘*’/P.‘°’mlnt/‘nht’JJ-[MzHad/k1?-lF‘“/F‘°)F. (18)
In this case 13“” can penetrate in plasma well due to kz smallness. The wave 8“”
can be the eigen with weak damping for the device. It leads to satellite harmonics
B‘flkincreasing. The pOWers PS) and Pig) increase consequently.

Value PS) can also increase when AW with axial wave number (kz i Icy) is
the eigen mode for the device. Two last addendum in (16) increase resonantly in
this case.

b) Condition N: >g§°> is true everywhere in low density plasma. That is
why the main AR does not exist. The SAR r:rfl can exist in this case. This
SAR provides absorption of excited field. This absorption can be increased if
satellite wave B“) is the eigen mode for the device.

c) Fast magnetosonic waves with k> (m/c) and frequency m> [on have not
main AR at all. [f |kZ—k:1<(m/c) SAR appears in stellai'ator's plasma for such
waves. It can contribute greatly to undesirable periphery heating.

The work is supported by the State Committee on Science & Technology
of Ukraine ( Contract N 8303 ) and Science and Technology Center in Ukraine.
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Abstract
The fast wave equation has been extended to include the effect of the parallel electric field.

This reduced. second order equation thus contains ion cyclotron damping of both ion

species. electron Landau. transit time damping and associated cross terms and resonance

absorption at the ion hybrid resonance (equivalent to mode conversion). The theory is

valid for arbitrary concentrations of two ion species but we focus on the case of comparable

proportions of deuterium and tritum. For this situation the ion hybrid resonance is well

separated from the ion cyclotron resonances and hence ion cyclotron damping is negligible

in the ion hybrid resonance region The ion hybrid resonance is broadened only by electron

Landau damping. We calculate the strength of the ion cyclotron damping as the fast

wave, launched on the low—field—side crosses the deuterium fundamental resonance. The

power transmitted across the deuterium cyclotron resonance is then incident on the ion

hybrid resonance where the fraction mode converted is calculated. The direct electron

dissipation of the fast wave in its transit across the plasma is also calculated. However, the

strongest electron dissipation is produced by the absorption of the ion hybrid (Bernstein)

wave as it propagates away from the conversion region towards the tritium fundamental

resonance. The damping rate of the ion hybrid wave by electrons is obtained from the

local dispersion relation and the absorption of the ion hybrid power is described with the.

aid of a toroidal ray tracing code. The mode converted fraction can be made to approach

100% when a triplet configuration fcutoff-resonance-cutAotf) is analysed instead of the

usual cut—off-resonance (Budden) case.

1. Introduction
There is a. strong incentive to make use of the fast wave in the ion cyclotron range of

frequencies to provide a. seed for the bootstrap current and to modify the current profile.

The fast wave has good accessibility properties without any density limit. l'lowever1 under

present tokamak conditions its coupling to the electrons is weak. A method of achieving

elticient coupling of fast wave power to the electrons has recently been described by

h‘lajesl-(i‘ Phillips and Wilson] who observed strong electron heating in the vicinity of the

two ion hybrid resonance. The mechanism believed to be responsible for these observations

is mode conversion of the fast wave to the ion hybrid wave. Majeslx’i et al1 drew attention

to the fact. that the fast wave cut-off, in the edge region on the high field side, moves

towards the hybrid resonance as e increases. and suggested that the cutoff-resonance-

cuteoff triplet could lead to an enhancement of the mode conversion over the Budden

value”. The triplet problem was recently solved in refs ‘4 and :3.

In a. plasma in which the two ion species are present in comparable proportions the two

ion hybrid resonance is well separated from both cyclotron resonances. As a. result, in the
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vicinity of the ion hybrid resonance. the ion hybrid wave is damped only by the electrons.
Furthermoro the electron damping of the ion hybrid wave is much stronger than the
electron damping of the first wave, An approximate expression for the damping rate of
the ion hybrid wave is obtained and results from a ray tracing code quantity electrcm
damping of the ion hybrid wave as it propagates away from the ion hybrid resonance.
Mode conversion in the presence of both ion and electron damping is then calculated
This alloWs the power lost by the last waye before it reaches the ion hybrid resonance to
be obtained Results are given for JET and TFTR discharge conditions.

2. The propagation and damping of the ion hybrid wave
In order to obtain the local damping rate of the ion hybrid wave due to electron dissipation
we start from the full electromagnetic dispersion relation. Making use of the dominance
ol‘ the 5:: element and keeping only the oft-diagonal elements which contain an n : 0
resonance. we have.

nits“. — nfi) —- (51W * ufi)(5”. — u“ + Egy>(5”—nfi) (1)

where the terms which contribute to the damping:r have been put on the right-hand-Side
of Eq (1).

For the purposes of simplicity. only the specific case of a deuterium»tritiuIn plasma
will be considered. The two ion species are assumed to have equal concentrations and the
same temperature. In addition. the small Larmor radius approximation is made. [or all
species. The dispersion relation is given by

. ., .1 02 q " 2“ u2 I)(Luz—elk?)(u.“—i———TJ\"+— — i TA J. 4 || 9%)

: s ”,7? o2 o3 — n2 A i mafia-<3». (2)
Swim U '1

631 = Bg//1.u(p1 + p:) is the Allven speed where /’1.2 are the mass densities of the two
ion species. Nil : (“Alan/tutu = w/L‘a and Q“ is the ion hybrid frequency, all other
symbols having their usual meanings. Equation (‘2) is Valid [or N” < 1. A solution for
the. ion hybrid wave which is tar from the resonance condition with the Altvén wave,
Ni E etrtky/w .~_ 1, is obtained by assuming I“; = Ir” + 6h where Icy” is a. solution of Eq
(‘2) with the electron term on the right-handside neglected. The required solution is

6h —i7r1/2 ‘2 nc TF 1[In : ‘q— —km 1.5 (Niaillgnn TD ‘2

where Ni.) E CAA‘Ln/LU. The negative sign 01‘ (Sky is due to the backward wave nature
of the ion hybrid wave. It is well known that kid increases as the ion hybrid wave
propagates towards the high field side. This causes the damping rate to fall due to the
factor (NM 7 l)”. IIOWevel“ the damping rate is dominated by the. evolution of CW clue.
to the change of Ir” as shown by the ray tracing results discussed in the next paragraph.

In order to quantify the strength of the damping of the ion hybrid wave as it. propagates
away from the conversion region a toroidal ray tracing code6 has been used. The trajectory
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of the mode converted wave in the poloidal plane is given in Fig l which shows that the

wave damps close to the conversion region. In Fig '2 the change in the normalised parallel

ph'dSP speed due to the evolution of I.“ along the ray is shown. The wave damps strongly

onCC‘ | (5'05 | falls below '2.

3. lvlode conversion in the presence of ion and electron damping

In order to give a realistic estimate for the power mode converted. the energy lost by the

fast wave due to ion cyclotron and direct electron damping before it reaches the hybrid

resonance must be calculated. This is done with the aid of a generalization of the second

order fast. wave equation which includes not only fundamental and second harmonic ion

cylotron damping; of both ion species but all electron dissipation effects.5

I Integration results for TFTR are shown in Figs 3 and 4 for a. D-T plasma of almost

equal concentrations. The fraction of incident fast wave power which is absorbed is

compared with the mode converted power. For an electron density ne : 5 X 1019m_3.

TL : 10l<e\" and TD : T7 : 2UlceV more than seventy per cent of the power can be

mode converted. as shown in Fig 3. For a denser plasma (116 = ‘2 x1020m’3) with hotter

electrons (T5 = 301(eV)‘ Fig 4 shows that the mode converted power is very low.

4. Conclusions
The generalized fast wave equation has been used to Show that up to eighty per cent of

the fast Wave power can be mode converted to the ion hybrid wave in a single transit

under existing conditions in JET and TFTR. The advantage of the single transit (triplet)

case compared with the niulti~pass (Budden) configuration is that it is less affected by

increased damping at an ion cyclotron resonance. However. for higher density plasmas,

appropriate to the projected lTER conditions. with an electron temperature T5 = 30 keV,

the fast wave is evidently damped directly by the electrons and ions before reaching the

hybrid resonance and there is almost no mode converted pmver.
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Neutral Beam Heating and Current Drive in Tight Aspect Ratio Tokamaks
G. Counsel], M. Cox
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Introduction
With a suitable choice of beam energy, neutral beam injection (NBI) can offer high efficiencies

for both heating (NEH) and current drive (NBCD) in tight aspect ratio tokamaks (TART‘s) such as

START and MAST over the required density range, Although ECR and LH approaches may have

long term prospects in TARTs, the low magnetic field (Bz0.5-O.7T) of START and MAST limits the

applicability of these schemes to very low density. This paper discusses the differences between TART

and conventional tokamak plasmas that must be taken into account in the modelling of NBI and

presents the result of calculations performed for a 40keV hydrogen neutral beam line (on loan from

ORNL) being installed on START and proposed NBH/NBCD schemes for MAST.

Modelling of NBI in TART's

The relatively large drifi velocities of beam generated fast ions in START and MAST plasmas

leads to orbit widths which can represent a significant fraction of the minor radius (figure 1). As a

result, it is necessary to average power deposition from the beam over, at least, the first poloidal drift

orbit of each ion by particle following. Full solutions to the Grad-Shafranov equation need to be used

in the orbit following because the magnetic fields in TART plasmas are poorly represented by

conventional moment expansions. Orbit averaging is also necessary to account for the effects of

trapping, which becomes a significant issue for beam generated fast ions at tight aspect ratio. For the

beam and plasma parameters investigated in this work up to 80% of ions born outside the magnetic axis

may be trapped, with total trapped particle fractions up to 70% at high density. Trapping therefore has

an important effect on both the power deposition profiles (figure 2), current drive profiles and current

drive efliciency. In order to reduce computational time, ion trajectories are often approximated by

those of their guiding centre. However at the low magnetic fields encountered in START and MAST

the ion Larmor radii can be sufficiently large to risk invalidating the adiabatic assumptions implicit in

0th order guiding centre theory, particularly inside the magnetic axis where VB is at its largest. Fast

ion orbits in these devices can also exhibit large toroidal precession velocities which may also invalidate

the 0th order assumptions of conventional guiding centre theory and lead to a failure to accurately

conserve all orbit invariants. Extreme care must therefore be taken to ensure accurate particle

following in low field TART‘s. In this work, guiding centre orbits were regularly compared against

orbits derived from full solutions to the ion equations of motion. Discrepancies were occasionally

identified, but were sufficiently infrequent as to have a negligible impact on the results.

The net NBCD consists of two components; the fast ion current and the reverse electron

current (driven by momentum transfer from the fast ions to plasma electrons), which has a sigrificant

effect on the not current and current drive profile (figure 6). Analytic calculations of this current based

on solutions to the Fokker-Planck equation for electrons in the banana regime have been perfomied by

Start [1], Though valid at tight aspect ratio, their tabulated results are inconvenient to use but the
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commonly used analytic fit to their results developed by Mikkelson [2] produces significant errors (up
to 35%) as the inverse aspect ratio 8—H. However, the inclusion of an additional term (underlined in
eqn. 1) to this fit extends its applicability to tight aspect ratio, reducing the maximum error to below 1%

11913 1 1F Z Z a = — 1~G Z , E Z , Eq.l( b) 217,5) Zb] Zb Ze [ ( w E)+ ( 517’ 5)] 11

Here Jim and j” are the beam driven and fast ion currents, Zb and Zfiflr and the beam and effective
plasma charge, 5 is the inverse aspect ratio and

G(Zefl- ,5) = (155+ 085l )gO-5 — (0,2 +1.55/Zefl)g
Ewe/f ,5) = (0.35 — 0.7 / Zefl)gl'5*°'425’zeff

Modelling Strategy
Equilibria for the plasma being investigated were generated as full solutions to the

Grad-Shafranov equation using the TOPEOL free boundary equilibrium code [3]. A modified version
of the Monte Carlo beam deposition code NFREYA [4] was used to follow model neutrals with a
Gaussian profile mimicking the desired beam parameters from their intersection with the plasma
equilibrium boundary until they were charge exchanged or ionised, or passed through the plasma
(shine-through). The guiding centre corresponding to each fast ion created was followed for one
complete poloidal orbit, or until it was lost from the plasma, by numerically integrating the guiding
centre equations. The NBH power deposition profile was constructed by distributing the beam power
associated with each ion weighted according to the time spent by the ion in each flux surface through
which it passed. Future work will include slowing down effects on the power deposition profile.

NBCD profiles were evaluated using the Fokker-Planck code BANDIT-3D [5], which was
modified to solve the 3D Fokker-Planck equation in the presence of a fast ion source term (with
components in pitch angle, speed and flux surface radius) supplied by NFREYA. The profiles of
plasma temperature and density were those used in NFREYA and were assumed to have already
evolved to a state consistent with the neutral beam input. The reverse electron current was included
using the improved fit described above. Future work using the FPP-SD code will include the finite drifi
orbit width effects neglected in BANDIT-3D.

Results
Tables 1 and 2 describe the equilibrium and plasma parameters for the START and MAST cases
examined and the gives details of the corresponding and NBI systems studied
START Figure 2 shows a deposited power density profile modelled for co-injection into a
typical START plasma with nc0=2.0x1020m‘3 and density profile (l-\y)0~5 (with and without the
inclusion of orbit averaging). The profile varies little with either plasma density or plasma density
profile in the parameter region relevant to START, being slightly more peaked for plasmas with lower
density or more peaked density profiles. Typical power densities on axis range from 7.5MWm'3 to
9.5MWm‘3. Figure 3 shows the total power deposited into the plasma from the beam, as a function of
density and density profile. Beam power shine-through can be seen to vary from less than 2% at high
density to around 30% at the lowest densities.
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Figure 4 shows calculated beam driven currents for a range of volume averaged densities. This

suggfism that detectable currents will only be achievable in START at low density. Fokker-Planck

calculations of the time evolution of driven current show that 10-20ms is required for steady state to be

reached at the lowest densities investigated (where the efficiency is highest). This is comparable to the

START pulse length and, therefore, complex modelling will be required to interpret the results.

,MASJ: Tables 3 and 4 show calculated current drive efficiencies (nCD=nzoI(A)R(m)/P(W))

and beam power shine—throughs for a range of plasma densities in MAST, at a range of beam energies.

For 120keV, D injection (one of the options for MAST NBI) "CD as high as 0.025 was calculated for

the lowest density studied (n20=0.5), with an acceptable shine-through of less than 10%. The increased

losses at high density seen for the 60 and 70keV D beams results from first orbit losses of (co-going)

ions born at the extreme periphery of the plasma, another TART phenomena requiring accurate particle

following to be included in the modelling.

Figures 5 and 6 show power deposition and current drive profiles (with and without inclusion

of the reverse electron current) for Em=70keV, nw=5.0x1019m'3. Both profiles are strongly peaked

on axis, a feature which was common to all the cases examined.

Conclusions

Several features particular to TART‘s must be taken into account for accurate modelling of

NBH/NBCD. A model has been developed and used in calculation of NBI on START and MAST.

Results Show that NBI can provide high efficiencies and peaked profiles for NBH and NBCD in

TART’s
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WAVE PROPAGATION AND ABSORPTION DURING ECRH AT THE

FUNDAMENTAL RESONANCE OF 140 GHZ ON THE FTU TOKAMAK

A BrusChi» S,Cirant, F.Gandini, G.Granucci, A.Orefice, S.Nowak, A.Simonetto, G.Solari,

[stiruro di Fr‘sica d9] Plasma, EURATOM/ENEA/CNR Association, Mikmo, ITALY

Introduction
The analysis of the EC wave propagation and damping rate is a starting point in the description

of ECRH experiments in FTU tokamak. The main outcome of the analysis is the power

deposition profile, which can be used for comparison with direct measurementslll and for

transport analysislz].
The beam—tracing code is also used to interpret the response of lowagain microwave probes

When exposed to residual EC power after the first pass.

EC wave beam propagation and damping

Additional heating experiments of the FTU plasma were perfomredm by perpendicular injection

of an EC wave beam (waist w0=28.6 mm placed at 146 mm from the plasma boundary) at 140

GHz, 0.4 MW, ordinary mode, fundamental resonance. The beam was irradiated by a

truncated, oversized, circular corrugated waveguide placed in the equatorial midplane and

carrying an HEM modem. The spurious, unpolarized mode content at the launching antenna

was estimated to be lower than 5%, while the polarization of the main beam was almost 100%

horizontal.

A numerical code, which includes the self—diffraction due to the finite transverse size of the

millimeterwave beam, has been used”) to model the wave-plasma interaction. All the parameters

relevant for a reliable description of the propagation and absorption of the EC waves (ie. the

vacuum radiation pattern of the launching antenna, the experimental electron temperature and

density profiles, the magnetic field pattern resulting from the equilibrium analysis of the specific

discharge) are taken into account.

Fig.1 shows the calculated power deposition profiles for a medium and an high density

discharge, together with the essential features of the EC wave/plasma interaction which

determine the shape and the strength of the wave absorption.

The wave damping rate is very strong as the wave propagates after resonance, and consequently

the power deposition profiles are narrow (the FWHM is 4+5 cm). The fractional power

absorbed at the fu‘st pass depends mostly on the electron temperature, and is higher than 90%

for all the discharges considered (Fig.2). Because of the high damping rate at resonance, almost

all the power in the main gaussian beam is expected to be absorbed by the plasma after a few

reflections at the walls.
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Fig.1 - The essential features of the EC wave-plasma interaction are shown in this figure (left),together with the calculatedpower deposition profile during ECRH in a medium and on highdensity discharge. The plasma response is monitored by a multichannel ECE polychromator(markers on the left), tinted around the second harmonic of the gyrotron frequency.

Residual power measurements
The residual e.m. power at the walls was measured by a set of three low-gain probes, designed
to average the em. field measurement over an area several wavelengths wide for minimizing
interference effects and frequency dependence. All probes are poloidally placed in order not to
see directly the main beam. One probe (no.1) is placed in the same poloidal plane of the injected
EC beam, and the other two are toroidally displaced by 30° and 180° respectively.
The signals taken in different discharges, normalized with respect to the detector sensitivity and
the total launched power, are shown in Fig.3. The ordering is made with the density at
resonance, because it is the parameter most sensitive to beam divergence.
In spite of the wide density scan, the residual signal on probes n.2 and n.3 is almost
independent on beam divergence. This signal is ascribed therefore to the spurious fraction
(expected to be less than 5% in power) of the launched power polarized as the X-mode.
reflected at the cut-off layer right outside the launching antenna. As expected, the signal on the
toroidally opposite probe is the lowest.
The behaviour of probe 11.1 is similar to the other two up to ne,ris=1-2 1020 m'3, where the
received signal strongly increases. This is ascribed to the direct coupling to the O—mode content
of the spurious antenna pattern, which is spread up to the probe by plasma refraction (Fig.4)
and is poorly attenuated because of the relatively low peripheral temperature. The launching
angle of the ray reaching the probe, and the corresponding attenuation, can be found by using
the ray-tracing code, and an image of the outer portion of the spurious antenna pattern can be
reconstructed (Fig.5). Assuming arbitrarily a gaussian distribution for this spurious radiation,
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the measurement indicate that the power in this stray radiation should be in the order of what

expccmd from mode conversion in the transmission lineBl (=5%).

spurious X-mode content and waveguide arcing

In some cases arcing in the waveguide system close to the launching antenna was observed. The

discharges with the ECRH pulse terminated by an are are characterized by having the cut-off

layer closest to the waveguide mouth (Fig.6). A possible cause for arcing is therefore the

presence of a Small amount of spurious unpolarized modes, which are reflected back into the

waveguide by the cut-off.
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Fig.2 - Fractional first pass absorption vs. the peak electron temperature.
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Fig.3 - Normalized signals from difierent probes , ordered with electron density at resonance.

Probe 21.1 is in the same poloidal plane as the EC wave beam.

Conclusions

The beam tracing and damping calculations show that wave absorption occurs in a very

localized plasma region, in agreement with the observed heating power density profiles.
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The first pass absorption of the main EC wave beam (with O-mode polarization) by the tifl‘get
plasma is always higher than 90%, and the electron heating due to EC absorption should bring
single pass absorption close to 100%.
Part of the spurious X-mode content at the launching antenna is trapped outside the cut-off, and
it is likely responsible for arcing sometime observed in the waveguide feeding the antenna.
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Fig.6 — Closed dots represent discharges with arcing during ECRH. The figure shows that for
these discharges the Xmode cut-0]?rposition is close to the waveguide radiating aperture.
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Experiments with quasioptical grill on tokamak
CASTOR

Zécek F., Jakuhka l\'.. Kleteclia P.‘ Klima R.‘ I\'rlin L.. Kryska L. Nanobashvili“ 5..

Pavlo P., l’reinhaelter .]., Stockel .1,

Institute of Plasma Physics, Za Slovanltou El. 182 00 Prague 8. Czech Republic
‘lnstitute of Physics, Taramashvili 6. 380077 Tbilisi‘ Georgia

INTRODUCTION
A LIIW launching system, based on a diffraction quasioptical principle [1] (so called

“quasioptical grill”) has been developed‘ tested on a stand and recently installed in the
(ASTOR toltamalt in WI1 Prague (H/a : Owl/Ohm]? : 1T). see schematic Fig.1. The
svste‘l‘ll works at the frequency 9.367]: and has output dimensions 76 X 100mm. The

gi'ill consists of two rows each having (5 straight rods with diameter 6.5111772 and length

100mm, spared equally at 13.3mm. The last distance 13.37717” corresponds, according to

dillraction theory. to the wave. retardation N: i 2 along the magnetic field [2] The grill

is irradiated by a plane wave (necessary assumption of the diffraction theory), which is
formed by a cylindrical parabolic reflector, creating end part of a pyramidal horn. To
achieve the best RF matching, the row lacing the plasma is fixed while the second one
is adjustable so that the distance D; between the rows is ”tunable,“ :l:5mm. Using a.

movable l'JOX-linliter, plasma density in front of the grill can he changed to optimize the
wave-plasma coupling. Moreover, this limiter can prevent launching of an undesirable
vacuum surface wave. which could propagate between the liner wall and critical density
layer.

The aim ofjust starting experiments is to find whether such antenna system can excite
the required slow waves in the plasma. For this reason a movable double HF probe has
been installed in CASTOH. To measure deeper in the plasma, a special scenario of the
tokamak discharge must be used. If the results were positive, the application of the Ll-IC'D
in large tokamaks could be much simpler and cheaper.

area
‘ 92 big/006
I s 5e[5.12

moo “W”! bolt-limit": H89.5115 — \ b
Elli e row

mo

Figure l: Diffraction quasioptical grill I‘or (JASTOR tokamalt.
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1. STAND MEASUREMENTS
The possibility to "tune" the antenna system shown in Fig.l has been tested on astand. The resulting dependence of the power rellection coefficient on the distance 02 isgiven in Fig.2. Reflection coefficient has been evaluated from the standing wave patternin the region between the parabolic reflector and the grill in the absence of the box—limiter[3]. It may be scen, that R varies between [1’ = 50 — 0.5%. while the reflection on one rowof rods only (of the same diameter and spacing) equals 15%. see in the figure as well,

2. EXPERINIENTAL SET-UP FOR THE CASTOR NIEASURENIENTSGeometric arrangement of RF measurements in CASTOR is shown in Fig.3. Positionof double RF probe PLPg (tips separated 6mm toroidally each other and placed indiagnostic port toroidally «15° from the antennas port) detecting LHVV has been chosenon the basis of the LHW’ ray tracing [Ll], predicting LHW' corms on high field side in thiscross-section. The probes can be moved horizontally through the whole plasma. diameter(7‘ : immin) and vertically (3 = irlOmm). The microae scheme given in Fig.3 allowsus to measure the amplitudes E1, E2 and phases 5;], pg. of the RF electric fields registeredby RF probes P1, Pg. and quadratic detectors. The aim of just starting experiments isto prove whether such quasioptical system is able to excite in tokamak plasma those slowwaves needed for the Current drive. A magnetron with the power Wall" and pulse length50;“? is used as RF generator.

H
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to o I

._. o
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Figure ‘2. Dependence of the power reflec-
tion coefficient of the double—row grill on
the mutual distance D2 between the rows
(stand measurement).

Figure 3. Detection of the slow LHVV
launched in the CASTOR L0l\'a|11éll\' by
QOG.

3. RESULTS OF MEASUREIVIENTS WITH PLASMA
The preliminary results of the measurements with this launching system in CASTORcan be summarized as follows:
1. All RF signals P1,P2,PW Le. E3,E§,E,Z (and power PM] reflected back intothe feeding waveguide as Well) exhibit strong mutually uncorrelated modulations (up to100%), see typically in Fig.4, if plasma is present; this fact makes a direct measurementof the wave phase shifts very complicated.
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Figure 4. Typical time variations of incident power PM... power R; on the phase detector

and powers P1 and P3, registered by the both probes P1 and F2. at the quasistationary

phase. of tokaniak discharge.

2. Simultaneous measurements of E1 and electron densities ‘11:”, and 11;, using the RF

probes proved no Correlation between these modulations and fluctuations of local density,

see Fig.5.
3. Further, there is no obvious correlation between the modulations of E1, E2 (cf. Fig.4)

and [1T5], What may be explained by the. existence of expressive standing waves format-ions.

4. RF field is registered on the both sides of the. liner, see Fig.6. Nevertheless, some

indication of the LH corms localized on the. high field side (negative value of the radius

r) is observable in the figure. However, possible penetration of a surface wave, must be

taken into account.
5. There is a clear dependence of the PM] on the distance D; between the rows (PM!

varies 10X); E1. E2, however, do not exhibit any such dependence.

- 4
Pine [V]

———->

9.10 9.15 . 0 9.15

1; [ms] t [m5]
Figure 5. Correlation between RF power and local fluctuating density in RFpmbes

position.
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CONCLUSION

Preliminary measurements of RP lield. launched into the tokamak plasma using a
quasioptical antenna. have shown a. complex character of the problem. Strong turbulence
of the tokamak plasma, resulting in the high degree of field modulation in time and
space as Well, makes the phase measurement cumbersome. Our efforts in the next future
are oriented on (I) elimination ot the possible presence ol‘ a snrl‘zu'e \Va'x'ej. (it) [flotilltlllg
a rake ol~ Langmuir probes directly in the grill rods lacing the plasma tor the electron
density measurement. just. in front of the grill: (iii) tailoring the plasma density profile by
means of vertical magnetic field. gas putting and movable box limiter; (in) improx-erncnt
of grill-plasma coupling, by shaping rods along the plasma surface [5]; (u) reversion of
the induction electric field in order to possibly absorb the LHVV on last electrons: (vi)
electrostatic biasing of plasma in order to suppress the turbulence.

Besides this "open" (piasieoptical system. an idea to immerse the grill directly into
the \\'a\reguide has arisen [Kl]. Such a system has been designed for C'AS'HJR and it is
under construction. Stand measurement of the mode structure in the feeding waveguide
has already proved the possibility to excite the needed Till“ mode

Acknowledgement: \‘Vorlt was supported by the grant of GA AV (TR 1431“)?»
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Enhancement of Current Drive Efficiency by
Simultaneous Excitation of Stimulated Raman Backward

and Forward Scattered Waves

V, Demchenko *) and G. Kamelander

Austrian Research Center Seibersdorf
A—2444, Seibersdorf, Austria

*) lntemational Atomic Energy Agency
A—1400 Vienna, Austria

rantedimism
Recent experiments on microwave generation using Free Electron Laser (FEL) have shown to

be an efficient way to generate intense pulses of microwave radiation with possible application

to plasma heating and current drive in tokamaks using beat-wave or Raman-scattering

techniques. The feasibility of a current drive (CD) technique based on a single-frequency or a

beat-wave scheme have been recently discussed. See Bertrand [l] and Ghizzo [2] and the

references quoted in these papers. Previous emphasis has been put on the dynamics of forward

(FR) [l]and backward (BS) [2] Raman scattering waves separam exited due to strong

microwave radiation.

The purpose of this work is to present results of numerical simulation of Raman current drive

by free electron lasers in cases in which both forward and backward scattered waves are

present. By starting with a backward Raman instability driven by an intense electron plasma

wave we observe the decay of the pump wave. A new plasma wave generated by this decay

leads to a coupling with the corresponding forward Raman instability. These mechanisms lead

to a tail of accelerated electrons of high energies through two-stage accelerations:
l.) The backward wave preaccelerates a large number of electrons from the bulk of the

electron distribution which is initially maxwellian.
2) In the second stage these electrons are further accelerated by the forward scattered wave.

The efficiency of this scheme of current drive is higher than the usual scheme based on separate

excitation of Raman scattered waves.

A 1-D relativistic Vlasov-code hase been described in Ref [3]. We apply the code to a plasma

with parameters relevant to the tokamaks T-15 (case I) and T-lOS. (case 11)

Case I: The plasma representing typical parameters of the T—lO-tokamak is characterized by

the magnetic field B0=5 T, by the density n0=1020 m'3 and by the electron temperature Te=5

kev.
Case 11: Investigating the lasma of the T-lOS tokamak we assume a magnetic field of B0=3.5

T. a density n0: 0.5)(101 m‘3 and a temperatur of Tc=6.5 kev. In the numerical simulations at

large amplitude circularely polarized electromagnetic wave of frequency (no and wave number

k0 is exited in a periodic simulation box.
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3. Results of the simulafigns
For parameters relevant to the T—15 tokamak (simulation 1) we choose a right-handed
circularly polarized (RCP) pump wave with the frequency (00:3.4 mpe and a wave number
k0=3.096 (ope/c.
cope is the electron plasma frequency.
Initially the excited electrostatic plasma wave (ESW) is characterized by (06:1.225 cope and
kc=4.128 (ope/c. For the backward scattered Raman wave (BSR) it follows from the dispersion
relation and from the matching conditions ms=2.146 wpe and ks=l.032 (ops/c. The amplitude
of the pump wave is 13020287 (opecme/e. Simulations demonstrate that the electromagnetic
pump wave (Fig.1) drives a scattered electromagnetic wave (Fig.2) and an ESW (Fig.3). Fer
definitions see references [l—3J. At the initial time interval, i.e. up to t=100m;: (the time is
measured in units of (ope). the energy of the plasma wave is transferred to the kinetic energy of
the electrons (Fig.4) and the formation of a longitudinal current is observed (Fig.5). From I
~100m; to “IF-200(1); energy is periodically transferred between pump wave, BRS wave and
ESW wave. This could be interpreted as a parametric three-wave interaction process. A three-
dimensional contour representation of the distribution function at #1950); demonstrates
clearly the acceleration of electrons as a consequence of their trapping by the electrostaticwave (Fig. 6).
For simulation II we consider an incident RCP-pump-wave with the frequency w0=3.45mpc
and with the wave number k0=3.17mpe/c. From the dispersion relations and from the matching
conditions we obtain for the BRS-wave (08:2.155 (ope and ks=l.0589 cope/c and for the ESW-
wave 036:1.295 mpe and ke=4.236 (ope/c . The electron quiver velocity is VOSC=eE0/mm0. The
amplitude of the electric pump field is given by 130:0. 18m tacme/e.
Comparing figures7. 8, 9 with the correspondig figures 2, 3 and 5 we can conclude that at theinitial stage of simulation the pump wave drives a backward scattered wave and a large
amplitude ESW by means of a three wave decay process. which trappes and accelerates theelectrons producing an electric current. The electric field of the ESW has only one modenumber e.i. n=7 corresponding to the wave number of the most unstable mode. Starting from
time 1:200m; the growth of the FRS wave is observed. This is demonstrated by figures 10 to
12. This wave further accelerates the electrons since due to the high phase velocity of theexcited FRS-waves it provides a hot population at even higher energy. At this stage the BRSand FRS processes for current drive can not be longer separated.
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1. Introduction

This paper reviews the first experimental evidence [1,2] of Alfven Wave Current Drive

(AWCD) in a tokamak and presents new data demonstrating localized current drive. In a low

denSity experiment on the PhaedruS-T tokamak. loop voltage drops indicated that 30—55% of

the toroidal current (20-32 kA out of 64 kA total cun‘ent), was driven with rf at to = 0.7 (Dci on

axis with a coupled rf power of 200kW. AWCD experiments employed n/Z phasing (Alfven

wave heating experiments employed 1: phasing between the antenna straps). Experiments with

-1r/2 phasing did not find loop voltage drops although similar increases were found in Zeff.

This is consistent with the wave spectrum asymmetry found in current-carrying cylindrical

plasmas [3]. Analysis of the time dependence of loop voltage indicates that the current in that

experiment was driven at r/a z 0.5. Experiments which varied 03/0301 provided evidence of

radial current profile control which depended on the location of the Alfven resonance. In

addition, reflectometer data suggest localized excitation of density fluctuations. The significant

30-40% drop in loop voltage we observe cannot be explained by any plausible changes in

plasma parameters.

Representative Phaedrus AWCD results are given in Fig. 1. A loop voltage drop Avloop/V100p

= 0.36 was observed. Thomson scattering indicated that the decrease in V100p was not

associated with an increase in T6 (for the particular discharges shown in Fig. 1). RF was

coupled into the plasma at 110 msec and lasted 50 msec with a peak coupled RF power, PRF,

of 210 kW, see Fig. 1b. Upon application of the RF, the loop voltage VL abruptly decreased

to its minimum value in about 2 msec. Averaging over 18 discharges, the maximum fractional

VL drop, VM = (V0 — VRF)/V0, where V0 is the average loop voltage between 105 msec and

110 msec and VRF is the average between 112 msec and 117 msec, was 0.37. Individual VM

ranged from 0.35 to 0.40. The VL remained at this minimum level for 10 msec, then slowly

rose from this minimum. When the RF was terminated, the VL abruptly increased to a value

that exceeded the original ohmic VL. This temporal behavior of VL was dependent upon the

RF power coupled into the plasma. The RF power ramped up in approximately 1 msec to reach

75% of full power, then ramped more slowly to reach its peak power in about 10 msec and
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decays over the next 40 msec to 60% of its peak power. The VL normalized to RF power, VN
= VO+(VO~ W) x PRF/PRFmax where VL is evaluated at PRsu, is approximately constant
after the first 10 msec of coupled RF power suggesting that to first order the temporal behaviol-
of VL after the first 10 msec is due primarily to the decreasing RF power, see the dotted line
VN in Fig. la. The normalization procedure is supported by an approximately linear
dependence that the VM has on applied RF power.

The measured Ip was maintained constant within i025 kA. The fluctuations in the measured
Ip were found to be uncorrelated with the fluctuations in the measured VL suggesting that these
small current fluctuations had negligible impact on the measured VL. Since plasma inductance,
L, is a_function of plasma position, the position was programmed to remain constant and it
varied by only 0002 m from the ohmic position prior to the application of RF to the plasma
position during RF. The small fluctuations in position were not accompanied by a noticeable
change in the VL. Finally, the <ne> was controlled by decreasing the gas puffing by 15%
during the application of RF and the resulting <ne> was constant within the bit noise of the
<ne> measurement.

The minimum estimated efficiency (assuming all coupled power goes into current drive) for
current driven per unit rf input power is approximately ICD/Prf=0.l3-O. 15 W, depending on
Zeff. This corresponds to 65—70 % of the theoretically predicted efficiency by Ehst and Karney
[4]. The true efficiency is likely to be higher and could be as high or higher than the one
predicted by Fisch and Kamey [5] (which assumes no electron trapping). Although our present
experiments are in a regime where trapping effects are predicted to be the order of 30%, these
results suggests that trapped particle effects may not be as serious as previously thought. If this
trend continues for lower phase velocities (where Fisch Karney efficiencies are large) AWCD
will be an attractive scenario. The Alfven wave resonance in a toroidal geometry has been
shown [6] to be described by:

n+fl=2<934§> (l)
q c

where S is a component of the dielectric tensor in the notation of Stix [7], m is the poloidal
mode number, 9? is the distance from the axis of the torus and <> stands for a flux-surface
average if the ion cyclotron resonance surface S = 0, (caused by the presence of impurities)
does not intersect the resonant surface; if S=0 does intersect the resonant surface, the average is
taken between the turning points at which S=O. If in addition 2e<1-(co/(ocio)2 (0 denotes the
value on the axis) then the toroidal corrections are second order in the inverse aspect ratio a and
the cylindrical model (with the uniform axial magnetic field equal to the toroidal magnetic field
on the axis) approximately describes the Alfven wave resonance. For the Phaedrus-T range of
operation, this description is adequate in the inner (r S a/2) region. At outer radii. both the
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presence of the 8:0 surface and the Strong S variation along the flux surface due to the

proximity of the ion cyclotron resonance make the cylindrical approximation inapplicable.

Mode conversion to a short-wave length Kinetic Alfven Wave is predicted to takes place in the

vicinity 0f the Alfven resonance. We have investigated the Alfven resonance and radial Global 1

Alfven Eigenmodes for Phaedrus-T parameters with two codes: a cylindrical, kinetic, current

carrying plasma wave code ISMENE [8]; and a toroidal, cold, me = 0 plasma wave code

LION [9]. It can be shown (by comparison of ISMENE runs for cold and hot plasma) that the

cold plasma model gives a reasonable estimate of the power deposition profile in a hot plasma.

2. Current drive location and loop voltage response

The loop voltage response to an rf current drive is determined by resistive current diffusion. A

general solution for an arbitrary time—dependent Jr by Litwin [10] indicates the loop voltage

reSponse depends sensitively on the current drive location. On the basis of this formalism, we

find the loop voltage response for the data given in Fig. 1a is consistent with an off-axis current i

drive localized at r/a = 0.5 [1 1]. Assuming that the current drive takes place at the Alfven wave

resonance one can now deduce the wave phase velocity from Eq.(l). assuming that fully 1

ionized carbon, with concentration fc, is the dominant impurity. If Zeff = 2.2, fc=0.053. We ‘

find kuRo = 4. and m/kttvte = 1.8 (k1! = (n+m/q) / R0) in approximate agreement with the ‘l

results of the cold plasma toroidal full—wave code LION [8]: the power deposition is seen to ,

peak at lnl ~ 4—5, with tn ~ 1-2 (the antenna vacuum spectrum in the discussed experiments is

dominated by n<0 modes). If Zeff = 2.5, fC=O.O7l and (n/ktivle = 2.2

Recently we have conducted experiments at higher plasma densities (n0=7.6><1012 cm'3) and

approximately constant t'f power (450 kW). Upon If turn-on, central electron temperature 1

increased from 440 eV to 510 eV and Zeff rose from 1.9 to 3.1, respectively. Taking this into

account we analyzed the loop voltage response in these experiments in the manner described

above. The result of this analysis is shown in Fig. 2. which gives the time dependence of the

relative loop voltage drop defined as VR E[V(t)-V0] Prf(t=135)/[V(t=135)-Vo] Prf(t) where Prf

is the coupled rf power and V=VUZeff(t) with VL being the measured loop voltage. The thin ,

line denotes the experimental values and the thick line is the behavior predicted for a Gaussian ‘

driven current profile, localized at r = 0.52 a. From the Alfven wave resonance condition one

then deduces that (JD/lame = 2.3.

By changing the magnetic field magnitude. the position of the resonance can be affected. In

experiments with varying magnetic field a modification of the loop voltage response has been

observed (see Fig.3)
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The dependence of the current drive location on B is qualitatively similar to the dependence of
the mean radius of absorption (m.r.a.), obtained with the aid of the LION code (Fig. 4).

This work was supported by U.S. Department of Energy grant DE—FG02—88ER53264
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Parametric Mechanism of the Current Drive Switch—off
in the FT-2 Tokamak

V.N.Budnikov, V.V.Dyachenko, M.A.Irzak. E.R.Its, S.I.Lashkul,
A.D.Lebedev, K.A.Podushnikova, A.S.Tukachinsky,

O.N.Shcherbinin, M.1.Vildjunas

A.F.Ioffe Physico—Technical Institute, 194021, StPetersburg, Russia

The. fact that LH driven currents vanish at those densities at which the fast ion

generation starts has been known for a long time and discussed, see for example [1,2].

The transition from current drive to the fast ion appearance takes place approximately

at w x 2am” The peripheral parametric instabilities, producing fast ions, are considered

to be the reason for the transition. Interception of RF energy by ions from electrons

leads to switch off of the current drive. In experiments on FT—2 tokamak the drop

of current drive efficiency, coinsiding with the start of fast ion generation, was also

observed [3,4]. But the central parametric instability, observed in the plasma core by

enhanced scattering technique [3], was the cause of fast ion generation. Our previous

experiments were aimed at investigation of ion heating. The purpose of this paper is

to study comprehensively the transition density range, when the loop voltage drop and

fast ions are observed simultaneously.
The main device and discharge parameters are: R = 55 cm, a : 8 cm, I,) :

22 kA, B : 22 s, fie 2 (1.2 + 3) - 1013 cm”, hydrogen plasma. In the ohmic regime

the electron and ion temperatures were 500—600 eV and 100 eV, respectively. The RF

power up to 140 kW at a frequency 920 MHz and with pulse duration 3 ms was launched

from the outer side of the torus through a 2ewaveguide grill (NH = 2 + 4) . The charge

exchange analyzer was used to follow the behaviour of fast ions in the experiments, the

SXR diagnostic was used to study suprathermal electrons.

The behaviour of loop voltage AUL(n) and 1 lceV charge exchange neutral flux are

shown in Fig.1. As one can see, at some density 71,; a smooth dependance AUL(n) (close

to 1/71.) sharply changes. Therefore it can be assumed that the reason for LH current

drive termination is the generation of fast ions. There is a steep fall of AUL(71), at the

same density the flux of fast ions appears. The well known fact of the density increase

accompaning LH—heating makes it possible to observe the transition from current drive

to the fast ion generation mode in a single discharge. If the initial density no is chosen a

little less than nd the rising density 71. becomes equal to mi in the middle of the RF pulse.

Thus the start of generation of fast ions occures to be separated in time from the current

drive start. The loop voltage drop ALT/(71) remains nearly constant until ion generation

starts, see Fig.2. After appearance of CX flux the loop voltage starts to increase. The

loop voltage reaches the OH regime value by the end of the RF pulse. Radial profiles

of SXR intensity I5,(r) and radiation energy E(r) as well as flux of fast neutrals Fab)

for different moments (as shown in Fig.2) are presented in Fig.3. For the moment 2

(the moment of maximum drop of UL) the radial profile LA!) is rather broad, radiation

energy E(r) reaches 30 keV in the middle radius of plasma. The. energy of 30 keV
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corresponds to the energy of electrons, accelerated by a slowedwclown wave 11,, ~ C/N,‘ if
Mr ~ 3. After the start of generation of fast ions the profile 1,.(r) becomes narrmfer’
radiation energy in the inner part of plasma diminishes down to ~ 5 keV—moment 4_

The changes in SXR behaviour seem to be important. They suggest changes in the
waveielectron interaction mechanism in the central region following the start of Wave
interaction with ions. The rate of ~ 5 keV electron production is much higher than in
OH regime. 5 keV electrons have velocity v; z 2\/§'11T,. The changes in SXR behavior
suggest changes in the wave-electron interaction mechanism following the start of the
wave interaction with ions. It leads to the assumption that in the plasma oscillations
with kflvrf ~ w/Bfi arise. As was mentioned above, in our previous experiments the
enhanced microwave scattering diagnostic made it possible to show, that the generation
of fast ions was associated with parametric instability of the pump wave [3] Unfor.
tunately, the diagnostic has limitations on accessible density and is not applicable for
the investigated regime. However, the. described experimental observations on electrOn
and ion behaviour, the fact of simultanious start of electron heating and generation
of fast ions, mentioned in [4] and in report BPS 2/328 (this conference), allow us to
conclude, that parametric instability is also responsible for wave—electron interaction in
the case 7,, > nd. For parametric instabilities the short scale oscillations (It w w/2\/§VT)
are exited most easely. The wavenumbers k- N cal/2 fiVT, are responsible for fast ion
generation. The acceleration of ions starts from the energy Emm «4 8TU it is confirmed
by experiments. We may assume by analogy. that electron heating is associated with
k” ~ w1/2\/§VTL > An : coo/N”. In this case Edmm) ~ 81",. The electrons of such an
energy actively interact with the bulk electrons, producing effective heating. There is
some difference between generation of fast ions and electrons by parametrically exited
waves. The ions are generated at the ”zero" background, while the electrons are acceler-
ated in the presence of high energy '05 ~ c/N electron beams. Therefore, when plasma
density n. exceeds 71,1, the energy of electron beam should decrease, but the threshold
should not be as steep as for fast ion production. Except the electron acceleration in a
pumping wave and in a “daugther” wave, there is also acceleration in toroidal electric
field. So electrons of different energy are present in plasma. The situation becomes
more simple if initial density on is taken higher than 714. In this case the loop voltage
drop is absent. The SXR energy (and electron beam energy) do not exceed 5 lceV at
no : 2.5 - 1013cm‘3, while it is about 30 keV if n < 77,) dining BF pulse. see Fig.4.

ASTRA [5] transport code was used to model the loop voltage evolution in RF
pulse. The equations for electron temperature and poloidal magnetic field were solved.
First, the effective heat diffusivity X9“ was calculated in OH regime. The profiles of HE
and T8 were taken from measurements , for neoclassical electric conductivity CCOH the
value Zeff = 3 was used. At the next step (OH—l—CD regime) the conductivity BC was
submitted to CCOH to model the electron beam. The radial profiles of 151(r) are similar
to BC, they were used in calculations. The absolute value was taken from loop voltage
drop measurement ( point 2 in Fig.2). The beam density occures to be m, ~ 0.025719. It
is in agreemeiit with estimation from SXR measurements 7717 ~ 0.015m. For simplicity
it was assumed that. the beam energy was 30 keV from the beginning of RF pulse. After
the onset of hot ion production it falls down to 5 keV. At the last stage of the RF pulse
(71 > rid) the more narrow profile of BC (curve 4. Fig.3) was used in the equations,
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the absolute calibration was not changed. The model gives a satisfactory explanation

of UL evolution during RF pulse. The effective conductivity of ~ 5keV beam is less
compared with the conductivity of 30 keV beam, so UL goes up after the start of hot ion

production. It was found difficult. to explain the jump of Ur after the end of RF within

the limits of our model. To get agreement with experimental data Xeff at the periphery

(r 2 5,7 cm) was cut during current drive (a dashed line in Fig.5). The assumption is

in accordance with energy and particle confinement improvement, observed in [6] It

leads to 11 increase near the edge, as was confirmed by probe measurements [7] After

the end of RF Xeff returns to OH value= resulting in edge plasma cooling, In our model

Ts 111 the center at the first stage (CD regime) goes slightly down due to UL fall and

noneffective energy transfer from 30 keV electrons Then it rises (when n > 71d), because

5 keV electrons effectively loose their energy. The increase of TS is confirmed by GE

77burning down”7 (Em = 739eV) in the plasma center by the end of CD regime. The

model Tc behaviour in the center and in the periphery are shown in Fig.7.

So, the assumption, that the LH wave parametrically interacts with electrons (not

only with ions), resulting in production of 5 keV electron beams (Vd ~ 2fiVT¢) instead

of 30 keV beams (VEH ~ c/N:), allows us to explain the experimental observations.

The formation of strongly slowed down waves in parametrical decay, namely the phase

velocity V0 ~ L’x/‘q-g, leads to energy absorbtion not by suprathermal electrons (Ve ~

C/Nlllv but by less energetic electrons. The experiment shows, that the current drive

termination can take place not only because of absorbtion by ions [2], but because of

competition of absorbtion by different electron groups,
The research described in this publication was made possible in part by Grant

N023000 from the ISF and by Grant No95—02-D4072a from Russia FS.
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Non-WKB Terms And Ray-Tracing
In The Lower Hybrid Range In A Tokamak.

AVR,Esterkin, E.Z.Gusakov, MVA.Irzak, ADPiliya,

Iofi'e Physico-Technical Institute, Politekhnicheskaya 26, St. Petersburg, Russia.

It is demonstrated that the application of WKB method within the limits determined by the

condition k;1~(dki/dx) << 1 may give essentially wrong results as the WKB applicability crite-
rion is actually much more rigid in a magnetoactive plasma. A generalization of the WKB

method is proposed: the effect of the spatial derivatives of the dielectric tensor elements upon

the wave dispersion is taken into account consistently. A good agreement of the results with

numerical modeling is shown. The modified dispersion relation is applied to the LH waves ray-

tracing analysis of current drive in tokamaks.
The WKB method is effectively used for the analysis of the wave propagation in a non—

uniform plasma [ 1 1 When the plasma is non-uniform only in one direction the method is based

on representation of the field E, (x, t) = E, (x)-exp (iwt) as an asymptotic series

1 l a; l
E, (x) = {E'(°>(x) + E,‘”(") + El“) (x) + } . exp (1‘ :(INx(x')dx’ + Nyy + N:2)J (1)

Where the terms E,("’(x) are assumed to decrease as (k)’" (where L is the plasma inhomoge-

neity scale) and can be found by substituting (1) into the Maxwell equation

“1 as = 0, (2)c’

where the dielectric tensor elements a.) considered further in a cold plasma approximation are

A}? — graddivE +

assumed to be functions ofx coordinate directed transversally to the magnetic field I; : 306:. In
the O-th order approximation the dependence E“°)(x) is neglected and one can determine (i) the
dispersion relation

Do(w,l?,x):o (3)
binding the wave vector with the fi'equency and coordinate and (ii) the wave polarization which

coincide with corresponding expressions of the uniform plasma theory, In the next orders ap-

proximations the dependencies E,(°)(x) and then E,‘“i(x) are found. The WKB approximation is
applicable only to a weakly inhomogeneous plasma. Usually, by analogy with a non-magnetized

plasma case, the applicability criterion is considered as
l dk

k2 d): << 1, (4)

though, strictly speaking, the necessary condition to be fiilfilled is

lEfml >> lEfl)‘ (5)

The dispersion relation (3) is especially simple in the case of transversal wave propagation

at N: = or For an extraordinary wave it looks like
3 n 1 1

g'— ‘ a) a) (1)
g v, where 631+ ”:7 P' g2 p” . (6)

6 - a)“: a) ma)N_3=
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From this equation it follows, in particular, that the LH resonance is inaccessible from theplasma periphery and that the waves with N}, > 1 (ie, slowed down in the direction perpendicU_
lar to the density gradient and the magnetic field) do not propagate. In the last case according to(6) the electric field decreases exponentially inside the plasma in the form

a) ' 7 1Evxexp(-:j-JN‘T~l+g“dx) (7)

which is valid according to (4) ifig’i << (w/C)N; (Here and further on the prime denotes d/dx),
However, this conclusion is quite contradictory with the results of numerical solution of(2). For example, in Fig. 1 we present the spatial distribution ofthe field component Ey, excited

from the plasma periphery at the frequency 500 MHz. The magnetic fields B = lSs, electrOndensity gradient V715 =1012cm'4. One can see that at some values of NJ >> 1 satisfying the crite.
rion (4) a sequence of eigenmodes is excited in the plasma. As N‘y increases the modes penetratedeeper inside and their wave length decreases, At M, > 16 the propagation region reaches the
LH resonance where a strong damping takes place. Such a contradiction between the behaviordescribed by (7) and by numerical modeling is due to breaking the necessary condition ofWKB
applicability criterion (5) which in our case has the form: [g’i << ((u/c)N_‘, .

The possibility of strong damping of the LH waves at their transversal propagation has
been pointed out before in the paper [2 ], where the wave penetration was associated with non-
WKB terms. Indeed, it follows from the equation describing Ey field at N_. : O

is’ 8' i a)2 is: 3 N - ' N i, ~g , y c g g ylg”+—+ , ”Ar—i ——Nj—hi '——,‘EI:0 g"' it: NV;—aiE>' vi 5 " a mg a (N_;eg)i -‘ ()
that the LH resonance is accessible for the waves with M. > 0 under the following conditions:c , c V 1Nrggi>gi g and N‘glgix:a>Nv.

x_ xLHR

The second condition is opposite to the criterion (5) of standard WKB applicability, but it does
not mean that it is not possible to use WKB method in the equation (8). Indeed, ifwe introduce
(1) into (8) and neglect the vanishing terms we obtain an expression

2 _ l N ‘1 E a v CN;= 5' —N-——’~g' (9)y aE ' 6‘ CL)
which describes the possibility of wave propagation at M. > 1. According to (9) the maximumextent of the propagation region 1242(4) is achieved at N, = (C/ZCUCEXVlld/n"). The LH
resonance becomes accessible at L” : (Mg/1150 )4 < 0/0),

It seems that the non~WKB terms may also lead to essentially new etTects at M¢ O. The
method of taking them into account can be illustrated in a potential case E = avg), when the
field is described by divf) : O. In this case the equation for the field potential (/2 has the form:

a): . a): tEgp”+£'gp’—[2Nvg’e N_;£~F-N;n](p:0 (10)c c2
Making here the WKB substitution of the type (1) and neglecting 5,1. << ((0/0)n,‘. we obtain
the dispersion relation
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7——

8(N?+N3.)+27N3+£N.g’20 (11).t t . w t

Here the term (C/(U)Nvg’ has been kept because the terms proportional to N‘N‘g were canceled

in (10). The condition (01/6)l1" >> 1 is not sufficient in this case.

We can proceed in the same way in the general case. Let us divide the field into the poten-

tial and rotatable parts E, = ~V,(p +5. Then introducing WKB representations ofthese fields (1)

into (2) we obtain the equation for the field potential. In so doing let us keep the spatial deriva-

tiveS of the dieleCtric tensor elements only if the these elements are canceled and let us always

neglect the derivatives of the field amplitudes. As a result we get a modified dispersion relation

intheform:
Do(N,(u,.\')+5D : 0, 1 (12)

gmN2 1 C i— 81 — C gt a

3 1 "N‘ _‘V r T — 7 —_ ‘ = A " “

where 5D N” in )im g iNXiBii gNetlBli’ N Nxex+Nye,\‘+N:e:'

The dispersion curves Nx(x) obtained from (12) for N: = 0.4 at various Ny are shown in

Fig, 2, The conditions for eigenmodes of Fig. 1 follow from these curves after applying a quan-

tum number law relating N}. and NE:
3£§Nxdx:77[+nrt, (13)

C 44

The analogous relation is obtained from the numerical modeling as a condition of the

plasma matrix impedance components equality to zero. These two predictions are compared in

Fig. 3. One can see a good agreement which allows to use the dispersion relation (12) in ray

tracing calculations of the current generated by LH waves. In Fig. 4 we present radial profiles of

the current density computed with the use of dispersion relations (3) ~ curve 1 and (12) ——

curves 2 and 3 for co- and counter-injection of the current in FT-2 tokamak (a = 80m, R =

55 cm, 716(0) = 3- 1013 cm}, 3(0) = 450 eV,1,,= 30 kA, B = 20 s, PM =4oo kW, 2 < N: < 4). A

significant difference in the value and localization of the RF current is due to the different ac-

cessibility conditions for the waves with opposite signs of Ny. The RF driven currents were also

computed for a tight aspect ratio tokamak GLOBUS-M ((1: 22 cm, R: 35 cm, B = Ss,

nc(0) = 4-1013 cm‘3, 712(0) 3 500 eV). The current computed with the use of the modified disper-

sion relation (12) was larger by =30%. It can be explained by Fig. 5 with the spectrum of a 4—

waveguide poloidal grill, computed by the code [3 ] (wavegldes 7X70 mm, f= 3200MHz,

BWI/Bm, = 1), According to (3) a large part of the spectrum lying to the lefi of the dashed line

does not propagate inside the plasma; according to (12) all the spectrum can be launched.

Thus non-WKB terms have a noticeable effect on the ray-tracing trajectories and on the

driven current profiles in small tokamaks. Besides, they can be important for providing the ac-

cessibility conditions for some parts of the grill spectrum.
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Introduction. The Lower Hybrid (LH) Current Drive (CD) scheme still remains one of

the promising methods for noninductivc CD in tokamaks in a view to achieve continuous

Operation of fusion devices and to control the current density profile. For the last fifteen years, a

great experimental and theoretical effort has been made in this field in order to have a deeper

understanding of the physical mechanisms that govern the processes of LH wave propagation

and absorption. Frotn the experimental point of view. large CD efficiencies have been obtained,

up to 0.4><1020 A1n‘3W‘l [] ], and various Ll-ICD performances have been reported on different

machines (for recent TORE SUPRA results. see [2,3]). From the theoretical side. a great

number of models has been developed to determine the LH power both spatial and energetic

absorption profiles. It has been shown [4] that the LHCD scheme is most efficient when the HI

waves interact with energetic electrons and so when a narrow spectrum at low 11,, : CkU/U) is

launched by the antenna. where k” is the component of the wave vector k along the equilibrium

magnetic field B, k” = k.B/| B ] . e the speed of light and 03/27: the LH wave frequency Here, the

well—known “spectral-gap" problem arises which consists in the following. The wave—particle

resonance condition between a LH wave launched with low—n” (for TORE SUPRA, with a 0°

phasing, mm = 1.8 where n”O is the parallel index at the peak of the main lobe of the launched

spectrum) and an electron, to = kl/v” (v,, is the component of the fast electron velocity parallel to

B), may be satisfied only for very energetic electrons (E = 130 keV for nu = LS). Initially, the

plasma is transparent to such waves because there are almost no electrons with such energies

and, to be absorbed, the launched n/rspectrum must be broadened (and upshifted) by some

mechanisms. In a tokamak, such an increase of n” may result from the poloidal inhomogeneity

inherent to the toroidal geometry. Using combined Ray—Tracing (RT) and Fokker—Planck (FP)

codes, it has been shown [5] that. due to toroidal effects, m/can vary along the ray trajectories

and the spectral gap can be filled. in this RT/FP approach. the excited wave spectrum is divided

into some number of rays and. in order to fill uniformly the phase—space domain accessible to

the wave when the spectral gap is large, a sufficiently big number of rays must be followed for

many passes through the plasma [6]. This is not only rather costly from the point of view of the

CPU time consumption but also the results of the predictions become sensitive to the details of

the individual ray trajectories which are rather complicated. It has seemed natural to develop a

statistical description of the wave dynamics instead of following a large number of rays for

many passes through the plasma when any perturbation (poloidal inhomogeneity, density and

magnetic field fluctuations, different types of instabilities induced by LH waves, magnetic

ripple, etc.) can lead to nH-spectrum broadening. Such an approach describing stochastic wave

propagation in the multipass regimes has been proposed in [7]. Multipass regimes take place (i)

when the absorption due to electron Landau damping is weak (moderate electron temperatures)

or/and (ii) when the plasma core (where the plasma is hottest) is inaccessible to the initial wave

packet (high density or low magnetic field). In both cases. the waves make many passes through

the plasma and undergo numerous reflections before the initial n/rs ,ectrum is upshifted to

sufficiently high values: (i) n” > 7.0/ Tc[keV] and (ii) n,/> mm: 1 + Eu) cKite)~ , where Tc is

the electron temperature. (DP: the electron plasma frequency and 9m the electron gyrofrequency.

In this paper. we present a study both theoretical and experimental ol' multipass regimes in

Ll'ICD on TORE SUPRA.
The Wave Diffusion / Fokker-Planck (WD/FP) theory. Let us consider briefly

the statistical approach proposed in [7]. This approach describes the \ lave dynamics in the semi-
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classical limit and it is based on the wave kinetic equation for the electromagnetic energy densityU(r,k,t). where r is the position vector, (Note that appropriate canonical coordinates in tokamakgeometry (r'.9,tl),kr,m.n) are used). Taking into account that in the tnultipass regimes, U tends tobe uniform along the entire ray orbit in the (r,k,) plane and averaging the wave kinetic equatirmon the wave orbit, one can obtain the diffusion equation for <U)(m,t), where (n) denotes theorbit averaging (note that an axisymmetric geometry is considered, where the ¢-dependencedisappears and n is conserved):
8 a d(rm , aaDwa— + 2r<v> <U> = as (1)

where BMW is the value of the sectral (i.e. in the iii-space) diffusion coefficient of theelectromagnetic energy, Dwm = Ann/E and Am is the rms step in 111 per transit time T; 'y is thedamping rate. S is the rf source term which is assumed to have a o-like form, i.e. (S) 0< 5(m)_This one—dimensional equation for the if energy density can be easily solved with given dampingdecrement 7 and diffusion coefficient Dwm . Because the damping decrement depends implicitlyon the electron distribution function fC (yoc awav). where Fe is the perpendicular integral of fe),the appropriate one-dimensional Fokker-Planck model is used and coupled to (l) to obtain aself-consistent solution of this non—linear system of equations. It would be difficult to find Dwavcwithout RT calculations, but it turned out that self—consistent solutions are insensitive to theprecise values of DWM which are sufficiently large when Fc forms a saturated quasilinearplateau. As a result. in the large Dwm limit, power deposition profiles can be calculated Withoutknowing the precise value of Dwm. Note that this statistical approach (or model of wavediffusion in the iii-space) is valid provided that the dumping decrement (or Any/11);) per radialtransit is small. If there is a strong (even localized) upshift of in) due to a local inhomogeneity(magnetic island, X—point, etc.) this model breaks down.
An important result of the WD/FP theory is when it applies, the spectral gap is filled in aself~regulating manner. In this case, the mechanisms involved in producing of wave diffusion inthe phase—space need not to be specified and the results of the Ll-ICD modeling become robustand insensitive to various model assumptions (magnetic equilibrium, scattering effects, antennaextension and position, etc.) That is why it is very interesting to identify such regimesexperimentally and to validate the WD/FP theory. Further we present some experimental results.Experimental results. in order to have access to multipass regimes. a set of LHCDexperiments has been performed on TORE SUPRA (a : 0.8111, R0 : 2.36m, B1 < 4.2T, Ip <2MA) at low toroidal magnetic fields (B, < 2T) and low electron temperatures Here, shots atlow magnetic fields are analyzed, when the plasma core is inaccessible to the initial wave packet,i.e. when n//(launehed spectrum) < mm, and the LH waves propagate many times back andforth through the mode conversion boundary until the n,,-speetrurn is broadened (and upshifted)and so completely absorbed. An example of such a shot (#14386, 0.4MA/2T, 0° phasing) isconsidered here. A fully non—inductive discharge (VII)0p z 0) has been obtained with animproved confinement regime when the electron thermal energy exceeds the Rebut-Lallia—Watkins prediction by a factor HRLW = 2 at [3p 2 0.8. The safety factor on-axis (qo) increasesabove 2 when the LH power is turned on. the central electron temperature Te0 rises from lkeVt0 3.5keV and the electron density remains constant with nBU z 3x1019m'3. The LH powerdeposition profile deduced from the WD/FP theory is presented in Fig. 1. Different independenttechniques have been used to confirm such a strongly off—axis profile:(i) The LI-I wave power deposition was determined by a standard method based on theuse of a toroidal Ray~Tracing combined with a Fokker-Planck module. The usual one‘dimensional selflconsistent Fokker-Planck treatment, in which the suprathermal distributionfunction is assumed to be Maxwellian in perpendicular momentum, with an effectiveperpendicular temperature Ti is replaced by the full resolution of the two»dimensional (inmomentum space) relativistic Fokker-Planck equation using a fast numerical solver [8]. It hasbeen shown in [9], that with the 2—D simulation. it is possible to reproduce the energydependence of the non-thermal bremsstrahlung emission (BE) over a wide energy range (seebelow). In Fig.1, the result of a RT/FP-ZD simulation is shown, which reveals the satire shapeof PLH as predicted by WD/FP.
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(ii) Polarimetry measurements
indicate that the q—profile is hollow within
the surface r/a < 0.3 (i.e. the magnetic

0 8 WWW 6 shear is negative) with a minimum q-value 1
above 2 (Fig.l). The calculation of the q- i

5 profile with the predicted non-inductive 1
current profile, LH + Bootstrap (Hilton—
Hazeltine expression, see [3]), is in fair
agreement with the experimental profile
(Fig.1).

3 (iii) HXR emission spectra detected
by a multichannel spectrometer that probes ,

2 the plasma in a poloidal cross-section along
five lines—of—sight (labelled as A, B, C, D

_____ , and B) have been analyzed. In Fig.1, a

0%.0 0-2 0.4 0.6 0.8 101 result of Abel inversion presents the. hollow
shape (t.l), which is in good agreement

NORMALIZED RADIUS with the power deposition profile. RT/FP-

Fig.1. Power deposition profiles for shot #14336 2D simulations have been carried out to

0.4MN3T)1 deduced from WD/FP (thick dashed line). . calculate the non—thermal BE. The results

{mm RT/FP-ZD (thick full line). normalized Abel inverted have been compared to experimental HXR

HXR profile for hv=75kev (xvmnrkers). measured q—protilc spectra. Not only the slope of the HXR

(thin full line), calculated q-prolile (thin dashed line). spectrum (photon temperature T h) is well

reproduced, but also is sinitiiated the

absolute level of the signal in a wide photon energy range. Calculations of TD], have also been

carried out for TORE SUPRA shots with different magnetic fields and compared to experimental

ones (determined in the energy window 75—175keV). In Fig.3, photon temperatures (calculated ’

and measured) are shown for different shots as a function of the accessibility parameter nmm. (x

ne/Bz). Shots with the same electron densities (ne0 z 3X10‘9m‘3) and power inputs (PLH :

3MW) are presented. One can see that Tph decreases when hum increases, 't.e. when Bl

decreases. It can be explained by the fact that at lower magnetic fields. less energetic electrons

RT/FPVZD
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Fig.2. HXR spectrum for shot #14386. Fig.3. Photon temperature for different shots vs the

Experimental HXR spectrum for the line-of—sight accessibility parameter. Only three central chords are

C (A-markers), a result of RT/FP-ZD simulation drawn. Experimental Tph (open markers), results of RT/

(full line). FP-ZD simulations (full markers). The main lobe of the

launched spectrum (grey area). (*nco = 7x10'9m‘3,
“um z 3.3x1019m-3).
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are accelerated by LH waves. so T 11 decreases while the CD efficiency degrades.
(iv) An alternative possibility to estimate the non—inductive current density profiles maybe the simulation of the time evolution of different local and integrated magnetic measurements(VIM). Ii. Faraday rotation angles. q-profiles, etc.) These time evolutions can be considered asa signature of the spatial location of the non—inductive sources. To carry out such simulationsthe current diffusion code CRONOS has been developed [3]. which numerically evolves théparallel electric field cylindrical diffusion equation where the nonrinductive currents are thesource towns. The CRONOS code has been coupled in a self—consistent manner with the WD/Fpmodule. The results have demonstrated that using the WD/FP predicted noneinductive sourCes, itis possible to reproduce rather well the time evolution of different magnetic measurements(Fig.4).
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Fig.4. (a) Time evolution of [he Faraday rotation angles for five chords: measured (dashed line), CRONOS +WD/FP simulated (full line). (b)'l‘i1ne evolution of the loop voltage: measured (dashed line), CRONOS +WD/FP simulated (full line)

Conclusions. The validity of the statistical treatment of stochastic wave diffusion in multipassabso1ption regimes during LHCD has been proved both theoretically and experimentally, Suchregimes with off—axis LH power deposition profiles have been realized in a station-my and wellreproducible manner during low magnetic field operation when the central penetration of thewave is limited. This validation has been carried out through different independent techniques:HXR emission analysis, RayeTracing/Fokker—Planck—ZD simulations, the time evolutionsimulations (CRONOS) of different integrated and local magnetic measurements. It is worthmentioning that such a Iow—B/low—density operation allow to simulate shots at high—B/high-density, which should therefore also be characterized by a reversedshear in the plasma corewhen the LH power is large enough to drive the full current [3].
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High power coupling of lower hybrid (LH) waves is affected by the geometry of the

coupling region and thermal and impurity effects. We have carried out LH coupling experi—

mentS on Tore Supra specifically to examine these issues.

1. Effect of plasma shape
The various plasma scenarios employed in Tore Supra require the plasma minor

radii of 071170.79 m. Since the plasma in most cases. is limited on the inner wall, the RF

antennas are moved in a rather large stroke (:15 cm ). Consequently, both the poloidal

and toroidal curvatures of the flux surfaces in front of the antennas are changed. In parti—

cular. when the antennas are pushed inward. the toroidal radius of curvature is increased

from 1.5 to 2.2 in because of the decreasing effect of the magnetic ripple. In specific experi—

ments, the local poloidal radius of curvature Rail" was varied by changing the ellipticity of

the plasma. While the last closed flux surface position (measured at the mid—plane) was
kept constant, insuring a constant toroidal curvature. When RCP‘" is varied between 0.64

and 0,77 m. (the ideal fit with grill shape is for RC!101 :0.78 m), the average coefficient of

reflection is constant for the two antenna major radial positions (Fig. 1). The lower
coupling measured for the more advanced (smaller R) position is due to the mismatch of

toroidal shapes between the grill and the plasma when RCW (=2.0 n1) is larger than the

radius of curvature of the antenna (RC=1.6 m).
8 . . I . . . I . . .. - - l r r -

,? 7 : E 0 Upper row Ip:1.5 MA

2: : I 0 Lower row
r: :
.3 6 .— Rotor: 2.0 m '

E 5 :_ D El E '
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3 4 ;‘ I u ' a '
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Plasma poloidal radius of curvature (m)

Fig. l. LI'I coupling \‘s poloidal radius of rim-umrt’fbr rm) major radial grill positions.

This result was confirmed by an analysis of coupling along the toroidal direction using RF

voltage measurements on two rows of eight modules of the grill: for tow major—radial grill

positions, the coupling of lateral modules is constant. whereas the reflection coefficient of
central modules is enhanced by a factor 273 when there is a toroidal mismatch. In this

case, the field line connecting the two sides of the lateral protection is separated by 4 mm
radially from the central modules. The very steep density gradient in this region (kn = 3

mm) lowers the density at the grill aperture to a density close to the cut-off density.
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2. LH coupling during combined LH-ICRF experiments
Geometric shadowing and non~linear behaviour (effect of RF power ) is studied

during combined launching of ion~cyclotron (1C) and LH waves under two different c0ne
ditions , In the first case, LH coupling is measured at low power with a rather large dis-
tance between the plasma and the grill (6 cm). providing marginal conditions for coupling
at low power and therefore a good sensitivity to edge plasma conditions. Plasma current
scans show that the LH coupling depends on geometric shadowing by the ICRH antenna
located on the ion—drift side. When the upper row of wave guides is fully shadowed, the
reflection coefficient increases from 10% to 20%. Furthermore. when the ICRH antenna
launches power (172 MW), a further increase of the coefficient of reflection (CR) to 35% is
measured on the same row (Fig. 2), while the unconnected row is unchanged (not Shown)_

50 - ' ‘ ‘ l ' ‘ ' ' I ' ' ‘ ' l ' ' ' ' I ' ' ‘ ' I ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' '

3 3 “0 partial complete _
3" 45 :- ShadOWing shadowing shadowing _:
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E 35 H “‘8IC=1.0MW':
“5 30 — _

.5 25 i —;o - x .
h: 20 ‘- ‘o. .'
CD . lCRH antenna ~ IC:0 :
8 15 I removed /’“.~ 3
O :‘ (relerence) * _ _‘ ‘ -:

10:“..1 ..r....|...|._._.‘7-1-.m I....:
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Safety factor q(a)
Fig. 2 Effect of geometric s/iadmving (”1111C power an LH coupling.

In the second case, the LH grill is placed closer to the plasma (3.5 cm) to ensure
good coupling conditions (CR = 45%) but is maintained behind the ICRH antenna (0.5-
1.0 cm). Coupling is studied at high power (21 MW/mz) : no weakening of the LH
coupling is measured and no dependence on ICRH power level (up to 3 MW ) is observed
(Fig. 2). However, at very high ICRH power (> 5 MW), an increase of reflection is
observed on the modules connected to the IC antenna : this increase of the CR, up to 10%,
is, in many cases, related, in time, to the change of IC resistance coupling, indicating
perturbations of the scrape—off layer all along the flux tube connecting the two coupling
structures. When the LH power is also increased to 5 MW (ie. 30 MW/mz), the CR
returns to 3-4% because of the increase of local density during LH heating /1/.

We conclude that plasma modifications along flux tubes connected to the LH
couple, in particular, the ICRF antennas, can alter the LH coupling.
3, Effect of LH power on thermal (and mu! impurity generation

In an attempt to decouple grill—localized impurity generation mechanisms from
global effects, systematic observations have been made of the LH couplers during scans of
plasma current, power and wave phasings. Observations were made using video imaging
in IR, CII, C111 and Dot, light . In addition, Langmuir probe measurements of density, teln—
perature, and floating potential were made in the edge plasma.

The launch phase of the LH waves is strongly correlated with the observation of
carbon emission activity. For 0° wave guide phasing, essentially no carbon emission is
observed. but for +600 or ~60” phasing, the entire grill region is illuminated by CIII, while
CII emission is more sporadic and appears localized in the wave guide mouths.
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The IR emission is concentrated in hot spots located on the inside of the lateral

protection on either side of the rank of wave guides. The IR emission intensity does not

depend as dramatically on wave guide phase as does the visible emission. but there is

some evidence of reduced hot spot heating (factor ~2 in raw IR emission) for wave guide

liase z #600-
P As in earlier imaging studies of ICRH antennas, the IR and visible emission from

the LH grills have different time scales. The IR emission rises on thermal times scales of

N1 5, while the carbon and deuterium emission increases on the time scale of a few
imaging frames (20—40 ms). This apparent decoupling of measured surface heating and

carbon emission indicates that LH specific plasma effects need to be coupled into the

model for the grill-plasma interface.
The amplitude of the CHI emission during an LH pulse depends significantly on the

plasma current, which we tentatively interpret as reflecting the magnetic connection geo—

metry (via qa) connecting the grill elements to limiters and wall tiles. The CII emission

varies less with C13. The C111 emission also shows “streamers" that pass rapidly in front

of the grill. In this and many other instances, the C111 emission shows long scale length

transient features that are not seen in the C11 emission, suggesting that the C impurity

source is not always local to the grill.
The Langmuir probe measurements show no evidence of the peaked potential

structures seen in similar measurements on the ICRH antennas /2/, suggesting that long

range rf sheath phenomena are probably not active in this case.
As with all LH experiments, the acceleration of electrons could play an important

role. The observations of significant dependence of impurity emission on wave guide phase

also support this hypothesis. Simplified, preliminary calculations of electron acceleration

just in front of the grills show that energies of ~200—500 eV cart be obtained, suggesting a

possible scenario for the formation of the hot spots on the grill on other plasma facing

components (e.g., wall tiles). The field line connections of the various parts of the LH grill

to other plasma facing components thus need to be controlled carefully to optimize LH

performance.
A more detailed evaluation of these mechanisms has also been undertaken using the

BBQ impurity SOL transport code and the CASTEM—2000 finite element thermal analysis

code. Because the incident heat flux to the surface of the LH lateral protection depends on

the instantaneous temperature of the surface, and this surface is actively cooled, a self—

consistent thermal analysis is required, including the instantaneous local sheath potential.

Fast electron, thermionic emission, and secondary electron emission effects on the sheath

potential have thus been included in CASTEM. The heat flux enhancement due to a fast-

electron minority with average energy ~lO>< greater than the bulk is included, using the

model of Sato and Iwasaki /3/; the inclusion of these "warm” electrons typically increases

the heat flux to the surface by a factor ~2. The heat flux conducted away from the wall is cal«

culated by CASTEM, and includes contributions due to bulk conduction, thermal radiation,

evaporative and thermionic cooling.
Using this self—consistent heat flux model, the local impurity generation rates on the

Tore Supra lateral protection are computed, using available data for physical, chemical and

radiation-enhanced sublimation. The calculated time evolution of the surface temperature

resembles that seen in the experiment, although the calculations show local hot spots hotter

than those measured with the IR system; this could be a result of the finite resolution (~cm)

of the IR optical system. We use estimates of the scrape—off layer electron density and
temperature from similar discharges in the BBQ scrape-off layer transport code to calculate

the resulting production, transport, and spatial localization of C11 and C111 due to physical,

chemical, and radiationvenhanced sublimation (RES) sources.
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Fig. 3 compares the physical. chemical and RES sputtering yield distributions on
the LH lateral protection. A predominantly physical sputtering source produces a diffuse
emission. because the particles are the result 01‘ a collision cascade which produces a high
energy tail with a relatively long (~10 cm) mean free path. When the Chemical or RES
mechanism is dominant, a highly localized source is expected (Fig. 3, lower left). Because
the observed time dependence of C emission more closely matches the calculated time
dependence of impurity emission from chemical splitter (Fig. 3. top right) rather than RES
(Fig. 3, middle right). a chemical rather than RES source appears to be involved for the LH
lateral protection.

This model still treats heating of the lateral protection as the source of impurities; a
detailed explanation of the experimental observation of fast rise—time carbon emission
from the grill region itsell' requires further measurements and analysis.

*Researeh sponsored in part by the Office of Fusion Energy. US. Department of Energy, under contract
DE»AC05—840R21400 with Martin Marietta Energy Systems. Inc,
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1. Introduction

The reflectometxy is a very quickly developing diagnostic of plasma. Nevertheless the interpre-

tation of the results ofturbulence measurements isn't clear. Therefore additional computational

work are necessary which is the goal of present work.

2. Problem statement

We will solve two dimension problem ofthe propagation of the high frequencies wave (HFW)

in the tokamak plasma, Region in which this problem will be solve are shown on the Fig.1

Long horn are used as source of the HFW, Vacuum region is between horn and plasma. For

the mathematical description we use the integral equation [I]:

E:E“—k2,llG-(s—l)-Eds (1)
s

where E is the transversal component of the complex electric field, E” is the source electric

lield.

- 2
.cop z 1m” ,nc- plasma densrty, la : To) ,-m

:; 80t -)
c 2 l — .all

e

G is the Green function for Helmholtz equation in the unbounded region.

A5 + legE : O.
(2)

Basic advantage of the integral method for solution of the Maxwell equations is automatically

executive ofthe boundary conditions for used Green function. In this case we have mistake on

the top and bottom boundaries near plasma vacuum. Because we use Green function for un-

bounded region 8 is equal to 1 outside calculation region. Our calculation show that if high of

the calculated region greater then Frenel zone, than numerical solution have not reflected

waves from top and bottom boundary.

For description ofthe nonpertubed plasma we use formula:

I1}? = (p ‘ (1)3(79 + B). (3)
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where p is the polar radius, a is the small plasma radius, y‘ [3 are constants.

For the solution oftliis problem 2D code was created. We can study propagation of the ae
in the plasma with the dimension up to 10 wave length on the computer IBM PC/AT-436
HFW are calculated for 25 GG frequency or 1.2 cm. length.

3. Results of the calculations

For testing the 2D program we do same calculation for three profile plasma density with help
2D and 1D code. Cut—ofl‘" layer for this profiles were shifted on 1 cm and 2 cm
correspondingly. We compared the average values of the reflected wave phase over SOUrce
which was calculated by one and two dimensional code. Coincidence was very good in the

both case,

The idea of phase focusing (PF) isn’t new. But it was not applied yet for plasma diagnostics

Reflectomctiy system based on PF and holography scan (HS) may decrease the effect of multi—
beam interference due to focusing and give additional the possibility of poloidal scan to inves-
tigate the form of perturbations and it’s wave length. The uncertainty in interpretation don’t
arise also in case of the stationary wave of fluctuations. In present work the calculation was

made for a receiving system consist of eight horns sets at the level <1>(.\',y)=consl, where (I>(_r,y)

is the phase ofRF wave from a point source (PS) A is obtained from 2D code (Fig.2a), Thus,
initially the system have been focus on the point A of reflecting surface. If the PS place in the
point B (shifled in poloidal direction from A on Y cm) to focus a receiving system it necessary

to add the respective phase corrections AC1), (Y) to initial phases (1), and amplitude A to multiply

by the corresponding weight coefficients S. (Y) (i—number of horn, i:l,...8). After complex
summation of resulted vectors we obtain the amplitude and phase which characterize the point
source intensity and distance between the place ofPS and center of our "lens”. So, if one have

the phase grid Ad), (Y) and weight function S, (Y) it is possible to scan the reflecting surface in

poloidal direction (Fig.2b). The data of amplitude and phase are obtained from 2D code calcu-
lations for PS at cut—off surface were processed using HS. You can see the result of HS for
three sets of PS (Y=O, Y=1, Y:2 cm) on Fig.3(a,b). The distribution of the amplitude and
phase along the cut-off layer are shown on the Fig.3(a,b) for this three cases, Solid line
concern on case Y=0, dashed on Y=1 and dotted on Y:2.

Now let us consider influence ofthe one perturbation of the plasma density on propagation of
the high frequencies wave. The perturbation we will specify the following formula:
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r———————

N = n? -[1+ 6ir,z)]
2 2

r - RI” 2 - Z,” 1
(4)

6(r'z) : 50 ' exp - [ Gr ] +[—‘Gz ]

where r, z - cylindrical coordinate, z is the main axis of the tokamak.

Rm. Z... are centre, 0., G. are halfwidth and 60 is the relative amplitude of the perturbation.

Contours Nc = const are shown on the Fig.4 (right picture) a) - Z... = 0, b) - Z... =-1, c) — Z... =—2,

d) _ Z,“ =-3 cm. Rm is the radius the cut-offlayer.

For this four cases problem (1) was solved numerically. Using 2D code the values of amplitude

and phase in receiving horns for this four positions of the perturbation and for nonperturbed

plasma were obtained. The relative perturbation amplitude was 10% and the halfwidth equal to

0_8 cm.. The phase difference of the rest cases is the present of single density perturbation with

amplitude 10%. The calculated phases and amplitudes were processed with of HS. Fig.4

(a,b,c,d) (the left picture) represent the phase versus the distance along critical surface. The

solid curve correspond to nonperturbed case and dashed one to perturbation.

Conclusion

The 2D code for resolving of problem propagation of HFW in limited region of the tokamak

plasma was developed and debugged. The coincidence of 2D and 1D codes results is very

good. By means above code the reflectometry experiment was simulated for a single density

perturbation. The results of the simulation was processed using holography scan. The phase

distribution along the reflecting surface qualitatively in good agreement with perturbation posi-

tion on this surface.
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sion on this problem.
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nced signal processing techniques used for information extraction from
Adva _ . .

Smgle— and Multiple-pomt Reflectometry at JET

P.E. Bald. N. Deliyanakis. G. Vayakis

JET Joint Undertaking. Abingdon. Oxon. OX14 313A. England

1. Introduction

with the work ofHasegaWa and Mima[l]. Hascgawa and Watakani[2] models of plasma edge

turblllencc arose in a non—linear form, which dynamics generally gives rise to so—called soft and hard

mrbulcflcel3l- 1n the case of hard turbulence only statistical methods can be used in a descriptive

\\.ay_w11e1-eas in the case of soft turbulence exrstence of low-dimensional dynamics is expected[4].

This work discusses the possibility of measuring a low-dimensional system using microwave

1.eflcctometry. The method to be described is believed to build a bridge amongst analytical models in

the mathematical form of dynamical systems. numerical simulation and experiments and is as such

not limited to reflectometry.

2. Principle of 1D Reflectometry

The physical situation considered is a plasma slab with all gradients perpendicular to the

homogeneous magnetic field. B, which is along the z-axis. The waves considered propagate in

parallel to the gradients, which in the cold plasma approximation gives the Helmholz type wave

Equation for both the ordinary and the extraordinary wave depending on the form of the wave vector.

Assuming that the perturbation of the wave vector is small then the solution can be found by

cxpansion. which gives an inhomogeneous equation for the perturbed problem and a homogeneous

equation for the unperturbed problem. The phase difference in O-mode between the total reflected

wave and the reference wave obtained in a standard reflectometer configuration is then. [5].

~__ NEE.¢_ 2€RUk Wile]

which shows that the phase perturbation is given as an integral over the whole plasma of the

perturbation. I? 1 times the square of the unperturbed solution, it; ‘ , divided by the constant

Wronskian. W . This 1D treatment gives a conceptual picture of the principle of reflectomctry as a

localised measurement. [6,7]. However the real problem is multi dimensional and Bragg reflection

effects have to be included. [8].

3. Qualitative reconstruction of dynamics.

To produce experimentally evidence of conceptually different pictures of turbulence the acquired

data have to be handled accordingly. As pointed out by Takens[9] a power spectrum does not

necessarily contain the relevant information. and hence proposed a topological reconstruction of a

dynamical system from one observable. A practical suitable implementation of Tokens theorem has

been developed by Broomhead and KingllO], which is based on the method of delays followed by a

projection onto the most significant singular vectors which are obtained by a singular value

decomposition of the so—callcd trajectory matrix, which is composed as

1,——
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N is the total number of datapoints, 35 holds the singular vectors and c? is a diagonal matrix Withthe singular values. The reconstruction of a strange attractor is shown in figure 2_

4. Numerical; Results

Numerical simulation is carried out using a
n-channel 1D full wave solution code
simulating the multichannel O-modegw‘i \\ [l i system at JET[1 1]. For a given density5,71“; \‘i profile the unperturbed solution is05 ' 1 calculated and fora specific wave vector

Mi perturbation the phase change, (3 , is
calculated. A density profile, correlated as
1 /f -like localised noise or white noise is

, super imposed a Gaussian shaped
“It “5 “1" “ perturbation, whose amplitude is

determined by the Lorenz system[12] as
Figure 1 Density profile and the spatially localised :een in figure 3' The “H.011“ frequency has. een chosen to match the location of thebroad hand wave packages and the superimposed . Gaussian perturbation. l t is seen from
Gaussian perturbation whose amplitude is varied Vla figure 1 that the higher parts of the SV-
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Figure 2 Shows the effect ofwhite and correlated Ilf-like noise on the reconstruction. (ii) is thesignal, a2) the noise, a3) the influence on the SV-Spactrum and a4,a5) the reconstructed image ofthe dynamics using a 30D and a 50D reconstruction space respectively. The b-figures are/or
correlated noise. A clear difference in the spectrum and the quality ofthe reconstruction is noticed
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ative reconstruction is not influenced, The correlated noise affects the lower part of the
and the quaht . . ‘ ‘ . _

cl hence the most Significant Singular vectors used in the reconstruction, and results
S\;_5pectrtnn an

in '1 less good reconstruction.
(

4 Experimental Results

he 80Ghz E-mode phase signal obtained during the high performance JET discharge no

CATS is seen in figure 3, The auto power spectrum shows activity at around 12kHz and

higher harmonics. Extracting the interval r = 53‘261...53.625 and performing the qualitative

econstruction gives the SV-spectrum seen in figure 3a It is seen that there are 3 most significant

singular values giving an estimate of the embedding dimension to equal 3. Projection onto the 3

most significant eigenvectors is seen in 3.b.1 and 3.b.2, which show oscilations between two unstable

fixpoims on a torus in a 3D embedding. A purely abstract system that includes that type of dynamics

has been created by Langfordfl 5] and the dynamics is illustrated in figure 3c,

Analysis 0ft
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r
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Figure 3 Analysed phase signalfi'om the E—mocle reflectometer Showing the Singular Value Spec/rum

a), the reconstructed trajectory/ram different viewpoints bl) and b2). Dynamics obtainedfi'um the

Lang/0rd Model cl) and c2)
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6. Conclusions

One concludes that higher order statistical methods such as the qualitative reconstruction of
dynamics has to be used in the analysis of density fluctuations in order to obtain the same Plll’Sieal
insight from the experimentally obtained data as seen in non-linear models of plasma edge
turbulence. Numerical simulation of a 1D O~mode reflectometer configuration shows that in a Simple '
case low~dimensional density dynamics can be extracted from the measured phase signal. Flll'ther
data enhancement of redundant multichannel data using the Bi-orthogonal decomposition seems
advantageous[13.l4]. However only detailed numerical analysis of the plasma edge turbulea
combined with a numerical reflectometer can give the correct answer. Experimentally a simple low-
dimensional system has been found using E-mode reflectometry probing the very edge ofa H‘mode
JET plasma. The Bi-orthogonal decomposition has proven a useful tool in resolving the spatial
separated O—mode signal. Though leaving space for a more complete interpretation and
understanding.
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C. Fanack, I. Bouchcr, F. Clait‘etif, S. Heuraux, G. Leclert and X.L. Zou‘f ,

Laboratoire de Physique des Milieux lonises, URA CNRS 835, ;

Université Henri Poincare, Nancy 1, BP 239, F—54506 Vandueuvre Cedex, France

*Assoeiation Euratom~CEA, CE Cadarachc, F—l3108 St Paulalez-Durance Cedex, France

1, Introduction
‘

Reflectometly is used in all major tokamaks for density profile measurements. It is known that

density fluctuations can seriously perturb the phase shift determination, hence leading to an

erroneous density profile. On the other hand, one can try to deduce some basic properties of ,

the fluctuations from reflectometry measurements. One-dimensional models of fluctuation

reflectometiy have been studied in a number of papers[ 173]. They put the emphasis on the

process of Bragg resonant scattering, in which the incident wave is preferentially scattered at

the particular location where its wavenumber is half the perturbation wavenumber. As we will

show, processes physically different can occur: when the density perturbation lies at the cut-off

layer and produce also phase shifts. One of the aims of this paper is to show situations for

which these processes play a dominant role, and to analyze existing experimental results[4]

accordingly . A second aim is to compare 1D and 2D results, in order to see to what extent l

mum—dimensional effects[5—6] are important. We study with a 2D full-wave code the phase and

amplitude modulation induced by radial and poloidal perturbations. l

2. 1D model: cut-off oscillation and Bragg scattering

As a consequence of the Bragg selection rule, the time delay of the reflectometer response to a

wavetrain propagating down the density gradient must increase with the pulse wavenumher.

On the contrary, the experiments[4] find a time delay independent of the wavenumber.

Furthermore, the phase modulation observed is much greater than predicted by a 1D model.

We have developed a 1D code based on a modified finite—difference method (error proportional

to h4, with h the grid step). The numerical scheme consists in inverting the set of linear

equations by a tridiagonal algorithm.

To understand the respective roles of the cutoff oscillation and the resonant scatteiing, we take

a linear density profile and a perturbation in the form of a periodic wavetrain of wavenumber kr

that propagates down the density gradient, and damps while it propagates. In M units (the free

space wavelength) the gradient length is 1100, the pulse width is 55 and the damping length is
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110. Figure 1 displays the phase response versus the wavetrain position xr for two values of
the fluctuation wavenumber : k1=0.05k0 and 0.8k0. In case (a) there is a response localized at
the cutoff layer, it corresponds to the cut-off oscillation at the same frequency as the
wavetrain. Case (b) shows the usual Bragg scattering at the wavetrain position xBfagg~
However, there is a much more extended pattern. This comes from the fact that the phage
response is related to the Fourier transform of the perturbation. Low—k Fourier components are
weak, but near the cut—off, where these components are Bragg resonant, the wavetrain is 31111
not damped. Hence an "off—resonant" Bragg scattering occurs near the cut—off.
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Fig. 1 .' Phase shiflforkj=a05 kg ((1) and 19:08 ha (/1) perturbation
Dalted and dashed lines: leading edge oflhe pulse at the cut-ofi'und Bragg resonant layers

Obviously the damping length plays a crucial role in weakening the phase shift due to usual
Bragg resonant scattering. At intermediate values of kf, both processes of cut—off oscillation
and ”off-resonant” Bragg scattering exist together at the cut—offlayer. Similar effects, although
less pronounced, occur for Gaussian pulses.
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Figure 2 presents results for a situation very close to the experimentM], The agreement is good

for the phase shift value on the whole range of perturbation wavenumbers. It can also be

shown that the phase response is localized at the cut—off.

3_ Comparison of 1D and 2D codes for localized radial perturbations.

In order to estimate the two-dimensional effects, we have designed a 2D full-wave code of the

same type as the 1D code (error in h“, numerical scheme by inversion of a band—diagonal

matrix). The computation grid is typically of 20x20 or 10x50 vacuum wavelengths. The

unpertubed plasma is homogeneous along the y direction and has a linear density profile along

the x direction. The horn antenna launches the wave in the x direction

Gaussian shape (relative amplitude of 10%) has been displaced along the

. A perturbation of

density gradient on

each side of its Bragg position. Figure 3a displays the total phase response versus the pulse

position, computed by the 1D code. Figure 3b shows a zoom of the central part, with the

results of the 2D code superimposed on it. The shift between the two our

freedom in the choice of the phase reference. The shape and ampl

ves results from the

itude ot' the phase

modulation, howewer, agree quite well. It can be concluded that the effect of radial fluctuations

is well approximated by 1D codes.
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Fig. 3 : The total phase response versus the pulse position
(a) 1D results.

(b) enlargement aft/1e central part of (a), comparison of ID and 2D codes

Note also the high value (Sit/4) of the peak to peak phase modulation, whi

Bragg resonant scattering.

ch indicates a strong
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4. Localized azimuthal perturbations
The effect of azimuthal perturbations is a purely 2D effect. Together with phase modulations,
one can expect strong amplitude modulations. A qualitative analytical modcl[7] predicts a father
chaotic field pattern for azimuthal perturbations localized at the cut-off. Figure 4 displays the
relative amplitude modulation for a localized perturbation with a wavenuinber of 0.25/10 and a
relative amplitude ot'0.02. The recurrent time variation of the phase and amplitude modulations
is related to the product the coherent wavenumber by the azimuthal velocity of the pertubations.
There is indeed a strong amplitude modulation, in contradistinction with the case of radial
perturbations, where there is essentiall a base modulation.

Ad) 0.75
(rad) 0.5

0.25

-1.5 -1 -0.5 0t 0.5 1 1.5 -1.5 -1 -0.5 0t 0.5 1 1.5
Zflfi (rad) ZHTE (rad)

Fig, 4 : Evolution of the amplitude modulation andphare lllOt/ltlal‘iall
oft/1e reflected signal over a g period of the penurbalion.

Conclusion
1) 1D code results show that the phase response to a perturbation propagating across a plasma
can be very different depending on the shape and time evolution of the perturbation. For
strongly damped wavetrains, the main response becomes localized at the cut-off, and results
from the process of ”off-resonant" Bragg scattering from the small k-components of the pulse.
2) For radial perturbations, 1D and 2D results are comparable, so that 1D codes can provide
useful approximate results.
3) For azimuthal perturbations, preliminary results confirm the existence of large amplitude
modulations that can make phase measurements difficult.
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1, Introduction

The density profiles are reconstructed with reflectometry from the fringe frequency

f3 : (1/27r)(d¢/df)(clf/dt) or group delay, T : (l/27r)(dq’)/df). The main difficulty

of routine profile evaluation is due to plasma fluctuations. Temporal fluctuations can

be overcome with ultra fast probing but spatial perturbations, leading to corrugated

refractive index surfaces, affect all the reflectometry techniques. With FM broadband,

the relevant dei/df data is extracted from the raw signals either with fringe counters [1]

or minima/maxima detection algorithms [2]. Fringe counters have the big disadvantage

of loosing the phase tracking whenever a temporary loss of fringes, due to fluctuations,

occurs. With minima/maxima detection algorithms the (lab/df curve can be obtained

even if some part is lost because f3 measurements are independent, but this method

introduces significant aditional noise due to the discretization procedure when strong

fluctuations are present. A novel technique is presented where the instantaneous fringe

frequency is evaluated continuously with a. digital frequency discriminator, thereby su-

pressing the do/df perturbations due to discretization. The method is applied to O-mode

ultra fast reflectometry [3] from the highly turbulent scrape—offlayer of ASDEX Upgrade.

2. Frequency discriminator

The plasma reflected signals after being multiplied by a reference one have the form:

$0?) = A(t)sin[2at(f + fmodll = A(t)sin[27rt(f13(t)] (l)

The modulation frequency fmod is due to the reflection at different plasma layers and also

to the plasma fluctuations that cause fast phase changes. We have developed a digital

frequency discriminator to obtain fwd. This acts first has a. phase shifting network

where the signal is delayed by a quarter of period T : l/f:

T T , W frnod
1 t — : A # o ‘ _ ___a‘( +4) 4(t+4> sm[27rt(f+fmod)+2(l+ f N (2)
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At the phase detector, the original signal and the shifted one are multiplied:

. T_ .~l(t) . A (1 + 3) . Mm
ytt) — T—T—SM ET (3)

If low )ass filterimr is a ) >lied and the signal is normalized we obtain a direct relatil o l n on
between the modulation fmod and the carrier frequencies:

fmoe'“) : :0‘7'C8i?l(—2 flit» ' fbl (4)

The frequency of the carrier corresponds to the first beat frequency fb. measured at

V : t1 and the instantaneous beat frequency fg(t) for t > t1 is given by:

fBUl) : fined“) + fbl (5)

The above equation shows that the beat frequency can be obtained from the modu—
lating frequency after initialization with the value of the first fringe frequency.

we have used MATLABR to implement the frequency discriminator. The DC com—
ponent of the plasma signal is removed with a fourth order low—pass Butterworth filter
and a special algorithm (SIGNAL MATLAB toolbox) to minimize the phase errors. The
filter parameters are not critical because only the DC component must be recovered. In
a next step the signal is leveled to unity amplitude by fitting a. spline to its peaks and
dividing by the envelope. The first beat frequency fbl is obtained from the average of
the first four zero crossings. An array is then generated by shifting the processed signal
by n = 1/(tlfb1) positions; the product of the unshifted and shifted signals, after filtering
with a low pass filter, gives the result of eq. 5. An unwraping algorithm is applied to
eliminate the ambiguities in the evaluation of the arcsin.

3. Experimental results

Examples refer to the highly turbulent scrappe-offlayer of ASDEX Upgrade in ohmically—
heated regimes, during the pre—disruption phase of a density limit discharge. The signals
were measured simultaneously at the miclplane with 4 channels (K and Ka bands), two
installed at the HFS and two at the low field side (LFS). Figs 1 and 2 show the phase
derivative curves obtained with the minima/maxima detection and with the frequency
discriminator. At the LFS a significative reduction of the (lei/d)” perturbations is obtained
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with the second algorithm. At the HFS both methods give good results because the

perturbations are smaller. Smoothing can be applied to any of the above curves to

further reduce the phase derivative perturbations, as shown in Fig. 3. Profiles in Fig. 4

were evaluated for three different time intervals, from the do/df curves obtained directly

from the raw data With the digital frequency discriminator, without any smoothing or

filtering processing. Strong profile perturbations are observed at the LFS that cannot be

seen at the HFS indicating that. plasma fluctuations are higher at the outer side. In Fig.

5 are depicted average density profiles (LFS) obtained from smoothed din/(If curves. As

seen in Fig. 4, the. peaking of the edge density profiles at the HFS due to the presence

of a MARFE at the midplane could be resolved while an increase of the density gradient

was not observed at the LFS. The values of the density at the separatrix (at :1:_. = 2.168

m, LFS) are found to be similar at HFS and LFS when the MARFE is not present and

are consistent with predictions from DCN interferometry and Li—Beam measurements in

the outer midplane for this type of discharges [4].

4. Discussion and future work

The novel data analysis technique, based on the continuous evaluation of the instan-

taneous beat frequency with a digital frequency discriminator, offers the advantage of

direct measurement of the relevant (Io/(If quantity. \Vith this method accurate density

profiles can be obtained from one sample only, without averaging 01' using sophisticated

filtering algorithms [5}.111 extreme situations of very strong fluctuations either the per-

turbed part of (lo/(If can be. disregarded or an weighting algorithm can be. applied to

smooth the deb/(If curve. \Vorli is foreseen to implement an upgraded algorithm for fast

profile evaluation based on the frequency discriminator method that would open the

possibility to make real-time density profile measurements.
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1. Introduction

With reflectometry density profiles are obtained from the integration of the phase deriva—

tive versus frequency curve d¢/(Zf, or from the group delay T = (l/27r)dgé/df, of waves

reflected at densities ranging from zero to the highest probed density. The initial part

of int/(If is difficult to obtain: with O—mode because the wavelength becomes too long

compared to the density gradient scale length; with Xemode reflection may be prevented

by any unexpected changes of the magnetic field. In this paper the contribution of the

initial plasma is studied and a novel initialization method is presented that uses the

phase information from the lowest frequency waves to estimate the non measured drb/df

curve. The improved accuracy of the reconstructed profiles is evaluated for simulated

density profiles and for experimental measurements in ASDEX Upgrade.

2. Contribution of the initial plasma

With O—rnode the plasma density profile is Obtained from:

_ c Far 1”(indefi/O d—f—df (1)

For frequencies F above the first probing frequency F], the integral of Eq. 1 can be

splited into the contribution [1 from the plasma below 7151, to be estimated by the

initialization method, and [2, from the plasma above 1181, obtained from reflectometry.

Eq. 1 can then be written as:

c F1 cl 1 c F d 1I=Ii+s=§fifo gflmdflgfi—zflld—fi—J—Wfi (2)
We consider density profiles modelled by 71.:(7‘) : nem(1 — (1 — r/a)"‘)" where a is

the plasma radius, nem is the plasma maximum density and m and n are the shaping

parameters. Fig. 1 shows the evolution of I, 11 and 12 with density (or frequency) for

a profile with a = 0.1 m. 71m : 1.5 X 1019171‘3 and m = n : 2. At the lowest densities

both the radial position and density gradient of the inverted profile are dominated by

11. However, the relative contribution of the initial plasma. 11/12, decreases rapidly with

density [see box in Fig. 1] showing that an erroneous phase information about the initial

plasma will cause profile deviations at the edge that decrease with density as fast as
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11/12 drops to zero. In the example of Fig. 1, [1/12 decreases below 10% for densities
above ~ 612“. The decrease depends on the shape of the density profile as depicted in
Fig. 2.

3. Initialization model
As seen above, the edge of the inverted profiles depends strongly on the initial plasma
shape. We develop an initialization model that uses as input data the measured phage
derivative (dd/df);g. This curve is extrapolated exponentially, below the first probing
frequency F1 down to zero, according to:

(film-feds)?” <3)
The parameters 5 and A are determined by imposing the following boundary conditi0ns

(film) = (fi—j‘f’hw (4)
(12¢ 2 ,_ (12¢

(FLU) =3?“ (FLU)

which correspond to equal the values of the modeled (dd/(If); and measured (dqb/dflR

1417‘,“ /—»F,+

phase derivatives and its slopes at F = F1. In this way, a good estimate of the edge
profile is obtained because the lowest frequency waves are sensitive to the initial plasma
where they propagate without reflection. From Eq, 4 we obtain A = (drfi/df)n(F1). The
value of s is determined by iteratively matching the slope of the two curves until some
a—priori fixed difference (typically 10‘6 rad GHZ”) is obtained.

4. Sensibility to the initial plasma: effect of an edge density plateau
In divertor machines the plasma density profile can form a flat region at the edge [solid
line in Fig. 3], e.g. in H—mode regimes during ELVIS. We assume that the profile is
probed above four different initial frequencies, indicated by points (a), (b), (c) and (d).
The corresponding phase derivative (for F > F1) is complemented in each case with the
curve obtained from the initialization algorithm, as shown in Fig. :1. The reconstructed
profiles [dashed lines in Fig. 3] show that the smaller deviation occurs for F] = 10 GHz
(the reconstructed profile is coincident with the original one), when a major part of the
plateau is probed and the larger one corresponds to F1 2 14 GHZ when the plateau is
only partially probed. For F1 : 19 and ‘25 GHZ, (the profiles are coincident) the plateau
is not probed and the errors are small. The observed behavior is due to the degree of
compensation of the contributions to the inversion integral, represented by the areas
limited by the original dqb/df curve and the curve given by the initialization model.

It should be noted that for F1 = l9 GHZ, although the density plateau is not probed
in reflection, the phase derivative curve has a. significant deformation resulting from the
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propagation in the flat region; this causes the slightly negative slope in the initial part

of the phase derivative curve. Such shape has been observed in different refiectometry

experiments [1,2]. TO account for these situations the algorithm was upgraded: for initial

positive slopes boundary conditions (4) and (5) are used; for negative slopes boundary

condition (5) is dropped and a linear extrapolation of (id/(1f down to zero is assumed.

This straight line will be both above and below the original dd/df curve and therefore the

errors in the integral contributions to Eq. 1 can be compensated in the profile evaluation.

5, Experimental results on ASDEX Upgrade

The initialization method is being used in the routine evaluation of density profiles from

ultra fast broadband refiectometry in ASDEX Upgrade [31.An example is illustrated

in Fig. 5 where it is shown the phase derivative curves measured during shot #4281 at

the mid plane of the high field side when a MARFE is present (t = 2.22 s) and after the

MARFE (t = 2.245 s). The extrapolated dp/df curves (from 18 Gl—lz down to zero [see

Fig. 5]) resulting from the initialization model fit quite well to the experimental data.

in each case. They are rather different revealing that density changes may extend to

the most outer edge plasma when a MARFE is present. These changes could only be

observed because the initial model includes the experimental (let/(1f data. The corre4

sponding peaking of the edge profile during the MARFE and the decrease of the density

gradient when the MARFE is not present can be seen in Fig. 6 where it is also depicted

a profile measured before the MARFE reaches the mid plane.

The evaluation of density profiles in a wide range of plasma regimes (OH, L, H)

showed that the accuracy of the reconstructed profiles at the edge can decrease if the

plasma fluctuations distort or mask the initial part of the measured (lei/(1f curve. In these

extreme situations data from other diagnostics (Li beam or Langmuir probes) or X mode

probing can be used to estimate the initial plasma. When this data is not available the

plotting of the relative contribution of the initial plasma, [1/12, can indicate the region

where the contribution is negligible and the profiles can be determined accurately.
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1 Introduction

The Multifrequency Pulse Radar Reflectometer (MPRR) has been designed to

measure electron density profiles on the START tokamak [l]. The basic idea of the

technique is to measure an absolute value of time delay between a pulse launched

toward the plasma and its reception following reflection by a plasma cut-off layer [2].

Using measurements based on several frequencies, in this case four, one can deduce

the plasma electron density profile. This is because the time delay for each frequency

is directly defined by the coordinates of the corresponding cut—off layer and the line

integral density up to that point.

The MPRR is a self-contained instrument which consists of four independent

frequency channels operating sequentially in inulti-channel mode or with a selected

channel in single channel mode. The best choice of channel frequencies for the

START Tokamak was determined to be 19, 33, 47 and 63 GHz. The technical details

and main features of this technique are given in [3].

The MPRR installation procedure is extremely simple: it is necessary only to fix the

reflectometer box (400x250x300 ram“) and associated antennas close to the tokamak

window and to align the system so as to achieve an adequate reference signal reflected

from the central rod. After this installation procedure, the MPRR has been shown to

operate continuously without subsequent attention.

2 Reflectometer Data Treatment

Even a simplistic consideration of the pulse radar data can give useful information

about plasma density behaviour. Time coordinates are readily found where the cut-

offs appear and disappear for different frequency channels. These time points are
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indicated by a change of sign of the measured time delays, or more accurately by
change of the derivative of the curve.
By having simultaneous four frequency probing, we can write four integral equatioilg
for any time slice during the plasma shot. Solving these equations it is possible to
deduce the edge plasma density profile or the full density profile by applying
boundary and symmetry conditions. In order to get these first density profile
reconstructions, the density gradient was chosen to be fixed for plasma layers outside
the first cut~off layer and its value was estimated from probe measurements in the
steady state regime. With this supposition the plasma boundary position can be found
from the first channel signal:

IQ
IOz :

0 n
(ml—053?], (l)

where tdl is the time delay measured by the first channel, the subtracted term is a
correction due to the outer plasma with fixed gradient Va and In is a plasma cut—off
density corresponding to first channel frequency. As a first approach, one can suppose
a piecewise approximation for the density profile. After this the coordinates of the cut~
off layers could be deduced by simple recurrent formula:

Z C-td. 1-l Z—Z'_ __o_ r_ J 1-1Zrt‘zk—r 0'4 2 4 If] n. n. (2)— —rJ J1— +1 e
Hk 11k

Thus now we have five points (20, O). (21, n1), ...(z4, 114) from the outer part of the
measured plasma density profile. One can suppose, as an approximation a symmetry
of the outer and inner parts of plasma density profile with a corresponding Shafranov
shift, In order to calculate the central plasma density, we used the central chord
integral density measured by an HCN interferometer. A parabolic spline interpolation
was then used for plotting the density profile curves through the eleven points defined
as described above.
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3 Results and Discussion

The evolution of the plasma density profile deduced from radar data for a particular

START discharge is shown on fig. 1. This exhibits an “internal reconnection event"
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(112E) as frequently seen in START. In this discharge, a small IRE appears at 38 ms as

seen on the plasma current waveform (see fig. 2). The lRE appears to be localised to
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al plasma layers and does not significantly disturb the outer part of

hasised that after the IRE the density profile I

g an IRE is very I

the centr
the

density profile. But it should be emp

became broader. The behaviour of the plasma density profile durin

similar to that during a single sawtooth oscillation.

This shot has another important feature: a clear decrease in the line radiation from C2+

just after t = 30 ms, coincident with the appearance of a double null divertor
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configuration in the plasma flux surfaces (see fig.2). From fig. 3 it can be seen that
the contours of constant density get closer together after t=31 ms while the diameter of

the plasma is increasing, indicating a steeping of the plasma edge density profile [4]_

4 MPRR Upgrade

Recently a new system for Shot again

,77{W‘\J’w/\/ _ /focusing the probing beam

has been designed and is

being manufactured. It

consists of a window

M
aj

or
Ra

di
us

(c
m

)

angled at about 45°, made

from fused silica and two

off axis elliptical mirrors,

giving the possibility to

match the phase front of ”"F‘msl
the probing beam closer to the shape of reflecting plasma layer. This is expected to
increase the dynamic range of the device and the accuracy of the measurements.

5 Conclusion

A Multifrequcncy Pulse Radar Reflectometer has been designed, conunissioned and is
operating on the START tokamak. The data obtained using this technique allows the
study of density profile evolution during the shot, revealing aspects of the plasma
behaviour during such events as internal reconnection and the introduction of a
poloidal divertor.
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(1) Introduction

Three new microwave instruments have been constructed to measure the electron

density and temperature in the plasma of the JET pumped divertor. They are a “comb"

reflectometer. for estimating the peak electron density along a sightline, a two colour

interferometer. for line integral electron density measurements. and an Electron Cyclotron

Absorption (ECA) measurement system for determining the profile of the electron density -

electron temperature product.

Due to the very limited access in the divertor region. these microwave diagnostics

share a common set of waveguides and antennas. There are three independent sightlines

through the divertor plasma and each can be used by more than one instrument at the same

time.
This paper describes the waveguide/antenna system, the design and operating

principles of the three microwave systems, and presents some preliminary results.

(2) The Antenna/Waveguide system

Several factors constrain the design. The antennas must be built into the divertor target

structure (between the target tiles) in order to be able to pass radiation through the divertor

plasma. The antennas must therefore be small (cross-section ~ 10 mm) and must survive in

the hostile environment of the divertor region. They need to operate over a wide frequency

range in two orthogonal polarisations (50 to 200 GHz in the ordinary mode. 120 to 240 GHZ

in the extraordinary mode). The waveguide path from the divertor to the instruments must be

as simple and direct as possible, to minimise losses and spurious reflections. This is especially

important for the small (only slightly oversized) waveguide used near the divertor structure.

The solution which has been adopted to meet these requirements contains the

following elements [1]. Oversized waveguides (mostly WGlO) are used to transport the

radiation from the instmments to the torus and back (~100 in round trip). Polarising

beamsplitters in the waveguides near the instruments combine and separate the O-mode

radiation used by the density measurement systems from the E-mode radiation used for ECA.

The waveguides taper to smaller cross—section near the divertor so that they can pass through

the small apertures available. The small cross—section waveguides inside the vacuum vessel

are in a single poloidal plane with only one bend, to minimise spurious reflections and mode

conversion. A compromise antenna design gives acceptable performance over the whole

frequency range. The location of the antennas and the sightlines in the divertor are shown in

figure 1.
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(3) The Comb Reflectomctcr

The principle of operation is to launch a "comb” of fixed frequency signals into the
plasma in the ordinary modc. Each is either transmitted or reflected depending on whether it is
above or below the peak plasma frequency, corresponding to the peak density on the sightline.

The instrument [2] has up to four probing frequencies in the range 50 to 75 GHz (V-
band) and four in the range 75 to 100 GHz (W—band), giving an overail density range from
3.1)t19 m"3 to 1.24x1020 in]. Two receivers measure simultaneously both the transmitted
and reflected signals for each probing frequency By ajudicious choice of source frequencies
and the local oscillator pump frequency. only one harmonic mixer is required in each receiver
to detect all four signals. The S/N ratio is optimised by modulating the source power at 100
kHz and filtering the signals to a narrow passband centred on 100 kHz. Further low pass
filtering is used after envelope detection before digitising at 1 kHz.

For the measurements presented here, the W band system (density range 8.7)(10lg 111'3
to 1.2x102” m'3) was connected to sightline "2” in figure 1, which was shared with the ECA
system.
(4) The Two Colour Interferometer

This interferometer [3] combines phase measurements at two frequencies to give both
the line integral of the electron density and the relative mechanical movement of the antennas.

Beams of radiation from two sources (of frequencies 130 and 200 GI—Iz) are spatially
combined and directed along any one of the three sightlines through the divertor plasma to
form the measurement arm of the instrument. The source/detection system is based on a
quasioptical design with low attenuation and highly efficient spatial multiplexing and
demultiplexing of the two separate frequency beams using Martin-Puplett polarising
interferometers. For each frequency, the evolution of the phase difference between the 10.7
MHZ IF signals of the measurement and reference arms is determined with a resolution of 6°
and sampling rate up to 1 MHz. For the measurements presented here the interferometer was
used on sightline 2. replacing the comb reflectometer.
(5) The Electron Cyclotron Absorption Diagnostic

A measurement of Te using ECE is not possible because the optical depth of the
divertor plasma is low and ECE from the divertor plasma is dominated by the intense core
plasma ECE at the same frequencies. Instead, a direct measurement of ECA in the divertor
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plasma is made using radiation from an external source. This gives the optical depth, which

(for the 2nd harmonic E-mode) is approximately proportional to the electron pressure

(ncXTe'l
The ECA system [4] uses a swept frequency microwave source, which allows the

profile of the ECA to be measured across the divertor plasma, as well as permitting operation

at a wide range of toroidal fields. Standing waves (due to the high coherence of the radiation)

are a major technical problem. They have been eliminated by incorporating the plasma in one

arm of a two-arm interferometer. The fixed length difference between the two arms and a

linear frequency sweep result in a fixed frequency beat signal whose amplitude contains the

ECA information. Radiation which experiences multi—pathing appears at a higher beat

frequency and can be eliminated by filtering the signal during demodulation.

ECA can be measured over the approximate range 2.5xlO20 to 5.0x102| eV.m‘3, while

observation of the cutoff frequency should give peak densities in the range 2.5)(1019 to

1.7m20 m'3 (for BB = 3.4 r).
(6) Results
Swept frequency ECA system

The expected substantial level of ECA has not been found in any of the data examined

to date. The noise level sets a lower limit of detection on the absorption of about 5%. Such

low absorption is consistent with T6 no more than a few eV, for the typical measured densities

(~1020 ma). No systematic effects which could mask the ECA have yet been identified.

Comparison of simultaneous measurements of peak density with two systems

The swept frequency ECA system experiences cutoff at high density. By measuring

the highest frequency for which the transmitted signal is extinguished, the peak density on the

sightline can be estimated. In figure 2 it is compared with that obtained on the same sightline

by the comb reflectometer.
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Consistency of simultaneous measurements of line integral and peak density
At high density the lower frequency otthc two colour interferometer can suffer Sll'onsignal loss so that only the upper Frequency is usable. Both signals can experience fringejumps during rapid changes of density (eg during ELMS). Figure 3 shows the interferometersignals. and the deduced line integral density, By assuming a profile Width. this can be

compared with the peak density obtained From cutoff in the swept frequency ECA system.
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(7) Summary

There is consistency between the densities measured by the three divettor microwave. . . .
- 20 -. - . 18 .2diagnostics. Peak densttics >l.>.\'10 in1 and line integral values >8x10 m have been

measured.

To date. only 21 low level of electron cyclotron absorption has been observed. This
suggests that TC in the divertor plasma is no more than a tew eV at high dcnsny (~10 0 n1 1).
Possible sources of systematic uncertainty in the measurements are still being investigated.
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Toroidal correlation reflectometry for q-profile estimation in TJ-I tokamak
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Asociacién EURATOM—CIEMAT, Madrid, Spain

Introduction

The determination of the current profile in reactor grade plasmas has become a main

diagnostic challenge due to access limitations and the radiation levels on the different

components. In this context, microwave diagnostics provide moderate access demands and

plasma facing components relatively radiation resistant. A new experimental method aimed to

determine the q-profile, based on correlation reflectometry, is presented.

The method requires the use of at least two reflectometers located in different poloidal

and toroidal positions. These positions determine fixed q values along the plasma radius. By

sweeping simultaneously the incident frequencies of the reflectometers different radial

positions can be probed in a single discharge. The temporal behaviour of the coherence

between the fluctuations measured by the reflectometers during the sweeping of the incident

frequency should provide the desired information. The coherence is expected to be high as

soon as the reflectometer signals are reflected at the same magnetic field line (provided that

the toroidal correlation length of the fluctuations is large enough, as it is in TEXT [l] and

ASDEX [2]). The high coherence level and the phase of the cross—spectrum are used to

identify the different q values; from the correspondent incident frequencies the radial

positions can be determined if the density profile is known. in this way the q—profile can be

inferred in a single shot (during the plateau time of the discharge). Also information on the

toroidal correlation length and toroidal wavenumbcr of the fluctuations may be obtained. The

measured q values correspond to the ”cylindrical” approach. They can be used as reference

points together with equilibrium calculations to determine the actual q values in strongly non-

cylindrical plasmas. Due to symmetry considerations, q=1 is always exactly determined.

Experimental System

A proof of principle experiment has been set up in the TJ-l tokamak (R:0.3 m, a=0.l

m). Two sweeping homodyne reflectometers fed from the same oscillator, working in the

frequency range 2640 GHZ, have been installed. The O»mode polarization was chosen to

ensure the same instantaneous cut-off densities in both reflectometers during the frequency

sweep. The selected positions are 120” toroidally and 90° poloidally apart from each other,

allowing the observation of the magnetic field lines defined by q = 5.3, 2.2, 1.33, 1.06. For

q=l.33 the field line goes directly from the first to the second reflectometer while for the

other q values it goes from one to the other reflectometer after one complete toroidal turn.

Thus, the coherence is expected to be higher when probing qzl .33 than in the other cases.
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There is a restriction in the sweeping time which becomes critical for T“: it should belong enough to consider that the reflecting layer does not move during the finite time
windows in which the coherence is calculated and it should be short enough to gUaranteg
steady q-profile during the entire frequency sweep. In our case, due to the short density and
current plateau times (less titan 10 ms), we have chosen frequency sweep rates between 0.5
and l GI—lz/ms and time windows of 256 its for the coherence analysis. Therefore to Probe
radial positions from the plasma edge to the center not one but several repetitive diSCharges
are generally needed. In devices with long plateau times this restriction disappears.

The use of homodyne receiver implies that the measured magnitude is not proportionalto the phase delay of the reflected beam, «1:, but to cos(¢), affecting the coherence values_
These values correspond to the ‘real’ ones only when the difference between the phase offsetsof both reflectometers equals rm [3]. While sweeping the incident frequency, the phase offsms
change monotonously and so does their difference if the rate of change is different in Bach
rcflectometer. In the described system the lengths of the reference arms were adjusted to
obtain a difference rate of change of about 1.5 kHz when the beams are reflected at the
fronting walls. Thus, the temporal evolution of the coherence is expected to present maxima
and minima with a frequency Close to 3 kHz: twice as much as the difference frequency (the
beat frequencies do not change much when the plasma is present). This value of 3 kHz is a
compromise between having a number of fringes large enough to be able to see the coherence
maxima when probing the same field line and having enough number of realizations per
fringe.

Experimental Results and Discussion
Preliminary experimental results were obtained during ohmic heated plasmas with a

magnetic field: B:l.2 T, plasma current: lp=30 kA and line integral density: <n>=1013 cm‘3.
The time evolution of the plasma current and line electron density for one of these discharges
are shown in Fig. l. The vertical straight lines bound the time interval considered as the
plateau time. Under these plasma conditions q is estimated to be close to 6 at the plasma edge.
The coherence between the fluctuations measured by the two reflectometers during this time
is displayed in Fig. 2. As expected the coherence presents the oscillating structure. It is
represented as a function of the different cut—off densities along the density profile; the
corresponding cut-off radii should be inferred from the density profile but this information
was not available during this campaign. The density at the plasma edge was measured by
Langmuir probes [4], it ranges from n = 1012 cm'3 in the SOL region up to n = 3-4 1012 cm‘3
when moving 2 cm inside the velocity shear layer location. Taking into account these results,
the field line defined as q=5.3 is expected to be out of the range of the reflectometers. Then,
the two regions of high coherence at nc] x 0.97 and at us: 2 1.03 1013 cm'3 (see Fig.2) could
be associated with q=2.2 and 1.33 respectively. This is supported by the difference (though
small) between the coherence measured at the two densities. Taking into account these data
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and [he distance covered by the magnetic field lines. the estimated toroidal correlation length

of the fluctuations is about 4 m. The coherence displayed in Fig. 2 corresponds to the

frequency range up to 160 kHz. Considering frequencies tip to = 250 kHz the coherence

presents the same pattern with lower maxima values, but for frequencies between 250 and

500 kHz the maxima almost disappear as a consequence of the decreasing toroidal correlation

length as the fluctuation frequency increases.

In our experimental conditions a systematic study of the q—profile behaviour has not

been possible. In some discharges high values of the coherence appear during almost the

wh01e frequency sweep, being difficult its interpretation in terms of specific magnetic field

lines. As an example, the coherence as a function of the cut—off density is shown in Fig. 3. In

this case the plasma parameters are B=1.4 T, Ip=30 kA and <n>=l.5 1013 cm‘3 and two

similar shots are considered to cover the whole density range. A possible reason which could

account for this coherence behaviour is a non-stationary q and/or density profile, but also

some refiectometer characteristics could be the cause. A poor radial and poloidal resolution

may produce a reflection of the incident beam in different magnetic field lines

simultaneously. Due to the relatively long incident wavelengths used 0» = 1 cm) the radial

resolution in our case is quite poor, however, in devices with higher density and steeper

density gradient it should not be so. Besides, we have used standard hom antennas whose spot

size is of the order of a few centimeters, but the use of antennas with smaller beamwidth

would provide better poloidal resolution, diminishing this problem.

By autocorrelatiou analysis of any of the two signals, identification of the q=l and 2

surfaces could be achieved. This possibility depends on the relation between the

autocorrelation time (measured in the laboratory frame of reference) and the toroidal

propagation time of the fluctuations. In the previous experiments changes in the

autocorrelation time have not been observed at any incident frequency. This is the expected

result when the autocorrelation time is longer than the propagation time. This very fast

toroidal propagation of the turbulence is also confirmed by the moderate toroidal phase shifts

(in the order of 0.3-0.5 rad) observed for the signals with significant coherence. According to

these results, the distortion of the turbulence structure due to plasma poloidal rotation should

not be important.
The method described here could also be used to determine whether a fixed flux surface

has a constant density all along the torus. To do so. the same experimental system can be used

but with two different oscillators, one for each reflectometer. By sweeping the frequency of

both oscillators, with adjustable frequency delay with respect to each other, slightly different

cut-off densities will be probed by each reflectometer at the same instant. In case of having

high coherence values at any time it would be an indication of a density gradient along the

magnetic field line, which can be determined.
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Conclusions
A new experimental method to determine the q~profile based on correlation reflectometry is
presented. The experimental results show the potential of this method, though the SPECific
limitations of TJ~I plasmas make difficult systematic interpretation. Some possible inaccuracy
sources have been discussed none of them being irremediable. The method can also Offer
interesting information on toroidal correlation lengths, wavenumbers and, with a Slight
modification in the experimental system, existence of density gradients along field lines.
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Two-dimensional effects of turbulence in density profile

measurements by reflectometry
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1. Introduction.

Reflectometry is a very attractive diagnostic for measurements of density profile and plasma

turbulence in reactor conditions, but the problem of interpretation of the results is not solved

utterly. The reason for this is the plasma turbulence which leads to interference of signals,

reflected simultaneously on different turbulent waves and backseattering of signal. Other source

of perturbations is the multiple reflection of the signal between plasma and chamber wall. These

effects can be simulated completely only in a 3-d full-wave code, though simulation of effects

of scattering and interference may be reduced to Z-d taking advantage of the homogeneity of the

plasma in the toroidal direction. Full-wave Z-d codes have been developed in recent time [1],

but the use of this codes is limited due to the very complicated computations involved. In this

work, a simple WKB Z—d code was used for qualitative simulation of effects of interference in

situations where the turbulence size is larger than the signal wavelengtha

2. 2-dimensional WKB code.

The code is based on the quasioptic equations for the wavefront propagation [2]. The condition

of applicability of this eqttations depends on reflection angle.But in real experiments the signal,

reflected with big angles usually do not reach the receiver and the condition of applicability does

not differ from the l-d one: 7»<<L, where 9‘. is the signal wavelength and L is the size of

turbttlence.The wavefront is propagating in 2-d space with variable refraction index. Amplitude

a and phase (1) of the reflected signal are computed as the result of interference of parts of

reflected wavefront, coming to the receiving antenna.

The model for the turbulent density profile consists of two parts: 2-d unperturbed density

distribution, and a set of interchanging hills and depressions on the density distribution due to

turbulence. Amplitudes of any hill or depression and distances between them in both directions

were varying randomly inside +/- 50% on average values. For this structure the average size of

turbulence is the average distance between tops of hills. Poloidal and radial average sizes were

equal. Different turbulent structures with the same average size L and amplitude A could be

created by modifying an initial random parameter. All results shown below were simulated for

the conditions of the reflectometcr installed at the W7AS stellarator (X—mode, range 75-

IIOGHz [3] ). Amplitudes of the turbulence did not exceed the experimental estimations. Sizes

ofturbulence exceeded the vacuum wavelength of the launched waves by a factor 6-15 in order

to keep applicability of the WKB solution.
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3. Results of fixed frequency simulations.
The turbulent structure was rotating in poloidal direction with a fixed frequency. The angle Was
considered as time parameter. The phase ¢(t) of the reflected signal was subjeCt t0 Fouficr.
analysis. With small A and big L simultaneous reflection of signal from different P010idal
points is impossible, and the spectrum of the phase oscillations was corresponding to the
spectrum of density oscillations. Rise of A or decrease of L cause multiple reflection from
density oscillations with higher A or smaller L than the average values. Interference of this
signals causes a noisy component in the spectrum with shape l/F, where F is the frequency of
oscillations. The part of spectrum exceeding this noisy component still corresponds to the
spectrum of the density oscillations. With even higher A or smaller L the multiple reflectiOn is
possible for any period of turbulence and the spectrum becomes completely noisy. Spectra of
the phase oscillations, multiplied by F, for the cases of absent, small and strong interference are
shown in fig]. A and L of the turbulence, corresponding to absent, small and strong
interference depend on geometry and density gradient. When L is close to the size of antennas
the spectrum is always noisy. The noisy component in experimental spectra may be easily
separated. The part of the spectrum exceeding the noisy component may be processed by a 1-d
model. The turbulence with small L leads to completely noisy spectrum of phase oscillations
with shape l/F. Experimental spectra are usually not noisy, that supports the assumption that
the real turbulence has big poloidal size (576 cm or more) and the WKB model is applicable.
4. Simulation of density profile measurement.
It is commonly accepted that the instantaneous density profile shows complicated structures
produced by the turbulence. On the other hand, the averaged density profile is of high physical
interest. In the following section we will use the simulation code to evaluate the ability of the
different reflectometer techniques to perform this kind of average. Simulations were perfomied
for swept homodyne, AM and pulse reflectometers. The phase delay ¢(f) and amplitude a(f)
of the reflected signal were computed as a function of the cam'er frequency for a fixed turbulent
structure. From these data the measurements of each reflectometer were simulated. Turbulence
had fluctuation level of about 2.5% and 5 cm correlation length.
For the pulse radar, pulses were reconstructed by backward Fourier transform of the spectrum
of reflected pulse, including the effects of phase and amplitude changes. The pulse width was
about 1 ns, its frequency components were reflecting in the plasma within a radial extension
shorter than the correlation length. The time delay was defined as the time between maximum
power of reflected and launched pulses. The maximum power of the reflected pulse suffered
variations more than 20 dB due to turbulence. Shapes of many reflected pulses were distorted,
as shown in fig.2, due to the interference of pulses reflected in different points of plasma.
For the AM reflectometer the time delay was computed from the phase differences in the 3-
component spectrum, with 200 MHz distance between components. Results were averaged so
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that the frequency resolution of the AM reflectometer became close to that of pulse radar. In real

AM reflectometers this vector averaging is done by IF filter. This averaging eliminates short

splashes of the measured time delay due to interference, accompanied usually by falls in the

signal amplitude. Results of averaging over 1 and 3 periods of turbulence for fixed carrier

frequency and rotating turbulent structure are shown in fig.3.

For the sweeping homodyne reflectometer the signal axsin(¢) was reconstructed. Standard

filtering (rejection of too small or too large beat frequencies) and fringe detection (zero

crossing) were used to compute the time delay.

For the density profile without turbulence all reflectometers gave the same 1(f) and the

reconstructed density profiles were close to initial one with accuracy better than 1%.

Time delays and reconstructed density profiles for the fluctuating case are shown in figs.4 and

5_ AM and pulse reflectometers gave very close results. Reconstructed densities were 3—5%

higher than the unperturbed density. In 2—d geometry, the signal coming to the receiver is

reflected usually on turbulent hills near the axes of antennas, where the curvature of reflecting

surface is high .In result the reconstructed density is close not to average density, but to the

density in turbulent hills. The signal of the swept reflectometer, for some turbulence

parameters, showed false fringes caused by amplitude modulation and jumps of phase due to

interference. These lost fringes, which lead to wrong profiles, appear in the simplified fringe

counting system (see fig.4,5) and could be avoided by proper filtering or the use of suitable

phase detection algorithms [4]. An open question is how much the filtering of the signal would

affect the structure of the density profile. The situation with the sweep system would mainly

improve by the application of vector heterodyne detection and frequency average.

5. Conclusion.

The 2-d WKB code, able to compute interference effects, was used for qualitative investigation

of the perturbations of turbulence in reflectometry measurements. The code is applicable when

the size of turbulence is clearly larger than the wavelength of signal. Turbulence cause strong,

more than 20 dB, modulation of power of reflected signal of AM refiectometer and pulse

radarbut the average density profile can be obtained to good approximation. For the homodyne

sweeping reflectometer the good profile was obtained after proper filtering of the beat signal.

The simulation of the effects of turbulence with shorter correlation lengths is in progress. It

could show higher perturbation levels in the profiles measured by the different techniques.
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1 Introduction

The knowledge of electron temperature (Ti) with good spatial and time resolution is very im-

portant to understand the plasma confinement and transport properties. Achieving high time

resolution on a single shot basis is not an easy task in the present generation Reversed Field

Pinch (Rl’l’) [1] experiments which have discharge duration less than a second and their internal

dynamics dominated by Mill) time scale (tag; mm) m 1 ms in the present RFX conditionst

Moreover. due to the relatiyely low tiiagnetic field, it is extremely difficult to perform ECE '1;

measurements.

In this paper we present the first results from a single chord prototype of a T6 diagnostic, installed

on the ltFX experiment ['2], based on the measurement of the continuum part of the Soft X-

Ray (SXR) radiation spectrum performed with the absorber foils method applied in its simplest

version. ie with the use only of Be filters. The measurement. technique is also critically reviewed

and the obtained results show that it could be. suecesfully applied also in different experiments.

2 Measurelnent principle and analysis of experimental errors

The basis of the absorber foil method [Iii -|] is that the ratio R of the signals SHTEJIE‘CJI)

and 53(71. 1154213) (72, electron density. C(Zt'ff‘ITE) Xiray enhancement factor) of two detectors

covered by absorbers with thicknesses l] and {1 is a function mainly ot'the maximum temperature

alongr the detector line of sight (Tumor)-

Pmfilc FfclS‘

lt(Tm,mr) depends very weakly on the shape of the electron temperature profile: in Fig. 1

we Show the 'l'EnmJtlt’) curves for two '1} profiles measured in RFX‘ a rather peaked TE oc

Tcoll — (r/Hfl [:3] and a flatter TL \’ tl - (r/a)5 [tilt For computing these curves we have

taken the actual values of the filter thicknesses used for the measurements reported in this

paper. ire. (1:25 pm and (3: l2?) pm. Fig.1 shows also the relative difference AT’N’W- vs I? (in
mu:

“0) between the two curws. which is typically between '2 and 3 ‘Z for the Tam”. values which

we have measured.

'l‘o reconstruct 71M“ for R |-'_\ we have used the curve which averages the two functions of Figtl,

expressed by the following interpolating; function:

'Diparlilnenln di lngegnerin Flel ricn. llnivclsita di Patlot'a

TDipartimento di l’i Univelsitii di Padoya
xlslituto Gas lonizzali del ('Xlt
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1- (It) , (sun—1.071“R+U.355(tnmuons-nut" H)“.m.) — .

Errors (littilt/sis
The experimental error on 7),“,t is related to the uncertainty in the measured signals 5'] andman"... I R (A: L)CI z - BU-‘ldes the
)reviouslv discussed unrertaintv dtte to the sha )e of the '1} )rofiles, causes of random e '- - '1 . . 11015 In

53 via the simple propagation expresic

5'1 and .93 are the electromagnetic noise and the efl‘ect of the impurities. whereas the d9\'iation
of the filter thicknesses from their nominal values may be source of a systematic error.
Random errors
- Whereas electromagnetic noise. always present in a fast. air-wore machine like RFX, glt’es

:3 Inn) with a |AT1L e: 0.1 7t. its influence on 5'3 is larger,
this being mainly due to the higher transintpedance (105 \"/A) needed to amplify the. very to“,
current signal produced by the detector. l T | is approximately 5%. but it is composed by a low
number of relatively high fretiueuty harmonics. which are efficiently filtered via software, The
use of better shielded cables and ol a differential inpttt stage in the amplifiers should drastically
reduce this source oferror in the inultirhord diagnostics.

negligible contribution to .5} [IIZZ

I The main impurities present in RFX are Carbon and Oxygen. This may he a situation
common. in this temperature raugtx to many experiments whose first wall is made by graphitea
as RFX, According to a recent experimental spectroscopic survey [T] the most intense lilies close
to the cut-off region of the '25 and 12:] [Hit Be filters. are the OVIII line at Earn/2653.9 EV
and tlte O\"ll line at [Toy/[:E'JILS e\'v

The ratios between the fraction of the spectroscopically measured lay” and 101:,” inten—
sities passing through the lilters and the global radiation intensities [35 and 11 measured
by the same filters are. for the 2:3 11m absorber (the most critical thickness): %rklor-11“

Llfor[ll"lEtfit‘llt'3‘—tl‘llll : 3 x [07" — l X l0_31111(1 9; lOt'lll = [Ot‘llll'i(Eut'lnilfitlllll : 5X 10%) _
t25 2!)

‘2 x 10"“7 with much lower values for the 125 mu filter. These results indicate au upper limit of
:2 % for the error in the signal ratio due to impurity effects.
, ‘ . . AT. n.the maxtmutn systematic error [7'— mm due to the uncertainty on the nominal filter thickness
is estimated to be t 3%

3 Experimental set-up and results
The diagnostic has been realized for ltliX in a compact size version, The lon~Implauted Si
detectors are mounted together with a multilayer filter spectrometer [S] is at the moment limited
only by the present version ol' the electronic to N ltllz.
A typical example of the 71.7mm, time evolution during a ltl’X [).N .\l:\ shot. is shown in Fig. '2
together with the plasma current waveform, For compariscm we also show the measurements
obtained with the Sitii) l‘ll.\. In the initial and final phase of the discharge fl'éymui. can not
be reliably measured beacnse the value ol' 5') becomes to low and the signal-touoise ratio not
acceptable.
The agreement with E measurements obtained with the Sitlj) diagnostics is typically good,
as shown in Fig. It. where 7‘,,,,,,,, is plotted vs 7;";i l‘lach point corresponds to a 10 ms
average around the time t: it) ms for alt individual shot. The relative difference between the
two measurements in the 200-2350 e\~ range is typically lower than 10 “A. The slight trend to
have Tum” < 'I'
7'q we have assumed a Hat c' profile. ll on the other hand (I incrt [sea with the plasma radius

:.—
.—

;:.-
w-

,vr
7“

‘

54‘, at the higher temperatures may be justified considering that. in obtaining

and since the detector covered by the 2:3 hm filter receives radiation from a wider radial region
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Ofthe plasma around the core. the temperature dependance of tlte ratio between the two signals

is altt’l‘fi‘d so that a behaviour like that. of Fig. 3 has to be expected. This problem should be

m'el'w‘m‘ in the ntnltichord version of the diagnostic or, in a. single chord instrument. using more

[him two He filters.

Fig. .1 shows the behaviour 01TH...“ vs the line integrated density in. The observed decrease of

11mm" does not prevent that the best confinement properties of the configuration are obtained

at high density.

We have also measured large and coherent oscillations in Tun”. with a. period of the order

of '2 ms. correlated with toroidal magnetic flux (‘1), ) regeneration events. An example is in

Fig.5 which shows “I‘m“...(t) together with the toroidal flux and the reversal parameter F :

Elf). Error bars smaller than the oscillation amplitude and representative of the maximum

|‘Itli(10m eror associated with the Tm...I measurement. are also shown. Besides continuing the

expected time resolution performance. these Iluctnation measurements give also an interesting

contribution to the understanding, of the ba. cs physics of the RFI’ configuration. in fact this

evidence of a core temperature collapse during relaxation. with a ms time scale. fits the picture

which describes the lll’l’ dynamics as regulated by a continuous competition between a MHD

dwatno. responsible for the toroidal llux regeneration and the snstainment oitlte configuration.

and resistive diil'usion [St].

4 Conclusions

A low-cost mnltichord electron temperature diagnostic. 01‘ a type previously used on tolt‘ainahs.

has been installed on the ltFX experiment, The design features. analysis and treatment oferrors

and the profile effects have been critically reviewed

The results which have been obtained prove that this technique in its simplest form can be

succesfully applied to low field. lcnvZ first wall fusion experiments.

In parlicul‘ar we have confirmed the dependence of the electron temperature versus density in

RFX.
The time dependence ol 1‘. has been measured with time resolution better titan previously. As a

result coherent oscillations in the electron temperature. related to relaxation phenomena, have

been studied attd the role of the Mill) dynamo in 11171" dynamics clarified further.
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MEASURING THE LINE-AVERAGED DENSITY BY THE TIME
DELAY OF SHORT MICROWAVE PULSES

S.H. Heijnen, A.J.H. Donne. C.A.J. Hugenholtz, Th.F.M.M. Maas,

H.J. van der Meiden, F.C. Schiiller and the RTP-team

FOM-Instituut voor Plasmafysica 'Rijnhuizen‘, Association Euratom-FOM,

PO. Box 1207, 3430 BE Nieuwegein. The Netherlands.

Introduction
At the ahuizen Tokamak Project (RTP), a four—Channel pulsed—radar diagnostic is

installed.“ Carrier frequencies of 29. 33, 36 and 39 GHz are modulated with sub-nanosecond

pulses and transmitted in the O-mode. The time of flight of these pulses between emission.

reflection from a critical density layer and detection is measured with an accuracy of 70 ps,

corresponding to 1cm in vacuum. Normally, this system is used as a reflectometer system such

that all probing frequencies reflect from the plasma. In low-density plasma pulses, however,

one or more channels have a frequency above the maximum plasma frequency such that

launched pulses at these frequencies pass through the plasma, reflect from the opposite wall.

pass through the plasma again and are detected. Then, the flight times of the pulses contain

information on the line-integrated value of the refractive index. In this case, the system is said

to operate as a delayometer. From delayometry measurements, it is in principle possible to

calculate the line-integrated density.

Theory
The time delay of a pulse in the plasma is determined by the group velocity. In case the probing

frequency is higher than the central plasma frequency, the pulse will pass through the plasma

and the incremental time delay is given by:

0.5

2 a (021') arp=;j[1—P—2— dr—4—c—, (1)
(00

where too is the probing frequency, Lope is the plasma frequency and 4a/c is the flight time

without plasma. Equation (1) is only valid for O-mode propagation. The factor two in front of

the integral reflects the double passage of the plasma. For probing frequencies much higher

than the maximum plasma frequency (this is the same regime as interferometers operate in) the

time of flight is linear in the line-averaged density and is given by:

2a1,, E < n, >, (2)
cnm’v

with ncm the cut-off density belonging to the probing frequency. Requiring that this

approximation is accurate to within 10% and assuming a parabolic density profile with a plasma

minor radius of 0.165m, this formula is applicable for probing frequencies that are over 2.5

times higher than the central plasma frequency.
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The flight time as a function of
probing frequency can be3.0 l! I I I calculated analytically for al7 : constant, triangular or parabolic

— Parabolic profile _ density profile, 565 Fig. 1. In------- Triangular profile this figure, the PTObing~ ,_.. Flat profile frequency is normalised to the
central plasma frequency fol- a
constant density profile while the
incremental time of flight is
normalised to the vacuum time of
flight (2.2ns at RTP). For all
profiles, the line integrated
density is kept the same leading
to different cut-off frequencies
for the different profiles. Figure
1 shows that the largest flight

(a a /o) times will occur for frequencies
just above the central plasmaFig.1: Incremental time delay as a function of the frequency and that for very highprobing frequency for a constant, a triangular and a frequencies the incremental timeparabolic density profile. The frequency is normalised to the delay is very small. From themaximum plasma frequencyfor the constant density profile, slope of the curves, it can bewhile the flight time is normalised to the vacuum time of seen that delayometry is veryflight. Al three profiles have the same line-averaged density. sensitive to that part Of the
profile that has a plasmafrequency just below the probing frequency. Delayometry will be less sensitive to the edge ofthe profile, where the probing frequency is much higher than the local plasma frequency.Hence, delayometry in itself cannot deduce the total density profile, but it can give extrainformation on the central part of the profile.
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Experiments
Measurements are performed in low density discharges with the maximum density below thecritical density of the highest probing frequency, e.g. 1.89X1019m'3. As it is very difficult atRTP to make low-density plasma pulses without generating supratherrnal electrons, the lowestcentral density obtained was 1.75X1019mF3. This means that only the highest probingfrequency operates as a delayometer. An example of a measurement is given in Fig.2, with thecorresponding line-averaged density in Fig. 3. In the first few milliseconds of the discharge,the density is low and all channels operate as a delayometer channel. After about 30ms, thedensity has increased to a value above the critical density for all probing frequencies, resultingin negative flight times. Then, the line-averaged density starts to decrease to a value of0.9x1019m‘3. At this density, only the highest frequency will not be reflected by the plasma. Inthe time period between 150 and 300ms, many data points are lost. The cause for this loss insignal is threefold. First, when the central plasma frequency is close to the probing frequency,refraction becomes important, especially in the presence of fluctuations. This lowers the powerof the reflected signal below detection threshold. Second, in case the central plasma frequency
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15 close to the probing frequency, the detected pulse will also undergo pulse broadening which

leads to a diminishing of the peak power in the pulse. Third, suprathermal electrons are present

in low—density discharges. These electrons generate emission around the plasma frequency

which reduces the signal—to—noise ratio. Nevertheless, still enough data points remain to

calculate a flight time for each frequency and to determine which signal is reflected from the

plasma and Which Signal is reflected from the vacuum vessel after passing through the plasma.

The flight time for the highest probing frequency was found to be 1.8ns above the vacuum time

of flight. The other frequencies reflect from the plasma with a time of flight of -l.l 1, -O.82 and

.0,0lns. The negative values for the flight time originate from the fact that the reflection from

the back wall in vacuum is taken as the reference value.
I I I I
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Fig. 2: Measurements of the pulsed radar system in a low—density plasma pulse.
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Fig. 3: Line-averaged density for the same discharge as Fig.2.
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Interpretation
The outer half of the density
profile can be calculated by Abel-
inverting the measurements of the
two lowest frequency channels.
The edge of the density profile is
taken to be at O.l75m, while
between the measurements a
linear interpolation is used to
construct the time—of—flight
profile. The 36GHZ channel is
not used as it was found to reflect
from close to the centre of the
discharge. Then, the pulse will be
deformed and the measurements ,,
cannot be trusted. The total -02 . 0.0density profile is constructed by Minor radius massuming symmetry around the
P135111a centre. For the central part Fig.4: Comparison of density profiles from Thomsonof the profile the information
from the highest frequency
channel is used. This channel gives information on the peaking of the profile. For a firstinterpretation, the central part of the density profile is parametrized as:

.113

J. (3)
At the position of the highest reflecting channel, Eq. (3) is made to match the density profile asmeasured with reflectometry. The density profile found from the pulsed radar measurements iscompared to the profiles as found from a multi-position TV-Thomson scattering system and al9-channel FIR interferometer. It can be seen that the profiles are comparable within the errorbars.
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1. Introduction
Theory of weak plasma turbulence is now well elaborated [l , 3]; the key feature which

allows the construction of this theory is the so—called random phase approximation applied

to Gaussian distributed quantities [2]. Thus the theory of weak plasma turbulence is valid

for the systems with developed stochasticity [2,3] when the wave phases are random, the

arbitrary wave motion can be represented as a linear superposition of oscillation modes,

and the wave amplitudes slowly change in time due to interaction with other waves and

particles of a plasma. Such an approach can be applied for the description of plasma

processes only if the wave amplitudes are sufficiently small. As the amplitudes grow,

phase correlations become significant. An important process resulting in amplification of

phase correlations is the modulational interaction [4] Here, we discuss applicability limits

of the description of the modulational interactions of broad Langmuir wave packets in

collisionless unmagnetized plasmas on the basis of the theory of weak plasma turbulence.

We use this description to study near~threshold behavior of the modulational instability

of broad turbulent spectra.

2. Developed Modulational Instability

Let us consider Langmuir oscillations with sufficiently wide spectrum which is concen-

trated in the region of small wave vectors (the soecalled energyecontaining region [5]], so

that the spectral width Air in the wave vector space is of the order of the characteristic

wave vector lock in the spectrum.

The plasma system can be described on the basis of the weak turbulence theory if

its stochasticity parameter S which is considered as a measurement of island overlap in

velocity space [2] is sufficiently large. As it is well known, stochasticity ensues when,

in order of magnitude, adjacent islands overlap ' that is, when the island width (the

width of the trapping region) exceeds the velocity spacing between adjacent resonances.

The latter can be presented as 6V % 6k(v_q — vm)/kc1,, where 6k, the wave vector spacing

between adjacent resonances, is inverse proportional to the Characteristic inhomogeneity

scale L (6k ~ 27r/L); “a (my) is the group (phase) velocity of the waves in the spectrum.

The modulational instability development results in selfecontraction of Langmuir

waves in some regions of a plasma (see, e.g., [5]). This process is accompanied by deep—

ening the density wells in these regions. Moreover, in these regions the characteristic

inhomogeneity scale is decreasing. During the process of selfecontraction phase correla—

tions between different Langmuir waves are strongly increasing. The decrease of inhomo-

geneity scale leads to the increase of the velocity spacing between adjacent resonances.
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The extent of the island overlap diminishes and. consequently, the stochasticity 0f the
Is (3105913.connected With the increase of phase correlations in the wave packet in the modulational

system decreases also \‘Ve note that this decrease of the plasma stochasiticity

instability deve10pment. This process of the amplification of wave phase Correlations issignificant for sufiiciently high levels of the wave energy density in plasmas when we havethe niodulational interaction of different modes in the packet. For weal; turbulent lfivelsdetermined by inequalty [4]
WV
% < (A/wmf”7101i ‘ (1)

we have the modulational instability of every mode which does not effect significantlyany other modes. and the modulational interaction can be described on the basis of thetheory of weak plasma turbulence. ln (1) TE is the electron temperature‘ T'Dc is theelectron Debye length, In, is the nonperturbed plasma density. W is the energy density ofplasma oscillations. In real plasma processes. the above inequality can easily be violatedWe see that for the modulational instability developed when the charactm'istic inho,Inogeneity scale is determined by the modulational processes‘ the theory of Weak plasmaturbulence has Severe applicability limits. Nevertheless this theory can be used to studynear threshold behavior of the. instability for wider range of parameters it initially thewave. phases can be considered as random.

3. Near~Threshold Behavior of the Modulational InstabilityThe problem of the. modulational instability thresholds is inherent in the case of broadwave packets and does not arise for a monochromatic pump. l’listorically it is the inves~tigation of broad wave spectra [6,7] that resulted in first description of the modulationalinstability. For example. it has been demonstrated on the basis of \iVKB—approxiination[6] that in 3D case the isotropic spectra of Langmuir oscillations are unstable with respectto density modulations il‘
willl’l/kk _ , ' r ‘7%”) 12m,(11.+1fl,). (2), Anti-F

Thus, the suthcient condition for the modulational instability has been established. In (2)and below Ti is the ion temperature, lo : lkl, l/l/i. : 4wl'l/kk2, l'Vk is the spectrum of Langmuir waves (ltd : fill/kdk), Law. is the electron plasma frequency: en“) : (7;(,)/iii,c(,-))1/2is the electron (ion) thermal speed, 7nd,) is the electron (ion) mass.
Let us neglect. the wave vector of the modulated perturbations A" comparing with 1;,L1. and A7 7 In (where I" and [:1 are the wave vectors of the wave packet). ll lw’] << busand |w ~ w1| > (k — kllns, [where w, w] are related to the turbulent spectrum whilew' to the modulated perturbations; 1‘5 : (TE/mil”? the set of equations (8] describingthe modulational instability of turbulent spectra of Langmuir waves can be simplified[91‘ and for lee/I >> [Him we find the following dispersion equation for the moclnlationalperturbations

t A“ J '21:? am , 0 wk ,: E5 — I 7%_ k - 7— fi. -I (this; 7 (at)? ./‘kw — k’ ‘ vmk am 4:2n (3)
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\lc V93 : kv%C/wpc. For isotropic 3D turbulence and lw’] << k’vg we obtain

Wkdk >
_ Hermon (4)

which gives the instability criterion comparable to (2). However, we stress that Eq. (4)

is correct under condition k’vT; << lw’l << k’vg only.

Now, we consider the case of smaller rates, namely lw’l << k’vri. Again, we suppose

that 3D turbulence is isotropic. We find [9]

(115 Wk
1 = —3 k' 2 2. _ y

( l “15/ W e warmers. 4mm + Ti) (5)
The analysis of this equation shows that if

W
—— 12/92 2mm+nf’*mwfi W

(where km“ is the maximum wave number of the spectrum Wk), then the instability is

possible with the rate
3W 1/2

O=H».————# 7
7m cl 14”] [4110(TC +110] ( )

Consideration (for simplicity) of the “flat” sectrum

[/V
l/V' = —‘ - kmin V kmaxA Ak’ 1f < I» < (8)

(where W : const7 and I/Vk : 0 for all other wave numbers) allows us to determine the

concrete level of wave turbulence under which the modulational instability is still possible

W W
——~—F > F." : lgknlinkmax .2 - 9rmn+mrwmn+mm, ’m ()

We remind here that the only restriction on possible minimum wave number of the spec-

trum Comes from our assumption k’ < kmi“.

Investigation of the case when the wave spectrum is onc~dimonsional is carried out

analogously. In this case, under the condition k'vT; << lw'l << k’vg the modulatioual

instability is impossible. The threshold of the instability for the “flat" spectrum (8) is

determined by
W

no(Te + 7i) ”I,

The obtained results have been found under assumption that the wave numbers of

= 3(Ak)2r}je. (10)

the modulational perturbations are much less than dillerence in wave numbers of any two

harmonics in the turbulent spectrum: 19’ ~ kmod < k — k1. However1 the question arises:

Can the thresholds found be the real thresholds of the modulational instability? In other

words, Can the instability develop if, eg. kmod >> Is — k1? rThe answer is given in [8]: in

the latter situation the instability develops and there are no thresholds in the 3D isotropic
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as well as 1D case. Howeven in this case there are limitations on possible Wave “Umbersof the modulational perturbations, in particular

1 Wk2 < ,— .mad 7 7‘n ”OT:
(11)

This inequality together with hmod >> Ah can be realized when

”I Air? 2m > Toe) (12)
Comparing (12) witln tag: (9) or (l0), we see that the latter expressions are indeedthresholds since they indicate instability for pump level which is not larger than (12)
4. Summary
Thus we can conclude that for developed modulational instability of Langmuir Waves(when characteristic inhomogeneity scale is determined by the modulational processes)the theory of weak plasma turbulence has severe applicability limits. This theory can beused to study nearethreshold behavior 01 the modulational instability of broad turbulentspectra. Within its applicability limits the Weak turbulence theory gives hasirally the. sameexpressions for the threshoids of the Inodulational instability as W'KB approximation (9]
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1. Introduction

Experiments on Asdex, DIII—D and JFT-2M have established that the L-H-transition is

accompanied by the onset of a large poloidal mass rotation associated with a negative radial

electric field and a strong steepening ofthe temperature gradient However, uncertainties still
exist on the time scale on which these quantities develop [1,2,3] and it is therefore not possible

at present to discriminate unambigously among the proposed theoretical mechanisms (loss of
higher energy ions at the plasma boundary [4], bifurcations in the solutions of transport

equations at the edge related to additional heating [5,6]). Recent experimental results in He
plasmas [7] show that a rotation in the ion diamagnetic drift direction is established as early as
3 ms after the H-transition (a result which is not consistent with theories depending on ion-
orbit loss) and that during the first 3,5 ms the toroidal rotation is relatively small [1]i On the
other hand the present experimental results are not conclusive about the short time scale of the

electric field and of the temperature gradient [3]. For discussing the different time scales

possibly involved in the processes at the edge, it is worthwhile to distinguish the effects that
are related to the heat transport alone from those related to momentum input or momentum
diffusion Indeed, in accordance with the conventional adiabatic ordering of neoclassical
theory, poloidal and toroidal accelerations with constant parallel flow can be driven by heat
transport in the absence of momentum input and with vanishing parallel viscous stress, while
the surface averaged momentum balance is taken into account at third order [8]. The torque
generating the rotation is provided by the surface averaged displacement current <j'> = -0 E'/

4ndt (nonintrinsically ambipolar) which is also responsible of the charge build up and of the

electric field. In the present work we shall discuss the role played by these effects in the early
phase ofthe poloidal spin up,
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2. Radial Electric Field and Rotation Velocities
The radial electric field follows from the combination of the average radial current density <j'>
calculated from momentum balance and the relation <j’> + < jg“ >= —5Er /4Tcat which is a
consequence of the surface average of the radial component of Ampére law including the
Maxwell term [8] (im is related to possible external current driving or a non-intrinsically
ambipolar flow [9]). One obtains

(7T + VTO B9 47!l . cE’(r,t):—(i—K1)— dt <nt>+~<R2V¢vg> (1)e2 6r 0 Kp 139R
0

Here K, = 1 + 41tn02m; <R2> / (BUR)2 >> 1 is the poloidal magnetic susceptibility, V-ro is the
initial toroidal velocity, K. is a neoclassical coefficient that will be calculated in accordance
with [10] and the last term describes momentum dithtsion through the covariant toroidal
component ofthe viscous stress. Assuming uniform density, the poloida] and toroidal flows are
given by the expressions

2081- BT c BO aT esOBeVe= 2K1—,VT=— K1{— 7—“e28 6r eZBe B or c

(2)t

4 Z+ He dt <j;x1 >+L<R2V§VB
130R ‘

0
The terms describing external torque and momentum diffusion are scaled down by the large
value of KP (which insures quasi-neutrality) and become important only at large values oft. As
will be seen, initially E' and V0 develop rapidly, as a consequence of the steepening of the
temperature gradient. In the subsequent SIOH‘L’I‘ time phase governed by the integral term
(where, for instance, jm is related to ion orbit losses) the displacement current becomes
negligible and V9, E, are decoupled from the temperature gradient. The critical time At
separating the two time phases corresponds to a value around unity of the parameter
47: <jzx.> At/E' KP.
3. Solution of the Heat Transport Equation and Discussion of Results
The transport equation is solved in a narrow layer A << a situated just inside the separatrix at
r I a, on which T is given (eg. T = O) and interfaced to the intensely heated plasma body
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u h heat flux continuit . A dilfusivit X = X"m + XA" is assumed where X"m is ex ressedthro g Y Y P

with a neoclassical multicollisional formalism [10] taking one impurity species (Cw) and X“

includes a self-consistent suppression mechanism X” = Xo""/ (1 + A(6’1‘/6r)’) where

x0” ~ 4 mZ/s. Starting fiom low temperature in the layer (eg. 10 ev) and a uniform density, a

poloidal velocity higher than 10 Km/s in the ion direction develops on the inner side of A and

reaches a stationary state afier few ms as shown by the curves of Fig, 1 (labelled in ms) where

azA (Ta/a)7 and the parameters are similar to those of DIII-D [1]

(ET:1.2T,q=2.7,R=i.69m,a=0.6m,ni=10’9m"3,P=10Mw]. One sees that Er

becomes strongly negative (~ —30 kV/m), The anomalous part of the heat flux approaches

soon the divergenceless form C/r so that the profiles are entirely determined by the neoclassical

part [11]. The profiles are not sensitive to the exponent y. Since a power threshold is not

found, the calculation rather suggests that the edge processes can adapt flexibly to the high

edge temperature eventually imposed by a global transition ofthe equilibrium profiles, as soon

as a threshold in the interior is overcome. Note however that the toroidal rotation is ofa factor

BO/B lower than V9. Thus the strong toroidal rotation observed later in the experiments [2]

needs momentum input or diffusion and this involves the much longer build—up phase described

by the integral term of VT. Also note that in the last milliseconds of the build up phase the

poloidal gyroradius becomes comparable with A (~ 2 + 4 cm), The correction due to orbit

squeezing should then be taken into account, but this acts in the direction of increasing even

more the poloidal rotation [12].
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1, Introduction
Plasmas with micrometer or submicrometer size dust particles observed in space plasmas,
as well as in many laboratory and technological devices, have been intensively investigated
in recent years [1]. These particles can strongly influence the plasma dynamics because of
their large charge as well as the dynamics of this charge [2]. They can alter not only the
]ow-frequency plasma properties by also the high-frequency ones including the properties
of electron oscillations and waves which are fast plasma processes [3].

It was shown [4—6] that the expansion of a semi—infinite plasma with dust particles
differs significantly from one without these particles. But these investigations were made
without taking into account the change of the dust particle charge during the plasma
expansion, which can essentially alter the plasma properties.

It is of interest to investigate the expansion of a bounded plasma with dust particles
taking into account the charge dynamics, because the expansion of a finite plasma differs
essentially from the expansion of infinite plasma due to the limited initial plasma energy
[7]. Some results of these investigations were discussed in ESCAMPIG-94 [8].

2. Model
A plasma layer with a sharp boundary initially consisting of equilibrium electrons and
ions with densities via, 71,- and temperatures Te, Ti as well as equilibrium charged dust

particles with density 714, expands due to the self-consistent electric field into a vacuum.
The plasma is considered to be collisionless because the plasma expansion time is less
than the electron-ion collision time due to the choice of the plasma parameters.

The expanded plasma interacts with the dust particles due to their large size. This
interaction causes a change of the dust particle charge Qd given by

Md: = z (1:: fursucrvufivadvk (1)
k=e,i

where qk, fins: are respectively the charge, the distribution function and the effective
cross-section for electrons or ions interacting with a dust particle. The effective cross
section S - k is like the effective collecting surface of a spherical probe [9]

The PIC method [10] was used for computer modeling of dusty plasma expansion tav
king into account the dynamics of dust particle charge as well as the Coulomb collisions

according to [11].
Computer modeling was made for a plasma layer with the following parameters: the

inital layer size L and the dust particle radius Rd divided by the Debye length equals
32 and 1 respectively, the number of dust particles in a Debye sphere Nd changes from

1 to 4000, the electron and ion thermal velocities Vte and Vti divided by the ion sound
velocity equal 16 and 1, respectively.
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3. Results
Let us analyze the typical results of the computer modeling for R4 = 1, N, = 1_ Theinfluence of dust particles 'on the plasma expansion is clearly seen from Fig. l where thetime dependence is shown of reduced energies, as well as from Fig. 2 where the timedependence is shown of reduced charges. These results are given for a plasma expandinwithout dust particles (solid lines) and for a plasma exPanding with dust particles (dashedlines). It is seen that the total energy E, is approximately constant for a plasma expansioylwithout dust particles. The total electron and ion charges Qe and Q, are also constantduring the plasma expansion because we do not take into account their recombinatioH,In the case of plasma expansion with dust particles (dashed lines in Fig. 1 and Fig.2), the decrease of the total number of electrons and ions is due to their collection by dustparticles.

The influence of dust particles on the plasma expansion is clearly seen also from Fig.3 in which the spatial distributions of the ion density N,- divided by the initial one NM
are shown for various times after the start of the plasma expansion in case of the plasmaexpansion without dust particles (upper part) and in case of the plasma expansion withdust particles (lower part).

The peculiarities of the. ion collection by dust particles are seen especially clearly frornthe evolution of the ion velocity distribution function F,- during the plasma expansionplotted in Fig. 4 for various times after the start of the plasma expansion In the caseof plasma expansion without dust particles, this function moves to the right due to theion acceleration by the self—consistent electric field without heating or cooling. In thecase of plasma expansion without dust particles, this function moves to the right due to
the ion acceleration by the self~consistent electric field without heating or cooling. In thecase of plasma expansion with dust particles, these particles cause a change of the ion
distribution function in the low energy region due to more intensive collection of slowelectrons, because the dust particles have a negative charge. This last result shows thatthe assumption of equilibrium ion distribution function which is often made in analyticalinvestigations of dusty plasma expansion [2—4] is not always true.

As can be seen from Fig. 5, the evolution of the electron velocity distribution functionFe differs only slightly in both cases of the plasma expansion, because dust particles collectonly fast electrons. These fast electrons are only a small part of all electrons and thereforethe evolution of the electron distribution function in the case of plasma expansion with
dust particles resembles, in general, the conversion of electron thermal energy into ion
drift energy, in the case of plasma expansion Without dust particles.

One of the authors (Yu.I.C.) acknowledges the support from the Dutch Organizationfor Scientific Research (NWO) for his stay at the Eindhoven University of Technology,
where this work was completed,
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Figure I
Total energy (Ea). electron thermal energy (Egg) and ion drift energy (EM), normalized by
the inital total energy (EM), as functions of time multiplied by the inverse of the ion plasma

frequency, in the cases of expansion without (solid curve) and with (dashed curved) dust particles.

Figure 2
The total electron and ion charges, normalized by the initial values, as functions of time multi-

plied by the inverse of the ion plasma frequency, for expansions without (solid curve} and with

{dashed curve) dust particles.
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Figure 3
Profiles of the ion density at various values of time multiplied by the inverse of the ion PlflSma
frequenei , for expansions unthout dust particles (upper part) and with dust particles (lower pang)
The coordinate .73 is the distance from the center divided by the Debye length.
Figure 4
[on distribution. function at various values of time multiplied by the ion plasma frequency With
(uppper port) and without (lower part) dust particles The distribution function is normalized to
unity; the magnitude of the velocity is measured in units of(KT/mi)% where T is the temperanm3
of electrons and ions. and [W‘- the ion mass.
Figure 5
Electron distribution function, cf. the caption of Figure 4 for further information.
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Forced reconnection in a plasma slab

J.Rem and T.J.Schep
POM—Institute for Plasma Physics ”’Rijriliuizen“.

Association Euratom-FOM, Nieuwcgein, The Netherlands

Abstract Forced reconnection in a current carrying resistive magnetofluid in a slab
geometry is studied numerically. Perturbation of the wall during a few Alfvén times
sets up ideal MHD waves that propagate towards the neutral surface and generate
a current layer along it. Nonlinear effects lead to a fast reconnection process and the
associated vortex flows within the resulting island lead to large deviations of the current
profile from that of a linear analysis.

Plasma model The plasma configuration is that of a current carrying plasma slab of
width "2a” in a strong magnetic field Bl. The current is in the z direction and uniform
in the a; — 1/ plane. The magnetic field is: E : Bgéz + éz X Vito with w” = 0.5(Bo/a)a;2;
w" is the flux corresponding to the shear field and Ba the strength of this field at 1' : a.
The velocity is zero everywhere.

The equilibrium is perturbed by applying a single mode perturbation to the plasma
at the wall (I = in): rm 2 :ta(1—6(t) cos Icy) [1]. Here 6(1‘.) changes on a timescale long
compared to the Alfvén time 75,; : a/l/jll (V3 = Bg/uap) but short compared to any
resistive time 753 = [rung/77. At the wall the total flux is held constant. The plasma is
incompressible and its beta low so that the El field is unaffected by the perturbation in
the rwy plane. In terms of the magnetic flux 1/; and the stream function (1) the perturbed
state is described by the the 2 component of Ohm’s law and by the momentum balance
equation:

(2—1:) + éz - (va x We") 2 évze (1a)

gm» + éz - (w x We) = é: - (W x WW». (1b)
where S = tR/tA is the Lundquist number, time and space are normalized with respect
to the Alfvén time and the width of the slab, and the flux and streamfunction are
normalized with respect to 1110 : Boa and qt, = (lg/ta; 1V stands for the sum of the
equilibrium and the perturbed flux: 11* 2 0.5.12 +1/JV The boundary conditions on 7,1) and
9!) follow from the conservation of the flux w" and the motion of the plasma at the wall
(a: = l):

'l/J(1,y,t) = 6cos(kay) — 0.562 cos2(kay) ; gb('l,1 ,t) : EM. (2)alt Ate
The magnitude and the time dependence of 6(t) together with the wavelength I: have
been choosen:

6(t) : 0.04[1 — exp(*5.0t)] tanh(0.lt) ; ka 2 77/10. (3)
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r[‘he other conditions for 1/) and d) along the boundary of the region follow from Symmflry
considerations. The solution of Eq.(1) is carried out with a code that solves a SEDeral
set of nonlinear partial differential equations implicitly [2]. The symmetry enables us
to restrict the computational domain to the region of positive X (0 S I S 1) and in
the y direction to the region between the X point at (.r = 0,y = 0) and the 0 point
(1' = 0, y = 10).

In [1] Hahm and Kulsrud (HK) investigated this plasma model through the tech-
nique of a boundary layer analysis with asymptotic matching They solved the equations
analytically in the linear and nonlinear regimes and identified several phases. Over a
large time trajectory the linear results should apply. Wang and Bhattacharjee [3] ar~
gued on the basis of the work of Waelbroeck [4] that cru'rent sheets should form along
the separatrices nonlinearly near the X point. They concluded that this should result
in nonlinear effects becoming important much earlier than predicted by HK.

Results The space and time dependence of 1,!) and ¢ have been studied for several cases,
the full set of equations and the linearized ones have been solved for the values of S
:81 2 5103,82 = 2.104 and $3 = 105. In this paper we present only the results for 33,
The grid employed in this calculation consisted of 250 points in the x direction and 100
points in the y direction. For the given 6(t), Eq.(3), the linearized equations can be
solved analytically in the ideal MHD limit. The solution shows that motion of the wall
sets up Alfven waves that propagate towards the y«axis and result there in a current
layer that grows in amplitude and decreases in width. After this initial ideal phase
resistivity effects set in and an island structure is formed. Results for the reconnection
rate and the current in the X point from the linearized equations show good agreement
with the analytical results obtained in [1]

Reconnection at an X point is associated with a large localized cm‘rent and a plasma
flow through this point. The waves mentioned above provide both. They lead to a large
localized current and push the plasma through the X point. These waves themselves
lead to nonlinear effects becoming important near thispoint and as will be shown below
other nonlinear effects become important within the island due to the fast flow of plasma
into it.
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Fig.1 ’11))"y 1/}0,jx and w as function oft Fig.2 j(:E, y = 0, t) at various times
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The waves that move in along the x—axis towards the X point result in a fast growth of

the current in the X point: jx. Analysis of the contributions in Eq.(1a) along the x—axis

shOWS that after the very initial phase (t S 20) the contribution of ”UIBH dominatesde

the perturbed By is much larger than the equilibrium B; field. This leads to a different

time dependence of jX from the linear one (oc t), near 26 m 70 this time dependence is

close to If”. Not only is the current maximum much higher than would be reached on the

basis of a linear treatment the pronounced and rapid decrease following the maximum

is also quite different. This drop in jx is not only caused by the effect of resistivity

but it is also associated with the rapid decrease in 113; and By near t m 140. Observe

that in the current rise phase jX is independent of S, only the attained maximum is

diiferent. After this fast reconnection phase 220 S t S 340 3'); shows slow oscillations.

These must be attributed to the waves that still transport energy towards the island.

The time dependence of these along the x— axis is presented in the form of a number

of current profiles in Fig.2. The behaviour of the current is of course reflected in the

reconnection rate b. After the fast reconnection phase 2px slowly increases further.

At low values of S the timebehaviour of 1,!)x and 1,170 is almost identical, only the sign is

difierent. Observe that at the value of 5'3 these two fluxes are quite different: the flux in

the 0 point is much smaller than 1px. The evolution of the island width w shows that

the maximum growth occurs around the current maximum while in the phase following

the fast reconnection 220 g t S 340 this growth has almost stopped.
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Fig.3 ¢($,y,t) (3a—3c) and j(:L‘,y,t) (3d-3f) contours at c:100,220 and 340, S = Sac

Associated with the waves moving towards :v = 0 are cells of alternating vorticity
elongated in the y-direction. In Fig.3a the island is seen to lie in the first cell while
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adjacent to it we find a cell with opposite vorticity. From Figs.3a-3C the distributionof vorticity within the island is seen to change. The reconnected magnetic field ininteraction with the gradient of the ctu‘rent, see Eq.(il)). results in a region with l‘eVersed
vorticity; in the linear case. such a region will not develop. In Fig.3b such a l‘egion has
just formed near y : 6 while in Be it involves the entire region near the 0 point.
Other nonlinear effects are seen in these figures. The x-dcpendence Of the VGlocities inthe island is at some places so large that it leads to the formation of extra current minjma
( through Eq.(la)). Along the y—axis near 1' : (J, y : ~‘l such a current forms after 501118
time (t z 180) as is seen in Fig.36. This current minimum is caused by the X~dcpendenc9of vyBI and moves with the location of the velocity maximum towards the X point atlater times ( see point A in Fig.3b and 3c ). Another current minimum forms later in timealong the x- axis through the 0 point and is driven by the x—dependence of the t;I By term
in Eq.(1a) near 1' m 0.08, see Fig.3f. Figs.3 also show the shape and the location of theseparatrix ( indicated by C in 3a-3c ). Although the island width hardly changes between
t : 220 and t : 340 the angle of the separatrix at the X point continues to grow. The
time t m 340 marks roughly the. end of the intermediate phase. At that time a currentridge and a localized vorticity have formed along the separatrix. After this time thereis a slow but smooth decrease in jx and the island grows slowly to its final equilibrium

Conclusions This numerical study shows the nonlinear character of Eqs.(1'd) and (1b).Three quite different. phases are distinguised in the reconnection process: a fast re~connection phase in which ideal MHD waves drive the current in the X point to itsmaximum value and together with resistivity effects result into a pronounced decrease
of this current. a transitional phase in which various nonlinear interactions take place
inside the island that lead to extra local minima of the. current and a final phase in whichcurrent and vorticity are localized along the separatrix and the island grows slowly toits final equilibrium state. Only the very initial phase is well described by the analysisof HK. The results obtained here confirm the ideas put forward in [3] and [4]. A numberof the phenomena observed are also seen in stationary forced reconnection models [5].

This work was performed under the Ein‘atorn—FOM Association agreement with financial
support from NW0 and Etn‘atom.
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1. Introduction
Major dismptions, which represent a serious threat to the integrity of tokamak reactors such as

lTER, are most often precipitated by the growth of an m=2, n:1 mode, which may be driven

unstable by a variety of events. The physics of the m=2, n=1 mode has been investigated in a

recent series of experiments in JET which exploits a new facility consisting in four in—vessel

saddle coils, driven by two wide bandwidth (0-10 kHz) power amplifiers. The coils can generate

r1122. n=1 DC fields at the q=2 surface up to maximum value of 0.75 mT, with m=1 and

m=3 harmonics of the same order of magnitude, and rotating fields (O—IOkHz) of 200-20 uT.

Two general types of experiments have been carried out: in the first, external fields have been

applied to stable plasmas to investigate the conditions under which n=1 modes can be

destabilized; in the second, initial studies have been performed of the feasibility of stabilising

naturally growing modes by

magnetic feedback control [1]. In — — #fi—

2. Generation of Tearing Modes

in JET
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While the general phenomenology
Fig. 1: Generation nfzz lucked made by a linear increase aft/1e

erternaln=1 fieldr Penetration threshold is detected

threshold scaling in JET is Of when Br increases more lhan linearly (Tpenl- I“:
Saddle Coil current, Br: radialfield a! the wall (It: I),

(DC-VI: central plasma rotation speed (spectroscopy),

Error fields at the q=2 surface as Te: central electron temperature

has already been analysed [2,5], the

importance for the design of ITER.
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small as 0.12 mT (mm/amps 10-5)
have been sufficient to penetrate with n6: 1-
1.4 10-19 [11-3. q95=3.1-5. Ip~1 MA.
In figure 2, the approximately linear (El) ‘Ar'
dependence of the penetration threshold n; . g. ‘
value (BrZI) with the plasma electron density A ~ ' ~
is shown, which is in agreement with

previous results [2-4]. With ZMW of ‘
neutral beam injection, the penetration
threshold increases by more than a factor of Fig. 2: Penetration Ihreslzold (15C. 3,-21) as a filllc‘tion

_ _ of the average electron density new) with (195:
3 because of the add1t10nal momentum 3.1 < 52. Large triangular points represent a

density scan at Ip=1.5MA, Bt=2.9T, ([95:42.

"3(0) (101911273)

injected. In the experiments the mode growth
rate has been found to be typically 0.5-1.5 54. When the mode does not lead to a dismption it
usually saturates at a value of field at q=2 that is more than 10 time the external vacuum field,
The spatial structure of the locked mode has been identified by a toroidally and poloidally
distributed set of saddle loops as dominantly an m:2, n=1 perturbation. After the switch off
of the external field, the mode usually locks to the JET intrinsic error field. However,
depending on its size and on the plasma parameters, it sometimes grows until disruption or
alternatively, starts rotating and decays.
Experiments have been performed combining error fields with toroidal field ripple (Fig. 3).
With 50% of toroidal field current unbalance [6] (~ 1 '70 of TF ripple), the penetration threshold
increases by 30% in ohmic plasmas but decreases by more than 40% in neutral beatn heated
plasmas (2 MW). The result can be explained with the slowing down of ions produced by the
TF ripple.

The penetration threshold level has also been measured as a function of the toroidal phase of
the n=1 external field. In this way the amplitude and the toroidal phase of the JET intrinsic
n:l error field has been identified for one
standard JET configuration. The measured a ,1 \ \ NB, 7
JET error field has a maximum of 50 ttT radial 25 . ‘ \ \ \ ‘ as
field at the q=2 surface, pointing outwards at 1M 2 \ ao-
the mid plane near Octant 8. During these (W 15.

- 4,77 ”a 31-21
experiments it was possible to compensate the I “ 77“,.51; . 71:0]
intrinsic JET error field. The new JET divettor 05 ("'7’
configuration is characterised by substantially 0 fi—IM—T—ir‘ °
lower values of intrinsic error field than the 5 3, (st)
previous JET configuration. In general, Fig. 3: Effect of error field ripple on penetration

threshold ([50 8,2] ) with (N131) and without
(0H) neutral beam infection. 5 3, (%)= TF

significantly “mil JET Operating Space- Still current Imbalance bemreen odd and even coils.

therefore intrinsic error fields do not
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low density limit disruptions occur in particular configurations, especially at high currents and

low q and, for those configurations, the error fields can be actively compensated.

Rotating tearing modes have been produced by the application of rotating fields of frequency in

the range of 500 and 1000 Hz ( Fig. 4). The external field frequency has been swept to nearly

match the plasma rotation frequency (with direction opposite to the plasma current in ohmic

plasma) at constant field amplitude Gsc=2.5kA). In a sweep from low to high frequency the

mode has been generated at 500 Hz; _, f

m a sweep from high to low jfljl llll'llllllllll lllllllll llllllll lllllllllllllllllllllllwmi ‘;
frequency, at 960 Hz. plasma mutton I“) , l IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII llllllllllllllllllllllllIll 1
speed can therefore be estimated to an...

(n ll. ) f

vryrwyvfi .
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IW‘IHH”IHIHI'HIIIIII'iI‘V «'mill‘llllit'llllllllll InlIir‘rI'I'Illl “41"“ l I‘ve

be near the average frequency
t

threshold (700—800 Hz) and the osl “I ,1 ‘ .Il v
. , . Bel , lNl'ltMNWWMpflwi't'll‘ r” in“

magnitude of Viscous effects (mi) N . .1, “a" 1

.
’ ' { . ,

suppressmg the mode can be 3W JI.‘
.. (IS ”a," It

assessed. (ml) t. ,

Time (s)

3. Effects on plasma parameters Fig. 4.’ Generation ofa rotating tearing mode at 69.553.
AI 69. 59s the wall braking torque exceeds the marimmn
driving torque and the islands slips from the driving field

plasma rotation, in particular in the and locks to the JET error fields. Disruption starts a!
69.67:. 15c=Saddle Coil ciment; BO]: modefield ("=1)

at the poloidal limiter, Bew=poloidal field derivative at

the wall, a=mdialfie1d at the wall (11:1).

The stimulated locked mode brakes

region between the q=2 and q=1
surfaces. Eventually the whole

plasma is brought to a standstill.
Braking of plasma rotation due to the external field has been observed even with no detectable

tearing mode. These experiments open the possibility for JET to study the correlation between

rotation and confinement.
A flattening on the temperature radial profile can be seen with an ECE heterodync radiometer

in a region (10 cm wide) around the q=2 surface, when a large island is generated. Such

islands degrade the energy confinement: they decrease the electron temperature by 10—30% over

the bulk plasma and similarly degrade the Rdd neutron rate. Sawteeth are substantially modified

when a large 11:1 island is induced: their amplitude decays by a factor 4 and the sawteeth

period changes during the decay. The inversion radius remains unchanged (Fig. 1). Note that

no correlation is found between plasma rotation and energy confinement in L mode discharges

in cases Where islands are not produced.

4. Studies on feedback stabilisation
A variety of experiments have been carried out to investigate the physical processes involved in

stabilising naturally growing modes by magnetic feedback control [7]. The controller described

in reference [1] has been used for these experiments.
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Fast phase flips of the external n=1 field (180° in 300 us) in the presence oi locked modes
have shown how plasma viscosity and magnetic friction with the vessel slow the mode Phase
flip. F01 example a 90° flip occutied in 1 5 ms with a maximum mode rotation speed of 15
krad/s. First closed loop experiments, pcrfonned in plasma with the coil vacuum field
compensated in the magnetic measurements showed that, at relatively high loop gains
(k:Bext/Bmode at q=2 surface ~05), feedback became unstable, exhibiting limit cycles at
~15 kHz. The cause of instability, the plasma ideal—mhd response, was then measured in
different plasma conditions: it appears simultaneously with the application of the external {16111
is independent from the frequency in the explored range (400-4000 Hz), and its amplitude and
toroidal phase strongly depend on q.
Initial feedback stabilisation experiments have been peiformed at low saddle coil current (and
consequently low feedback gain: k<0.5 ) after compensation of the vacuum field and, in some
cases. of the ideal plasma response in the pickup coil measurements. In a few pulses a
modification of the growth rate of an 11=1 tearing mode has been observed at the exact time of
switch on of the feedback (Fig. 5). The .
available data base is limited and further ’1' [Mi (I {iii1‘11 in Iii

i III‘1'I1‘1
Ii

i1'illlli'i‘ii

experiments will be required to establish limits [31‘
(k-l)and characteristics of the stabilisation effects JI1i iii

and to obtain a reliable operation of the 4' iii
feedback system. It has not yet proved possible I
to stabilise tearing mode precursors of density 1. _ 1 _ _ _ n11, _ II.I1111111I11111111II l1I1
lumt d1srupt1ons. This mtght be due to the low 111‘!) a 1' (I iIilI‘Iii[III III IIIIIII'liIi illilililli
loop gain used until now. in f

The system will be upgraded, for me next L._t_ . ___ :11
JET operating campaign. increasing the Saddle Time (s) n
COiIS AC current capability, lemming the Fig.5. Modification ofalearing made gmwtll late a! the

sudden application oft/1e feedback cmmm (1“)plasma noise in the mode amplitude
Feedback smiled [1) a Nigger on mode amplimdemeasurements and compensating automatically a, a field [6113] of ~ 50111 Belq=fi€1dflfllte

the ideal—nthd plasma response. palnidal limiler (11:1).
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Convection and Impurity Retention in the JET Mk1 Pumped Divertor in L—mode

P J Harbour, R Barnslcy, D Campbell, S Davies. L Horton. I-l Jaeckel, L Lauro-Taroni.

H Lingertat, A Loarte. G Matthews. A Meigs, R Monk, P Morgan, D O’Brien, R Prentice,

R Reichlc, A Rookes, G Saibene, M Stamp. P Stangeby, A Taroni and M von l-lellcrmann
JETJoint Undertaking, Abingtlon, Oxon. 0X14 3Ezl, UK

Forced convection in the SOL (by fuelling flan: the top, prmrping in the divertor) is added to the natural

convection driven by recycling and leakage ofneutralsflow the tiivertor. Comparison with (lire/ringers with

only natural convection Oilelledfi-om the divertor. pump on) shows small changes, including the predicted

reduction in particlefilm at the divertor tm'get. Impurity control was investigated using trace neon pit s {#100

ms). Only small diflerences between top and diir'ertorfitelling are observed; the trends are discussed.

1. Introduction: Forced convection (~5% target flux) was added to natural convection in the

SOL by fuelling at top while pumping in the divertor. L-mode discharges were chosen, comparing

top and divertor fuelling with pump on. The experiment was carried out \\ith steady deuterium

fuelling (top or divertor) and 3.4 MW NBI for 10 seconds. with/without a diagnostic neon puff

(~100 ms) after 4 5 either into top or divertor. A study without pump was reported in [1].

With forced convection in the SOL. what is predicted? That depends on the amount of natural

convection. For example at high density if the natural convection into the divertor is 10% of target

flux. then adding 5% forced convection gives l5% convection (XLS flow); at lower density the

natural convection might be 25%, so adding 5% gives 30% (x13. flow). These estimates assume

modest leakage of recycled neutrals from the divertor. but the leakage is difficult to measure.

Changes due to the addition of 5% with top fuelling will he more obvious if the leakage and

natural convection are lower (e.g. as expected with the JETM/tll divertor) and vice versa.

Increased thermal convection (with ”for: constant) reduces conducted heat thtx' and temperature

gradients along the SOL. One expects a negligible change in TESOL but an increase in YIN-g”. This

leads to a decrease in density. particle flux and DUL at the target The combined effects are to

increase the frictional force pushing impurities into the divertor. Also. with smaller TUSOL - TED".

the thermal force will be lower. Impurity retention should improve

2. Experimental Details: A series of discharges was made. varying the fuelling location and

that of the neon puff over a rzuige of densities. We report on three pairs of discharges:-

1. Top neon puff. medium density.
2. Top neon puff, high density.
a3. Divertor neon puff. high density.

Each pair includes one discharge with deuterium fuelling into the top. one into the divertor. Thus one

can tuifold density effects from fuelling and neon puff locations. The other discharges in the series

include rut L-mode power scan and a density scan and will be reported elsewhere. The main features

of the discharges are: 2M4. 2.4T with sweeping; high wall Clearance (determined experimentally).
’) for 10

seconds (I = 10 to 20 s), the rates set to obtain medium density (3.3};1010 Ill-3 line—averaged) with the
with high flux expansion in the divertor; constant fuelling rate (~ 2.5 and 5x101] D atom s"

divertor in the high recycling regime and also to obtain high density (4.2x10w m'j) at which the ion
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saturation current at the outer target was approaching rollover but the plasma was partially dEIElched atthe inner target [2.3]. Slightly more D: fuel was required when fuelling into the divertor (1 Uri/0.20%)because there was more pumping. the effects of which are discussed in [4.5]. The fuelling rate Wasabout 4.5% to 6.5% of the total electron flux to the divertor target. measured with the probes. L-modewas chosen (PM, : 3.4 Jim" from 10 to 20 s), ta. about two-thirds the II-mode threshold, becfluse arange ofdensities could be studied. At {=14 s the diagnostic puff caniedjust enough neon to give N
0.5 MW of additional radiation. a measurable but relatively small fraction of the total input power (‘4
AM”). Even so. it affected the approach to detachment. With neon puffed into the divertor, N 30%
more was required to achieve the same eiTect on the total radiation.

3. The Observations: The Du photon flux and the total ion flow to the divettor targets Were
smaller with top fuelling than with divertor fuelling, but the difference was never as much as
20%. This reduction. presented as a ratio in Table l. is clearly demonstrated at medium density
at both targets but at high density the effect is barely significant. There is no apparent variation

of the edge electron tenner'iture witTable 1. Ratio offluxcs will: top (IL’IIIErillll! fuelling r0 _ " ' I” c h thefluxes with fuelling in IIIL’ rlivertor, "(ensured at fuelling 1003mm- These CfleCts are broadlymedium density (high density in parentheses). in accordance with predictions. The smaller
Inner target Outer targetDu photon flux 0.83 (0.92) 0.96 (L04)Total ion flux 0.94 (1.02) 0.92 (0.94) onset 01" detaChmcm»

effect at high density may be related to the

Neon spectral signals in the core plasma (NeVII, X, Nomad-5)) and in the divertor (N31. [1) are shown
in Figs. 1-3 along with changes in Z—eHective and in radiation. Not all the neon reaches the core,
especially at high density, when the neon content is lower and decays faster (~ 3 s); at medium
density the decay is slower (~ 5 or 6 s) and larger neon content is found. even after correcting for neon
input (Lice Fig. 2); this is consistent with the carbon data. In contrast to expectations. top fuelling did
not give lower neon content in the core. The core content was higher with top fuelling at medium
density and “improves" to being independent of fuelling location at high density. There is scope fora
genuine improvement at very high density or with a more closed divertor, eg. MkII or the Gas Box
Diveitor, but this has not been demonstrated. The fraction of neon reaching the core is substantially
larger than the ~2% fotmd by McCracken et al [6‘]. This will he discussed elsewhere but the divertor
cannot contain the missing fraction, which must have been ptunped or absorbed in the walls.

In the divertor. radiation (see Fig. 3) is larger with top fuelling at high but not ineditun density.
Divertor neon content with top fuelling is estimated to be about the same as with divertor fuelling.
on the basis of the measured Ne] at inner or outer targets. There is an effect on Neil inner ~ 10 cm
above the target (but not at the outer). The effect is small 40-20% and is only seen at high
density. This is supported by observations with the divertor bolometers.

4. Discussion: Why is there so little effect due to forced convection? If the SOL convection
had increased by between 20% and 50% with top fuelling we would expect to have seen more
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evidence of the change. Why not? (1) Maybe there is more natural convection than expected.
because neutrals escape through surfaces which should retain them in the divertor"? cg. ifbaek-
flow and natural convection lie between 30% and 60% then a 5% perturbation would be hard to
detect. 0e result is consistent with this. The absolute values are not. but the discrepancies are
~10%. (2) Alternatively perhaps the convective flow pushes sortie but not all impurities into the
divertor. eg. sufficient to increase the radiation in the divertor but not to reduce the core content
significantly. Alternative contributory factors are (a) that some fuel may be lost to the wall near
the fuelling point at the top so there is less forced convection than expected — an experiment
during the tritium phase of JET might help clarify this; (b) the thermal force is more important
titan expected; (0) there is baekflow by either flow reversal or turbulence.

5 Comparison with Trends from EDGZD for Mk1: The experimental results are recent and
modelling of the discharges has just started. Comparison with simulations is only possible via
trends in existing series of simulations [7]. In comparing one with only natural convection (no
pump), the other with a fully modelled pump, there is an obvious difierence in the two results.
which are for nitrogen at a somewhat higher power (lOMW) than 0111' experiment. Although with
the forced convection associated with pumping there is a reduction in total impurity content, the
reduction is not very large and the core content is likely to be very high. With top fuelling there is
a reduction in Z-efieetive (2—)15) mid in electron density at the outer target (1.46—) 1 .30x1 02022173).

6 Conclusion and Outlook: Convection caused by top fuelling is noticeable, producing
flux changes consistent with simple models and suggesting that the forced convection due to
fuelling and pumping is perhaps smaller than expected by say a factor of two. The convection
had only a small effect on impurity screening and retention in JET. With the JET Mk1]
divertor we expect far smaller natural circulation and more pumping [7] so changes in
convection will be more apparent. The present experiment will provide a useful benchmark
for comparison. Modelling of these experimental results is continuing. Finally, the rather
small effect of forced convection in this L-mode experiment in JET is in marked contrast to
the result of Schaffer et al, using argon in DIIl-D in ELMy H-modes [7]. Apart from the
difference in confinement, Schaffer compared forced convection due to fuelling at the top,
pumping in the divertor with a discharge without strong fuelling. The fuelling appreciably
altered the SOL in Dill-D as it does in JET. The experiments are not directly comparable.
[l] P J Harbour et al, Nat EPS, Montpcllier, 1994, 188 partll, p 747.
[2] A Loarte et al, 22nd EPS, Bournemouth, 1995
[3] R Monk et a1, 22nd EPS, Bournemouth. 1995
[4] G Saibene et 211, 22nd EPS, Bournemouth, 1995
[5] J Ehrenberg et a], 22nd EPS, Bournemouth. 1995
[6] G McCracken et al, 22nd EPS. Bournemouth, 1995
[7] A ’l‘aroni ct al, 22nd EPS, Bournemouth, I995
[8] M J Schaffer et al, GA report, GA-A2l687, March 1995. to be published in Nuclear Fusion.
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Development of Operation Modes
for Advanced Tokamak Researches in KT—Z Tokamak

B G. Hong, S. K. Kim, and K. W. Lee

Nuclear Fusion Laboratory,
Korea Atomic Energy Research lnstihtte(KAERI),
PO. Box 105, YuSong, Taejon, Korea 305—600

Fusion research program centered around a Iarge-aspect—ratio (LAR), medium-size, diverted tokamak
“.2 is defined at KAER] with a research goal of 100% non-inductive current drive(FWCD+Ll-ICD)

max“plotting high bootstrap current near [3,. i KT-2 device concept[1] includes such new physics issues as

figh bootstrap current, non-inductive current drive, possibility of steady-state tokamak operation, and the
econd stability regimes, none of which is supported yet by solid experimental evidences. However, the
‘aseline performance and the corresponding operation regimes of the KT—2 tokamak are derived within
1e framework of existing tokamak design principles such as used in the ITER design[2]. The design
rinciple for the baseline KT-2 tokamak is, in fact, inclusive of all the operation regimes in each of

rhiCh the KT-Z tokamak is conceptualized, wherever possible. In this work, we develop operation
:enarios of KT~2 tokamak, so that investigations of the so-called "advanced tokamak scenarios“ are

ossible when improved confinement discharges of H(confinement enhancement factor over L—mode
:aling) > 2 can be achieved.

KT—2 plasma performance is estimated by solving zero dimensional power balance equation. In the
iermal equilibrium states during the discharge, plasma heating power is balanced by heat loss through
induction and radiation:

Pam + Pmd = P0]! + Pinj . (1)
here PM, is the auxilliary heating power, P0“ is the ohmic heating power, Pm is the radiation loss
insisting of bremsstrahlung and synchrotron radiation, and PM, is conduction loss.

For a prediction of the energy confinement time 15, the so-called ITER L-mode power scaling[2] is
lopted:

w : H/ 0.0481%“5R52a°'31<° Sni‘o‘BS'ZAD'fi PM 110/) ° (2)
anfinement improvement possibility represented by recently observed new tokamak discharges are
corporated into eq.(2) as the confinement improvement factor H,

Figure 1 summaries plasma performance and operating regimes of KT-2 for H; = 3.0 as function of
e heating power. KT—Z machine and plasma parameters used are: A = 5.6, RD = 1.4 m, K=1.8, 5=O.6, 130
30 T and IP = 500 kA. About 5 MW heating power is required to reach the beta limit. To study the

)otstrap current effects in FWCD at KT-2, it is necessary to control the plasma current and density,
roidal field, and the aspect ratio accordingly. In Figure 2, the bootstrap current fraction expected for
e heating power of 1 MW and 5 MW is indicated as function of [[95, i.e., the plasma current when H,
3.0 . The bootstrap current fraction increases as the plasma current is lowered and as the toroidal field
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is lowered. The bootstrap current fraction bigger than 80% will be achievable with 5 MW heating P
UWer
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Fig. 1 KT-Z operation regime as a function Fig. 2 Bootstrap current fraction as function
of auxiliary heating power of the edge safety factor

From Fig. 1, operation modes of KT-2 can be deduced which are typical of KT—Z tokamak
discharges ; (1) OH mode, (2) high [3 mode, (3) high bootstrap mode, depending on the schedulled
auxiliary heatingand current drive system installation. TSC(Tokamak Simulation Code, [3]) time-dependent
transport simulations for 3 operation modes are performed to determine the profiles of plasma pressure,
density and bootstrap current in the current flattop, and to demonstrate realization of lhes scenarios
within the present KT-Z PF system design specifications. During the process, plasma profiles are
evaluated self consistently, and plasma current and shapes are maintained by feedback control on FF coil
currents. Fast wave and lower hybrid wave are used for heating and current drive, and profiles are

(‘t )3 d7 , where 0 is the normalized_u _modeled using simplified analytic formula, as summit) :

poloidal flux, and a, d, a1 and a; are profile control parameters.
The flat-top parameters of operation modes are summarized in Table. 1. Throughout simulations,

toroidal magnetic field is maintained 3.0 T(2.0 T for high bootstrap mode) for the entire simulation and
plasma current is ramped from 20 kA at t=0.0 sec to the falttop value of 500 kA(300 kA for high
bootstrap mode) at 0.5 sec. The plasma is grown from an inboard limited circular plasma at t=0.0 sec,
becomes diverted at t~tl4 sec, and reaches a elongation of F115 and triangularity of 6=O.6 at start of
flattop. The plasma shape (minor radius = 25 cm, elongation K=1.8 and triangularity 5=0.6) and plasma
Currents are maintained by feedback control on PP coil currents. The electron density is programmed to
increase linearly with time to the flattop value of <n>=1.OX1O20 m‘j (0.5><10m m'3 for high bootstrap
mode) with peak to average value of 0.6. The effective charge Zgfl’ is set to 2.0. For calculation of
bootstrap current, we Lise Harris’s extension[4](into Plateau and Pfirsch-Schulter collisionality regime) of
lrlirshman’s pression[5} which is valid in the nee-classical banana regime.

In table 1, OH and high [5 mode are for the case of "conventional" q profile and high bootstrap
mode is for the case of negative shear configuration. 100 % non-inductive current drive scenario with
high bootstrap current is possible in high bootstrap mode. As shown in Fig. 3, at the end of current
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Table l summary of transport simulation

Operation modes . .
Parameters OH high B HIBS

Toroidal held. Bo (T) 3.0 3.0 20

Plasma Current (kA) 500 500 300

Clef: 2.7 2.8 3.2/3.2

q; 0.85 0,85 1 .8/30

Average electron density (10‘9m‘3) 10.0 10.0 5.0
Electron temperature (keV) 0.5 2.0 2.0/3.0

BN:B/(lu/aBol 0.75 2.8 05/066

1:13,. 01 0.41 2.3/3.1
Energy confinement time (ms) 50 60 35/25

Bootstrap traction (W 10.0 45 60/85

ICRF power (MW) - 5.0 1.0/4.0

LHCD power (MW) — — 2.0/1.0

ramp-UP: 2 MW lower hybrid current drive with 1 MW ICRF fast wave heating is initiated and as a

result, [in increases to 2.8 and bootstrap current is 60 % of total plasma current. After the current profile

has broadened sufficiently(non—monotonic q profile develops) to allow second stable regime to high-n

ballooning mode, 4 MW ICRF fast wave heating with 1 MW LHCD is iniated and [SN increases to

3.7.(Fig. 4) When plasma reaches steady state, bootstrap current fraction is about 85 % and profile is well

aligned with the total current profile. Fig. 5 shows q profiles before and after second phase heating.

A trajectory of KT-Z equilibria in li—q space indicates kink unstable region for high bootstrap mode

but MHD stability analysis for this mode shows that n=1 external kink mode is stable for [5N £ 4 in the

presence of a conducting wall at 1.4 times the plasma radius.

PF coil currents waveforms obtained as an output from simulation are shown to provide the proper

fields to maintain the OH, high B, high bootstrap equilibria within the present design specifications.

In summary, profiles evolution of KT—2 opertaion modes(OH, high [3 and high bootstrap mode) is

addressed using TSC timesdependent transport code and performance estimation obtained from

zero-dimensional studies are confirmed by transport simulation. Simulations indicate that steady-state

tokamak o eration ex loitin hi h bootstra current near 03"“ and the second stabili o oration is
P P 8 g P I P

possible in KT-Z tokamak with current profile control using non-inductive current drive(FWCD+LHCD).

KT-Z PF system can provide proper equilibria fields for such operation modes.
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1 Introduction:
In TOREiSUPRA, actively cooled modular limiters (time constant = 2s) covered with

carbon have been ttsed to exhaust the convective heat flux continuously tip to 700 kW steady
state (design value) without thermal instability, i.e.. 4.5 MW/mZ on average. Steady state surface
temperatures in the range 600°C (with 1.45MW of Lower Hybrid waves) were routinely
obtained. However, sudden surface temperature excursions from 600°C to “900°C. called
"superebrilliances”, were observed during ohmic or heated plasmas, taking place locally, which
led to a new equilibrium (figure 1). This new equilibrium correspond to a local increased power
flux density to the limiter as confirmed by calorimetric measurements. Shot after shot, an
increasing number of independent overheated zones (Lip to 4) where observed on the limiter
ridge, the closest location to Last Closed Flux Surface (LCFS). The power extracted by the lime
iter then was ~l,l MW (6.9 MW/mZ average and 15 MW/ni2 maximum). Experimental data
and possible mechanisms leading to a finite increased heat flux to the limiter surface are
reviewed and comparisons with modeling are made.

2 Experimental observations:

TORlL-SUPRA was operated in a variety of D2 and He plasmas: <ne>:3.1019m'3,

lMA < 1p < 1.6MA. 0.70m < r < 0.75m, 1.5T < Bt < 3.85T, and was heated with up to 1.45MW
by Lower Hybrid waves. The actively cooled limiter is made of graphite and is observed with a
set of infrared (3 7 Stun) cameras calibrated tip to 2000°C (ilSOOC), with a spacial resolution ~
10mm. The power extracted by the limiter is obtained by calorimetry, The spectroscopic mea~
surements were recorded on an intensified CCD~cztmera detector (via relay lenses and optical
fibers). A number of observations have already been made during super-brilliance events [ 1],
some new results are added here, First of all, a rapid local (~10 cm’l over 1600 cm2) surface
temperature excursion is measured. figure 1, corresponding to a 2 to 3 fold local increase of

power load, close to ZOMW/m2 under steady sate conditions, as shown by themtohydraulic
modeling, The temperature excursion propagates along the ridge of the limiter, leading to a sig-
nificant increase of the extracted power from 700KW to 1.1MW. A significant increase of Ho.

line radiation is observed from the overheated zone, only {lief/rs! lime the super—brilliance took
place, correlated with a 20% increase of the plasma density (due to overheating and outgasing
of the graphite zone). The super—brilliance always induces a local increase of C-11 emission from
the overheated zones (up to 8 fold), and no increase of CW line radiation, which suggests that
the local source is too small (or that the screening is strong). to contaminate the plasma core.
Super-brilliance events are always taking place at the ridge of limiter where the electronfl
surface temperatures are both maximum and never at the leading edge. although the surface
temperature is equal or larger there than at the ridge bttt where the electron temperature is small-
er. This suggest that the electron temperature is a leading parameter for thermal instabilities.
However, inertial limiters with a smoother shape of the ridge have shown that if the surface tern-
perature is small (in the range of 400°C) at the ridge of the limiter. no thermal instability is
trigered in spite of a high electron temperature there. This suggests that the event is strongly
linked to both the electron and surface temperatures.

The superibrilliance leads to a new stable equilibrium where the local power heat load
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reaclts lSlV‘lVV/mz. and a surface temperatureof 1900°C iii the case of actively cooled limiter;(no noticeable modification outside the stnall overheated zone). This large power heat flux den:sity leads to cracking of sortie tiles or to destruction of a part of the bonding joints. A subtantialincrease of the surface temperature is observed at the beginning of the subsequent shot, for thesame plasma parameter and hence heat flux (before the thermal instability occurcnce). Once [hesuper«brilliance has occured at one location, for the subsequent shots. it remains anchored atthe same place. but appears at lower inpttt power and/or earlier in the shot (almost at the Samesurface temperature llO“C to 1400”C) since apart of the tile has been cracked during the CVcntas seen from the cooling time constant of the tile, figure 1. No plasma bttlk or plasma Edgemodification could be noted probably due to the fact that the total limiter surface involved inthese events is small compared to the limiter surface (<10%). Superebrilliances lasting 5 SCCOndswere observed, the limiter surface temperature reaching quasi steady state values. up to 19000C.

3 MODELING oflhe SUPER-BRILLIANCES:
A modelling effort has been undertaken to clarify the role of surface versus electron tem.perature in this thermal instability. The role of thermionic emission [3.3] and SecondaryElectron Emission (SEE) are analysed as well as Radiation Enhanced Sublimation (R.E.S.)chemical and physical sputtering

The BBQ time dependent Monte Carlo SOL impurity transport code has been used to exam.ine the role of the redeposited impurity heat flux on the thermal instability which is observed on

J

the actively cooled limiter (neta) = 4 1018 m‘3 and Te(a): 40 eV). Calculations show that themean free path for the low energy impurities (chemical and RES produce thermal particlesEL~(J.leV) is 0.3-0.6 cm. which is 15-30 times the magnetic Debye length. Hence the impurities
which are redeposited are subject to sheath acceleration. BBQ calculations show that ~ 30% ofthe emitted low energy impurities are rcdepositcd on the limiter. The maximum fraction of rede~posited power is ~ 15% with respect to the direct SOL power, While this is not too large, itshould be noted that the redeposited heat flux is quite localized at the region of the ridge of thelimiter (the LETS), this location is the radius of maximum Te on the limiter. so that the sheathacceleration is also maximum there.

The response of the limiter to the localized redeposited heat flux has been modeled withthe CASTEM 3-D, time dependent. thennohydraulic transport code, developed by CEA. A self-consistent description of the imposed heat flux has been used. in which the thermionic emission[2] and secondary electron emission are calculated as functions of the evolving surface tempera-ture. For high temperature cases, there is a strong thermionic emission.
The BBQ impurity redeposition heat flux was added to that produced by the direct plas-ma heat flttx, resulting in the mm! heat flux. The time evolution of the surface temperature ofthe actively cooled calculated with the self—consistent CASTEM model shows that the region ofmaximum chemical sputtering appears first near the ridge of the limiter, as Tsurf starts to rise,then moves down the tube (toward the. leading edge) as Tsurf rises further, and the temperaturerises above the peak of the chemical sputtering yield. At much higher temperature the RES yieldbegins to rise and a localized peak of impurity production again appears near the limiter peak.The comparison of the fits in the model for treating physical sputtering with the actualmeasured data [4] shows that, while the maximum sputtering yield from the code fit is tys~0.02, the maximum for the data is tys~ 0.06. Thus, the actual physical sputtering data rangeamounts to a factor 3 increase over the code fits.

The incident heat flux is also a strong function of the SEE coefficient (6e) and Ge, inturn, depends strongly on the surface hydrogen concentration for Oil layers [5]. During a dis-charge, we assume that the limiter surface has a PVC ratio near 0.4, and this ratio decreases withTs, becoming 0.1 at Ts > 1300K. Taking the space charge limit in the range of allowed values,we have calculated both the resulting temperature evolution with the CASTEM self—consistentmodel and the effect of enhanced SEE in restricting the safe operational Ts-Te space.
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4 STABLE (Te, Ts) ()PERATINAL SPACE:
The safe operatinal space is defined as the space where there is no runaway impurity pro—

duction (Ytotalrsputtering < 1). This operating window depends on all the elementary processes
which have been included in the model. Figure 2 shows the resulting accessible Ts, Tc safe opcr»
:ttinttl space which was found with the ”conventional” work (old sputtering data, oe =05, rede-
posited fraction =1). This safe operational space was not consistent with that observed in experi—
ments on the limiters, where Te ~ 50 eV and Ts < 2000°K were found to be the approximate lim-
iting values. Thus, a revision of this operational space was required.

The new physical data which are used have been previously discussed: (1) strongly
localized redeposited heat flux due to C impurities near the peak of the limiter; (3) The recour-
mended physical sputtering coefficients in the regime of the TORE—SUPRA limiters have been
changed: (3) The incident heat flux is a strong function of theSEE coefficient. Figure 3 shows
the sensitivity of the safe operational space to the assumed redeposition fraction for impurities.
The cases shown are for h = 0, 0.33, 0.66 and 1. BBQ calculations, as described earlier, show
that only ~ 30% of the impurities are redeposited on the limiter. As seen in Figure 3, this effect
would lead to an enlargement of the "conventional" operational space.

The next effect to be considered is the use of the laboratory measurements for the physi-
cal sputtering yield, to replace the use of fitting formulas. Figure 4 shows the effect of the new
physical sputtering yields on the basis of recent results [4] (old values multiplied by factors up
to 4). The largest factor (4.0) produces a maximum sputtering yield which passes through the
maximum of the measurements. As can be seen, inclusion of this effect produces a significant
reduction in the maximum safe operational Te(a) space, reducing it to the range observed iii the
actively cooled limiter experiments.

The next effect is that of the SEE coefficient. If we assume the physical sputtering yield
to have the old fit values, i.e., if the nrttltilicator factor = 1.0 in the cases shown in Fig. 4, then
the revised safe operational space due to SEE is shown in Figure 5. The effect of using revised
SEE values is to redtrce the maximum value of Ts to the range observed it] the experiments.

If we assume a physical sputter yield multiplier : 2.5 (rrriddle of the experimentally mea—
strred range), then the 'ariation of the SEE yield from lowest (clean graphite, Ge =05) to highest
oe :092 (F20 limit) values produces the safe operational space shown in Figure 6. The value
06:20.86 is probably the highest value to assume (space charge limit for D plasma) even thotrglr
it is lower than laboratory SEE yield values.

5 Conclusion and prospective-s:
The resulting operational space figure 6, seems at least reasonably consistent with that

which is observed during experiments. As we can see, the operating window is narrow, espe
cially for the acceptable electronic temperature Te at the LCFS. The surface temperature range
allowed can also be narrow, depending on the Secondery Electron Errrissiotr coefficient. The
thermionic emission from a hot surface seems to be at the origin of the thermal instabilty which
spread around. Even with actively cooled limiters, where we keep control of the surface temper-
ature close to 2000°C during the super-brilliances, high heat load close to ZOMW/m2 on adjas—
cent sound tiles is observed and leads to crack forrrration and/or debrasing. This deleterious
effect is unfortunately a runaway effect.
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